




PREFACE 

This Rate Training Manual and Nonresident Career Course (RTM/ 
NRCC) form a self-study package that will enable ambitious Radiomen 
to help themselves fulfill the requirements of their rating. Among these 
requirements are to understand basic electricity and transmitter, 
receiver,  and antenna theory; ensure quality. assurance utilizing test 
equipment; and possess a basic knowledge of communications organization, 
security, message formats , and procedures of heet communications. 

Designed for individual study and not formal classroom instruction, 
the RTM provides subject matter that relates directly to the occu
pational standards of the Radioman rating as listed in the Manual of 
Manpower and Personnel Classifications and Occupational Standards, 
NA VPERS 18068D. The NRCC provides the usual way of satisfying 
the requirements for completing the RTM, The set of assignments 
in the NRCC includes learning objectives and supporting items designed 
to lead students through the R TM. 

Those who work in communications know how fast procedures and· 
equipment change. Between revisions of this ·training manual , some 
obsolescence may be unavoidable. For this reason,

·
. it is suggested 

that the student with access to official communication publications 
use them as much as possible while studying for advancement, 

This training manual and nonresident career course were prepared 
by the Naval Education and Training Program Development Center,  
Pensacola, Florida, for the Chief of Naval Education and Training. 
Technical assistance was provided by the· Commander, Naval Tele
communications Command, Washington, D.C., and the Radioman " C" 
School , Service School Command, Naval Training Center,  San Diego , 
California. 

Revised 1978 

Published by 

Stock Ordering No. 
0502-LP-0 51-1410 

NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING SUPPORT COMMAND 

UNITED STATES 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. :  1978 



THE UNITED STATES NAVY 
GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY 

The United States Navy is responsible for maintaining control of the sea 

and is a ready force on watch at home and overseas, capable of strong 
action to preserve the peace or of instant offensive action to win in war. 

It is upon the maintenance of this control that our country's glorious 

future depends; the United States Navy exists to make it so. 

WE SERVE WITH HONOR 
Tradition, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage from the past. To 
these may be added dedication, discipline, and vigilance as the watchwords 

of the present and the future. 

At home or on distant stations we serve with pride, confident in the respect 
of our country, our shipmates, and our families. 

Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strengthen us. 

Service to God and Country is our special privilege. We serve with honor. 

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY 
The Navy will always employ new weapons, new techniques, and 

greater power to protect and defend the United States on the sea, under 
the sea, and in the air. 

Now and in the future, control of the sea gives the United States her 

greatest advantage for the maintenance of peace and for victory in war. 

Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the keynotes of 

the new Navy. The roots of the Navy lie in a strong belief in the 

future, in continued dedication to our tasks, and in reflection on our 

heritage from the past. 

Never have our opportunities and our responsibilities been greater. 
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C H A PTE R 1 

TRAINING AN D ADVANCEMENT 

In the perform ance of his dutie s, the Radiom an 
acts as the direct representative of his 
commanding officer to provide the comm and with 
the capability of exchanging accurate, rapid, and 
sacure inform ation with other comm ands. To 
become and rem ain effective , the Radioman must 
be familiar with the tasks at hand and the 
communications capabilities available. 

It is the purpose of this rate training m anual 
to provide the necessary training to develop your 
knowledge of . the professional or occupational 
standards of the Radiom an rating. There are 1 7  
chapters i n  thi s m anual. The first chapter i s  
nonteclmical i n  nature. Tho� rem aining chapters 
deal with the technical aspects of the Radioman 
rating. The introductory chapter provides in
form ation concerning the Radiom an rating, the 
advancement system in the Navy, and helpful 
tips about preparing for Navywide examinations. 
Study this chapter prior to beginning intensive 
study of the rem aining chapter s. 

THE RADIOMAN RATING 

Yo·..;.r responsibilities as a petty officer in 
the Radiom an rating include two types of duties: 
Professional duties and m ilitary dutie s. 

PRO F ESSIONAL DUTIES 

Your professional duties as a Radioman third 
or second class will vary depending on the type 
and mission of your com m and. If you are stationed 
ashore, you will norm ally be assigned to the 
comm unications center or a communications 

station. Here, your job will be concerned prim arily 
with sending, receiving, and processing m •3ssage 
traffic. The handling of this m e ssage traffic m ay 
be in support of your com m and only or of an 
entire naval base complex with num erous com
m ands. If you are stationed afloat, your duties 

m ay include a wide variety of re sponsibilities. 
The scope of these assignments m ay run from 
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setting up and operating radioteletype circuits, 
including cryptographic equipment, to publication 
corrections and m .3ssage di stribution. 

As a Radioman, you are primarily an operator. 
As such, you will be required to fulfill certain 
qualifications that require you to know what 
m ake s your equipment work as well as how to 
operate it. 

Yot:rs is an ever-changing and challenging 
rating. The Navy i s  constantly developing new 
and m ore sophisticated communications equip
m ent promoting a m ore effective "voice of 
comm and." 

MILITARY DU TI ES 

Often, the difference between a "good" petty 
officer and a "bad" petty officer is leader ship. 
Each command should have a training program 
that provide s instruction in leadership principles 
and practices. The individual who wants to m ove 
ahead take s advantage of this instruction. He 
applie s its principles and practices in his every 
dealing with the per sonnel around him-especially 
those who look to him for an example of leader
ship , 

Many books have been written on the subject 
of leadership, and m any traits have been listed 
as a necessary part of the m akeup of a leader. 
Whether or not you are a successful leader i s  
indicated by the success with which you stimulate 
others to work willingly under your supervision. 

Self-confidence is one of the keys of leader
ship, but it must be backed up by enthusiasm, 
understanding of others, and e specially by know
ledge. For example, you not only must be able to 
supervise and teach lower rated personnel in their 
com munication duties, but you must be ready to 
pitch in and help complete the job. Your personnel 
will respect you as an individual who has dem on
strated his knowledge and skill, 

A cooperative attitude is another requirement 
of leadership. Do not let your experience in the 
Radiom an rating make you unreasonable and 



overbearing with the lower rated personnel. Yo'J.r 
attitudes will have a definite influence upon their 
attitudes and actions. 

When you become a petty officer, you become 
a link in the chain of comm and between your 
officers and your personnel. Your responsibilities 
are more than merely giving orders and seeing 
that work is done. You also have a responsibility 
for sharing your knowledge with others, When the 
Navy promotes you, it expects you to train other 
personnel. Always stand ready to pass on your 
knowledge of new equipment and procedures to 
others. 

A p·etty officer ' s  working relationship with 
others is of great importance to the success of 
his work and the mission of his comm and. Your 
day-to-day working relationships will be most 
successful as you cooperate with others, both 
within and outside your own division or depart
ment. The ability to get along is, at times, just 
as necessary as proficiency in performing your 
technical skills. The ability to work with others 
is a definite skill. This skill can be developed 
in much the same m anner that you develop a 
technical skill. The m any different skills you need 
may each be studied and developed. Some of these 
skills are understanding another individual' s  job, 
his problems ,  and his abilities.  Others are 
instructing, leading, and inspiring the men and 
women with whom you work. 

THE NAVY 
ADVANCEMENT SYSTEM 

Many of the rewards of Navy life are earned 
through the advancement system . Some of these 
rewards are easy to see.  You get more pay. 
Your job assignments become more interesting 
and challenging. You are regarded with greater 
respect by officers and enlisted p·ersonnel. You 
enjoy the satisfaction of getting ahead in your 
chosen Navy career. 

But the advantages are not yours alone. The 
Navy also profits. Highly trained personnel are 
essential to the functioning of the Navy. By each 
advancement, you increase your value to the Navy 
in two ways. First, you become more valuable 
as ·a specialist in your rating, and second, you 
become more valuable as a person who can train 
others and, thus, make far-reaching contributions 
to the entire Navy. 

The basic ideas behind the advancement sys
tem have rem ained stable for many years, but 
specific portions m ay change rapidly. It is 
important that you know the system and follow 
changes carefully. BUPERS NOTICE 1 41 8  will 
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keep you up-to-date . Ask your educational 
services officer to let you read the latest copy 
of the 1 41 8. This notice is usually published 
four times a year . The June notice covers the 
petty officers third, second, and first class for 
the Septem ber exam ination. Tha August notice 
covers the senior and m aster chief petty officer 
examination inform ation for the November exami
nation. Two 141 8  notices are published in 
November for the E-7 examination in January 
and the E-6,  E-5, and E-4 examinations in March. 

The normal system of advancement m ay be 
easier to understand if it is divided into two 
parts: 

1 .  Those requirements that must be met 
before you are qualified, that is, considered for 
advancement. 

2. Those factors that actually determine 
whether or not you will be advanced. 

N avy training and advancements are based on 
the naval and occupational standards found in the 
Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and Personnel 
Classifications and Occupational Standards, 
NA VPERS 1 8068.  This publication, which will be 
described in detail later in this chapter, e s
tablishes the minimum occupational standards 
for enlisted personnel and identifie s  those 
additional skills required in specific billets which 
are supplemental to rating skill requirements. 

HOW TO QUALIFY 
FOR ADVANCEMENT 

In general, to qualify (be considered) for 
advancement, you must first: 

1 .  Have a certain amount of time in the 
service. 

2. Have a certain amount of time in your 
present paygrade . 

3. Demonstrate knowledge of m ate rial in 
your mAndatory rate training m anuals by 
achieving a suitable score on your comm and's 
locally prepared and locally administered test, 
01' by successfully completing the appropriate 
nonresident career courses (NRCCs) , or in some 
cases, by successfully completing an appropriate 
Navy school. 

4. Demonstrate the ability to perform the 
requirements under the Personnel Advancement 
Requirement (PAR) , NAVPERS 1 414/4, program . 

5. Pass the Radioman Perform ance Test. 
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6. Be recommended by your comm anding 
officer. 

7 .  For petty officer third and second class 
candidates only, demonstrate knowledge of 
military subjects by passing a locally adminis
tered military leadership examination based on 
the naval standards for advancement (from 
NAVPERS 1 8068). 

8 .  Demonstrate knowledge of the technical 
aspects of your rating by passing a Navywide 
advancement examination based on the occu

pational standards applicable to your rating 
(from NAVPERS 18068, those standards listed 
at and below your rate level)-.--

Figure 1-1 gives a detailed view of the require-
------m-e----.nts for advancement of active duty personnel; 

figure 1-2 gives this inform ation for inactive 
duty personnel. Remember that the occupational 
standards can change. Check with your educational 
services officer to be sure that you know the 
most recent standards. 

If you meet all the preceding requirements, 
you become a member of the group from which 
selections for advancement are m ade. 

F AC TORS WHICH 
AFFECT ADVAN C EM ENT 

Advancement is  not autom atic. Even though 
you have met all the requirements, including 
passing the written examinations, you m ay not 
be able to "sew on the crow" or "add a stripe." 
The number of personnel in each rate and rating 
is controlled on a Navywide basis.  Therefore, 
the number that m ay be advanced is limited 
by the number of vacancies that exist. When 
the number passing the examination exceeds the 
number of vacancies, some system must be used 
to determine who m ay be advanced and who m ay 
not. The system used is the "final multiple " 
and is a combination of three factors: 

Perform ance 

Examinations 

Longevity, or seniority 

The Navy's system provides credit for per
form ance, knowledge, and seniority, and, while 
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it cannot guarantee that any one person will be 
advanced, it doe s guarantee that all within a 
particular rating will have equal advancement 
opportunity. 

Who Will Be 
Advanced? 

Advancement to P03, P02, and POl i s  based 
on quota limitations, as determined by the Chief 
of Naval Personnel, and highest "final multiple ." 
The final multiple is a combination of your 
beginning multiple and exam score . Th·� beginning 
multiple consists of the following elements: 

1 .  Performance factor-These points are 
based on the average of your perform ance 
evaluations for a given period or--thne before the 
exam is given. The period of time used varies 
with the paygrade to which you are seeking 
advancement. If you are seeking advancement 
to P03, your evaluations for the past months 
will be averaged; the maximum number of points 
for perform ance is 70.  

2. Length of service - Points for length of 
service are determined by subtracting the number 
of years you have served in your present paygracJ.e 
from the number of years you have been serving 
on active naval service, and adding 15.  Thus, 
an E-4 with 4 years in service and 1 year in 
paygrade would have 18 points ( 4 years in service 
m inus 1 year in rate= 3 plus 15 = 18). The m aximum 
number of points possible for length of service 
is 30.  

3.  Time in r ate -Points for time in rate are 
computed by multiplying the number of years 
you have served in your present paygrade by 
2 a11d adding 1 5  (the E-4 mentioned above would 
have 1 year in rate times 2=2 plus 15=17) . 

4. Awards-Some m edals and awards, if you 
are entitled to them , m ay be worth points to you. 
The Manual of Advancement, BUPERSINST 
1430.16, contains a list of medals and awards 
and the number of points assigned to each. The 
maximum number of points possible for awards 
for P03 and P02 is 1 0 .  

5.  Passed Not Advanced (PNA) -These 
points are determined by the Naval Education 
and Training Program Development Center and 
are assigned to those personnel who previously 
passed the exam but were not advanced. For 
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#E3 
REQUIREMENTS* E1 to E2 E2 to E3 to E4 

#E4 
to E5 

E5 
to E6 

##tE6 ##tE7 
to E7 to E8 

##tE8 
to E9 

6 mos. 6 mos. 6 mos. 
service. as E-2. as E-3. 

SERVICE 2 years 
time in 
service. 

12 mos. 
as E-4. 
3 years 
time in 
service. 

24 mos. 36 mos. 
as E-5. as E-6. 36 mos. 36 mos. 
7 years 1 10 years as E-7. as E-8. 
time in time in 8 of 13 10 of 16 
service. service. years years t-------+-----+._._-:-:-._._-:-:-._..-:-:-._._:-:-._._:-:-._._-:-:-.... -:-:-... _t----+----+ .·-:-c .... -:-:-._._-:-:._._,.,-.... 7777· ::::·:.+------ time in time in 

Recruit :::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::: Class A Na va 1 :::: :: ::: ::::: :: :::: :::::: ::: Navy service service 

SCHOOL 

PERSONNEL 
ADVANCEMENT 
REQUIREMENT 
(PAR) 
NAVPERS 
1414/4 

PERFORMANCE 
TEST 

ENLISTED 
PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION 

Training.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: for PR3, Justice _:::::::<::::::::::::::::::: School must be must be 
(C. 0. ::::::>:::::::::::::::;::::: DT3, I 53, School ::<:>::::>:::;::::::::::::· for AGC, en- enlisted. 
may ad ·:::. ::::::::::: AME3 LN2 ::::::::::::::::<:::::::::::: MUC. H 1 is ted. 
vance �p ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: HM3,' ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
to 10% :::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:: FTB3, :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 
of grad- :::::;>::>:::::::::::::::::: MT3, MU3, -::: :: :::::-:·:·: : :: :: -: ::: ������) ::::::::::::}}}:::< EW3 >:::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :: :::: ::::::::::: ::::::: :::: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... . . ..... 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::.:::.:.::::::::::::-:: Personnel Advancement Requirement 
::::::::-::: ::::::::-::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::-:::::::: (PAR) must be comp 1 eted for 

· ?/}}}}}:::{ : ::::.:.:::::::::::.:::.:::.:: advancement to E-4 through E-7. 

\(.}/\\:{/). .::--::. .. :::-.:-.::--·:::. 
As used by CO 
when approving 
advancement. 

Counts toward performance factor credit in advancement 
multiple. 

1-------+------.----+--------------,r------· ---------------
EXAMINATIONS** Locally See 

prepared below. 
tests. 

Navywide examinations 
required for all PO 
advancements. 

Navywide selection board. 

l----·---+-.. -:c' . . -:c' .. 77 . . 77 . . 77 . . . ,..,., .. ,..,., .. +-----'-----------......__ ____ -.-______ ___ __ _ ____ _ 

RATE TRAINING 
MANUAL (IN
CLUDING 
MILITARY 
REQUIREMENTS) 

:::::::::::-:::::::::::::::::::::Required for E-3 and all PO advancements 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: unless waived because of schoo 1 comp 1 e

:::::>:::::::-:::::::::-:-:::::::: t ion, but need not be repeated if i dent i cal 
::::::::::::-::::::::::::::::::: course has a 1 ready been completed. See 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: NAVEDTRA 10052 ( c>rent edition). 

AUTHORIZATION Commanding 
Officer 

NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN 

Nonresident career 
courses and 
recommended reading. 
See NAVEDTRA 10052 
(current edition). 

�-----......__-------�-----------------------------

*All advancements require commanding officer's recommendation. 
t2 years obligated service required for E-7, E-8, and E-9. 
#��ilitary leadership exam required for E-4 and E-5. 

**For E-2 to E-3, NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN exams or locally prepared tests may be used. 
ttWaived for qualified EOD personnel. 
##Advancement to E-7 will be 10 years TIS effective 1 January 1979; to E-8, 13 years TIS 

effective 1 November 1978; to E-9, 16 years TIS effective 1 November 1978. 

Figure 1-1.-Active duty advancement requirements. 
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REQU I REMENTS* 

TOTAL T IME 
IN GRADE 

TOTAL TRA I N I NG 
DUTY I N  GRADEt 

PERFORMANCE 
TESTS 

DR I LL 
PARTIC I PAT ION  

PERSONNEL  
ADVANCEMENT 
REQ U IREMENT ( PAR ) 
NAVPERS 14 14/4 

RATE TRA I N I NG 
MANUAL ( I NCLUD I NG 
MI L ITARY REQU I RE
MENTS ) 

EXAMI NAT ION  

AUTHOR I ZAT I ON 

I 

Chapter !-TRAINING AND ADVANCEMENT 

E 1  to I E2  to E3 to E4 to E5 to E6 to 
E 2  1 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 

I 

! I 36 mos . 36 mos . 24  mos . I 
I wi th  wi th  wi th  
I 

6 mos. 1 6 mos . 6 mos. 1 2  mos. 24  mos . tota l total total 
9 yrs 12 yrs 15 yrs 

I serv i ce servi ce . servi ce. 

1 4  days ! 14 days 14  days 1 4  days 28 days 42 days 42 days 28 days 

Speci f i ed rat i n gs must compl ete appl i cab l e 
performance tests before taki ng exami nati on . 

Sati sfactory parti c i pati on as  a member of a dri l l  uni t in 
accordance w ith  BUPERS I NST 5400 . 42 seri es. 

... .... .. - - -

:-:-:-:-: -:-:-:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:·: -:·:-:-:-:-:·:-:·:-:-:·:: 
. ·:: ... ·. ·:::. · .. : :. ·. ·:: ::. ·. ·: .'. ·. ·: :. ·. ·. · .. 
.... ....... .................... .... ...... ... .. ........ ........ 

······························· 
:::::::::::::::: ::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 

································ ............................... 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::::. 

······························· 

Personnel Advancement Req u i re
ments ( PAR ) NAVPERS 1414/4 must 
be compl eted for advancement to 
E4 through E7.  

................................ 
································ ................................ 
································ ································ ································ ................................ . ...... . . ............ ........ .. . ........ .......... ...... ........ 
································ ································ ································ ...... .......................... ............ .................... 
································ ................................ .... .. ... ................... .... . ........................ ...... . 
································ . ................. ........ ..... . 
································ ································ ................................ ...... ............... .......... . 

Comp l e t i on of appl i cable course or courses must be entered i n  
service record. 

Standard Exam 

Command i ng 
Offi cer 

Standard Exam req u i red for a l l 
PO advancements. Al so pass 
�1il i tal"Y Leaders hi p Exam 
for E4 and E5. 

NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN 

Standard Exam 
Select ion  Board . 

*Recommendation by commanding officer required for all advancements. 
tActi ve duty peri ods may be subst i tuted for trai n i ng duty . 

Figure 1·2.-lnactive duty advancement requirements. 
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advancement to P03 and P02, the m aximum 
number of PNA points possible is 1 0 .  Figure 1-3 
is  an example of all the elements that can make 
a final multiple . 

The exams are scored, multiple factors are 
added, and a listing from highe st to lowest final 
multiple scores is prepared for each rate . Since 
advancement to E-4, E-5, and E-6 is based on 

quota lim itations, the selections are made from 
the top of the list down as far as quota limitations 
allow. This process identifies those who will 
be advanced. Listings are then prepared for 
each comm and listing those who will be advanced, 
those who passed but will not be advanced, and 
those who failed. 

HOW TO PREPARE 
FOR ADVANCEMENT 

You must study the occupational standards, 
work on the Personnel Advancement Requirement 
(PAR) and the Personnel Qualification Standards 
( PQS) , and study the required rate training 
manuals and other m aterial that is required for 

advancement in your rating. The following 

POINTS 

PERFORMANCE FACTOR: 60 
(based on perform ance 
evaluation average) 

L ENGTH OF SERVIC E: 18 
( 4 yrs in service minus 
1 yr in grade, plus 1 5) 

TIME IN RATE: 1 7  
( 1  y r  i n  rate times 2 
plus 1 5) 

AWARDS: 0 2  
(1 Good Conduct Medal) 

PASSED NOT ADVANC ED: 01 
(As assigned by Naval 
Education and Training 
Program Development Center) 

TOTAL BEGINNING MULTIPLE: 98 

EXAM STANDARD SCORE: 68 

FINAL MULTIPLE: 166  

Figure 1-3. - Computation of Final Multiple . 
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sections describe the publications you should be 
familiar with and give practical sugge stions 
on how to use them in preparing for advancement. 

The Manual of Navy 
Enlisted Manpower and 
Personnel Classifications 
and Occupational Standards, 
NA VPERS 18068 

NA VP ERS 18068 contains the occupational 
and naval standards for advancement to each 
paygrade . It consists of two sections. Section I 
d.�scribes the Naval Standards and Occupational 
Standards. Section II contains the Navy Enlisted 
Classifications (NEC) . While the occupational 
standards m anual defines only the minimum 
skills required for your rating, there are know
ledge factors inherent in these skills. It is 
kept current by means of changes. 

Naval standards are expressed as m1mmum 
skills that apply to all ratings rather than to 
any one rating. Naval requirements for advance
ment to third class and second class petty officer 
rates deal with military conduct, naval organi
zation, military justice, security, watchstanding, 
and other subjects which are required of petty 
officers in all ratings. 

Occupational standards define enlisted tasks 
required of personnel within a particular rate 
or rating and are divided into subject m atter 
groups. 

If you are working for advancement, you should 
remember that you are responsible for the 
occupational standards applicable to the rating 
you are taking the examination for and to the 
standards of the lower paygrade(s) in the rating. 
An E-5 candidate is responsible for E-5 and 
E-4 standards; an E-6 candidate for E-6 , E-5, 
and E-4 standards; and an E-7 candidate for 
E-7, E-6, E-5, and E-4 standards. 

Personnel Advancement 
Requirement (PAR) , 
NAVPERS 1 41 4/4 

One of the requirements to determine eligi
bility for advancement is the completion of the 
PARs for your rating. The purpose of the PAR 
is to: (1) individualize advancement require
m·�mts for each rating and for rates within the 
rating and ( 2) provide a Consolidated Checklist 
that individuals can use in their evaluation 
of the individual in determining readiness for 
advancement. It can provide a record of progress 
toward, and a history of, advancement. 
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PAR is designed as a checklist of the various 
minimum requirements for advancement, It is  
presented in three sections: 

Section I,  Administration Requirements, con
tains the individual's length of service , time in 
paygrade, and a checkoff entry to show the 
individual has passed the E-4/E-5 military 
leadership exam ination. 

Section II, Form al School and Training Re
quirements, contains a checkoff entry to show 

the individual has completed the applicable Navy 
military requirements and rate training course s, 

-- -Section- III, Occupational and Mil-itary--Ability-
Requirements, is a checkoff list of task state
ments. Item s dem and actual demonstration of 

the item or completion of an alternate local 
examination, although demonstration is a com
mand prerogative, Individuals are evaluated on 
their ability to perform a specific task, whether 
it be by observation, by training received, or, 
if desired, by demonstration, 

PARs for all ratings are listed in the Navy 
Stock List of Publications and Form s, Section I ,  
NA VSUP Publication 2002. Ask your educational 
service s officer for a copy of the PAR for your 
rating. 

The E-8 and E-9 paygrades are exempt 
from the program because there are other 
m·eans of selection for advancement to these 
p:1ygrades, Also, the E- 3 apprenticeships are so 
broad that it is impractical to develop a single 
PAR for this paygrade, 

The PAR form for each rating lists the 
requirements for advancement to paygrades E-4 
through E- 7  in one pamphlet. 

Personnel Qualification 
Standards, NA VEDTRA 

4.3100,1 ( series) 

The Personnel Qualification Standards (PQS) 
program is another element in the Navy's overall 
training program . It is used to help develop in 
each person the skills nece ssary to perform his 
assigned duties, 

The Handbook on Management and Imple
mentation Procedures for Personnel Qualifica
tion Standards, NAVEDTRA 43100,1 (series) , 
provides information on the PQS concept and 
describes its implementation into the training 
program of operational units of the Navy. 
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The purpose of the program is to assist in 
qualifying the trainee to perform his duties, It 
is recommended that each trainee carry his 
q.talification card so he can take advantage of 
training "targets of opportunity" that m ay occur 
during the daily routine, The individual is allowed 
to progress at a pace that fits his individual 
learning ability, This, of course , is contingent 
upon time periods e stablished by department 
heads and division officers.  The personnel quali
fication standards program helps to prepare 
personnel for advancement, When studying the 
answer theory questions, the trainee is referred 
to applicable rate training m anuals. 

- - To Eletermine what-equipment or. watchstation 
is in the personnel qualification standards pro
gram and to obtain the stock num ber for a par
ticular personnel qualification standards booklet, 
refer to the latest edition of the List of Training 
Manuals and Correspondence Courses, NA VED
TRA 10061. 

Each qualification standard has four main 
subdivisions in addition to a preface and intro
duction, glossary, bibliography, and feedback 
form, They are as follows: 

100 Series -Theory 
200 Series -System 
300 Series- Watchstations (dutie s, assign

ments, or re sponsibilities) 
400 Series - Qualification cards 

The introduction explains the use of the 
qualification standards in term s of what it will 
mean to the user as well as how to apply it, 

The theory (100 Series} section specifies the 
knowledge of theory necessary as a prerequisite 
to the study of the specific equipment or system 
for which the PQS was written. These funda
mentals are norm ally taught in the form al school 
(for example, Class A School) phase of an 
individual's training, However, if the individual 
has not been to school, the requirements are 
outlined and references are cited which will 
provide guidelines for a self-study program . 

The system (200 Series) section breaks down 
the equipment or system s to be studied into 
functional sections, PQS items are constructed 
as clear, concise statements/questions according 
to a standard format. The answers must be 
extracted from the various m aintenance m anuals 
covering the equipment or systems for which 
the PQS is written, This section asks the user 
to explain the function of the system , to draw a 
simplified version of the system from memory, 
and to use this drawn schem atic or the schem atic 
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provided in the m aintenance m anual while studying 
the system or equipment. Emphasis is given to 
such areas as maintenance management pro
cedures, components, component parts, principles 
of operation, system interrelations, numerical 
values considered nece ssary to operation and 
mdntenance, and safety precautions. A study 
of the item s in the system section provides 
the individual with the required inform ation 
concerning what the system or equipment does, 

how it doe s  it, and other pertinent aspects of 
operation. 

The watchstations ( 300 Series) section in
cludes que stions regarding the procedure s the 
individual must know to operate and m aintain 

the equipment or system . In this section, the 
questions advance the qualification proce ss by 
requiring answers or demonstrations evidencing 
the ability to use the knowledge covered in the 
system section and to maintain the system or 

equipment. Areas covered include normal 
operation; abnormal or emergency operation; 
emergency procedures which could limit dam age 
and/or casualtie s associated with a particular 
operation; operations that occur too frequently 
to be considered m andatory perform ance item s; 
a11d maintenance procedures/instructions such 
as checks, tests, repair, replacement, etc. 

The qualification cards (400 Series) section 
covers the accounting documents used to record 
the individual' s  satisfactory completion of items. 

A complete PQS package should be given to each 
person being qualified so that he can use it 
at every opportunity to become fully qualified 
in all areas of the appropriate rating and the 
equipment, system, or watchstation for which 
the PQS was written. At what point to begin a 
PQS booklet will depend on the individual' s  
assignment within the activity. Upon transfer 
to a different activity, each individual must 
requalify. The answers to the questions asked in 
the qualification standards m ay be given orally 

or in writing to the supervisor, the branch or 
division officer, and/or the m aintenance officer 
as required to certify proper qualification. The 
completion of part or all of the PQS provide s 
a basis for the supervising petty officer and officer 
to certify completion of Personnel Advancement 
Requirements (PAR) . 

Bibliography for 
Advancement Study, 
NAVEDTRA 10052 { series) 

NAVEDTRA 10052 (series) is a very important 
publication for any enlisted person preparing 
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for advancement. It lists required and recom
mended rate training msnuals and other 
reference m aterial to be used by personnel 
studying for advancement. 

NA VEDTRA 10052 is revised and issued once 
each year by the Chief of Naval Education and 
Training. Each revised edition is identified by 
a letter following the NAVEDTRA number. When 
using this publication, be sure that you have the 
most recent edition. 

In using NA VEDTRA 1 0052, you will notice 
that some rate training manuals are m arked with 
an asterisk (*) . Any msnual marked in this way 
is m andatory, that i s, it must becompleted before 
you can be eligible to take the Navywide examina
tion for advancement to the indicated level. Ask 
your educational services officer how to order 
these publications. 

Do not overlook the section of NAVEDTRA 
1 0052 which lists the required and recommended 
references relating to the naval standards for 
advancement. Personnel of all ratings must 
complete the m andatory military requirements 
training m snual. 

Occupational Standards 
and Bibliography Sheets 

For your convenience in preparing for the 
Navywide examinations, NA VEDTRAPRODEV
C EN, Pensacola, FL prepares a separate Occu
pational Standards and Bibliography Sheet for 
each rating (RM, EW, ST, etc.). The sheet lists 
the occupational standards for paygrades E-4 
through E-9 for the particular rating, and also 
lists the recommended study m aterial and specific 
references from the current edition of the Biblio
graphy for Advancement Study, NAVEDTRA 
10052. Ask your educational services officer 
for a copy of the most recent edition of this sheet. 

List of Training Manuals 
and Co1�respondence Courses, 
NA VEDTRA 10061 (series) 

NA VEDTRA 10061 is revised and issued once 
each year by the Chief of Naval Ed'.lcation and 
Training. Each revised edition is identified by a 
letter following the NAVEDTRA number. When 
using this publication, be sure that you have the 
most recent edition. 

This list has been distributed to all ships 
and stations to inform them of the latest available 
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training manuals and correspondence courses. 
Ask your educational services officer for this list. 

The listings in NA V EDTRA 10061 include a 
brief overview of the contents of each training 
manual and correspondence course. All publi
cations with sto:::k ordering numbers listed may 
be obtained from the N aval Publications and 
Form s Center, Philadelphia, PA 1 9 1 20.  U se 
DD Form 1 348 for ordering. Some classified 
publications are issued from the NAVEDTRA
PRODEVC EN , Pensacola, FL 32509. These publi
cations have special ordering requirements, as 
described in NAVEDTRA 10061 . 

TRAINING MANUALS 

Rate training manuals ( RTMs) and nonresident 
career courses (NRC Cs) are prepared as self
study packages to assist personnel of the regular 
Ne.vy and Naval Reserve in developing the know
ledge required for their ratings. 

There are two general types of training 
manuals. Rate training m anuals, such as this one, 
are prepared for most enlisted ratings. A rate 
training m anual provides inform ation that is 
directly related to the occupational q.1alifications 
of ONE rating. SUBJECT MATTER manuals or 
BASIC m anuals, such as Naval Orientation, NA V
EDTRA 16138  ( series) , give information that 
applies to more than one rating. 

BASIC NAVY 
TRAINING MANUALS 

Among the most important sources of in
formation are the basic Navy training manuals. 
These manuals cover broad subject areas which 
are common to many ratings. The ms.terial 
contained in some of these courses will make 
your rate training manual easier to understand. 

RATE TRAINING 
MANUALS 

Rate training manuals are revised from time 
to time to keep them up-to-date. The revision 
of a rate training m anual is identified by a 
letter following the NA VEDTRI\ number (NA VED
TRA 10052-Z). You can tell whether any p3.rticular 
copy of a training m anual is the latest edition 
by checking the NA VEDTRA number and the letter 
following this number in the most recent edition 
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of the List of Training Manuals and C orres-
pondence C ourse s, NA VEDTRA 1006I. ____

_ 
_ 

Each timea-·rate training manual is revised, 
it is brought into conformance with the official 
publications and directives on which it is based; 
but during the life of any edition, discrepancies 
between the manual and the official sources are 
almost certain to arise because of change s to 
the latter which are issued in the interim . In 
the performance of your duties, you should always 
refer to the official publication or directive . 

Rate training ma.nuals help you meet the 
occupational standards required by the Navy. 
The following suggestions may help you to make 
the best use of the RTM and other Navy training 
publications: 

1 .  Study the naval standards and the occu
pational standards before you study the training 
manuals, and refer to them frequently as you 
study. A sk your educational services officer 
for an Occupational Standards and Bibliography 
Sheet or NA VPERS 18068. Remember, you are 
studying the manual to aid you in performing 
your job. The minimum requirements for the 
job are listed in NA VPERS 18068 .  

2. Set up a regular study plan. I t  will 
probably be easier for you to stick to a schedule 
if you can plan to study at the same time each 
day. If possible, schedule your studying for a 
time of day when you will not have too many 
interruptions or distractions. 

3. Before you begin to study any part of the 
msnual intensively, become familiar with the 
entire book. Read the preface and the table of 
contents. Check through the index. Look at the 
appendices. Thumb through the book without 
any particular plan, looking at the illustrations 
and reading bits here and there as you see things 
that interest you. 

4. Look at the training manual in more 
detail, to see how it is organized. Look at the 
table of contents again. Then, chapter by chapter,  
read the introduction, the headings, and the 
subheadings . This will give you a pretty clear 
picture of the scope and content of the book. 
As you look through the book in this way, ask 
yourself some que stions: 

What do I need to learn about this? 
What do I already know about this? 
How is this information related to inform ation 

given in other chapters? 
How is this inform ation related to the occu

pational standards? 
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5. When you have a general idea of what is 
in the training manual and how it is organized, 
fill in the details by intensive study. In each 
study period, try to cover a complate unit-it 
may be a chapter, a section of a chapter, or a 
subsection. The amount of material that you can 
cover at one time will vary. If you know the subject 
well or if the material is easy, you can cover 
quite a lot at one time, Difficult or unfamiliar 
material will require more study time, 

6, In studying any one unit-chapter, section, 
or subsection -write down the questions that 
occur to you. Many P•30ple find it helpful to 
make a written outline of the unit as they study, 
or at laast to write down the most important 
ideas. 

7 .  As you study, relate the information in 
the training manual to the knowledge you already 
have. When you read about a process, a skill, 
or a situation, try to see how this information 
ties in with your own past experience. 

8. When you have finished studying a unit, 
take time out to see what you h9.ve learned. Look 
back over your notes and quastions, Maybe some 
of your questions have been answared, but perhaps 
you still hava some that are not answered. With
out looking at the training manual, write down the 
main ideas that you have gotten from studying 
this unit. Don't just quote the book. If you can't 
give thase ideas in your own words, the chances 
are that you have not really mastered the 
information, 

9. Use nonresident career courses when
ever you can. The nonresident career courses are 
based primarily on rate training manuals and 
basic manuals. As mentioned before, completion 
of a mandatory rate training manual can be 
accomplished by passing a nonresident career 
course based on the rate training manual or by a 
locally prepared test on the manual. You will 
probably find it helpful to take other nonresident 
career courses, as well as those based on 
mandatory manuals. Taking a nonresident career 
course helps you to master the information given 
in the training manual and also helps you see how 
much you have learned. 

10. Think of your future as you study rate 
training manuals. Anything you learn now will 
help you to advance both now and later. 

NONRESIDENT 
CAREER COURSES 

As previously mentioned, a nonresident career 
course (NRCC) is based on a rate training manual 
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or a basic manual. Its purpose is to provide 
you with a self-study training course for ac
complishment at your local command, 

The NRCC contains a set of assignments 
and self-scoring answer sheets (SSASs). The 
SSASs are packaged separately and are usually 
ordered from Publications and Forms Center, 
Philadelphia. See your educational services 
officer for assistance in ordering the appro
priate SSASs. 

NRCCs that are associated with or contain 
information pertaining to your rate are recom
mi�nded for completion. This information is also 
contained in the Bibliography for Advancement 
Study, NAVEDTRA 100-62�-wnich afsolists--those 
courses that are recommended for completion. 

EXAMINATION PROCEDURES 

The Navywide examinations for advancement 
are written at the Naval Education and Training 
P r o g r a m  Development Center, Pensacola, 
Florida. The exam writers are senior enlisted 
personnel who are experts in the rating for which 
the exam is written (e.g., the RM3exam is written 
by a senior Radioman). 

The exams are normally administered by the 
commands to which the examinees are attached. 
In the case of smaller commands with only 
a few examinees attached, the exam may be 
administered by a larger command. For example, 
a naval legal services office may have only 
one or two people taking the exam. Therefore, 
the exam may be administered by the naval 
station of which the naval legal services office 
is a tenant command. 

TAKING THE EXAM 

Several days prior to the exam date, the educa
tional services officer will ask you to verify the 
Recommendation Worksheet, NA VEDTRA 1430/2, 
which has been prepared for you. You should 
check the· worksheet very carefully since this 
information will be used in computing your 
"beginning multiple." If any of the information 
shown on your worksheet is incorrect, bring it 
to the attention of the educational services 
officer so that it may be corrected. 

The commanding officer of the command 
administering the exam will schedule a place for 
the exam to be given and will notify the examinees 
as to where and when to meet. This is usually 
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done through a notice in the Plan of the Day. 
Several proctors (officers and/or senior enlisted 
personnel) will be present during the te sting per
iod. These people are there to assist you in assur
ing that your answer sheet i s  properly prepared. 

When you sit down to take the te st, the proctor 
will advise you on how to fill out the answer 
sheet. These answer sheets are scored by an 
optical scanner and must be completed very 
carefully. Listen closely to what the proctor 

GIVE THIS SHEET TO YOUR PROCTOR 
EXAM 

EXAM INFORMATION 
SUB.IECT-MATTER SECTION 

IDENTIFICATION 
THESE STANDARDS ARE FROM SECTION I, NAVY ENLISTED OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS, OF THE MANUAL 

OF NAVY ENLISTED MANPOWER AND PERSONNR CLASSIFICATIONS AND OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS 
NAVPERS 18068-D INCLUDING CHANGE 2 

THE BASIC BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR THIS EXAMINATION IS CONTAINED IN 

BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR ADVANCEMENT STUDY (NAVEDTRA 10052-Y) 

FOR ALL EXAMINATIONS WITH SERIAL NUMBERS FROM 
800001 TO 809999 

1. This examination was divided into SUBJECT-MATTER SECTIONS. The titles of these sections 
are general in nature and represent the occupational requirements of this rate. The chart 
below shows both the sectional breakdown for THIS examination and the standards from The 
Manual of Navy Enlisted Manpower and Personnel Classifications and Occupational Standards 
(NavPers 18068-D) used to support the questions. 

2. The basic bibliography for THIS examination is contained in Bibliography for Advancement 
Study (NAVEDTRA 10052-Y). It should be remembered that the publications listed for a given 
rating and paygrade may have suggested reading 1 ists or may make specific references to other 
publications. These reading lists and other specific referrals must be considered as part of 
the TOTAL bibliography. 

3. This SUBJECT-MATTER SECTION IDENTIFICATION SHEET is to be used with the PROFILE ANALYSIS 
FORM (explained on the back of this sheet) to identify a candidate's strengths and weaknesses 
in terms of subject-matter for this particular examination. 

4. USNR-R usage of the PROFILE ANALYSIS FORM is covered by separate correspondence. 

EXAMINATION SUBJECT-MATTER SECTION STANDARDS SUPPORTING THE QUESTIONS 

SECTION 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

B 

9 

TITLE (FROM NAYPERS 18068) 

GAME PLAN STRATEGY xxxxx' xxxxx 

OFFENSIVE FORMATIONS xxxx' xxxxx' xxxxx' xxxxx 

QUARTERBACK OPTIONS xxxxx 

PASS PLAN PATTERNS xxxxx' xxxxx' xxxxx 

DEFENSIVE FORMATIONS XXX XX' XX XXX 

KEYING AND DOUBLE COVERAGE XX XXX. XX XXX' xxxxx' xxxxx' XXX XX 

SPECIAL TEAM ASSIGNMENTS XXX XX' XX XXX' xxxxx 

TWO MINUTE GAME PLAN xxxxx' xxxxx 

RULES AND PENALITIES xxxxx' xxxxx' xxxxx' XXX XX 

THIS SHUT MUST BE USED WITH THE MANUAL OF NAVY ENLISTED MANPOWER AND 
PERSONNR CLASSIFICATIONS AND OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS (NAVPERS 18068) 

0 < 

"' :z: 
� "' 
� 

Figure 1-4. - Subject-Matter Section Identification Sheet. 
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tells you, and double check the information 
on your answer sheet. An error on this part 
of the answer sheet can often mean a delay in 
finding out how well you did on the exam. 

Subject-Matter Section 
Identification Sheet 

When you complete the exam, you will be told 
to give the Subject-Matter Section Identification 
Sheet to your proctor. This sheet is the back 
cover of the exam booklet. {See figure 1-4.} 
This tear-off sheet lists the general subject 
matter areas and occupational standards which 
were covered on the exam. The tear-off sheet 
will prove useful to you in analyzing your exam 
results when you compare it to the profile analysis 
form which you will receive after the exam has 
been graded. 

Profile Analysis Form 

When the exam results are returned to your 
command, you will be given a profile analysis 
form showing your individual results. (See figure 
1-5.) 

Space 1, Examination Status, shows whether 
you passed or failed, and your exam score 
(e.g., FAIL/42 means you failed the exam, and 
your exam standard score was 42). 

Space 2, Your Final Multiple, shows your 
final multiple, the computation of which was 
previously discussed. 

Space 3, Minimum Multiple Required, shows 
the minimum final multiple required for advance
ment within your rating. Those individuals whose 
final multiples were the same, or higher, as that 
shown in this space were advanced. 

Space 4, (Sections 1-12), consists of Section 
and Standing. The section number corresponds 
to the section number shown on the Subject-Matter 
Section Identification Sheet (fig. 1-4), and the 
standing reflects how well you did in relation 
to all others taking the same test. By comparing 
figures 1-4 and 1-5, you see that, in relation to 
everyone else taking this particular test, this 
person did poorly in the area of section 7, 
but did excellently in the area of section 9 .  

Space 5 will show the Passed Not Advanced 
points assigned to those who passed the exam 
but were not advanced. As mentioned earlier, 
these points will become a part of the beginning 
multiple for the next exam. Ask your educational 
services officer for more information about this. 

In summary, the occupational standards man
ual, NA VPERS 18068 (series), provides a list of 
the basic occupational skills for your rating and 
paygrade; Personnel Qualification Standards 
(PQS) assist you in developing these skills; 
rate training manuals and nonresident career 
courses provide a method for acquiring the 
knowledge associated with these skills. The 

DEP�A�A:E�C���N��.!�:G��VY � DEVELOPMENT CENTER � 
NETISA 10461/94 18·751 

FROM' COMMANDING OFFICER PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32509 SERIES/DATE ACTIVITY CODE 

TO' (YOUR NAME WILL APPEAR HERE) 12345 AB 
(YOUR�AL NUMBER AND 

THE DATE WILL APPEAR HERE) SUBJ' EXAMINATION PROFILE INFORMATION 

®---
THE INFORMATION PROVIDED BELOW IS A PROFILE OF YOUR RELATIVE STANDING WITH ALL OTHERS IN YOUR RATE IN EACH 

SUBJECT-MATTER SECTION. THE INFORMATION IS TO BE USED WITH THE SUBJECT-MATTER IDENTIFICATION SHEET FOR THE EXAM· 
INATION SERIES INDICATED STANDINGS ARE BASED ON OVER 90% RETURNS· NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE WITH ALL RETURNS IN 

MINIMUrm 
EXAMINATION 

STATUS 

CD 
COPY TO 

SERVICE RECORD 

YOUR 
FINAL 

MULTIPLE 

® 
MUL TIPL ECTION 

REQUIRED 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 

® ' STANDING A A HA L p LA p A E 
S (Superior)•upper 10% HA (H1gh Averege)•upper 40% L (LowJ•Iower 30% 

CODE E (Excellent)•upper 20% A (Averege)• middle P (Poor)•loWM 20% 
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INTERPRETATION H (Hign) 30% LA (Low Averege)•lower 40% VP !Very Poor)•lower 10% 

YOU MAY CONTACT YOUR ESO FOR DATA USED FOR YOUR MULTIPLE COMPUTATION 

Figure 1-5.- Profile Analysis Form, 
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Navy advancement system is based on a com
petitive Navywide exam and your demonstrated 
skills documented by the Personnel Advancement 
Requirements (PAR) program . 

Your educational services officer can provide 
more detailed explanations of the Navy's training 
program s, assist you in e stablishing your own 
study program , and provide both information 
and materials for your advancement study. He 
can provide information on college program s, 
high school equivalency exam s, ·Navy schools,  

1 3  

local training courses, etc . H e  also has available 
to him a list of the latest Navy Training Film s 
and the Navy publications you will require. 

No single publication can give you all the 
information you need to perform the dutie s of 
your rating. You should learn where to look 
for accurate, authoritative, up-to-date in
formation on all subjects related to the naval 
requirements and the occupational standards 
of your rating. 
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BASIC ELECTRICITY 

At this point in your naval career, you could 
probably describe yourself in one of the follow
ing ways: (1) You are a Seaman or Third-Class 
just graduated from Radioman "A" school,(2) you 
are a Seaman or Third-Classp a graduate of 
Radioman "A" school, and currently serving 
somewhere in the fleet or ashore, or ( 3) you are 
a Seaman or a Third-Class who has decided to 
strike for theRadiomanrating without the benefit 
of Radioman ''A'' school. While attending 
Radioman "A" school, you found much of your 
training to be "clerically" or "operationally" 
oriented, Hence, it is quite natural to ask your
self the question: "Why do I have to know any
thing about electricity or electronics?" 

It is important to realize that, as you advance 
in the Radioman rating, more will be expected 
of you. Not only will your responsibilities in the 
area of leadership increase, but also more will 
be expected from you in the area of profes
sional knowledge and skill. In other words, your 
"store-of-knowledge" must be greater. Add to 
that the fact that the Radioman rating is probably 
broader and encompasses more areas than any 
other single rate in the Navy today, and you 
have two very important reasons for being as 
versatile as you can possibly be. 

There are a variety of types of ships in the 
Navy today. Each type or class of ship has a 
basic mission which depends upon its capa
bilities. Each communication center on each 
ship is in some way different. Therefore, your 
job as a Radioman can conceivably encompass 
everything from equipment set-up, antenna tuning, 
basic trouble-checks, and minor preventive and 
corrective equipment maintenance, to message 
preparation, routing, and filing. There is an old 
communications axiom that ''knob-twisters are 
not only a dime-a-dozen, but they are also 
dangerous." In other words, not knowing the 
"why" of things may obscure the possible dangers 
involved in the perfor:mance of any job. 

This chapter not only serves as an introduction 
to basic electrical terminology and definition, 
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but it is also intended to aid you in your under
standing of the material contained in succeeding 
chapters on Basic Transmitter and Receiver 
Theory, Test Equipment and Quality Assurance, 
and Antennas and Radio Wave Propagation. It 
is the objective of Chapters 2 through 8 of this 
Rate Training Manual to introduce you to the 
basics involved in those areas of the Radioman 
rating and to prepare you for the complexities 
involved as you advance in rate. 

WHAT IS ELECTRICITY? 

The question, "What is electricity?", has 
been asked countless times in the past. A good 
description of electricity would be the movement 
of free electrons. The effects of electricity and 
electronics are explained according to the ELEC
TRON THEORY. Through the use of the electron 
theory, we have found that electricity has a 
predictable nature and may be controlled. At 
this point, depending upon your electronics back
ground, you may or may not be asking, "What 
is an electron?'' 

Many people have allowed themselves to be
come confused in discussions of matter or energy 
as related to the electron theory. So for purposes 
of this discussion, we will detail only those terms 
and definitions concerned with the essentials of 
the electron theory. 

BASIC PARTICLES OF MATTER 

To . understand the electron, we must first 
under stand the basic structure of matter. MAT
TER can be defined as anything having mass 
and inertia and occupying any amount of space. 
An example of matter is iron, which is solid 
matter. An example of liquid matter is water, 
and an example of gaseous matter is water 
vapor. So now we know that matter may exist in 
solid, liquid, or gaseous form. 
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The Atom 

An ATOM is defined as the smallest particle 
of any element. This stands to reason because 
the theory of the atom is the basis for all life 
and m atter. Let' s take a look at an atom and 
understand the different parts of it. (Refer to 
figure 2-1.) In the center or "core" of the atom , 
we see the NUC LEUS. Most of the m ass of the 
atom is contained in the nucleus. The nucleus 
m ay be equated to the sun around which all of 
the planets revolve. The nucleus contains PRO..: 

TUNS (positively charged particles) and N EU
TRONS (electrically neutral particles) . Whirling 
around the nucleus, much as the planets whirl 
around the sun, are ELECTRONS (negatively 
charged particles) . Norm ally, there is  one proton 
for each electron so that the net positive charge 
of the nucleus is balanced by the net negative 
charge of the electrons. Thus the atom is ELEC
TIUCALLY NEUTRAL. Norm ally, unlike charges 
will attract each other; however, the centrifugal 
force of the revolution of the electron in its 
orbit prevents the electron from being drawn 
into the nucleus. It should be understood that 
not all atoms have the same number of electrons. 
For example, hydrogen has only one electron, 
whereas curium has 96 electrons in each atom. 

NUCLEUS ( 5 PROTONS, 5 NEUTRONS) 

PLANETARY ELECTRON IN ORBIT 
76.79 

Figure 2-1.-The atom . 
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The Molecule 

A MOLECUL E  is defined as the combination 
of two or more atom s to form the sm allest 
part of a compound. For example, when the 
compound water is  formed, two atom s of hydro
gen and one atom of oxygen combine to form 
a molecule of water. A single molecule is very 
sm all and is not visible to the eye . Therefore ,  
a few drops of water m ay contain as m any as 
a million m olecules. A single m olecule is the 
sm allest particle into which the compound m ay 
be broken down and still be the same substance .  
Once the last m olecule o f  a compound is divided 
into atom s, the substance no longer exists. 

Now let's relate these several definitions to 
the original que stion, "What is  electricity? "  
We know that it is  the movement of free elec
trons, and we also know that an atom is elec
trically neutral. A whole m olecule or a whole 
atom m ay be electrically neutral, but the elec
trons and protons within the atom are not. Elec
trons and protons are referred to as SUBATOMIC 
PARTICLES, and they are electric in nature .  
That is  to say, they are the particles o f  m atter 
most affected by an electric force . Protons are 
inherently positive and electrons are inherently 
negative. It is this inherent characteristic of each 
which m akes them sensitive to an electric force. 

To simplify the electron theory, figure 2-2, 
we have expanded a piece of copper wire (con
sidered to be a good conductor) and shown the 
action of individual atoms within the copper.  
We have also applied an "electric force " men
tioned above in the form of a simple battery. 
When we connect both ends of the copper wire 
to the terminals of the battery, the electrical 
difference between the negative and positive 
terminals causes the orbiting electrons to be 
randomly "pulled" out of their respective orbits 
toward the positive terminal. Those electrons 
pulled out of orbit are referred to as FREE 
EL ECTRONS. These free electrons then collide 
with oribiting electrons of neighboring atoms, 
knocking them out of orbit, thus m aking them 
free electrons as well. These free electrons are 
all moving toward the positive terminal, and this 
process is happening simultaneously in m illions 
of atom s within the copper conductor. This proc
e ss will continue until there is no longer an 
electric force applied or until there is no longer 
an electrical "difference " between the two ends 
of the copper conductor. This "difference" will 
be discussed later in the chapter .  The move
ment of these free electrons is  representative 
of the electron theory. Probably, not one of the 
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76 ,80 
Figure 2-2.- Free electrons. 

electrons flows around the entirety of the elec
tric circuit represented in figure 2-2; rather, it 
is the chain reaction of electrons being displaced 
simultaneously by the millions that constitute 
electron flow, or current flow. Current will also 
be discussed later in the chapter, Now you know 
the "electron theory" ,  and as you can see, 
it's very simple. 

There is one point rem aining to be covered 
before you can fully understand the WHY of 
electron flow. The question has been asked, 
" Why does the electron m ove and not the proton ?" 
The answer to that question m ay be answered 
in one word: W EIGHT, The protons in atom s are 
tremendously heavy, Even in the element of 
hydrogen, which has the lightest proton weight of 
all the elements, the proton is approximately 
1 ,850 times heavier than its electron. Therefore, 
_!t is the lighter electron which is most affected 
by electrical force, which brings us to our next 
term , IONIZATION, 

Ionization 

As we know, it is possible to drive one or 
m ore electrons out of their respective orbits. 
It is also possible to cause one or more elec
trons to be attached to an atom , giving that atom 
an over-abundance of electrons. In either case, 
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whether the atom gains or loses electrons, it is 
said to be IONIZED. An atom having m ore than 
its normal amount of electrons acquires a negative 
charge, since electrons are electrically negative 
and is called a N EGATIVE ION, An atom that 
lose s some of its electrons is left with more 
protons than electrons, and since protons are 
electrically positive, the atom is called a POSI
TIVE ION, Thus, IONIZATION is the process by 
which an atom loses or gains electrons. (See 
figure 2-3,) 

Some m aterials are easier to ionize than 
others. By that we mean that some of the atom s 
of certain metallic atom s are so loosely bound 
to their nuclei that they are comparatively free 
to m ove from atom to atom . Thus, only a very 
sm all amount of energy or force is needed to 
cause such electrons to become free electrons. 
This energy, or force, or "electrical force" 
as we have referred to it, is said to be the source 
of excitation, or the atom is said to be EXCITED. 

CONDUCTORS AND INSULATORS 

Substance s that permit the free motion of 
large numbers of electrons are called CON
DUCTORS. Copper wire is considered a good 

ELECTRON ORBIT 

NUCLEUS 

� 

76.81 
Figure 2-3,- Free electron colliding with or

biting electron causing ionization. 
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conductor because it has many free electrons. 
Electrical energy is transferred through the 
conductor by means of the movement of free 
electrons that migrate from atom to atom inside 
the conductor. Refer back to figure 2-2. Each 
electron moves a very short distance to the 
neighboring atom where it replaces one or more 
electrons by forcing them out of their orbits. 
The replaced electrons repeat the process in 
other nearby atom s until the movement is trans
mitted throughout the entire length of the con
ductor. The greater the number of electrons that 
can be m ade to m ove in a m aterial under the 
application of a given force, the better are the 
conductive qualitie s of that m aterial. A good 
conductor is said to have a low opposition or 
low resistance to current (electron) flow. 

Some of the more commonly used metal 
conductors are silver, copper and aluminum . 
Of the se three, the best conductor is silver. 
However, copper is more commonly used be
cause it is le ss expensive than silver. The ability 
of a m aterial to conduct electricity is also 
dependent upon its dimensions. By this we mean 
its length, width, cross-sectional area, etc. 
Temperature is another important factor that 
determines the ability of a m aterial to conduct 
electricity. 

Some materials give up very few free elec
trons and very large amounts of energy or force 
must be used to break the electrons loose 
within the m aterial. These m aterials are called 
INSULATORS. Actually, electron motion is known 
to exist to some extent in all m aterials. The m ore 
conductive m aterials are used as conductors and 
the less conductive ones as insulators. Listed 
below are some of the best conductors and 
insulators, shown in accordance with their re
spective abilities to conduct or resist the flow 
of electrons. 

Conductors 

Silver 
Copper 
Aluminum 
Zinc 
Brass 
Iron 

Insulators 

Dry Air 
Glass 
Mica 
Rubber 
A sbestos 
Bakelite 

There is a "gray" area existing between 
conductors and insulators. That is to say that 
there are some m aterials that are neither good 
conductors nor good insulators. Depending upon 
the circum stances, some m aterial m ay act either 
as a conductor or an insulator. These m aterials 
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are called SEMICONDUCTORS. Germ anium and 
Silicon are examples of m ate rials in this category. 
It should be mentioned that there are m any 
things affecting the ability of a m aterial to 
either conduct or resist the conduction of elec
tricity (electrons) . 

Factors Affecting Electron 
conduction 

The science of determining the proper type 
of m aterial to be used in electronic circuits 
or in the wiring of these circuits is a very 
complex one. The purpose of this discussion is  
to acquaint you with some of the term s that you 
m ay come into contact with as well as their 
meanings. As was mentioned, m any things affect 
the ability of a m aterial to conduct. The re
sistance offered by a conductor to the flow of 
electrons is referred to as the RESISTIVITY or 
SPECIFIC RE SISTANC E of that conductor. The 
resistivity or specific resistance of a m aterial is 
proportional to that conductor's length and cross
sectional area. The longer the conductor, the 
more resistance it will offer to electron flow. 
The wider the conductor, the less resistance 
it will offer to electron flow. Therefore, we can 
say that the resistance of a conductor varies 
directly with its length and inversely with its 
width or cross-sectional area. 

TEMPERATURE affects different m aterials in 
different ways. For example, the resistance of 
pure metals-such as silver, copper and 
aluminum - increases as the temperature in
creases. However, some m aterials such as con
stantan and m anganin, change very little as the 
temperature changes. The amount of increase 
in the resistivity of a conductor in reference to 
a set per-degree rise in temperature is called 
the temperature coefficient of resistance. 
Although the term itself is quite long, the mean
ing of it is simple. Remember, the ability of 
a conductor to conduct electrons is called its 
C ONDUCTIVITY ; whereas, the ability of a con
ductor to resist the flow of electrons through 
it is called its RESISTIVITY or SPECIFIC RE
SISTANC E .  

Another important factor affecting conducting 
m aterials is the so-called BREAKDOWN PO
TENTIAL of that m aterial. The term itself simply 
means the amount of current or power that the 
conducting m aterial is capable of handling before 
it "breaks down" or is  destroyed. We haven't 
discussed power yet. That is covered later in 
this chapter along with its relationship to current. 
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THE SIMPLE ELEC TRIC CIRCUIT 

Thus far, we have defined electricity and 
gained a little insight as to the why of elec
tron flow. The next step is to take a simple 
electric circuit and discuss the components 
comprising it. We will also define and discuss 
the electrical values associated with any elec
trical circuit. 

In figure 2-4 we have shown the most simple 
circuit. The battery is the source of electrical 
energy. The two wires connected to the negative 
(-) and positive ( +) terminals of the battery and 
to the light repre sent the conductors of elec
tricity. The light represents the LOAD, or the 
receiver of electrical energy. On the left (fig
ure 2-4(A)). we have shown a CLOSED CIRCUIT. 
This simply means that there is a complete 
pathway for current to flow. When this happens, 
the light will be lit by the electrical energy 

(A) 
CLOSED CIRCUIT 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I I i,, ) 

... ____ ... "" 

(B ) 
OPEN CIRCUIT 

236.41 
Figure 2-4. - (A) Simple electric circuit (closed) . 

(B) Simple electric circuit (open) . 
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received from the battery. O n  the right (fig
ure 2-4(B)) , we have shown an OPEN CIRCUIT. 
This means that there is no longer a complete 
pathway for current to flow. We m ay "open" 
the circuit by simply removing the conductor 
from either terminal of the battery, or we could 
have accomplished the same thing by removing 
the. conductor from either terminal of the light. 
In either case, electrons would not flow through 
the light and the light would not be lit. Remember, 
current will flow only in a closed or complete 
circuit. 

Before we m ay proceed further with our anal
ysis of a simple electric circuit, one fact must 
be understood. In all cases and under all cir
cum stance s, electron flow (or current flow) is  
always from N EGATIV E  to POSITIVE. Referring 
back to figure 2-4, we notice that the arrows 
indicating current flow show that the electrons 
m ove from the negative (-) terminal, through 
the light, and back to the positive ( +) terminal 
of the battery. This happens because the negative 
terminal is attached to m aterial that is more 
negatively charged than the positive terminal. 
T''lis means that the negative m aterial has a 
greater abundance of electrons than doe s the 
positive m aterial. A m aterial that has such an 
abundance of electrons is said to be more 
N EGATIVELY CHARGED in relation to the posi
tive m aterial. If we were to take two conducting 
m aterials, one m ore negatively charged than the 
other and place them side-by-side, nothing would 
happen. However, if we were to attach these m a
terials with a conductor as shown in figure 2-5, 
then we would have current flow from the nega
tively charged m aterial to the positively charged 
m aterial. This happens because electrons, like 
water, seek an equal level. The different charges 
existing on the m aterials in figure 2-5 tend to 
equalize or "balance out"; therefore, the excess 
of electrons in the negative m ate rial will flow 
toward the positive m aterial until there is an 
equal charge existing on both m aterials. When 
equal charges exist, current cease s to flow and 
the circuit is then in what is referred to as a 
' ' static ' '  state due to the balance of the two 
m aterials. 

Whenever two sources of electrical energy 
such as those depicted in figure 2-5 have dif
ferent electrical levels, they are said to have 
a DIFF ERENC E IN POTENTIAL. It is this dif
ference in potential that causes current to flow 
in an electrical circuit. Without a difference 
in electrical potential, there could be no current 
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NEG ATIVE 
TERMINAL 

CONDUCTOR POSITIVE 
TERMINAL (-iY .

EL ECTRON FLOW .. .>(+) 

ELECTROLYTE -- - -- -- - --

� TI� 
- -- --�--=. 

+ --

..__ 
SPONGE LEAD 

LEAD P EROXIDE 
(-) (+) 
(LEAD-ACID CELL BATTERY) 

7 6 .8 2  
Figure 2- 5. -Electron flow from negatively 

charged m aterial (-) to positively charged 
m ate rial ( +). 

flow. Therefore ,  it is very important that we 
understand potential difference, what it means, 
and how it is used. 

Schem atic Repre sentation 

Before we m ay proceed with the discussion 
of electrical circuits and their associated values ,  
a schem atic should b e  defined and explained. 
First of all, what is a schem atic? A SCHEMATIC 
is a diagram in which symbols are used for 
the various components contained in electrical 
circuits .  These symbols m ake diagram s of elec
trical circuits easy to draw and easier to under
stand. In addition to that, they save space. In 
figure 2-4 we showed a battery connected to a 
light bulb via two conducting wires. Below each 
battery in figure 2-4 we have shown the sche
matic equivalent of both the closed and open 
circuit. In figure 2-6 we have shown anoth�r 
schem atic equivalent of a basic circuit. The 
only difference between the two figure s  is that 
we have included a re sistor de signated as Rl, 
instead of a light bulb in figure 2-6 .  We have 
not discussed resi stors yet. This will be dis
cussed later in this chapter. 

Thi s conclude s our discussion of basic m atter 
and answers our que stion: What is electricity? 
We are now ready to go into the various value s 
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= BATTERY Rl 

236.42 
Figure 2- 6 . -Schem atic diagram of a basic 

circuit. 

that m ay be derived and computed from elec
trical circuits, such as voltage, current, resist
ance and power. 

VOLTAGE 

Voltage m ay be defined as "the force which 
causes free electrons to move in a conductor 
as an electric current." Whenever two unequally 
charged bodies are connected by a conducto�, 
electrons will flow along the conductor. This 
flow is from the negatively charged body to the 
positively charged body until the two charges are 
equalized. This occurs because of the DIF FER
ENCE IN POTENTIAL that exists between the se 
two charged bodie s.  Let's take a look at figure 
2-7 and see a simple demonstration of this 
proce ss. 

What we have shown in figure 2-7 are two 
water tanks connected by a pipe with a stop
valve attached to it. In tank A ,  the water level 
is near the top; whereas in tank B, there i s  
n o  water. Think of tank A a s  a very negatively 
charged body with the water repre senting an 
over-abundance of electrons .  Think of tank B 
as a very postively charged body repre senting 
fewer electrons with its emptine ss.  Lastly, think 
of the pipe as a conductor. When we attach the 
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Figure 2-7.-Water/ta.nk representation of "dif
ference-in-potential ' ' .  

conductor, represented by the pipe, to the two 
charged bodies (tanks A and B) , water will flow 
from tank A to tank B until an equal level is 
reached in each. We simulate this action by 
opening the valve, which would be the same thing 
as connecting the conductor. When the water level 
is equal, no more water will flow from tank to 
tank. The flow of electrons is very similar 
in action in that when the charges are equal, 
electron flow will cease due to the lack of 
"difference in potential. "  

As we will learn later i n  this chapter, voltage 
can be measured when we know the values of 
current and resistance. The term for measured 
voltage is the VOLT. It is a term you will be
come familiar with as you continue in your 
study of electricity. Circuit voltage values are 
represented by the letter " E "  followed by the 
numerical value, e.g. E = 100 volts. 

There is one other term associated with volt
age and "difference in potential. "  It is called 
ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE (emf) . These three 
terms- voltage, difference-in-potential, and 
electromotive force (emf)- are all one and the 
same;  so don't be confused by them . 

There are six different methods of producing 
a voltage. Some of these methods are more 
widely used than others. The following is a list 
of the six methods of producing a voltage: 

1. FRICTION - Voltage produced by rubbing 
two m aterials together. 

2. PRESSURE - ( Piezoelectricity) - Voltage 
produced by squeezing crystals of certain sub
stances. 

3. HEAT-(Thermoelectricity)- Voltage pro
duced . by heating the junction where two unlike 
metals are joined. 
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4. LIGHT - (Photoelectricity)-Voltage pro
duced by light striking photosensitive (light sensi
tive) substances. 

5. CH EMICAL ACTION - Voltage produced 
by chemical reaction in a battery. 

6 .  MAGNETISM - Voltage produced when a 
conductor moves through a m agnetic field or 
a m agnetic field moves through a conductor. 

Now you know what voltage is, how it is 
measured (in volts and abbreviated "V" ) ,  the 
three most common names for it, and the six ways 
of producing it. We will learn to compute voltage 
later in this chapter .  For the m oment, however, 
you need only be familiar with the term and what 
it means. Detailed descriptions of the methods 
of producing voltage are contained in BASIC 
ELECTRICITY , NA VEDTRA 10086 series. As was 
mentioned earlier, in order to compute voltage, 
you must have other values available to you, 
such as current and resistance. · The next topic 
will be a discussion of current. 

CU RRENT 

Electric CURRENT is no more than the drift 
or flow of electrons through a conductor. The 
direction of this drift or flow of electrons is  from 
a negative potential towards a less-negative po
tential or a positive potential. This direction is 
determined by the polarity of the voltage source. 
T�1ere i s  a word we haven't discussed yet: 
POLARITY. To better understand this word, take 
a look at figure 2-8. Here we have shown a 
battery source voltage and two resistors (repre
sented by Rl and R2) . We show electron flow 
coming from the negative terminal of the battery, 
through R2, then Rl, and returning to the posi
tive terminal of the battery. We have also 
shown that because the electron flow is a nega
tive value, the point at which the current enters 
the two resistors is more negative than the point 
at which the current leaves. Therefore, we can 
indicate the positive and negative points with the 
markings of ( +) for positive and (-) for negative. 
Ti:lat is all that polarity is, simply the different 
electrical charges existing at different points in 
a circuit. This term will be used time and again 
throughout our study of electricity and circuit 
solving. The easiest way to understand the word 
"polarity" is to think of the terminals of a bat
tery. The negative terminal is m ore negatively 
charged than the positive terminal. Therefore, its 
POLARITY MARKING is (-) , whereas the polarity 
m arking of the positive terminaJ. iS (+).They exist 
at two different electrical potentials. 
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Figure 2 -8 .- Polarity markings . 
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There are two classifications of current 
movement: RANDOM DRIFT and DIRECTED 
F LOW. First, let' s understand what "random 
drift" i s  and what c auses it. We mentioned 
earlier that when an atom gains or loses an 
electron, it is said to be ionized. In some ma
terials, ioni zation occur s quite easily. For ex
a:..mple, some conductor s  are m ade up of atom s 
that contain very loosely bound electrons. The se 
loosely-bound electrons m ay break away from 
their respective orbits at room temperature. 
These free electrons, also called "mobile" elec
trons, take a path that is not predictable and 
drift around within the m aterial in a haphazard 
m anner. Such a movement is called random drift. 

DIRECTED F LOW has already been discussed 
to some degree. You already know that whenever 
a conducting material is connected to the nega
tive and positive terminals of a battery, the 
''difference in potential ' '  between the two termin
als will immediately cause the electron chain
reaction discussed earlier .  These free electrons 
will flow towards the more positive point. This 
is called directed flow. 

In electronic circuits and schematics, we 
symbolize current with the letter designation 
"I". Just as voltage is measured in volts, we 
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m ust have a term that determines the amount, 
or num ber, of electrons flowing in a given 
conductor . The term AMPERE i s  the unit of 
measurement that defines the RATE at which 
current flows .  We measure current in amperes 
and thi s is usually abbreviated amp. One ampere, 
or amp, m ay be defined as the flow of 6.28 x 
10 !-8 electrons per second past a fixed point 
in a conductor . 

Another term that needs to be understood in 
relation to current i s  COULOMB. The coulom b 
is a unit quantity of electricity much as a 
gallon is a unit quantity of liquid. A coulomb 
is a measure of electric charge equal to that 
carried by 6 . 28 x 10 18 electrons. Get it straight. 
The ampere i s  the RATE at which current 
flows; the coulomb i s  the QUANTITY of elec
trons. They are inter-related through the com
mon factor of TIME (t) . Therefore, the quantity 
of electrons in coulom bs ( sym bolized "Q") that 
i s  moved through a circuit is equal to the pro
duct of the current in amperes, I, and the dura
tion of flow in seconds, t. Expressed as an 
equation, Q = It. 

For example, if a current of 2 amps flows 
through a circuit for 10 seconds, the quantity 
of electricity moved through the circuit is 2 x 
10 or 20 coulom bs. Conversely, current flow 
m ay be expressed in term s of coulombs and 
time. If 20 coulom bs are m oved through a 
circuit in 10 seconds, the average current flow 

is ��· or 2 ampere s. Thus, a current flow of 

2 amps i s  equal to 2 coulom bs per second. 
Remember, one is rate; one is quantity . 

The ampere i s  norm ally much too large a 
unit to work with in electronic equipments. 
Usually, current only flows at very low r ate s ,  
such a s  MILLIAMPERES (ma) which i s  one-

1 
thousandth (100 0 ) of an ampere, or MICRO-

AMP ERES (ua) which is one-millionth (
1,0 0

�
.ooo> 

of an ampere. A s  you can see, m any things 
in electricity are associated in some m anner 
with time. This is something that you will see 
often in your study of electricity. Time is in 
some way related to all electricity. If it is 
not norm ally part of an equation, it i s  used 
to derive one of the values used in the equa
tion. Later in this m anual, when we learn to 
calculate electrical value s and enter into a.c. 
theory, you will further appreciate the element 
of time in basic electricity. 
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RESISTANC E 

The term RESISTANC E may be defined as 
''the opposition to current flow in an electric 
circuit." It should be pointed out that every 
m aterial or part of a circuit has some resistance 
that it offers to current flow. As you already 
know, even the conducting wire itself offers 
some resistance due to its length and cross
sectional area. Naturally, we use the size and 
type of m aterials that offer minimum resistance 
to electron flow in circuits. 

Resistance in a circuit m ay either be a 
natural resistance or a m an-m ade one, de signed 
for a specific purpose. For example, in figure 
2-4, the natural resistance of the circuit is that 
resistance contained within the battery, the con
ducting wires, and the light-bulb. However, in 
some circuits we will insert deliberate resis
tance into a circuit to accomplish an end. If 
you refer to Appendix II at the end of this man
ual, "Mechanical and Electrical Symbols", you 
will see the electrical symbol for a RESISTOR. 
Many resistors are m ade today in many size s 
and fixed value s specifically for electronic cir
cuits. This is because all circuits have a purpose, 
and there is something in particular that we 
want that circuit to accomplish for us. It take s 
a fixed combination of components and potentials 
to achieve this end m any times. Therefore, we 
m anufacture deliberate resistances for circuits. 
The symbol for a resistor may indicate the 
natural resistance of a circuit or a m an-m ade , 
fixed resistance. In either case, we are able 
to determine the value of resistance in circuits 
and, by doing so, can aid in finding other value s 
in a circuit, such as voltage and current. 

Resistance in a circuit is measured in OHMS 
and is symbolized by the letter "Omega" (in
dicated also in Mechanical and Electrical Sym
bols) . One "ohm" of resistance is considered 
to exist whenever a circuit element permits 
1 ampere of current (1 coulomb per second) 
to flow when an emf ( voltage) of 1 volt is ap
plied. The formula is expressed, R (resistance)= 
E (voltage) . 
I
-

( t)" In fact, we may now denve an curren 
electrical formula to cover the topics of voltage , 
current, and resistance. The formula is E = 
I x R. This means that we can multiply current 
(I) time s  resistance ( R) to find voltage ( E) .  
T o  find any value of the three,  all you have 
to do is transpose the formula accordingly. 
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For example, if we want to find resistance, we 

simply divide voltage by current: f. To find 

current, we simply divide voltage by re sist-
E ance: R • We will be using this formula in 

our circuit calculations later in this chapter. 

CONDUCTANCE 

Quite often in electricity you will find that 
we use opposites to determine different values 
in a circuit. An example of this is the term 
CONDUC TANC E. The term may sound complex, 
but it merely means the opposite of re sistance . 
For example, we say that the ability of a com
ponent to oppose current flow is "resi stance ." 
The ability of a component or m aterial to pass 
electrons is known as its conductance . 

Conductance is the opposite of resistance, 
or to be more precise, its RECIPROCAL. A 
r·3ci.procal of a number is obtained by dividing 
the number into one. In other words, if the 
resistance of a particular component or m a
terial is  6 ohm s, we would divide that figure 
into 1 to find the conductance of that com
ponent or m aterial. This could be expressed 

as t. and the answer would be: .166. This 

answer would be expressed in the term MHOS. 
We use m hos because mho is the word "ohm" 
spelled backward. Conductance is the exact op
posite of resistance , and it is indicated by 
the designation "G" . We m ay now derive a 
formula that is constant in term s of conductance 
and resistance: 

POWER 

1 
G =  R 

1 
R= G 

or 

POWER may be defined as the RATE at 
which work is  done . Whenever a force, whether 
electrical or mechanical, cause s motion, WORK 
is done. Naturally, we are speaking electrically, 
so let's take an electrical example. If we have 
a voltage, or difference in potential, existing 
between two points in an electrical circuit and 
we connect a conductor between these two points, 
electrons will flow. We are causing motion; 
therefore, work is done . We call this work, 
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POWER. Power is measured in WATTS (W) 
and is the product of current and voltage. In 
o'.:her words, if we were to raise either the 
current or the voltage between those two points, 
power would increase. This can be expressed 
as a formula: P = I x E. In this formula, Power 
(P) is obtained by multiplying current and volt
age (I and E)" This formula never changes although 
it i s  not the only one we may us.e to find power" 

Let's carry ou:r description of power further 
in order to better understand it. It i s  important 
to understand that a given number of eleetrons 
may be moved from one point to another in 1 
second or 1 minute , depending upon the rate 
at which they are m oved. In either case , the 
total work done would be the same, only the rate 
changed. Let 's  take an example of 1 amp of 
current flowing with a difference in potential 
of 5 volts.  If we apply the formula of P = I x E ,  
then the answer wm1ld of c·:>urse be 5 watts. 
So the RAT E  of electrical power used i s  5 
watts .  Now let's increase the current flow, 
or, the number of electrons that we're m oving 
between the same two points at the same voltage 
level. Let's increase the current to 3 amp•�re:3. 
Once again we use the formula of P = I x E ,  
and the answer i s  now 3 x 5 = 1 5  watts o� 
electrical power used in the same amount of 
time that we used 5 watts before. Therefore, 
the rate of power increased when we increased 
current. We could have increased voltage with 
the same effect. 

Power is a function of current in that, as 
wr; vary current in any circuit, power varies 
directly with it. The sam e  could probably he 
said to be true of voltage. As we vary voltage, 
p::>wer varies directly with it. The important 
thing to remember here is that power plays 
an important part in communications equipments, 
antennas, and electrical devices.  

Electrical lamps and sold•31:i.ng irons are 
examples of electrical device s that are rated 
in watts .  The wattage rating of these devices 
indicates the rate at which they convert electrical 
energ_y into arF)the-.: form of energy, such as 
light or heat. For example, a 1 50-watt bulb 
will produce a brighter light than a 100-watt 
bulb simply because it converts more energy 
into light. 

Soldering irons usually have a power or 
wattage rating. The higher the wattage rating, 
the m ore energy that the iron converts into heat 
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than one of a lower wattage ;:a�ing. These wattage 
ratings of electrical device s norm ally indicate 
the safe open.'jng limits.  Exceeding these limits 
usually c ause s damage to the device itself or 
may b.-� ha.zardous to you during operation. 

INTRODUCTION TO DIRECT 
CURRENT 

Electric current is classified into two types: 
DIRECT CURRENT (d.c.) and ALTERNATING 
CURH.ENT (a.c.) . Alternating current (a.c.) will 
be discussed later in this chap�r. Direct cur
rent (d.c.) i s  current which flows in one direc
tion only. This direction, of course, is from 
the negative to the positive side of the source. 
In mont of the illustrations in this portion of 
the chapter,  we will simply use a battery to 
represent the source voltage of the circuit. 

In our study of direct curran� (d.c.), we will 
be calculating the various voltage, current, resist
ance,  and power values. Our study will also 
include what is known as S ERIES and PAR<\LLEL 
circuits .  SO before we continue, let's define both 
of these term s .  

SERIES CIRCUIT- A circuit that contains only 
one path for current to flow, Fig'\lre 2-9 shows 
a simple circuit showing the source as a battery. 

= BATTERY 

ELECTRON FLOW 

Figure 2-9 . -Simple series circuit. 
76.83 
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Current wHl flow from the negative terminal, 
through the resistor shown and back to the 
positiv'.: side, <)).' terminal, of the battery. 

PARALLEL CIRCUIT - A  circuit having more 
than one eurrant. path connected to a common 
voltage source. Figure 2-10 shows a basic 
parallel �ircut:, again using a battery as the 
source. There are two paths for current to 
flow� From the source, through each leg and 
resistor, and back to the source. 

We will cover both types of circuits in this 
section and learn to solve them for the electrical 
values desired. We will begin the coverage of 
d.c. with serie:3 circuits and move on to parallel 
circuits later. 

SERIES D.C. CIRCUITS 

Current Calculation 

In figure 2-11, we have shown a simple series 
circuit. We have a source voltage of 2 volts, 
a single path for current to flow through R1 
whose value is  2 ohm s ,  and back to the positive 
side of the source ( Ebb). To determine the 
ammmt of current flowing in a s:�ries circuit is 
quite simple . All you need to do is  to add 
each of the resistances around the circuit, 
and divide that figure into the total voltage. 
Let's take an example: using figure 2-11, we 
know what th•� total voltage is;  it' s  2 volts, 
the source voltage. The total resistance of 
the circuit is the re :3istan{:e contained in R1, 
which is 2 ohm s. Remember the formula I = 

E 
R

. You take resistan(:e ( 2  ohms) and divide 

that into voltage ( 2 volts) , and that will give 

- B AT T E RY R l  R 2  

236.82 
Figure 2-10. - Basic parallel circuit. 
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- E bb 
=: 2.0V 

I = ?  

R l  
2 .on 

76.84 
Figure 2-11. - Determining current (I) in a simple 

series circuit. 

you the current flowing in this particular series 
circuit. The answer, of course, is 1 ampere 
of current flowing. 

Now let' s take another example and solve for 
current. Look at figure 2-12. You can see that 
it is  basically the same as figure 2-11, the 
primary difference being that we have more 
resisto:rs in the circuit. Don't let this confuse 
you, it is  a simple m atter of adding each of 
the values of resistance together and doing the 
same thing that you did in figure 2-11. Let' s' 
do it! 

Again we use the formula, I = �. The 

source voltage ( E) is 100 volts . The total resis
tance is 100 ohm s (R1 + R2 + R3) or 10 + 10 + 
80 = 100. Rememb-er, in a series circuit, total 
resistance can be found by simply adding up 
all of the resistances, or, the total circuit 
resistance (RT) is  eq'.lal to the sum of the 
individual resistances. A s  an equation, it would 
read; Rr = Rl + R2 + R3 • • •  etc. Again, we 
simply divide the total resistance (RT) into 
the source voltage (which is also total voltage, 
ET) and the answer is 1 ampere of current 
flowing in this series circuit. 
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-=- lO O V  

R 3  
a on 

R l  
1 0 0  

R 2  
t o n  

236 .59 
Figure 2-12. - Solving for total resistance (RT) 

in a series circuit. 

Since there is but one path for current to 
flow in a series circuit, the same current 
flows through each part of the circuit. You could 
actually determine total current (IT) in a series 
circuit by solving for current in any one of 
the resistances contained therein. For example, 
in fig-..tre 2-12, we could have determined total 
current simply by finding the current through 
R1 or R2 or R3. Since it is a series circuit, 
the current is constant; that is to say tha:: 
current is the same throughout any series cir
cuit. 

Voltage Calculation 

Th'J.s far, the total voltage ( ET) has been 
given to us in the form of source voltage. How
ever, sometimes we m ay not know what the 
so·:.1rce voltage is, or we m ay be asked to prove 
that source voltage is indeed total voltage� 
First of all, a flat statement: Total voltage is  
equal to the sum of the individual voltage drops 
around a series circua. Now there ' s  a word that 
we haven't used yet: VOLTAGE DROP. What 
is a voltage drop? Look at figure 2-1 3. We 
have a simple series circuit with two resistors,  
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- Er 
--=- 20V 

R l  
5 .0.  

R 2  
5 .0.  

236.62 
Figure 2-1 3. - Calculating "voltage-drop" in a 

simple series circuit. 

each with 5 ohm s of resistance, and a source 
voltage of 20 volts. First, let' s find total cur
rent (IT). This is done very simply by adding 
the two resistances, R1 + R2, or 5 + 5 = 10 
ohm s of resistance. Then, of co·urse, we divide 

that figure into total voltage, �� �:� ; 2 am - ,  
peres.). With total current (2 amps), we can 
find th.-� individual voltages impressed across 
Rl and R2. Remember, current is constant 
in a series circuit. 

We multiply the current times the resistance, 
or I x R, and that will give us the voltage im
pressed across Rl .  In this particular example, 
the cu:rrent is 2 amps and the resistance at 
R1 is 5 ohm s, therefore, 2 x 5 = 10 volts. 
This 10 volts is the "voltage drop" aoross 
Rl . If we computed the vo1tage drop a·�ross 
R2, w� would find that the answer would also 
be 10 volts "dropped" across it (2 amps x 
5 ohms = 10 volts). We would also find that 
the combined total of th3se two voltage drops 
across R1 and R2 would equal our source volt
age of 20 volts. 

This serves to prove our original statement 
about total voltage being the sum of the in eli vidual 
drops around a series circuit. Therefore, total 
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voltage ( ET) = E1 + E2 + E3 • • .  etc. Although 
the source voltage was 20 volts in figure 2-1 3 ,  
the individual voltage drops at the various resis
tors use only part of that total in a series cir
cuit. The amount that each resistance uses or 
drops , of course , depends upon its total resist
ance in relation to the other resistances. The 
higher the resist!inc•� of a particula.r resistor, 
the higher will be its voltage drop. 

Resistance Calculation 

Wh<3n current (I) was discussed, you were 
introduced to resistance and how it was deter
m ined in a series circuit. Again, a flat state
ment: The total resistance (RT) in a series 
circuit is equal to the sum of the individual 
resistances. As an equation, this could be writ
ten: RT = R1 + R2 + R3 . • •  etc. What is re
sistance exactly ? we have already defined it 
as that quantity in a circuit that opposes current 
flow. But aside from that, what is a resistance ? 
A rasistance can be anything in a circuit that 
opposes current flow. When you plug in your 
table-lamo at home and turn it on, the lamp 
is the r�sistance in the circuit. Whenever you 
are using a soldering iron, the iron is th9 
resistance in the circuit. As we said previously, 
resistance m ay be deliberately insarted into 
a circuit to accomplish a specific task for us, 
or it m ay be the prim ary user of energy in 
the circuit, sometimes referred to as th9 cir
cuit LOAD. An example of this would be an 
electric typewriter. The typewriter is the prime 
user of energy in the circuit and is the very 
reason for having that particular circuit to 
begin with. Therefore, the typewriter woul� b9 
referred to as the circuit load. It is the pr1me 
user and offers the m ajor resistance in the 
circuit. 

In Appendix II under the heading "Mechanical 
And Electrical Symbols" ,  we have shown the 
schematic representation of a resistor. This 
schem atic representation m ay indicate a natural 
resistance, such as those mentioned above, or 
they m ay represent m an-made resistors de
liberately inserted into a circuit to help us 
accomplish the task that the circuit is designed 
for. 

Look at figure 2-14. Here we have shown a 
series circuit with three lamps in series with 
each other. The lamps comprise the resistance 
of the circuit and are obviously meant to light 
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LA M P  

LAM P 

LAM P 

236.58 
Figure 2-14. - series circuit containing lamps. 

whenever current passes through them . We could 
have expressed this circui t another way . Look 
at figure 2-1 5 .  This circuit is the same as 
figure 2-14, the only difference being that we 
have used the schem atic representation of re
sistors in lieu of tha schematic representation 
of a lamp. 

Usually, when solving for resistance, we use 
the schem atic symbol for a resistor to simplify 
things. Let's take an example of a series cir
cuit containing resistance and find total resist
ance (RT) ·  Figure 2-1 6  shows a source voltage 
of 40 volts and three resistors of 10 ohm s, 
5 ohm s ,  respectively. To find the total resist
ance, we need only add upthe individual resist
ances :, of R1 + R2 + R3, or, 1 0  + 5 + 5 = 20 ohm s. 

We can also find total resistance (RT) another 
way. If we knew total current (IT) ,  then we 
could find total resistance by simply dividing 

. E 40 V 
current mto voltage: T = R, or 2A = 20 ohms. 

All we need is two of the circuit values, and 
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-
-

236.59 
Figure 2-1 5 . - Schematic representation of a 

resi stive circuit. 

we c an find the other. This is true of voltage , 
current, or resistance. 

We can also compute the resistance of only 
one resistor in a series circuit. U sing figure 
2-17,  we see the source of 30 volts and three 
resistors,  R1 , R2, and R3, respectively. R1 
has a resistance of 5 ohm s, as doe s R2. We 
have given that total current (IT) is 1 amp. 
vve have NOT b.3en given the voltage drop across 
R3. Now, how would we go about finding the 
voltage drop across R3 ? First, take it step
by-step. We have given the resistance of R3 
( 20 ohm s) , and we have given the current of 
1 amp in a series circuit. We can use the formula 
of E = I x R for individual components as well 
as for circuit totals.  We know that current 
is constant in a series circuit. That means that 
1 amp of current is flo wing through R1 , R2, 
and R3. So to find the voltage drop across 
R3, we simply multiply current time s  resist
ance , or, I x R, and that will give us voltage , 
E. You will sometimes hear the voltage dropped 
across individual components referred to as an 
"IR" drop . Thi s i s  naturally derived from the 
equation shown above , since we multiply I and 
R to get E. 

As you can see, we m ay usa the basic equa
tion to solve for voltage , current, or resi stance 
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-
40V 

R 3  
5 0H M S  

5 0 H M S  
R 2  

1 0  OHMS 
R l  

236 .59 
Figure 2 -16 . - Solving for resistance in a simple 

serie s circuit. 

value s of individual components, such as resis
tors.  You will find that this is done over and over 
again in solving electronic circuit value s. Usually, 
any formula that we use to solve circuits for 

total voltage or total current or total resistance 
can be used to find the value s of individual 
components as well. 

Now let' s refer back to figure 2-17. Let's 
assume that R3 has been given no value . We 
know that total voltage ( ET) i s  30 volts and that 
the resistance of R1 and R2 is 5 ohm s apiece. 
HO'N would we go about solving for the resist
ance of R3 ? The answer is quite simple. The 
current is 1 amp and the total voltage is 30 volts. 
First, we have to find the individual voltage 
drops of each resistance . The reason for this 
is that we are going to hava to find the resist
ance of an individual component, therefore ,  
w e  need to have both E and I i n  order to solve 
for R. If we find the voltage drop s  of R1 and 
R2, then we will know the voltage drop on R3. 
By multiplying the constant current of 1 amp 
times the resistance s of each resistor, we can 
determine the voltage drops across them . This 
i s  shown by multiplying 5 ohm s time s  1 amp, 
giving us an answer of 5 volts, or, I x R = E .  
Since both R 1  and R 2  are 5 ohm resistors ,  
then the voltage drop across each of them 
will be 5 volts. Now, remember our axiom : 
The total voltage 

·
of a series circuit is equal 
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= 3 0 V  

R 3  
20 OHMS 
20V 1 1 DROP" 

5V "DROP" 
5 OHMS 

R 2 

5V " DROP" 
5 O H MS 
R l  

236,59 
Figure 2-17. - Multiple calculations in a simple 

series circuit. 

to the sum of the individual voltage drops around 
it. We know that the combined voltages of R1 
and R2 equals 10 volts. We also know that the 
total voltage is 30 volts. Therefore, if we sub
tract 10 volts from 30 volts, then the voltage 
.drop across R3 must be 20 volts. Now we know 
the current and the voltage of R3. To find the 
resistance of R3 now i s  a simple m atter of 

applying the formula of R = � , or, dividing 

the current (I) of 1 amp into the voltage ( E) 

of 20 volts, 2� = 20 ohm s. That is the resis

tance of R3, 20 ohm s. Remember, we solve for 
voltage, current, and resistance in components in 
the same m anner as we do for the entire cir
cuit. The only difference, of course , is that we 
are solving for totals when we are solving the 
entire circuit, whereas the values of individual 
components are for those components only. Re
member also that you must have two values in 
order to solve for the third. 

Power Calculation 

In a series circuit, each resistance or re
sistor consumes power from the source, The 
resistors dissipate this power in the form of 
H EAT. Therefore, if each resistor consumes 
power from the source, then it  stands to reason 
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that we should be able to add the individual 
power drops around a series circuit just as 
we do voltage drops and obtain the total power 
( PT) eXJ}ended in the circuit, And that is ex
actly what we do. 

The formula for finding power is P = I x E. 
Where P is power, I is current and E is volt
age , If we want to find power, we simply multiply 
current times voltage . If we want to find current, 
we simply divide voltage into power, or, I = 

� . If we want to find voltage, we simply divide 

current into power, or, i = E. So as you can 

now see, there are other ways to solve for cur
rent and voltage than the one we have been 
using thus far. Remember, this formula of 
P == I x E is constant and never changes, In 
view of this,  we may now state th·e fact: The 
total power in a series circuit (PT) is equal to 
the sum of the individual power drops around 
the circuit, This can be stated: PT = Pl + 
P 2  + P3 • • •  etc. 

Let' s take a look at figure 2-18 . Again, we 
have shown a series circuit containing a source 
and various resistances .  The source voltage i s  
100 volts. R1 has 1 5  ohm s of resistance, R2 
has 5 ohm s of resistance, and R3 has 5 ohm s 

= l OO V  

R 3  
5 OHMS 

5 0H MS 
R 2  

15 0 H M S  
R l  

236,59 
Figure 2-18 . - Solving for total power ( PT) in 

a simple series circuit, 
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of resistance. Solve the circuit for total power 
(PT) · 

Always solve a circuit step-by-step. First, 
take the fo :mola, P = I x E. We know that in order 
to find total pOW•3r, we must have total voltage 

circuits and consider them rule s. These rules 
are: 

1 .  Current is constant in a serie s circuit. 
The same current flows through all parts of a 
s-eries circuit. 

(E) and total current (I) . We have total voltage , 2. The total resistance of a s.erie•3 circuit is  which i s  100 volts. Now all we need i s  total 
current. To find c:.1rrent all wa need to do is 

equal to the sum of the individual resistances. 

divide total resistance into voltage, or, I = 

R
E 

. 
3 ,  The total voltage in a series circuit is  

equal to the sum of th.� individual voltage drops. 
How do W3 go about finding total resistance ,  

4 .  The voltage drop across a resistor in 
RT ? By adding the individual resistances around 
the series 

_
circu�t, _ �T. -= ... RL .. ± R2 _ ±_R3_ • • .... etc. -

t
-
f:�r€lfhii!��/!

t
�-�

�
p:roportional. to .. the eleetric-al · ·· · · ·· 

- ·-·-· ··- · -- - -· · · - or;·· tn this - particular circuit, RT = 1 5  ohm s + 
5 o}lm s + 5 ohm s = 25 ohm s of total resistance 5. The total power dissipated or dropped in 
in figure 2-1 8 .  Therefore, we can divide to:al a series circuit is equal to the sum of the 
resistance into total voltage and obtain total individual power dissipations, or drops.  

E 100 volts 
current, or, I = 

R
' Therefore,  I = � ohm s 

, 

and I = 4 amps .  Now that we have found total 
current of 4 amps, we can find total p ower.  
The power formula is P = I x E ,  We have 
total voltage of 100 volts, and tota..l current of 
4 amps,  therefore, P = I x E, or, P = 1 0 0  x 4, 
and P = 400 watts. 

Just as we did with voltage, we can do with 
power .  That simply means that we can use the 
power formula for individual components as well 
a.s for finding total values.  For example, if 
you know the voltage drop across a resistor 
and the current flowing through it, then you 
can find the power expended by it. The only 
difference between the two is that you must have 
total values to find circuit totals; whereas, 
with individual components it is  only the values 
of current or voltage or resistance for that 
component. This is a common error m ade by even 
experienced personnel. That is the reason for 
ensuring a step-by-step procedure when solving 
for circuit values .  

Rules For Series Circuits 

Thus far, we have talked about the basic 
value s co�!lputed in series circuits. Often, it i s  
difficult to remember basic guidelines, and this 
will become m ore .'l.<Jparent after we have covered 
a.c. theory. But in a.c . as well as in d.c.  there 
are certain rules that m ay aid us in understand
ing and solving electronic circuits. We will 
cover r.ules governing a.c. at the end o� that 
section in th�s chapter,  but we m ay now take 
certain facts covered thus far dealing with d.c. 
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COMMONLY U SED 
ELEC TRONIC T E RM-3 

Reference Points 

A REF ERENC E POINT is a chosen point 
in an electronic circuit to which all other points 
in that electronic circuit are compared. Look 
at figure 2-19 . we have shown a simple series 
circilit with three resistances in series.  Each 
resistor is of equal value, therefore the in
dividual voltage drops across each one are equal. 
The source voltage is 30 volts, the arrow indi
cate s the direction of current and we have 
10 volts dropped across each resi stor . 

N o r m  a 1 1  y, in electronic circuits, the 
reference-point used i s  GROUND. Ground is 
norm ally what everything is referenced to. In 
figu.re 2-19,  point "A" is going to be the refer
ence point, and for the sake of reali sm , we will 
assign it a potential of zero volts. This i s  
h3cause ground is normally zero volts. 

Everything tha.t we measure in this circuit 
will be in reference to point "A " .  If we we.re 
to m•� asure from point A to point B, we would 
find that point B !s 1 0  volts m o re positive 
than point A .  If we were to measure between 
point A and point C , we wou�.d find that point 
C i s  20 volts m ore positive than point A .  If 
We m easured h�tween point A and p:::>int D ,  we 
would find that point D is 30 volts m ore positive 
than point A .  We could go on and on with other 
resistive values, and we could even change our 
reference point, but by now you can see the 
usage of a reference point. 
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236.73 
Figure 2-19 , - Reference points in a series 

circuit. 

Ground 

As we mentioned in the previous topic, ground 
i s  norm ally the reference point in electronic 
circuits. Since the earth is said to b9 at a zero 
p ::>tential, the te ::-m g cound is used to denote a com
m on electrical point oX z�ro potential. In most 
equipments, the metal chassis i s  norm ally the 
common ground for the circuits contained inside 
the equipment. 

There are m any bo9.nefits to the method of 
using ground: It contributes to economy, sim 
plifies schematics, and makes i t  easier to m ake 
m easurements. Most cl.rcuits have common points 
at zero potential and are connected directly to 
the metal chassis of the equipment, thereby 
eliminating long connections when measurements 
are m ade. 

Most voltage measurem.:onts used to check 
proper circuit operation in electronic equipments 
al'e taken with respect to ground. This is nor
m ally done with one meter lead attached to ground 
and the other lead is used to check various test 
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points in the circuit. We will cover the se pro
cedures in greater detail in the chapter entitled: 
"Basic Test Equipment" . 

In figure 2-20, we have shown essentially 
the same m aterial shown in figure 2-19 . The 
values are the same, but we have added the 
designation for "ground" under point A .  This 
is the symbol US·9d in schem atics and means 
the same thing at all tim es:  Z ERO POTENTIAL. 

Op;n Circuit 

A circuit is said to be OPEN when a break 
occurs in a complete conducting path. We open 
a circuit whenever we throw a switch that 
de-energizes a circuit. However, an open m i'IY 
happen accidentally due to some abnorm al con
dition. Norm ally, to restore a circuit to proper 

+ 

3 0 V  

I _.  

G R O U N D -=-
236,73 

Figure 2-20 . - Ground symbol in an electrical 
circuit. 
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operation after an open occurs, the op,.:m m ust 
be found and the cause determined. 

Determ ining the cause of an open circuit m ay 
hs very simple, or it m ay be quite complex. 
Sometimes an open m ny be located visually by 
inspecting the circuit components thoroughly . 
D·afectiva compone�1ts, such as burned out resis
tors, capacitors, fuses ,  etc,, can usually be 
discovered via this method, Other opens, such 
as a break in a wire that is covered with in
sulation, are not visible to the eye . In that 
event, proper knowledge and usage of the ap
plicable test procedure s and equipm ents is 
necessary. 

In figure 2-21 , the series circuit consists of 
a fuse, two resistors, and the source voltage . 
Look at the circuit values of current and voltage 
in the "norm al circuit" . Now no'.;ic.a tha effec i;s 
of th<� op•.:n fuse in the "open circuit " .  Notice 
that current ceases to flow; therefore, there is 
no longer a voltage drop across the resi s tors, 
Each end of the open conducting path becom e s  
a n  extension of the battery terminals and the 
voltage measured across the open equals the 
source voltage . 

N O R M A L  C I R C U I T  

O P E N C I R C U IT 

236.7 7  
Figure 2-21 . - Normal circuit and open circuit. 
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Short Circuit 

A SHORT CIRCUIT is an ar:::eidental path 
o£ low resistance which allows an abnorm ally 
large amount of current to flow. A short exists 
whenever the resistance of the circuit or the 
resi stance of a part of a circuit drops in value 
to almost zero ohm s .  A short m ay occur as a 
re sult of improper wiring, broken insulation, 
pieces of shavings or wires touching between 
a component and ground, or any num b3r of 
things that would be much too lengthy to mention 
here. 

Something that has not been m entioned yet 
is that current always seeks a path of least 
resistance. Just what is m e ant by this ? Look 
at figure 2- 22. In the upper part of the figure, 
annotated "Normal curre�1t " ,  we have shown 
the circuit in its normal state . Current flows 
fro::n the battery source , through R2, through 
R1 and back to the source. Now ,  in the bottom 
part of the figure, anno�ated ' 'Abnorm al Current" , 
we have simply taken a wire and connected it 
into the circuit at either end of Rl . Current 
flowing out of R2 will take the path through the 
wire instead of through Rl because of the lesser 
resi stance offered ')y it. In effect, we have 
" shorted" the current around the resistor . Now 
let's analyze the effects of this action on the 
circuit as a whole. 

R l =  1 0, O O O n 

N O R M A L  CU R R E NT 

/ 
S H O RT 

A B N O R M A L  C U R R E N T  

R 2  
I On 

236,79 
Figure 2- 22. - Short circuit conditions .  
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What we have done is simulate a short 
circuit. When a co::np onent shorts out in the 
m anner which we have shown here, the overall 
resistance of th•� circuit is le ssened. In other 
words, instead o: the 1 0 , 0 1 0  ohm s of re sistance 
shown in the "normal current" schem atic of 
figure 2-22 , we have effectively reduced the 
circuit resistance to approxim ately 1 0  ohm s, 
shown in the "abnorm al current" schematic of 
figure 2- 22. What will happen when w'3 have a 
severe reduction in circuit resistance ? Current 
increases because it no longer " sees" the 
resistance opposing it that was p:c·esent before 
the short occurred. The sudden surge of current 
througl1 ':hi3 sm aller resistor of 10 ohm s will 
cause such a rise in heat in it, that it will 
"burn-up" ,  or effectively be destroyed. This 
is the real danger to equipment whenever shorts 
occur. The sudden increase in current will 
destroy or dam age m any components and render 
the equipment usele ss. This is the reason that 
we have FUSES in equipments. If shorts occur, 
the increase in current will burn out the fuse , 
thereby opening the circuit, and current will 
cease to flow . This protects the equipment and 
gives us a chance to find the problem and correct 
it without dam aging m any m ajor components. 

Source Resistance 

SOURC E RESISTANC E  is the internal resi st
ance of the voltage source . F or example, when
ever we use a battery as the voltage source 
in a circuit, the battery itself offers some re
sistance to current flow . Take a look at figure 
2-23. We have shown another simple series 

SOURCE 
RES ISTANCE 

( R s l  
= BATT ERY R l  

76 .8 5  
Figure 2- 23. - Representation of source re

sistance . 
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circuit. The voltage source is a battery and cur
rent flows from the batte ry, through R1 , back 
to the positive term inal of the battery, and 
through the battery, (from the positive terminal 
to the negative terminal) , and back out into the 
cirui.lit. When the current flows through the 
source, there is some resistance offered it by 
the inside of the battery itself, through its elec
trolyte . It stands to reason that this resistance 
can be measured and doe s affect the total re
si stance of a circuit. The re sistance , which we 
have shown by drawing a resistor parallel to the 
battery, is usually very sm all and does not have 
a large effect upon circuit current, but it does 
affect it somewhat. This is what is known as 
source re sistance . 

PARALLEL D.C . CIRCUITS 

So far, we have concerned ourselve s entirely 
with serie s circuits. An under standing of series 
circuits is, of course , essential. You will find 
that most of the electronic equipments that 
you come into contact with do contain series 
circuits. You will also find that most of the 
electronic equipments that you will come into 
co:J.tact with contain more parallel circuits than 
series circuits. Now that you basically understand 
what a series circuit is and how we solve for 
the m ore basic value s of current, voltage, and 
resistance, we can m ove on to parallel circuits. 
Solving for basic values in a parallel circuit is 
not nece ssarily harder than a series circuit, 
merely different. Just as we had basic rules to 
abide by in series circuits, we have them in 
parallel circuits as well, and it require s only 
that we know and use them . First, let' s define 
a parallel circuit. A PARALLEL CIRCUIT is 
d.�fined as a circuit having more than one current 
p ath connected to a common voltage source . Fig
ure 2- 24 is an example of a parallel circuit. 
We have shown here a battery voltage source, 
two resistors in parallel (Rl and R2) , and two 
paths for current to flow which are shown by 
the arrows (path 1 and path 2) . 

Voltage C alculation 

In a series circuit, voltage divided propor
tionately across each resistor. In a parallel 
circuit, however, voltage is the same across 
all resistors of a parallel group . Voltage is 
probably the easiest value to obtain in a parallel 
circuit. In figure 2-25,  we show a voltage source 
and two parallel legs containing Rl and R2, 
respectively. R1 is in parallel with R2 and both 
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R l  

PAT H  1 

PAT H 2 

236.82 
Figure 2-24.- Basic parallel circuit. 

236 .8 3  
Figure 2-25.- Source voltage impressed across 

all parallel resi stance s. 

are in parallel with the source of 20 volts. 
In this particular situation, a.s they are all 
parallel to each other, the voltage-drop im
pressed across each re sistor would equal source 
voltage . Therefore, we would have 20 volts 
impressed across Rl and R2. 

Now, how can this knowledge of constant volt
age help us ? Let's  take another example. In 
figure 2- 26, we have a simple parallel circuit. 
We have a source, three resistors in parallel, 
and the value of current in one leg. We have 
assigned R2 the value of 20 ohm s of resistance 
and show current in that parallel leg to be 
2 amps. We d·:> not know what the source voltage 
i s .  But we do know what the current and resist
ance are in the second par allel leg; so we can 
find the voltage · drop across R2. By using the 
formula of E = I x R, can find the voltage 
dropped across R2. Remember that we can use 
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- E bb R l  R 2  R 3  
2 0 0 H MS 

236 .84 
Figure 2-26.- Finding source voltage in, a paral

lel circuit. 

any of the formulas for individual components 
as well as for total value s in a circuit. So 
let's take the current of 2 amps and multiply 
by the resistance of 20 ohm s in R2 { E  = I  x R) . 
Of course, this is equal to 40 volts ( 20 x 2) . 
Now that we know the voltage drop across R2, 
Wi3 know the drops across Rl and R3, and what 
the source voltage is.  Why ? Because voltage 
is constant in a parallel circuit. A L L  of the 
voltage s will be 40 volts. So, as you can see, 
if you c an find the voltage across any one leg 
or resistor in a parallel circuit, you know the 
source voltage as well as the voltage impressed 
across all parallel branches. 

Current Calculation 

A s  you know, current in a circuit is in
versely proportional to re sistance. The higher the 
re sistance, the less the current. The lower the 
resistance, the higher the current. This never 
change s ,  regardless of the type of circuit. This 
is just as true of parallel circuits as it was of 
serie s circuits .  However, there is a slight 
difference in the way current is computed in 
a p:trallel circuit as compared to a series cir
cuit. 

In a. series circuit, the current was constant 
in that it was the same throughout. However , 
in a parallel circuit, current divide s among the 
parallel paths in relation to the value of the 
resi stance (or re sistors) in each leg. In figure 
2-27, we have shown a parallel circuit with a 
source of 50 volts, tw.'J parallel legs consi sting 
of R1 and R2, and a total current of 1 0  amps. 
We can determine the amount of current flowing 
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th't'ough each resistor by using the formula, I = 
E 
R . We can us:.3 the source voltage to solve 

for each leg. Voltage is constant. Therefore, 
50 Volts . 

for R1 , 10 Ohm s 
= 5 amps of current flowmg 

through R1 .  We can use the same formula to solve 
for the current flowing through R2. A s  you can 
see , the values of Rl and R2 are the same, 
so the current flowing through each will be 
th3 same:  5 amps. The total current in this cir
cuit is 10 amps.  Total current is always equal 
to the sum of the individual currents of the 
parallel legs in a parallel circuit. 

Let' s take one m ore look at figure 2-27 
and trace current around the circuit. The total 
current of 1 0  amperes leaves the negative ter
m inal of the battery and flows toward point "A " .  
Point A i s  a connecting point for the two resis
tors and is c alled a JUNC TION . At junction A ,  
the total current divide s into two sm aller cu:r
rents of 5 3.mps each. (Bear in m ind at this 
P':>int that the two currents are a::r�al ONLY 
b.9�ause the resistance of the two legs are 
equal. If the resistors of the two legs were 
of different ohmic values ,  the current woald have 
divided accordingly with m ore current flowing 
through the lower value resistance and le ss 
current flowing through the higher value re
sistance .) These two currents flow through their 
re spective resi stors and are rejoined at junction 
B. The total current of 10 amps then flows 
from junction B back to the positive terminal 
of the battery. Thus, the battery supplied a 
total current of 10 amperes, and each of the 
two e qual resistors carried half of the total 
current. 

8 
4 4 l r  = lO A 1 2  = 5 A 

-=- E b b  �� R l  R 2  
-=- 5 o v  1 0 .0  10 .!1 

IT = l O A  
• 

A 
236 .85 

Figure 2- 27 . - Current in a parallel circuit. 
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Let's try it again using a different circuit. 
Take a look at figure 2-28 . Here, we have a 
parallel circuit with three legs instead of two. 
Don't let this confuse you. Solving for three 
legs is as easy as solving for two legs. Solving 
for four or five legs would be just as easy. 
Remember the basic laws: voltage is constant 
and current divide s proportionately. In this figure, 
we have not given the source voltage or the 
total current. We have Rl of 5 ohm s, R2 of 1 5  
ohm s, and R 3  of 30 ohm s of resistance . G'.ven 
is the current through R2, the second leg (2 
amps) . In order to find the voltage drop across 
each resistor , or the total voltage, all we have 
to do is to find it across any one resistor. In 
our second leg, containing R2, we know that the 
current is 2 amp s  and the resistance is 1 5  ohm s .  
We have two of the necessary values ,  s o  we 
m ay now solve for voltage across it by applying 
the formula: E = I x R. By multiplying the cur
rent tim e s  the resistance, we can solve for the 
voltage drop across R2. Therefore , we would 
multiply 1 5  ohm s x 2 amps = 30 volts. 

Now that we know the voltage drop across 
R2, we know the voltage drop across R1 and 
R3 and the source, since they are all in parallel 
with each other. They are all 30 volts. We m ay 
now solve for the individual currents in e ach 
leg by dividing the resistance of each leg into 

the voltage dropped across it, or I = l ·  In the 

leg containing Rl , the current would be 3� 6�s 
6 amps. In the leg containing R3, the current 

30 Volts · would be 
30 Ohm s

= 1 amp. Therefore, the total 

current would be the sum of all the individual 
legs, or , 6A + 2A + 1A = 9 amps total current. 

Let' s trace the current around the circuit . 
again. The total current of 9 amperes leave s 
the negative terminal of the battery and flows 
toward junction A. At junction A ,  6 amps flow 
through R1 and the rem aining 3 amps flow toward 
junction B. At jun.:::tion B, 2 amps flow through 
R2 and the rem aining 1 amp flows through R3 , 
At ju.1ction C ,  the currents flowing from the 
two parallel legs containing R2 and R3 com bine 
into 3 amperes and flow toward junction D .  At 
junction D the 3 amps flowing from junction 
C com bine with the 6 amp•3res flowing from the 
leg containing Rl , and the total current of 9 
amps flows back to the positive terminal of the 
battery. 
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D c 
• 

R l  R2 
5!l 1 5.0 

L 
A 8 

236 .86 
Figure 2-28 . - Current division in a pauJ:lel 

circuit ( 3 legs) . 

Resistance Calculation 

Probably, oni� of the hardest things to under
stand for m ost people is calculating parallel 
resistances. In actuality, it really isn't hard. 
One of the common mistakes m ade by m ost is 
that they do not take it on,3 step at a time when 
solving for parallel resistances. We will learn 
several methods for solving parallel resistances. 
Each method i s  relatively simple and totally ac
curate. 

First of all, let's take a simple parallel 
circuit containing two resistors in parallel, as 
shown in figure 2-29 . We have shown a 5 volt 
source with a total currant of 2 amps flowing 
through two resistors. Each resistor is drawing 
1 amp.3re of current. Common sense could proba
bly tell you that if each resistor is drawing the 
same amount of current, then the two resistors 
must both be of the same ohmic value. But 
not only must we be able to mentally compute 
this;  we must also be able to show why. So 
let's continue. 

Since we know total voltage and total cur
rent, it is a simple matter to find total re-

sistance with the formula R = � • U sing that 
5 volts 

formula: RT =-
2 

or, RT = 2.5 ohm s. Also, amps 
since we know the voltage across each resistor 
(5  volts), we can find the resistance of each 
resistor by dividing the voltage dropped across 
each leg by the current flowing through each leg. 

In this case, we use the formula: R = � , or, 

= 5 volts . 
R T amp 

= 5 ohms, the res1stance for Rl 

The same would be tru-3 of R2 since they both 
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2 A  • 

-=- sv l Al 
-

236 ,89 
Figure 2-29 . - Two parallel resistors of e·qual 

value . 

have the same amount of current flowing through 
them . 

We could have found total resistance in 
another way. We could have divided the ohmic 
value of one resistor by the number of resistors. 
To explain, anytim.s that the resistors in a 
parallel circuit are of equal value, you need only 
divide the number of resistors into the value 
of. one of them . This will give you the total 
resistance of the circuit, but ONLY when the 
resistors are of equal value. Referring back to 
figure 2-29 , once we determined that the re
sistors were of equal value, we could have 
taken the number of resistors (two) and divided 
that number into the ohmic value of either Rl 

5 ohms 
or R2. Example: 2 (no. of resistors)

= 2.5 ohm s 

total resistance. It would not have m attered if 
we had 2, 3, 4, or m ore legs in the circuit. 
If they were of equal resistances, the method 
could still be the same. Therefore, we could 
make a formula from this that would apply 
whenever parallel legs are of equal value: 

where 

R 
Req = 

N 

Req = equivalent parallel resistance 
R = ohmic value of one resistor 
N = number of resistors 

The term Et�UIVALENT RESISTANC E  is a 
term used in determining parallel resistance. 
This word is used due to the fact that we do 
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not obtain total resistance in parallel circuits 
by adding up th� individual resistances as we 
did in series circuits. We speak of the resist
ance in a parallel circuit as the overall resis
tive effect of all resistance s. This should not 
be confused with "average" resistance because 
we don't take the average of all resistances 
shown in a parallel circuit. The example shown 
in figure 2-29 is unique in that the resistances 
were equal, but that is the exception, not the 
rule. Norm ally, of course, the resistances in a 
parallel circuit are of different values. There
fore, we solve for the equivalent resistance. 
Perhaps a simpler way of saying this would be 
to say, "take all of the resistances shown in a 
parallel circuit and combine them into ONE re
sistor that would show the overall resistive 
effect of all of them ." Thi.s, therefore, would 
give us the equivalent resistance of the circuit. 

Another method of solving for the Equivalent 
Resistance of two resistors in parallel is via the 

. Rl x R2 
followmg formula: 

R1 + R 2 = RT this method 

i s  called the "product over the Sum " .  Remember, 
this formula should be used for two resistors 
in parallel, only. Using figure 2-30 as an ex
ample, we have a parallel circuit showing 30 
volts source, 15 amps current, and two resistors 
of 3 ohm s and 6 ohm s each. In this particular 
example, because we have only two resistors, 
we m ay use the f o r m u l a  m e n t i o n e d 

b R _ R1 x R2 a ove: T - Rl + R2 

therefore: 

therefore: 

18 
RT = g  

and: 

RT = 2 ohm s 

As you can see, this is a very simple method 
of solving for parallel resistance whenever you 
have only two resistances. 
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30V-=-

15 A • 

R 1  
3D 

236 .91 
Figure 2- 30 . - " Product-over-sum " method for 

calculating two parallel resistances. 

So far, you have learned how to compute 
parallel resistances that are equal in each branch, 
and two parallel branches of unequal value. One 
more method remains to be covered and this 
is the most commonly accepted method for solving 
parallel resistances of more than two legs that are 
of unequal values .  This method is called the 
RECIPROCAL M ETHOD. It is probably the most 
confusing of the ones that we've covered so 
far, but it is no problem when taken step-by
step. The formula is, 

1 
RT = 

Let's take an example and solve it step-by.;. 
step. Look at figure 2-31 . We have three parallel 
legs of resistance containing 20, 30, and 40 
ohms respectively. So as to be less confusing, 
we will use the term "Req" (equivalent resist
ance) in the place of RT• Now, let' s select the 
proper equation for solving this circuit. That 
would be: 

__l 
R1 

Don't be confused by the supposed complexity 
of the equation. By placing all of the values 
under " 1 " ,  we are simply saying that once 
we get our answer with a lowest common de
nominator, we must find the reciprocal. 
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Dividing the denominators into their numberators 
of " 1 " :  

1 
Req = 

0.050 + 0 .033 
+ 

0 .0 25 

Adding them up: 

Req = _1_ 
0.108 

Dividing 0.108 into 1 :  

Req = 9 .23 ohms 
236 .9 2 

Figure 2- 31 . - Solving for RT by "reciprocal" 
method. 

T::U.s, of course, is more len� ----1.--------�ttlhl€e0'�'lloowest comm on denominator" ,  but it m ay 
Substituting values: Req = be used whenever no LCD is available. 

_l 1 1 
20 + 30 + 40 

Now, in order to add fractions. -We -must find 
a common denominator for them . By that we 
mean, which number (lowest number) will all 
of the denominators (ohmic values) divide into 
evenly. In this particular case, the number is 
1 20 .  So, using the lowest common denominator: 

Req = 
1 

6 4 3 

1 

1 3  
1 20 1 20 + 1 20 + 1 20 

1 3  
The "1" over -- tells us that we must in-

1 3  
1 20 

vert 
1 20 

• So, inverting: 

120 
Req = --ys = 9 .23 ohm s 

Sometimes, there is no lowest common de
nominator, and we must solve for Req via long 
hand. By "long hand" we mean that we must divide 
the equation out. To explain this, let' s take 
the same circuit (figure 2-31) and do it via 
long hand: 

1 
Req = ___ .:__ __ 

_1 1 1 
R1 

+ 
R2 + R3 

Substitute: 

Req = 
1 

1 1 1 
20 + 30 + 40 
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Parallel -Circuit -Reduction 

One of the things that you should try to do 
whenever you're solving parallel circuits is 
to try to simplify the circuit by condensing it 
down into a circuit that is easier to understand 
and solve. We can do that by "reducing" the 
parallel circuit to a series circuit wherever 
possible. Look at figure 2-32. What we have 
done is reduce a two-leg parallel circuit into 

O R I G I N AL C I R C U I T  

{ A )  
EQU I VA LENT C I R C U I T  

{ 8 )  
236.93 

Figure 2-32. - Parallel circuit reduction. 
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a simpler, easier to understand, series circuit. 
We took the two legs of resistances, at 20 and 
30 ohm s re spectively , and solved them for their 
e quivalent resistance . Then we m ade one leg out 
of that, equal to the e quivalent resistance of 
1 2  ohm s. (A) shows the original circuit; (B) shows 

the e quivalent, or "re-drawn" circuit after com
puting the two p arallel resi stances. This is a very 
useful method to use for large series-parallel 
circuits with m any paths for current to flow. By 
reducing the num ber of legs into as m any series 
paths as possible, we can eliminate confusion 
and possible chances for error . 

Power C alculation 

To calculate power in a parallel circuit is 
the same as for a serie s circuit. We simply 
find the total power expended in the individual 
legs, and add them up. The formula for that 
again, is: 

PT = P1 + P2 + P3 • • • •  

A s  in a serie s circuit, we m ay find the power 
expended across one resi stor or the power ex
pended in the entire circuit with the formula: 
P = I X E. 

Rules For Parallel 
Circuits 

The following rules apply for parallel cir
cuits. Remember them and apply them whenever 
solving for parallel circuit value s: 

1 .  The same voltage exists across each branch 
of a parallel circuit and is equal to the source 
voltage . 

2. The current through a branch of a parallel 
network is inversely proportional to the am ount 
of resistance of the branch. 

3. The total current of a parallel circuit i s  
equal to the sum of the currents of the individual 
branche s of the circuit. 

4. The total re sistance of a parallel circuit 
is equal to the reciprocal of the sum of the re
ciprocals of the individual re sistance s of the 
circuit. 

5. Th:� total power consumed in a parallel 
circuit is equal to the sum of the power con
sumptions of the individual resistance s. 

6. The equivalent resi stance of a parallel 
circuit will always be less than the sm allest 
parallel branch, but only when all branches are 
parallel. 
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SERI E s-PARALL EL 
COMBINATIONS 

So far, we have discussed serie s circuits 
and parallel circuits. We have treated each one 
separately and learned the rule s for solving cir
cuit value s of both kinds. However, as a techni
cian m aking detailed circuit checks or as an 
operator m aking front panel adjustm ents, you 
will seldom , if ever, find a circuit that consists 
wholly of either type . Almost all circuits consist 
of series and parallel combinations. In solving 
serie s-parallel combinations, you need only apply 
the basic rule s for both and proceed step-by
step. We will refer to these series-parallel 
combinations as COMBINATION CIRCUITS. 

Solving a Com bination 
Circuit 

At least three resistors are required to form 
a combination circuit. In figure 2-33, we have 
shown a simple serie s-parallel circuit. The 
source is 20 volts, and the path for current 
flow is through R1 to junction b, the current 
divides at junction b and flows proportionately 
through re sistors R2 and R3 of the parallel 
branch. The current joins at junction c and 
flows back to the source . 

The easiest way to solve com bination cir
cuits is to solve parallel branche s for total re
sistance (RT) and re-draw the circuit in series, 
if possible. Let's do that with figure 2- 33. In 
(A) of figure 2- 33, we have the original circuit, 
and in (B) we have the re-drawn circuit, thereby 
m aking it easier to solve. In re-drawing it, we 
m ade a series circuit. We took R2 and R3, 
and solved for the equivalent resistance. U se 
the product over the sum method for two parallel 
resistors as follows: 

Therefore: 

Therefore: 

Rl X R2 
Req = R1 + R2 

Req = �; � �� (from figure 2-33) 

3 X 6 1 8  
Req = -- = - = 2 ohm s. 

3 + 6 9 

After finding the equivalent re si stance of R2 
and R3, we can simply draw a 2 ohm re sistor 
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R 2  

-
R 1  3Jl 1 2  

c 

2 fl  
R 3  I 3  

lit 
-

6n 

2 0 V  

'----------1- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1--+ __ ____.) 

R !  I N  S E R I E S W I T H  P A R A LL E L  
C OM B I N AT I O N  O F  R 2  A N D  R 3  

( A )  

R 1  R 2  

R E- D R AW N  C I R C U I T 

( B) 

236 ,96 
Figure 2- 33.-Re-drawing and simplifying a 

parallel circuit. 

in series with Rl and e ssentially have the same 
circuit, as is shown in figure 2-33 (B). This 
m ethod is easier because it makes total re
sistance easier to solve for, In a series circuit, 
RT = R1 + R2 + R3 • • •  etc. Therefore, RT 
would be 4 ohms in the circuit shown in figure 
2-33. We found that by adding up the resistances 
in series in figure 2-33 (B); R1 + R2 = 2 + 2 = 

4 ohm s .  Making a series circuit also m akes 
current easier to solve for because current is 
constant in a series circuit. In a parallel cir
cait of course, current divides and is harder 
to solve for. Essentially, what you're doing by 
re-drawing a series-parallel circuit is simplify
ing it by reducing it to fewer components, thereby 
m aking it less confusing and easier to solve. 
There is no formula for doing this with com
bination circuits, only that you apply the laws 
and rules you know for series and parallel 
circuits. 
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In figure 2-34, we have shown basically a 
parallel circuit, but, it is a combination cir
cuit in that it has one leg with two resi stances 
in series ( R2 and R3) , Again, the job is easier 
if we reduce the number of components that we 
have to solve for , thereby m aking the circuit 
less confusing. The easiest way to do this is  
to try to m ake one resistor out of  R2 and R3 
and solve for a parallel circuit, or, we can 
m ake one resistor out of the entire parallel 
combination of Rl, R2, and R3. Let' s do both. 
First, let's combine R2 and R3 and solve the 
circuit for RT in parallel. 

The leg containing R2 and R3 can be easily 
reduced using the law of resistances in series 
circuits since R2 and R3 are in series with 
each other and in parallel with Rl . Since R2 
and R3 are in serie s with each other, we can 

---+-
1 2 , 3  

R l  I N  PA R A L L E L  W I T H  T H E  SE R I ES 

C OM B I N A T I O N  O F  R 2  S. R 3  

( A ) R 2  
1 2 11 

R l  
6 Jl  

c 

rTl 
2 0 V  

l...------1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1--'-+ ___ ----J 
R E- D R AW N  C l  R C U I T  

( B ) 
236 .96 

Figure 2-34 .-Parallel circuit re-drawn and 
simplified. 
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combine them additively; R2 + R3 = 2 + 1 0  = 

1 2  ohm s .  So we can now draw one resistor of 
1 2  ohm s in parallel with Rl . This is shown in 
figure 2- 34(B) , where R1 = 6 ohm s and R2 = 

1 2  ohm s .  Once again, we have two resistors 
in p arallel and can use the product over the 

sum method: Req = R1 x R2 
R1 + R2 

Therefore:  
6 X 1 2  7 2  Req = 
6 + 1 2  = 

1 8  = 4 ohm s 

Actually, by solving the parallel circuit, we have 
now solved the second problem . Since Rt = 
4 ohm s, we could essentially draw one resi stor 
of 4 ohm s in place of Rl ,  R2, and R3 in figure 
2- 34(A) and R1 and R2 in figure 2- 34(B) . 
Remember that by re-drawing combination cir
cuits, you m ake it easier to find total value s. 
If you have to find the value s of individual 
components in the legs of the circuits, then 
you must use all of the rule s and laws for series 
and parallel circuits that you have learned thus 
far. F or a detailed de scription of individual 
component solving for series-parallel circuits, 
consult BASIC E L EC TRICITY, NA VEDTRA 10086 
serie s. 

INTRODUCTION TO ALT ERNATING 
CURRENT (A.C .) 

In the study of d.c . ,  we found that current 
flowed in only one direction. Certainly, d.c. 
has m any applications in the m any communi
cations equipments that we use . However, in 
the overall picture of things, d.c. has m any 
disadvantage s which are apparent. In a d.c. 
system the supply voltage must be generated 
at the level required by the load. For example , 
to operate a 1 20-volt lamp, the generator, or 
source, must deliver 240 volts .  An 80-volt lamp 
could not be operated from thi s generator, or 
source , by any convenient means. We could 
probably place a resi stor in series with the 
lamp to drop the appropriate am ount of voltage, 
but the resistor would consume a large amount 
of power, thereby eliminating the efficiency de
sired in the operation of electronic circuits. 

Another disadvantage of d.c. system s is the 
large amount of power lost due to the resi st
ance of the transm ission wires used to carry 
current from the generating station, or source , 
to the loads. We could probably eliminate this 
by operating the transmission lines at higher 
voltage s and lower currents, thereby getting 
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le ss line-loss due to the higher currents. How
ever, this would mean that the loads would all 
have to operate at a very high voltage value 
also, again, an undesirable characteristic. 

We could go on and on discussing the dif
ficultie s of using d.c . in achieving circuit op
erations in the various equipments, but suffice 
to say that we don't. Practically all modern 
power distribution system s, both civilian and 
those on-board ship� use a type of current 
known as ALTERNATING CURRENT. Abbrevi
ated a.c., alternating current flows first in one 
direction then reverse s and flows in the opposite 
direction. Unlike d,c., a.c. has the ability to be 
" ST EPP ED-UP" or "STEPP ED-DOWN " ,  thus 
permitting transmi ssion lines to be operated 
at a high voltage and low current for m axi
mum efficiency by ' ' stepping-up' '  the input, and 
at the user end it can be " stepped-down" again. 
Because of its inherent advantages and versa
tility, a.c. has replaced d.c . in most power 
distribution systems, such as commercial and 
shipboard system s .  This power norm ally comes 
to all of us via the sockets that we plug our 
power cords into, both in our homes and in our 
work centers aboard ship. This power, usually 
from the ship ' s  power plant, doe s no m ore than 
supply the initial power to operate our equip
mr�nts. After we have supplied basic operating 
power from the ship ' s  plant, the internal power 
supplies of the equipments furnish the various 
voltage and current supplies that are necessary 
for e quipment operation. However, m ost of these 
internal power supplies are a.c . power supplies.  
The initial input is norm ally a.c. in communi
cation equipmentS and, if need be, we can con
vert a.c. back into d.c. for proper operation 
of components contained in the e quipm ents. Now, 
let ' s  go into some of the term inology associated 
with a.c. and basically how we create a.c. 
currents and voltages .  

BASIC A .C .  GEN ERATOR 

There are m any ways to create an a.c. cur
rent or voltage , but for simplicity ' s  sake we will 
only consider the one easiest to understand and 
probably m ore familiar to all of us: The A.C . 
GENERA TOR. An a.c. generator converts me
chanical energy into electrical energy by using 
the principle of something we haven't discussed 
as yet; E L EC TROMAGNETIC INDUC TION . 

Let' s briefly discuss electrom agnetic induc
tion and what it is.  Whenever a current is 
passed through a conductor, a m agnetic field 
is produced around that conductor. This m agnetic 
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field is physically real and can be measured. 
That is why we must shield such conductors 
that would affect other conductors close to it. 
This MAGNETIC FIELD is actually an emf, or 
voltage . In figure 2-35, we have shown a basic 
voltage source with a conductor making a com 
plete path back to the source. As you can see, 
the m agnetic lines of force caused by the cur
rent passing through the conductor extend out
wards from the conductor. They are stronge st 
immediately around the conductor and weaken 
as they get further from it. These m agnetic 
line s of force, which are a physical emf, are 
called F LUX. The se m agnetic line s of flux are 
an integral part of electromagnetic induction and 
are the reason that electricity and m agnetism 
are inseparable. Where you have one , you nor
m ally have the other or can create the other. 

In figure 2-36, we have a piece of conductor 
that we have cut away from a conducting cir
cuit and will assume that current is still flowing 
through it. We show the m agnetic flux lines around 
it, and next to it we have another conductor 
close enough to be cut by the line s of force 
formed by the current. These lines of force, 
which we have called an emf and which is an 
actual voltage , will c ause current to flow in 

the conductor being cut by the m agnetic line s 
of force. Thls i s  indicated by the arrows in 
conductor "B". The current flowing in con
ductor "B" will flow in the OPPOSI T E  DI
REC TION to that flowing in the original 
conductor. The reason for that is not important 
at the m oment. The prim ary thing to remember 
is that the current flowing in conductor "B" 
as a result of the m agnetic line s af flux em anated 
from conductor "A" , i s  ELEC TROMAGN ETIC 
INDUC TION. We have actually " induced" a cur
rent in one conductor with the line s of flux 
of another conductor. So, with the knowledge 
that electrom agnetic induction i s  used, let ' s  
continue with our discussion of a.c. generators . 

A.c. generators are m ade in m any different 
size s, depending upon their intended use. Re
gardle ss of size, however, they all oper ate on 
the same principle - a m agneti c field cutting 
through conductors, or conductors passing 
through a m agnetic field. Thus, all gener ators 
have at least two distinct sets of conductors. 
They are (1) a group of conductors in which 
the output is generated, and ( 2) a second group 
of conductors through which direct current is 
passed to obtain an electrom agnetic field of fixed 
polarity. The conductors in which the output is 
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+ 
= B AT T E R Y  

236.1 57 
Figure 2-35. - "Flux" lines around a current

carrying conductor. 

( A )  ( B ) 
76.86 

Figure 2- 36 . - Electrom agnetic induction. 

generated are always referred to as the ARMA
TURE WINDINGS. The conductors in which the 
electrom agnetic field originate s are always re
ferred to as the FI ELD WINDINGS. 

In addition to the arm ature and the field, 
there must also be motion between the two. To 
provide this, a.c. generators are built in two 
m ajor assem blie s,  the STATOR and the ROTOR. 
The rotor rotates inside the stator . Figure 2-37 
shows a typical stator and rotor . A s  was men
tioned previously , in order to generate a.c., there 
must be m otion between the stator and the rotor. 

Types of A . C .  Generators 

There are various types of a.c. generators 
utilized; however, they are all sim ilar in that 
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they do the same thing: Provide a.c . The fol
lowing two types are the m ore predominantly 
used: 

REVOLVING ARMATURE . - In the revolving
arm ature a.c. generator , the stator provide s the 
stationary electromagnetic field. By thi s,  we 
m��an that a small d.c. current is passed through 
the stator windings and a sm all electrom agnetic 
field is built up around the se windings. The 
rotor , acting as the arm ature, revolve s in the 
electrom agnetic field built up around the stator. 
When the rotor passe s through the field built 
up around the stator and cuts the electrom agnetic 
lines of force, or "flux" , a current is induced 
into the windings , or conductors,  of the rotor . 
A voltage, of course ,  is also induced into the 
rotor . 

REVOLVING FI ELD. - In this type, d.c. is 
passed through the windings on the rotor instead 

236 . 286 
Figure 2-37 . - Typical stator and rotor. 
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of the stator. Thi s m aintains a field of fixed 
polarity on the rotor, As the rotor turns inside 
the stator, the rotating m agnetic field extends 
outward and cuts through the armature windings 
im bedded in the surrounding stator , As the 
rotor turns ,  alternating voltage s and currents 
are induced in the windings since m agnetic 
fields of first one polarity and then another cut 
through them , Now that we know what a.c . gen
erators do, let' s see how they do it, 

Generating A . C .  

F igure 2-38 shows a suspended loop of wire 
(conductor) being rotated, or m oved, in a counter
clockwise direction through the m agnetic field 
between the poles of a m agnet. For ease of 
explanation, we have divided the loop into a 
dark and light half. Notice that in part (A) , the 
dark half is m oving parallel to the line s of force, 
or "flux" created by the North and South poles 
of the perm anent m agnet. The rotating loop 
m ust be im agined to be m oving to your left, 
round and round. What we are going to do i s  
take just ON E REVOLU TION of it. 

In part (A) , as the loop is moving temporarily 
parallel to the lines of force, it is cutting through 
very few of the se force or "flux" lines .  The 
same is true of the light half of the loop. Since 
the conductors are cutting few, or m inimum , 
lines of force , MlNIMUM emf is induced into 
the se conductors. 

A s  the loop rotate s toward the position shown 
in part (B) , it cuts m ore and m ore line s of 
force per second because it is cutting more 

directly across the field. At position (B) ,  the 
induced emf is greatest because the conductor 
is cutting directly across the field. 

Notice the WAVEFORM that we are plotting 
across the bottom of figure 2-38. We are repre
senting the rise and fall of induced emf as the loop 
rotate s.  A s  the loop continues to be rotated 
toward the position shown in part (C) , it cuts 
fewer and fewer line s of force per second. The 
induced voltage decreases from its peak value. 
Eventually, the loop is once again m oving in a 
plane parallel to the m agnetic field, and no 
voltage , or emf, i s  induced. 
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CONDU CTORS PARALLEL TO L I N ES 
OF FORC E ,  E M F  M I N I M U M  

ROTA T I O N  

I D I RECT I ON O F  
CON D UCTO R S  CUTTING D i R EC T LY ACR OSS F I E L D ,  CONDUCTORS C U T T I N G  D I R E CT LY I 

I CURRENT E M F  I S  MAXI MUM POS I T I V E  A C R OSS F I E L D ,  EMF IS  MAX I M U M  NEGAT IVE 

I F L O W  I I 1 
I I 
I I I 
� O N E  A LT E R N A T I O N  : � 
��---- ( 0 - 1 80 ° )  ( 1 8 0-360°) -----� 

Z E R O  
I 

236.171 
Figure 2- 38 . - 0ne cycle of generated a , c ,  

On the waveform plot, notice that the drawn 
form shows us starting at point (A) , which was 
zero, and we proceeded to point (B) , which was 
m aximum , and then to point (C) , which is  back 
to minimum . The loop has now m ade one-half 
of a revolution. 

When the loop i s  further rotated to point 
(D) , the action i s  reversed. The dark half of 
the loop is m oving UP instead of down and the 
light half is  m oving down instead of up. The 
polarity of the m agnet remains the sam e ,  but 
the loop-halves, in changing their direction of 
travel, have changed the induced emf and current. 
It is now REVERSED. The voltage builds up to 
a m aximum in this new direction (as shown by 
the bottom half of our waveform-plot) . The loop 
finally returns to its original position (part 
( E) ,  at which point the voltage is again zero. 
Therefore ,  the loop has completed one cycle . 
And that i s  exactly what we have plotted on 
the waveform -plot; ONE CYCLE. 

A CYCLE,  as shown in figure 2-38,  is  actually 
a circle because if you were to draw each 
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half of the waveform and combine the two halves, 
you would form a circle, or 360-degrees. You 
will also hear a cycle referred to as a H ERTZ . 
T'1e term "Hertz" has been designated to be 
used in lieu of cycles-per-second. The prim ary 
difference between the two term s i s  that a 
cycle is referred to as one complete revolution 
in any period of time ,  whereas a Hertz is  
referred to as one complete revolution PER 
SECOND. The key to keeping these two term s 
straight is TIME. 

Looking back at figure 2-38, you will notice 
the term "ALTERNATION " used on both the upper 
and lower part of the plot. One ALTERNATION 
is one-half of one cycle . It takes two alterna
tions to m ake one complete cycle. When the loop 
moved from point (A) to point (C) , one alterna
tion, or one-half cycle has been completed. 
When the loop m oved from point (C) to point 
( E) , two alternations, or one cycle had been 
completed, You can also remember that one 
alternation i s  equal to 180-degrees, or one
half circle. 
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If the loop in figure 2- 38 is rotated at a 
steady rate, and the strength of the m agnetic 
field is uniform , the number of Hertz and the 
voltage will rem ain at fixed values. Continuous 
rotation will produce a series of waveform s like 
that shown in figure 2-38 . 

The waveform shown in figure 2-38 is called 
a SINE WAVE and is representative of one 
complete cycle of a.c. You will see the repre
sentative sine wave m any times in your as
sociation with electricity and electronics. It 
is in the way shown in figure 2- 38 that an a.c. 
generator converts mechanical energy into elec
trical energy. The rotating loop in figure 2-38 
is, of course, called the armature and m ay have 
any number of loops or coils. 

Frequency 

As we saw when we examined the operation 
of a simple a.c. generator, one complete rotation 
of the loop produced one cycle of a.c. In elec
tricity, we norm ally use the SECOND as the 
standard measure of time. We reference almost 
everything to 1 second of time.  If one cycle is 
produced in one second of time,  then it is said 
to have a FREQU ENCY of 1. For examplEl, in the 
operation of a simple a.c. generator loop in 
figure 2-38, if the loop m ade one complete 
rotation (from point (A) to point ( E) )  in one second 
of time, one cycle of a.c. would be generated. 
If we were to increase the speed of the loop 
so that one rotation required one-tenth of a 
second, then T EN cycles of a.c. would be gen
erated. The number of cycles of a.c. that occur 
e ach second is called the FREQU ENCY, and is 
symbolized by the letter (f) . 

The frequency of the a.c. generated by an 
a.c. generator depends on both the speed at 
which the armature rotate s and the number of 
m agnetic poles contained in the m agnetic field. 
Regardless of the number of pairs of poles, 
a complete cycle of a.c. will be generated 
each time a North and South pole are passed 
in succession. Figure 2-39 shows a four-pole 
basic a.c. generator that is supplying a light 
bulb. In this generator, one complete rotation 
of the loop will produce two cycles of a.c. Since 
we have two North and two South poles, both 
the dark and the light-shaded portions of the 
loop shown in figure 2-39 will produce a cycle 
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of a.c. apiece . There will be four reversals 
of current, or four alternations. In other words, 
two cycles of a.c. are generated for each mechani
cal revolution of the loop. If each revolution 
lasts one second, the frequency of the output is 
2 Hertz. To find the output frequency of any 
a.c. generator, the following formula can be 
used: 

f = P x rmp 
120 

where : f = Frequency in Hertz 

rpm "" Arm ature Revolutions Per Minute 

P = Number of Poles 

If an a.c. generator having two poles, was 
made to deliver 60 Hertz, it would need an 
armature designed to rotate at 3600 rpm . If 
the same generator had the two poles replaced 
with four poles, it would need an arm ature 
de signed to rotate at 1 800 rpm . In either case, 
the frequency would be the same. 

LOOP �ON 

236 .172 
Figure 2- 39 . - Basic 4-pole ac generator. 
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Pe:riod 

As we mentioned earlier in this chapter, 
everything in the theory of electricity is in 
some way related to time .  A cycle of a.c., or 
any sine wave, repre sents a definite am ount of 
time .  In figure 2-40 , we have shown a sine 
wave whose cycle is twice in one second. There
fore, one cycle occurs every one-half second. 
The time required to complete one cycle of a 
waveform is called the PERIOD of the wave . In 
figure 2-40, the period is one-half second. 

We plot waveform s on a single, horizontal 
line . This horizontal line is the reference point 
from which we show the variations in the changing 
value s of voltage and current. Looking at figure 
2-40, as current flows in one direction, we plot 
it above the horizontal line. This is the POSITIVE 
alternation of voltage or current. As current then 
changes direction and flows the other way, we 
plot it below the horizontal line . T:us is the 
N EGATIVE alternation of voltage or current. 
F or a sine wave, the se two alternations will 
be identical in size and shape, and opposite 
in polarity . 

The period of a wave is INVERSELY PRO
PORTIONAL to its frequency. The higher the 
frequency, the shorter the period. 

In term s of an equation: 

1 
t =y 

where: t = Period in Seconds 

f = Frequency in Hertz 

Sine Wave Amplitude 

One of the most frequently measured char
aeteristics of a sine wave is its amplitude . The 
amplitude of d .c .  is relatively easy to measure 
because it is flowing at a constant rate , with 
little or no change in its amplitude. A .c . ,  how
ever, is always changing in value . A s  represented 
by the sine wave, it starts at zero, builds to 
a m aximum on the positive alternation and then 
steadily . decreases back to zero before beginning 
its negative alternation and repeating the proce ss. 
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we must have some way of measuring a.c .,  
otherwise we couldn 't effectively utilize it. The 
am ount of a.c. current or voltage present in a 
circuit can be measured in various ways.  In 
ODe method of measurement, the m aximum ampli
tude of either the positive or the negative alterna
tion is measured. The value of current or voltage 
thus obtained is called the PEAK CURRENT or 
the P EAK VOLTAGE. To measure peak current 
or voltage , an oscilloscope or a special meter 
(P•3ak reading meter) must be used. In figure 
2·-41 , we have shown a sine wave plot. A s  
the a.c . begins at zero and steadily builds to 
a m aximum , it reache s its peak value . This 
is shown in the figure . Note that a sine wave 
has two peaks; one on the positive alternation and 
o::1e on the negative alternation. Thi s ,  of course, 
is because a.c . current changes direction, being 
positive during one-half of a period and then 
n.:�gative dllring the other half of the same period. 
The two maximum values of the positive and 
negative alternations are c alled the peak values 
of the sine wave . 

Another m ethod of m easuring the amplitude 
of a sine wave i s  by determining the TOTAL value 
of current o:: voltage between the positive and 
negative peaks. Referring again to figure 2-41 , 
this i s  called the P EAK-TO-P EAK value, and 
is shown. Since both alternations of a pure sine 
wave are identical, the peak-to-peak value i s  
twice the peak value. Peak-to-peak values are 

usually m;3asured with an oscilloscope, although 

t------- SECOND __ __,-l 

236.1 73 
Figure 2-40 . - The "period" of a sine wave . 
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P E A K  
VALUE 

f 
P E AK 

TO 
P E A K  

236 ,176 

P O WE R  ( 1 2 )  C U RVE 
2A - - - 20W 

1 .4 1 4A 
l A  lOW 

Figure 2-41 . - Peak and peak-to-peak values. 236,1 78 

some voltmeters have a special scale calibrated 
in peak-to-peak values. 

Effective or Rl\:IS Value 

Perhaps by now you have noticed one of the 
less desirable characteristics of a.c.: It takes 
a larger peak value of a.c. to do the same job 
as a lesser level of d.c. To explain this,  you 
know that a.c. builds from a m inimum to a 
m aximum , then back to minimum again. That 
means that we only realize peak value at the 
instant that it reaches its peak. At all other 
times during its period, it is of a lesser value 
than peak. D.c., on the other hand, reaches its 
peak value almost instantly and stays there. 
A 100-watt light bulb, for example, would be 
sapplied m ore power from a 1 20 volts d.c. 
source than from an a.c. source with a peak 
value of 1 20 volts. 

Since power dissipated by the lamp is a 
result of current flow through it, the problem 
then is one of finding a MEAN alternating current 
which would equal the same amount of d.c. 

In a circuit in which a 1 0-ohm resistor is 
connected across an a.c. power source, the peak 
alternating current through the resistor is 1 .414 
ampere s, as shown by the current curve in 
figure 2-42. Since the current through the re
sistor is changing continuously. the power dis
sipated by the resistor will also vary. It will 
be minimum when the current is zero. 
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Figure 2-42.- Peak-to-peak and effective value s 
of a sine wave . 

The variations in power throughout the cycle 
can best be analyzed by plotting a curve show
ing the instantaneous power at each point in 
the cycle. In the procedure to follow, the in
stantaneous current, the square of the instantane
ous current, and the instantaneous power will 
be calculated in 1 0 "'  steps for the first quarter 
of the cycle. These values are shown in table 
2-1 . 

Notice that at O"' the instantaneous current 
(I) is zero causing the power dissipated by the 
resistor to be zero. At 10"' the instantaneous 
current is 0 .245 ampere, the current squared 
is 0 .060, and the power is 0 .60 watt. At 90° 
the current has reached its m aximum value of 
1 .414 amperes, the square of the current is 2.000, 
and the power dissipated is  20 .00 watts. 

During the part of the sine wave of current 
from 90° to 180"', the same values could be 
used as before but in a reverse order. Thus, 
at 1 0 0"' the values of current and power would be 
identical to those at 80"'. 

Using the values of I and P from table 
2-1 , a graph can be constructed showing the way 
in which power varies throughout the cycle. This 
graph is shown in figure 2-42. 

In this graph a sine wave of current is 
plotted first, using the instantaneous values from 
table 2-1 . Next the curve representing I2 and 
power is constructed. 
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Notice that the power curve has twice the 
frequency of the current curve, and that ALL 
POWER IS POSITIVE. This is due to the fact 
that heat is dissipated regardless of which way 
the current flows through the resistor, 

Since all the alternations of the power curve 
are identical, the MEAN or AVERAGE POWER 
is the value HALF-WAY between the m.!l.Ximum 
and minimum values of power. Thus, the average 
P•)Wer dissipated by the 10-ohm resistor is 1 0  
watts, one-half the peak power. Since the curve 
representing power also represents current 
squared (I2 ) , the average or mean of the curve 
also lies half-way between the maximum and mini
m1..1Irl values of I2 • As power is proportional 
to I2 , a d.c. current having a. value equal to the 
ScJuare root of the mean of the I2 values would 
produce the same average power as the orig
inal sine wave of current. This m ean current 
is called the ROOT MEAN SQUARE (RMS) cur
rent. One RMS ampere of alternating current 
is as effective in producing heat as one steady 
ampere of direct current. For this reason an 
R:.VIS ampere is also called an EF F EC TIVE am
pere. In figure 2-42 the peak current of 1 .414 
amperes produces the same amount of average 
power as 1 ampere of effective (RMS) current. 

Table 2-1 . - Instantaneous values of current and 
power 

Degrees I I 2  p 

o o  . 000 . 000 . 00 

1 0  ° . 245  . 060 . 60 

20 ° . 486  I . 236 2 . 36 
I 

30 ° I . 707 . 500 5 . 00 

40 ° 
I 

. 909 . 82 6  8 . 26 

50 ° 1 . 083 1 . 173  11 . 73 

60 ° 1 .  225  1 . 500 1 5 . 00 

70 ° 1 .  329  1 .  766  17 . 66 

80 ° 1 . 393 1 . 940 19 . 40 

go o 1 . 414 2 . 000 2 0 . 00 I 
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ANYTIME AN ALTERNATING VOLTAGE OR 
CURRENT IS STATED WITHOUT ANY QUALI
FICATIONS, IT IS ASSUMED TO BE AN EF
F EC TIVE VALU E. Since effective values of a..c. 
are the ones generally used, m ost meters are 
calibrated to indicate effective values of voltage 
and current. 

In many instances it is necessary to convert 
from effective to peak or vice-versa. Figure 2-42 
shows that the peak value of a sine wave is 
1 .414 times the effective value and therefore: 

E E X 1 .41 4 
m 

where Em 
maximum or peak voltage 

E effective or RMS voltage 

and 

Im 
I X 1 .41 4 

where 
I := maximum or peak current 
m 

I = effective or RMS current. 

Upon occasion it is necessary to convert a 
peak value of current or voltage to an effective 
value. The conversion factor m ay be derived as 
follows: 

Em = E X 1 ,41 4 

Multiplying both sides of the equation by 1/1 .414 

1 1 
Em X 

1 •414 
= E X 1 .414 X 1 •414 

1 
Em X 

1 .414 = E 

Dividing 1 by 1 .414 
E = Em X 0 .707 

where E = the effective voltage 

Em = the maximum or peak voltage, 

Similarly for current 

I = Im x 0.707 

where I = the effective current 

Im = the maximum or peak current. 
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Average Value 

The average value of a completed cycle of a 
sine wave could theoretically be said to be zero. 
This is because the positive and negative al
ternations are equal in amplitude but opposite 
in polarity; therefore, m athem atically, they can
cel each other out. However, we can compute 
the AVERAGE value of O�E ALT ERNATION . 
This is sometimes nece ssary in some elec
tronics circuits. Basically, this is achieved by 
adding together a series of instantaneous values 
of the sine wave between 0 and 180-degrees, 
which is actually one alternation, or one-half 
of a circle of 360-degrees. We won't go into 
the method of computing all of these instantaneous 
values. We will only consider the result of this 

_____ c"'o"'m�p_,_.utation: One alternation of a sine wave has 
an average value equal to 0,637 of the peak value . 
In term s of an equation: 

where: 

ALSO: 

where: 

Eavg = Em x 0 .637 

Eavg = the average voltage of one 
alternation 

Em = the m aximum , or peak 
voltage 

Iavg = Im x 0.637 

Iavg = the average current in one 
alternation 

Im = the m aximum , or peak current 

Figure 2-43 shows a comparison between the 
various values that are used to indicate the 
amplitude of a sine wave . 

Sine Waves in Phase 

If we apply an a.c. voltage to a resistor, the 
resulting current will also be a.c. TiL' s  is 
natural, of course, because current is a result 
of voltage or difference in potential. It follows, 
then, that current is directly proportional to the 
applied voltage. Figure 2-44 shows a sine wave 
of voltage and the resulting sine wave of current 
superimposed on the same time axis .  Notice that 
as the voltage increases in a positive direction, 
the current increases along with it. When the 
voltage reverses direction, the current reverse s  
direction. A t  all times the voltage and current 
values pass through the same relative parts 
of their respective cycles at the same time.  
Whim the se two wave s are in-step with each 
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Figure 2-43. - Various values indicating ampli

tude of a sine wave . 
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236.180 
Figure 2-44. - Voltage and current waves in

phase. 
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other, so to speak, they are said to be IN
PHASE. To be in phase, the two wave s must 
go through their m inimum and m aximum points 
at the same time, in the same direction. This 
does not mean that they m ust be of the same 
amplitude, only that they travel in the same direc
tion at the same tim e .  

Sine Waves Out Of Phase 

In figure 2-45, we see a voltage wave, E1 , 
starting at 0 degrees, or time zero. As E1 
reaches its positive peak, a second voltage wave, 
E2 starts to rise . Since the se two wave s do 
not go through their m inimum and m aximum points 
at the same tim e ,  a PHASE DIF F ERENC E exists 
between them . Th3 two wave s ,  E1 and E2, are 
said to be OUT OF PHASE. The amount by 
which one wave is out of phase with another is 
measured in degrees .  We can see in figure 
2-45 that E1 is 90 degrees out of phase with 
E 2. 

To further describe the phase relationship 
between two wave s,  the ter m s  L EAD and LAG 
are used. To better under stand thi s ,  refer again 
to figure 2-45. Since E2 starts 90 degrees later 
than E1 , E2 is said to LAG E1 by 90 degrees . 
E1 is said to L EAD E2 by 90 degrees. 

Another
. 

common phenomenon in electricity 
i s  shown in figure 2-46. The two wave s ,  E1 and 
E2.  are 180 degrees OU T O F  PHASE. N otice 

T I ME 
O NE 

T I M E  
T W O  

236.181 
Figure 2-45 . - Voltage E1 leading voltage E2.  
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236.182 
Figure 2-46. - Voltage waves El and E 2  1 80-

degree s out-of-phase. 

that although the wave s pass through their mini
mum and m aximum values at the same time ,  
their value s are opposite i n  polarity and not 
in the same direction. In such a situation as 
thi s ,  the two wave s would cancel each other out 
if they were of equal amplitude . If one wave 
was larger than the other (higher in amplitude) , 
then the resultant waveform would be the dif
ference between the two and would have the 
polarity of the larger wave . 

Sine #ave Application 

Whn.t we have done so far in our study of 
basic a.c . i s  to show you one of the m ore simple 
methods of generating a.c. (with an a.c. genera
tor) . However , as we mentioned previously, this 
is not the only way to produce a.c. In communica
tions , we use various m ethods, depending upon 
what we want to do with the a.c. signal . The 
important thing here is that you understand what 
an a.c. signal is and some of the m ore important 
p:Jints in analyzing its representation; The sine 
wave . However we choose to generate a.c . the 
basic representation rem ains the same as well 
as its rules of amplitude and phase relationships .  

Electronic equipment m ake s extensive use of 
a.c.  in the form of circuit signal voltage s .  
F rom a tiny a.c . signal generated by a micro
phone, for example, we can transmit signals 
around the world. Thus, a.c. plays a role of 
prim ary importance in any electronic endeavor .  
Tha rem aining topics i n  thi s  chapter deal with 
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two circuit values that are necessary to under-
stand not only from a viewpoint of electricity 
b;.lt also in the later study of antennas. They 
are inductance and capacitance . 

INDUCTANC E  

Inductance,  a s  a property of electrical cir
cuits, is a very detailed subject. Our coverage 
of inductance here will be limited to the more 
m ajor characteristics of it. It should be pointed 
out, however, that a study of inductance com
bines both the principle of m agnetism and the 
physics of electrons. With a basic knowledge of 
inductance,  a person's ability to understand elec
tronic circuits becomes more pronounced and 
the application of electronic circuits easier to 
comprehend. 

What is Inductance ? 

INDUCTANCE is defined as the property of 
an electrical circuit that opposes any change 
in the current through the circuit. The unit of 
measurement for inductance is the HEN RY , 
designated "H". The symbol for inductance it
self is "L".  Th3 henry is a relatively large 
unit of inductance and is used with relatively 
large inductors. Usually, the unit encountered will 
be the millihenry, mH, or the microhenry, uH. 

Self-Inductance 

Even a straight length of conductor has some 
inductance. As you know, current in a conductor 
always produces a m agnetic field surrounding 
and linking it with the conductor. When the cur
rent changes,  the m agnetic field changes, and 
an emf is induced in the conductor . This emf 
is called a SELF-INDUC ED EMF, because it is 
induced in the conductor carrying the current. 
The emf is also called a COUNT ER
ELECTROMOTIVE FORC E (C EMF) because it 
always opposes the applied emf. In figure 2-47, 
we have shown a simple circuit with a battery 
and a straight piece of conductor connected to 
the negative and positive terminals. We have 
expanded a section of the conductor to more 
accurately depict cemf. Th3 current-carrying 
conductor is encircled by flux lines. These flux 
lines actually start at the center of the con
ductor and expand outward. In expanding outward, 
the flux line s cut the conductor, and anytime flux 
lines cut a conductor, there will be a cemf 
generated. This cemf builds up at the same rate 
as the source and in direct opposition to it. 
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C E N T E R  O F  

C O N D U CT O R  

76.87 
Figure 2-47 . - ' 'Cemf' ' in a current-carrying 

conductor. 

It, therefore, OPPOSES the initial build-up in 
current. It might seem that the cemf would pre
vent current flow, but it should be pointed out 
that a cemf will be produced only so long as 
there is  RELATIVE MOTION (flux expanding 
o.r collapsing) . If a steady rate of current is 
reached, self induction will cease to exist to 
any appreciable degree . Therefore, self induction 
is more pronounced in a.c. circuits than in 
d.c. circuits. 

The cemf produced due to self induction 
depends on the amount of flux linkage between 
one part of the conductor and another part 
of the same conductor. In other words, a single 
circular flux line expanding out from the center 
of the straight wire will cut only the radius 
of the wire from the center to the surface. 
Therefore, the cemf produced will h3 very small. 
However, if the conductor is wound into a coil, 
then a single circular flux line expanding out 
from the center of the conductor in one of these 
loops will cut m any of the other loops. There
fore, the cemf produced will increase because 
the flux linkage between one part of the conductor 
and another will be greater. Figure 2-48 shows 
a coil placed in a circuit containing a simple 
source . All of the coils in this circuit will now 
have flux fields built up around them . All of 
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76.88 
Figure 2-48. - "Coiling" a conductor to produce 

greater induced EMF .  

these fields in turn will cut several coils next 
to the coil em anating the field. As you can see, 
as we "coil" a wire, the induced emf will be
come more pronounced. It will also become more 
pronounced as we decrease the distance between 
the turns because more turns will be cut by the 
fields of other coils. The circuit in figure 2-48 
is more INDUC TIVE than the circuit shown in 
figure 2-47. 

Now, a natural question: Ho-.v does inductance 
oppose any change in current ? Without going into 
a long, involved explanation, the answer is simply 
this: Taking an a.c. signal as an example, as 
the voltage builds up on one swing of its two 
alternations, the cemf produced builds up at the 
same time, opposing the source voltage. As the 
a ,c.  signal starts on its down swing towards 
zero, the cemf begins to collapse and act as 
an. emf (voltage) by exerting an induced voltage 
in the same direction that the source acted. 
This induced voltage tends to keep the current 
at a higher rate while the source falls to zero 
and then starts on its second alternation. Where
upon, the cemf will again oppose it, thereby 
keeping the current more stable. 

Factors Affecting Self 
Inductance 

Many things affect the self inductance of a 
circuit. An important factor is the degree of 
linkage between the circuit conductors and its 
electrom agnetic flux. In a straight length of 
conductor, there is very little flux linkage be
tween one part of the conductor and another. 
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T'l<lrefore, its inductance is very sm all. Con
ductors become much more inductive when they 
are wound into coils, as shown in figure 2-49 . 
This is true because of the maximum flux 
linkage between the conductor turns which lie 
side by side in the coil. 

Inductance is further affected by the m anner 
in which a coil is wound. Tha coil in figure 
2·-49(A) is  a poor inductor compared to the 
coil in figure 2-49(B) . That is because its turns 
are widely spaced, thus decreasing the flux link
age between its turns. The more inductive coil 
shown in figure 2-49(B) has more closely spaced 
turns and the two layers link each other with a 
greater number of flux fields during all flux 
movements. Note that nearly all turns, such as 
turn (a) ,  are directly adjacent to four other turns 
(shaded) , thus affording increased flux linkage. 

The coil shown in figure 2-49(C) is yet more 
inductive. This was accomplished by winding it in 
three layers, and providing a highly PERMEABL E  
core m ade of IRON . To better understand this, 
let 's  define the term PERMEABILITY: The ease 
with which m agnetic lines of force distribute 
them selves throughout the material. As we all 
know, iron is very easily magnetized and distri
butes m agnetic lines of force quite easily. The 
m agnatic propertie s of the iron core increase the 
total coil flux strength m any times that of an 
air core coil of the same number of turns. 

From the foregoing, we can arrive at a few 
simple conclusions. The prim ary factors affecting 
the inductance of a coil are: 

(1) The number of turns of conductor, 
( 2) The ratio of the cross-sectional area of 

the coil to its length, 
(3) The permeability of its core m aterial. 

The inductance of a coil is affected by the 
m agnitude of the current when the core is a 
m agnetic m aterial. However, when the core is air, 
the inductance is independent of the current. 

To summ arize briefly before going further, 
the cemf is an INDUC ED emf, or voltage. This 
voltage is induced in conductors of a circuit 
by means of the m agnetic field surrounding any 
conductor carrying current. Any change in current 
changes the intensity of this m agnetic field, 
and the resultant emf induced (the counter emf) , 
is self-induced. Thus, the property of a cir
cuit which produces such an emf is called 
self inductance. Actually, all elements in a 
circuit, including connecting wires,  show some 
self inductance, but realistically, only those 
elements designed to m ake use of this property 
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(B )  

( C) 

236 .1 85 
Figure 2-49 . - Coils of various inductances. 
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to advantage are known as inductances,  or INDUC
TORS. 

Magnitude of a 
Counter EMF ( C EMF) 

The m agnitude of a counter-emf (C EMF) 
depends upon the same factors that govern any 
induced emf. Let' s restate a law of electro
magnetic induction: The EMF induced in any 
circuit is dependent upon the rate of change of 
the flux linking the circuit. Since there is no 
physical movement of the conductor or the lines 
of force in self inductance, the rate of change 
of the flux density is dependent upon movement 
of some kind. Obviously, the m agnitude of a 
self induced emf depends upon the rate of change 
of the CU RRENT in a circuit. Further, it stands 
to reason that a rapidly changing current in
duces a greater EMF than a slowly changing 
current. That is why a self induced emf will 
not be as great in a d.c. circuit because the 
current varies very little, therefore, a sm aller 
emf. But for an a.c. circuit, the rate of change 
of current depends upon the number of Hertz, 
or the frequency. The counter emf in a.c. cir
cuits then depends upon the frequency. 

Mutual Inductance 

MUTUAL INDUC TANC E occurs whenever two 
coils are located so that the flux from one coil 
links with the turns of another coil and produce s 
an emf in that coil. The two coils are said to 
be "mutually inductive " .  In figure 2-50, we 
have shown two coils that are mutually inductive. 
If the coils are separated a considerable distance, 
the amount of flux common to both coils is sm all 
and the mutual inductance is low. Conversely, 
if the coils are close together so that nearly 
all the flux of one coil links the turns of the 
other, mutual inductance is high. Mutual in
ductance m ay be increased by mounting two 
coils on a common iron core . 

As was mentioned previously, the mutual 
inductance of two adjacent coils is dependent 
upon the (1)  physical dimensions of the two 
coils, ( 2) the number of turns in e ach coil, 
( 3) distance between the two coils, ( 4) relative 
positions of the axes of the two coils, and ( 5) 
the permeability of the cores. 

If the two coils are so positioned that all 
the flux of one coil cuts all the turns of the 
other, the coils have what is called UNITY CO
EFFICIENT OF COUPLING. If all of the flux 
produced by one coil cuts only one-half the turns 
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Figure 2-50 . - Increasing and decreasing mutual 

inductance , 

of the other coil, the coefficient of coupling i s  
0 .5, or 50%. Coefficient of coupling i s  designated 
by the letter ' 'k' ' .  The coefficient of coupling 
is equal to the percentage of flux originated by 
one coil that cuts another coil. It i s  never e qual 
to unity, but it m ay approach that value in 
certain types of coils.  

Series and Parallel 
Inductors 

The formulas for determining total inductance 
in a circuit are simple. Inductance is calculated 
the same way that resistance i s  in series or 
parallel circuits . The following formulas assume 
that the inductors are well shielded, or located 
far enough apart to m ake the effects of mutual 
inductance almost negligible. For series in
ductors: 

LT = L1 + L2 + L 3  • • •  etc • • •  

For parallel inductors: 

1 1 . ..l. 1 

There i s  a formula for calculating total inductance 
whenever the effects of mutual inductance are 
prevalent. However, at this point, such a dis
cussion would only serve to confuse you. For 
inform ation relating to that calculation, refer to 
BASIC ELECTRICITY, NA VEDTRA 1 0086 series.  

INDU C TIVE VOLTA GE 
AND CURRENT 

As stated previously, any change in current, 
either a rise or a fall, causes a corresponding 
change in the m agnetic flux around a coil. If 
the current i s  in the form of a sine wave , the 
induced voltage will also have the form of a sine 
wave. The induced voltage always OPPOSES a 
change in current. Take a look at figure 2-51 . 
When the current i s  rising in a positive direc
tion from 0 degree s, the induced emf i s  of op
posite polarity to the source emf and opposes 
the rise in current. Later, when the current is 
falling towards its zero value at 1 80 degrees ,  
the induced voltage is of the same polarity as 
the current and tends to keep the current from 
falling. Thus, the induced voltage can be seen 
to LAG THE CURRENT by 9J degrees. 

The resistance of the coil i s  small and the 
prim ary opposition to the current flow through 

(A) 

( 8) 
E 

E ind L 

oLI r· 
Eind � L ;.tL-90• 

(C) 

236 .1 9 5  
LT = L 1  + L 2  + L 3  • • •  etc. . .  Figure 2-51 . - Inductive voltage and current. 
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the coil is the induced voltage. The applied 
voltage, or source voltage, is slightly larger than 
the induced voltage and is in direct opposition 
to it. The current lags the applied voltage in an 
inductive circuit by 90 degrees. The induced 
voltage is always of opposite polarity to the 
applied voltage and is called a COUNTER emf 
or a BACK emf because it always opposes the 
change of current. 

CAPACITANC E 

All electrical cirC\litS are composed of either 
resistance,  inductance or capacitance, usually 
all three. Two conductors separated by a non
conductor exhibit the property of CAPACITANC E, 
because this combination can store an electric 
charge. Inductance opposes a change in cur
rent. Capacitance is a property of a circuit 
which opposes a change in voltage. Also, whereas 
inductance stored energy in an electromagnetic 
field, capacitance stores energy in an electro
static field. 

Electrostatic Field 

When one charged body is brought close to 
another charged body, there is a force that 
either cause s the charged bodies to attract or 
repel each other . If these charged bodies have 
the same sign of charge, they will tend to repel 
each other .  If th?Y have unlike signs, there will 
be a force of attraction between them . This force 
of attraction or repulsion is caused by the 
electrostatic field that surrounds every charged 
body. If the material is charged positively, it 
has a lack of electrons. If it is charged nega
tively, it has an excess of electrons. 

Look at figure 2-52. Here we have shown 
two charged bodies existing in close proximity 
to each other. One is negatively charged, and one 
is positively charged. Between these two charged 
bodies, there is a STATIC FORCE FIELD ex
isting due to natural laws of attraction and 
repulsion between differently charged bodies.  
If we could see the lines of force, we would see 
them em anating from the positive body and 
going towards the negative body. Remember, these 
are lines of force, not electrons. An electron 
will move from negative to the positive material 
AGAINST the lines of force. 

Th·3 force between charged bodies is very 
aptly explained by a common electrical law: 
The force existing between two charged bodies 
is directly proportional to the product of the 
charges and inversely proportional to the square 
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236 .198 

Figure 2- 52. - An electrostatic force field. 

of the distance separating them . In other words, 
the greater the charge on the charged bodies, 
the greater will be the force field, and the 
greater the distance between the charged bodies, 
the less the force of attraction. An interesting 
characteristic of electrostatic lines of force is 
that they have the ability to pass through any 
known m aterial. 

The C apacitor 

CAPACITANC E is defir..ed as the property of 
an electrical circuit or electrical device to oppose 
a change in voltage . Capacitance is also defined 
as the measure of the ability of two conducting 
surfaces, separated by some form of non
conductor, to store an electric charge . For the 
present, we will use air as the insulating m a
terial between two conducting surfaces. 

The device used in electrical circuits to 
store a charge by virtue of an electrostatic field 
is called a CAPACITOR. (The larger the capaci
tor, the larger the charge that can be stored.) 

The simplest type of capacitor consists 
of two metal plate s separated by air . An il
lustration of a simple capacitor and its schem atic 
symbol is  shown in figure 2-53. The conductors 
that form the capacitor are called PLATES. The 
m aterial between the plate s is called the DI
ELECTRIC . The two vertical lines in figure 2-53 
represent the leads connecting the capacitor 
to the rest of the circuit. Notice that the schem atic 
symbol (B) and the simple capacitor diagram 
(A) are similar in appearance. Capacitors, how
ever, m ay be in m any configurations (round, 
rectangular, square, etc.) ; but the CROSS
SECTIONAL area of the plates of the capacitor 
is very large in comparison to the connecting 
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236 .200 

Figure 2-53. - Capacitor and its schem atic sym
bol. 

conductor leads. What this means prim arily is 
that there is an over-abundance of free elec
trons available in each plate of the capacitor. 
If the cross-sectional area and plate m aterial 
of the capacitor plates are the same,  the number 
of free electrons in each plate must be ap
proxim ately the same. It is possible, however, 
to store so large a charge on one plate of a 
capacitor that the insulating material between 
the plates will begin to conduct, so there is a 
limit as to the amount of charge that can be 
stored in the capacitor. 

Figure 2-53(A) shows a capacitor in its 
simplest form . It consists of two metal plates 
separated by a thin layer of insulating m a
terial, dielectric. When connected to a voltage 
source, the voltage force s electrons onto one 
plate, m aking it negative, and pulls them off the 
other plate, m aking it positive. Electrons cannot 
flow through the dielectric. Since it takes a 
definite quantity of electrons to ' 'fill up' ' ,  or 
CHARGE a capacitor, it is said to have a 
CAPACITY . This characteristic is referred to as 
capacitance. 

Various materials vary in their ability to 
support electric flux or to serve as dielectric 
m aterial for capacitors.  The ability of a di
electric m aterial to support electric flux is 
expressed in a figure known as its DIELEC TRIC 
CONSTANT. Usually a vacuum is used as a 
reference point for all dielectric m aterials. 
The dielectric constant of a m aterial is  also 
defined as a ratio of the capacitance of a 
capacitor using that particular material as a 
dielectric to the capacitance of that same capaci
tor using air as a dielectric. So we actually 
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may define DIELECTRIC CONSTANT in two ways. 
We m ay now list the three factors that affect 
the value of capacitance: 

(1) The area of the plates 

(2) The distance between the plates 

(3) The dielectric constant of the m aterial 
between the plates 

Unit of Capacitance 

Capacitance is measured in a unit called the 
FARAD. The farad can also be defined in term s 
of charge and voltage. A capacitor has a ca
pacitance of 1 farad if it will store 1 coulomb 
of charge when connected across a potential of 
1 volt. This can be expressed m athem atically: 

C = Q 
E 

where C = Capacitance in Farads 

Q = Charge in Coulombs 

E = Applied Potential in volts 

Do not get the mistaken idea that capacitance 
depends upon current or voltage. This formula 
is merely used for finding farads. Capacitance 
is determined entirely by physical factors al
ready mentioned. 

You will probably find, in dealing with elec
tric circuits, that a farad is a very large and 
cumbersome figure to use . Rarely is capaci
tance measured in so large a figure. Rather, 
it is  measured usually in m icrofarads (uf) or 
micro-microfarads (uuf) . To avoid confusion 
and the use of double prefixes, the term pico
farad (pf) is preferred to the term micro
microfarad, 

The formula for determ ining capacitance in 
a parallel two-plate capacitor is as follows: 

c ::; 0 .2249
(�) 

where C is in picofarads, A is the area of one 
of the plates in square inches, d is the distance 
between the plates in inches, and k is the di
electric constant of the insulator separating 
the plates. From this formula it m ay be seen 
that the capacitance increases when the plates 
are increased in area, it decreases if the spacing 
of the plates is increased, and it increases 
if the dielectric constant is increased. 
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Charging a Capacitor 

In order to better understand the action 
of a capacitor, let's examine the "charge" 
and "discharge" action of a purely capacitive 
circuit. Take a look at figure 2-54. Here we 
have shown an uncharged capacitor, (A) , and 
the same capacitor when charging, (B) . In fig
ure 2-54 (A) , the circuit is shown "open" , 
that is, no current can flow because there is 
not a complete path. Each plate of the capacitor 
is a neutral body, and until a difference in 
potential is felt across the capacitor, no elec
trostatic field can exist between the plates. 

To charge the capacitor, the switch must 
be in position 2, which places the source voltage 
across the plates of the capacitor. Although the 
action is almost instantaneous,  we will slow it 
down and explain what happens. 

At the instant the switch is placed in posi
tion 2, a displacement of electrons will occur 
simultaneously in all parts of the circuit. Natural
ly, this electron displacement is from the nega
tive terminal of the battery toward the positive 
terminal. In figure 2-55, we show the direction 
of current flow and the polarities built up in 
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236.202 
Figure 2-54. - Charging a capacitor. 
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Figure 2-55. - Polarities during charging of a 

capacitor. 

the circuit. As the switch is closed, the posi
tive terminal of the battery extracts an elec
tron from the bottom conductor, and the negative 
terminal of the battery forces an electron onto 
the top conductor ,  or plate, of the capacitor. At 
the same time,  an electron is forced onto the 
top plate and another is pulled from the bottom 
plate. Thus, in every part of the circuit, a 
clockwise displacement of electrons occurs in the 
m anner of a chain reaction. 

As electrons accumulate on the top plate of 
the capacitor and others depart from the bottom 
plate, a difference in potential develops across 
the capacitor. Each electron forced onto the top 
plate makes that plate more negative, while each 
electron removed from the bottom plate makes 
that plate more positive. Notice that the polarity 
of the voltage which builds up across the capacitor 
is such as to OPPOSE the SOURC E, or, in 
other words, it has a tendency to try to m ake 
current flow back the other way, COUNTER
C LOCKWISE .  As the capacitor continues to 
charge, the voltage across the capacitor rises 
until it is equal in amount to the source voltage. 
Once the capacitor voltage e quals the source 
voltage, the two voltages balance out, and the 
current ceases to flow in the circuit. 

It should be emphasized at this time that 
no current flows through the capacitor. The 
m aterial between the plates of the capacitor 
must be an INSULA TOR. 

Look at figure 2-56 . We have shown the 
same circuit as was shown in figure 2-54. 
The only difference is that we show the 4-
position switch in position 3 and in position 4. 
With the switch shown in position 3,  figure 2-56(A), 
the electrons on the upper plate are now e s
sentially isolated. Thus, the capacitor plate 
will rem ain charged indefinitely. 
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Figure 2-56. - C apacitor " storing" a charge 
(A), then "discharging" (B) . 

The DIELEC TRIC between the plates of a 
capacitor is not perfect, of course . U sually, 
a sm all leakage current will flow through the 
insulating m aterial to the other plate of the 
capacitor and eventually will drain the capacitor 
of its charge . A high quality capacitor m ay hold 
its charge up to a month. 

At full charge, the electrostatic field be
tween the plates is at a m aximum and the energy 
stored in the dielectric is m aximum . If the 
charged capacitor in figure 2-56(A) is discon
nected from the source, the charge will be re
tained for some period of time.  The length of 
time the charge is retained depends on the 
amount of leakage current present. Since the 
electrical energy is stored in the capacitor, a 
charged capacitor can act as a source. 

Discharging a Capacitor 

To DISCHARGE a capacitor, the charges on 
the two plates must be neutralized. This is done 
by providing a conducting path between the two 
plates. In figure 2-56(B) , we have shown the 
4-position switch in position 4. This provides a 
path for current between the two plates .  The 
excess electrons on the negative plate flow to 
the positive plate until they equalize and are, 
therefore, neutralized. It should be noted that 
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a capacitor does not consume power. The energy 
the capacitor draws from the source is re
covered when the capacitor is discharged • 

C apacitor Losses 

Losses occurring in capacitors m ay be at
tributed to either DIELEC TRIC L EAKAGE or 
DIELECTRIC HYSTERESIS. Dielectric Hys
teresis m ay be defined as the change in the 
orientation of the electron orbits in the di
electric due to rapid reversals of polarity and 
line voltage. The amount of loss depends upon 
the type of dielectric used • 

Dielectric leakage occurs in a capacitor as 
the result of current leaking through the di
electric. Norm ally, of course, it is assumed that 
the dielectric will effectively prevent the flow 
of current through the capacitor. However, as 
mentioned previously, a small amount of current 
does flow between the plates of a capacitor. 
Tins current is so sm all that it is considered 
insignificant as a loss. If the leakage through 
the dielectric is abnormally high, however, there 
will be a rapid loss of charge and an overheat
ing of the capacitor. 

The POWER FACTOR of a capacitor is 
determined by dielectric losses. If the losses 
are negligible, the capacitor is considered to be 
near perfect and has a power factor of zero. 
Therefore, the power factor of a capacitor is a 
m easurement of its efficiency. 

Voltage Rating of 
Capacitors 

In selecting or substituting a capacitor for 
use in a particular circuit, consideration must 
be given to (1)  the value of capacitance de
sired and (2) the amount of voltage to which the 
capacitor is to be subjected. If the voltage applied 
across the plates is too great, the dielectric will 
break down and arcing will occur between the 
plates. The capacitor is then short-circuited and 
the possible flow of direct current through it 
can cause dam age to other parts of the equip
ment. C apacitors have a voltage rating that 
should not be exceeded. 

The "working voltage" of the capacitor is 
the m aximum voltage that can be steadily ap
plied without danger of " arc-over" .  The work
ing voltage depends on (1)  the type of m aterial 
used as the dielectric and ( 2) the thickness of 
the dielectric. 

.. -...... - ·  
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Thd voltage rating of the capacitor is a 
factor in determining the capacitance because 
capacitance decreases as the thickness of the 
dielectric increases. A high voltage capacitor that 
has a thick dielectric must have a larger plate 
area in order to have the same capacitance as 
a similar low voltage capacitor having a thin 
dielectric,  The voltage rating also depends on 
the frequency because the losses and the re
sultant heating effect increase as the frequency 
increase s. 

A capacitor that m ay be safely charged to 
500 volts d.c . cannot be safely subjected to 
alternating or pulsating direct voltage s whose ef
fective values are 500 volts. An alternating volt
age of 500 volts (rms) has a peak voltage of 707 
volts, and a capacitor to which it is to be ap
plied should have a working voltage of at least 
7 50 volts. The capacitor should be selected so 
that its working voltage is at least 50 per cent 
greater than the highest voltage to be applied to 
it. 

C alculating C apacitance 

Calculating capacitance is really quite simple 
if you can remember one basic rule-of-thumb: 
C alculate capacitance exactly opposite the way you 
would calculate resistance. In other words, for 
capacitors in SERIES, the formula would be: 

1 1 _L ..1_ 
C T  = Cl + C 2  + C 3  

' ' ,etc. ' ' 

We use the RECIPROCAL method, just as we 
did for parallel resistors, We can also use the 
product over the sum method when only two 
capacitors are involved in series: 

Where C _ Cl x C 2  
T - Cl + C 2  

just a s  w e  did for resistors i n  parallel. 
For calculating capacitors in parallel, the 

same rule of thumb applies: opposite the way 
you would calculate resistance. As an equation, 
it would be: C T = Cl + C 2  + C 3  • • •  etc. just as 
we did for resistors in series. 

INDUCTIVE AND CAPACITIVE 
REACTANC E 

Inductive Reactance 

We mentioned previously that the opposition 
that an inductance offer s  to a changing current 
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was called induced voltage or cemf and has been 
measured in volts. This is true insofar as a 
coil can build up a cemf that will oppose the 
source in polarity, then aid the circuit by aiding 
the current flow in it. However, opposition to 
current flow is normally measured in ohm s ,  
not volts. The ohm , of course, is a measure of 
resistance. Since a coil reacts to a current 
change by generating a cemf, a coil is said to 
be REACTIVE. The opposition of a coil is, 
therefore, called REACTANC E (X) , and is meas
ured in ohm s .  Since more than one kind of re
actance exists, the subscript L is added to 
denote INDUCTIVE REACTANC E, (XL) •  Thus, 
the opposition offered by a coil to alternating 
current is inductive reactance or XL . 

At this point, we can now state a formula 
that allows us to solve for inductive reactance. 
It is important that you understand the re
lationship between inductive reactance and fre
quency. The formula is as follows: 

where: XL = Inductive Reactance in Ohms 
2'1T = 6,28 (Number of RADIANS in One 

Cycle) 
!" = Frequency in Hertz 

L = Inductance in Henrys 

It has already been said that the cemf of 
a coil depends on the coil's  inductance and the 
rate of flux change around the coil. The rate 
of flux change, of course, depends upon the 
frequency, or number of alternating cycles per 
second (Hertz) . Therefore, we can change the 
reactance of a coil by changing its inductance 
or by changing the input frequency to the coil. 
As we increase the frequency, the rate of flux 
change also changes because of the inherent 
characteristic of a coil to build up magnetic 
flux fields around the turns comprising the 
coil. The formula, of course, tells us that if 
we vary either inductance or the frequency, then 
we change inductive reactance . Since most in
ductors are m anufactured at fixed values ,  the 
only variable factor affecting the inductive re
actance of a coil, norm ally, is frequency. As 
we increase the frequency applied to a coil, we 
increase the reactance of the coil to current 
flow, or, its resistance to the applied frequency 
or current. This reactance, or resistance, is  
measured in ohm s and exhibits the same proper
ties that a resistor of that value would exhibit 
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to current flow if placed in the circuit. Re
m em ber, reactance is a resistance, not an 
inductance . 

C apacitive Reactance 

T�1e definition of capacitance was stated as 
the ability to oppose a change in applied voltage. 
It has been stated that a capacitor charges to the 
value of the source. At the time that the charge 
of a c apacitor e quals the applied voltage, no 
m ore current flows. Since a capacitor REACTS 
to a voltage by producing a cemf, a cap acitor is 
said to be REACTIVE .  The opposition of a capaci
tor, is therefore, called REACTANCE (X) and is  
m easured in ohms .  In order to distinguish ca
pacitive reactance from inductive reactance, 
the subscript "C" is added to the symbol X .  
The opposition offered by a capacitor t o  al
ternating current is termed C APACITIV E  RE
ACTANC E and designated by XC . 

It i s  not necessary that you understand all 
of the reasons for the formula, but it is im
portant that you understand its relationship to 
applied frequency. The formula is as follows:  

where: 

1 
XC = 

27!' f C 

XC = Capacitive Reactance in 
Ohm s 

2 1T = A Constant 
f = Frequency in Hertz 
C = C apacitance in F arads 

As you can see ,  the two values that will 
change the reactance of a c apacitor are the 
frequency and the capacitance. If a capacitor 
has a fixed value, then the only variable will 
be frequency. Often, however, capacitors are 
variable and the reactance of a c apacitor m ay 
vary widely depending upon the applied fre
quency to a circuit and the varied setting of the 
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capacitor. The entire product of 2dC is di
vided into the number "1 " , as shown by our 
formula. The reason for that, in simple term s ,  
is  that the reactance of a capacitor i s  an in
verse function of the capacitance of a capaci
tor. The important thing here is to realize that 
the reactance varies INVERSELY with the ap
plied frequency and capacitance. In other words, 
if we increase either capacitance or frequency, 

we will find that capacitive reactance decreases ,  
and vice-versa. Thls is exactly opposite to 
inductive reactance where it varied directly. 
So, as you c an see ,  capacitive and inductive 
reactance are exactly opposite value s for the 
same applied frequency. 

Impedance 

Impedance i s  the TOTAL O PPOSITION to 
the flow of alternating current in a circuit that 
contains resistance and reactance . In a purely 
inductive circuit, the only resistance to a.c. is  
the reactance ; therefore ,  the reactance would 
be the impedance, or total opposition to cur
rent flow. In a purely capacitive circuit, the only 
resistance to a.c. is the reactance .  Therefore ,  
reactance would be the impedance . However, in 
a circuit comprised of resistors ,  capacitors, 
and inductors (which is nearly alway s  the case) , 
impedance would be the combined values of re
sistance, capacitive reactance, and inductive re

actance . They are all m easured in ohms and must 
be cumulatively figured to determine their com
bined effects in a circuit, which would be equiva
lent to the impedance of the circuit. 

It should be pointed out that it is the com
bined effect of all of these properties that m ake 
up impedance. By that we mean that you cannot 
add the reactances to the resistance and find 
impedance. Impedance must be plotted on a graph 
and solved geometrically. This i s  because the 
reactances are inversely proportional to e ach 
other as was mentioned earlier. We m ay only 
find their CUMULATIVE, or NET effect in a 
circuit. This value is impedance. 

Appendix III contains a list of the form,Jlas 
discussed in this chapter, 
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BASIC TRANSMITTER TH EORY 

In today ' s  modern Navy, communications is the 
nerve center. Without it, all of our sophisticated 
weaponry would be useless and coordinated naval 
operations would be impossible. Naturally, this 
calls for communications and equipment to be 
reliable, secure, and rapid. Our equipments today 
are more complex than ever and are becoming 
more so. It stands to reason that, with the advent 
of more complex communications equipments, 
communications itself will become more complex 
and capabilities will increase . 

Transm itting and receiving comm·.mication 
signals is the job of the KVI. Receiving signals, 
of course, involve s receiving equipment, whereas 
the transmission of signals involve s transmitters. 
The thousands of pieces of com munications an
cillary and terminal equipment are worthless 
if our basic transmitters and receivers aren't 
working. It is ,  therefore, very important for 
you to understand basic transmitter and re
ceiver theory. In this chapter, we will discuss 
the various types of communications transmit
ters, their functional block diagram s, and 
associated circuitry. Your knowledge of com
munications equipment not only increase s your 
profe ssional proficiency, it enchances your ship' s  
capability to successfully operate with other 
units that may be in company as well as naval 
shore-communication centers. 

THE BASIC COM:.VIUNICATION 
SYSTEM 

In figure 3-1 ,  we show a simple radio com
munication network. In it we can identify each 
basic element needed to e stablish radio com
munications; a TRANSMITTER, a TRANSMIS
SION LINE, and a TRANSMITTING ANTENNA ;  
a M EDIUM (earth's atm osphere) ; and a RE
C EIVER, a REC EIVING TRANSMISSION LIN E, 
and a REC EIVING ANT ENNA. If we took away 
any one of these elements, we could not ef
fectively communicate . 
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T R A N S M I S S I O N  
LI N E  

T R A N S M ITTER 

T RA N S M I S S I O N  
L I N E  

R E C E I V E R  

31 .6 
Figure 3-1 . - Simple Radio Communication Net

work. 

Communications transmitters operate on fre
quencies ranging from 3000 hertz to several 
gigahertz (GHz) , Most shipboard transmitters 
operate in the medium frequency and high fre
quency (MF /HF) bands of frequencies, as do the 
receivers. The HF band lends itself well to 
long-range communications which would account 
for its extensive usage . 

In the very low frequency ( VLF) band ( 3 -
30 kilohertz (kHz) , signals can be transmitted 
over long distances and through m agnetic storm s 
that might blank out higher bands. This band 
of frequencie s is  used prim arily for the trans
m ission of time standards, radio navigation, 
and fleet broadcasts. 

In the low frequency (LF) band (30-300 kHz) , 
signals are used for long range direction 
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finding, medium and long range communications, 
and aeronautical radio navigation. 

In the medium frequency (MF) band ( 300-
3000 kHz) , relatively long distances can be 
covered. The international distress frequency, 
500 kHz, is in this band. Commercial communi
cations facilities also use this band extensively. 

In the high frequency (HF) band ( 3 .:. 30 
megahertz ( MH z)) , m obile and m aritime com
munications units are primary users. 

The very high frequency ( VH F) band ( 30-300 
MHz) is  used for aeronautic al radio navigation 
and communications, radar, and am ateur radio. 

The ultra high fre quency (UHF) band ( 300 
MHz - 3 GH z) is used for short-range com
munications. 

This is only a partial listing of the usage of 
each band. To find a complete list of frequencies 
and usages, consult NTP 6 and ACP 190.  

The overall purpose of a radio transmitter 
i s  to produce radiofrequency ( RF) energy and, 
with its amplifiers, coupler, and antenna, to 
radiate a useful signal. The basic construction 
of a "typical transmitter" is shown in figure 
3-2 .  There are m any variations ,  of course , 
due to the m any communication requirements, 
but every transmitter has the basic components 
shown in figure 3-2. We will discuss each trans
mitter component in detail as we progress 
through this chapter. 

O S C I LLATOR 

BUFFER 

FREQUENCY 

MULT I P L I E R  

POWER 

A MP L IFIER 

POWER 

SUPPLY 

ANTENNA 

20.201 
Figure 3- 2 . - Stage s of a typical transmitter. 
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TYPES OF T RANSMITTERS 

There are m any types of transmitters in 
use in today' s Navy. Each type has its own 
m ethod of producing the kind of signal for which 
it was designed. Most transmitters are basically 
simple in what they do in that their basic function 
is to TRANSMIT. However, the method by which 
they accomplish their particular MODE or 
MODES (methods) of operation m ay sometime s  
be quite complex because of the complex circuitry 
contained in the equipment. In this chapter, we 
will not deal with the extreme complexities; 
rather, we will deal with the m ajor circuits, 
and discuss their functions in the various types 
of transmitters that we will be talking about. 

C ONTINUOUS- WA. V E  (CW) 
T RANSMITTER 

Continuous wave (CW) i s  used principally for 
radio-telegraphy - that is,  for the transm i ssion 
of short or long pulses of RF energy to form 
the dots and dashe s (dits and dahs) of the Morse 
code characters. C W  was the first type of radio 
comm unications used and i s  e ssentially a long
range m ode. Although the Navy no longer use s 
C W  as a prim ary means of communication, 
it i s  still an alternate m ode in most com muni
cation situations. Some of the advantage s of CW 
transmission are narrow bandwidth, high degree 
of intelligibility under severe· noise conditions ,  
and long-range c apability . 

The essential elements of a C W  transmitter 
are (1) a generator of RF oscillations ,  ( 2) 
a means of amplifying these oscillations, ( 3) a 
method of turning the RF output on and off 
(keying) , and (4) an antenna to radiate the keyed 
output of the transmitter. A block diagram of a 
C W  transmitter i s  shown in figure 3-2. 

As the block diagram shows, we sati sfy the 
four requirements of a C W transmitter. The 
OSCILLATOR is used to generate the RF CAR
RIER at the assigned or selected frequency. 
The BUF FER AMPLIFI ER isolates the oscillator 
from the stage s electrically "downstream " of 
it, thus preventing load oscillations and varia
tions from affecting the operation o: the oscillator. 
The BU F F ER also provide s amplification of the 
signal coming from the oscillator . The POW ER 
AMPLIFIER provide s further amplification of the 
generated signal. The ANTENNA, of course, i s  
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used to radiate the RF carrier, and the POWER 
SUPPLY provide s all operating voltages for the 
components within the individual stages. 

One or m ore stages of amplification m ay be 
used between the buffer and the antenna. The 
stage which is connected to the antenna is usually 
c alled the final Power Amplifier (PA) , as shown 
in figure 3-2. Any other stage s of amplification 
are known as Intermediate Power Amplifiers 
(IPA) . In figure 3- 3, we have shown a typical 
transmitter from the oscillator to the power 
amplifier.  The only difference is that we have 
two IPAs between the buffer and the PA. 

The KEY is used to turn the buffer on and off. 
When the key is closed, the RF carrier passes 
through the buffer stage, and when the key is 
open, the RF carrier is  prevented from passing 
through. This key, of course, corresponds to 
the hand-key known prim arily to Radiomen. When 
the key i s  depressed to send a dit or a dah, 
the current flows, and the path i s  closed to 
the PA. When it i s  not depressed, no current 
will flow, and no dit or dah will be sent. 

Oscillator 

The question that should arise at this time 
is,  " What is an oscillator ?" This que stion can 
best be answered by defining what an oscillator 
does. The primary function of an oscillator is 
to generate a given WAVEFORM at a constant 
amplitude, at a specific predetermined or pre
selected frequency, and m aintain this waveform 
within certain limits. Most RF oscillators are 
c apable of generating all of the frequencies re
quired by their associated equipment. In other 
words, the oscillator of an MF /HF transmitter 
can generate all of the frequencies required in 
the MF /HF band. Therefore , an oscillator i s  
a non-rotating device for producing a.c ., the 

. 5 W  
FIRST 5 W  osc BUFFER INTERMEDIATE 

AM PLI FIER 

frequency being determined by the characteristics 
of the device. By "characteristics of the device" ,  
we m•;Jan that some oscillators operate at only 
one frequency while others m ay generate millions 
of different frequencies. 

The fact that a circuit is  capable of oscillating 
does not m ake it a useful oscillator.  A circuit 
must be able to generate sustained oscillations 
in a desired and controllable m anner . Without 
the electronic oscillator, very few advanced 
electronic circuit applications would be possible . 
You will find that oscillators are used in almost 
every receiver as well as in transmitters. Al
though the job in each is different in nature , the 
oscillator still performs the same basic function: 
It generate s an a.c . signal at a constant amplitude . 
The frequency of the a.c . m ay vary depending 
upon the frequency selection desired when op
erating a transmitter, but an a.c. signal at a 
constant amplitude is a must. 

In figure 3-4, we have shown a typical trans
mitter block diagram .  The only difference is  
the addition of a "feedback circuit." In a basic 
oscillator, the two m ain sections are the fre
quency-determining network (the circuit that 
generates the a.c. waveform) and a feedback 
network to help the oscillator sustain oscilla
tions (continue generating the a.c . signal for 
which it was de signed) . Thi s feed-back signal, 
which has a low amplitude , norm ally em anates 
from one of the output stages of the transmitter 
and is fed back to the oscillator to provide 
REGENERATIVE or POSITIVE feedback. Without 
going into the complexities of this ,  all we are 
doing is  aiding the oscillator in its prim ary job 
of supplying the transm itter with the selected 
frequency. 

N0arly every piece of equipment that uses 
an oscillator has two m ain requirements of the 
oscillator: AMPLITUDE STABILITY and FRE
QU ENCY STABILITY . The rigidity with which 

�Vc 500 W 

SECOND 
25W POWER 

INTERMEDIATE 
AMPLIFIER AMPLI FI ER 

76.15 
Figure 3-3 . - Intermediate Power Amplifier s  (IPA) . 
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Feed- Back C i rc u i t  

B u f fe r -

O s c i l l a t o r  F r e q u ency 

M u l t i p l i e r  

Pow e r  

Ampl i f i e r  

Po w e r  

S u p p l y  

76 .89 
Figure 3-4. - " Feed-back" path to the oscillator. 

these requirements must be met depends on 
the accuracy dem anded of the equipment it 
serves. 

Amplitude stability refers to the ability of 
the oscillator to m aintain a constant amplitude 
output waveform . The less the deviation from a 
predetermined amplitude, the better i s  the ampli
tude stability. 

Frequency stability refers to the ability of 
the oscillator to m aintain the desired operating 
frequency. The less the oscillator drifts from the 
operating frequency, the better is the frequency 
stability. 

The topic of oscillators i s  a very involved 
one . Much can be said about oscillators and the 
m any types. However, for purposes of our dis
cussion, it is only necessary that you know what 
a transmitter oscillator does: Generate a.c. at 
the desired frequency. F or m ore detailed in
form ation concerning oscillators ,  consult the cur
rent edition of Basic Electronics,  NA VEDTRA 
10087, Vol I .  

Buffer 

The BUF FER A MPLIFIER, or first IPA, i s  a 
voltage amplifier that increases the amplitude of 
the oscillator signal to a level that will drive 
the power amplifier (PA) . The signal delivered by 
the buffer varies with the type of transm itter ,  but 
it m ay be hundreds or thousands of volts. 

6 3  

The buffer serve s  two other purposes, one 
of which i s  to isolate the oscillator from the 
amplifier stages. Without the buffer,  changes in 
the amplifier due to keying or variations in the 
source voltage would vary the load on the oscil
lator and cause it to change frequency. It m ay 
also be used as a frequency multiplier to in
crease the oscillator frequency to the desired 
operating frequency. Figure 3-4 shows the rela
tive position of the buffer with relation to the 
oscillator and PA. 

Power-Amplifier (PA) 

A transmitter is a device for converting in
telligence , such as voice or code , into electrical 
impulses for transmission through space from 
a radiating antenna. The simplest transmitter 
consists of an oscillator which generates a high 
frequency raQ.io signal and an antenna system 
to propagate the energy. There are two draw
backs to connecting the oscillator directly to the 
antenna. The first is that the power output would 
be limited because there are no stages of RF 
amplification between the oscillator and the an
tenna to build up the strength of the RF signal. 
Power output is important because it determines 
the distance over which the transmitted signal 
can be picked up by a receiver. The other 
consideration i s  frequency stability.  The load 
impedance of the oscillator , in this case the 
antenna, that is  reflected back into the frequency 
circuit has a great effect upon the frequency 
stability of the oscillator. The reflected impedance 
m ay contain both resistive and reactive com
ponents. The reactive components m ay alter 
the frequency of the oscillator. A drift in the 
frequency of the transmitted signal would mean 
that a portion of a m e ssage could be lost at 
the receiving end. 

To overcome the limitations of connecting an 
oscillator directly to the transm itting antenna, 
one or m ore stages of amplification are con
nected between the oscillator and the antenna. 
Thi s is shown in block form in figure 3-5. 
It is  in the FINAL PA that the generated signal 
is amplified to its largest value . The final PA 
usually has a greater gain with reference to 
its input, than any intermediate amplifier. 

Power Supply 

Power supplies do exactly as their name would 
indicate: They supply power to the equipment for 
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which they were designed. A transmitter, as well 
as any other piece of electronic equipment, is  
m ade up of m any different circuits with m any 
components comprising each circuit. The power 
supply provides all of the operating voltage s, 
both a.c. and d.c. ,  to the individual components 
and various circuits. 

Most power supplie s must provide both a.c. 
and d.c. at the same time to satisfy all of the 
requirements of the individual circuits. The 
output of a power supply is usually a.c . If d.c. 
is needed from the supply, the a.c. signal being 
supplied must be converted to d. c. This is usually 
done by a process called RECTIFICATION. When 
an a.c. signal i s  rectified, it means that a 
cycle of a.c. is changed to PULSATING d.c., 

\ 7 

Osc i l lator  
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Osci l lator Amp l i f i e r  Ampl if ier  P o w e r  
( Bu f f e r) Amp l i f ier 

7 6 .9 0  
Figure 3-5 . - Stage s between the oscillator and 

antenna. 

A C  TO OTH ER C I R C U I TS 

or one-half of a cycle of a.c. To further reduce 
a rectified a.c. signal to a nearly constant
amplitude d.c., the signal must be FILT ERED. 
Figure 3-6 shows . the a.c . output of a power 
supply going to the various circuits needing a.c ., 
and shows the a.c. being rectified to pulsating 
d.c . and then filtered to an almost constant d.c . 

AMPLITUDE-MODULATED (AM) 
T RANSMITTER 

Modulation 

A s  we have already discussed, whenever we 
activate a transmitter, the oscillator generate s 
a signal, or waveform , that is constant in fre
quency and amplitude. This signal, however, doe s 
not convey any intelligence by itself. This out
put i s  called the CARRI ER WAVE, or simply 
the CARRIER, and any inform ation to be trans
m itted i s  added to it. This process of adding, 
or superimposing, information on the carrier i s  
called MODULATION . 

Why do we modulate ? Why notjust transmit the 
intelligence as it is ,  say, our voices on a voice net ? 
The reason is really quite simple. A s  you will see 
later, the longer the wavelength of a transmitted 
signal, the larger the antenna must be. Conversely, 
the shorter the wavelength of a transmitted signal, 
the shorter the antenna need be. Most speech fre
quencies fall almost entirely below 3 kHz and to 
construct corresponding antennas ashore would 
require prohibitively large amounts of land, be ex
pensive to construct, and consume enormous 
amounts of power. To install such antennas on 
ships would be practically impossible. Therefore,  

P U L S I N G  
D C  

C O N STANT D C  

P O WE R  

S U P P L Y  

F I LT E R  

C I R C U I T  

Figure 3-6 . - AC signal being RECTIFIED and FILTERED. 
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the solution to the problem of long wavelengths i s  
to translate, or transpose, the voice inform ation 
up into a higher part of the frequency spectrum 
where wavelengths are shorter and m ore com
patible with practical antenna sizes. Such fre
quency translation is accomplished by the process 
of m odulation. The topic of wavelengths and an
tenna sizes is  covered thoroughly in Antennas, 
Chapter 5, of this publication. 

Whenever we m odulate, we combine the signal 
that we want to transm it with the carrier.  In the 
AM transmitter ,  we are modulating the carrier 
wave with the voice. Figure 3-7 shows a typical 
AM transmitter and its basic block diagram . 
The idea here is to cause the output signal from 
the PA to vary in amplitude according to the 
current or voltage variations of the modulating 
signal (the voice) . As we mentioned above, the 
frequency of the voice is much lower than the 
frequency of the carrier wave generated by the 
oscillator. Our voices create a.c . waveform s  
whenever we speak and these a.c. waveform s 
vary at the rate of our voice variations .  Needless 
to say, the a.c . waveform s created by our voices 

are quite irregular with m any high and m any 
low points to be seen if we were to look at 
our voices on the screen of an oscilloscope (a 
device used to produce a visual representation 
of waveform s  on a screen) . Repeating, the desired 
result when amplitude modulating is to vary 
the output signal of the transm itter at the same 
rate that the m odulation is varying. When an 
information wave, norm ally referred to as a 
modulating wave, is impressed on a c arrier, 
the result is  that their voltages are combined 
in such a m anner as to produce a COMPLEX 
WAVE (a wave composed of two or m ore parts) . 
This complex wave is the m odulated wave and 
i s  the waveform that is transm itted through 
space. In figure 3-8 ,  we have shown the carrier 
wave (A) , the modulating wave (B) , and the com
plex-wave (C) . The complex or modulated wave i s  
contained inside the ENVELOPE. This envelope 
i s  the total bandwidth and amplitude of the trans
mitted complex wave . 

Let' s refer back to figure 3-7 and define the 
various parts of the AM transmitter. As can be 
seen, the oscillator, buffer,  and power amplifier 
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Figure 3-8 , - Carrier wave, modulating wave and amplitude modulated wave. 

perform the same function as in the typical 
transmitter discussed previously. However, we 
have added a few necessary circuits that will 
accomplish amplitude modulation for us: A m icro
phone, speech amplifier, driver, and m odulator. 

The microphone takes the sound energy and 
converts it into electrical energy. The diaphragm 
of the microphone m oves in and out in accord
ance with the compression generated by sound 
waves as you speak into it. The diaphragm is 
connected to a device that causes current to flow 
in proportion to the instantaneous pressure 
delivered to it. For good quality sound reproduc
tion, the signal from the microphone must cor
respond in frequency content to the original 
sound waves, or your voice. Figure 3-9 shows 
the basic m ake-up of a microphone, in this 
case a crystal mike. 
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The speech amplifier takes the signal coming 
from the microphone and builds it up to several 
volts at the input of the driver stage. The signal 
coming from the m icrophone is usually con
siderably le ss than 1 volt, The signal is com
prised of your voice waves being reproduced 
through the microphone. 

The driver stage i s  m ade up of power ampli
fiers that convert the signal into a relatively 
large voltage. It does just as its name implies, 
it "drives" the signal to a very large voltage 
to build the signal to a level to modulate the 
carrier. 

The modulator is the stage that is con
nected directly to the power amplifier. It take s 
the driven signal from the driver and feeds it 
to the power amplifier in such a way as to 
alternately add to and subtract from the plate 
voltage of the power amplifier. This adding and 
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Figure 3-9 . - C rystal Microphone . 
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subtracting is done at the same rate of the 
audio modulation and form s the m odulated wave 
shown at the output of the antenna. 

The result of m odulation i s  that the amplitude 
of the RF field at the antenna is  increased 
gradually during the tim e  the audio frequency 
( af) output is increasing the RF power. Amplitude 
i s  decreased gradually during the time the af 
output is decreasing the RF power. In other 
words, during the positive alternation of the audio 
signal (between point 1 and point 2 in figure 
3-7) , the amplitude of the RF output wave i s  
increased. During the negative alternation (be
tween point 2 and 3) , the amplitude is decreased. 
Amplitude modulation consists of varying the 
amplitude of the RF antenna current (and RF 
output wave) gradually over the relatively long 
af cycle. Thus, the RF field strength is alternately 
increased and decreased in accordance with the 
af signal a:ad at the af rate . 

AM Spectrum And Bandwidth 

A s  was previously explained, whenever the 
intelligence to be transmitted is  superimposed 

on the carrier in the form of change s in the 
amplitude of the RF energy, the resulting modu
lation is called amplitude m odulation or AM. 
However, we do other things to the transmitted 
wave beside s simply to modulate it. 

6 7 

When an RF carrier i s  m odulated by a 
single audio m odulating frequency, two additional 
frequencies are produced, One of the se fre
quencie s is the sum of the RF carrier and the 
audio frequency. The other is  the difference 
between the RF carrier and the audio frequency. 
The sum frequencies are known as the U PPER 
SID EBAND and the difference frequencie s are 
known as the LO W E R  SID EBAND. These new 
frequencies are called SID E FREQU ENCIES be
c ause they appear beside the carrier when the 
wave is  displayed on a spectrum analyzer ( a  
type of electronic device that displays waveform s 
along a horizontal axis ,  from left to right in 
ascending order of frequency.) Each frequency 
or waveform shown by a spectrum analyzer i s  
represented by a vertical line; its amplitude is 
repre sented by the height of the line. The spectrum 
of an AM wave i s  shown in figure 3-10 .  The 
carrier frequency (A) i s  5 kHz and the m odulating 
frequency (B) is 1 kHz. The lower side frequency 
( C) is 5 kHz minus 1 kHz (4 kHz) , and the upper 
side frequency (D) is  5 kHz plus 1 kHz (6  kHz) , 
This is the type of display that would be seen 
on a spectrum analyzer. 

Note that the m odulating frequency in fig. 
3-1 0  is not part of the spectrum of the m odulated 
wave. It is ,  however, represented in that spectrum 
twice: Once by the lower sideband, and once 
by the upper sideband. Notice also that the ampli
tude of each side frequency is only one-half 
that of the m odulating wave . In AM, the power 
contained in a m odulating wave is redistributed 
equally between the sidebands produced by it, 
This redistributed energy adds to the carrier 
power to increase the total amount of energy 
radiated. This process of combining two fre
quencies in such a way as to produce sum and 
difference frequencies i s  called MIXING or 
H ETERODYNE action. The space which a carrier 
and its associated sidebands occupy in the fre
quency spectrum is c alled the BANDWIDTH. 
If the carrier and the modulating signal are 
constant in amplitude, the sum and difference 
frequencies will also be constant in amplitude. 
However,  when the carrier and the sidebands 
are combined and could be viewed simultaneously 
with an oscilloscope, the resultant waveform 
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Figure 3-10 . - C arrier, Modulating Wave, and side frequencie s. 

would appear as shown in figure 3-ll.  Thi s  re
sultant wave is called the MODULATION EN
VELOPE. 

Spectrum For Multiple-Modulation 

Multiple-modulation simply means modulating 
a carrier with more than one frequency. Instead 
of having one upper sideband frequency and one 
lower sideband frequency, we have more than one 
of each. More simply stated, we have a band 
of upper and a band of lower sidebands ,  Each 
frequency in the band produce s its own pair 
of side frequencies ,  resulting in a much more 
complex spectrum . This is shown in figure 
3-12,  as seen on a spectrum analyzer. Notice 
that the bandwidth is equal to twice the modulating 
frequency (BW = 2 x Highest Mod Fre q) .  This 
is a constant in all modulated waves. 

The lowest frequency of the modulated wave 
in figure 3-1 2 is . 2  kHz (A) . It produces a 
lower side frequency (B) of 4,8 kHz and an upper 
side frequency (C) of 5,2 kHz. The next highest 
modulating frequency (D) is .6 kHz. It results 
in a lower side frequency ( E) of 4,4 kHz and an 
upper side frequency ( F) of 5.6 kHz.  The highest 
modulating frequency (G) produce s side fre
quencies (H and I) of 4 and 6 kH z  respectively. 
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Figure 3-1 1 . - Formation of the modulation en

velope. 

Those side frequencies in figure 3-1 2 that 
are higher in frequency than the carrier are 
referred to collectively as the upper sideband. 
It can be seen that the upper sideband is an 
exact replica of the modulating wave . The order 
and spacing of frequencies are the same as in 
the modulating wave, and their relative ampli
tude s are the same (even though the m odulating 
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Figure 3-1 2 . - Modulating wave on left, and the resultant m odulated wave on right. 

wave gave only one-half of its amplitude to the 
upper sideband.) It i s  appropriate then to say 
that the inform ation contained in the modulating 
wave has merely been translated, or transposed, 
to a higher part of the frequency spectrum . 

Those side frequencies that are lower in 
frequency than the carrier are referred to col
lectively as the lower sideband. The lower side
band is an inverted replica, or mirror image, 
of the modulating wave. The lowest modulating 
frequency (A) is represented by the highest 
frequency in the lower sideband {B) , and the high
e st modulating frequency ( G) i s  represented by 
the lowest frequency in that sideband (H) . Despite 
this frequency inversion, the lower sideband is  
an example of the inform ation contained in the 
modulating wave being translated to a higher 
part of the frequency spectrum . 

When both the upper and lower sidebands are 
present and they contain identical information, 
the waveform is known as DOUBL E SIDEBAND 
(DSB) . 

Whenever a m odulating frequency changes in 
amplitude, that change is reflected by a corre
sponding change in the amplitude of the side 
frequencies produced by it. There is also a 
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change in the frequency content of each sideband 
whenever a change occurs in the frequency content 
of the modulating wave . For example , in standard 
voice transm issions, the com bination of fre
quencies being produced by the speaker' s vocal 
cords i s  constantly changing. Therefore, there is  
also a continuous change in the side frequencie s 
produced. Figure 3-13 shows the output of an AM 
transm itter being modulated with voice variations. 
The alternate adding and canceling effects of 
the voice sine wave s on the carrier " shape " 
the carrier, or envelope, at the output. 

Percent Of Modulation 

The depth or degree of modulation is defined 
in term s of the m aximum permissible amount of 
modulation, The modulation envelope in figure 
3-14 shows the conditions for 100% modulation. 
For this degree of modulation, the voltage of 
the audio signal, at its peak, must be equal 
to the supply voltage to the final PA . Under 
this condition, the RF output voltage will reach 
zero on the negative peak of the m odulating 
signal and will rise to two time s  the amplitude 
of the unmodulated carrier on the positive peak 
of the modulating signal. 
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Figure 3-14. - Conditions for 100% modulation. 

When analyzed, the m odulation envelope in 
part (A) of figure 3-14 i s  found to consist of a 
carrier and two sidebands as shown in part (B) . 
Since for 100% modulation, the peak audio modu
lating voltage is  approxim ately equal to the peak 
RF voltage, the combined sideband voltage is 
equal to the carrier voltage. Because the side
band voltage is divided between two sideband 
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frequencies, at 100% modulation each side fre
quency has an amplitude equal to one-half the 
amplitude of the carrier. 

Although it is de sirable to operate a trans
mitter at 100% modulation in order to inject a 
maximum amount of energy into the sidebands, 
this ideal condition is  seldom possible when a 
carrier i s  modulated by voice . The reason for 
this is the great and rapid fluctuations in ampli
tude that the voice norm ally contains. When the 
modulator is properly adjusted, the loudest parts 
of the transmission will produce 100% modula
tion. The quieter portions of the signal will 
produce lesser degrees of modulation. 

In order to m easure degrees of modulation 
less than 1 00%, it i s  convenient to use a MOD
ULATION FAC TOR (M) to indicate the relative 
m agnitude of the RF carrier and the audio m od
ulating signal. Numerically, the modulation factor 
is as follows: 

where: 

M =  
Em 
Ec 

M = The modulation factor 

Em = The peak, peak-to-peak, or RMS 
value of the modulating voltage 

Ec = The carrier voltage in the same 
units as Em 

To illustrate the use of this equation, assume 
that a carrier wave having a peak amplitude of 
400 volts is modulated by a 3 kHz sine wave 
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having a peak amplitude of 200 volts. The mod
ulation factor is: 

M = Em 
Ec 

M = 200 
400 

M = 0 . 5  - MODULATION FAC TOR 

If the m odulation factor is multiplied by 1 0 0 ,  
the resultant quantity i s  the P ERCENT OF MOD
U LATION ( o/oM) : 

Where: 

o/oM = Em X 1 0 0  
Ec 

Em = 200 volts 
Ec = 400 volts 

The percent of m odulation i s :  

% M  =
Em x 1 0 0  
Ec 

OlM = 
200 X 1 0 0  

10 400 

o/c}M = 0 .5 X 1 0 0  

o/oM = 50%. 

A transmitter i s  norm ally r ated according to 
the amount of UNMODULA T ED CARRIER POWER 
it is designed to deliver to an antenna. At 1 0 0 %  
m odulation, the sidebands contain one-half as 
much power as the unm odulated carrier. If we 
were to reduce the percent of m odulation to one
half of its original value, the sideband power 
decreases to one-fourth the am ount obtained at 
1 0 0  percent m odulation. Thi s shows the im
portance of a high percent of m odulation. As 
you will see later in this chapter,  the amount 
of power contained in sidebands is very im
portant. 

SINGLE-SIDEBAND (SSB) 
TRANSMITTER 

It was shown that an AM signal m ay be 
considered to consist of a carrier, an upper 
sideband, and a lower sideband. The spectrum 
analyzer representation of an RF carrier m od
ulated by a single audio frequency is shown in 
figure 3-10 .  It should be recalled that a m ore 
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complex waveform , such as speech, would create 
m ore frequencies in the sidebands. 

The intelligence carried by an AM signal is 
contained in both sidebands. The amplitude of 
the intelligence is repre sented by the amplitude 
of either sideband, and the frequency of the 
intelligence i s  the difference between the carrier 
frequency and the sideband frequency. Since the 
intelligence contained in one sideband i s  a dupli
cate of the intelligence contained in the other 
sideband, only one sideband i s  required for com
munication. The other sideband m ay be elim inated 
by the use of filtering. As the carrier is totally 
unnece ssary for the transmi s sion of intelligence , 
it too m ay be filtered out. However, such com 
munication depends upon the reinsertion of the 
carrier at the receiver in order to achieve the 
properly dem odulated frequencie s .  Thi s par
ticular sideband system is referred to as Single 
Sideband Suppressed C arrier (SSBSC) communi
cation. Figure 3-1 5  shows an AM spectrum ana
lyzer presentation. F igure 3-1 6  i s  a spectrum 
analyzer pre sentation of a single sideband signal. 

C A R R I E R  
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I _ I 
9 .  9 9 9  1 0  1 0 . 0 0 1  

F R EOUENCY I N  M E G A H ER T Z  

179 .440 
F igure 3-1 5 . - AM Spectrum Analyzer pre senta

tion. 
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Figure 3-1 6 . - SSB Spectrum Analyzer presenta

tion. 
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The upper sideband has been chosen in the illus
tration for transmission. However, either side
band could have been used. 

Single-Side band 

Now that you know basically what is meant 
by the term "SSB" , let's take a look at some 
of the advantages of it. One advantage of single 
sideband is reduced bandwidth requirements. If 
a double-sideband signal requires 6 kHz for 
transmission, the same intelligence can be trans
m itted in only 3 kHz by eliminating one side
band. This 50% reduction in the required band
width is  extremely valuable in conserving the 
overcrowded HF spectrum , where the number 
of available communication channels is severely 
limited. 

The second advantage of single sideband is 
the conservation of power. In DSB transmissions, 
about two-thirds of the transmitter output power 
goes into the carrier and about one-sixth into 
each sideband. When one sideband is elim inated, 
the power it would have received can be put 
into the rem aining sideband, which will then 
contain about one-third of the total power. The 
type of signal that results from eliminating one 
sideband but leaving the carrier undiminished is 
known as SINGLE SID EBAND FULL CARRIER. 

The main function of the carrier is to provide 
a means by which an information wave can be 
propagated up into the desired portion of the 
frequency spectrum . The carrier itself contains 
none of the intelligence , but it is needed at the 
receiver to aid in demodulation (recovery of the 
intelligence) and to provide a signal for auto
m atic receiver gain control. There is,  however, 
no need for the carrier to be at its full power 
level, and it is often greatly reduced. This is 
referred to as SINGLE SIDEBAND REDU C ED 
CARRIER. This allows the amount of power 
taken from the carrier to be added to the in
telligence contained in the sideband. 

In order to completely eliminate the need for 
the carrier in the dem odulation process, SSB 
receiving equipment generates a signal of the 
same frequency as the carrier, reinserts the 
carrier, and dem odulate s the result to obtain 
the original modulating signal. Therefore, there 
i s  no longer any point in transmitting the car
rier. It can be eliminated at the transmitter 
after being used in the process of increasing 
the frequency of the intelligence sideband. All 

of the radiated power can then be added to the 
sideband being transmitted. As was mentioned 
previously, this is known as Single Sideband 
Suppressed Carrier. 

Whenever one of the duplicate sidebands of a 
double sideband signal is discarded, the position 
formerly occupied by the discarded sideband can 
be used to transmit a second, but independent, 
sideband on the same carrier. The upper side
band is produced by one information source, and 
the lower sideband is produced by a second 
information source . Since the two sidebands are 
separate single sidebands sharing one carrier, 
such a transmission is referred to as IND E
P ENDENT SIDEBAND or DOUBL E SINGLE 
SIDEBAND, Independent sideband can be trans
mitted with full, reduced, or suppressed carrier. 

The advantages of SSB communications are 
as follows: 

(1) Minimization of distortion: In conventional 
AM, the two sidebands and the carrier must 
arrive at the receiver with the same phase 
relationship as when they were transmitted. If 
not, the received signal may be fuzzy and dis
torted. With suppressed carrier SSB, however, 
these problems are minimized because only one 
sideband is transmitted. 

( 2) Increased effective power: With sup
pressed carrier SSB, virtually all of the trans
mitted power goes into the sideband carrying 
the intelligence . This gives SSB much greater 
range, or distance capability. 

( 3) Double the number of channels: In sup
pressed carrier SSB, the number of channels 
using the same frequency in the spectrum is 
doubled. 

( 4) Reduction of interference: In norm al voice 
transmissions, using AM, the carrier rem ains 
on the air as long as the "push-to-talk" button 
is  depressed. In SSB, as soon as the individual 
stops speaking, talk power in the sideband leaves 
the air. Whenever two carriers are keyed si
multaneously in AM, squeals and howls m ay re
sult. This is caused by two carriers heterodyning 
together at the receiving end. In SSB, even 
though two stations key simultaneously, it m ay 
be possible for the receiving station to read 
through the interfering station. 

Functional SSB TJ:ansmitter 

Figure 3-1 7  shows a functional block diagram 
of a basic SSB transmitter. The input signal m ay 
be any desired intelligence signal and m ay cover 

7 2  
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all or any part of the frequency range between 
.1 and 6 kHz. 

The SSB generator produces the SSB signal 
at an intermediate frequency (IF) . To produce 
the SSB, a double sideband (DSB) signal is gen
erated by the generator. It is then passed through 
a highly selective filter to reject one of the 
sidebands. These filters may be either crystal 
or mechanical. 

The generated SSB signal is passed through 
mixers and amplifiers where it is converted to 
the transmitted RF . A SSB system without a 
pilot carrier demands an extremely stable fre
quency system . Therefore, the frequency standard 
and stabilized m aster oscillator (SMO) are ex
tremely important. 

frequencies to produce the RF SSB signal. The 
frequencies derived from these two units are 
developed from the single standard frequency so 
that the stability of the standard frequency pre
vails throughout the SSB system . The 2 to 4 
MHz frequency range of the SMO is a very 
practical range for obtaining high oscillator 
stability. The 300 kHz fixed IF is the optimum 
operating frequency for the filter required in 
the SSB generator. 

The standard frequency is obtained from a 
highly stable crystal oscillator. The crystal 
oscillator is very sensitive to temperature varia
tions; therefore, it is housed in what is re
ferred to as an "oven" . This oven has a heat
sensitive network that indicates and corrects 
any temperature variation in the crystal network. 
This is done electronically and serves to main
tain the stability of the m aster oscillator. 

The output of the SSB generator and carrier 
generator are mixed and amplified, then fed to 
an RF amplifier that amplifies the signal, and 
routed to the antenna for radiation into space. 
The frequency accuracy requirements for single 
sideband communications are very precise when 
compared to most other communication systems. 
A frequency error in carrier reinsertion of 
20 Hz or less will give good voice reproduction. 
Errors of only 50 Hz result in noticeable dis
tortion. This is considered the maximum error 
allowable in SSB. 

SSB Receivers 

Figure 3-18 shows a block diagram of a basic 
The carrier generator provides the IF car- SSB receiver. A basic SSB receiver is not signifi

rier used to produce the fixed IF SSB signal, cantly different from a conventional super
and the SMO provides the necessary conversion heterodyne AM receiver. However, a special type 
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Figure 3-1 8 . - Basic SSB Receiver. 

of detector and a carrier reinsertion oscillator 
must be used. The carrier reinsertion oscillator 
must insert a carrier in the detector circuit 
at a frequency which corre sponds alm ost ex
actly with the relative position of the carrier 
in the original spectrum . The filters used in 
SSB receivers serve several purposes. As was 
previously stated, m any SSB signals may exist 
in a sm all portion of the frequency spectrum . 
Filters supply the selectivity necessary to 
adequately receive only one of the m any signals 
which m ay be present. They m ay also select 
USB or LSB operation as well as reject noise 
and other interference. 

The oscillators in a SSB receiver must be 
extremely stable. In some types of SSB trans
m ission, a frequency stability of plus or m inus 
2 hertz is required. For simple voice communi
cations, a deviation of plus or minus 50 hertz 
m ay be within tolerance. 

SSB receivers m ny employ additional circuits 
which enhance frequency stability, improve or 
provide autom atic gain control (AGC).  The cir
cuits contained in figure 3-1 8  will be found in 
all single sideband receivers. 

The need for extreme frequency stability m ay 
be understood if you consider the fact that a 
small deviation in local oscillator frequency, 
from the correct value, will cause the m ixer 
to be displaced from its correct value. In double 
sideband AM reception this is  not too damaging, 
since the carrier and the sidebands are all 
pre sent and will all be displaced an equal amount. 
Therefore,  the relative positions of the carrier 
and sidebands will be retained. However, in 
SSB reception, there is no carrier present in the 
incoming signal. 

The carrier reinsertion oscillator frequency 
will be set to correspond to the IF frequency of 
the carrier if a carrier were present. The car
rier reinsertion frequency is determined by the 
local oscillator frequency. 

The detector most commonly used for SSB 
reception is the "product" detector. It is so 
called because under ideal operating conditions, 
its output amplitude is  proportional to the prod
uct of the amplitude of the reinserted carrier 
and the SSB signal. The IF signal and the rein
serted carrier are heterodyned in the detector. 
The reinserted carrier amplitude must be con
siderably higher than the IF amplitude. A car
rier that is too sm all in relative amplitude would 
result in distortion of the output signal. 

FRE(�U ENCY MODULATION 
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Intelligence to be transmitted m ay be super
imposed on the carrier in the form of changes 
in the frequency of the carrier. This type of 
modulation is known as FREQU ENCY MODULA
TION. The carrier frequency can be varied a 
sm all amount on either side of its average, or 
assigned, value by means of an audio frequency 
modulating signal. The amount the carrier is  
varied depends on the amplitude of the modulating 
signal. The rate at which the carrier frequency 
i s  varied depends on the frequency of the mod
ulating signal. The amplitude of the RF carrier 
remains constant with or without modulation. 

'l'he most simple method of establishing fre
quency modulation is to have a microphone con
nected into the oscillator circuit of the 
transmitter. When you speak into the microphone 
circuit at a momentarily low frequency, the 
oscillator frequency is  changed only a few time s  
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per second. If the sound waves are higher, 
the oscillator frequency is changed m ore time s  
per second. When the sound waves have low 
amplitude , the extent of the oscillator frequency 
change is small. T1us, the frequency of the ai 
signal determines the number of time s  per second 
(RATE OF DEVIATION) that the oscillator fre
quency changes. The amplitude of the ai signal 
determ ines the extent of the oscillator frequency 
change (DEGREE OF DEVIATION) . Figure 3-1 9  
shows a basic block representation of an audio 
signal being fed into the oscillator input cir
cuits. As you can see at the output, the oscillator 
frequency i s  slightly different because of the 
m odulating frequency. 

F M  Sidebands 

During the process of frequency m odulation, 
just as during amplitude modulation, new fre
quencies ,  called sideband frequencies, are pro
duced above and below the unm odulated carrier 
frequency. These sideband frequencies contain the 
signal intelligence, as in amplitude modulation, 
and combine with the unmodulated carrier to pro
duce the modulation carrier previously described. 

The significant difference between AM and FM 
sideband frequencie s i s  the number produced. If 
you recall, in amplitude modulation, two side
bands are produced for every modulating fre
quency. One of these sideband freq:J.encies i s  
e qual to the sum of the m odulating and carrier 
frequencies and is above the carrier frequency. 
The other is equal to the difference between 
the modulating and carrier frequencies and i s  
below the carrier frequency. I n  FM, each m od
ulating frequency produces a similar pair of 
sum and difference sideband frequencies. How
ever , in addition to the basic pair, a theoretically 
infinite number of additional sideband frequencie s 

are produced. The se additional frequencies are 
equal to whole number multiple s of the basic 
pair. These exact m ultiples of the basic frequency 
are called HA RMONICS. For example , if we 
distort a 3 kH:� sinewave, multiple sine waves 
of 6 kHz,  1 2  kHz., 1 5  kHz, etc. will be created. 
The original frequency of 3 kHz is referred 
to as the 1 st harmonic, or the FUNDAM ENTAL 
FREQU ENCY . Double that frequency is the 2nd 
harm onic; three time s  that is the 3rd har
m onic ;  and so on. Although theoretically these 
sidebands extend outward from the carrier in
definitely, only a limited number of them con
tain significant power to be heard. The further 
from the fundamo:mtal frequency that the har
m onic is,  the less power it will have. 

You will recall that in amplitude modulation, 
the amplitude of the sideband frequencies,  or the 
power contained in them , was independent of the 
amplitude of the unmodulated carrier and depend
ent only on the amplitude, or power, of the m od
ulating signal. In FM, the situation i s  different. 
The sidebands derive their power from the car
rier, which m eans that the unmodulated carrier 
component of an FM wave has less power, or 
a sm aller amplitude, after modulation than it does 
before m odulation. The amount of power re
moved from the carrier and placed in the side
bands depends on the modulating frequencies and 
the m aximum deviation of the carrier.  It is 
possible under certain conditions for the car
rier power to be zero, with all the power con
tained in the sidebands. This ,  of course, is the 
ideal situation since the carrier itself contains 
no intelligence. 

FM Bandwidth 

Previously. we said that the term ' 'band
width" meant the entire range of frequencies 

O S C I LLATOR ( REST)  F R EQ U E N CY 

I N P UT 

( A U D I O  

M O D U LATI N G  
S I G N A L )  

O SC I L LATO R 

FREQ U EN CY 
M O D U LATED 

O U TPUT 

Figure 3-1 9 . - Basic process of frequency modulation. ( F M) . 
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in a modulated wave. Because of the m any side
band frequencies contained in FM waves, only 
the significant frequencies are included in its 
bandwidth. The bandwidth of an FM wave is 
the frequency range between the extreme upper 
and the extreme lower sideband frequencies 
whose amplitude s are 1 %  or more of the un• 
modulated carrier amplitude . 

When an FM wave has a very wide bandwidth 
it is called WIDEBAND FM and require s th� 
use of carrier frequencies much higher than 
those used for AM carrying similar intelligence . 
These high carrier frequencies are nece ssary 
so that a maximum number of FM wave s can be 
transmitted by radio without interfe ring with 
each other. In wide band FM, m any of the side
band frequencies are included in the bandwidth, as 
shown in figure 3-20. 

It is possible, by limiting the m aximum devia
tion of the FM carrier, to produce FM having 
the same bandwidth as an AM wave carrying the 
same intelligence. Thi s is c alled NARROWBAND 
FM ( see figure 3- 21) . While this process causes 
some distortion of the intelligence , it allows 
carrier frequencies to be used that are lower 
than some required for wide band FM . 

T�1.e bandwidth of a modulated wave is im 
portant for two reasons: (1) It determine s how 
much space or room in the radio frequency 
spectrum the wave will occupy, and ( 2) it deter
mines the range of frequencies over which the 
electronic circuits used to receive and proce ss 
the wave must be capable of operating. 

As far as the radio frequency spectrum is 
concerned, all of the m odulated wave s trans
m itted by radio in any one geographical area 
must occupy different places in the spectrum , 
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Figure 3-20 . - Spectrum of WIDEBAND FM. 
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Figure 3-21 . - Spectrum of NARROWBAND FM. 

otherwise they will interfere with each other.  
For example, the lower frequencie s of a mod
ulated wave with a 100 MHz carrier and an 
8 kHz bandwidth would overlap and interfere 
with the upper frequencies of a 99 MH z car
rier with an 8 kHz bandwidth. You can see that 
interference between radio wave s can be avoided 
either by reducing bandwidths or by moving car
rier frequencies farther apart. However, if band
widths are m ade too narrow, distortion of the 
intelligence carried by the wave will result 
since many of the sidebands which contain the 
intelligence will be elim inated. On the other 
hand, if carrier frequencies are too far apart, 
a very limited number of radio wave s would 
completely fill the radio spectrum . 

Modulation Index 

In FM, the modulation index is the ratio of 
the carrier' s  frequency deviation to the mod
ulating frequency. Expressed as an equation: 

where: 

M = Fd 
Fm 

M = Modulation index 

Fd = Frequency deviation of the c arrier 

Fm = Frequency of the highe st mod
ulating signal 

A carrier's frequency deviation is  the amount 
of " swing" or deviation, in kilohertz or mega
hertz, caused by modulation with audio. 

For example , a m aximum deviation of 75 
kHz on the frequency bands up to 108 MHz 
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can be interpreted in term s of percent by re
ferring to this carrier swing as a limit and say
ing that 75 kH z is 1 0 0  percent modulation when 
the carrier is allowed to swing to thi s m aximum , 

Overm odulating or overdeviating will occur 
if the m a.ximum carrier swing is exceeded. 
Transm i s sion is not particularly affected, but 
audio di stortion m ay result. Moreover, the band
width or part of the comnmnication frequency 
band occupied by the carrier then exceeds the 
limits assigned to it by law. 

Percent Of Modulation 

In A M ,  100 percent m odulation exists when 
the amplitude of the envelope varies between 
zero and twice its normal unmodulated value. 
There is a corresponding increase in power of 
50 percent. 

In F M ,  1 0 0  percent m odulation has a dif
ferent m e aning. The af signal varie s only the 
frequency of the oscillator. Therefore, there 
is a constant power input at the transm itting 
antenna, regardless of the degree of modulation. 
A modulation of 1 0 0  percent simply means that 
the c arrier is deviated in frequency by the full 
perm i s sible am ount. For example , an 88 MHz 
F M  station has 1 0 0  percent m odulation when its 
audio signal deviates the carrier 75 kHz above 
and 7 5  kHz below the 88 MHz c arrier ,  when 
7 5  KHz i s  assumed to be the m aximum per
m i s sible frequency swing. For 50 percent m od
ulation, the frequency would be deviated 3 7 . 5  
kHz above and below the re sting frequency . 

TRANSMITTER T ROUBLESHOOTING 

Visual checks and signal tracing used to 
troubleshoot receivers are not used as such 
when you troubleshoot transmitters. Because 
of the high voltage s pre sent in transm itter s,  it 
is not safe to work with them while they are 
energized. Therefore ,  an alternate method i s  
provided b y  means of meters m ounted on the 
front panels of transm itters. These front panel 
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m eters are perm anently wired (or m ay be 
switched) into various transm itter circuits, and 
most basic trouble s  can be i solated by using only 
these meters.  

Safety Precautions 

Most circuits in transmitters operate with 
very high voltage s. T:1erefore, it i s  dangerous 
to reach inside a transm itter to measure voltage s 
or to change a part while the power is on. Thi s 
m ay seem obvious to you, but it is a m uch violated 
rule. 

N avy transmitters are designed to protect 
you from accidents that could happen through 
carele ssne ss. They have acce ss doors through 
which you can rem ove bad components. If you 
open one of these doors when the transm itter 
is on, the power should turn off autom atically. 
The doors operate switches,  c alled INT ERLOCKS, 
which are connected between the on/off switch 
and the circuits of the transm itter. When an 
acce ss door is open, the interlock is opened 
and no power is applied to the transmitter. 
Because of the important role played by an inter
lock, unauthorized shorting out of an interlock 
is a very dangerous practice . 

There is still a pos sibility of a serious shock, 
even when you turn the power off before reaching 
into a transm itte r .  A fault in the circuit m ay 
have prevented a c apacitor from discharging, 
and your body m ay provide a discharge path. 

As a safeguard against a shock due to charged 
circuit c apacitor s,  a shorting bar ,  consisting of 
a metal rod with a wooden handle , i s  used. The 
metal end is connected to the ground of the 
transmitter through a copper braid. Before put
ting your hand inside, probe about with the short
ing rod, touching every point which m ight 
conceivably be charged. If nothing i s  charged, 
thi s procedure costs you about 30 seconds; if 
something is charged, the shorting rod discharges 
it, and the procedure save s you from injury or 
death. 
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BAS IC RECE IVER  TH EORY 

Just as we must have transmitters to trans
m it radio wave s,  we must also have communica
tion receivers to receive the se radio wave s .  
Whether the transm itted signal consists of en
coded charttcters and intelligence or is ampli
tude modulated, we must have a receiver c apable 
of handling that particular type of transm i ssion 
and converting it into a useful output. 

It i s  necessary that communication per sonnel . 
have an under standing of basic receiver theory. 
Not only doe s thi s understanding enhance your 
ability to pass advancem ent exam inations,  but it 
also provide s your comm and with a more pro
ficient watchstander , capable of recognizing basic 
trouble- symptom s and correcting them before 
they become m ajor problem s .  

The purpose o f  thi s chapter i s  to give you 
an overall view of the m anner in which a re
ceiver converts the electrom agnetic wave re
ceived by the antenna into the type of energy 
that sati sfie s communication requirements. In 
other words, if we are transm itting AM, the re
ceiver must convert the received energy into 
intelligible sound. If the transmitted signal i s  a 
fleet teletype broadcast, the receiver must con
vert the received energy into teletypewriter 
functions to print out the de sired characters. 
We will accompli sh our study of basic reciever 
theory by separating the receiver into blocks with 
e ach block repre senting a m ain section of the 
receiver. There are m any types of receivers, 
each with specific functions .  However, for the 
sake of simplicity, we will confine our study to 
A M .  Whether the receiver i s  an AM, SSB, or 
teletype control type, the functions of basic cir
cuits rem ain the s ame. 

Origin Of Receiver Input 

The purpose of a receiver i s  to convert the 
electrom agnetic wave from the transm itting an
tenna into usable energy. Before entering into 
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a di scussion of the m anner i n  which the re
ceiver accompli she s thi s ,  let' s briefly review 
the origination of the transmitted wave . Figure 
4-1 illustrate s the block diagram of a basic 
transmitter and the nature of the input and output 
of each m :�jor section. In AM, the microphone 
converts the sound waves into an electrical 
signal which varies in frequency and amplitude 
in accordance with the original sound. Since the 
signals from the microphone are very weak, 
they are fed to the modulation section, con
sisting of a speech amplifier, driver, and m od
ulator. This section increases the amplitude to 
a level suitable to be used as an input to the 
power amplifier. 

The power amplifier in the RF unit has two 
inputs: One i s  the audio signal from the mod
ulator and the other i s  the constant amplitude 
radio frequency signal from the oscillator. The 
output of the oscillator i s  called the "car
rier " frequency. In the power amplifier, the 
audio signal (intelligence) i s  impressed on the 
c arrier. The output of the power amplifier i s  
a m odulated R F  signal which is then fed to the 
antenna. 

The antenna radiate s the modulated RF signal 
in the form of electrom agnetic wave s. This 
electrom agnetic wave will now be used as the 
input to the receiver. 

Receiver Functions 

An AM receiver proces se s  amplitude m od
ulated signals received by its antenna and de
livers as an output a reproduction of the original 
signal that m odulated the RF c arrier at the 
transmitter. The signal can then be applied to 
some reproducing device ,  such as a loudspeaker 
or a set of headphone s .  Actual AM receivers 
vary widely in complexity. Some are very simple 
but contain a relatively large number of cir
cuits. 
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Figure 4-1 . - Typical Radiotelephone Transmitter (AM) .  

A receiver must perform certain basic func
tions in order to be useful. These functions, in 
order of their performance, are reception, se
lection, detection, af amplification, and repro
duction. 

REC EPTION involves having the transmitted 
electrom agnetic wave cut across the receiver 
antenna in such a m anner as to induce a voltage 
in the antenna circuits. 

SEL ECTION involves being able to select a 
particular station' s  frequency from all the trans
m itted signals that happen to be induced in the 
receiver's  antenna at a given time.  

DETECTION i s  the action of separating the 
low frequency intelligence from the high fre
quency carrier. 

AMPLIFICATION of af involves amplifying 
the low frequency intelligence to the level re
quired for the operation of the reproducer. 

REPRODUCTION i s  the action of converting 
the electrical signals to sound waves which can 
then be interpreted by the ear ,  such as speech 
or music. 

Sensitivity 

The ability of a receiver to reproduce the 
signal of a very weak station is a function of 
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the receiver's  SENSITIVITY . In other words, 
the weaker a signal that can be applied to a 
receiver and still achieve the same value of 
signal output, the better is that receiver's  sen
sitivity rating. 

Selectivity 

The ability of a receiver to select and re
produce a desired signal from among several 
closely spaced stations or from among inter
fering frequencies is determined by the re
ceiver's  SELECTIVITY . In other words, the 
better a rece�ver is at differentiating between 
desired and unde sired signals, the better i s  
the receive r ' s  selectivity rating. 

THE SUPERHETERODYN E 
REC EIVER 

The basic block diagram of a typical super
heterodyne receiver is shown in figure 4-2. The 
diagram is shown in the order in which a signal 
passe s  through the receiver. Above the cor= 
responding sections of the receiver are shown 
the waveform s of the signal at that point. Before 
going further,  the term HETERODYNING must 
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Figure 4- 2 . - Superheterodyne Receiver, showing signal waveshape. 

be defined in order to understand the operation 
of the superheterodyne receiver. 

Actually, we could substitude the word ' 'm ix
ing" for heterodyning and mean the s�me thing. 
The principle, or process, of combining two or 
more frequencies and producing new frequencies 
i s  called mixing, modulating, beating, frequency 
conversion, or HETERODYNING. 

In a superheterodyne receiver, amplifiers 
preceding the detector stage are tuned to one 
frequency called the INTERMEDIATE FRE
QUENCY (IF) . The principle of frequency con
version by heterodyne action i s  employed to 
convert all frequencies throughout the receiver 
range to this intermediate frequency. This is  
advantageous in that the IF circuits m ay be 
m ore uniformly selective , uniformly high in 
gain, and uniformly of satisfactory bandwidth to 
contain all of the de sired sideband components 
associated with the amplitude-modulated car
rier. 

Refer to figure 4-2 .  The RF signal re
ceived by the antenna passes first through an 
RF amplifier where the amplitude of the signal 
i s  increased. A locally generated unmodulated 
RF signal of constant amplitude is then mixed 
with the carrier frequency in the mixer stage. 
This constant amplitude signal i s  generated 
by the local oscillator. 
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The mixing or heterodyning of these two 
frequencie s produces an intermediate frequency 
signal which contains all of the intelligence or 
modulation of the original carrier signal. The 
intermediate frequency is  then amplified in the 
several intermediate frequency amplifiers and 
fed to a conventional detector for recovery of 
the audio signal. 

The detector demodulates the signal (recov
ers the audio) and sends it to the af amplifiers.  
Then the af i s  fed to a set of earphones or to 
a loudspeaker. 

The superheterodyne receiver i s  used as the 
basis for our study because nearly every Navy 
receiver operates on the principle of heterodyn
ing to produce a fixed IF frequency. 

Antenna Section 

The antenna section precedes the first RF 
amplifier. A s  shown in figure 4-2, all of the 
signal proce ssing starts here. The electrom ag
netic wave s propagated from the antennas of 
the transmitters cut across the receiving an
tenna and induce very small a.c. voltage s in 
the receiver antenna. These small a.c . voltages 
are fed to the antenna circuits located at the 
input of the receiver itself. 
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Frequency-selection circuits, which are part 
of the input antenna circuits, determine the signal 
frequency that will be passed on to the RF ampli
fier circuits to be processed and used. It should 
be pointed out that there are literally m illions 
of different signals present in the atm osphere 
at any one time , m any of them cutting across 
the receiving antennas at the same tim e .  If 
it weren't for the frequency- selection circuits 
located at the input of the receiver, all that 
would be heard on the receiver would be static 
and a multitude of stations "piled" on top of 
each other. The frequency that you select at 
the front panel of your receiver norm ally de
termines the frequency or frequencies that the 

-----�S:>te�lcee{;;c�ti�o»=n�cmircuits- will allmv to pass on to the 
rest of the circuits for proce ssing. 

It should be remembered that the amplitude 
m odulated signal as it leave s the transm itter 
with a single audio frequency as the intelligence 
is actually composed of energy at three di stinct 
frequencie s.  These frequencie s are the carrier 
frequency and two (upper and lower) sideband 
frequencies .  The separation between the m axi
mum limits of the upper and lower sideband 
frequencies constitutes the bandwidth of the trans
m itted signal, while the separation between either 
sideband and the carrier i s  equal to the intelli
gence frequency. To perform i.ts function prop
erly, the frequency selection circuit must pass 
both sidebands. 

RF Amplifier 

The RF stage amplifies the sm all a.c . voltage s 
induced in the antenna by the electrom agnetic 
wave from the transm itting antenna. U sing the 
tuned frequency selection circuits located be
tween the antenna and the input of the RF ampli
fier perm its selection of the de sired station 
frequency from am ong the m any pre sent at the 
antenna. 

Beside s  amplifying the RF signal, the RF 
amplifier has other important functions. For 
example, it isolate s the local oscillator from the 
antenna-ground system . If the antenna were con
nected directly to the mixer stage, a part of 
the local oscillator frequency might be radi ated 
into space. This could be harmful to ship' s  
m ovements since this signal would violate radio 
silence , when it is in effect, as well as enable 
potential enem ies to track the ship via. sensitive 
direction-finding equipment. For this reason and 
others, Navy superheterodyne receivers are nor
m ally provided with at least one RF amplifier 
stage. 
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There are two types of R F  amplifiers:  TUNED 
AND UNTUN ED. Untuned amplifiers are rarely, 
if ever, used in com munication receivers.  Tnned 
amplifiers norm ally provide very high amplifi
c ation over a sm all range of frequencie s or at 
a single frequency. Naturally, super heterodyne 
receivers use tuned RF amplifier s .  

The R F  stage , which is also called the 
"pre- selector " ,  is also important in improving 
the signal-to-noise ratio of receivers. A poor 
RF amplifier will enable the equipment to re
spond only to large input signals ,  whereas a 
good RF amplifier will bring in the weak signals 
above the self-generated receiver noi se and, 
thus, - -perm i.t--reception Vv'hieh would otherwise be u 
impossible . The self-generated noise i s  a result 
of the operation of the various components that 
m ake up each circuit within each stage of the 
receiver. For exam�le , the mixer is a very 
noisy stage due to the heterodyning taking place 
within it. 

The m ixer stage generate s the m ajority of 
receiver noise. This "noise " is in the form of 
voltage variations that are different in frequency, 
are out of phase with exi sting voltage s ,  and tend 
to cancel and distort those frequencies and volt
ages nece ssary to proper receiver operation and 
signal proce ssing. Enough RF amplification is 
needed, with a low noise level in the RF amplifier, 
to supply an adequate signal with a high signal
to-noise ratio for the input to the mixer stage . 
A s  a result, the signal level at the m ixer input 
is the limiting factor in the ability of the re
ceiver to reproduce an acceptable output with a 
weak signal input from the antenna. 

The SELECTIVITY of the superheterodyne 
receiver i s  a me asure of its ability to reject 
unwanted frequencies and pass the desired fre
quency. In the tuned pre selector stage , this is 
norm ally accomplished by means of TANK cir
cuits that are tuned to the desired operating 
frequency of the receiver. The se circuits (figure 
4-3) are the frequency-determ ining networks that 
allows the proper frequency to pass into the re
ceiver for further proce s sing. 

The SENSITIVITY of the superheterodyne re
ceiver is a measure of its ability to amplify 
weak signals .  Naturally, this is accomplished 
prim arily in the RF stage . The sensitivity of 
a receiver can be increased by increasing the 
number of RF amplifier s .  Not only can sensitivity 
be increased, but to some degree we can also 
increase the selectivity by increasing the number 
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Figure 4-3 . - RF amplifier and assoicated "tanks" .  

of RF amplifier stages.  This i s  due to the 
tuned circuits that are part of each RF amplifier 
stage . These tuned circuits tend to reject un
wanted frequencies at each RF amplifier stage 
and by the time that the signal is processed 
through, say, five stages of RF amplification, 
m ost unwanted signals will have been rejected. 
A selective receiver is said to tune " sharply" .  
T o  explain this, refer to figure 4-4. We have 
shown relative tuning curves of a commercial 
station (A) , a voice communication (B) , and 
a C W comm unication (C) . The "resonant" fre
quency is simply the center or carrier frequency 
and carrie s an upper and lower sideband of 
5 kHz on each side of the carrier. 

Carrier waves from com mercial FM broad
cast stations contain sideband frequencies that 
extend 5 kHz on either side of the carrier. 
If a station is transmitting on 1140 kH•;, the 

RESONANT FREQUENCY 
� 

-5KHz +5KHz 

COMMERCIAL BROADCAST 
A 

RESONANT FREQUENCY 
� 

-5KHz +5KHz 

VOICE COMMUNICATION 
B 

RESONANT FREQUENCY 
� 

-5KHz +5KHz 

I \ 
C. W. COMMUNICATION 

c 
76.24 

Figure 4-4. - Three types of tuning curves. 
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complete carrier wave contains frequencies from 
1 1 35 to 1145 kHz.  Therefore, the preselector 
circuits of the RF stage must be such that they 
have a bandwidth of at least 1 0  kH2: in order to 
allow the carrier and sidebands to pass into 
the receiver for processing. If a receiver tunes 
too "sharply" (is too selective) , some of the 
sideband frequencie s are lost and the result 
will be distortion and garbling at the output 
of the receiver. The commercial broadcast curve 
shown in figure 4-4 (A) is OPTIMU M ·- '  'at its 
best" . The top is broad and flat, indicating the 
preselector circuits pass the entire carrier and 
sidebands. The sides are steep, indicating m axi
mum . uniform amplification over the entire pass
band. The broken line represents the tuning curve 
of most broadcast AM receivers. This broken 
line indicates that much of voice and music 
components are lost in the preselector circuits 
and are not reproduced by the set. The pre
selector circuits for most FM receivers is 
nearer that of the solid, unbroken line of figure 
4-4 (A) . Although this represents very good 
fidelity (more exact reproduction) , it also in
dicate s the frequency extravagance norm ally as
sociated with FM in an already crowded frequency 
spectrum . 

Although sharp tuning in the tuned circuits 
of the RF stage s would m ake for poor listening 
in a home radio, it is desirable for military 
sets for the sake of frequency economy and 
reduction of interference. Figure 4-4 (B) and 
(C) indicate the norm al operating bandwidth of 
pre selector circuits in Navy receivers. Radio
telephone (AM) message s can be sent on fre
quencies that extend only 2 kHz on either side 
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of the carrier. The voice m ay sound unnatur al, 
but it can be understood. The C W  sets tune 
so sharply that, unle ss a receiver operator i s  
c areful, he can turn hi s dial through the signal 
without even hearing it. 

Mixer and Local Oscillator 

The function of the m ixer stage is frequency 
conversion by heterodyne action. The input to 
the m ixer consists of two signals :  The m odulated 
RF signal coming from the RF amplifier stages 
and the unm odulated local oscillator signal. The 
local oscillator stage produce s a constant ampli
tude sine wave of a frequency which differ s  from 
the desired station frequency ( selected frequency) 
by an am ount e qual to the IF of the receiver . 

In m ost superheterodyne receivers,  the I F  
frequency is 4 5 5  kHz .  This frequency that 
the IF circuits are tuned to accept. There
fore , the output of the mixer stage must be 
4 5 5  kH z in order to further proce s s  the signal 
properly. The 455 kH z is a re sult of the m ixing 
action (heterodyning) of the RF frequency being 
fed in from the RF amplifier and the frequency 
of the local oscillator. 

As a result of thi s heterodyning, the output 
of the mixer will contain four m ajor frequencie s .  
These four m ajor frequencie s are (1) the original 
signal frequency from the RF stage, ( 2) the local 
oscillator frequency, ( 3) the SUM of the RF 
and local oscillator stage frequencie s, and ( 4) 
the DI F F ERENC E between the RF and local 
o scillator stage frequencies. 

r 
Modu loted 
RF Carrier 
1 500 kHz 

Amplif ied 
RF Carrier 
1500 kHz 

I<F 
Ampli fier 

Of the frequencie s pre sent in the output of 
the m ixer stage, only the DIF F E RENC E fre
quency will be used. T":-te output circuit of the 
m ixer stage contains a tuned circuit that i s  
tuned to the difference frequency, o r  445 kH z. 
The local oscillator m ay be operated at a fre
quency either above or below the pre selected, 
desired frequency . The tuned circuits of both 
the RF stage and the local oscillator are variable 
but in direct proportion to each other. By thi s ,  we 
m e an that the tuned circuits of the se two stage s 
are "ganged" on a com m on tuning shafto A s  
you vary the pre selector circuits of the RF 
amplifier to determ ine the frequency to be passed 
and proce s sed, you simultaneously vary the tuned 
circuits of the loc al o scillator and the output 
frequency of the local oscillator. Therefore , 
the difference between the RF stage and the 
local oscillator i s  always 455 kH z and c ontain s 
all of the intelligence contained originally in 
the RF carrier .  

Figure 4- 5 shows another basic block diagram 
of a superheterodyne receiver with an input RF 
carrier frequency of 1 500 kH 2;, The local oscil
lator is shown "tr acking" at 1 9 5 5  kH;;;, or 
455 kH z above the carrier. The re sultant dif
ference is the IF carrier shown at the output 
of the m ixer. 

IF Amplifier 

Supe rheterodyne receivers employ one or 
m ore IF amplifiers depending on design and 
quality of the receive r .  The I F  circuits are 
perm anently tuned to the difference frequency 

A F  
Ampl i fi er 

1 3.66 
Figure 4-5. - I F  "difference " frequency of 455 kHz .  
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bstween the RF signal and the local oscillator. 
As previously stated, all incoming signals are 
converted to the same frequency by the mixe r, 
and the IF amplifier ope rate s at only one fre
quency. The tuned circuits, therefore, are per
manently adjusted for maximnm signal gain 
consistent with the desired bandpass and fre
que ncy response. Practically all of the sele ctivity 
of a superheterodyne receiver is determined by 
the IF stages of amplification, aided by the 
selectivity already provided by the RF amplifiers. 

In many ways the operation of the IF amplifier 
is similar to that of the RF amplifier. The sig
nals, however, are at a lower frequency than 
those in the RF amplifier. Unlike the RF tuned 
circuits ( whose frequency is tunable over a wide 
range), the tuned circuits used in IF amplifiers 
are fixed at a definite resonant frequency. Since 
they operate at a fixed band of frequencies, the 
IF amplifiers can be designed to provide optimum 
gain and bandwidth characte ristics. 

An additional function of the IF amplifier 
is to pre se rve all of the original modulating 
intelligence contained in the carrier. At this 
stage of signal processing. ALL of the amplitude 
modulated intelligence is still contained in the 
455 kHz IF signal. All we have done is to amplify 
it. The output of the final IF amplifier is fed 
to the detector. or demodulator. 

Detector 

D ET ECTION, also called D EMODULATION . 
is the proce ss of recreating original modulating 
frequencies ( intelligence) from radio frequencies 
which are present in the IF signal. This is what 
happens in the detector stage of a superheterodyne 
receiver. The modulated IF of 455 kHz. which 
has been amplified, is "demodulated" . All that 
is left, once the signal is processed through 
this stage, is the intelligence only. Refer back 
to figure 4- 2 .  The signal has been reduced to 
the original modulation imposed at the trans
mitte r and is now varying at an af (audio 
frequency) rate . The se are the original amplitude 
modulations created by the voice of the person who 
originally spoke into the microphone at the trans
mitte r. This af is a very small signal. Before 
it can be heard and used. it must be amplified. 

AF Amplifier 

The AF amplifier stage does just as its 
name implies: It amplifies the audio frequency 
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fed to it from the detector stage. This is a nec
e ssary stage because we must be able to feed 
the af signal to headphones. conve rters. speak
ers. etc.  The af stage is the final stage of the 
superheterodyne receiver. 

RECEIVER CONTROL CIRCUITS 

Every receiver employs control circuitry. 
The numbe r of control circuits used by any one 
receive r varies. depending upon the type of 
receive r and what it was de signe d  to do. How
ever. there are control circuits comm:m to most 
receivers. These common circuits accomplish the 
same thing in all cases regardless of the receiver 
in which they are located. Most of these control 
circuits are controlled from the front panel of 
the receiver. By having a basic knowledge of what 
the se various circuits do, you can learn to dis
tinguish those front panel controls on any re
ceiver that control them. Front panel controls 
and switches vary from receiver to receiver. 
but control circuit functions do not. 

Manual Gain Control (MGC) 

As was previously mentioned. high sensitivity 
is one of the parameters of a good receiver. In 
some cases. however, high sensitivity can be a 
liability. For example, the signal received from 
a nearby transmitting station can be strong enough 
to overload the RF sections of a receiver. Tins 
causes the audio output to be distorted and less 
intelligible. Gaih control of the RF section is 
used to overcome this problem. If gain control 
were not used. receiver sensitivity would have 
to be permanently decreased. With gain control. 
m.'l.ximum sensitivity is realized. and weak input 
signals are provided with maximum amplification. 
When a strong input signal is received, the RF 
gain may be reduced to prevent overloading or 
' ' overdri ving' '. 

On the front panel of receivers. the manual 
gain control can usually be recognized by the 
word " manual" . or "MGC". or "MANUAL
GAIN ' ' .  It works much like the volume control 
doe s  on your home radio in that as you vary 
the control, the output of the set can be clearly 
heard to increase or decrease in volume. In 
communication receivers, as you decrease the 
setting of the manual gain control in re sponse 
to a too-strong signal that is overdriving your 
output to the point of distorti on. you will notice 
that the signal become s more intelligible. 
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The m anual gain control circuit is norm ally 
installed in com munications receivers as part 
of the first RF amplifier stage. Since it is the 
RF stage s that are being overdriven, it m ake s 
sense to place the control circuit for m 1mual 
gain in that stage . All that you are doing when 
you are turning the m anual gain control knob 
on a receiver is varying the amplification factor 
of the RF stage . 

Figure 4-6 is a block repre sentation of the 
placement of the m anual gain control circuit. 
Although the MGC circuit is helpful in controlling 
strong, overdriving signals,  the di sadvantage of 
this method is obvious. If the signal strength 
continues to vary, the gain control must be 
constantly adjusted. Instead, an autom atic gain 
control circuit is employed by all communica
tions receivers. 

Autom atic Gain Control (AGC) 

As you already know, variations in the output 
volum.3 of a receiver m ay result from variations 
in the input signal strength. These change s in 
input signal strength m ay occur as a result of 
simply changing stations or as a result of ' 'fading' ' 
which is caused by change s in atmospheric con
ditions. Therein lies the function of an AUTO
MATIC GAIN CONTROL (AGC) , also referred to 
as an AUTOMATIC VOLUME C ONTROL (A VC) . 
This control circuit lim its unwanted variations 
in the output of the receiver due to variations 
in strength of the received signal. As was pre
viously mentioned, in order to m aintain a constant 
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Figure 4-6 . - Placement of the m anual gain con

trol circuit, (MGC) . 
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output level, a receiver without AGC would re
quire continuous m anual readjustment to compen
sate for received signal change s. 

Signals from stations operating at the same 
power level m ay not reach the receiver antenna 
with the same power because of difference s in 
transm ission distance s,  c arrier frequencies, at
mospheric conditions, and obstructions between 
the transmitter and receiver antennas. 

The conclusion might be drawn that an AGC 
network is not nece ssary when the receiver is 
operating on a single station. However, this is 
not true because atm ospheric conditions m ay 
cause the signal strength to fade in and out and 
vary, or the antenna m 'lY reoei ve components 
of the signal which have traveled along different 
paths. F or example , one component m ay travel 
from the transmitting antenna directly to the 
receiving antenna, and another m ay have been 
reflected from a distant object. The two signals 
will sometimes be in phase and at other times 
be out of phase, thus tending to reinforce or 
cancel each other. The result is a variation in 
signal strength at the receiver antenna which 
is called fading. 

In a superheterodyne receiver, the detector 
circuit "dem odulate s" or separate s the carrier 
and the intelligence . The output of the detector 
circuit also contains a d.c. component. Thi s d.c. 
component i s  directly proportional to average 
m odulated carrier amplitude . The AGC circuitry 
(figure 4-7) utili ze s this d.c .  component by filter
ing the detector output and applying a portion of 
the d.c . component to the preceding stages 
(figure 4-7) . This AGC voltage is used to control 
the amplification of any or all of the stage s 
preceding the detector stage . 

The AGC voltage acts as a CONTRO L L ED 
D EGEN ERATIVE F E EDBACK. As can be seen 
by the block diagram in figure 4- 7 ,  this voltage 
is fed back from the detector stage . The AGC 
voltage controls the amplification factor of the 
amplifiers in the pre selector stage. Basically, 
what happens is very simple . As the input 
signal to the RF stage increase s,  the signal at 
the detector will also increase, increasing the 
am ount of AGC voltage being fed back from the 
detector. This greater feedback voltage will 
decrease the amplification factor of the RF 
amplifiers,  thus tending to keep the input signal 
at a steady norm . The reverse happens when 
the input signal is very sm all. The AGC feed
back voltage from the detector stage is also 
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Figure 4-7 . - Automatic Gain Control, (AGC) feedback. 

very sm all and the amplification factor of the 
RF amplifiers increases, thus allowing for higher 
amplification of weaker signals .  A disadvantage 
of AGC is that even the waa.kest signals produce 
some AGC , causing a decrease in RF amplifier 
gain and, thereby, attenuating very weak signals 
even more. 

Delayed Automatic Gain 
Control (DAGC) 

The disadvantage of autom atic gain control, 
that of attenuating even the very weak signal, 
is overcome by the use of delayed autom atic 
gain control. This type of gain control develops 
no AGC feedback until a certain received signal 
strength is attained. For signals weaker than 
this value, there is no AGC developed. For 
sufficiently strong signals, the delayed AGC cir
cuit operates essentially the same as the ordinary 
AGC circuit. 

Beat-Frequency Oscillator (BFO) 

The beat-frequency oscillator (BFO) is nec
essary when CW signals are to be received be
cause these signals are not modulated with an 

audio component. The action of the RF amplifier,  
mixer, local oscillator, and IF amplifier is the 
same for both CW and AM. but the CW signal 
reaches the detector as a single frequency 
signal with no sideband components. In order 
to produce an af output, it must be heterodyned 
(beat) with an RF signal of the proper frequency. 
This separate signal is obtai nedfrom an oscillator 
known as a beat frequency oscillator (BFO) . 

Figure 4-8 is a block diagram of a super
heterodyne receiver capable of receiving and de
modulating a CW signal. The IF signal is 
heterodyned with the BFO at the SECOND D E
TEC TOR to produce an AF output. The second 
detector is used prim arily because the first 
detector is normally used as the source of AGC . 

If the intermediate frequency is 455 kHz 
and the BFO is tuned to 456 kHz or 454 kHz, 
the difference frequency of 1 kHz is heard in the 
output. Generally, the BFO is tunable from the 
front panel of the receiver. By varying this 
control, you are varying the output of the BFO 
and will norm ally notice a difference in the tone 
of the output signal as you do so. 

179 .467 
Figure 4-8 . - Placement of the Beat Frequency Oscillator, (BFO) . 
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Silencer 

A receiver's sensitivity is maxim:un when 
no signal is being received. This condition occurs, 
for example, when the receiver is being tuned 
between stations in the form of background 
noise picked up by the antenna. The noise is 
greatly amplified, since receiver gain is maxi
mum without a signal, and is highly annoying. 
To overcome this problem , a circuit called 
the "noise-silencer" , "squelch" , "noise-sup
pressor,"  or "noise-limiter" is  often used. 
This circuit cuts off the receiver output when 
no input signal is being received. This is ac
complished by blocking either the detector ;'Or 
audio amplifier outputs when no signal is present. 
By blocking either one of these circuits;

' 
ob

viously no output will be amplified and fed to 
the speakers or earphones connected to the 
receiver output. 

Automatic Frequency 
Control (AFC) 

Autom atic Frequency Control (AFC) is used 
to maintain a constant frequency separation 

between the received signal and the local os
cillator signal, regardless of drift in either 
the local oscillator frequency or the received 
carrier frequency. 

Figure 4-9 illustrates the basic components 
associated with an AFC circuit. A change in 
the frequency of the local oscillator will produce 
a change in the resultant IF.  This change will 
be sensed by the "discriminator" circuit, a 
component used in AFC, The discriminator will 
produce a d.c. voltage which corre sponds to the 
shift in frequency. T'1e polarity of this d.c. 
voltage will be determined by the direction of 
the frequency shift (either positive or negative) , 
while the amplitude of the d.c. voltage will be 
determined by the magnitude of the frequency 
shift (how far off frequency the shift is) .  This 
d.c. voltage is then fed to the "reactance" 
circuit. The reactance circuit controls the fre
quency determining circuit of the local oscillator. 
Working together, the discriminator and the 
reactance circuit correct any frequency deviation 
by the local oscillator or in the carrier and 
m !.intain the IF component of the processed sig-
nal in so doing. 

· 
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Figure 4-9 . - Automatic Frequency Control, "AFC" ,  block diagram .  
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BASIC ANTEN NA TH EORY 

Operation of communication equipment over 
the entire range of the RF spectrum requires 
m any types of antennas. At the communications 
center in which you work, you will need to know 
the basic types of antennas available to you 
operationally, their characteristics, and their 
uses. Very often, you, the operator, can mean 
the difference between efficient and inefficient 
communications. You will have a choice of 
m any antennas and must select the one most 
suitable for the task at hand. Your operational 
training will acquaint you with the knowledge 
necessary to properly use the antennas at your 
disposal. However, your operational training 
WILL NOT acquaint you with the WHY of an
tennas, in other words, basic antenna theory. 
This chapter is intended to familiarize you with 
basic antenna terminology, definitions, and char
acteristics. 

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

The following term s and definitions are listed 
here to enhance your understanding of the m a
terial: 

ANTENNA - A  device used to radiate or re
ceive radio waves. 

ANTENNA TUNING- The process whereby an 
antenna is  electrically "m atched" to the out
put frequency of the transmitter. 

BIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA - An antenna that 
radiates or receives most of its energy in only 
two directions. 

CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDAN C E - That im
pedance of an antenna which, when the antenna 
is  connected to the output of a transmission 
line, will show the voltage and current ratio 
to be the same at any given point along the 
antenna. 

CURRENT "LOOP" - A  point at which cur
rent is m aximum along a transmission line 
or antenna. 

CURRENT "NODE " - A  point at which cur
rent is zero along a transmission line or an
tenna. 

DIPOL E - An antenna approximately one-half 
wavelength long. 

DIRECTIONAL ANT ENNA - An antenna that 
radiates or receives radio waves m ore effec
tively in some directions than in others. 

ELECTRIC FIELD - Electric "flux" lines 
that represent the direction in which the field 
is traveling. 

END EFF ECT - The effect of capacitance at 
the ends of an antenna. 

F EED POINT- That point on an antenna to 
which a signal to be transmitted is delivered. 
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FIELD STRENGTH - The strength of an elec
tric, m agnetic, or electromagnetic field at a 
given point. (Also called field intensity) . 

HERT Z ANTENNA - An ungrounded half-wave 
antenna. 

INCIDENT WAVE - An electrom agnetic wave 
that is traveling from the transmitter in the 
direction of the antenna. 

INSULATION RESISTANC E - The electrical 
resistance between two conductors that are sepa
rated by an insulating m aterial. (Sometimes 
referred to as  the "breakdown" resistance of 
a transmission line) . 

MAGNETIC FIELD - A  space in which m ag
netic force, or m agnetic "flux", is  created by a 
m oving electric field. 
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MARCONI ANT ENNA - An antenna that i s  con
nected to ground at one end. 

OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANT ENNA - An antenna 
that radiates or receive s equally well in all 
directions, except directly off the ends. 

POLARIZATION - The direction of the elec
tric field as radiated from a transmitting an'
tenna. 

RADIATION RESISTANC E - The total radi
ated power of an antenna divided by the square 
of the effective antenna current measured at 
the feed point. 

REFLECTED WAVE - An electrom agnetic 
wave that travels back toward the transmitter 
from the antenna due to a mism atch in im
pedance between the two. 

RESONANC E - The condition that exists in an 
antenna circuit in which the inductive react
ances balance out the capacitive reactances. 

S T A N D I N G- W A V E  RATIO (abbreviated 
SWR) - The ratio of m aximum and m1mmum 
amplitudes of voltage, current, and field along 
a transmission line at a given frequency. 

UNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA - An antenna 
that radiate s only in one direction. 

VOL TAGE " LOOP" - A  point at which volt
age i s  m aximum . 

VOLTAGE "NODE" - A  point at which volt
age is zero. 

WAVELENGTH - The distance in feet or 
meters between points of corresponding phase 
of two consecutive cycles of a periodic wave. 

BASIC AN T ENNA CIRCUIT 

We have defined an antenna as a device for 
transmitting or receiving radio waves. In effect, 
what we have said is that electrical energy from 
the transmitter is converted into electrom agnetic 
energy by the antenna and radiated into space. 
On the reception end, electrom agnetic energy is 
converted into electrical energy by the antenna 
and fed into the receiver. Figure 5-l shows 
a basic transmitting circuit, and figure 5-2 
shows a basic receiving circuit. 
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76.99 
Figure 5-1 . - B asic Transmitting Circuit. 
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76.100 
Figure 5-2. - Basic Receiving Circuit. 

As shown in figure 5-l ,  the basic trans
mitting circuit is very simple . First, the trans
m itter is the source of electrical energy. From 
there the signal is delivered to a transmission 
line which serve s to connect the transm itter and 
the antenna. The energy is delivered to the an
tenna via the transm ission line and is radiated 
into space as an electrom agnetic wave . Figure 
5- 2 simply reverses the process.  The elec
trom agnetic energy is intercepted by the re
ceiving antenna, converted into electrical energy, 
fed to the transmission line, and is then fed 
to the input circuits of the receiver where it 
will be processed accordingly. 

Before going further,  let us take a look 
at the electrom agnetic wave that is radiated 
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by ANY antenna. Figure 5- 3 shows an instan
taneous cross- section of a radio wave that has 
been radiated. The wave itself is called EL EC
TROMAGNETIC because it is composed of both 
an electric and a m agnetic field. 

The principle involved here is that a moving 
electric field creates a m agnetic field, and 
conversely, a moving m agnetic field creates 
an electric field. These two fields, once created, 
are IN- PHASE with each other but are also 
PERPENDICULAR to each other. In other words, 
as the electric field rises in amplitude, so does 
the magnetic field. They reach a peak and drop 
to zero (dip) at the same time.  Thus, they 
are in phase with each other. The electric field 
creates m agnetic flux lines that extend out from 
it at a RIGHT ANGL E, as shown in figure 
5- 3. There m agnetic flux lines are perpendicular 
to the electric field. Therefore, our m oving 
field is called an electromagnetic field. The 
electric field is  designated "e" and the magnetic 
field " m " .  The radiated electromagnetic wave 
travels through space at the speed of light. 
(The speed of light is 300,000,000 meters or 
about 1 86,000 miles per second) . 

ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS 

All antennas exhibit common characteristics. 
Sometimes, the most difficult subject concerning 
antennas is the terminology involved. In this 
section, we will discuss m any of the misunder
stood terms dealing with the theory of antennas. 

9 3.1 2 
Figure 5-3 . - Instantaneous cross-section of a 

radio wave. 
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Having a basic understanding of difficult- sounding 
term s will aid in your knowledge of all an
tennas as well as enhance your ability to better 
understand the antennas that you use daily at 
communication centers ashore or afloat. 

Antenna Tuning 

It is an accepted fact that for every fre
quency in the frequency spectrum there is an 
antenna that is perf�ct for radiating at that 
frequency. By this we mean that all of the 
power being transmitted from the transmitter to 
the antenna will be radiated into space. Un
fortunately, this is the ideal and not the rule. 
Normally, some power is lost between the trans
mitter and the antenna. This power loss is due 
to the fact that the antenna is not of the perfect 
dimensions and size to radiate perfectly all of 
the power delivered to it from the transmitter.  
Naturally, it  would be unrealistic to carry a 
separate antenna for every frequency that a 
communication center is capable of radiating; 
it would require that a ship have millions of 
antennas onboard, and that would be impossible, 

To overcome this, we have a means whereby 
we can electrically lengthen and shorten an
tennas to better m atch the frequency which we 
want to transmit. This process is  known as 
"antenna tuning" .  In figure 5-1 , we showed 
a basic antenna circuit. In figure 5-4, we show 
the same circuit, but with the addition of what 
is norm ally referred to as an antenna ' 'coupler' ' ,  
or "tuning unit" . This coupler i s  electrically 

"C O U PLER " 

O R  
"TU N I NG U N I T " 

TRA N S M ISSION L I N E  

TRA N S M ITTER 

76.101 
Figure 5-4. - coupler is connected to antenna to 

"tune" the antenna. 
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connected to the antenna and is used to adjust 
the apparent physical length of the antenna by 
electrical means. This simply means that the 
antenna does not physically change length as such; 
the antenna is electrically adapted to the output 
frequency of the transmitter and "appears" 
to change its physical length. 

The antenna coupler, or tuning unit, is nor
mally connected to the antenna with a different 
cable than that of the transmitter. In other words, 
one cable is connected from the transmitter to 
the antenna, and a different one i s  connected 
between the coupler and the antenna. The cable 
connected between the transmitter and the an
tenna is called the "RF cable" .  This cable 
carries the RF signal from the transmitter to the 
antenna so that the signal will be radiated into 
the atmosphere. The other cable is called the 
"control cable " .  It carries the signals from 
the coupler unit that serve to "tune" the an
tenna. Once the antenna is properly tuned to 
the operating frequency signal which it must 
radiate into the atmosphere, the antenna is said 
to be " RESONAN T " .  In other words, it is 
m atched to the operating frequency. 

Another term used in antenna tuning is 
" STANDING-WAVE RATIO", abbreviated SWR. 
Although we have defined this term earlier in 
this chapter,  a generally accepted definition would 
be the relative "degree of resonance" achieved 
with antenna tuning. It is not nece ssary at 
this point to understand the complexities of cur
rent and voltage along an antenna that determine 
the exact SWR, but it is important to under stand 
the S WR when the ratio i s expressed numerically. 

Most antenna coupling units have front panel 
meters that read the relative SWR achieved 
via antenna tuning. You will hear SWR expressed 
numerically in nearly every tuning procedure. 
You will hear term s such as "four-to-one" ,  
o r  ' 'two-to-one' ' ,  or ' 'three-to-one' ' ,  a s  ex
ample s. You will see them written 4: 1 SWR, 
or 2:1  SWR, or 3:1 SWR. The important thing 
to know about these figures i s  that the LOWER 
the number ratio is, the B ETTER is the standing
wave ratio. The better the SWR, the better is 
the m atch between the antenna and the trans
m itter for transmission of the RF signal. For 
example, a 2:1 SWR is better than a 3:1 SWR, and 
a 4:1 SWR is better than a 5 :1  SWR. Of course, 
a 1 : 1  SWR is perfect. This would mean that the 
antenna i s  perfectly m atched to the frequency 
to be transmitted from the transmitter. This is 
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nearly impossible, of course , because there will 
always be some power loss between the trans
mitter and the antenna due to the natural im
pedances that exist between the two. When tuning, 
you try to minimize the impedances between 
the transmitter and the antenna and, therefore, 
improve the standing-wave ratio between the 
two. As you approach resonance, you will notice 
your SWR figure on front panel meters begin 
to drop to a lower numerical value . A " good" 
SWR is considered to be 4 or below. For ex
ample, 4: 1 ,  3:1 , or 2 :1 .  Anything over 4, such 
as 5 :1 ,  6 :1 ,  9 :1 ,  etc. ,  is considered "bad" . 

Antenna Feed Point 

The term "feed point" indicates the point 
at which the RF cable that carries the signal 
from the transmitter is connected to the an
tenna. The type of antenna being used and the 
desired operating characteristics determine the 
feed point. If the RF transmission line is con
nected to the base of an antenna, · the antenna 
is said to be END- F ED. If the RF transmission 
is connected at the center of an antenna, the 
antenna i s  said to be MID-F ED or C EN TER
F ED. 

Characteristic Impedance 

Everything exhibits some amount of imped
ance. Even a straight piece of copper wire 3 
inches long will offer some resistance to cur
rent flow, however small. The characteristic 
impedance of this same piece of copper wire i s  
considered to be its overall resistance offered 
to a signal. The transmission line between an 
antenna and a transmitter has a certain amount 
of characteristic impedance. The antenna also 
has a certain amount of characteristic imped
ance. It is the basic mism atch in impedances 
between the transmitter and the antenna that 
m akes antenna tuning necessary. Naturally, as 
transmitters, transm ission lines, and antennas 
become more complex and contain m ore complex 
circuits and components, the necessity for tuning 
become s  m ore critical. 

In an ideal situation, the transmission line 
m atches the output impedance of the transmitter 
and the input impedance of the antenna. If this 
were the case, there would be no need to tune 
an antenna because there would be no resistance 
to the signal frequency to be transmitted. Un
fortunately, this is rarely, if ever, the case. 
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Listed in every antenna technical m anual 
is the "characteristic impedance " of the an
tenna. You will normally find this to be 36 
ohm s, 52 ohm s, or 70 ohm s.  Most communica
tions antennas are de signed to offer this re
sistance at resonance, with the most standard 
being 52 ohm s.  At resonance, the antenna should 
appear electrically as a large resistor off�ring 
52 ohm s of resistance at the signal frequency. 
The objective of antenna tuning is to electrically 
tune out the various impedance s and to "match" 
the antenna' s length to the frequency being radi
ated AT THE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANC E 
THAT TH E ANT ENNA WAS DESIGNED FOR. 
If we were to achieve a standing-wave ratio 
of 1 : 1 ,  it would mean that we have succeeded 
in tuning out all other impedances, and the 
antenna now offers its characteristic imped
ance. A 1 :1 SWR is rarely achieved, of course, 
but the object is to get as nearly as possible 
to it in order to have only the characteristic 
impedance of the antenna rem aining. Now let 
us see how the frequency of the signal to be 
transmitted affects tuning. 

Frequency And Impedance 

In chapter 2, you learned that inductive 
reactance (XL) is actually resistance and is 
measured in ohm s. In the same chapter, you 
learned that capacitive reactance (Xc) is also 
measured in ohm s. You learned that inductive 
reactance is caused by the effect that a.c. 
has on coils. It was found that any two points 
of different electrical potential exhibit capacitance 
and that capacitive reactance is the reaction 
of capacitance to an a.c. signal. What is fre
quency ? Frequency is the number of times that 
an a.c. signal m akes a complete cycle in one 
second. As we increase or decrease frequency, 
the inductive and capacitive reactances will 
alternately increase and decrease as well. These 
reactances exist between conductors in the trans
mission line, between coils of helical antennas, 
and between components physically located inside 
antennas themselves.  Some antennas are no 
more than straight pieces of metal, while others 
are very complex and contain electronic circuits 
and components inside the shell of the antenna 
itself. Whenever a signal at a certain frequency 
is applied to the antenna via the transmission 
line, all of the parts and components that exist 
between the transm itter and the antenna and 
inside the antenna will begin to electrically 
"react" to that signal frequency, offering im
pedance to the signal frequency. These various 

inductive and capacitive reactance s are what 
we are attempting to "tune out" via the coupler 
unit in order to pre sent the characteristic imped
ance, or as close as possible to it, to the signal 
frequency. 

How do reactances vary with frequency ? 
We can refer to the basic reactance formulas to 
find this out. The formula for capacitive reactance 
is: 

9 2  

1 Xc = 
2pi F C 

where: 2pi = 6 ,28 ( 3,14 X 2) 

F = frequency in hertz 

C = capacitance in farads 

Since capacitive reactance is inversely pro
portional to frequency, we find that as we in
crease frequency, we decrease Xc. 

The formula for inductive reactance (XL) is:  

XL = 2pi F L 

where: 2pi = 6.28 ( 3.14 x 2) 

F = frequency in hertz 

L = inductance in henrys 

Since inductive reactance is directly proportional 
to frequency, we find that as we increase fre
quency, we increase XL· 

Since these reactances are effectively re
sistances and measured in ohm s, they are ef
fectively added to the characteristic impedance 
of the antenna and will change anytime we change 
frequency. Hence, it is necessary for antenna 
tuning to achieve characteristic impedance, or 
close to it. Remember, the only variable in 
the reactances is frequency. 

Wavelength 

Whenever RF current flows through a trans
mitting antenna, electromagnetic (radio) waves 
are radiated from the antenna in all directions. 
These waves travel at approximately the speed 
of light. The frequency of the radio wave that 
is radiated by the antenna will be equal to the 
frequency of the RF current. 
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The velocity of a radio wave remains the 
same regardless of frequency. This is important 
to remember in computations that concern an
tenna length. Whenever the length of an antenna 
is referred to, the term WAVELENGTH is used. 
You will hear antennas referred to as "half
wave " ,  " quarter-wave " ,  or "full-wave" .  These 
terms describe the relative length of an antenna, 
whether it be electrical or physical. 

Simply stated, the definition of wavelength is  
' 'the distance traveled by the radio wave in 
the time required for one cycle " .  This means 
that wavelength will vary with frequency. U 
we increase the frequency, the time required 
to complete one cycle of a.c. is naturally less. 
Therefore, the wavelength is less. If we de
crease the frequency, the tim<: required to eom ·� 
plete one cycle of a.c. is  longer. Therefore. 
the wavelength is  more, or longer o Another word 
for wavelength is LAM!:lDA, designated by the 
symbol, A. .  

As previously mentioned, when tuning an an
tenna, we are electrically lengthening or shorten
ing the antenna to achieve resonance at that 
frequency. In doing so, we are actually changing 
the wavelength ·of the antenna. The wavelength 
of an antenna can be computed quite simply. 
It is known that a radio wave travels at a 
conatant speed of 300,000,000 m•3ters (or 186,0 00 
m iles) per second. From this constant speed, 
the length of 1 cycle (wavelength) can be found 
by dividing velocity of the wave by its fre
quency. Expressed as a formula: 

300 ,000,000 
Wavelength in m.�ters = 

F · h t requency m er z 

Because there are 3.28 feet in 1 meter, we can 
also compute wavelength in feet. Multiplying 
3.28 times 300,000,000 equals 9 84,000,000 feet. 
Therefore: 

Wavelength in feet = 984,0 00,000 
Frequency in hertz 

It should be noted that these specific formulas 
are only applicable where frequency in hertz 
is usad. When the frequency is expressed in 
values other than hertz (kHz or MHz) ,  the con
stant must be converted to the corresponding 
value, ( 30 0 ,000 or 9 84,000 for kHz and 300 
or 9 84 for MHz) . 

The electrical length of an antenna is  not 
necessarily the same as its actual physical 

9 3  

length. Radiofrequency energy travels at the speed 
of light in free space . However, RF energy on 
an antenna m oves at a speed considerably less 
than that in free space. Because of the dif
ference in velocity, the physical length no longer 
corresponds to the electrical length of an an
tenna. Thus, an antenna m ay be called a half
wave antenna electrically, but it is physically 
somewhat shorter o 

U an antenna were m ade of very thin wire 
and isolated perfectly in space, its electrical 
length would correspond closely to its physical 
length. However, the antenna is never isolated 
completely from surrounding objects. The cir
cumference of the wire itself; the capacitance 
introduced by insulators; and the capacitance 
introduced by the conductors in the transmission 
line and adjacent bulkheads, stacks, and m asts 
all combine to change the velocity of the wave 
in the antenna. This change is  called " END 
EF FECT" because the ends of the antenna are 
made farther apart electrically than they are 
physically. Consequently, the physical length of 
an antenna will be approximately 5 percent shorter 
than the corresponding wavelength in space. 
For example, to compute the electrical length 
in feet of an antenna that is transmitting a signal 
at 1 MHz: 

9 84 (velocity) = 984 feet (electrical length) -l (frequency) 

To find the corresponding physical length, we 
would multiply the electrical length times 9 5%: 

984 x 9 5% = 935 feet (physical length) . 

It should be understood that these computations 
are for finding the electrical and physical lengths 
of a FULL-WAVE antenna. U we wanted to com
pute the lengths of a half-wave antenna, we 
would simply divide the result by 2. For a 
quarter-wave antenna, we would divide the re
sult by 4. 

Wave Polarization 

The position of an antenna in space deter
m ines the polarization of the emitted radio wave. 
Thus, an antenna that is vertical with respect 
to the earth radiates a vertically polarized radio 
wave, while a horizontally positioned antenna 
radiates a horizontally polarized wave. Figure 
5-5 shows a vertically and a horizontally polarized 
wave. Note that the electric field corresponds to 
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A 
VERTICALLY POLARIZED WAVE 

HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED WAVE 

1 3.32 
Figure 5-5 . - Vertically and Horizontally polar

ized waves.  

the polarization of the wave. Whenever the an
tenna is vertically polarized, the electric field 
will also be vertical. and vice-versa for hori
zontal polarization. 

At lower frequencies, wave polarization will 
remain fairly constant as it travels through 
space. At higher frequencies, however, the polari
zation usually varies. sometimes quite rapidly, 
because the wavefront splits into several com
ponents which follow different paths. 

When antennas are close to the ground, verti
cally polarized radio waves yield a stronger sig
nal close to the earth than do horizontally 
polarized waves.  When the transmitting and 
receiving antennas are at least 1 wavelength 
above ground, the two types of polarization are 
approximately the same in field intensity near 
the surface of the earth. When the transmitting 
antenna i s  several wavelengths above the ground, 
horizontally polarized waves result in a stronger 
signal close to the earth than is possible with 
vertical polarization. 

Polarization of a radio wave is a m ajor 
consideration in efficient' transmission and re
ception of radio signals. Thus. if a single-wire 
antenna is used to extract energy from a pass
ing radio wave. m aximum signal pick-up re
sults when the antenna is so placed physically 
that it lies in the same direction as the elec
tric field component. For this reason, a vertical 
antenna should be used for efficient reception 
of vertically polarized waves .  A horizontal an
tenna should be used for reception of hori
zontally polarized waves .  

9 4  

Directivity 

All antennas are directive to some extent. 
In general, however, the term "directional an
tenna" refers to an antenna that has been de
liberately designed to concentrate its radiation 
in a relatively narrow beam . The directivity of 
an antenna refers to the sharpness or narrow
ness of its radiation pattern. An antenna with 
a sharp pattern in the horizontal plane has good 
' 'horizontal directivity ' ' .  An antenna with a sharp 
pattern in the vertical plane has good "vertical 
directivity" . Antennas that have directivity for 
transmitting exhibit similar directivity when 
used for receiving. 

The directional characteristics of an an
tenna are determined to a great extent by its 
design and the position in which it is installed. 
Thus, certain directional qualities are associated 
with each type of antenna. The directivity of 
an antenna can be determined by its "RADI
ATION PATTERNn.  (See figure 5-6 .) In figure 
5-6, the rounded projections of the pattern 
are called LOBES and the indented portions, 
representing minimum energy pick-up, are called 
NULLS. The information contained in the an
tenna radiation pattern can be used to determine 
the best operational use for the antenna. As 

DIRECTIONAL PATTERN 
, FOR LOWEST OPERATING 
FREQUENCY 

ooo• 

1 3.33 
Figure 5-6. - RADIATION PATTERN of an an

tenna. 
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can be seen, at the lowest operating frequency 
of the antenna, the pattern is m ore rounded and 
less directional than the pattern at the highest 
operating frequency. The width of these directive 
lobes is often referred to as the antenna's 
' 'BEAMWIDTH' ' .  

Beamwidth, of course, varies depending upon 
the type of antenna used. In general, we use 
three terms to describe the type of directional 
qualities associated with an antenna: OMNIDI
RECTIONAL, BIDIRECTIONAL, and UNIDIREC
TIONAL. Omnidirectional antennas radiate and 
receive equally well in all directions, except 
off of the ends. Bidirectional antennas radiate 
or receive efficiently in only two directions, 
for example North and South or East and West. 
Unidirectional antennas radiate or receive ef
ficiently in one direction only. 

Most antennas are either omnidirectional or 
unidirectional. Bidirectional antennas are rarely 
used in naval communications. Examples of an 
omnidirectional antenna are the antennas used 
to transmit fleet broadcasts or m ost medium
to-high frequency antennas used aboard ship. 
An example of a unidirectional antenna is a 
parabolic, or "dish", antenna shown in figure 
5-7. As shown in figure 5-7, an antenna (nor
mally a half-wave) is placed at the "focal" 
point and radiates the signal back into a large 
reflecting surface (called the dish) . The effect 
is to transmit a very narrow beam of energy 
that is e ssentially unidirectional. Figure 5-8 
is a picture of a large, unidirectional parabolic 
antenna. 

Field Intensity 

Field intensity, or field strength as it is 
sometimes called, is the effective value of the 
electric field intensity measured at a particular 
point from the transmitting antenna. It is very 
seldom that the operational characteristics of 

PARABOLIC 

R E FLECTOR 

AXIS 

REFLECTED ENERGY 
TRAVELS PARALLEL 
TO AXIS 

1 .49 
Figure 5-7. - Parabolic, or "Dish" antenna. 
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31 .61 1 
Figure 5-8 . - Unidirectional Parabolic. I 

an antenna are as the technical m anual states. 
In order to determine the exact operating char
acteristics of an antenna, various measurements 
and tests are m ade after an antenna is installed 
and is being test operated. Often, on the basis 
of these measurements, changes are made in 
the design or installation of the antenna to 
improve the radiation pattern. 

It is very important to know the direction 
and intensity of the power being radiated from 
an antenna. To determine these values, measure
ments of the field intensity are m ade at various 
distances from and around the antenna. 

In order to determine the field strength or 
field intensity, it is desirable that some type 
of standard antenna be used as the basis for all 
comparisons. The generally accepted antenna 
for this is a standard wire antenna exactly 1 
meter long. The m agnitude of the signal voltage 
(in microvolts) induced into this antenna is  called 
the ABSOLUTE FIELD STRENGTH and is meas
ured in MICROVOLTS PER METER. 

The antenna picks up the induced radio wave 
and feeds the induced voltage to a sensitive re
ceiver. An indicating voltmeter is connected 
at the output of the receiver. This voltmeter 
indicates the absolute value of the field strength 
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in microvolts per meter. The antenna being tested 
and the standard antenna being used as a reference 
should both be polarized in the same direction. 

Absolute field intensity measurements are not 
difficult to make. However, the necessary equip
ment is relatively complex, bulky, and must be 
pre-set and adjusted very carefully. Often, all 
that is necessary to know is relative field 
strength. Simple field strength meters and a pick
up antenna are all that is necessary to make the 
m easurements. Again, the pick-up antenna (the 
antenna that is being used for reference) should 
be polarized the same as the antenna under test. 

Radiation Resistance · 

An antenna at the end of the transmission 
line is equivalent to a resistance that absorbs 
a certain amount of energy from the transmitter. 
This is the energy that is radiated into space, 
discounting natural losses that occur in the an
tenna. The value of resistance that would dis
sipate the same power that the antenna dj.ssipates 
is called the RADIATION RESISTANCE. The 
power that is dissipated in a resistor is equal 
to I2R. Similarly, the power that is dissipated 
in (radiated from) an antenna is equal to the 
current at the feed point (squared) times the 
radiation resistance of the antenna. 

Naturally, as we tune an antenna and ef
fectively lengthen and shorten it, we are varying 
the amount of resistance offered to a given 
signal. Therefore, the radiation resistance of an 
antenna varies as we vary the frequency of the 
transmitter and tune the antenna. Figure 5-9 
shows how the radiation resistance varies with 
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Figure 5--9 . - How radiation resistance varies 

with antenna length. 
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antenna length for an antenna ideally located 
in free space. The radiation re sistance is never 
perfectly proportional to antenna length because 
of the effects of the antenna height above the 
ground and its proximity to nearby objects. 

Incident and Reflected Waves 

Whenever we energize or "feed" an antenna 
with an a.c. signal, waves of energy are created 
along the length of the antenna. These waves 
travel toward the end of the antenna. The waves 
corning from the transmitter toward the end of 
the antenna are called the INCIDENT WAVES. 

A s  the incident wave travels toward the end 
of the antenna, the large resistance offered by 
the " open-circuit" at the end of the antenna 
forces the energy back towards the feed point. 
This energy is essentially "reflected" back 
and is called the REFL ECTED WAVE. 

If the antenna is resonant to the frequency 
being supplied by the transmitter. the reflected 
waves and the incident waves are in phase along 
the length of the antenna and tend to reinforce 
each other. It is at this point that radiation is 
m aximum , and the standing-wave ratio (SWR) 
is best. Whenever the antenna is not resonant 
at the frequency being supplied by the trans
mitter,  the incident and reflected waves are out 
of phase along the length of the antenna and 
tend to cancel each other out. These cancel
lations are called "power losses" (I2R losses) 
suffered whenever the SWR is very poor • such 
as 6:1 or 5:1, etc. 

HALF-WAVE THEORY 

Whenever an antenna is resonant at a partic
ular frequency, the electric charge is permitted 
to travel from one end of the antenna to the other, 
and back again, in the time of 1 cycle. Because 
the charge must travel the length of the antenna 
twice, the length of antenna needed to have the 
charge travel 1 wavelength in 1 cycle is one
half of a wavelength long. Thus, the half-wave 
antenna is the shortest resonant length that 
can be used. 

The basic half-wave antenna is commonly 
called a dipole, doublet, or Hertz antenna. This 
type of antenna will not function properly and 
efficiently unless its length is one-half wave
length of the frequency to be radiated. Figure 
5--10 shows a theoretical half-wave antenna with 
its feed point at the center of the antenna. 
Both sections of the antenna on each side of 
the feed point are A./4 (1/4 wavelength) at the 
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�---------- ��------�--� 

TRANSMISSION LINE 

13.34 
Figure 5-10.- Half-wave antenna with the feed 

point at the center. 

operating frequency. Together, of course, the 
effective length of the antenna is A. /2 (1/2 
wavelength) at the operating frequency. One of the 
features of the dipole is that it need not be 
connected to ground. The reason for this is 
that antennas of shorter than a half wavelength 
must use ground to achieve half-wave char
acteristics; whereas, the half-wave antenna is 
already long enough to properly radiate the 
transmitted signal. 

At low frequencies, half-wave antennas are 
rather long. Therefore, they are used primarily 
at shore stations where there is sufficient room . 
It should be pointed out, however ,  that due to 
m ore sophisticated antenna systems and tuning 
processes, half-wave antennas canbe electrically 
achieved onboard ship, and that wavelength is 
becoming less and less the criteria for deter
mining the types of antennas to be used on 
ships. Dipole antennas m ay be mounted hori
zontally or vertically depending upon the desired 
polarization and m ay be fed at the center or 
at the ends. The dipole antenna m ay be installed 
far above other energy-absorbing structures be
cause it is ungrounded. 

An important point to remember is that a 
transmitter is no more than a source of a.c. 
Thus, if we connect a transmitter to the elec
trical center of a dipole via a transmission 
line, the antenna will react as though an a.c. 
generator were set between two quarter
wavelength antennas. Figure 5•11 shows the 
disposition of this alternating current. During 
one-half of the alternating cycle, current flows 
in the antenna from right to left (figure 5-11, 
view B). During the next half cycle, currentflows 
in the opposite direction (figure 5-11, view C) . 

In a half-wave antenna, the current is m axi
mum at the center and zero at the ends (figure 
5-1 2) ;  whereas, the voltage is m aximum at the 
ends and minimum at the center. Therefore, 

A. 

B. 

C. 
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20.242 
Figure 5•1 1 . - AC on an antenna. 
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76.20 2  
Figure 5-1 2. - Current and Voltage on a Mid-fed 

half-wave. 

the impedance varies along the antenna, being 
minimum at the center and increasing toward 
the ends. If energy is fed to a half-wave an
tenna at its center, it is said to be C ENTER 
F ED (current fed) ; if energy is fed to a half
wave antenna at either of the ends, it is said 
to be END FED (voltage fed) . 

The field radiated by a dipole is the shape 
of a doughnut (figure 5-13) . Part A of figure 
5-1 3  shows the radiating pattern of a dipole. 
Part B of figure 5-13  shows a cross-section 
of the radiated wave for a vertically polarized 
dipole. Part C of figure 5-1 3 is a cross-section 
of a horizontally polarized dipole. Notice that 
m aximum radiation takes place in a plane that is 
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1 .255 
Figure 5-1 3 . - Radiation pattern of a dipole . 

perpendicular to the axis of the antenna. Minimum 
radiation is off the ends of a dipole. 

QUARTER-WAVE THEORY 

As was previously explained, a half-wave 
antenna is the shorte st practical length that m ay 
be effectively used for the radiation of radio 
signals .  The natural question, then, is:  ' 'How 
do we use a quarter-wavelength antenna if a 
half-wavelength is the shortest that can be 
use d ?" The answer to that is basically simple . 

First of all, the total radiation from an 
antenna is m ade up of two components. One 
component is that part of the radiated signal 
which leaves the antenna directly, and the other 
is a GROUND REF L EC TION that appears to 
com e from an underground im age of the real 
antenna, as shown in figure 5-14. Thi s im age 
is also sometime s  called the MIRROR IMAGE 
and is considered to be as far below the ground 
as the real antenna is above it. The antenna 
need not be placed at the surface of the earth 
to produce an im age. This im age is sometime s  
achieved by placing an antenna next to. or 
above, a large m etallic ground. In other words. 
instead of using the earth to reflect the other 
half of the desired im age, we can use a very 
good m etallic surface as "ground" . 

Figure 5-1 5 shows basic current distribution 
in a real and image antenna. There are certain 
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7 6 .1 0 3  
Figure 5-14.- Direct and ' 'image" signal. 

directions in which the direct wave from the 
real antenna and the reflected wave from the 
im age are exactly equal in amplitude but op
posite in phase. Conversely, there are other 
directions in which the direct and reflected waves 
are e qual in amplitude and in phase. Thus, 
depending on the direction and location of the 
point at which the field strength could be meas
ured, the resultant field strength m ay be (1) 
twice the field strength from the real antenna 
alone, ( 2) zero field strength, or ( 3) some inter
mediate value between m aximum and minimum . 
It is this "real" and "im age " radiated field 
that form s the basis for using quarter-wavelength 
antennas. 

A grounded antenna which is one-fourth wave
length of the frequency to be transmitted or re
ceived is known as a quarter-wave antenna, and 
is sometim es referred to as a MARCONI antenna. 
Figure 5-16 shows typical current and voltage 
distribution on a quarter-wave antenna. Notice 
that it is very similar to the half-wave antenna 
in this respect. Although the antenna itself 
is only a quarter-wavelength, the earth acts as 
another quarter-wavelength to produce the 
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7 6 .104 
Figure 5-1 5 . - Current distribution in a real and 

im age antenna. 
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Figure 5-1 6 . - Typical current and voltage dis

tribution on a quarter-wave antenna. 

"image" and achieve the desired half-wave 
char acteri sti c s.  

This reflected-energy principle is very useful 
in the lower frequency ranges, although ground 
reflections occur in the high frequency range 
as well. Figure 5-17 shows the radiation pattern 

ANT E N N A  

S I DE V I EW 

T O P  V I EW 

76 .1 2  
Figure 5•1 7 . - Radiation pattern for grounded, 

quarter�wave antenna ashore. 
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produced by a grounded quarter-wave antenna at 
a shore transmitting site . Notice that the top 
view shows an omnidirectional radiation pattern 
but that the side view shows essentially half 
of the necessary signal for proper radiation. 
The remaining half of the signal is obtained via 
ground reflection. 

Another method of achieving reflected im ages 
is through the use of "ground planes " .  Basically, 
what this means is that a large reflecting metallic 
surface is used as a substitute for "ground" 
or ' 'earth' ' .  This method is frequently used in 
the VHF /UHF frequency ranges. F igure 5-18 
shows a commonly used UHF antenna (A8-390/ 
SRC) which utilizes this principle. The ground 
plane is also sometimes referred to as a 
"COUNTERPOISE",  as is shown here in figure 
5-1 8. Together,  the counterpoise and the radials 
comprise the reflecting surface which, in turn, 
provide the necessary reflected im age. 

25.220 
Figure 5-1 8 . - Common UHF antenna utilizing 

"counterpoise " ,  or ground plane. 
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RAD I O  WAVE PRO PAGATI O N  

The transmission of radio waves through 
space is known as WAVE PROPAGATION. An 
electrom agnetic wave must be propagated through 
space to a receiving antenna to establish a 
useful communications systern . In any radio 
communications system , energy in the form of 
electromagnetic waves is  generated by the trans
mitter and fed to an antenna by means of a 
transmission line . The antenna radiates this 
energy out into space at the speed of light. 
Receiving antennas, placed in the path of the 
traveling radio wave, absorb part of the radiated 
energy and send it through a transmission line 
to a receiver. Figure 6-1 shows an example of 
a simple radio communication network. 

Succe ssful communication by means of radio 
waves depends on the power of the transmitter, 
the frequency used, the distance between the 
transmitter and receiver, and the sensitivity 
of the receiver. The ability of the ea.rth's a':
mosphe:re to conduct energy to its destination, 

T R A N S M I S S I O N  

LI N E  

T R A N S M ITTER 

TRANSMISSION 

L I N E  

R EC E I V E R  

31 .6 
Figure 6-1 . - Simple Radio Communication Net

work. 

together with the nature of the terrain between 
the sending and receiving points, m ay be re
sponsible for the frequency used to transmit 
the radio signal. Interferring signals can m ake 
reception impossible at a de sired time. Also, 
the amount of noise present at the signal fre
quency and transmission line losses m ay com
bine to m ake unintelligible an otherwise good 
signal . 

Depending upon the frequency used, the pri
m ary medium for transmission m ay be the sur
face of the earth or the free space surrounding 
the earth, (norm ally both) . By far the more 
complex of these two medium s is free space. 
Therefore, it is  necessary that the nature of free 
space be known so that its effects on the quality 
of transmission m ay be predicted. Weather con
ditions, changes in the level of radiation from 
the sun, and physical obstructions on the earth' s 
surface all affect the quality and reliability of 
transmission. Because we cannot control the 
phenomena existing in the propagating medium s, 
our knowledge of them is of prim ary importance 
to achieve successful communications.  

T ERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

In our discussion of radio wave propagation, 
a number of term s are used that could tend to 
confuse you, if the term s are not understood. 
Therefore, the following list of defined terms 
is provided for your reference. 

ATMOSPHERE - The m ass of space surround
ing the earth, including the troposphere, strato
sphere, and ionosphere. Also called ' 'free space' ' .  

ATTENUATION - The decrease in signal 
strength of a radio wave . 

CONDUCTIVITY - A measure of the ability 
of a m aterial to act as a path for electron 
flow. (Measured in mhos per meter) . 
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C RITICAL FREQU ENCY - That frequency be
low which an electromagnetic wave is bent 
back to earth by a layer in the ionosphere. 

DIFFRACTION - The bending of an electro
m agnetic wave around the edge(s) of a solid 
object. 

DIREC T WAVE - A  radio wave that is propa
gated in a straight line through space from the 
transmitting to the receiving antennas. 

DISTORTION - An undesired change in an 
electromagnetic waveform . 

FADING- The variation of radio signal 
strength, usually gradual, during the time of 
reception. 

GIGAHERTZ ( GHz) - An expression denoting 
1 000 MHz. 

GROUND WAVE - A  radio wave that travels 
(propagates) close to the earth's  surface and 
reaches the receiving antenna without being in
fluenced by the ionosphere. The ground wave 
includes all components of a radio wave travel
ing over the earth except the sky (ionospheric) 
wave. 

H ERTZ (Hz) - Cycles per second. 

INCIDENT WAVES - A  term denoting that 
portion of a radio wave passing from one 
medium into another which will result in that 
wave being reflected, refracted, diffracted, or 
scattered. 

IONOSPHERE - That part of the earth' s outer 
atmosphere where ionization i s  present in suf
ficient quantity to affect the propagation of radio 
wave s. Also known as that portion of the at
m osphere above the stratosphere. 

MAXIMUM USABLE FREQU ENCY (MUF) 
The highest frequency or frequencies that m ay 
be used at a specified time of day for radio 
communications between two points. 

NOISE - Any extraneous electrical disturb
ance tending to interfere with the norm al re
ception of a transmitted signal. 

FREQUENCY OF OPTIMUM TRANSMISSION 
( FOT) - The most reliable frequency for propa
gation at a specific time. 
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LOWEST USABL E FREQUENCY (LUF) - The 
lowest frequency that may be used during a 
specific time, depending upon power and band
width requirements. 

PROPAGATION - The transmission of elec
tromagnetic (radio) wave s from one point to 
another. 

REFLEC TION - The phenomenon occurring 
when a radio wave strikes the surface of the 
earth at some distance from the antenna and is 
returned upward toward the ionized layer of air. 

REFRACTION - The phenomenon occurring 
when a radio wave obliquely passes from one 
medium to another of different density, causing 
the wave to change direction. 

SPAC E WAVE- Sometimes called the tropo
spheric wave . A radio wave that travels en
tirely through the earth' s troposphere. 

SKY WAVE - A radio wave that is propa
gated or acted upon by the ionosphere. 

SUNSPOT NUMBERS - The number of dark, 
irregularly shaped areas on the surface of the 
sun caused by violent solar eruptions. Counted 
and averaged over a period of time, they are 
used to predict the average sunspot activity. 
The average of these numbers i s  called " smooth 
sunspot numbers " .  

SURFAC E WAVE - That part of the ground
wave that is affected chiefly by the conductivity 
of the earth. 

STRATOSPHERE - That part of the earth's 
atmosphere lying between the troposphere and 
the ionosphere. 

TROPOSPH ERE - The lower part of the 
earth's atmosphere, lying between the surface 
of the earth and the stratosphere. 

DIF FRACTION, REFLECTION, 
AND REFRACTION 

One of the m any problem s encountered in 
the propagation of radio wave s is the change
able conditions of the transmission path through 
the various medium s.  As a radio wave is travel
ing through space, it can be affected adversely 
or in such a m anner as to enhance com
munications.  It m ay change direction, velocity, 
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or be completely absorbed within the propa
gating medium . 

The atmosphere of the earth is the common 
medium for propagation and a study of radio 
propagation is concerned chiefly with properties 
and effects of this medium . Radio wave s travel 
in two ways from a transmitter to a receiver: 
by means of GROUND WAVES, which travel 
close to the surface of the earth or by SKY 
WAVES, which travel up to electrically con
ducting regions of the earth' s atmosphere and 
are returned to earth, ( see figure 6-2) . Some 
form s of transmission are combinations of both 
ground waves and sky wave s. 

Like other forms of electrom agnetic radiation, 
radio waves can be diffracted, reflected, and 
refracted. Ground wave s are affected partially 
by the curvature and electrical characteristics 
of the earth. Sky waves are affected in vary
ing degrees by the constant changes taking 
place in the upper atmosphere. 

Diffraction 

A radio wave is bent when it passes the 
edge of an object. If a beam of light shines 
on the edge of an opaque screen in a room , 
it can be observed that the screen does not cast 
a perfectly outlined shadow. The edges of the 

shadow are not outlined sharply because the light 
rays are bent around the edge of the screen 
which decreases the area of total shadow. The 
bending, called DIF FRACTION, results in a 
change of direction of part of the energy from 
the line-of-sight path. 

Figure 6-3 shows the diffraction of waves 
around a solid object. The lower the frequency 
of the wave, or the longer the wavelength, the 
greater the bending of the wave. Thus, sound 
waves are diffracted more than radio wave s. 
Diffraction aids in explaining why radio waves 
of proper frequency can be received on the 
far side of a mountain or down in a valley and 
why sound waves can readily be heard around 
the corner of a building. In the propagation of 
radio waves at a distance, diffraction is a 
significant consideration because the largest 
object to be contended with is the bulge of the 
earth itself, which prevents a direct passage 
of the wave from the transmitter to the re
ceiver. By using high power and very low fre
quencies, the waves of a transmitted signal can 
be m ade to encircle the earth by diffraction. 

Reflection 

Radio waves m ay be reflected from any 
sharply defined substances or objects of suit
able characteristics and dimensions which are 

Figure 6-2. - Groundwaves and Skywaves.  1 79.49 5 
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Figure 6-3. - Diffraction of Waves around a solid 

object. 

encountered in the medium of travel. For re
flection to occur, the object, or material doing 
the reflecting, must have the right type of sur
face, and it must be larger than the wavelength 
of the incident wave . Figure 6-4 shows an incident 
radio wave striking water. Water is a good con
ductor and reflector of radio waves. Large, 
smooth metal surfaces of good electrical con
ductivity (such as copper) are efficient reflectors. 

As previously mentioned, reflection takes 
place only when the reflecting surface is large 
compared to the wavelength of the incident wave 
and smooth for an appreciable portion of a wave
length. When these conditions are not met, 
scattering occurs. Scattering is unde sirable for 

R E F L E C T I O N  OF 
I N C I D E N T  WAV E 

BODY O F  WAT E R  

76.104 
Figure 6-4. - Reflection of Incident Wave from 

body of water. 
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certain type s of communications, but it  is  utilized 
to a great extent in others. 

Refraction 

Whenever a radio wave passes from one 
medium into another of different density, it will 
be bent to some degree. Figure 6-5 shows a 
radio wave striking the surface of a body of 
water. The water, being more dense than air, 
tends to bend the radio wave back toward the 
"normal " .  The denser medium tends to slow 
and bend the radio wave . The amount of bending 
that take s place is referred to as the "Index of 
Refraction" . The higher the index of refraction, 
the greater the bending. 

Whenever a radio wave passes from a dense 
to a less-dense medium, it bends away from the 
normal. Figure 6-6 illustrates this  principle. The 
"more dense" medium s and the "less dense" 
ones are norm ally layers that exist in the at
mosphere. It must be remembered that when
ever a radio wave is propagated, it is  constantly 
being diffracted, reflected, and refracted, si
multaneously. 

A common error is the assumption that re
flection and refraction are very similar because 
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76.105 
Figure 6-5. - Radio Wave striking the surface of 

a body of water. 
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76.106 
Figure 6-6 . - Radio Wave passing from a m ore 

dense medium to a less dense m.3dium . 

TO SPACE 

they return radio waves back to earth for recep
tion. However. as shown in figure 6-7. the 
refracted wave is "bent" back to earth. As 
radio waves are propagated, some of them 
m ake large angles with respect to the hori
zontal along the earth (fig. 6-7(A)) . These waves 
are refracted a small amount and pass on through 
the various layers of the atmosphere and into 
outer space. Still other waves of the same 
radio signal m ake small angles (fig. 6-7(B & C)) , 
thereby travelling a greater distance in the 
layered medium and m ay be bent back towards 
earth gradually. The net result is as though 
the wave had been reflected back to earth. 

COMPOSITION OF TH E 
EARTH' S  ATMOSPHERE 

The atmosphere about the earth is not uni
form . Changes in moisture content, temperature, 
and density occur at different heights and geo
graphical locations or even with changes in 

25.9 3 
Figure 6-7. - Refraction of Radio Wave s in atmosphere. 
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time of day, night, season, or year. To assist 
in understanding the effects of these changes 
on radio waves, three regions have been 
identified in the atmosphere. These three regions 
are the troposphere, stratosphere, and iono
sphere. Their positions with relation to each 
other are shown in figure 6-8 . The troposphere 
extends from the earth' s surface to heights of 
about 6 to 10 miles. The stratosphere, lying 
between the troposphere and ionosphere, ex
tends from approxim ately 10 miles to 50 miles 
above the earth' s surface . The ionosphere ex
tends from approximately 50 miles to 250 miles 
above the earth' s surface. 

TYPES OF RADIO WAVE 
PROPAGATION 

The radio wave that is transmitted from an 
antenna has two m ajor components: the ground 
wave and the sky wave. The ground wave compo
nent of the transmitted radio wave consists of 
two parts. One part travels along the ground and 
follows the curvature of the earth and is called 
the surface wave. The second part is the space 
wave, which undergoes refraction, reflection, or 
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76.107 
Figure 6-8 . - Positions of atmospheric medium s 

in relation to each other.  
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scattering in the troposphere. The sky wave, is  
radiated in an upward direction and may be re
turned to earth at some distant location due to 
refraction or scattering from the ionosphere. 
The amount of bending of the sky wave by the 
ionosphere depends upon the frequency of the 
wave and the density of the layers in the iono
sphere. The higher the frequency of the radio 
wave, the farther it penetrates the ionosphere, 
and the less it tends to be bent back toward earth. 

Surface Wave 

A surface wave is that part of the ground 
wave that is affected chiefly by the conductivity 
of the earth and is able to follow the curvature 
of the earth' s surface. The surface wave is not 
confined to the earth's surface . Parts of it 
extend upward to considerable heights in. the 
troposphere, diminishing in strength as it in
creases height. 

The earth itself is a partial conductor and, 
upon contact with its surface, some of the 
energy of the surface wave is absorbed and 
rapidly wasted in the form of heat. Losses suf

fered by surface waves are sometimes 
extensive, resulting in a badly attenuated (weak
ened) communications signal. The amount of 
attenuation depends on the relative conductivity 
of the earth's surface, which m ay vary ac
cording to terrain. Table 6-1 gives the relative 
conductivity for various types of surface . As 
can be seen, sea water is  the best type of 

Table 6-1 .-Relative conductivity of surface types 

Type of surface 

Sea Water 

Large bodies of fresh water 

Wet soil 

Flat, loamy soil 

Dry, rocky terrain 

Desert 

Jungle 

Relative 
conductivity 

Good 

Fair 

Fair 

Fair 

Poor 

Poor 

Unusable 

76.47 
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surface for surface wave transmission. Sea water 
m akes possible the long-distance coverage at
tainable by fleet broadcasts that use surface 
wave transmissions of very low frequencies. 

In general. the surface wave is transmitted 
as a vertically polarized wave and rem ains ver
tically polarized at appreciable distances from 
the antenna. Vertical polarization is used be
cause the earth has a short-circuiting effect on 
a horizontally polarized wave . Overall. ver
tical polarization is superior to horizontal polari
zation except in heavily wooded or jungle areas. 
The reason is  that most foliage grows vertically 
and absorbs vertically polarized energy. 

Space Wave 

While the characteristics of the surface wave 
serve to explain long-range propagation of very 
low frequencies using high power.  they do not 
seem to apply to reception of higher frequencies 
within and slightly beyond the radio horizon. 
Such signals are considered to be propagated 
via the space wave . 

Space waves are composed of two com
ponents: DIRECT WA YES and GROUND
REFLEC TED WAVES. The direct waves travel 
in a direct line-of-sight path from a trans
mitting antenna to a receiving antenna. This 
component is limited only by the distance to 
the horizon (or line of sight) from the trans
mitter plus the small distance added by the at
m ospheric diffraction of the wave around the 
curvature of the earth. This distance can be 
extended by increasing the height of either 
the transmitting or receiving antenna. effectively 
extending the radio horizon. Figure 6-9 shows 
the possible routes that a ground wave might 
take. 

A ground-reflected wave. as its name indi
cates. reaches the receiving antenna after it i s  
reflected from the ground o r  sea. I n  figure 
6-10. it m ay be seen that the waves start out 
with fronts of equal phase. continuing in phase 
up to the point of reflection of the ground com
ponent. Beyond this point. corresponding wave s 
are 1 80-degrees out of phase. This phase re
versal is important in determining the effect of 
the combining of the reflected wave with the 
direct wave upon arrival at the point of recep
tion. Be.::ause the reflected wave travels a longer 
time in reaching its de stination. a phase dis
placement (over and above the 180-degree shift 

DI RECT PATH 

31 .12 
I Figure 6-9 . - Possible routes for groundwaves. 

caused by reflection) results. Thus. the re
flected wave arrives at the receiving antenna, 
nearly 1 80-degrees out of phase with the direct 
wave . An undesirable cancellation of signal energy 
results. 

Sky Wave 

That portion of the radio wave which moves 
upward and outward and is not in contact with the 
earth is  called the sky wave . It behaves similarly 
to the ground wave in that some of the energy is 
refracted. reflected. and scattered. and some of 
the energy is lost in dissipation within the at
mospheric layers. A receiver located in the 
vicinity of the returning sky wave will receive 
strong signals even though the receiver is sev
eral hundred miles beyond the range of the ground 
wave. 

Ionospheric refracted sky waves are gen
erally the only usable waves for long range 
communications. Figure 6-11 illustrates some 
of the m any possible paths that radio wave s of 
various frequencies m ay take between a trans
mitter and a receiving station by refraction 
in the ionosphere. Notice that some of the wave s, 
which are assumed to be of too high a frequency 
for refraction in the ionosphere. pass on through 
and are lost into space . Other radio waves, 
which are assumed to be of the correct fre
quency for refraction from the ionosphere, are 
returned to earth and provide communications. 
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In figure 6-1 1 ,  notice that the term SKIP 
DISTANC E is the distance from the transm itting 
ante:nna to the nearest point at which the re
fracted wave s return to earth. Also notice the 
difference between the skip distance and the 
SKIP ZON E .  The skip zone is the zone between 
the end of the ground wave and the point where 
the sky wave first returns to earth. The skip 
distance depends upon the density of the iono
sphere. The skip zone depends upon propagation 
characteristics of the ground wave in relation 
to the sky wave . The zone itself may vary from 
minute to minute for the same signal as propa
gation conditions change . Generally, however, the 
zone i s  relatively stable and rem ains approxi
m ately the sam e .  

BASIC TROPOSPH ERIC 
PROPAGATION 

Tropospheric r adio wave propagation depends 
on weather conditions. Weather conditions in the 
troposphere vary from minute to minute, making 
it the least predictable layer of the atmospheric 
m.3dium . The troposphere is the lowest region 
of the atmosphere, extending from the earth' s 
surface to a height of from 6 to 1 0  miles above 
the surface . Virtually all weather phenomena 
occur in this region of the atmosphere . 

Refraction of radio wave s in the troposphere 
is a function of various meteorological variable s. 
Because of the uneven heating of the earth's 
surface , the air in the troposphere i s  in con
stant motion. Thi s motion cause s sm all tur
bulence s, or eddies, to be formed. These 
turbulence s are quite similar to whirlpools of 
water. The turbulence is at its greate st in
tensity near the surface of the earth and gradually 
diminishes with altitude . 

Tropospheric Wave 

A tropospheric wave is that component of 
the ground wave that is refracted in the lower 
atmosphere by rapid change s in hum idity, at
mospheric pre ssure, and temperature . At heights 
of a few thousand feet to approxim ately 1 mile, 
huge m asses of warm and cold air exist near 
to each other, causing r apid changes in tem
perature and pre ssure. The re sulting refraction 
and reflection m ake it possible to communicate 

over greater di stance s than that possible using 
the ground wave alone . 

Temperature inversion is a common cause 
of tropospheric refraction, e specially when warm 
layers of air are located above cooler layers. 
This m ay result from the rapid cooling of the 
earth's surface after sunset or the heating of 
air above a cloud layer by reflection of sun
light from the upper surface of clouds. 

Forward Propagation 
Tropospheric Scatter 
Communications 

The troposphere is used for m any type s of 
communications, such as radiotelephone, radio
teletype, and data transmission. Much of this is 

, m ade possible through a system known as for
ward propagation tropospheric scatter ( F PTS). 
also known as ' ' tropo-scatter' '. Basically, tropo
scatter utilizes the reflective and refractive 
properties within the troposphere. When a radio 
signal is beamed to an area in the troposphere, 
part of it goes through a complex series of 
partial reflection and refraction, c ausing energy 
to be scattered and to become partly diffused. 
Thi s "beaming" is done via par abolic antennas 
such as those in figures 6-12 and 6-13. These 
antennas are very directional , hence lending 
them selves well to this type of communications. 
Figure 6-14 illustrate s the way that the se para
holies are used for tropo-scatter. 

The scattering phenomenon in the troposphere 
is based on the theory that turbulences prevail
ing in the troposphere cause scattering of the 
signal beyond the hori zon. The term " scattering" 
tends to imply that the signal is spread in all 
directions. However, this is not the case . A 
characteristic of tropo-scatter i s  that the energy 
in the m ain beam is scattered in a forward 
direction, hence the use of the term ' 'forward
propagated' ' .  The lower the angle of the beam 
with re spect to the horizon, the better the 
forward-propagation characteristics of the sig
nal. A receiving parabolic, beamed at the same 
area in the troposphere as the transmitting 
antenna, will pick up the transmitted energy 
for further processing. 

The amount of received energy decreases as 
the height of the scatter is increased. There are 
two reasons for this: (1) the scatter angle in
creases as the height is increased, thus de
creasing the forward propagation characteristics ,  

1 0 7  
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WAV E S  OF EQUAL P H ASE 

LAST WAVE OF EQUAL PHASE 

WAVES 1 8 0 °  OUT OF P HASE W I T H  
DIRECT WAV E P L U S  A P H A S E  L A G  

D I R ECT WAVE 

DUE TO GREATER DISTA N C E  TRAVELED 

Figure 6-1 0 . - Direct and Ground-reflected waves are out of phase. 

TH E S E  WAV E S  PASS T H R O U G H  
T H E  I O N O SP H E R E  A N D  A R E  LOST. 

THESE WAVES , W H I C H  
R E T U R N  T O  E A RT H ,  
PROV I DE COM MUNICATIO N S .  

Figure 6-11 . - Possible paths for r adio waves. 
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76 .58 
Figure 6-1 2 . - Mobile Tropo- scatter antenna. 

and ( 2) the amount of turbulence decreases with 
the height in the troposphere, thus reducing the 
amount of reflection and refraction taking place 
at any one time in the beamed signal. It should 
be noted that as greater distance is attempted 
with F PTS, the received signal level decrease s. 
Thi s  i s  because the angle must be increased 
to achieve greater height, thus decreasing the 
receive potential. The beam take-off angle of 
transmitting and receiving antennas for F PTS 
is always kept as low as possible , depending 
upon local terrain and general geographical 
location. 

Since tropospheric scatter depends on tur
bulences in the atm osphere, change s in atmos
pheric conditions will affect the received signal 
level. Both daily and seasonal variations are 
noted. These change s are associated with a term 
known as " long-range fading" characteristics. 
There is also a term known as ' 'rapid-fading' ' .  
which i s  associated with multi-path transm issions 
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76 .59 
Figure 6-1 3. - Tropo- scatter antenna. 

or multi-path propagation. The signals received 
at any one time are the sum of all the sig
nals received from each of the turbulences in 
the m ain beam . Since turbulent conditions are 
constantly changing, the transmission paths and 
individual signal levels are also changing, re
sulting in a rapidly changing signal. Although 
the signal level i s  constantly changing, the aver
age signal level is relatively consistent. There
fore, no complete signal fade-out occurs .  

Another characteristic of a tropospheric scat
ter signal is that most of the transm itted beam is 
not picked up by the receiving antenna, the 
efficiency i s  very low, and the signal level at 
the receiving station i s  very low. To compensate 
for this low efficiency in the scatter, the in
cident power must be high. Th".ls, high-power 
transm itters and high-gain antennas are used 
to concentrate the transmitted power into the 
beam, thus increasing the intensity of energy 
radiated. The receiving antennas are also very 
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50.1 48 
Figure 6-14 . - Tropo-scatter propagation. 

sensitive, thus enabling them to detect low
level signals for further processing. Since trope
scatter is considered to be relatively short-range. 
a series of relay stations with built-in signal 
amplifiers are used to achieve long-range trans
mission. 

BASIC IONOSPHERIC 
PROPAGATIO� 

The ionosphere is found in the rarefied at
mosphere, beginning at approxim ately 40 to 50 
miles above the earth. It differs from other at
mospheric layers in that it contains a much higher 
number of positive and negative ions. It is known 
that the atmosphere is under constant bombard
ment by radiation and particle showers from the 
sun as well as by cosmic rays. Radiation from 
the sun includes not only light rays that can 
be seen, but also the entire spectrum , ranging 
from infrared rays to ultraviolet rays. Radiation 
from the sun is capable of dislodging some 
loosely bound electrons from gas atoms that 
m ake up the dense gases in the upper atmos
phere. Therefore, the ionosphere has a large 
number of ionized gas atom s as well as free 
electrons unassociated with any atom . 

At altitudes above 350 miles, the particles 
of air are far too sparse to permit large
scale energy transfer .  Ultraviolet radiations from 
the sun are absorbed in passage through the 
upper layers of the ionosphere so that below 
an elevation of 40 miles, very few ions exist 
that would affect sky wave communications. 
Therefore ,  sky wave communications depends 

prim arily upon the ionospheric conditions ex
isting at the time of transmission. 

Densities of ionization at different heights 
m ake the ionosphere appear to have layers. 
Actually. there is thought to be no sharp di
viding line between the various layers, but they 
do exist and will be separated here for ex
planation and clarity. 
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Figure 6-1 5  shows the various layers as
sociated with the ionosphere at night and dur
ing the day. The ionized atmosphere at an 
altitude of between 40 and 50 miles is called 
the "D" layer. Its ionization is low and has 
little effect on the propagation of radio waves 
except for the absorption of energy from the 

F 

E 

� � 
NIGHT DAY 

13.28 
Figure 6-15.- Ionospheric layers at night and 

during day. 
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waves as they pass through it. The D layer is 
present only during the day. Its presence re
duces the field intensity of radio wave trans
missions during the day. 

The " E "  layer exists at altitudes between 
50 and 90 miles. It is a well defined layer with 
greatest density at an altitude of about 70 miles. 
This layer is strongest during daylight hours 
and is also present, but much weaker, at night. 
The m aximum density of the E layer appears 
at about mid-day. During this part of th,e day, 
the ionization of the E layer is sometimes suf
ficient to refract frequencies in the upper HF 
band back to earth. This action is of great 
importance to daylight transmissions for dis
tances up to 1 ,500 miles. 

The "F" layer extends approximately from 
the 90 mile level to the upper limits of the iono
sphere. During daylight hours the F layer is 
divided into two sections: the F1 and the F 2 
layers. Shortly after sunset, the F1 and the 
F 2 layers combine into the single F layer. 

In addition to the layers of ionized atmos
phere that appear regularly, erratic patches of 
ionized atmosphere occur at E layer heights 
in the m anner that clouds appear in the sky. 
These patches are referred to as "Sporadic-E" 
ionizations. These sporadic ionizations m ay ap� 
pear in considerable strength and prove quite 
harmful to electronic transmissions. 

Effect Of Ionosphere 
On The Sky Wave 

The ionosphere has m any characteristics.  
Some waves penetrate and pass entirely through 
it into space, never to return. Other waves 
penetrate but bend. Generally, the ionosphere 
acts as a conductor and absorbs energy in vary
ing amounts from the radio wave.  The iono
sphere also bends (refracts) the sky wave back 

. 
to the earth, as shown in figure 6-16. 

The ability of the ionosphere to return a 
radio wave to the earth depends upon the angle 
at which the sky wave strikes the ionosphere, 
the frequency of the radio wave, and the ion 
density. When the wave from an antenna strikes 
the ionosphere at an angle, the wave begins to 
bend. If the frequency and angle are correct 
and the ionosphere is sufficiently dense, the 
wave will eventually emerge from the ionosphere 
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13.29 
Figure 6-16. - Ionosphere "bends" waves back to 

earth. 

and return to earth. The sky wave in figure 6-17 
is assumed to be composed of rays that em anate 
from the antenna in three distinct groups that 
are identified according to the angle of eleva
tion. The angle at which the group 1 rays strike 
the ionosphere is nearly vertical and will not 
be returned to earth. The radio wave strikes 
the ionosphere, is bent out of line slightly, 
but passes completely through the ionosphere 
a.11d is lost. 

The angle m ade by the group 2 waves is 
called the CRITICAL ANGLE for that frequency. 
Any wave that leaves the antenna at an angle 
greater than this angle (-G-) will penetrate the 
ionosphere. 

1 3.30 
Figure 6-1 7 . - Three groups of radio waves ac

cording to angle of elevation. 
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Group 3 waves strike the ionosphere at the 
smallest angle that will be refracted and still 
be returned to earth. At any smaller angle, 
the waves will be refracted but will not re
turn to earth. 

As the frequency increases, the initial angle 
decreases. Low frequencies can be projected 
straight upward and will be returned to the 
earth. The highest frequency that can be sent 
directly upward and still be refracted back to 
the earth is called the C RITICAL F REQU ENCY. 
At sufficiently high frequencies, regardless of 
the angle at which the rays strike the iono
sphere, the wave will not be returned to earth. 
The critical frequency is not constant but varies 
from one locality to another, with the time of 
day, with the season of the year, and with the 
sunspot cycle. 

Because of this variation in the critical 
frequency, frequency tables are issued that pre
dict the m .!Ud.mum usable frequency (MUF) for 
every hour of the day for every locality in 
which transmissions are m ade. These frequency 
tables are prepared from data obtained ex
perimentally from stations scattered all over the 
world. All of this information i s  pooled, and 
the results are tabulated in the form of long 
range predictions that remove some of the 
guesswork from transmissions. 

Absorption In The Ionosphere 

As a radio wave passes into the ionosphere, 
it loses some of its energy to the free elec
trons and ions contained in this part of the 
atmosphere. Since absorption of energy is de
pendent upon collision of particles, the greater 
the density of the ionized layer, the greater 
the probability of collision, and therefore, the 
greater the absorption. The highly dense D and 
E layers provide the greatest absorption for 
the ionospheric wave. 

Variations In The Ionosphere 

Sky wave intensity varies from minute to 
minute, month to month, and year to year be
cause of variations in the ionosphere. Since the 
ionosphere exists primarily because of the radia
tion of the sun, any variation in the strength 
of this radiation will cause a corresponding 
change in the ion density of the upper at
mosphere. Some of the variations in the iono
sphere are periodic and their effects on radio 

frequencies can be anticipated. Others are un
predictable, and while their effects are pro
nounced, there is little that can be done but 
to realize that they m .ay occur. Periodic varia
tions can be divided into daily, seasonal, and 
sunspot cycle variations. Unpredictable varia
tions are usually the result of the sporadic 
E layer and Short Wave F adeouts (caused by 
sudden solar flare-ups) . 

Periodic Variations 

Daily variations are caused by the 24-hour 
rotation of the earth about its axis. In the 
daytime, the ionoS,phere consists of the four 
ionized layers previously mentioned. At night 
in the F region, only the F 2 layer exists insofar 
as regular HF propagation is concerned. The 
nighttime F 2 layer is formed by a corn bination 
of the daytime Fl and F 2 layers that merge 
during evening hours. 

Seasonal variations occur as the intensity of 
the ultra-violet light which reaches any given 
spot in the earth's atmosphere varies with the 
position of the earth in its orbit around the 
sun. 

Sunspot activity varies in conformance to an 
11-year cycle. Sunspots are proportional to ap
proximate solar radiation and to the total ioni
zation of the atmosphere. During periods of 
high sunspot activity, ionization of various layers 
is greater than usual, resulting in higher critical 
frequencies for the E, Fl , and F 2  layers, and 
higher absorption in the D layer. Consequently, 
higher frequencies can be used for communica
tion over long distances at times of greatest 
sunspot activity. Increased absorption in the D 
layer, which has the greatest effect on the lower 
frequencies, requires higher frequencies.  The 
overall effect is a general improvement in propa
gation conditions during years of m aximum sun
spot activity. 

FADING 

Fading is the variation of radio signal 
strength at the receiving end of a transmission. 
Signals received over an ionospheric path m ay 
vary in intensity over short periods of time .  
There are three rn ajor reasons for fading. 
When the radio wave is refracted in the iono
sphere or reflected from the earth's surface, 
random variations in polarization of the wave 
m ay occur, causing changes in the received sig
nal level because of the inability of the antenna 
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to receive polarization changes.  F ading m ay also 
occur if the operating frequency selected is too 
close to the MUF (Maximum Usable Frequency). 

.If  thi s  is the case, any slight change in the iono
sphere might cause a change in signal strength. 
F ading also results from absorption of the sig
nal energy in the ionosphere. Absorption fading 
occurs for a longer period of time than other 
types of fading because of the length of time 
required for an ionized layer to change in ioni
zation potential. However, the m ajor cause of 
fading on ionospheric circuits is caused by 
multipath propagation. 

Multipath F ading 

"Multipath" is the term used to describe 
the types of propagation that undergo changes 
en route to the receiving site, causing them to 
arrive in a time frame that is later than the 
signal reflected from the ionosphere. 

Figure 6-18 shows the various paths a sig
nal can travel between two sites. One signal, 
the ground wave, m ay follow the path XY Z .  
Another signal, refracted from the E layer 
(XEA) , is received at A,  but not at z .  Still 
another path (XF ZF A) , results from a greater 
angle of incidence and two refractions from the 
F layer. At point Z ,  the received signal is a 
combination of the ground wave and the sky 
wave. If these two waves are received out of 
phase, they will produce a weak or fading sig
nal. If they are received in phase, the waves 
will produce a stronger signal. Small altera
tions in the transmission path may change the 
phase relationship of the two signals, causing 
periodic fading. This same addition of signal 
components occurs at point A.  At this point, 
the double-hop signal from the F layer m ay be 
in or out of phase with the signal arriving from 
the E layer. 

20.254 
Figure 6-18. - Various paths of signal travel. 

Selective Fading 

Fading resulting from multipath propagation 
is variable with frequency since each frequency 
arrives at the receiving site via a different 
path. When a wide band of frequencies, such as 
multichannel single sideband, is transmitted, the 
frequencies in the sideband will vary in the 
amount (if any) of fading. This variation is 
called selective fading. Whenever selective fad
ing occurs, all frequencies within the envelope 
of the transm itted signal m ay not retain their 
original phase relationship and relative ampli
tudes. This fading m ay cause severe distortion 
of the signal and limit the total bandwidth which 
can be transmitted. 

FREQU ENCY BANDS AND 
CHARACTERlSTICS 

For practical purposes, it is convenient to 
classify RF emissions into frequency bands (see 
Table 6-2),  Whereas each band of frequencies 
has similar propagation effects, they also have 
very recognizable differences.  These differences 
are not always sharply defined because of the 
nearness of the upper ends of some bands with 
respect to the lower end of the next higher 
band. The greatest difference in propagation 
characteristics occur near mid-band between 
two bands. Normally, when an upper or lower 
limit of frequency is designated for a certain 
propagation effect, it does not mean that such 
an effect stops at those limits, but that it be
comes negligible beyond such limits. 

Medium-Frequency Band (MF) 

Only the upper and lower ends of the MF 
band (0,3 - 3 MHz) have naval use because 
of the commercial usage of this band near 
mid-range (0.55 - 1 .70 MHz) . Frequencies in 
the lower portion of the MF band are used m ainly 
for ground wave transmission for moderate dis
tance s over water and moderate to short dis
tance s over land. The Navy utilizes the upper 
portion of the MF band (2 - 3 MHz) quite ex
tensively. The range of communication in the 
upper portion is generally moderate and de
pendent upon the type of antenna used and the 
output power of the transmitter. Usually, be
cause of the rather long antennas required, 
this band is utilized with horizontal wire an
tennas where antenna space is unrestricted. In 
mobile applications, whip antennas are norm ally 
used in this frequency range. 
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Table 6- 2.- Radio-Frequency Spectrum 

FREQUENCY DESCRIPTION ABBREVIATION 

3 0GH z - 3 0 0 GH z  extremely high frequency EHF 
3 GH z - 3 0GHz super high frequency SHF 

3 0 0 MH z - 3GHz ultra high frequency UHF 

3 0MH z - 3 0 0MHz very high frequency VHF 

3 MH z - 3 0MHz high frequency HF 
3 0 0 kH z - 3 MHz medium frequency MF 

3 0 kH z - 3 0 0 kH z  low frequency LF 
3 kH z - 3 0 k H z  very low frequency VLF 

High-Frequency Band (HF) 

The HF band ( 3 - 30 MHz) employs iono
spheric propagation for long-range sky wave 
communication. The HF band is the principal 
frequency range used for Navy ship-to-shore 
communication circuits. Communications publi
cations that predict propagation conditions for 
this band are published periodically, (NTP-6, 
Supp-1 Series) . 

Ultra-High Frequency 
Band (UHF) 

Almost all of the energy transmitted from 
point to point in the UHF band ( 300 - 3000 
MHz) is propagated through the troposphere 
along a curved path. The refracted path m ay 
be assumed to be a straight line path extend
ing to distances of approximately four-thirds 
times the true horizon. However, the transmission 
range of this band m ay be extended several 
hundred m iles further by means of tropo-scatter 
propagation. 

Ground reflections are still present at ultra
high frequencies and can cause multipath fading 
due to interference, although such reflections 
become less important at the higher end of this 
band. However, a second type of multi path fad
ing can occur when parts of the wave are re
fracted through higher layers of the atm osphere 
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and become bent sufficiently to return and com
bine with the wave received over a lower, 
more direct path. 

Atmospheric and m an-m ade noise in this 
frequency band is extremely low. Most noise 
encountered emanates from the equipment itself, 
both transmitting and receiving. This is due 
to the circuit design inherent in most UHF equip
ments. Because of the increased frequency, 
component parts and assemblies are norm ally 
sm aller and spacing more critical. Inductive 
and capacitive reactances are normally high, 
hence the greater noise associated with UHF 
equipment. 

Super And Extremely High 
Frequencies (SHF and EHF) 

The Super and Extremely High frequency 
bands have very limited application in Naval 
Communications. Although future plans call for 
the use of these two frequency bands, the pri
m ary utilization at the present time is in the 
lower SHF band (3-13 GHz) for satellite com
munication systems. 

Transmission at the SHF and EHF bands 
is very difficult because of the nature of the 
radiated wave. Wavelengths at these frequencies 
are very small, causing a great deal of re
flection of the incident wave. Almost any object 
will act as a reflecting surface in this fre
quency range, almost as if the atmosphere 
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were m ade up of an infinite amount of small 
mirrors, each reflecting the incident wave in 
a different direction. This phenomenon is some
times called DIFFUSE REFLEC TION and is 
quite prevalent in the SHF and EHF frequency 
range s. In addition, incident radiation will also 
be absorbed by the earth' s vegetation. Even 
rain can cause scattering and absorption in 
the se frequency ranges .  If the drop size i s  
comparable to the wavelength of the propa
gated wave, a substantial portion of the trans
mitted energy will be reradiated from the raindrop 

in m any directions. This phenomenon, known 
as SCATTERING, has an attenuating effect on 
radio wave s. The attenuating effect is caused 
by the incident energy that is absorbed and 
virtually trapped and converted into heat. 

The potential losse s inherent at this fre
quency range are overcome through the use 
of sharply beamed incident waves utilizing very 
directional transm itting antennas. The use of 
directional antennas ( such as parabolics) not only 
enhances transmission succe ss, it also ensures 
the conservation of necessary incident power. 
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BASIC TEST EQ UIPMENT 

C ommunications personnel have becom e de
pendent upon electrical and electronic e quipment 
to perJo:.."m their day-to-day tasks.  This has been 
m ade nece s sary by the vastnes s  and complexity 
of com munications itself. It has been proven 
that the effectivene 3s of naval tactical and non
tactical forces i s  to a. large extent dependent 
upon com m unic ations.  Therefore, the reliability 
of communications e quipment m u st be m ain
tained at all tim.:: s. M any factors enter into 
determining the reliability of the equipment. 
One i s  the quality of the equipme,:lt itself. Another 
i s  the ability of operating per sonnel to prop
erly perform their jobs.  Lastly, and perhaps 
m ost important, i s  adequate m aintenance . 

Maintenance i s  work done to correct, reduce , 
and counteract wear and dam a.ge to e quipment. 
Maintenance of communications e q'.lipm ent i s  
divided into two m ain categorie s: PRE VENTIVE 
(routine) m aintenance and CORR EC TIVE m ain
tenance . Preventive m aintena::1Ce consists of 
routine checks. m ade periodically, to determine 
whether the e quipment i s  functioning properly. 
Preventive m aintenance usually consists of visual 
inspection of equipment component parts and 
wiring for dam a.ge and we ar , as well as periodic 
lubrication and component adjustment pro
cedures .  Corrective m aintenance is used to i so
late e quipment trouble s (by m e ans of te st 
technique s and practices) , to :replace defective 
parts, and to realign and readjust equipm ent 
or to otherwise bring the equipment back to 
proper performance. 

Depending upon your level of skill, you will 
have to m ake m any preventive checks on com
munications equipment. It is nece ssary that all 
com munic ations operating personnel be able to 
m ake routine trouble-checks on the e quipment 
that they operate. It is u sually through the 
routine checks of operating per sonnel that po
tential problem s are detected and corrected be
fore they c an become m ajor problem s .  It i s  
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not always nece ssary that yoJ, as an operator, 
be able to repair ele.::tronics equipment. How
ever, m any preventi ve checks m ade by com
munications per sonnel involve the u se o: basic 
test equipments. Without a knowledge of the 
m ore basic type s of te st e quipm ent and their 
various principle s of operation, potential prob
lem s could go undetected. 

CARE, Ut5E,  AND HANDLING 
OF T E ST Et�UIPM ENT 

Nearly every communicatio�1.s center is pro
vided with a variety of test equipment to be 
used when preventive or corrective tests are 
m ade . Norm ally , there are very few, if any, 
test e quipments in spare. When a test set be
corn e a  inoper ative, the ability to m ake basic 
trouble-checks suffer s .  Therefore, protecting 
test equipment from general harm that results 
from dropping, falling. carele s s  m i suse ,  or im
proper operating techniques i s  a must. 

One of the prim ary causes of test e quipment 
failure is carele s sne ss. The use r m ay be care
les s  in ope rating procedure s or in simple 
handling of test e.::pipm ent. Any doubts about 
the proper usage of a test set should be referred 
to the technical m anual i s sued with the set. 
Often, test e quipment is placed near the edge 
of a bench or table where it c an be pulled off 
by te st leads or accidentally knockBd off. Another 
error m a de by m a_ny operating personnel i s  
improper selection of meter range s,  such as 
attempting to me asure 250 volts on the 50 
volt sc ale of a m eter .  

Some test e q'.lipments m ay require special 
handling. However ,  there are seve ral preca:.1tions 
which apply to te st equipments in general. Rough 
handling, m oi sture, and dust all affect the use
ful life of te st e quipments. Bumping or dropping 
a test instrument m ay de stroy the equipment's 
ability to properly me !.sure what it  was de signed 
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for. Creasing or denting test cables that attach 
to a. test set will alter their internal resi stance, 
thereby affecting the accuracy of any measure
m ents made with these cables. 

To reduce the danger of corrosion to un
treated parts, always store test equipment in a 
dry place when it is not in use. Be sure that 
all assembly screws that hold the case of the 
test equipment in place are securely tightened. 
As an added precaution, all dust covers should 
be placed on test equipments when they are not 
in use . Lockers containing test equipm�nt should 
be padded in order to reduce shock onboard 
ship whenever the ship rolls or pitches. 

Me':ers are the most d3licate parts o�  te st 
equ.ipm ents. In order to ensure that the meter 
will m aintain its accuracy, these additional pre
cautions should be followed: 

1 .  Ensure that the amplitude of the circuit 
under test is within the range of the meter. 

2. Keep meters as far away as possible from 
strong m agnets. 

The instructions for properly stowing test 
equipment ca.bles and other accessories, as set 
forth in the instruction m anua.ls accompa.nying 
the equipment, should be carefully read and 
strictly followed. Improper stowage of acce s
sories results in change s in cable characteris
tics, intermittent short circuits in cables and 
leads and, in general, unreliable test indica
tions. 

SELEC TION OF TEST 
EQUIPMENT 

The term "testing" , as used in reference to 
test equipment, refers to the use of test sets 
to determine or to evaluate the condition or 
quality of operation of a unit, circuit, or com
ponent. Proper testing procedures m ust begin 
with the selection of the test equipment. This 
equipment must be used in accordance with 
specified procedures. The results must be 
evaluated in reference to normal, specified 
standards. 

Electrical equipments are designed to op
erate at certain efficiency levels. To aid op
erators and m aintenance personnel, technical 
m anuals and sheets containing optimum per
form ance data, such a.s voltages a.nd resista.nces, 

are prepared for Navy equipment. A good under
standing of the functional design and operation 
of the equipment to be te sted is very important. 
A thoro�gh understanding of the operation and 
limitations of the measuring instrument (or 
instrum3nts) is most essential in test equip
ment selection. 

The first requirement of any te st equip
ment i s  its ability to perform the test required. 
Secondly, it must be compatible with the equip
ment under test. Basically, com:;?atibility can be 
narrowed down into 4 areas: impedance m atch
ing, frequency, amplitude, and polarity. 

Im:;?edance Matching 

Anytime that you connect a piece of test 
equipment to another piece of equipment to be 
tested, you are e ssentially "loading" the cir
cuit (or circuits) under test. Thi s  means that 
the test equipment will be either in series with 
the circuit (or circuits) under test, or it will 
be in parallel with them . Therefore, reactive 
components as well as resistive components are 
involved within the test set and the equipment 
under test. 

To ensure continuity between the te st equip
ment and the measured electronic equipment is 
norm ally no more complex than choosing the · 
right test equipm ent and using the cables a.nd 
adapter s  supplied with the test set. Most item s 
of electronic and test equipment are rated ac
cording to input and/or output impedances. C a
ble s and adapters are usually supplied with test 
sets used in testing of electronic equipment. 
The test procedures, normally found in Main
tenance Standards Books or equipment Techni
cal Manuals, contain itemized lists of test 
equipment (or equipments) required for a specific 
test. Preventive Maintenance items are usually 
found on Maintena.nce Requirement C ards (MRC s) . 
By using these specified items, adequate im
pedance matching is ensured. Substitution of 
cables and fittings for those supplied with the 
test equipment frequently cause s mism atching 
of impedance and results in erroneous te st 
results. 

Frequency 

Another important consideration in the se
lection of test equipment involve s the respective 
frequency range(s) of the test set and the equip
ment under test. Equipment that is designed to 
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supply test frequencie s must supply frequencies 
within the frequency range(s) needed as well as 
be responsive to the needed bands of the input 
and output tuned circuits of the equipment under 
test. 

Amplitude 

To test the output of a circuit, the test 
set must have sufficient sensitivity to respond 
to the measured signal. Conversely, the cir
cuit under test must be sensitive to respond 
to the signal injected by the test equipment. 
In both cases, we are talking about amplitude . 
The amplitude of either signal must be of suf
ficient m agnitude to create the proper response. 
However, signal amplitudes must not be so 
large as to dam �.ge circuits under test or the 
test equipment itself. If signals are too large, 
provi sions are norm ally m ade via front-panel 
controls to reduce their size through proper 
attenuation. Amplitude problem s can be elimi
nated through proper attention to operating in
structions and precautions. 

Polarity 

Test equipment used in checking the opera
tion of m any circuits must be able to generate 
or respond to a particular polarity signal. An 
example of this is a test set used to check syn
chronous m otor circuits. Signals having the 
wrong polarity would fail to activate the synchro 
circuits, thus falsely indicating a malfunction. 
Therefore,  observe proper polarity, both in 
test-lead hook-up and in the generated or tested 
signal. 

CALIBRATION OF TEST 
EQUIPMENT 

To "calibrate" a piece of test equipment 
is to determine, by measurement or comparison 
with a standard, the correct value of each 
scale reading on a meter or other device. To 
further explain, test equipm ents are the ref
erence standards used in preventive or cor
rective m aintenance procedures. For this reason, 
maintenance and test of the test equipment it
self is corre spondingly more critical. There
fore, we calibrate our test equipment. We 
accomplish this by comparing test equipment 
outputs against known, more accurate instru
ments than the one that we are checking. C ali
bration instructions are norm ally contained in 
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the applicable technical m anual or on the ap
plicable m aintenance requirement card (MRC) . 

M·;ch of the te st equipment now being 
furnished to naval activities and com munications 
centers is very expensive and is built and cali
brated to a high order of precision. Repair and 
recalibration quite often require special lab
oratory facilities and skill. In m 811y cases, 
personnel not qualified by reasons of educa
tion, experience, and/or adequate facilities have 
attempted to make repairs to precision portions 
of electronic test equipment. While you, a com
munications operator, m ay be called upon to 
operate test equipments and m ake basic trouble
checks, remember that repair of test equip
ment is norm ally the job of personnel specifically 
trained for it. Often, even calibration of a 
test set is involved enough to warrant lab
oratory conditions and specific skills. 

Many personnel are reluctant to calibrate 
test equipments aboard ship. The principal rea
son for this is the belief that te st equipment 
cannot be calibrated except with special cali
brating instruments. However, in m any cases, 
test equipment is available aboard ship that 
is sufficiently accurate to calibrate other te st 
equipment. 

C alibration of one piece of te st equipment 
with another requires that the calibrating in
strument be more accurate than the instru
ment being calibrated. Ideally, the calibrating 
instrument should be about ten times m ore ac
curate. However, this extreme accuracy is not 
always necessary. If either repair or calibra
tion is beyond the capabilitie s of shipboard 
personnel, the equipment should be forwarded 
to the nearest m aintenance activity that has 
adequate repair and calibration facilities, de
pending upon at-sea status. Always be sure 
that you have read the Technical Manuals of 
both the "C alibration Standard" and the in
strument to be calibrated. 

THE BASIC M EASUREMENTS 
OF TEST EQUIPMENT 

When test equipment is used, the basic com
munication and electronic measurements involve 
the fundamental electrical quantities of voltage 
and current and the inherent circuit character
istics of resistance, capacitance , and inductance . 
In the circuits under test in com munications 
equipment, the voltage and current are depend
ent for their distribution upon the latter three ; 
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therefore, voltage and current measurements are 
a valuable aid in determining circuit condi
tions and in the evaluation of symptom s. Practi
cally any reading derived from the use of test 
equipment will depend upon these basic measured 
quantities. 

Voltage Checks 

Voltage measurements may be made as part 
of preventive m aintenance or as part of cor
rective m aintenance. Norm ally, test jacks are 
located on equipment front panels or on the 
top of pull-out equipment drawers, providing 
convenient ' 'point-to-point' ' voltage checkpoints. 
Voltage measurements, when compared with 
available voltage charts provided with the equip
ment, are valuable aids in determin� .. g potential 
problem s as part of preventive m aintenance .  
The measuring device used to check voltage s 
i s  called a VOLTMET ER. 

Current Measurements 

Current measurements, as a rule, are not 
often taken in the course of preventive main
tenance or in testing. They are infrequently 
used because in most case s the circuit under 
test must be opened (unsoldered) for the nec
e ssary meter connections .  The measuring device 
used for current measurements is called an 
AMMETER • . 

U sually, a voltage measurement and a cal
culation by means of Ohm ' s  law are sufficient 
to determine circuit current, when necessary. 
Another reason for the infrequency of this meas
urement is that most circuits are of a high 
resistive value overall, and the current i s  nor
m ally so low that it cannot be measured ac
curately with ordinary test equipment. 

Resistance Checks 

Resistance measurements are normally a 
valuable aid in locating trouble circuits during 
corrective m aintenance .  Hence, many m ainte
nance handbooks contain resistance charts which 
are referenced to accessible points (usually 
tube sockets) within the equipment. Without the se 
charts, resistance measurements in a complex 
circuit is a slow proce ss, sometimes neces
sitating the unsoldering of one side of circuit 
components. 

Normally, resistance measurements are not 
m ade as part of preventive m aintenance, but 

when they are, the device used is called an 
OHMM ETER. Because of the degree of accuracy 
needed when using an ohmmeter, proper cali
bration and understanding of meter scale s is 
a must. 

C apacitance Measurements 

Capacitance measurements are usually ac
complished with a CAPACITA.N C E  MET ER. The 
basic capacitance measurement is an indication 
of that capacitor ' s  dielectric strength. As the 
dielectric strength of a capacitor decreases, 
leakage current through it will increase. The 
tolerance of a particular capacitor will vary 
depending upon the type of capacitor and its 
voltage rating. C apacitance measurements are 
very useful in component te sting to determine 
overall stage efficiency. 

Inductance Measurements 

Inductance measurements are seldom re
quired in the course of preventive or corrective 
m aintenance. However, when called for, induct
ance measurements are useful and instruments 
are available for making this test. Many 
capacitance test sets can be used to measure 
inductance. Most m anufacturers of capacitance 
test sets furnish inductance conversion charts 
if the test equipment scale is not calibrated 
to read the value of inductance directly. 

TYPES OF METERS 

The primary indicating component in any 
electrical indicating instrument is usually a 
pointer which gives the desired reading on a 
calibrated scale. The pointer is usually attached 
to a "moving element" that turns or rotates 
when energized by the current of the circuit 
under te st or a proportional part of that cur
rent. This causes the pointer to move propor
tionally along the calibrated scale. 

There are two types of meters that use this 
principle of operation: ELEC TRONIC and NON
ELECTRONIC . Non-electronic meters use the in
herent electrom agnetism of electronic circuits 
to provide the e ssential measured inform ation. 
Electronic meters normally make use of internal 
electronic components and conversion circuits 
to get the proper scale indication on the meter 
front panel. Either type of meter may be de
signed for use in a.c. circuits or d.c. circuits. 
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The power consumption o:f any electrical 
measuring device should be very sm all in com
parison with the power available in the circuit 
under test. Norm ally, an a.c. m eter us;� s  several 
times as much power as a similar d.c . meter. 

All meters must have some source of 
power. Some meters are powered by in
ternal batteries. Others are powered through 
electrical power provided by electrical plug
in outlets. Still others are powered by 
a hand-operated hand crank attached to the 
meter itself. Most meters are designed to be 
used for measuring more than one electrical 
quantity and are called MULTIMETERS. Figure 
7-1 i s  an example of a multimeter. This par
ticular multimeter is a TS-505. It is used 
as an example because it shows most of the 
basic components associated with practically 
any piece of test equipment. Shown are the 
test probes (b-ottom of case) , operating front
p.:mel controls (left, right and ·:Jenter of case). 
and the indicator scale and associated pointer. 

common Meter Controls 

The following is a list of front-panel con
trols that norm ally serve the sam e  function, 
regardless of meter type (figure 7-1 m ay be 
referred to) : 

1 .  FUNCTION switch: Selects the type of 
meter operation desired and normally turns 
the meter on or off. 

2. RANGE switch: Selects various voltage or 
resistance scale values to be measured. 

3. ZERO ADJ switch: Controls the pointer on 
the indicator scale . May be used to set the meter 
pointer at zero, mid-scale, full-scale, or any 
other meter quantity visually measured. 

4. AC LINE cord: Connects the meter to 
an a.c. power source. 

5. Pilot light indicator: Lights whenever 
power is applied to the meter (located directly 
above the pointer scale in figure 7-1) . 

After you are more experienced with the 
m ore common operating controls of test meters, 
you will find much of meter operation self
explanatory. However, even the most experienced 
user of test meters should study the technical 
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4.1 33 
Figure 7-1. - TS-505 Multimeter. 

m anual for the particular test set and its proper 
operating procedures outlined therein. Barring 
the availability of a technical m anual, you should 
be instructed under the direction of your work 
center supervisor. 

COMMONLY USED TEST 
EQUIPMENT 

During your naval career, you will use m any 
types of test equipment as part of preventive 
or corrective m aintenance. The following is  a 
discussion of the more commonly used types of 
test equipment and functional facts concerning 
each. 

Ammeters 

Ammeters are used to measure the intensity 
of current flow in a circuit. Ammeters are 
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connected in series with the circuit under test, 
as shown in figure 7-2. The accuracy of an 
ammeter reading depends upon the meter re
·sistance relative to the resistance of the circuit 
under te st (load resistance) . A s  previously stated, 
the larger the resistance of the meter, the 
larger will be the percent of error in the meas
urement. For example, if the meter resistance 
is equal to the load resistance, the circuit 
current will be twice as much with the meter 
removed from the circuit, representing an error 
of 50 percent. Thus, for any given circuit load 
condition, the accuracy of an ammeter reading 
will be greater if the total meter resistance i s  
much less than the ohmic resistance of the load. 

Most ammeters use a method of indicating 
current known as the D 'ARSONVAL MOVE ... 
M E NT. This simply means that a fixed-length 
piece of conductor i s  wound m any time s  around 
a core (essentially becoming a coil) and placed 
hetwen two m agnetic poles (North and South) . 
Figure 7-3 shows the coil and the two m agnetic 
poles. Also shown i s  the attached pointer that 
move s  along a calibrated scale. Basically, the 
coiled length of conductor i s  of a fixed value 
and the m agnetic field is of a fixed value . 
Therefore, the only variable is the current flow
ing from the circuit under te st. The amount 
of current will determine the field strength 
between the two m a:gnetic poles, thereby deter
m ining the amount of pointer movement (re
ferred to as meter "deflection") . The balance 
springs indicated in figure 7-3 are sometimes 
referred to as "hairsprings" and serve as the 
restoring force that returns the pointer to the 

VOLTAG E  
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C I R C U IT 
U N D E R 

T E ST 

76.108 
Figure 7-2.-Ammeters are normally connected 

in series with the circuit under test. 
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zero position when no current flows.  These 
hairsprings also serve to complete the circuit 
from the external circuit to the meter coil. 

The sm all size of the wire which comprises 
the ammeter coil place s limits on the amount 
of current that m ay be passed through it. Con
sequently, the basic meter movement thus far 
discussed is used to measure only very sm all 
amounts of current. 

In order to measure a larger current, a 
SHUNT must be used with the meter. A shunt 
is a physically large, low-resistance conductor 
which i s  connected in parallel ( shunt) with the 
meter terminals .  It is used to carry the m a
jority of the load current. (See figure · 7-3.) 
The shunt has the correct amount of re sistance, 
enabling only a small amount of the total current 
to flow through the meter coil. The meter 
current will be proportional to the total load 
current. If the shunt has such a value that the 
meter i s  calibrated in milliamperes ,  the in
strument is called a MILLIAMMETER. If the 
shunt is of such a value that the meter must 
be calibrated in term s of amperes, it is called 
an AMMETER. 

A single standardized meter movement is 
norm ally used in all ammeters, no m atter what 
the range i s  for a particular meter . For ex
ample, meters with working ranges of zero to 
10 amperes, zero to 5 amperes, or zero to 1 
ampere will all use the same meter movement 
(or scale) . This same scale movement i s  achieved 
through the use of different value s of shunt 
resistance with the meter. The designer of 
the ammeter simply calculates the correct shunt 
resistance required to extend the range of the 
meter to measure any desired value of cur
rent. This shunt is then connected in parallel 
with the meter terminals. Shunts m ay be lo
cated inside the meter (internal shunts) with 
front-panel switches provided to select them , 
or they m ay be located outside the meter (ex
ternal shunts) with the necessary leads to con
nect them to the meter. External shunts are 
generally used where currents greater than 
50 amperes must be measured. 

It is important to select a suitable shunt 
when an external shunt ammeter i s  used so 
that the scale deflection i s  easily read. For 
example, if the scale has 1 50 divisions and the 
load current to be measured is  known to be 
between 50 and 100 amperes, a 1 50 ampere shunt 
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Figure 7-3. - Coil placed between tow m agnetic poles, giving basic "D'ARSONVAL MOVEMEN T " .  

is suitable.  Under these conditions, each di
vision of the scale will represent 1 ampere. 
A full-scale deflection of the pointer would 
indicate that 1 50 amperes of current is flow
ing. A half-scale deflection would indicate that 
7 5  amperes of current is flowing. If a shunt 
of too low an ohmic value is selected, it is 
possible for higher than normal load currents 
to drive the pointer off scale and dam age the 
meter movement mechanism s .  

A s  pointed out earlier, current measuring 
instruments must always be connected in series 
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with the circuit under te st. If an ammeter were 
connec.ted in parallel with a circuit under test, 
the source voltage (or close to it) would be 
applied directly to the meter terminals. This 
is because the low internal resistance of the 
m eter bypasses the effective circuit re sistance, 
resulting in excessive current through the meter, 
possibly damaging the meter beyond repair . 

If the approxim ate value of current to be 
measured is not known, it i s  best to start 
with the highest range of the ammeter and 
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switch to progressively lower ranges until a suit
able reading is obtained. 

Most ammeter needles indicate the m agni
tude of the current with a left-to-right meter 
deflection on the scale. However, if the meter 
is connected with reverse polarity, the needle 
will be deflected backward and the meter m ay 
be dam aged. Therefore, it is important that the 
proper polarity of terminal hook-up be observed 
when an ammeter is connected into a circuit 
to be tested. That is, the meter should always 
be connected so that the current flow is into 
the negative (-) terminal and out of the positive 
( +) terminal (as shown in figure 7-4) . 

M ETER SENSITIVITY is a term referring to 
the amount of current necessary to produce full
scale deflection of the pointer. The sm aller the 
current required to produce this deflection, 
the better the sensitivity of the meter. Thus, 
a meter movement which required only 1 ampere 
for full scale deflection would have a better 
sensitivity than a meter movement which re
quires 2 amperes for the same deflection. 

Good meter sensitivity is especially important 
in ammeters which are to be used in circuits 
where sm all currents are flowing. As the meter 
is connected in serie s with the circuit under 
test, the current flows through the meter. If 
the internal resistance of the meter adds sig
nificantly to the load resistance , a meter LOAD
ING EFFEC T  will occur. Meter loading i s  
defined a s  "the condition which exists when 
the insertion of a meter into a circuit change s 
the operation of that circuit." This condition is 

( + )  

S O U R C E  
V O LTAG E 

LOAD 

7 6 .1 09 
Figure 7-4. - Proper polarity must be observed 

when connecting ammeters into a circuit, 
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not desired. When a meter is inserted into a 
circuit, its use is intended to allow the meas
urement of circuit current in the norm al op
erating condition. 

Voltmeters 

Voltage measuring instruments are connected 
in parallel with (across) a circuit under test. 
If the voltage to be measured is not known, 
it i s  best to start with the highest range of 
the voltmeter and progressively lower the range 
until a suitable reading is obtained. As with 
the ammeter, the voltmeter i s  connected so 
that current will flow into the negative terminal 
of the meter. 

The function of a voltmeter is to indicate 
the potential difference between two points in 
a circuit. Unlike ammeters, the voltmeter should 
have as high an internal resistance as practi
cable . If the voltmeter has a low resistance, 
it will draw an appreciable amount of current. 
As you recall, this shunting happens because 
overall circuit resistance decreases when placed 
in parallel, and the circuit current will divide 
accordingly along the parallel paths. There
fore, the effective resistance of the circuit 
under test is lowered and the voltage reading 
between two points will be changed. 

Whenever voltage .measurements are m ade in 
high-resistance circuits, it is necessary to use 
a high resistance voltmeter to prevent this 
" shunting" action of the meter.  The effect 
is less noticeable in low-resistance circuits 
because the shunting effect is less. 

The D 'Arsonval meter movement, used in 
ammeters, m ay also be used to measure volt
age. It must be remembered that the D 'Arsonval 
movement utilize s current flow to produce a 
m s.gnetic field which i s  proportional to the 
current. This meter movement is an indicator 
of current flow rather than voltage. However, 
the addition of a serie s resistance allows the 
m eter to be calibrated in terms of voltage, 
It still operate s because of the current flow 
through the meter, but the scale m ay be m arked 
off in volts. 

An ohms-per-volt rating usually attracts your 
attention when dealing with voltmeters. The 
ohm s-per-volt rating de signates the amount of 
resistance that must be connected in series 
with the meter to produce full-scale deflection 
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with only 1 volt applied to its terminals. The 
two most commonly used ohm s-per-volt rat
ings for voltmeters used in the Navy are the 
1000 and 20,000 ohm s-per-volt ratings. This 
rating is referred to as the meter sensitivity. 

The accuracy of a voltmeter, or any meter, 
is generally expressed in percent. For example, 
a meter that has an accuracy of 1 percent of 
the correct value means that if the correct 
value is 100 units, the meter indication may 
be anywhere within the range of 99 to 1 01 
units. 

Multirange voltmeters utilize one meter scale 
with the required resistances connected in series 
with the meter by front-panel switches located 
on the case of the meter. A schem atic diagram 
of a multirange voltmeter with three ranges 
is shown in figure 7-5. The schematically rep
resented resistors are located inside the meter 
and are selected with a front-panel control. 
As is seen, the voltage range being measured 
(1 V, 1 00V, 1 000V) ,  determines which series 
resistance is selected. Thus, the correct read
ing is  indicated on the voltmeter and the meter 
itself is protected from excessive current. In 
some voltmeters, for measuring higher volt
ages, the serie s resistance m ay be connected 
externally much like the ammeter. 

The most important thing to remember when 
voltage measurements are calculated is the 
sensitivity of the voltmeter. As mentioned pre
viously, a voltmeter should have as high a 
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Figure 7-5.- Schematic diagram of a multi-range 

voltmeter. 
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resistance as practicable with reference to the 
circuit under te st. It is nece ssary to be able 
to calculate the shunting effect (or loading) of 
a circuit by a voltmeter. For example, if the 
sensitivity of a voltmeter is rated at 20,000 
ohm s-per-volt, and we are using the 10-volt 
range of the meter , the shunting re sistance is  
200,000 ohm s (20,000 x 10) . For technicians 
more than operators, this is an important piece 
of inform ation to be able to calculate as part 
of quality assurance checks. 

One last thing to remember about voltmeters. 
Whenever you are m aking preventive or correc
tive checks, work with one hand only when in
serting the test probes into output jacks or 
when m aking contact with voltage points. It is 
desirable to be able to insert test probes into 
test output j acks and then energize the equip
m ent. If this is  not possible, then utilize the 
recommended safety precautions located at the 
end of this chapter. REM EMBER, by placing 
yourself across the test probe s of the meter 
used, you are providing a path for current to 
flow from test point to test point through your 
body. 

Ohm meters 

An ohmmeter is a direct-reading instrument 
for measuring resistance . Its scale is usually 
graduated in ohms ,  megohms ,  or both. If the 
scale is graduated in megohm s, the instrument 
is called a megohmmeter;  if the scale is cali
brated in kilohm s, the instrument is a 
kilohm meter. 

The ohmmeter is widely used to measure 
resistance and check the continuity of elec
trical circuits and devices. Its range usually 
extends to only a few megohm s. The 
megohmmeter (discussed later) is widely used 
for measuring insulation resistance, such as 
between a wire and the outer surface of its 
insulation. The range of a megger m ay be ex
tended to more than 1000 megohm s. 

The ohmmeter actually consists of an am
m eter, which was discussed earlier, with a few 
added features. The added features are: 

1 .  A d.c. source of potential. 
2. One or m ore resistors (one of which is 

variable) . 

A simple ohmmeter circuit is shown in figure 
7-6. The d.c. source of potential is a simple 
battery. The resistor is a zero-adjust rheostat 
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Figure 7-6.- Simple Ohm meter circuit. 

in series with the meter and battery. The zero 
adjust is norm ally a front-panel control located 
on the meter case. 

The ohmmeter's pointer deflection is con
trolled by the amount of battery current pass
ing through the coil located at the base of the 
pointer (D1Arsonval meter movement) . The zero
adjust rheostat, controlled from the front-panel, 
is used to zero the meter and to compensate 
for the natural aging of the d.c. battery. 

To calibrate the ohmmeter (make it ready 
for use) , first short the test leads together as 
shown in figure 7-6. With the test leads shorted, 
there will be a complete series circuit con
sisting of the 3 volt d.c. source, the resistance 
of the meter coil, the resistance of the zero
adjust rheostat, and the series multiplying re
sistor, Rs. Current will flow from the battery, 
and the meter pointer will be deflected. With 
the test leads shorted, the zero-adjust rheostat 
is set so that the pointer rests on the zero 
m ark. Therefore, full-scale deflection indicates 
zero resistance between the test leads. Notice 
that the zero setting on ohmmeters is on the 
far right-hand side of the graduated scale. In 
most meters, the opposite i s  true. 
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If the range is changed, the meter must be 
' ' zeroed' ' again to obtain an accurate reading. 
When the te st leads of an ohmmeter are sepa
rated, the pointer of the meter will return to 
the left side of the scale due to the spring 
tension acting on the base of the pointer.  This 
reading indicate s an infinite resistance . 

If the value of resistance to be measured can 
be estimated within reasonable limits, a range 
should be selected which will give approximately 
half-scale deflection when this resistance i s  
inserted between the two test probe s. If the 
resistance is unknown, the range selector switch 
should be set on the highest meter scale. What
ever r ange is selected, the meter must be cali
brated to read zero before the resistance i s  
measured. 

After the ohmmeter is adjusted for zero 
reading, it is ready to be connected into a 
circuit and measure resistance. A typical cir
cuit and ohmmeter arrangement is shown in 
figure 7-7 . The power switch of the circuit to 
be measured should always be in the OF F 
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179 .12  
Figure 7-7.- Typical ohmmeter arrangement in 

a circuit under test. 
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position. This prevents the circuit's  source volt
age from being applied across the meter, which 
could dam age or ruin it. 

As the ohmmeter is an open circuit when the 
test leads are separated, a path for the meter ' s  
battery current must be completed through the 
resistance to be measured. In figure 7-7, this 
is accomplished by connecting the meter at 
points a and b. This places the re sistors R1 
and R2 in series with the meter coil, zero
rheostat, and multiplying resistor. Since the 
m<3ter has been preadjusted (zeroed) , the amount 
of meter deflection now depends solely on the 
resistance of R1 and R2. The pointer will now 
come to rest at a scale figure indicating the 
combined resistance of R1 and R2. The scale 
reading of the meter, in ohm s, is inversely 
proportional to current flow in the moving coil. 
In other words, as we increase the re sistance 
measured, we decrease the current flow through 
the coil at the base of the pointer, thereby 
decreasing meter deflection. The pointer starts 
at the far left-hand part of the scale and pro
ceeds to the right towards zero. The higher 
the resistance measured, the less the pointer 
will move because the higher value s of re
sistance are located at the far left-hand side . 
As we measure less resistance, the pointer 
m oves further towards zero, or no resistance. 

The amount of circuit resistance to be meas
ured m ay vary over a wide range . In some cases 
it m ay be only a few ohm s,  and in other cases 
it m ay be as great as 1 megohm . To enable the 
m.:lter to indicate any value being measured with 
the least error, scale multiplication features are 
incorporated into most ohmmeters .  Most ohm
meters are equipped with a selector switch for 
selecting the multiplication scale desired. 

A typical multiplication scale would read as 
follows on a meter front-panel: R X 1 ,  R X 1 0 ,  
R X 1 0 0 ,  R X 1000, R X 1 0 ,000 and R X 100,000. 
Let us assume that an ohmmeter is  calibrated 
in divisions from zero to 1000 and we are using 
the R X 10 scale. After completing the path 
with the test probes, the pointer indicates 375 
ohm s of resistance. This would indicate an 
actual resistance of 3,750 ohm s ( 375 X 10).  

It always takes the same amount of current 
to deflect the pointer to a certain position on 

under test to allow us to use one meter for 
more than one range. The operator of the ohm
meter should select the range that will result 
in the pointer coming to rest as near midpoint 
of the scale as possible. This enable s the op
erator to read the resistance more accurately 
because the scale readings are more easily 
interpreted at or near mid-scale. 

Megohmmeter (Megger) 

A megger is a high-range ohmmeter used 
for measuring high resistances .  It is prim arily 
an instrument that applies a high voltage to the 
component under test and measure s the cur
rent leakage of the insulation. Thus, a capacitor 
or an insulated cable m ay be checked for leakage 
under much higher voltage s than an ohmmeter 
is capable of supplying. 

The megger is a portable instrument con
sisting of two primary elements: (1) a hand 
driven d.c. generator which supplies the nec
e ssary voltage for making the measurement, 
and (2) the instrument portion which has a 
scale indicating the value of the resistance 
being measured. Figure 7-8 shows an external 
view of a typical megger with associated hand 
crank and read-out scale. The name "megger" 
is derived from the fact that it measures re
sistances of m any megohms. 

There are various resistance ratings of meg
gers, some with scale values as low as 5 meg
ohm s and some with scales as high as 10,000 
megohm s. Figure 7-9 shows the scale of a 1 00-
megohm s, 500-volt megger. It could very well 

SCALE 

the scale. All that we are doing with the multi- 1 .55 
plying resistors is placing them in series with Figure 7-8 . - External view of a typical "Meg-
the re st of the meter circuit and the circuit ger" .  
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Figure 7-9 . - Scale of a 100-Megohm megger. 
1 2.255 

be the scale of the megger shown in figure 
7-8. Notice that the scale graduates in divisions 
from right-to-left. At the far left-hand side 
of the scale i s  "INFINITY " .  A reading of in
finity means that the resistance being measured 
is infinite, or too great to be measured. That 
would mean that the resistance reading is greater 
than 100 megohm s which i s  the highest division 
on the scale. The highest division on a megger 
scale is usually of one immediately below and 
to the right of the "infinity" reading. This fig
ure represents the highe st figure for which the 
instrument can be accurately used. 

There are various voltage ratings of meggers, 
(100, 500, 750,  1 ,000, 2,500, etc.) . The most 
common type is the one with the 500-volt rating. 
This voltage rating refers to the maximum out
put voltage of the megger. This voltage is sup
plied by the hand crank located on the external 
case of the megger, as shown in figure 7-8.  
To avoid excessive voltages, most meggers are 
equipped with friction clutches. Whenever the 
generator is  cranked faster than its rated speed, 
the clutch slips, and the generator output volt
age is  not allowed to exceed its rated limit. 

Meggers are used to test the insulation 
resistance of conductors and RF cables as well 
as the dielectric strength of capacitors. In other 
words, every conductor or cable has a certain 
current and voltage rating that it is supposed 
to be able to withstand without self-destructing 
or "burning out" . By properly placing the test 
probes of the megger to the component under 
test, we can insert that amount of voltage at 
a particular current value. The read-out on the 

scale will indicate a certain amount of re
sistance in megohm s as we turn the hand crank 
of the megger. We can compare this reading 
with the rating of the component and deter
m ine whether the component is weakening with 
age and should be replaced or not. This is  
an especially important check for RF trans
mission lines between transmitters and antennas. 

Some of the more common procedures and 
precautions for meggers are: 

1. When a megger test is made, the equip
ment or component must not be energized. It 
must be disconnected entirely from the system 
before it is  tested. 

2. Observe all rules for safety in preparing 
equipment for test and in testing, especially 
when testing high voltage apparatus. 

3. Use well-insulated test leads, especially 
when using high range meggers. Before con
necting the test leads (probes) to the com
ponent to be tested, operate the megger and 
make sure there is  no leakage between the 
leads. The reading should be infinity whenever 
the leads are connected to the megger and prior 
to testing. Touch the ends of the test leads 
together and turn the handcrank slowly. The 
reading should be approxim ately zero. This 
test ensures that the leads are not disconnected 
or broken. 

4. When using meggers (especially high range 
meggers)t  take proper precautions against elec
trical shock. There is sufficient capacitance in 
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alm ost any electrical equipment to " store" 
a charge from the energy supplied by the meg
ger generator. Thi s stored energy can provide 
a dangerous electrical shock. This danger de
crease s when you are te sting individual com
ponents, but is still pre sent between elements 
of components. 

5. Equipment or components having consider
able capacitance should be discharged before and 
after m aking megger tests. 

Wattmeters 

A wattmeter is an instrument used to me as
ure the m agnitude of active power in a circuit. 
Its scale is norm ally graduated in watts. If 
graduated in kilowatts or megawatts, it is usu
ally de signated as a kilowattmeter or mega
wattmeter. The m ost commonly used wattmeter 
is of the ELEC TRODYNAMIC type, shown in 
figure 7-1 0 .  This type of wattmeter is used 
to measure power from either a.c. or d.c. 
source s. 

Electrically speaking, "electrodynamic" 
means electricity in m otion and the effects of 
m agnetism and inductance . Referring to figure 
7-10, we have two current coils, between which 

CURRENT 
COI L 

SOURCE 

{A) 

is a voltage coil with a pointer attached to it. 
The current coils are fixed; they do not m ove . 
As current flows through them , a m agnetic flux 
field is formed between them proportionate to 
the amount of current flowing. This m agnetic 
field induce s  a current in the voltage coil 
with the pointer attached. Conse quently, the 
pointer indicate s a scale value proportional to 
the value s of line current and voltage . Since we 
are using electricity in m otion as well as the 
effects of magneti sm and inductance , the term 
"electrodynam ic" properly de scribes the type of 
m eter movement employed with the wattmeter. 

Electrodynamic wattmeters are subject to 
errors arising from various factors, such as 
temperature and frequency characteristics. For 
example, heat through the coils will eventually 
cause the sm all springs attached to the pointer 
to lengthen and lose tension, producing deflection 
errors. Large currents within the wattmeter 
will also produce an appreciable error. This 
is due to the heat loss suffered through coils 
with high currents applied. Therefore, the m axi
mum current range of electrodynamic wattmeters 
is norm ally restricted to approxim ately 20 
ampere s. 

{B )  
76.110 

Figure 7-1 0 . - Typical ELEC TRODYNAMIC Wattmeter. 
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T�1i:l voltage range of wattmeters i s  gen
erally limited to several hundred volts be
cause of heat dissipation within the voltage 
circuit. However, the voltage range can be ex
tended by using external voltage multipliers, 
much like ammeters. 

High-grade portable wattmeters have an ac
curacy of 0.2  to 0.25 percent. It must be re
membered that electrodynamic wattmeter errors 
increase with frequency. For the higher fre
quency and power ranges, there are special 
types of wattmeters m ade specifically for those 
ranges. 

An important point should be made about 
wattmeters :  the reading of the pointer does 
not tell the user whether or not the internal 
coils of the meter are being overheated. If 
an ammeter or voltmeter is overloaded, the 
pointer will indicate beyond the upper limit 
of its scale. In the wattmeter, both the fixed 
and movable coil circuits m ay be carrying 
such an overload that their insulation is burn
ing, yet the pointer m ay be only part way up 
the scale. Therefore, the " safe rating" for 
current and voltage should be strictly heeded. 
This safe rating is norm ally given on the face 
of the meter. If not, the inform ation will be 
given in the technical manual for the meter. 
A wattmeter is always distinctly rated, not 
in watts, but in volts and amperes. 

FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT 

Fraquency measurements are often an e s
sential part of preventive and corrective main
tenance. Equipment operating in the af and RF 
ranges must often be adjusted to operate at 
the correct frequencies. Radio transmitters must 
be accurately tuned to the assigned frequencies 
to provide reliable communications and avoid 
interfering with radio circuits operating on other 
frequencies. 

Frequency measuring equipment constitute a 
distinct class of test equipment because of the 
important and critical nature of such measure
ments. 

Heterodyne Frequency Meters 

Reliable meters for measuring radio fre
quencies are heterodyne frequency meters.  They 
measure the frequency of the unknown RF signal 
by matching the unknown signal with a locally 

generated signal of the same frequency ob
tained from a calibrated, high precision os
cillator. This method is normally referred to 
as "zero-beating". When perfect frequency 
match i s  obtained, it is indicated by the ab
sence of a beat note (zero beat) . The zero
beat indicator in test equipment of this type 
is generally a pair of headphones.  

The basic heterodyne meter ( see figure 7-11) 
is a calibrated variable oscillator with associated 
circuits which heterodynes against the frequency 
to be measured. Coupling is made between the 
frequency meter and the output of the equip
ment under test, (this coupling should be in 
accordance with the step-by-step procedures 
listed in the technical m anual for the frequency 
meter) . The calibrated oscillator is then tuned 
so that the difference between the oscillator 
frequency and the unknown frequency is in the 
af range. This difference in frequency i s  known 
as the beat frequency. As the two frequencies 
are brought closer to the same value, the tone 
in the headset will decrease in pitch until it 
is replaced by a series of rapid clicks. As 
the process i s  continued, the clicks decrease 
in rapidity until they stop altogether .  This is 
the point of zero beat (see figure 7-1 2) where 
the frequency generated in the oscillator of the 
frequency meter is e qual to the frequency of 
the unknown signal being measured. For all 
practical purposes, the point of zero beat can 
be assumed when the clicks are heard at an 
infrequent interval. It i s  extremely difficult to 
m aintain a condition of absolute silence when 
you are making this measurement. When the in
coming signal i s  fairly strong, the clicks are 
sharp and distinct. When the signal is weak, 
the zero beat condition i s  evidenced by a slowly 
changing swishing or rushing sound in the head
set. After the zero beat i s  obtained, the dial 
reading corresponds to the frequency under 
m easurement. 

The calibration book is a very important 
part of the frequency meter; in fact, the book i s  
so important that i t  bears the same serial number 
as the heterodyne frequency meter itself. Con
tained in this book is a list of the dial settings 
and the corresponding frequencies produced by 
the meter at those dial settings. Concise op
erating instructions for the meter are also 
included. 

The general accuracy of the audible zero 
beat method is in the range of 0 .04 to 0 .0 2  
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Figure 7-11 . - Usage of basic heterodyne frequency meter. 
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76.11 2 
Figure 7-1 2.- Graph of sound observed in ear

phones when zero-beating. 

percent. There are m any things that can affect 
the accuracy of a frequency meter and pro-
duce errors. Mechanical action, such as sm all 
shocks, thrust exerted on the m ain tuning con
trol during operation, and the action of locking 
the dials, can produce errors ranging from 
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30 to 200 hertz. Variations in antenna loading, 
calibration, frequency drift, and warm-up periods 
m ay also cause measuring errors. Particular 
attention should be paid to frequency meter warm
up time.  During the warm-up period, the beat 
note will drift, becoming a steady tone when the 
proper operating temperature is reached. 

Several operational considerations for fre
quency m eters are: 

1 .  Know the condition of the batteries lo
cated in the power supply prior to use . 

2. Exercise extreme care in operating the 
frequency setting controls. 

3. Do not be hasty when obtaining a zero 
beat. Look for the correct beat note, and ob
tain the best null possible. 

F REQUENCY STANDARDS 

The requirement of precise calibration is 
extremely important in all frequency measuring 
work. In order to provide accurate measure
ments, every type of frequency meter must be 
calibrated against some frequency standard at 
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least once weekly. Of considerable importance 
in the measurements of frequency are the stand
ards against which frequency meters are com
pared and calibrated. 

Frequency standards are either primary or 
secondary. The prim ary frequency standard m ain
tained by the U .  S. Bureau of Standards has 
long-term stability and accuracy. A secondary 
frequency standard is a highly stable and ac
curate standard that has been calibrated against 
the primary standard. 

U . S. National Bureau 
of Standards 

The N ational Bureau of Standards provides 
time and frequency standards from station WWV 
at Beltsville, Maryland, and from station WWVH 
at Maui, Hawaii. These two stations provide the 
following technical radio services and are given 
continuously: 

Standard radio frequencies 
Standard audio frequencies 
Standard time intervals 
Standard musical pitch 
Time signals 
Radio propagation notices 

Radio Frequencies 

To ensure reliable coverage of the u.S.A. 
and extensive coverage of the world, radio sta
tions WWV and WWVH provide the following stand
ard radio frequencies in MHz: 

Station WWV 
2.5, 5, 1 0 ,  1 5, 20 

Audio Frequencies and 
Musical Pitch 

Station WWVH 
5, 1 0 ,  and 1 5  

Two standard audio frequency tones, 440 and 
600  hertz, are broadcast on all WWV and WWVH 
radio carrier frequencies. 

The audio frequency tones for WWV are given 
alternately, starting with the 600  hertz on the 
hour for three minute s.  There i s  a pause, 
with no audio frequency available for two minutes.  
At the end of the two minute pause, the 440 
hertz tone i s  broadcast for two minutes. At 
the end of two minutes, there i s  a three minute 
pause. The total time period expended is  ten 
minutes.  At the end of that ten minute period, 
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the process begins all over again with the 600  
hertz tone. Each ten-minute interval in  the hour 
is repeated. These audio frequencies are trans
mitted by WWVH in the same m anner. 

The 440 hertz tone is the standard musical 
pitch: A above middle C .  The 600 hertz tone 
provide s a frequency standard for use in check
ing the 60 hertz power line frequency. 

Time Intervals and Signals 

The standard time pulse of WWV is 1 0 0  
hertz. The standard time pulse of WWVH i s  
1 20 0  hertz. These m arker pulses are heard as 
ticks. Intervals of one minute are m arked by 
the omission of the pulse at the beginning of 
the last second of every minute, and commenc
ing on the minute . 

Universal Time inform ation is transmitted 
from WWV and WWVH. WWV transmits Uni
versal time in telegraphic code, and Eastern 
Standard Time by a voice announcement. The 
code is transmitted during the 1-minute in
terval following each 2-minute tone transmi s
sion. Specifically, you will hear 2-minutes of 
tone. At the end of two minutes ,  the tone will 
cease and there will be a 1-minute interval 
before the tone begins again. During the last 
20-seconds of the 1-minute interval, Universal 
time will be transmitted via telegraphic code 
and Eastern Standard Time via voice. At WWVH, 
Universal Time is announced by telegraphic code 
before each tone transmission. 

Radio Propagation Forecasts 

An announcement of radio propagation con
ditions for the North Atlantic area is broad
cast by station WWV in telegraphic code on 
each of the standard radio frequencie s at 1 9 .5 
and 49 .5 minutes past each hour. Forecasts 
from WWVH for the North Pacific area are 
given at 9 .4 and 39 .4 minutes past each hour. 

These notice s, transmitted in International 
Morse Code, consist of a letter followed by a 
digit. The letter designations N, U, and w, ' 

signifying "norm al" ,  "unsettled" , and "dis
turbed", respectively, classify the radio propa
gation conditions at the time of the broadcast. 
The digits from 1 to 9 indicate the expected 
radio propagation conditions for the next twelve 
hours. The N ational Bureau of Standards fore
casts are based on information obtained from a 
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worldwide network of geophysical and solar 
observations. The code interpretations for propa
gation conditions are contained in table 7-1 . 

TABLE 7-1 

NBS RADIO PROPAGATION CODING 

DIGIT (Forecast) PROPAGATION CONDITION 

1 Impossible 

2 Very Poor 

3 Poor 

4 Fair to Poor 

5 Fair 

6 -- F air to Good 

7 Good 

8 Very Good 

9 Excellent 

Therefore, a transmission of "N5" would mean 
that the propagation conditions at the time of 
the broadcast are "normal" and the propa
gation conditions for the next 1 2  hours would 
be "Fair " .  

Secondary Standards 

A secondary frequency standard, much like 
a piece of test equipment, is norm ally kept in 
the operating spaces of a communications center 
as well as in equipment repair shops afloat and 
ashore. They are normally no more than highly 
stable oscillators contained inside an equip
ment case with front-panel operating controls, 
and they generate a variety of frequencies with 
which to compare your frequency meters and 
transmitters. Th�se oscillators normally operate 
in the frequency range between 25 and 1000 kHz. 

The accuracy of a secondary frequency stand
ard is  m aintained only when periodic calibration 
checks are m ade against a prim ary standard 
or against standard frequency transmissions of 
WWV or WWVH. These transm issions are broad
cast continuously and are m onitored with the 
National Prim ary Frequency Standard, which is  
m aintained at the Bureau Of Standards, 
Washington, D.C.  

Silent Periods 

The WWV transmissions are interrupted for 
approxim ately four minute s each hour. The silent 
period commences at 45 minute s after each hour. 
The WWVH transmissions are interrupted for 
four minute s following each hour on the hour 
and at each half-hour past the hour. WWVH 
transmissions are also interrupted each day at 
1900Z for a period of 34 minutes. 

F REQU ENCY GENERATORS 

Frequency generators (sometimes called sig
nal generators) are test devices that generate 
or produce an a.c. signal that is suitable for 
test purposes. In effect, they are sm all radio 
transmitters which can be constructed to generate 
a signal of any desired frequency within its 
frequency range. This generated signal m ay be 

- - - modulated or unmodulated and is normally used _ 
for the following tests or checks associated with 
communications equipment: 
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1 .  Circuit alignment 

2. Sensitivity measurements 

3, Field-intensity measurements 

4. Approxim ate frequency measurements 

5. Corrective m aintenance ( signal-tracing) 

Their use as a device for m aking approximate 
frequency measurements is limited. This is  
because the signal generator is not a frequency 
m eter and cannot be relied upon as a frequency 
standard. Signal generators are used primarily 
in the alignment of equipment circuits. 

Frequency generators, classified according 
to frequency, are of two types: audio frequency 
and radio frequency. 

Audio Frequency Generators 

Audio frequency generators, which are some
times called audio oscillators, are capable of 
producing frequencies from 20 to 200,000 hertz. 
They are used primarily for te sting audio sec
tions of communications equipment. The m ajor 
components of an audio signal generator are 
a frequency-determining network, an oscillator 
(or oscillators) , one or more amplifiers, an 
output control, and a power supply. (See figure 
7-1 3� 

. 
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76.1 1 3  
Figure 7-1 3. - Major components of an audio sig

nal generator. 

A representative audio frequency generator 
is shown in figure 7-1 4. Operating from the 
line voltage of 1 1 5  volts a.c., it produces out
put frequencies in conjunction with a four-position 
multiplier. Any frequency from 20 - 200,000 
Hz m ay be selected by setting the m ain tuning 
dial and the range switch so that the two readings, 
when multiplied together, equal the desired fre
quency. For example, to select an output fre
quency of 52,000 Hz, the m ain tuning dial would 
be set to " 52" and the range switch to "X1000 " .  

F R E Q U EN CY 
M E T E R  

O N  

f 
O F F  

v 

X I O  X I O O  

Norm ally, frequencies must be generated at 
a particular voltage level to be inserted into 
a piece of equipment under preventive or cor
rective te st. This is achieved through the "OUT
PUT LEVEL" control in conjunction with the 
"OUTPUT ATT ENUATOR" . Voltage s m ay be 
varied from 0 to 1 0  volts, as shown in figure 
7-14. For intermediate values of output volt
age, the "OUTPUT LEVEL" control is varied 
so that the output meter reads the desired 
voltage. The attenuator switch is then set so 
that its value, multiplied by the output meter 
reading, give s the de sired output voltage level. 
For example, to obtain an output voltage of 
0 ,04 volts, set the meter at 4 and the attenuator 
switch to the "0.0 1"  position, The output voltage 
level of the generated signal will then be 0 .04 
volts (meter reading multiplied by the attenuator 
setting) . 

There are two frequency check points pro
vided on the front panel of the signal generator. 
These check points are at 60 and 400 hertz. 
Basically, they check the calibration of the 
oscillator (or oscillators) inside the generator. 

To check the operation of the oscillator at 
60 hertz, set the m ain tuning dial to "60" and 
the range switch immediately below it to "XI " .  
This sets the frequency of the oscillator to 6 0  

O U T P U T  
L E V E L  

-
OUT P U T  L E V E L  

C O N T R O L  
P O W E R  

O N  

@ 
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O FF 
0 

O U T PU T  O U T P U T  
A T T E N U ATOR 

Figure 7-14. - Representative audio frequency generator. 
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Hz. Turn the "FREQUENCY M ETER" switch 
on and move the main dial back and forth slightly 
until the 60 Hz reed (located upper left on the 
meter, figure 7-14) vibrate s with m aximum 
amplitude. The m ain tuning dial should indicate 
"60 " ,  within one division, if the frequency cali
bration is correct. Similarly, the output fre
quency m ay be checked at 400 Hz, by means 
of the 400 Hz reed on the frequency meter. 

Radio Frequency Generators 

Signal generators that cover the frequency 
range from about 10 kHz to 4.5 GHz are classi
fied as RF signal generators.  Figure 7-1 5 is 2. 
representative RF signal generator. Although 
the frequency range of RF generators m ay vary, 
the front-panel operating controls are generally 
standard. 

The generator shown in figure 7-1 5  is  as
sumed to have an output frequency range of 10 
kHz to 50 MHz. It operates from a standard 
1 1 5  v.a.c. outlet and produce s its frequencies 
in 8 bands. The "BAND SELECTOR" is shown 

/ 

B A N D  S E L E C T O R  

on the front panel of figure 7-1 5. The "MICRO
VOLT" and "MULTIPLIER" switches serve 
the same purpose as they did for the AF signal 
generator ; by multiplying the microvolt meter 
reading and the position of the multiplier switch, 
we know the voltage level of the selected out
put signal at the "X-MULT" jack on the front 
panel. The output at the "X200K" jack is con
trolled only by the meter microvolt control 
knob. Every reading of the microvolt meter is 
multiplied by 200,000 in order to determine 
the output of the signal generator when this 
output jack is used. When this jack is used, the 
multiplier switch is not used. 

Often, RF generator outputs are modulated. 
T:us modulation, usually an AF signal, is in
serted at the " EXT MOD IN" jack on the lower 
right-hand side of the front panel. The voltage 
level at which this signal is  inserted is nor
m ally controlled with the variable knob located 
immediately below the " %  MOD" switch. The 
percentage of modulation is read from the lower 
scale of the "MICROVOLT" meter. There are 
several capabilities available to an operator of 
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..... , / 
' 
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e e 
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A U D I O  OUT 
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Figure 7-1 5 . - Representative RF signal generator. 
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this generator using these two controls. Be
cause operating procedures often vary for these 
two controls, none are repeated here. For proper 
operation of the modulation jack and controls, 
refer to the applicable technical m anual or 
m aintenance m anual. 

OSCILLOSCOPES 

An oscilloscope is a piece of test equip
ment that gives a visual presentation of the 
measured signal on a front-panel screen, much 
like that contained in a television set. A typical 
basic oscilloscope is shown in figure 7-16 .  The 
" screen" is shown in the upper middle of the 
figure.  

The oscilloscope, (sometime s  called an "0-
SCOPE") is the most versatile piece of test 
equipment that a technician has at his disposal. 
Most test equipment is designed to measure 
amplitude or quantity. The oscilloscope per
mits m any characteristics of a circuit to be 
observed and measured. Some of these are: 

1. Frequency. 

2. Duration (or time) of one or more hertz. 

3. Phase relationships between waveforms.  

4.  Shape of waveform s.  

5. Amplitude of waveforms .  

The oscilloscope m ay be used i n  preventive m ain
tenance procedures for alignment of receivers 
and transmitters, frequency comparisons, per
centage modulation checks, and equipment cali
bration. 

A waveform m ay be considered as a pictorial 
representation of a varying signal. Distortion 
of a waveform i s  an undesired change or devia
tion in its shape. This is e specially noticeable 
in amplifiers, when their components begin to 
deteriorate or break down in value. When this 
happens, the output waveform will change in 
amplitude, frequency, phase, etc .  This change 
(or distortion) can be more readily detected 
with an oscilloscope as part of preventive or 
corrective checks. Naturally, the usefulness of 
an oscilloscope in any preventive or corrective 
technique depends upon the operator' s  knowl
edge of front-panel controls and operation, and 
how to interpret the resultant pictorial dis
play on the screen. 
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Figure 7-16 .- Typical basic oscilloscope. 

The Oscilloscope Screen 

The screen observed on the front panel of 
an oscilloscope is actually the front of a 
CATHODE-RAY TUBE (CRT) . For this reason, 
m ost oscilloscopes are called cathode-ray os
cilloscopes (CROs) . The CRT (shown in figure 
7-17) i s  a special type of electron tube in 
which electrons emitted by a cathode are focused 
and accelerated to form a narrow beam having 
high velocity. The direction of this beam is 
then controlled and allowed to strike a fluores
cent screen, whereupon light is emitted at the 
point of impact to produce a visual indication 
of the beam position. The electronic process 
of forming, focusing, accelerating, controlling, 
and deflecting the electron beam i s  accomplished 
by the following principal elements of the cathode
ray tube: 

1 .  The electron-gun. 
2. A fluorescent screen. 

A simplified form of the electron gun, shown 
in figure 7-17, provides a concentrated beam of 
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Figure 7-17 . - Basic Cathode-Ray Tube (CRT) . 

high-velocity electrons. The cathode, when prop
erly heated, emits electrons. These electrons 
are attracted toward the accelerating and focus
ing anodes because of their high positive po
tential with respect to the cathode . In order to 
reach these anodes, the electrons are forced to 
pass through a cylindrical control grid, closed 
at one end except for a tiny circular opening, 
which concentrates the electrons and starts the 
formation of a beam . Electrons leaving this small 
aperture are strongly attracted by the positive 
potential on the focusing anode (anode No. 1)  
and accelerating anode (anode No. 2), which 
are also cylindrical in shape and have small 
openings to permit beam passage. 

The electron beam is deflected after leaving 
the electron gun proper through the use of two 
pairs of parallel plates located on each side, 
above and below the beam . These plates, called 
the vertical and horizontal deflection plates, are 
oriented such that the electron beam must pass 
between them . If no electric potential exists 
between these two plates, the electron beam will 
continue moving forward and strike the screen 
at or near the center. If a source of potential 
is applied to one or both sets of plates, the 
electron beam will "veer" ,  or be bent away, 
from the center of the screen. Therefore, the 
electron beam is shaped and accelerated by the 
electron gun and bent, or deflected, by the de
flection plates. 

In order to convert the energy of the elec
tron beam into a visible light, that area where 
the beam strikes, the screen, is coated with a 
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phosphor chemical, which, when bombarded by 
electrons, has the property of emitting light. 
This property is known as "fluore scence " .  The 
intensity of the lighted spot on the screen de
pends upon two factors: 

1.  The speed of the electrons in the beam , 
and 

2. The number of electrons that strike the 
screen at a given point. 

The amount of light per unit area which the 
phosphor is capable of emitting is limited, and 
once the maximum has been reached, any further 
increase in the electron born bardment has no 
further effect on the intensity of the light. 

Oscilloscope Power Supplies 

High-voltage and low-voltage power supplies 
are required for the operation of the oscillo
scope. The high-voltage power supply is used to 
provide operating potentials to the cathode-ray 
tube. The low-voltage power supply is used to 
supply operating potentials to the associated 
oscilloscope circuitry, i.e.; amplifiers, oscilla
tors, etc. 

The output of the high-voltage power supply 
is usually over 1000 volts, d.c., depending upon 
the size of the cathode-ray tube. The output of 
the low-voltage power supply is usually in the 
250 to 400 volt range . 
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Oscilloscope " Graticules" 

Figure 7-16 shows a typical basic oscillo
scope with square grid-work on the front of 
the screen. It is through this grid-work that 
we are able to accurately measure circuit out
puts. This grid-work is normally detachable and 
can be replaced with a grid of different size 
squares in order to measure different quantitie s. 
Tht3Se detachable grids are called ' 'GRA TI
CULES" and are normally provided on separate 
plates of glass or plastic that are accurately 
marked and can be mounted on the oscilloscope 
in front of the CRT .  

Personnel Safety Precautions 

You should never operate an oscilloscope with 
the case removed. High voltage s that could cause 
fatal shock are exposed, and removal of the 
case reduces shielding of the instrument from 
stray external fields. 

Extreme caution should be exercised when 
cathode-ray tubes are handled. The glass enve
lope encloses a high vacuum ; undue stresse s 
and tough handling can cause serious injury due 
to tube "implosion".  The fluorescent coating of 
the cathode-ray tube is extremely toxic. When 
you are handling broken CRT's,  avoid contact 
with this m aterial. 

Before using any oscilloscope, be completely 
familiar with the associated operating instruc
tions. A lack of knowledge of operating instruc
tions can lead to personal injury when you are 
using a piece of test equipment containing volt
ages as high as that of an oscilloscope. Always 
consult the oscilloscope technical manual for 
proper operation and applicable safety precau
tions. 

SPECTRUM ANALY Z ERS 

A spectrum analyzer is a device that sweeps 
over a band of frequencies to determine: 

1 .  What frequencies are being produced by a 
specific circuit under test. 

2. The amplitude of each frequency compon
ent. 

To accomplish this, the spectrum analyzer pre
sents on a self-contained CRT a pattern in which 
the relative amplitudes and frequencies can be 
plotted. Figure 7-18 shows the front panel of 
a typical spectrum analyzer.  The CRT is shown 

in the upper left-hand corner of the front panel. 
An acce ss door with an a.c. power receptacle 
and a wave-guide choke flange are shown on 
the side of the equipment. The wave-guide choke 
flange is used by electronics technicians and radar 
personnel and is not discussed here. 

Basically, a spectrum analyzer consists of a 
superheterodyne receiver and frequency modu
lated RF oscillator (see figure 7-19).  The RF 
oscillator beats with the incoming signal to 
produce an IF signal. This IF signal represents 
the various frequency components present in the 
spectrum of the received signal. These signals, 
after they are reduced to IF� are presented on 
the CRT as the spectrum pattern. Figure 7-20 
is an example of a typical spectrum analyzer 
pattern. Here we see the basic frequency (or 
carrier) and its immediate, associated sidebands. 

ELECTRON TUBE TESTERS 

A number of different types of equipment have 
been developed for te sting the condition of elec
tron tubes. To be of practical use to the op
erator or technician in the field, a tube tester 
must provide a simple and quick appraisal of 
the quality of a tube. Therefore, checks m ade 
with field-type tube testers generally employ 
simplified methods. 

Field-type tube testers like the TV-7 /U (shown 
in figure 7-21) have certain lim itations. Although 
they compare tube characteristics with a pre
determined standard, they do not reveal how a 
tube will operate in a circuit under actual op
erating conditions. The final, and most accurate 
indication of the condition of an electron tube 
is its ability to function satisfactorily in the 
particular circuit where it is used. Many types 
of high-power tubes, such as those used in the 
PA section of transmitters, cannot be checked 
by general purpose tube testers because of 
impractical power requirements. These types of 
tubes must be checked in the equipment where 
they are used. However, field-type tube testers, 
although limited in the completeness of their 
tests, are very useful aids since they serve to 
check the condition of tubes most used in com
munication and electronic equipment. 

There are two different types of tube testers 
in common use in the field. These testers, which 
are distinguished by the main tube characteristic 
they check, are known as the emission type tester 
and the transconductance type tester. In addition 
to the m ain check, field-type tube testers m ay 
also be capable of performing short-circuit, 
noise, gas, and emission-leakage tests. 
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Figure 7-1 8 . - Front-Panel of a typical spectrum analyzer. 
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Figure 7-20 .-Typical spectrum analyzer CRT 
display, showing carrier frequency and immedi

ate sidebands. 

Emission Testers 

76.11 5 The emission type tube te ster measures the 
Figure 7-1 9 . - Block diagram of basic spectrum condition of the emitting surface of the tube 

analyzer. (known as the cathode) . The end of the useful 
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Figure 7-21 . - Field-type tube tester, TV-7 /U .  
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life of a tube is usually preceded by a reduction 
in electron emission; that is,  the cathode be
comes unable to supply the number of electrons 
necessary for proper tube operation. Also, if the 
t.1Ln has an open element, the defect prevents 
proper emission, and the tester indicates it as 
a weak or bad tube . 

Transconductance Testers 

The transconductance type of tester provide s 
a m ore accurate evaluation of the condition of 
a tube than the emission type because it m eas
ures the ability of the tube to amplify under 
simulated circuit conditions. 

The term "transconductance" (also called 
mutual conductance) indicates the effect of con
trol voltages upon the output current of a tube. 
After this is measured, the results are compared 
with the ratings of the tube manufacturer. The 
meter scale of this type of tube tester is nor
m ally calibrated to read GOOD, BAD, or WEAK. 
A voltage or power amplifier tube is considered 
defective when its transconductance value de
creases to 70 percent of the value stated in 
the standard tube tables. An oscillator tube is 
considered defective when its transconductance 
decrease s to 60 percent of table value. 

ELECTRICAL SAF ETY 
PRECAUTIONS 

Every person who operate s or repairs elec
tronic equipment and test equipment should con
stantly be alert to the natural hazards and should 
also be capable of rendering aid to injured per
sonnel. 

Safety is a m ajor responsibility of all persons. 
The installation, m aintenance, and operation of 
electronic equipment enforces a stern safety code. 
C arelessness on the part of the operator or 
technician can result in serious injury or death 
due to shock, falls, burns, flying objects, etc. 

After an electrical casualty has occurred, 
inve stigation almost invariably shows that it 
could have been prevented by the exercise of 
simple safety precautions and procedures that 
should be observed at all time s. Each person 
concerned with electronic equipment should make 
i t  h i  s responsibility to raad and become 
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thoroughly familiar with the safety practice s 
and procedures contained in: 

1 .  U . S. Navy Safety Practices (OPNAV-34PI) . 

2. BnShips Technical Manual (NAVSHIPS 250-
000) ,  Chapter 6 7 .  

3 , N A  VMED publication (P5056) . 

4. Electronic Installation and Maintenance 
Book ( EIMB) , NAVSHIPS 900,000.100.  

5 .  Equipment T·::chnical Manuals. 

It is your responsibility to identify and elim inate 
unsafe conditions and unsafe acts which cause 
electrical casualties to personnel and equipment. 

It must be borne in mind that de-energizing 
main supply circuits will not nece ssarily "kill" 
all circuits in a given piece of equipment. This 
is a common error of technicians and personnel 
m a.king preventive m aintenance checks and ad
justments. In addition, aid to shock victim s has 

often been hampered because of the timerequired 
to determine the sources of all inputs to equip
ments. Therefore, ensure ALL p.::>wer inputs are 
off when the preventive or corrective procedure 
calls for it. 

Take time to be safe when working on elec
tronic circuits and equipment. C arefully study 
the entire system diagram , noting which cir
cuits must be deenergized in addition to the m ain 
power supply. Power should be left on in equip
ment ONLY when nece ssary to the corrective 
or preventive check being made. 

Remember that the 11 5-volt power supply volt
age is not a low, relatively harmle ss voltage 
but is the voltage that has caused m ore deaths 
in the Navy than any other .  

General Safety Practices 

Thf� following is a listing of com m on sense 
safety precautions that must be observed at all 
time s: 

1 .  DO NOT work with high voltage by your
self; have another person ( safety observer) , quali
fied in first aid for electrical shock, pre sent 
at all times.  The person stationed nearby should 
also know the circuits and switches controlling 
the equipment and should be given instructions 
to pull the switch immediately if anything un
foreseen happens. 
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2. Always be aware of the nearness of high
voltage lines or circuits. Use rubber glove s 
where applicable, and stand on approved rubber 
m o-.tting (MIL-M-1 5562) . Not all so-called rubber 
m ats are good insulators. 

3. Inform remote stations as to the circuit 
on which work is being performed. 

4. Keep clothing, hands, and feet dry at all 
times if possible. When it is nece ssary to work 
in wet or damp locations, use a dry platform 
or wooden stool to sit or stand on, and place 
a rubber m at or other nonconductive m aterial 
on top of the wood. U se insulated tools and in
sulated flashlights of the molded type when you 
are required to work on exposed parts. 

5. DO NOT work on energized circuits unless 
absolutely necessary. Be sure to take time to 
lock out (or block out) , or "tag-out" the m ain 
switch. Locks for this purpose should be readily 
available. If a lock cannot be obtained, remove 
the fuse and tag it. 

6. Use one hand when turning switche s ON 
or OFF.  Keep the doors to switch and fuse 
boxes closed except when working inside or re
placing fuses.  Use a fuse puller to remove car
tridge fuses, after first m aking certain that the 
circuit is dead. 

7. All supply switches or cutout switches 
from which power could possibly be fed shall 
be secured in the OPEN (safety) position and 
tagged. The tag shall read " THIS CIRCUIT WAS 
ORDERED OPEN FOR REPAIRS AND SHAL L  
NOT BE C LOSED EXC EPT BY JJIRECT OR
D ER OF" (the person m aking, or directly in 
charge of repairs) . 

8. Never short out, tamper with, or block 
open an interlock switch. 

9 .  Keep clear of exposed equipment; when 
it is necessary to work on it,. use one hand 
as much as possible. 

10.  Avoid reaching into enclosures except when 
absolutely nece ssary; when reaching into an 
enclosure, use rubber blankets and rubber gloves. 

11. Do not use bare hands to remove hot tubes 
from their circuit sockets. Us•� asbestos gloves 
or a tube puller. 

12. Usa a shorting probe to discharge all 
high-voltage capacitors .  
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1 3. M 9.ke certain that equipment is properly 
grounded. Ground all test equipment to the 
equipment under test. 

1 4. When m easuring circuits over 300 volts, 
do not hold the test prods (or probes) . 

Safety Shorting Probe 

Always assume that there is a voltage pre sent 
when working with circuits having high capaci
tance even when the circuit has been discon
n.3cted from its power source . Tht}refore, capaci
tors in such circuits should be discharged in
dividually, using an approved type shorting probe. 
Hlgh capacity capacitors m ay retain their charge 
for a considerable period of time after having 
been disconnected from the power source . An 
approved type shorting probe is shown in figure 
7-22. 

Symptom s of Electrical Shock 

Electrical shock is a j arring, shaking sensa
tion resulting from contac.t with electric circuits 
or from the effects of lightning. The victim 
usually experiences the sensation of a sudden 
blow, and if the voltage is sufficiently high, 
unconsciousness. Severe burns m ay appear on 
the skin at the place of contact; muscular spasm 
can occur, causing a person to grasp the ap
paratus or wire which caused the shock and 
be unable to turn loose. Electrical shock can 
kill its victim by stopping the heart or by stop
pin breathing or both. It may sometime s  dam age 
ner e tissue and result in a slow wasting away 
of uscles that m ay not become apparent until 

ral weeks or m onths after the shock is 

a 60 Hz a.c. i s  passed through a person 
hand to hand or from hand to foot, the 

ts when current is gradually increased from 
are as follows: 

1. At about 1 milliampere (0 .001 ampere) , 
the hock will be felt. 

• At about 1 0  milliamperes (0.01 ampere) , 
the shock is severe enough to paralyze muscle s, 
and a person m ay be unable to release the 
conductor. 

3. At about 100 milliamperes (0.1 ampere), 
the shock is usually fatal if it lasts for one 
second or more. 
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Figure 7-22. - Approved type shorting probe. 

It is important to remember that current, 
NOT VOLTAGE, is the killer and determines 
shock intensity. The amount of current that 
m ay flow through the body is  determined by 
body resistance. That is, if the skin is  dry and 
unbroken, body resistance will be quite high, on 
the order of 300,000 to 500,000 ohm s. However, 
if the skin becomes moist or broken, body 
resistance may drop to as low as 300 ohms .  
Thus, a potential a s  low a s  3 0  volts could 
cause a fatal current flow. Therefore, any cir
cuit with a potential in excess of this value 
must be considered dangerous. 

Rescue of Shock Victim s 

The re scue of shock victims is dependent 
upon prompt first aid. Unless you want to be
come a victim yourself, observe the following 
precautions: 

1 .  Shut off the high voltage at once. 
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2. If the high voltage cannot be turned off 
without delay, free the victim from the live 
conductor, observing the following safety pre
cautions: 

a. Protect yourself with dry insulating 
m aterial. 

b. Use a dry board, belt, dry clothing, 
or other nonconducting m aterial to free 
the victim . 

c. Use an axe, if necessary, to cut the 
high voltage cable or wire, taking care 
to protect your eyes from the flash 
when the wires are severed. 

3. After removing the victim from the source, 
determine whether there is  any breathing. Loosen 
the clothing about the neck, chest, and abdomen 
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so that breathing is facilitated. Protect the 
victim from exposure to cold. 

4. Prevent movement by the victim ; after 
shock, the heart is very weak and any sudden 
effort or activity m ay result in heart failure. 

5. Send for a medical doctor or corpsman, 
and do not leave the victim until medical help 
has arrived. Do not give stimulants or opiate's 
to the victim . 

6.  If the victim is not breathing, it will 
be nece ssary to apply artificial respiration with
out delay. 

RF-Energy Burns 

When passing through the body, a.c. above 
1 0  kHz produces heat. Evantually, excessive 
heat results in the destruction of living tissue. 
From the standpoint of radio communications, 
the heating action penetrates through the tissue 
down to the bone, where skin nerve s are not 
pre sent to distinguish between sensations of ' 'hot' ' 
and "cold" . Thus, it i s  entirely possible for 
a person to sustain de struction of nerve tissue 
and body organs as a result of e�cessive heat, 
even though the individual feels little or no 
sensation. Furthermore, the consequences of 
such destruction m ay not be realized for some 
time. Delayed effects of both shock and RF 
heating include insanity, mental inertia, diseases 
of the blood ve ssels, eye cataracts, nerve dis
turbances of various kinds, disturbances in the 
heart conduction system , and destruction of the 
pancreas tissue. It is dangerous and foolish 
to deliberately subject oneself to a shock or 
an RF burn. In particular, the common practice 
of drawing an arc by means of a pencil is 
definitely unsafe. 

C aution must be exercised when you are work
ing on transmitting antennas, since a person's  
reaction to  an RF burn m ay cause a fall from 
an elevated structure .  Adequate precautions 
should be taken to ensure that transmitters are 
not energized when they are connected to an 
antenna that i s  being inspected or worked on. 
It should also be determined whether the RF 
energy from transmitting antennas in the area 
is harmful. 

When working aloft, you should observe the 
following precautions: 

1 .  Obtain permission from the CIC watch 
officer, communication watch officer (C WO), 
and OOD. 

2. Ensure boiler safety valves are not being 
set by checking with the engineering officer. 
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3, Procure the assistance of a person quali
fied in rigging. 

4. Wear a safety belt and secure it as soon 
as the work area i s  reached. 

5. Secure tools to be carried aloft to your 
person with carrier lines. 

6.  Ensure good footing and grasp at all times. 

7 .  Remember the expression: HOLD FAST. 

Figure 7-23 shows standard hazard warning signs. 

C athode-Ray Tubes (CRTs) 

Extreme caution should be exercised when 
you are handling a cathode-ray tube. The glass 
envelope encloses a high vacuum and will "im
plode " if punctured. To avoid serious injury, 
adequate precautions should be taken at all time s  
to minimize the danger of breaking the glass 
envelope. Avoid scratching, striking, or using 
excessive force when handling the tube or when 
placing it in its socket. Never hold the tube 
by its narrow neck, and when setting the tube 
down, always stand it on its face on a thick 
piece of felt, if available. 

Before a CRT i s  discarded, the tube should 
be rendered harmless by breaking the vacuum 
seal. This can be done as follows:  

1 .  Place the tube, face down, in any empty 
C RT carton. 

2. C arefully break off the locating pin from 
the base of the tube as shown in figure 7-24. 

3. With a sm all screw driver or probe, 
break off the tip of the glass vacuum seal. 

WARNING: The chemical phosphor with which 
the face of the CRT is coated m ay be extremely 
toxic, When disposing of a broken tube, be care
ful not to get any of this compound on your hands 
or into skin breaks. 

Fire Precautions 

In addition to observing such precautions as 
the proper storage of flammable liquids and 
the prevention of circuit overloading by using 
only properly rated fuses, you should m ake sure 
that fire extinguishers of the proper type are 
conveniently located near all high-voltage equip
ment. The following is a list of fire 
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extinguishers that are normally available for 
your use: 

1. C arbon Tetrachloride - Effective on elec
trical fires, as the compound is a non-conductor 
of electricity and will not damage electrical 
parts. 

2. C02 Gas - May be used on any fire, part
icularly on electrical fires. 

3. Soda-acid - May be used only on ordinary 
fires, as the liquid is  a conductor of electricity. 
Not effective on burning compounds, oil, etc. 

4. Foam - Very effective on burning com
pounds, oil, and similar materials. Not satis
factory for electrical fires, as the compound is 
a conductor of electricity. 



C H A PT E R  8 
SYSTEM D IAG NOSIS AN D 

Q UAL ITY .ASSURANCE 

T1) properly diagnose potential communica
tion system trouble symptom s and to assure the 
most reliable equipment operating standards, 
efficiertt and accurate testing procedures are 
indispensable . Measurements are made periodi-
cally while the equipment is functioning properly 
to disclose any decline in the quality of equip
ment perform ance. However, even the most sys
tem atic checks available will not replace the 
operator' s  knowledge of basic communications 
system s and functional equipment operation. By 
combining your knowledge of basic system s and 
functional operation with proper communications 
testing procedures, potential problem s are elimi
nated and equipments are operated at peak ef
ficiency and reliability. 

The term " system diagnosis and quality as
surance" has· tended to be confusing. "System 
diagnosis" simply means to detect a potential 
or real problem in a communications system and 
to isolate that problem through your knowledge 
of that system . "Quality assurance" is  a planned, 
system atic pattern of actions necessary to pro
vide relative confidence that a system or equip
ment will perform satisfactorily in actual 
operation. The PMS portion of the 3-M system 
provide s part of quality assurance for us. Sys
tem diagnosis and that overlapping part of quality 
assurance is provided through unscheduled, 
watch-to-watch, minor m aintenance and the 
knowledge acquired by communications m ain
tenance personnel. This chapter ' s  objective is 
to increase your knowledge of the testing and 
assurance procedures of the more basic com
munication equipment. 

TYPES OF OPERA TOR 
MAINTENANCE 

Generally speaking, there are two basic types 
of m aintenance that radio operators must con
cern them selve s with: OPERATIONAL and PRE
VENTIVE. Operational m aintenance is considered 
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a low-level of technical maintenance that an 
equipment operator m ay be able to perform while 
on watch or during in-port periods of equipment 
shutdown. This comprises such procedures as re
cording built-in . meter.  readings, rn aking . front 

panel adjustments, or replacing minor parts, such 
as fuses, indicator lamps, etc. Operational m ain
tenance also covers such routine inspections 
as visual inspections of equipments conducted 
for the purpose of finding and correcting con
ditions of dirt, corrosion, loose connections, 
mo3chanical defects, etc. Although these inspec
tions overlap the category of preventive main
tenance,  operational m aintenance can be 
considered separately, since this general m ain
tenance is practiced routinely on a Navy-wide, 
and normally unscheduled, basis. 

The most effective m aintenance is preventive 
in nature since many potential failure s are 
detected and corrected before they have a chance 
to develop. Norm ally referred to as " PMS" , 
preventive m aintenance is accomplished through 
the use of Maintenance Requirement Cards 
{MRCs) which outline the preventive task to be 
accomplished in a step-by-step m anner. These 
scheduled m aintenance tasks serve to reduce 
m ajor equipment breakdowns and lengthen the 
useful life of the equipment or system . This 
form of m aintenance consists principally of 
cleaning, lubrication, and periodic tests aimed 
at discovering conditions which, if not cor
rected, may lead to m alfunctions. Often, pre
ventive m aintenance tasks require the use of 
basic test equipments. 

TYPES OF SYSTEMS 
T ESTS 

There are numerous types of system s tests, 
at least as m any as there are system s.  Al
though it is possible to divide system s func
tionally by operation, system s m ay be simple, 
such as basic send-receive types, or complex, 
such as autom ated computers. Each, in turn, 
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is m ade up of other separate system s. For ex
ample, voice transmission system s may be AM , 
FM, etc. Each system or subsystem is composed 
of certain groups of equipments or units. Test
ing m ay comprise all units or only one . For 
example, when making Quality Assurance (QA) 
checks on a transmitting system , you m ay be 
m aking radiation resistance checks on the an
tenna or output power measurements on the 
transmitter. You m ay m ake a simple insula
tion resistance check of the RF cabling between 
the transm itter and the antenna. These various 
tests and checks m ay be used in conjunction 
with your effort to diagnose a system problem 
and eliminate it or could possibly be made in 

------aa:eeeeOi'dance with regularly schedttled-PMS-ch. 
Therefore, it is easily seen that no one par
ticular test or check can be considered as being 
a part of system diagnosis, or part of quality 
assurance only. However, it can be said that 
all of our tests, checks, and measurements 
combined serve to qualitatively determine the 
condition of system s ,  subsystems, and individual 
equipments. 

System techniques vary from the extremely 
simple to the very complex, depending upon the 
type of system . More than one method m ay 
normally be used, depending upon the circum
stance s, what it is desirable to monitor, and 
the test equipment available . For example, a 
transmitter producing a modulated signal m ay 
be monitored by observation of the output meter 
on the transmitter front panel. A more refined 
m ethod would be to connect an ammeter in series 
with the antenna lead. When antenna current 
remains steady, an unmodulated carrier is be
ing produced. If the antenna current varies, the 
output is being keyed, or modulated. The ob
servation of the output meter and the use of 
the ammeter e ssentially tell us the same thing. 
This is an example of having more than one 
method for performing a basic check. 

You should always select the system technique 
that i s  most readily accessible, easy to per
form , and provides the most information on 
operation of the system or subsystem . Nor
m ally, built-in monitoring setups are provided 
for most communications system s as operator' s  
functions. 

Basic system s tests m ay be subdivided into 
the following general categories: 

(1) Overall performance tests. 
(2) Minimum perform ance tests. 
( 3) Sensitivity/selectivity tests. 
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(4) Power input/output tests. 
(5) Property measurements. 

Overall perform ance te sts/checks norm ally 
indicate the total capability of an individual 
piece of equipment or of an entire system . An 
example would be the testing of a transm itter 
in all operational modes (e.g., C W, AM, FM, 
SSB, F SK) in accordance with the perform ance 
standards norm ally contained in the equipment 
technical m anual. This would indicate the over
all capability of the transmitter. 

Minimum perform ance tests are equipment 
checks or the m inimum standards expected of 
a system . For example. if a transmitter is 
supposed to deliver 1 25 watts of power when 
an AM signal is fed into a properly tuned 
antenna but delivers only 9 5  watts, minimum 
standards are not met. Therefore, remedial 
action needs to be taken and the equipment 
brought up to minimum standards through proper 
repair or adjustments. 

Sensitivity aiid -----seiectivity checks are as
sociated prim arily with receivers .  Sensitivity is 
the ability of a receiver to amplify a weak 
signal. Selectivity is the ability of a receiver 
to reject unwanted frequencie s and accept only 
the one de sired. However, the terms " sensi
tivity" and " selectivity " m ay be applied to any 
amplifier or frequency-determining network. Any 
piece of equipment that contains amplifiers or 
frequency-determining networks can be given 
sensitivity and selectivity checks. 

Power input/output tests are self explanatory 
and norm ally deal with the ability of a trans
mitter or antenna to deliver or accept rated 
levels of power and operate at prescribed levels 
of efficiency. However, radiation resistance 
checks and field-strength tests are also con
sidered part of power testing. 

Property measurementil are considered to be 
checks of basic electrical properties, such as 
resistance, capacitance, inductance, etc. An ex
a.:mple would be a basic resistance test with an 
ohmmeter. This category is probably the most 
extensive of the basic tests and i s  discussed 
in the following paragraphs of this Rate Train
ing Manual. 

BASIC M EASUREMENTS 

The following section will discuss the validity 
of basic resistance and voltage measurements 
as well as the usage of an oscilloscope in 
m aking various checks .  
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Resistance Measurements 

Defective components and parts of equip
ments can usually be located by measuring the 
d.c. resistance between various points in a 
circuit and a reference point (or points) , usu
ally ground. This is due to the change in the 
resistance values of components whenever a 
fault develops .  Point-to-point resistance charts 
in the equipment technical manual usually can 
be advantageously used for this. Always re
m em ber that, when taking resistance m easure
ments, the value s given in equipment charts 
are measured between the indicated points and 
ground. Also, remember to secure the power 
to the equipment under test and to discharge 
all capacitors before making resistance m eas
urements. 

Voltage Measurements 

Since most troubles encountered in equip
m ents and system s either result from abnormal 
voltages or produce abnorm al voltage s, you 
should consider voltage measurements indispens
able aids in locating troubles when trouble
shooting and in locating trouble symptom s when 
performing QA checks. Te sting technique s that 
utilize voltage m easurements also have the ad
vantage that circuit operation is not interrupted. 
Point-to-point voltage measurement charts are 
norm ally contained in equipment and system 
technical m anuals. These charts contain the 
normal operating voltages encountered in the 
various stages of the equipment. Unle ss other
wise stated, the values shown in the equipment 
charts are measured between the indicated points 
and ground. 

When voltage measurements are taken, it is 
considered good practice to set the voltm<.: ',c;:r 
on the highest range initially so that any ex
cessive voltages existing in a circuit will not 
cause overloading of the meter.  To obtain in
creased accuracy, the voltmeter m ay then be 
set to the designated range for the proper com
parison with the representative value given in 
the voltage charts. 

It should be remembered that the sensitivity 
(in ohm s per volt) of the voltmeter used to 
prepare the voltage charts in the technical 
m anual is always given on the chart; therefore, 
if a m eter of similar sensitivity is available, 
it should be used so that the effects of loading 
will not have to be considered. 

The following precautions are general safety 
measures, pertinent to the measurement of volt
ages, that you should follow when working with 
electronic equipment while m aking preventive or 
corrective checks: 

(1) Connect the ground lead of the voltmeter 
first. While m aking measurements, place one 
hand in your pocket or behind your back. 

(2) If the voltage to be measured is less 
than 300 volts, place the end of the test prod 
on the point to be te sted. 

If the voltage to be measured is greater than 
300 volts, proceed as follows: 

(1) Shut off the circuit power . 
( 2) Discharge the capacitors. 
( 3) Ground the point to be measured. 
(4) Connect (clip on) the proper test lead 

to the high-potential point. 
( 5) Move away from the meter. 
( 6) Turn on the circuit power and read the 

voltmeter. 

Do not come in contact with any part of the 
equipment while the power i s  on. You should 
constantly keep in mind that almost all volt
ages are dangerous and can be fatal if con
tacted. 

Oscilloscope Measurements 

Often referred to as "waveform compari
sons ' ' ,  these measurements are considered to 
be a very important part of preventive main
tenance , although they are used prim arily in 
corrective m aintenance . Waveform s m ay be ob
served at indicated test points, shown in wave
form charts or on MRC s .  

The waveform s given i n  charts, MRCs,  or 
instruction booklets are often idealized and do 
not show some of the details which are nor
m ally present when the actual waveform i s  dis
played on an oscilloscope . Consequently, m any 
apparent "troubles" have been detected that 
really don't exist, resulting in many lost man
hours of corrective m aintenance in search of 
a problem that has been tentatively diagnosed. 
If there is no trouble present in the equipment 
or system , a waveform observed at a desig
nated point generally should resemble the ref
erence waveform given for that te st point. 
However, test equipment characteristics or usage 
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can cause distortion of the observed waveform s  
even though the equipment or system is operating 
norm ally. Some of the more common causes 
of these conditions are as follows: 

(1) The leads of the test oscilloscope may 
not be placed in the same m anner as those 
of the oscilloscope used in preparing the ref
erence waveform s ,  or the lead lengths may 
differ considerably. These variations m ay cause; 
the waveform s on the oscilloscope screen to 
appear distorted. 

( 2) A type of oscilloscope having a different 
input impedance and frequency response may have 
been used to obtain the reference waveform s .  

( 3) Operator front-panel errors m ay result 
from lack of knowledge of oscilloscope operation 
for test purposes. 

In general, time should not be wasted in 
searching for faults when relatively minor dif
ferences are detected between the reference 
waveform s and those obtained by basic checks. 

P ERFORMANCE TESTING 
M EASU REMENTS 

Perform ance testing of communication equip
m<�nt and system s comprise s specific tests for 
each category of equipment. In practice, per
form ance checks determine the operating con
dition of a complete section of an equipment 
or system . Although they are normally covered 
in PMS, they also may be given as part of post
availability tests, post-overhaul testing, and 
special inspections. These tests are: 

(1) Receiver noise measurements. 
( 2) Receiver gain measurements. 
( 3) Receiver sensitivity measurements. 
( 4) Transm itter power output measurements. 
( 5) Standing wave measurements. 
(6) Frequency spectrum measurements. 
(7) Impedance measurements of antennas and 

transmission lines. 

Receiver Noise Measurements 

In theory, it is possible to amplify a weak 
signal by any desired factor. For example, a 
receiver m ay have an amplification factor of 1 0  
or 1000.  This simply means that any signal intro
duced into the receiver input will be increased 
in amplitude 10 or 1 000 times. The receiver 

amplification factor is closely linked to the 
receiver sensitivity. To distinguish between the 
two, it must be remembered that the sensitivity 
of a receiver is its ability to amplify weak 
signals; whereas, the amplification factor of 
a receiver is the relative increase in ampli
tude from the input to the output. 

There is a limit to both the amplification 
factor and the sensitivity of a receiver. This 
limit is determined in all receivers by the 
amount of noise present in the receiver at any 
one time .  The noise present in the receiver 
m ay come from random electrical disturbance s 
in the atmosphere or from the electrical com
ponents in the receiver circuits. Whatever the 
source, the greatest amount of noise enters 
the receiver amplification circuits by way of 
the antenna input stage. If the noise originates 
in the atmosphere, it enters the receiver via 
the antenna proper. If the noise originates in 
the circuit components, it enters the receiver 
via the first RF amplifier. This is because 
only the noise generated in the first stage is  
amplified throughout the receiver. Noise gen
erated in the rest of the receiver is  not as 
harmful as that generated in the first stage 
of amplification. 

Basically, what this means is that the crucial 
quantity in any receiver is the signal-to-noise 
ratio present at the input of the first RF amp
lifier. The absolute m agnitude s of signal and 
interference are not important, only their ratio. 

The noise generated through atmospheric 
disturbances can be controlled somewhat through 
the use of noise limiter, squelch, and volume 
control circuits whose operating controls are 
norm ally located on the front panel of the re
ceiver. However, inherent receiver noise is a 
result of the design of the receiver itself and 
is harder to contend with. Therefore, it i s  safe 
to say that the inherent noise generated in a 
receiver e stablishes the minimum limit of sig
nal that a receiver can usefully amplify, thereby 
determining the receiver sensitivity. 

Self-generated receiver noise can be broken 
down into two distinct types: Therm al agitation 
and tube noise . Together,  they can be con
sidered collectively as receiver noise . Thermal 
noise is the result of the random motion of 
the electrons in the antenna and receiver cir
cuits ( also, sometime s  referred to as "re
sistance noise " ) .  Tube noise is the re sult of 
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the noise existing between vacuum tube elements 
in the envelope and the guide pins at the base 
of the tube . This receiver noise exists across 
the entire RF spectrum and increases as the 
bandpass of a receiver increase s. 

At the higher operating frequencies, sub
stantially all of the noise originates in the re
ceiver. This is due to there being less 
atmospheric noise present at the higher fre
quencies; whereas, atmospheric and environ
m(mtal noise generated externally from the 
receiver are greater at low-frequencies. In fact, 
noise in the microwave region of . the spectrum 
is almost negligible external to the receiver. 

Since receiver noise determines the weakest 
signal that can be amplified practically, its 
behavior and measurement are of fundamental 
inportance for equipment which m ay be used to 
receive very low-intensity signals. These re
ceiver noise measurements are normally m ade 
with a noise generator or with an RF signal 
generator. 

B asically, a noise generator is designed to 
produce a random noise signal at any number 
of frequencies within its design frequency range. 
For example, a noise generator with a frequency 
range of from 2-32 MHz can produce a sig
nal consisting of pure noise at any frequency 
between 2 MHz and 32 MHz. The noise generator 
method of determining the noise figure of a 
receiver has the advantage that no knowledge 
of the gain of the receiver or amplifier under 
test is necessary. This method of measurement 
consists of comparing the noise actually present 
in the receiver or amplifier with the nonvarying, 
calibrated output of the noise generator. It should 
be remembered that a noise measurement can 
be m ade on an individual amplifier or on an 
entire receiver. 

Figure 8-1 shows a block diagram for making 
a noise test on a receiver using a calibrated 
noise generator. For an accurate measurement, 
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76.117  
Figure 8-1. - Block diagram of a basic receiver 

noise measurement. 
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th::1 noise generator output impedance is ad
justed to be the same impedance as the normal 
signal source to the receiver or amplifier cir
cuit under test. In most cases, this input im
pedance value is given in the equipment technical 
m anual and is the impedance at the antenna input, 
since the signal is  normally injected at the 
first RF amplifier of a receiver under test. 
For best results, the shortest possible leads 
should be used between the noise generator and 
the receiver input. Also, leads with good con
nectors should be used. Ideally, the measure
m ents are performed in a shielded room . If 
this is not possible, a location should be chosen 
where a minimum of interference from radio 
transm itters or other .electrical devices will be 
encountered. 

As is shown in figure 8-1 , the noise generator 
output is injected into the receiver at the de
sired frequency in accordance with the standards 
and specifications set forth in the equipment 
technical m anual or m aintenance standards m an
ual. The meter used at the output is norm ally 
an a.c . voltmeter. The autom atic volume control 
and noise limiter circuits should be disabled 
when this test is  performed. 

When a voltmeter is used as the output 
indicator, the receiver is first observed with 
no input signal applied. Then, the noise gen
erator is adjusted for an output voltage of 1 .4 
times the no-input voltage indication. The noise 
figure is then indicated on the output level con
trol of the noise generator. If a wattmeter is 
used as the output indicator, the noise generator 
should be adjusted for twice the no-input reading. 

The signal generator method of m aking re
ceiver noise measurements is similar to the 
noise generator method in that the basic block 
diagram is the same as that shown in figure 
8-1 . The only difference is that a signal gen
erator is  used instead of a noise generator. 
This method has an advantage in that sine 
wave generators are more prevalent and easier 
to come by than noise generators. However, the 
signal generator method is  not as practical or 
accurate as the noise generator method. When 
using the signal generator, you m ust take into 
account the bandwidth and the response of the 
receiver under test, something you don't have 
to do with the noise generator method. Using 
the signal generator, the procedure is the same 
in that the measurements are m ade under con
ditions of no-signal and signal inputs.  
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Receiver Gain Measurements 

Ge.:·�n measurements are useful in determining 
the gain of a particular amplifier within a re
ceiver or of an entire receiver from input to 
output. The gain of a particular stage within 
a receiver is expressed by the fundamental 
equation: 

Voltage Gain (VG) 
Voltage at Succeeding Stage 
Voltage at Input Stage 

That is to say, by inserting a te st signal at 
the input stage and measuring it at the input 
to the succeeding stage, we can determ ine 
the voltage gain (VG) of the input stage . Sim
ilarly, the voltage gain (or gain) of an entire 
receiver is determined. By inserting a signal 
into the antenna or the first RF amplifier stage 
and measuring it at the output of the receiver, 
with a voltmeter we can determine the gain of 
the entire receiver. Expressed as a formula: 

. . _ Output Signal ReceiVer Gam (RG) - Input Signal 

It is important when gain measurements are 
m ade that the normal operation of the stage 
not be disturbed by the test equipment involved. 
Figure 8-2 shows a basic block diagram of a 
typical AM receiver. A signal frequency from 
the signal generator m ay be inserted at either 

S I G N A L  
GEN ERATOR 

point "a" or point "b". The signal that is 
injected and the connections that are made 
must be in accordance with technical manual 
specifications or the maintenance standards 
m anual. The output of the receiver is measured 
with a voltmeter connected at the output of the 
last amplifier stage. Interpretation of the volt
age reading from the input to the output will 
give us the total gain of the receiver. This 
m ethod m ay also be used between single stages,  
measured one at a time. 

Receiver Sensitivity 
Measurements 

Sensitivity measurements provide a conven
ient overall measurement of a receiver. In ad
dition to being the ability of a receiver to 
amplify weak signals, sensitivity also can be 
defined as the input carrier voltage required to 
develop a standard value of output. Sensitivity 
measurements require the application of an ac
curately calibrated signal to the antenna input 
terminals of a receiver, norm ally through a 
"dum my" antenna which approxim ates the im
pedance characteristics of the antenna with which 
the receiver is de signed to be used. This dummy 
antenna simulates norm al operating conditions 
and ensures that the receiver has the proper 
impedance m atch and that the signal current 
during testing is equivalent to the signal current 
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Figure 8-2.- Basic block diagram of receiver gain measurement using signal generator. 
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obtained from a real signal of equivalent m agni
tude. Figure 8- 3 shows in block form a typical 
signal generator, dummy antenna, and receiver 
hook-up in preparation for sensitivity meas
urements. 

Most signal generators have an output im
pedance of approximately 50 ohms .  Most low im
pedance receivers have an input impedance of 
approximately 50 ohm s as well. Therefore, for 
sensitivity m•3asurements of these low imped
ance receivers with a corresponding signal gen
erator, no dummy antenna is necessary. The 
dummy antenna is nece ssary only where the im
pedances between the signal generator and re
c e i v e r  m u s t  be m atched for proper 
measurements. 

As shown in figure 8-3, the signal gen
e:rator injects a signal into the dummy antenna. 
This injected signal must be in accordance with 
either the technical m anual or reference stand
ards tables. The signal is then inserted into the 
receiver input circuits as it normally would be. 
At the output of the receiver, an indicating de
vice. such as a voltmeter, is used to measure 
the value of the test output in reference to the 
standard test input of the signal generator and, 
thereby, determine the sensitivity of the re
ceiver. To obtain valid results, it is important 
that the step-by-step procedures and connections 
are m ade in accordance with the equipment tech
nical or reference standards m anuals. 

Power Output Measurements 

The measurement of power output is im
portant in determining the efficiency and proper 
operation of all output stages and systems .  It 
is applicable to audio frequencies as well as 
radio frequencies .  For continuous wave (CW) 
transmi ssions, the power output is measured 
under key down conditions for m aximum output 
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into a properly terminated antenna system or a 
dummy antenna of equivalent characteristics. 

In m odulated system s, the power output is 
measured for normal carrier output and for peak 
power at 100 percent m odulation. An oscillo
scope is norm ally used to determine the drive 
necessary for 1 0 0  percent modulation. Exceed
ing this drive level will cause distortion and 
unwanted shifting of the carrier . 

Needless to say, there is an output power 
m easurement for every type of transmitter in 
operation. The se measurements are simpler to 
m ake than, say, sensitivity m•3asurements. How
ever, unless proper technical m anual precautions 
are followed to the letter when the measure
ments are m ade, the test equipments used in 
conjunction with these tests will be perm anently 
damaged and m ade inoperative . 

In conjunction with power measurements are 
standing-wave ratio (SWR) measurements. 
Standing-wave ratio tests and measurements are 
included in the scheduled preventive m aintenance 
procedures for equipments which are applicable 
to this type of test. It is basically a test of the 
ratio of current or voltage at a loop to current 
or voltage at a node along the length of the 
antenna. A low standing-wave ratio is indicative 
of a properly m atched system and is a pre
requisite for good performance of all communi
cations transmission lines which are intended to 
m atch the load and source impedances. Pro
cedures for checking the current or voltage 
variations which are the components of the 
standing waves are dependent fundamentally upon 
the frequency of the system . Again, technical 
m anual and reference standards procedures 
should be followed when these checks and meas
urements are m ade. 

Frequency Spectrum 
Measurements 

The amplitude of a group of frequencies 
that comprise a signal is termed the ' 'frequency 

REC E I VER 

ANTENNA OUTPUT I N PU T  • 

76.119 
Figure 8-3 . - Typical block diagram in preparation for sensitivity measurement. 
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spectrum " of the signal. Various types of equip
ment provide a visual or a meter indication 
of the spectrum . Those equipments which are 
\.\Sed for observing or measuring segments of 
the audio frequency band are called wave an
alyzers, distortion analyzers, and sound ana
lyzers. Those employed for observing large 
segments of the RF spectrum are called 
panoramic adapters or signal analyzers. Test 
equipments used for observation of small seg
ments of the RF spectrum , or of RF oscillators, 
are called spectrum analyzers or pulse ana
lyzers. The equipment most used in communica
tions checks is the spectrum analyzer. Some 
of the more important checks that can be ac
complished with the spectrum analyzer are: 

(1) Operation of transmitter local oscillators. 

( 2) Operation of au tom a tic frequency controls. 

(3) Frequency and side-band measurements. 

(4) Power measurements. 

Impedance Te sting of Antennas 
and Transmission Lines 

The amount of current that flows in an an
tenna is one of the most important factors af
fecting the reliability of communications. Thus, 
in order to secure the maximum radiated power 
from a transmitter, as much of the generated 
RF energy as possible must be efficiently trans
ferred to the antenna. Also, for optimum re
ception, the maximum transfer of energy from 
the antenna to the receiver must occur. Ef
ficient transmission and reception conditions 
prevail whenever the transmitter or receiver is 
properly m atched to the transmission line and 
the transmission line to the antenna. 

Norm ally, antennas and transmission lines 
are installed as an integral part of the equip
ment with which they are used, and performance 
tests concerning impedance matching consist 
primarily of taking SWR measurements. How
ever, in certain instances, it will be found that 
an undesirably high SWR will be obtained, caused 
by a change in antenna impedance. This could 
be the result of a new antenna installation 
or the erection of a structure in the proximity 
of the antenna so that the structure influences 
the antenna characteristics. In practice, the 
antenna m atching network is generally varied to 
m atch the new antenna characteristics since 
the transmission line is designed to match the 

equipment impedance. This can be done by m ak
ing a series of SWR checks and antenna m atch
ing adjustments until an acceptable SWR is 
reached. 

Often, when high SWRs are obtained for no 
accountable reason, a check of the transmission 
line or antenna impedance is in order. This 
would be particularly true when there have been 
no additions to the existing installation and no 
new structures have been erected in proximity 
to it. The most standard check of transmission 
lines, control cables, and antennas is the im
pedance check. This is norm ally done with a 
megohm meter. In so doing, the insulation re
sistance of the cabling can be checked and the 
"breakdown potential" determined. The input 
impedance of the antenna also can be checked 
to determine if the "characteristic impedance" 
is in accordance with technical manual stand
ards. Characteristic antenna impedance norm ally 
can be checked with an ohmmeter. 

Electron Tube Testing 

Electron tube failures are responsible for 
the largest percentage o: troubles that occur in 
electronic equipm.snts or system s. However, if 
a particular equipm.snt or system uses a great 
number of tubes, it is obviously impractical to 
attempt to diagnose potential problems by gen
eral tube checking. Often, when a preventive 
m aintenance (PM) check reveals a potential 
problem , the work center supervisor or operator 
will resort to m assive tube replacement in an 
attempt to diagnose the PM failure. All that 
is usually accomplished is that the equipment 
in question is severely misaligned upon com
pletion of tube substitution and the PM still 
reveals a potential problem . Only when a prob
lem has been diagnosed to a particular stage 
should any electron tubes be tested, and then 
only those associated with the improperly func
tioning circuit. 

When replacing a tube in a circuit, note and 
record the positions of the front panel operating 
controls before changing the setting of any of 
them . Test the new tube for shorts before in
serting the new tube into the circuit. If ad
justing the front panel controls with the new tube 
in place does not correct the abnorm ality, re
turn the controls to their original positions, 
and, unless a reliable tube tester shows the 
original tube to be defective, reinsert the old 
tube in the original circuit. Do not change tubes 
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indiscriminately; otherwise tubes whose exact 
age and condition are unknown (or uncertain) 
will accumulate . In many high frequency equip
menta when tubes are changed, the tuning of 
the circuits m ay be upset. Thus, when tube 
substitutions are made, the unit m ay often have 
to be realigned. 

REC EIVER QUALITY 
ASSURANC E 

Communications receivers are composed of 
a series of selective RF and AF circuits, each 
stage of which is designed to amplify the output 
of the preceding stage . The lowered efficiency 
of any one tube, or a change in any one circuit 
parameter, usually results in lowered overall 
efficiency of the receiver. The sensitivity of 
the receiver m ay also be decreased by the mis
alignment of the successive circuits, each of 
which m ay function in a suitable m anner as a 
unit. The sole function of a communications 
receiver is to selectively receive a weak sig
nal; therefore, an objective overall test of the 
receiver sensitivity is  the most significant single 
check that can be m ade on the condition of a 
receiver. 

Some receivers are provided with a built-in 
output meter ; others have an output meter equip
P·3d with a cord and plug to facilitate testing. The 
only other requirement for a sensitivity check 
is a standard signal check of receivers on the 
various bands .  During radio silence, this sig
nal m ay be provided by a calibrated signal gen
erator with a dummy antenna coupled directly 
to the receiver input. When it is permissible 
to operate transmitters, the output of the sig
nal generator may be fed into a central radiating 
antenna, and receivers m ay be calibrated from 
the signal received by their own antennas. Any 
decrease in sensitivity should be corrected. 

It should be noted that sensitivity and selec
tivity m ay be affected by the alignment in all 
types of receivers. As receivers become more 
complex, alignment becomes more of a problem . 
In AM receivers using conventional sideband 
signals, improper alignment m ay result in the 
loss of weak signals through loss of sensitivity 
and the inability to select the desired signal. 
When a receiver has AVC and AFC features, 
proper alignment may be complicated if proce
dures are not followed exactly. 

In addition to periodic checks on sensitivity, 
routine physical inspections must be made of 
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the receiver and accessory units. Lubrication 
and cleaning schedules recommended by the 
technical manual, Maintenance Standards Book, 
and PMS must be followed. Tubes should be 
te sted sparingly because frequent insertion and 
removal weakens the socket contacts and causes 
noisy or intermittent operation. Electron tube 
life generally extends to several thousand hours; 
therefore, in equipment which is continously 
operated and on which periodic sensitivity tests 
are m ade, tubes should be checked only when 
performance indicates such a need. When tubes 
are replaced in RF circuits, the circuits should 
be realigned, if necessary, to achieve normal 
sensitivity. Before new tubes are used, it is  
good practice to check them on a tube tester. 

Methods of adjusting and servicing each type 
of equipment are discussed in detail in the tech
nical m n.nual or m anuals furnished with each 
equipment as well as in normal PMS checks. 
Whenever a problem is detected, you should 
proceed methodically in locating the fault by 
te sting first the most accessible and vulnerable 
parts of the receiver. If the problem goes beyond 
operating personnel' s knowledge or experience, 
it should be referred to appropriate repair 
personnel. Anytime a receiver is temporarily 
removed from its assembly for testing, it should 
be thoroughly cleaned and inspected so that parts 
close to failure m ay be detected beforehand. 
Since receivers could operate for many years 
with reduced sensitivity before a complete failure 
occurs, the preventive maintenance schedule 
for each receiver should be followed. In this 
section, we will discuss m any of the areas as
sociated with receiver quality assurance. 

Assurance, Diagnosis, and 
the Decibel (dB) 

Until now, a very important term with ref
erence to quality assurance and system s diag
nosis has been omitted. That term is "decibel" ,  
abbreviated "dB" . It is  an important term in 
that it is used in conjunction with. m any areas 
of quality assurance and system s diagnosis that 
are of interest to the communications operator 
and supervisor. For example, during QA checks 
in accordance with MRC s  or technical manuals, 
you will often find the gain of a particular amp
lifier stage expressed in dB. M any trouble charts 
and reference levels listed in technical m an
uals and Maintenance Standards Books are given 
in dB, Therefore, it is important that you, as 
an operator and supervisor, understand the 
definition of the term "decibel" and can equate 
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it to the basic system s checks that you must 
often m ake. 

The international unit, the "BEL " ,  is a unit 
of gain equivalent to 10  to 1 ratio of power gain. 
Thus, the gain in bels is simply the number of 
times that 10 is taken as a factor to equal the 
ratio of the output power of an amplifier to 
th;� input power. If, for example, the output 
power of an amplifier i s  100 times the input, 
the ratio i s  100 to 1 ,  or 102 to 1 .  The gain i s  
therefore 2 bels, the number "2" being the 
number of times that 10  i s  taken as a base 
factor, as shown in the number "102 " .  One 
bel is equal to 10 decibels, and vice-versa. 
Therefore, the gain in decibels is 10 time s  2, 
or 20 decibels .  

Where the amplification factor of an amp
lifier is listed as a 1000 to 1 ratio am:;,Jlifier,  
it  m ay be written as l OS  to 1 ,  or 3 bels, and 
the gain in dB i s  10 x 3, or 30 decibels. 

Where the gain of a stage in a piece of 
communications equipment i s  listed as being 
increased 10,000 times, that gain is 104 to 1 ,  
o r  4 bels. Th·erefore, the gain i n  dB i s  10 x 4, 
or 40 decibels. 

As you can see, the easiest way to deter
mine the gain in decibels is to multiply the 
base number of 10 by the number of times that 
it must be multiplied by itself to equal the 
amplification factor; 108 equals 10 x 10 x 10 x 
10 x 10 x 10. It also equals 6 bels and 60 deci
bels. Table 8-1 shows the general relationship 
between dB and gain ratio. 

TABLE 8-1 

dB and Gain Ratio 

It should be rem embered that decibels can 
be expressed either pos�· ively or negatively. 
In other words, an amplifi r that amplifies the 
input 100 times has an plification factor of 
100 to 1, or 102 , or +20dB. Conversely, if an 
attenuator reduce s the level of a signal by the 
sam e am ount, it is said to have a loss of -20dB. 
Needless to say, anyone who participates in al
most any area of quality assurance and systems 
diagnosis requiring the use of equipment and 
systems technical m anuals must have a basic 
knowledge of the usage of decibels. This is 
particularly true when receiver QA checks are 
undertaken, especially those dealing with sensi
tivity, selectivity, and bandwidth measurements. 

Single Sideband Sensitivity 
Measurements 

Sensitivity measurements of SSB receivers 
are determined in a manner similar to that 
used for other amplitude modulation equipment. 
However, certain considerations must be taken 
into account when measurements are performed 
on this type of equipment. For exam:;,Jle, the 
frequency stability requirements of SSB equip
ment operating in the high frequency range are 
on the order of 0 . 2  to 2 parts per million. 
Frequency errors greater than 30 Hz can cause 
voice transmissions to be unintelligible with 
certain signal-to-noise ratios. Intelligibility de
creases with an increase in frequency error, 
even with a hi gh signal-to-noise ratio. When 
frequency conditions are simulated for the sensi
tivity m.3asurements, this same high degree of 
accuracy is still warranted. Therefore, proper 
measurements for single-sideband receivers 
should include the use of test equipment de
signed for use with this type of communication 
equipment or test equipment with an accuracy 
equal to, or better than, the accuracy to be 
m aintained in the receiver.  

Gain Ratio F actor No. of BELS No. of dB C W  and F ac simile Sensitivity 
Checks 

1 ,000,000 to 1 106 

100,000 to 1 106 

10,000 to 1 104 

1 ,000 to 1 103 

100 to 1 102 

10 to 1 1 101 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10 
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Sensitivity checks and measurements for CW 
(A-1) and facsimile (A-4) are e ssentially the 
same. In basic front panel setups for determin
ing their reception sensitivity, you should set 
the BFO to ON and the receiver audio gain 
at m s.ximum . If the tone control positions are 
not specified in the receiver technical m anual, 
tone controls should be set for m aximum audio 
range. The signal generator is to be used un
modulated. Following initial adjustments stated 
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in the technical m anual or on the MRC , the 
carrier is then applied from the signal generator, 
and the input sigaal voltage is adjusted to pro
duce a +20dB output, signal-to-noise ratio (100 
to 1).  The receiver sensitivity, in terms of 
input signal voltage, is then read from the sig
nal generator voltage calibration. Many ref
erence levels m ay be used, b:1t the 20dB 
relationship should be m aintained. 

Voice Modulated Sensitivity 
Checks 

In determining voice-m odulated (A-3) sensi
tivity, a carrier of 40 0 Hz must be applied 
at 30 percent m•:>dulation. The RF gain control 
should be set at maxim um with AGC ON and 
the BFO OFF. All other controls should be set 
as indicated for C W  reception with the ex
ception of the AF gain control. After consulting 
the applicable technical m anual or MRC card 
and the m odulated output of the signal gen
erator applied, the receiver output should be 
adjusted for a +10dB ratio of signal-to-noise 
(10 to 1) . The receiver sensitivity is then read 
from the signal generator voltage calibration. 

FSK Sensitivity Determination 

In an FSK system , the receiver, frequency
shift keying circuitry, and the teletypewriter must 
all operate satisfactorily to produce proper copy 
in FSK operation. If the receiver checks satis
factorily for C W  operation and sensitivity, o:aly 
the additional switching for FSK reception and 
any special FSK filters located inside the re
ceiver could produce poor FSK operation so 
far as the receiver proper is concerned. There
fore, the receiver m ay be checked for FSK sensi
tivity by initially checking its standard CW 
sensitivity. If this proves to be norm al, switching 
to FSK operation will allow the output and 
audio levels to be checked to ensure that they 
m eet the requirements of whatever type of 
audio frequency FSK converter is employed. 

The output which the receiver produces for 
an IF converter in FSK O.tJeration m ay be checked 
with an electronic voltmeter capable of good 
accuracy at the IF and with a range of 0.001 
volt to at least 10 volts. The receiver and 
converter technical manuals should be consulted 
for standards of receiver output in this case. 
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Reserve Gain Determination 

"Reserve" gain for all types of reception m ay 
be determined by mi:lasuring the ratio of noise 
output at standard gain (the gain condition used 
in measuring standard sensitivity) to noise out
pJ.t at m aximum gain, provided that m aximum 
gain does not cause an output overload. 

It should be noted that there is also a gain 
variation with a change in frequency bands. The 
response to the input signal will not be the 
same from band to band nor will it be the same 
from point-to-point in the same band. This 
variation over each band m ay be determined by 
adjusting for standard gain ( as for sensitivity 
m easurements) at the high frequency end of 
each band and then noting the input signal volt
age required at various frequencies over the 
band to produce the same input. 

Receiver Response Curves 

Every receiver has a series of amplifiers 
and detector circuits that both reduce the sig
nal to an audio or IF level and amplify that 
signal as necessary. Each receiver amplifier 
circuit is m ade up of separate electronic parts 
and, though similar, have operating characteris
tics all their own. One of the characteristics 
of separate amplifier circuits is that no two 
amplifiers will amplify or respond to the same 
signal in exactly the sam;� way. 

It is possible to determine the exact way 
that each amplifier inside a receiver will re
act to a series of frequencies within the range 
of the receiver. It is also possible to obtain 
a visual display of the reaction of separate 
amplifiers to the sam.e frequency bands, thus 
determining their "response curves".  

A visual response curve m ay be produced 
by applying an output signal from an FM signal 
generator to the receiver circuit being checked 
and employing an oscilloscope as an output 
indicator, ( see figure 8-4) .  The FM signal from 
the generator will usually vary at a 60 H z  
rate about a center frequency. 

The original FM signal is changed in passing 
th:cough the amplifier so that the output signal 
from the amplifier consists of an FM signal 
which is amplitude modulated. The resulting 
"envelope" appearing at the output will appear 
on the oscilloscope screen, but only after being 
"detected" , because the output of the amplifier 
is varying at an RF rate and cannot be seen. 
However, after detection, only the m odulation re
m ains, and this appears on the oscilloscope in 
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76.1 20 
Figure 8-4. - Equipment arrangement for deter

mining response curve. 

the form of the re sponse curve of the amplifier. 
(See figure 8-5) . Tha detector polarity deter
mines whether a positive or negative output 
occurs on the visual presentation; the output 
response curve will appear inverted if the out
put is of negative polarity. However, the re
sponse curve m ay be used in whichever position 
it appears at the output of the detector. Since, 
for equal deviations, the positive and negative 
portions of the envelope are syll)metrical, it is 
necessary to observe only one side of the en
velope. 

Receiver Selectivity and 
Bandwidth Measurements 

Selectivity is the property which enables a 
receiver to discriminate against transmissions 
other than the one to which it is tuned. The 
term "overall selectivity" usually refers to the 
frequency selectivity of a receiver as measured 
from (and including) the antenna to the input 
of the final detector. It does not normally in
clude any elements of the audio signal because 
most of the selection and rejection of input 
signals have already been accomplished by the 
time the audio stages have been reached. 

AM PLI Fl E R  
RESPO N S E  

I N PUT 
S I G N A L  

\ F M  \ I S I G N A L  _,_,_ "'"-' 
C O M PO S I T E  D ET EC T E D  

S I G N A L  S I G N A L  

76.1 21 
Figure 8-5. - Typical amplifier response curve. 
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The bandwidth of a receiver defines the fre
quency range over which the amplification is 
relatively constant. For most receivers, the 
bandwidth represents the usable portion of the 
m odulated intelligence. Selectivity and bandwidth 
m easurements can be m ade with similar test 
equipment and connections, such as those shown 
in figure 8-3. Autom atic volum·e control is nor
m ally turned OFF and the volume control is 
set to maximum for these measurements. The 
signal generator is set at the receiver fre
quency and modulated in accordance with test 
instructions.  The RF gain control should be 
adjusted for a convenient reference level on the 
voltmeter, or as specified. The signal generator 
output is then varied in accordance with test 
instructions. It is emphasized that test pro
cedures m ay vary according to whether the 
receiver is considered a "narrow-band" or a 
"wide-band" receiver, and technical m anual 
step-by-step procedures should be very care
fully followed. 

Cross-Modulation T.ast 

A cross-modulation test is, in a sense, a 
selectivity test. However, it has the advantage 
of determining the effect of ' 'interfering' ' sig
nals with the autom atic volume and gain con
trols in operation, which is the situation that 
will normally be encountered during receiver 
operation. This test requires the use of two 
signal generators. One signal generator is set 
at the frequency to which the receiver is tuned, 
while the other is tuned away from the test 
frequency in order to represent the interfering 
signal. (See figure 8-6.) This technique has the 
advantage of simulating the condition that exists 
when the receiver is tuned to a station close 
to another strong signal that interferes with 
primary communications. It is a valid te st be
cause practically all receivers must be able to 
properly function with interference in the crowded 
frequency spectrum . 

The cross-modulation te st give s no inform a
tion concerning the attenuation of a desired 
signal in the presence of a strong interfering 
signal. This type of apparent signal loss occurs 
when the combined strength of the desired sig
nal and the interference is sufficient to cause 
overloading of the receiver, or, in the case of 
a poorly designed automatic-volume control 
(A VC) network, to cause a reduction of the 
output. Therefore, in conjunction with the cross
modulation test, we have what is referred to as 
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76.1 22 
Figure 8-6. - Typical equipment arrangement for a cross-modulation test. 

a "blocking interference" test. A blocking inter
ference test uses the same basic equipment 
configuration shown in figure 8-6. Basically, 
this test i s  plotted on an output versus fre
quency graph using the outputs of signal gen
erators 1 and 2 from the cross-modulation 
test. Generally speaking, the straighter the line 
on the graphic plot, the less the attenuation, 
(See figure 8-7 for a typical blocking-interference 
graph) . 

Squelch (Silencer) Circuit 
Measurements 

High frequency receiver circuits inherently 
have a high noise level when no signal is being 
received. During communications, where a re
ceiver is tuned to a specific frequency for long 
stand-by periods in anticipation of signals that 
m ay appear at any time,  the continuous roar 
of noise is highly annoying to anyone in the 
vicinity of the receiver. TherefQre, it is de
sirable that a squelch (or silencer) circuit be 
incorporated to silence the audio output during 
these periods when no signal is being received. 
The squelch circuit works in conjunction with 
the audio amplifier to block the received inter
ference in the form of noise or low-level sig
nals from interfering stations. 

The received signal level necessary to op
erate the squelch circuit in a receiver is called 
the receiver's "squelch characteristic" .  In an 
AM receiver this characteristic m ay be deter
mined by first making the equipment connections 
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Figure 8-7.- Typical graphical plot of results 

of a blocking interference test. 

shown in figure 8-3.  The signal generator shoUld 
be set to 30 percent modulation at a frequency 
of 400 Hz. With the signal generator RF out
put set for zero, the receiver output should be 
noted; it should be e ssentially zero. Gradually, 
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the signal genera tor RF output should be in
d:eased until the squelch circuit operates. Op
eration of the squelch circuit is indicated by 
a sudden increase in the radio receiver output. 
The RF output of the signal generator required 
for the operation of the squelch circuit may be 
recorded as the squelch characteristic of that 
receiver. 

Tuning Dial C alibration 

Tuning dial frequency calibration can be 
checked against any known standard, such as 
WWV or WWVH .  Some receivers have built-in 
crystal calibrators which give signals spaced 
throughout the range of the receiver. A 
heterodyne frequency meter m ay also be used, 
the output of which may be fed to the receiver 
antenna terminals. With any of these means, 
the tuning dial error should be carefully ob
served. If the error is  excessive (more than 
±1 percent) and shows a definite progression 
with frequency, the receiver m ay require re
alignment. 

Warm-up Frequency Drift 

Frequency changes which occur while the 
receiver is  warming up m ay be measured by 
setting a heterodyne frequency meter to give 
a 1000 Hz beat note output from the receiver in 
the C W  mode of operation. This i s  done as 
soon as the receiver is  turned on. Then, as 
the receiver drifts, the frequency meter is re
adjusted to produce this same beat note . When 
the output frequency becomes e ssentially stable, 
the total frequency drift is indicated by the 
difference between the final and original fre
quency settings of the frequency meter dial. 

COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTER 
TESTING 

Because of the necessity to m atch the out
put of transmitters to their respective antennas, 
the operation of a transmitter is usually more 
complex than that of a receiver. Like receivers, 
there are m any tests and measurements to be 
m ade in order to ensure the proper operating 
condition of transmitters .  Most of these checks 
are on a maintenance level and are performed 
by qualified repairmen. However, there are 
some tests and checks that operating person
nel can m ake in order to ensure continuity of 
communications. Most of these tests and checks 

are covered by the PMS requirements and are 
fairly standard. 

Because of the power involved when a trans
m itter is operated, the most vulnerable part 
of its operating circuits are the vacuum tubes. 
The operating procedures for most radio trans
mitters call for continuous tuning and retuning, 
and PA stage tube currents are usually meas
ured by means of front panel meters .  By peri
odically recording these output readings, the 
cumulative record bears the same relationship 
to the transmitter that a sensitivity check does 

· to the receiver. Whenever the emission of a tube 
falls to 80 percent of normal rating, it should 
be replaced. Large PA tubes also have a tend
ency to fail when stored for long periods of 
time .  Therefore, they should be rotated with 
tubes of the same type in spare storage so 
as to m aintain three sets of large tubes in 
good condition at all time s. 

Ventilation and dust conditions present a 
greater problem to transmitters than they do 
to receivers, prim arily because there is more 
heat to be dissipated. Dust form s a film which 
absorbs moisture and lowers the insulation re
sistance of circuit components. In so doing, a 
"flash-over" or " arc-over" point of potential 
can develop between two components closely lo
cated to each other. This arc-over is in the 
form of a charge of electrical energy flashing 
from a negatively charged point of electrical 
potential to the less negative point (the point 
now covered with moist dust) . Therefore, clean
ing periods must be initiated and regularly fol
lowed. These periods will vary for different 
locations. Insulators must be wiped, corroded 
metal parts cleaned, and arc-overs repaired. 
It is possible to detect poor contacts by inspect
ing for evidence of overheating. When overheat
ing is  found, these contacts must be thoroughly 
cleaned. It is also important that transmitter 
antenna connections be regularly inspected and 
cleaned. 

During periods of radio silence, the proper 
tuning of transmitters presents a problem be
cause an appreciable amount of RF energy must 
be prevented from radiating. By previous tuning 
of the transmitter through a great number of 
operating frequencies with accurate logging of 
all the dial readings, the need for operation dur
ing r adio silence is eliminated. Many technical 
m anuals also have a listing of approxim ate front 
panel settings that correspond to transmitter 
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frequencies. Normally, through intelligent inter
polation, between-frequency settings can be 
closely arrived at. 

Frequency Measurements 

Transmitter frequency measurements are 
necessary for reliable operation and compliance 
with communications regulations. These regula
tions concern self-generated multiples of the 
selected frequency (called harmonics), sidebands, 
and tolerances allowed for the assigned fre
quency of transmission. 

A m ethod of frequency m easurement com
m only used in transmitting spaces is the ap
plication of installed frequency standards. 
Normally, these installed standards are a 
combination of a series of very stable oscil
lators that m ay be hooked up to the transmitter 
as convenient frequency references. Often, one 
frequency standard m ay .  service all receivers 
and transmitters located in a communication 
space. This piece of e quipment m ay also be 
referred to as a standard frequency generator. 
A good example of a standard frequency gen
erator, normally installed as a reference fre
quency standard, is the AN/URQ-9 shown in 
figure 8-8 .  The reference frequencies are pro
vided through the output j acks located on the 
front panel of the standard (lower-left of fig
ure 8-8) .  Patch cords can be connected between 
these j acks and the input jack desired ou the 
transmitter front panel. From there, the fre
quency selected from the AN/URQ-9 can be 
used as a reference in conjunction with what
ever transmitter oscillator it was intended for. 

Another m.3thod of frequency measurement 
is the "heterodyne frequency meter method" . 
The method employed is similar to that used to 
" zero-beat" a receiver for calibration. Bas� 
ically, the frequency to be m easured is "beat" 
against the output signal of the frequency meter 
internal oscillator. Many heterodyne meters also 
include an antenna for receiving a radiated sig
nal. Assuming that the instrument is placed 
near enough to the source of the signal whose 
frequency is to be measured, this provision 
eliminates the need for a direct connection 
between the frequency meter and the source 
to be m easured. U sing this method, set-up and 
operation instructions must be explicitly followed 
and the calibration consulted for proper inter
pretation of the frequency meter results. 
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Output Power Measurements 

Many feel that reduction of power does not 
nece ssarily decrease the operating range sig
nificantly. Therefore, the precise measurement 
of power is unnecessary • . This is a false as
sumption. A change in the power output m ay 
result from altered operating conditions that 
are capable of causing an eventual e quipment 
breakdown unless remedied. Additionally, power 
measurements are often the surest way of deter
mining whether the overall performance of a 
transmitter is normal and in general accord 
with the specifications of the m anufacturer. 

In the MF to VHF range in communications, 
relative power output readings m ay be obtained 
from the front panel meters that are part of 
the equipment itself. These meters m ay be in 
the form of RF wattmeters or in the form of 
current meters and voltmeters in the final 
PA stage. Also, the transmitting antenna tuning 
unit normally has an RF wattmeter located on 
its front panel. C omparison between the trans
mitter and tuning unit wattmeters m ay reflect 
a difference between the output of the trans
mitter and the input of the antenna. When final 
PA stage voltage and current relationships are 
used, the formula for power (P = IE) must be 
used. 

Another check for power output of some 
communications transmitters is obtained from 
direct readings of ammeters, calibrated to indi
cate power.  This type of ammeter is connected 
in series with the antenna output terminals and 
will give an accurate indication only when the 
antenna impedance is at a value for which 
the meter has been calibrated. An application 
of this method is to substitute a dummy an
tenna for the antenna proper. If the meter is 
calibrated to indicate current or voltage, power 
can be accurately determined by the relation
ship: P = Ia R or P = E2 /R, where: 

P = Power output 

R = Resistance of the dummy antenna 

I = Effective current 

E = Effective voltage 

Power measurements in the UHF and VHF 
ranges use indirect measurements. These meth
ods normally convert RF energy into another 
form of energy, such as light or heat. (Direct 
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1 20.23 
Figure 8-8 . - AN/URQ-9 Frequency Standard. 

m ethods of measuring RF power are not ef
fective at the higher frequencie s.) One indirect 
method is the "lamp-load" method. Tlus method 
involves the use of a serie s of incande scent 
lamps as a dummy antenna for the transmitter 
(see figure 8-9) . 

As power is applied from the transmitter, 
the lamp bank will begin to light brightly. An 
illumination meter is arranged so that it can 
measure the brilliance of the lamp bank. Then, 
the lamps are disconnected from the transmitter 
output and connected to a variable a.c. or d.c. 
power source. This variable source is used to 
light the same bank of lights to the same bril
liance. A wattmeter m ay then be connected to 
determine the required power necessary to bring 
the lights to the same brilliance. This power 
is equivalent to the transmitter output. The 
impedance of the bank of lights should m atch 
the output impedance of the transmitter. Also, 
the wattage rating of the lamp load must be 
greater than the power being measured. 

Transmitter Neutralization 

Transmitters normally use rather large vac
uum tubes in the RF amplifiers of the output 
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stages. These vacuum tubes norm ally operate 
at a high level of efficiency and accomplish the 
desired result: Reliable communications. How
ever, in every RF amplifier vacuum tube, an 
inherent problem exists that must occasionally 
be minimized. This inherent problem i s  known 
as ' 'interelectrode capacitance ' ' .  Interelectrode 
capacitance is the unwanted capacitive react
ances caused inside the vacuum tube by the in
ternal elements of the tube itself: The cathode, 
grid, and plate , as well as the other elements 
in multielement tubes. 

As the operating frequency of an RF amp
lifier is raised, the interelectrode capacitance 
becomes large enough to cause a feedback sig
nal that is degenerative in its nature. This 
degenerative feedback can reduce the effective
ness and efficiency of the amplifier tube and, 
therefore, the transmitter itself. The procedure 
used to correct this inherent characteristic of 
vacuum tubes used as RF amplifiers is known 
as"neutralization". Neutralization procedures are 
normally discussed and described in detaii in 
the transmitter technical m a11ual. There are any 
number of neutralization techniques involving just 
as m any types of te st equipments that m ay be 
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used to carry out the proce ss. These test speci
fications should be followed on a step-by-step 
basis;  otherwise, the process will not be valid. 

TELETYPE SYSTEMS 
T ESTING 

Teletype systems serving fleet and shore 
e stablishments include shipboard and station 
equipment operating in conjunction with wire or 
radio circuits or a combination of both. C om
paratively simple facilitie s m ay be characterized 
as teletype circuits rather than system s when 
the teletypewriter stations are directly con
nected. A system is made up of numerous com
ponents, including station local lines, m ain 
transmission and retransmission circuits, mul
tiplexing, terminal and repeating equipment, 
switchboards, and branch circuits extending to 
outlying localities. 

Message s m ay be sent directly from a sta
tion to one or more distant stations over fixed 
circuits or over circuits involving one or more 
switchboards. Messages m ay also be relayed 
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autom atically, semiautomatically, or m anually 
from one circuit to another, that is, received 
at an intermediate point and retransmitted to 
one or more points. Teletype circuits m ay also 
be used for interchanging information in a con
versational m anner. 

Radio teletype system s involve a long series 
or chain of individual equipments, each of which 
must be kept at peak efficiency to produce sat
isfactory operation. Antennas and frequencies 
must be wisely chosen, receivers must be op
erating at peak efficiency and well tuned; and 
converters must be operating perfectly. Tele
type transfer panels must be understood and 
adjusted for proper line conditions. Teletype 
m achines must be kept in top mechanical con
dition. 

Radio teletype has proven to be a time 
and labor saving device. The greatest speed 
is obtained by the use of tape transmission 
which provide s a steady flow of message traffic 
at a constant 60 words (or more) per minute. 
This is far above manual circuit operator speed 
and capacity. As in other system s of message 
handling, standards of quality have been estab
lished to provide dependable service . The stand
ard measure of message service quality is 
the number of errors per given period of time .  

Radio teletype i s  subject to distortion due 
to propagation conditions. Weak and fading sig
nals, however, m ay be copied with good quality 
by intelligent selection of antennas, careful at
tention to proper adjustment of receiving equip
ment, and correct usage of converter /comparator 
equipment. Teletype m achine dependability is 
controlled to a great extent by the quality of 
the preventive m aintenance applied. 

Under favorable conditions and service, a 
steadily used m achine should perform for six 
months or more without a breakdown. Normal 
wear to m oving parts will eventually force the 
m achine to fail if it does not receive an over
haul after this period of use. 

Signals are produced by the operation of a 
teletypewriter keyboard similar to that of a 
typewriter, and the corresponding characters 
are typed in page form or on tape by printer 
mechanism s at both the sending and receiving 
stations. Signals m ay also be sent by the use 

of a punched tape prepared by another device 
called a "perforator" which has a keyboard 
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that i s  also sim ilar to that of a typewriter .  
Signals received from a transmitting station 
do not nece ssarily have to be printed in page 
form ; they m ay be prlnted on a pedorated 
paper tape by means of a typing reperforator. 
Some typing reperforators are furnished with a 
keyboard so that it may be used for the trans
mission of messages, e specially for tactical 
communications. The paper tape is used to pro
vide a communications teletype signal by feed
ing it through a device known to communications 
personnel as a "transmitter-distributor" .  The 
following is a discussion of basic teletypewriter 
te sting. 

Teletypewriter Operational Speeds 

There are four common teletypewriter op
erational speeds which are expressed in words 
per minute (WPM) or operations per minute 
(OPM) . The operations per minute are exact 
ratings since they are based upon the time 
intervals required to send the various intelligence 
pulse s contained on a teletypewriter tape. The 
OPM are 368, 404, 470, and 600. Their cor
responding WPM are 60,  66,  75,  and 10 0, re
sepectively. Presently Navy teletypewriter 
equipment operate s at speeds of 60,  75,  and 
100 WPM. 

Teletypewriter Signals 

Signals originated within the teletypewriter 
are transm itted in the form of d.c. pulse s 
called "m arking" and "spacing" impulse s. Bas
ically, a marking pulse occurs whenever current 
is flowing and a spacing pulse oceurs whenever 
no current is flowing. The alphabet, figures, 
and functions of a teletypewriter correspond to 
a particular sequence of punched perforations in 
a teletypewriter tape. Therefore, whenever an 
operator depre sses a teletypewriter key, a me
chanical selection of punched perforations cor
responding to that key is selected. Figure 8-10 
shows a perforated teletypewriter tape corres
ponding to the various keys that m ay be de
pressed when a teletypewriter is operated. Also 
shown are the corre spending upper-case functions 
for communications and weather teletypewriters, 
(far-left of figure 8-10) . Holes in the perforated 
tape correspond to m arking impulses; whereas, 
no perforated holes correspond to the spacing 
impulse. As shown in figure 8-10, a 5-unit code 
is used for each character. For example, the 
letter "A" consists of two holes and three 

no-hole functions. Therefore , the letter "A" al
ways has the first two units of the code per
forated and the last three nonperforated. The 
sm all hole s between the 2 and 3 units are 
" sprocket" hole s de signed to allow the tape 
to be mechanically fed through a transmitter
distributor. The length of time between each 
pulse is 22 milliseconds. 

A further inspection of figure 8-10 reveals 
that two additional impulse s are transmitted with 
e ach character. They are the " start" and "stop , ,  
impulses. Notice that the start impulse i s  al
ways spacing (no-current is flowing) and that the 
stop impulse is always m arking (current is flow
ing) . The start impulse allows the relays in 
the receiving printing mechanism s  to start trans
lating the coded impulse s at the same time that 
the transmitting mechanism sends the selected 
character. The stop impulse, on the other hand, 
ensure s that all receiving mechanism s stop 
their mechanical operations at the same time 
that the transmitting teletypewriter has finished 
sending its coded signal. 

Types of Transmissions 

There are two general type s of wire tele
typewriter circuits: d.c. and carrier. The d.c. 
type of circuits are used for the shorter dis
tances, including extensions within stations and 
branch circuits to outlying communications 
spaces. C arrier teletypewriter circuits generally 
comprise the tra.'lsmission circuits for long and 
medium distance communications on land lines. 
Wire teletypewriter circuits generally will fur
nish dependable and accurate service if reason
able standards of circuit layout and m aintenance 
are adhered to. Although radio transmission 
provide s a high degree of flexibility for point
to-point communications from a station to any 
one of a large number of stations, wire tele
typewriter circuits are overall more dependable 
because they are not subject to the variable 
conditions in the atmospheric medium and the 
possibility of accidental or intentional jamming. 
However, remember that wire-lines are im
possible between fleet and shore activities. 
Therefore, radio-teletypewriter is more prev
alent in naval communications than wire. 

In radio teletype system transmission 
impairment m ay occur in the form of displace
ment m arks and spaces (time distortion) , in 
variations in strength of received signals, and 
in occasional obliteration of the received sig
nals by interference. For operation in the HF 
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range over radio circuits using sky-wave trans
mission, it is generally desirable to use diver
sity operation. Thus, signals m ay be received 
simultaneously at two or more locations sepa
rated by several wavelengths ( space diversity) , 
or each signal m ay be sent and combined at 
the receiving station (frequency diversity) . Where 
space is a limiting factor, two different adjacent 
antennas, such as vertical and horizontal, or 
differently oriented horizontals, m ay give some 
improvement by providing what is known as 
' 'polarization-ill versity ' '  reception. 

The limiting length of a teletypewriter cir
cuit, either wire or radio transmission, is 
considered to be that point at which a signal 
becomes so weak that it is incapable of actuating 
the receiving apparatus properly, when distortion 
of the teletypewriter pulse s is excessive, or 
when the received signal strength is too low 
to override the interference. Usually, circuits 
are extended by inserting "repeaters" before the 
limiting length is  reached. These repaat:lrs 
autom atically retransmit  the r ::ceiv;jd si gnals in 
practically perfect form if they have not suf
fered a large amount of distortion which would 
cause errors in the teletypewriter copy. 

Basic Keyboard and Tape 
Transmitter Tests 

Since all teletypewriters respond to the same 
functions and operations, they can all be tested 
for specific operations. However, you must bear 
in mind when performing basic checks that the 
response of the various units comprising tele
typewriter system s is different from unit to unit 
for the same test or function. 

Observation of teletypewriter equipment dur
ing operation is usually the first test performed 
on all units. For the keyboard, printer, and 
tape transmitter,  transmitting with the receiver 
converter-comparator set on "tune " will pro
vide a closed, continuous loop for testing pur
poses. A tape should be patched into the te sting 
channel with the tape transmitter instead ofusing 
the keyboard. Tape transmitters generally op
erate at a constant 60 WPM and provide a 
more rigid te st of the receiving printer. 

Test tapes m ay be prepared on the keyboard 
of a reperforator machine and connected end-to
end with transparent tape to provide a continuous 
test signal. Ma:1.y good texts are available for 
the test tape, the chief requirement being that 

it contains all the functions and characters us.-;:d. 
The letters " R" and "Y " are commonly used 

as the test text because they require the se
lector unit to reverse all its code pulse com
ponents. 

U sing the keyboard of a teletypewriter is 
a good test but not a conclusive one. For ex
ample, if the motor of the machine is  of the 
governed type,  it will be possible for the speed 
of the motor to be too high or too low and still 
work with its own keyboard. Both are kept in 
synchronism by means of the main shaft gears. 
If a m achine will not copy an incoming signal, 
check the m achine first with its own keyboard. 
If it passes this test, try sending to it from 
another machine or tape transmitter known to 
be in good condition. If it passes this test, 
the m achine is operating satisfactorily, and the 
incoming signal or the keyer in the converter 
is at fault. If it fails either te st, the m achine 
needs attention. 

Range Selection 

A good test for determining the "range" 
of a teletypewriter is performed with the letters 
" R" and "Y " .  The rangefinder pointer is  al
ways located on the front panel of the m achine 
in clear view and marked. Alternately print the 
letters R and Y while slowly moving the range
finder pointer toward the lower end of the scale 
until printing errors occur. Note the position 
of the pointer. Check the upper limit of the 
range by moving the rangefinder pointer toward 
the upper end of the scale until errors are 
printed. Note the position of the pointer again. 
Then set the rangefinder at the midpoint of 
these two extremes. Print the "test sentence" 
or text to check the selection proce ss. The 
range under local test conditions with a well 
adjusted teletypewriter should be 80 points; 
however, a 70 point range is acceptable. 

TELETYPEWRIT ER DISTORTION 

Fundamentally, there are three types of dis
tortion which adversely affect the fidelity of 
teletypewriter signals. These are bias, fortuitous, 
and characteristic distortion. Figure 8-11 il
lustrates these and other forms of distortion. 
They are defined as follows: 

(1) Bias Distortion - The uniform lengthen
ing or shortening of the m ark or space ele
ments, one at the expense of the other. 

( 2) Fortuitous Distortion - The random di s
placement, splitting, and/or breaking up of the 
m ark and space elements. 
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Figure 8-1 1 . - C omponents of Teletypewriter 

Distortion. 

( 3) End Distortion - A special type of tele
graph signal distortion created for testing pur
pose s. It has the effect of advancing or delaying 
the end of each m arking impulse with respect 
to the beginning of the test cycle. 

( 4) Characteristic Distortion - The repetitive 
displacement or garbling peculiar to specific 
portions of a signal. There are two types of 
characteristic distortion. Line characteristic dis
tortion and equipment characteristic distortion. 

(5) System atic Distortion - Periodic or con
stant distortion, such as bias or characteristic 
distortion, which is the direct opposite of fortui
tous distortion. 

(6) Total Distortion - The total of all forms 
of signal distortion is cumulative and is  known 
as total distortion. A signal in one link of a 
teletypewriter transmission system m ay have 
one kind of distortion at that point and another 
kind of distortion in another link of the system . 
However, the signal could actually have less 
distortion at the distant receiving point due to 
the canceling effect of the various types of 
distortion upon each other. 

You can determine the amount of distortion 
that the teletypewriter selector unit can tolerate 
by using a common signal distortion tester designed 
specifically for this type of test. If the test 
set or teletypewriter is equipped with governed 
motors, the motor speed must first be adjusted. 

Th<3 character selecting switch of the test set is 
set to transmit either " R" or "Y " .  The ad
justable test set then is set to the desired 
percentage of bias and end distortion; this 
control is  usually set for 35 percent. 

C auses and Effects of 
Bias Distortion 

It is  important that the radio operator or 
supervisor realize that bias distortion is the 
UNIFORM lengthening or shortening of the m ark 
or space element, one at the expense of the other,  
as shown in figure 8-1 2, parts A through E. 
These show that the total time allocated to one 
m ark and one space never changes, only the 
length of the m ark or space element change s. 
If the m ark is lengthened, then the space will 
be shortened by the amount that the m ark is 

· lengthened. If the above de scribed distortion of 
the m ark or space elements are not uniform 
and repetitive, some other form of distortion 
is taking place. 

Bias distortion can change from one hour 
to the next or with one adjustment of the equip
ment to another ;  however, there are only a 
few places in a teletypewriter transmission sys
tem capable of producing bias distortion. A 
detuned receiver will produce either m arking 
or spacing bias. In addition, any drift in the 
transmitter or receiver frequency control equip-
ment m ay produce this distortion. 

· 

Changes in speed of sending equipment, 
though detrimental to the fidelity of the tele
typewriter signals, cannot produce bias distortion 
even though certain types of distortion measur
ing equipment will indicate bias distortion when 
speed control is the real problem . Whenever 
transmission speed increases or decreases, the 
m ark-space elements will be changed equally 
in length; therefore, the bias distortion could 
be zero but the total time for one m ark and one 
space will be shorter or longer. 

There are several ways of calculating bias 
distortion. The method most often used is the 
ratio between the normal m ark or space and 
the amount the m ark or space has been length
ened or shortened. This means that if the m ark 
element is  one-half longer than it should be, 
it would be considered a fifty percent (50%) 
m arking bias; at the same moment, the space 
element would be shortened fifty percent (50%) .  
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C auses and Effects of 
Fortuitous Distortion 

Fortuitous distortion is  caused by m any 
things: F ading, multipath transmissions, atmos
pheric noise, power line induction, battery 
fluctuations, poorly soldered electrical joints, 
lightning, dirty keying contacts, and m any other 
random disturbances. 

Part F of figure 8-12 is an example of 
fortuitous distortion. Clearly, the various ele
ments of the signal are not uniformly length
ened or shortened, as was the case for bias 
distortion. The displacement is random and un
even and will have no discernible pattern. 

C auses and Effects of 
Characteristic Distortion 

A defi.nite amount of time is required for the 
line current to change from a m arking to a 

· spacing condition or vice versa, in a teletype
writer wire circuit. The time required some
times is greater than the minimum time interval 
between transitions (the end of one character 
and the beginning of the next) in the signals. 
Some transitions then must occur while the 
current is still in the process of cha••ging from 
the previous transmission. 

Line characteristic distortion is basically 
the distortion caused when the length of the 
received signal impulses are affected by the 
presence of changing current transmissions in 
wire circuits. The amount of line characteristic 
distortion is dependent upon the magnitude of 
the condition. When the received impulses are 
shortened due to line characteristic distortion, 
the condition is known as "negative" line char
acteristic distortion. When the received impulses 
are lengthened due to line characteristic dis
tortion, the condition is known as "positive " 
line characteristic distortion. This line char
acteristic distortion is sometime s  revealed as 
m arking or spacing bias on some distortion 
measuring equipment because it produces an ef
fect similar to bias. The most reliable and 
effective way to eliminate line characteristic 
distortion in wire circuits is to operate the 
circuit with what is referred to as "polar" 
operation. In a teletypewriter circuit, this means 
that a marking impulse occurs whenever cur
rent flows in one direction and a spacing im
pulse occurs whenever it flows in the opposite 
direction. This minimizes the time lag due to 
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the current to no-current transmission for m arks 
and spaces. Instead, we have a current-to-current 
relationship, only of opposite polarity. 

The contrasts between line characteristic dis
tortion and the distortion caused by bias are as 
follows: 

(1) The effect of line characteristic distortion 
depends upon the length of the impulses trans
mitted. The effect of bias is independent of the 
length of the impulses. 

( 2) For a given length of impulse, the effect 
of line characteristic distortion is independent 
of whether it is  a m arking or spacing impulse. 
The effect of bias is always opposite on a mark 
to what it is on a space. 

( 3) Line characteristic distortion is related to 
the amount and arrangement of the capacitance, 
inductance, and resistance of a wire circuit. 
Except in neutral operation, these factors do not 
affect bias. 

( 4) Bias is caused by unequal m arking and 
spacing line current, conditions which do not 
affect line characteristic distortion. 

(5) Line characteristic distortion normally 
varies only a sm all amount from day to day 
on a wire circuit. Bias m ay vary from hour 
to hour. 

Equipment characteristic distortion i s  the 
repetitive displacement or disruption peculiar 
to specific portions of a signal and is norm ally 
caused by m aladjusted or dirty contacts of the 
sending and receiving equipment. An example 
would be the repeated splitting of the third 
code element of a teletypewriter signal, illus
trated in part G of figure 8-1 2. 

It i s  important that a communications op
erator or supervisor be able to separate char
acteristic distortion from other form s of 
distortion. If it can be e stablished that only 
a certain portion or portions of the signal is 
disrupted, he can immediately eliminate the 
entire system between the sender and receiver 
and know that the sending equipment is the 
cause of the distortion. 

By comparing part A with part G of figure 
8-1 2, it can be seen that the signal is  suffering 
from a split element on the third code element. 
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If this happens repetitively, it would be classified 
as equipment characteristic distortion. If it 
happens only once over an extended period, it 
would be fortuitous distortion. On suitable dis
tortion measuring equipment, part G would be 
displayed as two transmissions in this element; 
one approxim ately 50% late and another about 
6 5% late. Equipment characteristic distortion can 
be introduced into a system at the sending end, 
repeating point, or receiving point. 

C auses and Effects of 
Speed Problem s  

In start-stop teletypewriter transmission, 
there is the problem of synchronizing the speed 
of the receiving equipment with the speed of the 
sending equipment, character by character. It 
is  for this reason that the teletypewriter stops 
at the end of each character. Many m eter-type 
distortion measuring equipments will read speed 

· problem s as bias distortion; however,  bias and 
speed distortion are two different entities. If 

a signal is caused to be sent at a faster or 
slower speed, it does not mean that the sig
nal i s  biased. It m eans that the total time for 
one m ark and one space is shorter or longer,  
but their m ark-space ratio is  unchanged. 

Speed of teleprinter signals can be varied 
in several ways. The most common one is that 
the m otor governor fails or is  m aladjusted. 
Speed variations can also be caused by slipping 
clutches on internal mechanical devices of the 
teletypewriter. The overall effect of off-speed 
operation in the start-stop teletypewriter trans
mission is to cause the later elements of the 
signal to be m ore distorted than the earlier 
portion of the signal. 

Multiplex and Crypto 
Distortion 

When m ore radioteletypewriter circuits are 
required than existing available frequencies al
low, the additional circuits m ay be provided by 
using the principle of electronic time division 
multiplexing. The term "multiplexing" means 
the combining of several signals into one com
posite signal, transmitting it from one terminal 
to another,  and then breaking down the com
posite signal into the original signals. The com
posite signal produced by multiplexing is often 
referred to as a MUX signal and multiplexing 
equipment as MUX equipment. 
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In the 60 WPM teletypewriter system , a 
conventional 7 .42 unit code is used. To achieve 
this speed, the teletypewriter impulse shaft makes 
one complete revolution in 1 6 3  milliseconds to 
send one character .  With each revolution, the 
start pulse and the five selecting pulses are 
22 milliseconds, and the stop pulse is 31 milli
seconds. If four complete characters are to be 
transmitted in approximately 1 6 3  milliseconds 
instead of just one character, the time re
quired for each new character must be con
siderably shortened. This is accomplished by 
the MUX equipment, which compresse s  each 
transmitted character into a time period of 
40 milliseconds. This MUX equipment accepts

· 

four 60 WPM teletypewriter channels,  converts 
the intelligence received on each channel to a 
new 5-unit code (plus a sixth pulse) of shorter 
duration, and retransmits the total intelligence 
sequentially to a single wire or radio circuit. 

At the receiving location, the MUX signal 
is  applied to the receiving equipment which op
erates in synchronism or cycles at the same 
speed as the transmitter. It is e ssential that 
the signals be in phase ; sometime s  jump-phase 
effects produce distortion. When interference 
disrupts a received MUX circuit, all channels 
will be similarly affected. Difficultie s  experi
enced with an individual MUX channel cannot 
be attributed to interference. Therefore, unless 
the interfering signal is of a pulsing natltte and 
identical in keying speed ( synchronized) to that 
of the receiving MUX signal, all channels and 
not just one or two signals will be disrupted. 

Scattered reflections of multipath propaga
tion causes signal distortion and fading and 
generally have their greatest effect on MUX 
signals. The condition is normally of short 
duration, and no compensation or corrective 
action is required. However, the use of a fre
quency nearest the m aximum usable frequency 
(MUF) will often help in offsetting the effects 
of this condition. Reduced channel operation will 
sometimes improve signal quality, but this should 
be done only as a last resort. 

Cryptographic operation can be either syn
chronous or non-synchronous. Non-synchronous 
cryptographic operation depends on character 
count integrity, while synchronous cryptographic 
operation achieves character count integrity with
out requiring that each character transmitted is 
received. In non-synchronous operation, the same 
number of teletypewriter characters must be 
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received at the distant end as were transmitted 
by the local transmitting equipment if the non
synchronous equipments are to rem ain in the 
' 'SET" condition. The SET condition can be 
construed to be the "ready to operate" con
dition. A received teletype character m ay be 
garbled with no effect on this "SET" condition. 
This is called character count integrity and is 
a basic requirement to rem ain in the set con
dition. In synchronous cryptographic operation, 
the synchronous equipments will remain in set 
even if the teletypewriter character count is  
interfered with, since each of the synchronous 
equipments is kept in phase by its own fre
quency standard. The synchronous equipments 
do not depend upon the satisfactory transmission 
and reception of each character for their op
eration. To make certain the lines are satis
factory for use and that excessive distortion doe s 
not exist, bias and distortion checks are made, 
back-to-back circuits are used, and standard test 
tapes and proper procedures are used for on
line te sting. Teletypewriter te st sets are em
ployed with self-contained oscilloscopes which 
measure the amount of distortion, line polarity, 
current, and speed so that all pertinent factors 
m ay be evaluated. Thus, the various types of 
distortion peculiar to teletypewriter equipment 
can be measured without interrupting service 
on start-stop synchronous teletypewriter sig
nals. 

MUTUAL INTERFERENC E 
PROBLEMS 

In a communications system , the number of 
radio circuits employed m ay necessitate the 
use of m any transmitters and receivers in the 
same general locality. The selection of fre
quencies to avoid mutual interference between 
communication equipments becomes increasingly 
m ore complex as the proximity and/or number 
of equipments is increased. While it is possible 
to reasonably estim ate the frequencies at which 
interference is likely to occur, it is impractical 
to try to accurately predict the seriousness of 
interference at specific frequencies. The in
form ation given in the following paragraphs will 
aid you in your knowledge of basic interference 
problem s and logical means of reducing them. 

Transmitter-To-Receiver 
Interference 

Transmitter-to-receiver interference i s  a 
m ajor type of interference that is difficult to 

avoid aboard ship and in any area where m any 
transmitters and receivers are located in prox
imity to one another.  Additionally, signals ar
riving at a receiver from a distant transmitter 
are usually weak and can be interfered with 
easily by nearby transmitters. 

Every transm itter radiates sm all amounts 
of energy at many frequencies other than its 
fundamental carrier frequency, and each receiver 
is responsive to signals of m any frequencies 
other than the desired strong signals from two 
nearby transmitters operating on different fre
quencies m ay heterodyne in a receiver to pro
duce interference. These spurious radiations 
and responses greatly increase the number of 
frequencie s at which interference can occur. 
For example, when transmitting and receiving 
antennas are located close together, interference 
m ay result, not only in receivers tuned to fre
quencies near that of a strong transmitter car
rier but also in receivers tuned to frequencies 
corresponding to the weaker spurious trans
mitter radiations. 

Antenna Location 

Much of the interference that occurs when 
transmitting and receiving antennas are located 
close together disappears when the intensities 
of interfering signals are reduced by simply 
separating the transmitting and receiving an
tennas. Another method of reducing interference 
at shore communication stations is to provide 
separate sites for transmitting and receiving 
antennas. Separations of as much as 5 miles 
are not uncommon where transmitter outputs 
of 400 watts and above are involved. 

Mutual interference can exist between com
munication equipments operating in widely sepa
rated frequency bands if these equipments are 
in close proximity to one another.  For example, 
high-frequency transmitters emit spurious radia
tions at m any times the assigned operating 
frequency, and these radiations m ay cause inter
ference in very high frequency receivers lo
cated nearby. 

As an alternative to space attenuation by 
means of antenna separation, the directional 
characteristics of antennas are used to advantage 
in reducing mutual interference. Also, where 
the transmitting and receiving antennas are 
located near each other, consideration is given 
to the usage of ship structures or the natural 
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contours of the area to provide antenna isolation. 
"Terrain shielding" ,  as it is called, is satis
factorily employed in m any locations aboard 
ship where the orientation of the antenna radia
tion patterns permits such an arrangement. 

When space is not provided to separate trans
mitting and receiving antennas, as aboard ship 
or with mobile equipment, for example, certain 
type s of interference cannot be so easily elimi
nated. With numerous transmitting and receiving 
antennas separated by only a few hundred feet 
or so, the number of interference possibilitie s 
increases to such an extent that the solution 
of the operating frequency assignment problem 
become s  very difficult. If such a situation cannot 
possibly be avoided, it is then e ssential to 
understand the equipment characteristics re
sponsible for the interference. This will aid 
in selecting initial operating frequencies that 
will have some prospect of reasonable succe ss 
when operations are begun. 

Spurious Transmitter Radiation 

Spurious transmitter radiations account for 
much of the transm itter to receiver interference 
when transmitting and receiving antennas are 
located in close proximity to e ach other. Most 
of the power in the output of a transmitter is 
in the operating carrier frequency and the side
bands. · However, a sm all amount of power is  
always present at the self-generated frequencies 
that are exact multiples of the fundamental 
frequency (harmonics) . Harmonic radiation is  
unde sirable from the interference standpoint, as 
well as the power loss and lowered efficiency 
as a result of them. The design of a transmitter 
usually incorporates features which help to elimi
nate, or at least suppress, these harmonics. 

Because of possible harmonic radiation from 
transmitters, guy wires which support antenna 
m asts should be divided into insulated sections, 
the lengths of which are not harmonically related 
to the operating frequency. Failure to observe 
this practice leads to re-radiation of spurious 
harmonics from the length of the guy wire. 

Since the frequencies of these spurious out
puts are different for different operating carrier 
frequencies, it is apparent that the number of 
receiving channels which m ay be interfered with 
increases with the number of transm itters in 
operation, as each transmitting frequency will 
be accompanied by a series of spurious radia
tions. Spurious transmitter radiations can also 
be caused by cross modulation between two 
transmitters. 
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C ross Modulation 

When an unde sired signal feeds through into 
an operating circuit so that it interferes with 
the circuit or modulates it with interference, 
the effect is known as cross modulation. Cross 
modulation also results when two transmitt�rs 
are very close together. When the antennas or 
transmission lines of two transmitters are lo
cated near each other, RF voltage from one 
transmitter m ay be impressed across the output 
of the other. 

Interference of this type should not prove 
serious if the receiving antennas are well sepa
rated from the transm itting antennas, since the 
spurious frequencies are highly attenuated. 
Another method of reducing cross modulation is  
by separating the transmitting antennas them
selve s, one from the other. The same applies 
for the receiving antennas. Also, reorienting 
transmitting antennas so as to take advantage 
of their directional characteristics and radia
tion patterns helps reduce cross modulation. 

Receiver-To-Receiver 
Interference 

Spurious receiver radiations account for much 
of the receiver-to-receiver interference. This 
type of interference is not usually serious but 
must sometime s  be considered in situations where 
receiving antennas are closely grouped or when 
receivers are connected to a common antenna. 
Almost without exception, communication re
ceivers are of the superheterodyne type. The 
fundamental or harmonic frequencies of the local 
oscillator in one receiver m ay reach the input 
of a nearby receiver through several signal paths, 
the m ost important of which is probably through 
coupling between the antennas used in conjunction 
with the receivers. 

In some cases, several receivers operating 
on different frequencies m ay be connected to a 
common antenna in which case suitable isolation 
between the receivers must be provided, or the 
operating frequency of each receiver chosen so 
that local oscillator radiation does not present 
an interference problem . A multi-coupler is often 
used to reduce the effect of local oscillator 
radiation and afford some isolation of the sev
eral receivers. 
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Reduction of Transm itter 
Radiation 

In checking for transmitter radiation, the 
only really sati sfactory indicating instrument is a 
sensitive receiver or a panoramic adapter .  A 
panoramic adapter is a test instrument similar 
to a spectrum analyzer that can visually indicate 
exi sting sidebands or interference around a 
carrier. Radiation checks should be made into 
a dum my load of the proper power and imped
ance rating and should be m ade on all fre
quencies that are to be used in transmitting. 

Naturally, the reduction of unwanted trans
mitter radiation can be best accomplished through 
proper design procedures. One of the preventive 
measure s considered very important i s  the ef
fective " shielding" of components and stage s 
within the transm itter. To be effective , a shield 
must completely enclose the circuit or stage . 
Thi s total enclosure m ay be a physical or elec
trical one . That is to say, shields m ay be in 
the form of a metal box enclosing certain com
ponents, or they may be in the form of an elec
trical potential de signed to counteract a tendency 
of the circuit to radiate minute portions of 
RF energy from its components. Unfortunately , 
ordinary metal boxes and cabinets do not pro
vide total shielding, since such openings as lids 
and holes for running connections allow leakage . 

A prim ary requisite for good shielding is 
that all joints must make good electrical con
nection along their entire lengths. A sm all slit 
or crack will emit a surprising amount of RF 
energy; so will holes;  such as those used for 
m ounting meters. On the other hand, small holes 
do not impair the shielding greatly, and a lim ited 
number of ventilating hole s may be used if they 
are sm all (not over 1 /4 inch in diameter) . 

Most wires used in transmitters today em
ploy shielded wires between power supplies and 
components a.'ld at all connections where prac
tical. A shielded wire is simply one that has 
a "braid" inside the outer j acket to provide 
a means of preventing spurious r adiations due 
to skin effect and to enable a ground potential 
to be placed at each end of it. F or example, 
the wires used to connect a.c. or d.c. to the 
socket connections for a vacuum tube are nor
m ally shielded by connecting the braid of the 
wire to chassis ground at each end of the wire 
run, and at various points in between. Meters 
are norm ally enclosed in shielding covers, the 

m eter connections being m ade with shielded 
wire . RF cable and control cable runs are nor
m ally m ade with high quality shielded cables,  
thus preventing inductive interference with other 
cable s in close proximity . 

ANT ENNA FI ELD STRENGTH 
M EASU REMENTS 

Field strength is the effective value of the 
electric field intensity and is m easured in micro
volts or microvolts per meter . Field strength 
measurements are norm ally taken only from one 
particular side of an antenna. Thus, the only 
way to e stim ate overall antenna field strength 
is to take a series of measurements at four 
points and average them out. The four points 
would be m ade at the front, back, and two side s 
of the antenna, giving you an omnidirectional 
average of overall field strength. 

The field strength produced by an antenna 
is proportional to the current flowing in it. 
Those parts of the antenna that carry the most 
current, as a re sult of standing wave s, have 
the most r adiating effect. Field strength meas
urements should not be confused with directivity 
and gain measurements. Although they are closely 
linked and each affects the other, they are meas
ured differently and mean different things. The 
directivity of an antenna is determined from an 
aggregate collection of data from all points of 
the antenna, giving us a general picture of the 
way in which the antenna radiate s the RF energy 
fed to it. The power gain of an antenna is the 
m easurement of the directivity of the antenna 
under test as compared to that of an ideal 
(isotropic) antenna. 

When m aking these m easurements, m any dif
ferent types of test equipments are available 
in different range s of frequency coverage . These 
r adio test sets, field strength meters, and radio 
noise meters can be used to measure either 
relative or absolute m agnitude s of field in
tensitie s produced by an excited transmitting 
antenna. The inform ation obtained from field 
strength measurements c an be used to deter
mine antenna efficiency, directivity characteris
tics, and spurious radiations. When you use 
field intensity measuring equipment, you must 
rem ove objects or persons near the radiating 
source or the meter because they will cause 
reflections which result in erratic meter read
ings. 

1 7 2  
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SINGLE SID EBAND (SSB) 
TESTING 

Transmitter output monitoring and accurate 
transmitter frequency adjustment are even more 
important in SSB than in AM applications. Not 
only must the SSB transmitter be adjusted to 
operate within tolerances specified by the using 
services, but it must also be adjusted to operate 
within its own strict tolerance s because intelli
gibility of the reproduced SSB message de
pends upon such adjustments. 

Methods used for testing or performing pre
ventive m aintenance on an SSB transmitter will 
vary slightly for different equipment applica
tions. For example, some installations have 
special test units incorporated into the overall 
system configuration. These test units, often 
referred to as "distortion measuring equip
ment" , are usually designed for the specific 
applications where used and provide a means 
for m aking such measurements as distortion, 
gain, frequency response, noise, and modula
tion level. If no such equipment is provided, 
suitable individual test equipment ( signal gen
erators,  voltmeters, oscilloscopes, etc.) can 
be used for m aking the test or performing the 
PM. The following is a discussion of SSB 
testing. 

RF C arrier Oscillator 

In Single-Sideband Suppressed Carrier (SSSC) 
system s in which no carrier is transmitted with 
the signal, a carrier is inserted at the receiver 
to correspond to the one suppressed at the 
transmitter. This locally generated carrier must 
be at exactly the same frequency as the car
rier that was suppressed in the transmitter if 
the demodulation process is  to be performed 
properly. Consequently, for proper operation 
of an SSSC system , the local carrier oscil
lators in both the receiver and the transmitter 
must operate at the same frequency at all 
times. Therefore, the importance of stability 
and accuracy of frequency adjustment of the 
local carrier RF oscillator or its equivalent 
circuit cannot be stre ssed too strongly. Nor
m ally, preventive m aintenance checks are m an
datory to ensure the proper operation of the 
carrier oscillator and associated circuits. 

When performing PMs concerning frequency 
of the carrier oscillator, an extremely accurate 
signal generator or direct-reading frequency 
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meter can be used. To properly check and ad
just this circuit, it is  necessary that the ac
curacy of the test equipment equal or, preferably, 
exceed the accuracy of the circuit being tested. 
Some of the signal generators and frequency 
meters used in AM applications do not meet 
the strict requirements of single-sideband sys
tems.  Test equipments and instruments specifi
cally de signed for single-sideband applications 
should be used whenever available. Also, suf
ficient warm-up time should be allowed for all 
test instruments to ensure stable operation. 

Whenever checks show that the carrier os
cillator is in error, the first step in correcting 
the situation is to check and adjust the regulated 
voltages that are applied to this circuit. This 
can usually be accomplished through the use of 
screwdriver adjusted rheostats or potentiometers 
located in and around the carrier oscillator 
circuit. Accurate voltmeters should be used to 
m ake these voltage checks and adjustments. In
correct voltages applied to this circuit are a 
major source of oscillator frequency errors. 
Whenever a tube change is m ade in the oscil
lator circuit, the voltages should again be checked 
and adjusted to the recommended value s. 

After the applied voltages have been adjusted, 
the frequency of the oscillator can then be prop
erly adjusted. This is always done in accordance 
with technical m anual and maintenance standards 
m anual instructions. The final adjustment to car
rier oscillators is norm ally the setting of the 
output signal voltage to the level prescribed by 
the equipment m anufacturer. Precautions 
stressed in the technical m anual should be 
strictly observed for proper adjustment of the 
RF carrier oscillator. 

Balanced Modulator Adjustments 

The prim ary purpose of any balanced mod
ulator circuit is to produce the sidebands of 
the RF carrier and to suppress or reject the 
carrier. Most balanced modulators are designed 
and adjusted to achieve a carrier suppression 
of approximately 35 to 40 dB. If a carrier is 
transmitted with the SSB signal, its level is 
normally reduced 10 to 20 dB below the level 
of the sideband signal. 

A certain degree of balance is "built-in" 
to a balanced modulator circuit by the equip
ment design. This involves the choice of tubes, 
components, and circuit arrangement. To com
pensate for changes in values of components 
due to environmental and operational conditions, 
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separate balance controls are usually incor
porated into the transmitter. These controls 
are usually very easy to reach when necessary 
in performing PMs and making minor adjust
ments. 

The first step in adjusting a balanced m odu
lator is to check the circuit operating voltages. 
Normally, this can be accomplished through the 
built-in test jacks or through front panel meters 
designed to indicate the various basic operating 
voltages associated with that circuit. If vacuum 
tubes are replaced in the balanced modulator 
circuit, care should be exercised in determining 
that the replacement tube m atches exactly the 
tube removed. This m ay sometimes necessitate 
a basic realignment of circuits in SSB equip
m ent. 

Basically, carrier balance can be adjusted 
by applying a test tone from an audio oscil
lator to the SSB exciter circuit (usually located 
very near the balanced modulator proper) and 
coupling an AM receiver to the output (as shown 
in figure 8-1 3) . The test tone coming from the 
oscillator should be very stable and distortion 
free with a means of controlling its frequency 
and amplitude. Any suitable AM receiver with 
the proper frequency range can be used. 

After a sufficient warm-up time, the carrier
level control of the receiver should be turned 
to its m l ni m u rn  position so that no carrier is 
applied to the signal through carrier-reinsertion 
circuits. A suitable test tone i s  then applied 
to the exciter. If the balanced modulator is un
balanced, the AM receiver should be able to 
receive the signal. The "balance" control is 
then adjusted for minimum tone output from the 
receiver. This is normally a very simple ad
justment and should be done in accordance with 
step-by-step procedures contained in the equip
ment technical m anual. 

A U D I O  S S B  A M  

OSCI LLATOR 
-

EXC ITER r----. R ECE IVER 

76.128 
Figlre 3-1 3. - Basic equipment setup for car

rier balance adjustment. 
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Sideband Filters 

The purpose of the sideband filters in an 
SSB transmitter is to pass only the desired 
band of frequencies with a minimum of dis
tortion and loss. Filter characteristics are deter
mined prim arily by the filter design and are 
usually permanent once the initial design is 
completed. Not only is it desirable to pass a 
certain band of frequencies, but it is equally 
important that all frequencies outside this de
sired band be attenuated sufficiently so that 
they do not appear at the output of the trans
mitter. This is very important in dual-channel 
SSB system s where two intelligence signals are 
transmitted on opposite sides of a suppressed, 
or reduced, carrier. 

As a general rule, the communications op
erator should not attempt to adjust sideband 
filters. The necessary features are m ade and 
sealed in during the construction of most filters, 
e specially mechanical ones. Attempts to adjust 
mechanical filters should not be undertaken under 
any conditions. Crystal filters m ay be adjusted 
by technicians only; no operator should attempt 
to perform these adjustments. 

The importance of the sideband filters in 
regard to the over-all perform ance of a single 
sideband transmitter cannot be overstressed. 
Therefore, strict adherence to the technical 
manual ' s  instructions concerning sidebandfilters 
is e ssential. Norm ally, sideband filters should 
simply be replaced by the operator if doubt 
exists as to their usefulness. 

"Two-Tone" Testing In SSB 

The m ost widely used method of testing SSB 
transmitters is the "two-tone" test. This test 
involves the application of two separate tone 
signals to the input of a system or circuit 
and observing the results on an oscilloscope, 
spectrum analyzer, or some other indicating 
device. The two tones should be equal in amp
litude and have a difference in frequency of 
about 1000 Hz. Typical examples of two-tone 
waveform s  during test are shown in figure 
8-14. 

This test, often an SSB PM, can be performed 
using either an RF or audio oscillator, which
ever is applicable to the test being performed. 
Basically, what is done is that two test signals 
are applied to the transmitter input. The balanced 
m odulator is deliberately slightly unbalanced to 
allow a. portion of the carrier to "feed through" .  
C are should be exercised to ensure that the 
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T WO - TO N E  TEST 
O B S E R V E D  O N  

O S C I L L O S C O P E  
( A )  

T WO -TO N E  T EST 
O B S E RV E D  O N  

S P EC T R U M  A N A LY Z E R  
( B )  

7 6 .1 29 
Figure 8-14, - Examples of ideal two-tone wave

form s during test. 

amplitudes of the two tones are m aintained 
constant. Upon completion of the two tone test, 
the carrier balance should be reset and ad
justed to ensure that it is  at the proper point 
for operation of the equipment. 

SSB Signal-To-Noise 
Measurements 

The signal-to-noise ratio, usually given in 
dB, is defined as the value of the signal to the 
value of the noise in a particular application 
and is generally a function of the bandwidth 
of the overall transmitting system . In cases 
where impulse noise is to be measured, the 
ratio is usually expressed in term s  of peak 
values. In random noise measurements, root
mean-square values are used. 

To determine the signal-to-noise ratio of 
a system, it is necessary to measure the output 
of the system , using an output indicator both 
with and without a te st tone. In all case s, 
the equipment technical m anual should be con
sulted for the exact procedure to use in check
ing a particular system . 

Peak Envelope Power ( PEP) 
Measurement 

There is a direct relationship between the 
m aximum power output of a transmitter and 
the amount of distortion that is permissible in 
the system . For this reason, the power output 
rating of a transmitter is usually given in term s 
of the m aximum power that can be delivered 
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with re spect to a specified amount of distortion 
that can be tolerated. If no value of distortion 
is specified, it is understood that the distortion 
will be kept within limits considered to be 
acceptable for the system . 

The power output of an SSB transmitter is 
usually given in term s of peak envelope power 
(PEP) .  Peak-envelope power is equal to the sum 
of the amplitudes of the sideband components 
and the pilot carrier. The measurement of PEP 
is usually m ade using the two-tone test pro
cedure with the carrier turned "ON " .  Figure 
8-15 shows one method of measuring the PEP 
of an SSB transmitter. If an oscilloscope is 
used, the reading sought is  normally peak-to
peak. If a voltmeter is used, the reading sought 
is  normally root-mean-square (rm s) .  

Another rating sometimes given to SSB trans
mitters is called "peak sideband power, (PSP) " .  
It is similar to peak envelope power except 
that the measurement of this power is m ade 
with the carrier turned "OFF " .  In this way, 
the transmitter power is applied to the side
bands and none is applied to the carrier. 

"Talking Power" is a term also often used 
in reference to SSB transmitters. Talking power 
is defined as the portion of the transm itter out
put that carries the intelligence of the message. 
Since only the desired sideband is radiated in 
SSSC system s, the talking power and peak side
band power of such system s are closely re
lated. As the carrier suppression increases, 
the amount of available sideband power (and 

A U D I O  
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COM B I N I N G  

N ET W O R K  
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o
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OR 

VOLT M ET E R  

76.1 30 
Figure 8-1 5.- Basic equipment setup for meas

uring Peak-Envelope- Power (PEP) . 
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the talking power) will increase. If the carrier 
is suppressed completely, the total output of 
the transm itter will be applied to the sideband 
signal. Therefore, complete carrier suppre ssion 
in SSSC is desirable . 

SSE Transmitter Monitoring 

Transm itter monitoring simply means the 
checking of a transmitter to determine the quality 
of its transm ission. Some transmitters have 
separate monitor panels or units built into the 
system to provide a continuous check of the 
transmitter while it is in operation. The monitor 
panel, or unit, samples voltage s or currents 
at different points in the transmitter to as
certain that particular circuits are functioning 
properly. 

Often, preventive m aintenance checks require 
the use of built-in or front panel meters and 
m onitoring units. Other times, test equipment 
is necessary, used separately. To prevent po

tential hazards and equipment dam age, it is 
important to observe all precautions pertaining 

to test equipments, e specially oscilloscope s, 
because of the high voltage s pre sent in all 
transm itters. 

SSE Receiver Maintenance 
Technique s 

Proper preventive m aintenance and basic 
tests and adjustments of a single- sideband re
ceiver should include the use of test equipment 
designed for the purpose whenever possible . If 
this is not possible, test equipment should be 
used with an accuracy equal to, or exceeding, 
the accuracy to be m aintained in the receiver. 

Two factors must be borne in mind in the 
choice of test equipment for preventive m ain
tenance or basic adjustment of SSE receivers: 

(1) The close tolerance s required of the re
ceiver oscillator frequencies. 

( 2) The sharp bandpass of SSB receivers. 

Signal generators de signed for single
sideband applications are pre sently in use and 
available in every work center. Barring their 
availability, frequency meters or standard ref
erence oscillators with a known accuracy m ay 
be used for basic adjustments. The reference 
used should have an accuracy at least equal to, 
or greater than, the circuit to be adjusted in 
the SSE receiver. Preferably, the accuracy of 
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equipment used to adjust receiver oscillators 
should be greater than ten-to-one. 

COMPU T ER EQUIPMENT 
T E STING 

More and more , computerized equipments are 
being utilized in communications system s both 
afloat and ashore . Autom ated and satellite com
munications system s are relying more heavily 
on computers at each stage of development. 
Naturally, with the advent of the se m ore complex 
and exacting equipments, m aintenance and proper 
upkeep requirements increase in importance. 
Therefore, a basic knowledge of computer type s 
and simple block functions becomes necessary 
in order to obtain "ground-level" inform ation 
about the equipments that we will be using as 
advance s are m ade . 

C omputer Types 

A computer m ay be a sm all unit consisting 
of a few circuits, or it m ay be a large complex 
equipment involving thousands of circuits. There 
are two general types of computers: 

(1) Digital 

( 2) Analog 

The digital computer perform s m athem atical 
operations by a proce ss known as "repeated 
addition" .  The analog computer m ay use any 
one of several methods, but it is not considered 
as overall accurate as the digital type . Large 
computers which require a high degree of ac
curacy are norm ally of the digital type . 

Analog C omputers 

Analog computers are used prim arily for 
such applications as determining the altitude of 
targets that are detected by radar equipment 
and solving specific type s of m athem atical equa
tions for design calculations. Such computers 
are usually composed of summing, multiplica
tion, differentiating, and integrating circuits. 
Although analog computers are not considered 
accurate enough for m any applications, they 
are capable of utilizing voltage and current 
value s and changing those value s into digital 
form . Conversely, analog computers m ay use 
the se values in digital form and convert them 
into voltages or currents to operate front panel 
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controls and indications. N aval communications 
system s utilize digital computer circuits more 
than analog. 

Digital Computers 

The basic sections of a digital computer are 
shown in figure 8-1 6. These block representa
tions perform the input, output, memory, arith
metic, and control functions. All data enters 
the computer through the input section, where 
it m ay be converted to a digital form and placed 
in a storage device. The memory section ac
cepts this data at specific intervals and places 
it in the proper storage location. Two paths 
lead out of the memory element: One to the 
control section and one to the arithmetic sec
tion. Instructions are transferred from the 
memory to the control section, in which they 
are decoded and certain commands are set 
up for operation of the computer. 

Input 

The input section accepts information in 
various form s and converts it to a form which 
can be used by other sections of the computer. 
Input inform ation is applied to computers by 
m any different methods: punched card readers, 
m agnetic tapes, paper tapes, typewriters, tele
typewriters, and radiotelephones. 

-- r--
I N P U T  M E M O RY 

C O N T R O L  

- O U T P UT A R I T H M E T I C  

t 
76.1 31 

Figure 8-16 . - Block diagram of basic digital 
computer. 
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Control 

The control section generates signals at the 
proper time to cause a desired action to take 
place within the computer. This is normally 
accomplished by decoder and other switching 
circuits and devices. The control section keeps 
track of the instructions that are to be decoded 
and m ay perform part of the decoding. In ad
dition, this section synchronizes all sections 
of the computer. 

Memory 

The memory section stores inform ation until 
it is needed by one of the other sections of the 
computer. Memory devices are assigned "ad
dresse s" and the appropriate address is specified 
in the computer signal when information is 
needed or is sent to be stored. It is  from 
this section that stored inform ation such as 
that used in the Navy AUTODIN system is 
recalled. 

Arithmetic 

Addition is the basic operation of the arith
metic section of a digital computer; other arith
m<�tic functions are simply variations of the 
addition function. For example, multiplication 
in the arithmetic section is simply a repetitive ad
dition. The arithmetic section is  used to store 
or transfer the results of a computation. 

Output 

The results of the computer operation are 
fed to the output for either local or distant 
applications. Some examples of output units 
are teletypewriter line printers, card punchers, 
and m agnetic tapes such as those used in the 
Navy AUTODIN communication system , paper 
tapes, frequency counters, cathode-ray tubes, 
and radiotelephone secure systems. In other 
words, the output of a computer m ay vary 
widely, depending upon its use and what it has 
been "programmed" to do. 

COMPUTER QUALITY 
ASSURANC E TECHNIQU ES 

To meet reliability requirements and pro
vide efficient operation, special preventive m ain
tenance techniques have been developed for large 
and sm all computers. Most m aintenance for com
puter circuits involves the simulation of actual 
data fed to the computer itself, very much like 
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the tests that are performed on teletypewriters 
with test tapes. Naturally, the type of test 
determines the type of quality assurance in
form ation fed to the circuits for internal cir
culation. There are also "m arginal checking" 
circuits in digital computers. These type s of 
circuits are included in computers to detect 
aging of circuit parts before failures occur. 
This is a valuable preventive aid that is not 
provided in normal, non-computerized equip
menta. 

Digital computers as well as analog com
puters m ay be "programmed" for checks. These 
program s provide an overall check of all com 
puter circuits. ln addition to the se special tech
niques, n o r m a l  p r e v e n t i v e  m aintenance 
procedures can be carried out in accordance 
with proper instructions with available te st equip
ments carried for that specific purpose. 

Basic Program s  

A "program " is a series of instructions 
which control the operations of a computer. 
Each instruction is used to cause some action 
which is a part of the overall task that the 
computer must perform . Therefore, an instruc
tion m ay be considered to be the basic build
ing block of a computer program . 

An efficient program makes full use of the 
instructions which are available to accomplish 
the task in the shorte st possible time and use s  
the least number of instructions. Computer pro
gram s are usually developed according to "time" 
or " number" .  In other words, if  time is im
portant, m aintenance and quality assurance pro
gram s norm ally use instructions of short duration 
utilizing m any checks. On the other hand, if time 
is relatively unimportant, m aintenance program s 
norm ally do a great number of things and cause 
the computer to run through the same program 
more than once. 

Maintenance Program s 

A maintenance program provides a thorough 
and rapid method for the detection of failures 
in a special section of the computer. This type 
of overall m aintenance check is  very flexible 
and efficient. A program can be changed when 
the computer or auxiliary components are 
changed, and the program can be constantly 
improved. Norm ally, no extra test equipment is 
required since the computer circuits are used 
to perform the test. Te sting by means of a 
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maintenance program also results in the com
puter circuits being used in a more norm al 
m anner than when test equipments are used. 

Maintenance program s  are divided into three 
m ain classes: 

(1) Reliability 
( 2) Diagnostic 
( 3) Utility 

Maintenance program s that are used to detect 
the existence of errors are called reliability 
program s.  Reliability program s  should be ar
ranged to check as many computer circuits 
as possible. 

Maintenance program s that are used to lo
cate the circuits in which computer malfunc
tions originate are called " diagnostic" program s. 
An effective diagnostic program locate s the 
source of trouble as closely as possible. Actu
ally, in many cases, reliability program s have 
diagnostic features, and diagnostic program s 
have reliability features. For convenience, a 
program is called either a reliability or diag
nostic program depending on its intended em
phasis. 

Utility programs are used as aids for both 
operational and m aintenance programming pro
cedure s. This type of program is used to print 
out inform ation from storage devices within 
the computer memory section. It is also used 
to transfer maintenance program s  into the com
puter memory section. 

Reliability Program s 

Reliability program s are used in both pre
ventive and corrective maintenance tests to 
detect circuit failures rapidly and to discover 
failures that m ay occur only under particular 
operating conditions.; In order to detect such 
failures, it is nece ssary to use reliability pro
gram s which check logical operation, paths of 
information flow, ability of a computer to per
form all functions, execution of instructions, 
etc. 

Reliability programs check either the logical 
functioning of an entire · computer section or the 
logical functioning of individual circuit groups 
within a section. Whichever method is used, 
it is assumed that associated circuits which 
were not directly checked by the program are 
in satisfactory operating condition. Thus, these 
program s  can be considered to fall into two 
categorie s: First order and second order. First 
order reliability program s check the operation 
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of an entire computer section, while second 
order program s check the operation of assem
blies or circuit groups. In most case s, first 
order program s  are merely a combination of 
several second order programs. 

A reliability program provides a good or 
bad indication regarding the ability of the tested 
computer section or circuit to perform its 
operating functions. In the event of a failure 
indication, the failure m ay be in the area being 
checked or in another area that has been as
sumed trouble free. Diagnostic m aintenance pro
gram s should then be used to locate the source 
of trouble. 

Diagnostic Program s 

To be efficient, m aintenance programs for 
diagnostic applications must enable you to nar
row the area of the problem down to the smallest 
area or number of circuits. This is done by 
employing the following area checks: 

(1) Increasing area 
( 2) Decreasing area 
( 3) Overlapping area 
( 4) Large area 

The most effective method will depend upon the 
particular type of computer being tested. 

A m aintenance program using the increasing 
area check initially tests a sm all number of 
circuits. If a check indicate s that all tested 
circuits are operating properly, successive 
checks are run in which progressively greater 
numbers of circuits are added. By this method, 
circuits which are found to be operating cor
rectly are used to check other circuits. This 
process is continued until all circuits that can 
be checked by a maintenance program have 
been tested. 

A decreasing area check is used by initially 
checking a large number of circuits with the 
m aintenance program . If trouble is detected in 
a large area, additional checks are m ade of 
successively sm aller portions of the equipment 
until the stages affected by the failure are not 
included in the test area. You are then able 
to determine the defective stage. If the check 
of a large area reveals no error, the rem ain
ing large areas of the equipment are checked 
until the trouble is detected. In m any cases, 
trouble can be located more rapidly by this 
procedure than by the increasing area method. 
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The overlapping area check is an efficient 
method of locating trouble within a sm all sec
tion of the equipment. The routines of this 
type of maintenance program overlap each other. 
Thus, a failure is located at the overlapping 
portions of the routines which indicate the pres
ence of trouble. 

A large area check is used whenever an 
effective m aintenance program for some sm all 
sections of a computer cannot be developed. 
A m aintenance program can then be used only 
to detect the general area in which the mal
function occurs. When the general area is  lo
cated, conventional troubleshooting by qualified 
technicians will be necessary to find the cir
cuit in which a failure has occurred. 

"Halt" Instructions 

The "halt" instruction causes the computer 
to stop executing instructions under program 
control. However, any operation which is in 
progress at the time the halt instruction is 
decoded will be completed first. For example, 
if inform ation is being read into the memory 
from a deck of punched AUTODIN cards, all 
cards will be read before the computer halts, 
even if the halt instruction was issued just after 
the reading operation began. 

C lear and Add Instruction 

The clear and add instruction is used to 
enter a quantity from the memory section with
out changing the sign or magnitude of the words. 
This instruction is normally used when it is 
desired to begin a type of addition problem . It 
clears the necessary circuits and transfers the 
necessary information according to address, and 
the addition is accomplished in the proper sec
tion of the computer. 

Add Instruction 

This instruction is similar to the clear and 
add instruction except that it does not pro
vide for clearing the circuits before the ad
dition proce ss begins. It should be noted that 
the add instruction can cause an overflow if 
the numbers added together are sufficiently 
large. If this happens, the result in the final 
analysis, is meaningless. 
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Full Store Instruction 

The full store instruction is used to transfer 
inform ation into the memory area specified by 
the address portion of the instruction. Thus, 
the results of any operation performed by the 
arithmetic section are placed in the memory 
section for future use. 

DIAGNOSIS AND ASSURANC E  
LOGIC 

The basic element, so often overlooked in 
m any areas of system diagnosis and quality 
assurance, is a logical approach. The term logic 
simply means "the system or principles of rea
soning applicable to any branch of knowledge 
or study" .  That is to say, besides the absolute 
precautions and procedures applicable to pre
ventive m aintenance, system troubleshooting, or 
corrective maintenance, there is a "gray" area 
where we apply common sense and reason. 

When you have gained an understanding of 
the fundamental theories of operation of the sys
tem s and equipments you work with and operate, 
you will be well prepared to present an educated 
opinion as to the cause of a problem , potential 
or real. To do this, a senior radioman with 
m any years of experience is not necessary. 
From an operational standpoint, any RMSN or 
RM3 should be able to capably handle the pro
cedures applicable to proper monitoring and 
basic remedial action, when necessary. Armed 
with this knowledge of the equipment you op
erate and the system s over which you have 
control, you can functionally te st and diagnose 
in an orderly and professional fashion. This 
orderly m anner of approach is further enhanced 
by logic and common sense . 

In any situation involving diagnosis, the first 
step is recognizing trouble symptom s. All com
munications equipments are designed to do a 
specific job or group of jobs according to the 
requirements established by the Navy and the 
equipment m anufacturer. This dem ands that a 
certain type of performance be obtainable at 
all times. Quality assurance in the form of 
preventive m aintenance is performed in order to 
m aintain the various communications equipments 
at peak or near peak operating condition. How
ever, when PMs and other QA acts do not 
accomplish this, the first, most important step 
is  symptom recognition. 

Since a trouble symptom is a result of some 
undesirable change in equipment perform ance, we 
must have some standard of normal perform ance 
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to serve as a guide . By comparing the present 
perform ance with the normal, you can recognize 
that a trouble symptom exists and make a de
cision as to just what the symptom is. For ex
ample, the norm al sound from a superheterodyne 
receiver is a clearly understandable reproduc
tion of the transmitted voice. Barring atmos
pheric interference, if the transmission is 
received garbled and unable to be understood, 
the operator knows that a problem exists some
where between the antenna and the receiver 
output. 

Evaluation of Equipment 
Perform ance 

During the proce ss of doing their assigned 
job, most communications equipments yield in
formation which an operator can either see or 
hear. Electrical inform ation to be presented as 
sound must be applied to a loudspeaker or a 
headset. For a visual display, the inform ation 
must be applied to an oscilloscope or meter. 
Norm ally, these displays are built into the equip
ment. For example, the plate current meters on 
the front panel of transmitters monitor the RF 
amplifier stage. During tuning and operation, 
this meter (or meters) has a certain amount 
of monitored current that is considered ex
cessive, too low, or within operating limits. By 
knowin

'
g the normal display, you could detect 

a potential problem by recognizing a variation 
from the normal. 

Even if the audible or visual inform ation is 
present, the equipment m ay not be performing 
normally. Whenever the equipment is doing its 
job but is pre senting the operator with informa
tion that does not corre spond with the desired 
specifications, the performance is said to be 
"degraded" . Such performance must be cor
rected just as quickly as an equipment failure. 
Therefore, it is imperative that all operators 
have a thorough knowledge of all front panel 
adjustments and indications concerning their 
equipment. 

U se of Operating Controls 

Operating controls are the controls which 
the equipment operator must operate in order 
to supply power, tune, adjust, select, etc. By 
their very nature, operating controls must pro
duce some sort of change in equipment condi
tions. These changes indirectly affect other 
circuits and components inside the equipment 
chassis. The information displays will enable 
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you to " see" the changes which take place 
when the controls are manipulated. Control 
manipulation can cause detrimental effects as 
well as desirable ones. By m anipulating them 
in an improper manner, you can create 
a problem in the equipment over a period of 
time. Also, unless you observe the proper pre
cautions and operating habits when attempting 
to diagnose a trouble symptom , even more 
dam age can result. Meters placed on the front 
panels of communications equipment serve as 
an aid in determining voltage and current values 
at crucial points in the equipment circuitry. 
Operating controls should never be adjusted 
so that these meters exceed their maximum rat
ings. 

Incorrect operating control settings will pro
duce an apparent trouble symptom . The equip
ment may be operating perfectly, but because 
of incorrect settings, the inform ation displays 
will not correspond to the expected perform ance. 
Operators of communications equipments must 
have a thorough knowledge of all front panel 
operating controls for this reason. 

Often, there are certain other precautions 
associated with specific types of equipments. 
This is very often true of communications equip
menta. For example, many CRTs have a bright
ness control, sometimes called an "intensity" 
control. This control should not be adjusted to 
produce an excessively bright spot on the screen 
of the C RT. Repeatedly doing so will decrease 
the life of the tube. Many receivers and 
converter /comparator groups have CRT displays. 
When they are used often, you will notice a 
' 'burned' ' spot on the face of the screen that 
takes the shape of the signal usually routed 
through that particular group. Norm ally, this 
shape will be in the form of a frequency
shift keyed teletype signal. 

Another precaution concerns the adjustment 
of range selector switches on any type of in
dicating meter. Improper range selection during 
preventive m aintenance procedures and during 
operations often results in either improper read
ings or meter damage. A knowledge of the circuit 
changes that take place when you adjust a con
trol will enable you to think ahead of each 
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step you take in diagnoses and to anticipate 
any damage which might result. Remember, 
you can save a lot of unnecessary time by ex
ercising care when you are at the controls. 

Recording Data 

Proper diagnosis cannot be fully accomplished 
unless the observed indications can be completely 
evaluated. This means, the indications are eval
uated in relation to one another as well as in 
relation to the overall operation of the equip
ment. The easiest method for accomplishing this 
is to have all data handy for reference by re
cording the inform ation as it is obtained. This 
will enable you to properly diagnose with all 
inform ation at hand. It will also enable you to 
check the equipment or group technical m anual 
and compare the inform ation with detailed de
scriptions if this i s  necessary. By recording 
all control positions and the associated meter 
and indicator information, you can quickly re
produce the inform ation and check to see if 
that is correct as well as put the equipment in 
exactly the operating condition that you wish to 
test. Whenever the adjustment of a control has 
no effect upon the symptom , this fact should 
also be recorded. The inform ation may later 
prove to be just as important as information 
that directly changes the operating status of the 
equipment. 

Use of Functional 
Block Diagram s 

Communications equipments and groups are 
subdivided into functional units. Each unit ac
complishes a specific function. The units are 
interconnected so that the individual functions 
will be performed in the proper sequence to 
accomplish the overall operational function of the 
set. There is no indication in the block diagram 
as to how each function is accomplished, but 
to an operator, this is not important. By know
ing the functions of the various units making 
up the equipment or system, trouble symptom s 
can very often be localized without having to 
utilize the aid of a technician. 
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COMM U NICATIO NS 

Naval communications must always be 
ready to shift to the requirements of wartime. our 
peacetime organization and training must be ca
pable of making this shift with a minimum of 
changes. Without this proper transition, our 
fleet would be e ssentially helpless and vital 
information necessary to defense would never 
reach its destination. It is for this reason that 
we have a well-defined communications structure, 
with responsibilities assigned to each element, 
from the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) down 
to the individual units of the fleet. 

In order to present a m ore cohesive effort 
in the event of war, the National C ommunications 
System (NCS) was e stablished. The NCS provides 
a unified governmental system which links to
gether the communication facilities and compo
nents of the various federal agencies. Essentially, 
it would be correct to say that the efforts of all 
branches of the federal government, both civilian 
and military, are part of the overall NCS, even 
though e ach department and branch has its 
individual organization, m ethods, and proce
dures. 

THE NAVAL TELECOM
MUNICATIONS SYSTEM 

The word "telecommunication" is de
fined as " all types of system s in which electric 
or electrom agnetic signals are used to transmit 
information between or among points" .  The 
Naval Telecommunications System (NTS) is com
prised of all the terminal, transm ission, switch
ing, cryptographic,  and control devices used for 
the transmission of operational information in the 
Navy. The NTS provides electrical and optical 
communications from the Commander in Chief 
and naval comm anders to and down through all 
naval forces under their comm and. It should be 
pointed out that the NTS is used primarily for 
the exercise of command and control over the 
naval operating forces, not necessarily the shore 
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establishment. Most of the shore e stablishment 
is served through the Defense Communications 
System (DCS) . Naturally, there is an overlapping 
portion of each system , each including the other 
where necessary. The overall mission of the 
naval telecommunications system is to provide 
and m aintain reliable, secure, and rapid tele
communications based on war requirements to 
meet the needs of naval command, facilitate naval 
administration, and satisfy the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
approved requirements of those DCS facilities 
as assigned. 

Operational direction and m anagement 
control of the assigned elements of the NTS 
is the responsibility of the Comm ander, Naval 
Telecommunication-Command H e a d qu a r t e r s  
(COMNAVTELCOM) . In Naval C ommunication 
COMNA VTELCOM determines the responsibili
ties of each of the various comm anders, whether 
they are fleet comm anders or comm anding of
ficers of ships. For example, direction and 
control of all naval broadcasts, ship-shore, 
and other direct fleet support telecommunications 

· is assigned to the Fleet Commanders in Chief. 
That is to say that all Pacific Fleet naval 
broadcasts are under the operational direction 
and control of Commander in Chief, Pacific 
Fleet (CINCPACFLT) . The same applies 
to Atlantic Fleet naval broadcasts; they are 
under the operational direction and control of 
the Commander in Chief, Atlantic Fleet, 
(CINCLANTF LT) . The fleet commanders in chief 
are then responsible for the adequacy of com
munications in order to satisfy the needs of 
their respective fleets. They, in turn, will assign 
broad communications responsibilities in the form 
of their fleet operational orders (OPORDERS) 
that will be complied with at every level down 
to and through individual commanding officers 
of operating ships. The comm anding officers 
of all affected commands will utilize only those 
portions of the fleet comm ander's OPORDER that 
affect them , with regard to communications. 
In this very simple yet direct m anner, the NTS 
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is administered at every operational level in 
the fleet, according to that ship' s  mission and 
communications need. 

The Naval Telecommunications Command 
is composed of the following elements: 

(1) Naval Telecommunications Command 
Headquarters and Staff (COMNAVTELCOM) . 

( 2) Naval Communications Stations (NAV
COMMSTAs) . 

( 3) Naval Communication Units (NAV
COMMUs) . 

( 4) Naval Radio Stations (NAVRADSTAs) . 
( 5) Naval Communications Technical Groups 

(NA VCOMMTECHGRUs) .  

Naval Communication Stations 
(NA VCOMMSTAs) 

A NA VCOMMSTA is a communications 
station with a prim ary responsibility for com
munications in a large, specific area. It includes 
all communications facilities and equipment re
quired to provide essential fleet support and 
fixed communication services. For example, 
NA VCOMMSTA, Diego Garcia serves a large 
geographical area of the Atlantic as well as a 
large area of the eastern United States. It also 
includes facilities and equipments necessary to 
interface with all other NA VCOMMSTAs or com
munication units on all naval communications 
matters. Another example would be NA VCOMM
STA, Stockton, CA. 

Naval Communication 
Unit (NA VCOMMU) 

A NA VCOMMU is a telecommunications 
facility that is  assigned a limited, or specialized 
mission. A NA VCOMMU is much smaller than 
a NA VCOMMSTA in term s of personnel and 
facilities and is identified according to its 
geographical location: for example, NA VCOMMU , 
CHRISTCHURCH, New Zealand. 

Naval Radio Station 
(NA VRADSTA) 

A NA VRADSTA is a component of a 
NAVCOMMSTA, even though it m ay be physically 
located some distance from the NAVCOMMSTA. 
A NAVRADSTA is classified as either a trans
mitting or a receiving station, depending upon 
the function it perform s. Therefore, NAVRAD
STAs are either suffixed by the letter "T" 

or " R" ,  designating "transmit" or "receive " .  
For example, NAVRADSTA (T) Jim Creek, 
washington is a component of NAVCOMMSTA, 
Stockton, CA but is physically located a con
siderable distance from it. 

Naval Communications Technical 
Groups (NA VCOMMTECHGRUs) 

A NA VCOMMTECHGRU is not a part of 
a NAVCOMMSTA or the basic communications 
structure. Technical groups are usually created 
on a "need" basis and are in support of a 
particular mission or function. For example, 
NAVCOMMTECHGRU, Rio De Janiero was formed 
to support the missions of the American embassy 
there as well as other functions important to 
the national and naval interest. 

DEF ENSE COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEM (DCS) 

The Defense Communications System 
(DCS) - exists to support the three military de
partments (Navy, Army, Air Force) and other 
Department of Defense activities. The circuits 
that m ake up the DCS are government-owned 
or leased and are point-to-point circuits that 
are long-haul and world-wide. It combines into 
a single communications system m any of the 
elements of the three military force s. The Navy 
DCS facilities are all ashore with the exception 
of the National Emergency Com m and Posts Afloat 
(NECPA) facilities. 

Although the NTS and the DC S are two 
different communication system s (fleet and 
ashore, respectively) , they are constantly inter
mixed. For example, as often happens a naval 
message originated aboard ship and destined for 
a shore activity will leave the ship over the 
NTS, but final routing is accomplished over the 
DCS circuits of the Navy. NAVCOMMSTAs and 
NAVCOMMU s are the points where message traf
fic is transferred between NTS and DCS circuits. 
The interface between the NTS and DCS is 
always provided by the shore communication 
facility. 

Defense Communications 
Agency (DCA) 

Operational direction over the DC S is 
accomplished with the Defense Communications 
Agency (DCA) . With reference to the DCS, the 
DCA must ensure that the system is operated 
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and improved so as to m eet the continuing long
haul, point-to-point requirements that become 
necessary. 

The DCA functions under the m anagement 
of a director who is appointed by the Secretary 
of Defense. The Director, DCA is a general 
or flag rank officer and has the responsibility 
of coordinating the combined communications 
elements of the three military forces. 

THE DCA CONTROL 
COMPLEX 

The DCA operates a communications con
trol complex that consists of a number of op
erational control centers. The focal point for 
all of the operational control centers is the DCA 
Operations Center (DCAOC) located in Wash
ington, D. c .  (See figure 9-1.) The operations 
P�!lter __ m aintains and displays the status _of _ the 
world-wide DCS. Figure 9-1 provide s a pictorial 
view of the world-wide DCAOC complex. 

Information is presented on display panels 
covering all data required to intelligently analyze 
and control the world-wide system . When dis
plays indicate a need for operational instructions 
to correct problems ,  the operations center super
visor issues them by telephone or teletypewriter 

to the appropriate activity. The center's control 
area contains a series of operator consoles with 
computer access. Through these consoles, the 
supervisor can obtain and display detailed 
information to assist in system s diagnosis and 
decision making. 

Area Communications 
Operations Centers (ACOCs) 

In addition to the central operations cen
ter, there are two area centers called Area 
C ommunications Operations Centers. These 
area centers are subordinate to the operations 
center and report to it. Their purpose is to 
exercise operational direction over the DCS 
components in their geographical areas. They 
accomplish this in much the same m anner that 
the operations center controls the entire world. 

Regional Communications 
Operations Centers (RCOC s) 

Subordinate to the area centers are the 
regional centers, called Regional Communica
tions Operations Centers. These centers take 
care of the DCS within their own region ac
cording to their own needs, and m akes status 

reports to the appropriate area center. Each 
DCS station in any of the three m ilitary branches 
is under the circuit direction of a designated 
ACOC or RCOC . 

NAVAL COMMUNICATION 
AREAS 

Naval communications is organized so that 
fleet and force comm anders will have optimum 
communications no m atter where they operate. 
This is partially accomplished through the divi
sion of the world into communication areas. 

The world is divided into four Naval 
C o m  m u n i c a t  i o n  Areas (NA VCOMMAREAS) : 
E ASTPAC,  WESTPAC, ATLANTIC and M ED. 
(See figure 9-2.) All communications activities 
within any of these geographical areas are or

- -ga.r1ized - to operate under the · dir-ection of a --- - -

m aster station. The m aster station exercises 
coordination and control of all naval communica
tion system fleet broadcasts, ship-to-shore, air
ground, and other tactical circuits within the 
NAVCOMMAREA. The m aster station is known 
as the Naval Com munication Area Master Station 
(NAVCAMS) . There are other NAVCOMMSTAs 
or NA VCOMMUs within the NA VCOMMAREA that 
are called alternate NAVCAMS. They coordinate 
control of communications under the direction 
of the NA VCAMS. 

SHORE COMMUNICATIONS 
DEPARTMENTS 

A NAVCOMMSTA or NAVCOMMU m ay 
be comprised of several functional components, 
depending upon need. Basic organization and 
functional duties m ay vary depending upon the 
station unit mission, but there are general duties 
common to the components of each. These duties 
deal with the Naval Telecommunications Center/ 
Message Center, Fleet Center, Technical C ontrol 
F acility, Receiver Site, Transmitter Site. 

Naval Telecommunications 
Center /Message Center 

A Naval Telecommunications Center or 
Me ssage Center is a separate organizational 
entity which provides rapid communications serv
ices to several naval commands and activities. 
Referred to as an NTC C ,  it is e stablished to 
provide a message service where a need exists 
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due to a large volume of message traffic. An 
NTCC is not a physical part of a NA VCOMMST A 
or NA VCOMMU, but does relieve them of message 
responsibilities to certain commands in high 
traffic volume areas. 

NTCCs also relieve afloat communications 
personnel of m any watchstanding requirements by 
assuming a ship' s  message traffic guard whenever 
they are berthed in their area. This part of 
the NTCC ' s  service is called the Shore Based 
Message Service System (SBMSS) and is utilized 
in areas of high need, for example, where a 
large number of ships are berthed. The duties 
and responsibilities of NTC C s  are listed in 
NTP 4. 

Fleet Center 

The fleet center is that organizational 
entity which provides an interface between shore 
and afloat communication system s.  Typical sys
tem s and circuitry associated with Fleet Center 
operations include NAVCOMPARS, Fleet Broad
casts, Full Period Ship-Shore Termination, Pri
m ary and Secondary Ship-Shore, Fleet Flash 
Nets, Air-Ground Circuits, Electronic Courier 
Circuits, and those circuits required for co
ordination purposes. The fleet center also op
erates maritime and aeronautical distress and 
public service circuits. 

Technical Control 
Facility 

Technical Control i s  the focal point of 
the communications department ashore. From 
here , all inter-patching between the various 
divisions is accomplished. Technical control is 
also the central monitoring point for all transmit 
and receive circuits. The transmitters located 
at the transmitter site are keyed from this 
facility and all corrective actions dealing with 
systems diagnosis or quality control are initiated 
here. Basically, the technical control facility can 
be thought of as the m aster switchboard and moni
toring station for the entire communications de
partment. 

Cryptographic Center 

The crypto center provides all off-line 
crypto service and assigns appropriate routing 
of encrypted traffic within the command. The 
crypto center also provides message processing 
and accountability for TOP SECRET message 
traffic. 
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Navy Commercial 
Refile Facility 

The Navy Commercial Refile Facility 
provides interface between U . S. Government 
telecommunications systems and commercial 
systems (dome stic, foreign, or international) . 
It is here that all necessary commercial com
munications billing, reporting, and filing take 
place. 

Receiver Site 

The receiver site is equipped with the 
nece ssary facilities and equipment to receive 
radio frequency energy and convert it into sig
nals that are routed to the Technical Control 
Facility for further processing. The basic work
related functions include receiver tuning, DC/ 
Audio patch m anipulation, quality monitoring of 
received signals, and antenna control. 

Transmitter Site 

The transmitter site is equipped with the 
necessary facilities and equipment to radiate 
radio frequency energy. The inform ation to be 
transmitted is received from the Technical Con
trol Facility in the form of analog or digital 
data. The basic functions of the transmitter 
site include transmitter tuning, DC/ Audio patch 
panel m anipulation, quality monitoring of trans
mitted signals, and antenna switching. 

SHIPBOARD COMMUNICATION 
ORGANIZATION 

Not all ships have a communication de
partment. NWP 4 de signate s the types of ships 
in which there is a C om munication Department. 
In ships that are not so de signated, communi
cations personnel are assigned to the Operations 
Department. Regardless, the communications 
functions are the sam e .  The shipboard com
munications organization is structured so that 
all assigned tasks and functions are carried out 
and fulfilled. Senior enlisted personnel m ay be 
assigned the duties normally assigned to officers 
whenever sufficient numbers of officers are not 
available to fulfill assigned billets. 

Comm anding Officer 

At all times and under all circum stances, 
the ship' s  comm anding officer is  responsible for 
the communications of his ship. The only exception 
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to this is whenever a flag is embarked on-board 
and the communications functions of the ship 
have been assumed by the flag. However, even 
then, the com manding officer must assume re
sponsibility for proper internal handling of mes
sage traffic within the ship. 

Communication Officer 

The ship's  communication officer is re
sponsible for the organization, supervision, and 
coordination of the ship' s  exterior communi
cations. Additionally, the communication officer 
is responsible for the m anagement of related 
internal system s. The communication officer 
m u.st be cognizant of all communications an
nexes to Operation Plans affecting the mission 
of the ship in order to advise the commanding 
officer on such matters. 

Radio Officer 

The radio officer is in charge of the 
communications center. He is responsible for 
organizing and supervising his personnel to 
ensure accurate, secure, and rapid communica
tions. Being responsible to the ship' s  communica
tions officer, the radio officer prepares the ship' s  
com munication plan which includes proper allo
cation of equipment for operations; preparing and 
m aintaining the communication watch, quarter, 
and station bill; conducting the communications 
training program ; and preparing Standard Op
erating Procedures (SOPs) for the communica
tions center. On small ships, the communication 
officer and the radio officer m ay be one and the 
same. 

CMS Custodian 

The Communication Security Material 
Custodian (CMS) is responsible to the comm anding 
officer for m anaging the com m and's CMS account 
in accordance with the instructions contained in 
C MS-4. It is his responsibility to advise the 
comm anding officer on the status of the account 
at all times on m atters concerning physical 
security and handling of CMS publications.  
Stowage of CMS publications as well as drawing, 
correcting, and destroying them are also the 
responsibility of the CMS Custodian. He is also 
responsible for the submission of all reports 
concerning the accounting for and the issuing 
of any CMS publications. 
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SHIPBOARD OPERATIONAL 
ORGANIZATION 

The function of a ship's  operational or
ganization consists of message processing, circuit 
operation, technical control, data processing and 
operation, control of voice circuits, and opera
tion of satellite circuits where installed. Ne.ed
less to say, the combined efforts of the operational 
organization is performed in various spaces on 
the ship simultaneously. The following is a dis
cussion of the duties and responsibilities of some 
of the key billets within this organization. 

Communication Watch 
Officer (CWO) 

The CWO is responsible to the communi
cations officer for ensuring that the ship' s  com
munication capabilities are exploited to the fullest 
in accordance with the mission of the ship. He 
is responsible for all incoming and outgoingtraf
fic within the ship' s  communication organization. 
He ensures that all messages, transmitted or 
received, are handled rapidly and accurately 
in accordance with existing regulations. The CWO 
ensures compliance with existing communications 
directives and monitors the perform ance of the 
on-watch personnel and spaces. For a detailed 
listing of all of the duties of the CWO, consult 
NTP 4. 

Senior Watch 
Supervisor (SWS) 

When assigned, the SWS is the senior 
enlisted m an on watch in communication spaces. 
He is responsible to the C WO for all com
munications. The SWS notifie s the CWO on all 
matters in his area of responsibility of an urgent 
or unusual nature. T he SWS examines operational 
logs and monitors equipment alignment and op
eration as well as directing necessary action 
to prevent or overcome message backlogs. In 
addition to the required duties listed in NTP 4, 
the SWS is also responsible for any other duties 
assigned by the CWO .  

Main Communication 
SUpervisor 

The main communication supervisor is 
responsible to the C WO and SWS for super
vising message processing and circuit operation. 
He directly supervises all Radiomen on watch 
in the message processing center. He is also 
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responsible for notifying the C WO and SWS on 
all matters in their area of responsibility of 
an unusual or urgent nature. 

Technical Control 
Supervisor 

The technical control supervisor ensures 
that quality monitoring and control procedures 
are employed on all systems in use. He also 
m aintains the status board showing pertinent 
information relevant to all equipment, nets, and 
circuits in use . The "tech-control" supervisor 
directly supervises all personnel assigned to 
t e c h n i c a l control and transmitter room 
spaces.  

COMMAND SHIP 
COMMUNICATIONS 

The term "Flagship Communications" 
could be inserted for "Comm andship Communi
cations" and would mean the same thing. Either 
term , as used, means that a group, squadron, 
or division comm ander is em barked onboard, 
thereby making that vessel the "flagship" ;  or 
"comm andship" .  In flagships, the embarked com
m ander assumes jurisdiction over communica
tions functions. The flag communications officer 
is then responsible for the ship and flag com
munications requirements. However, the internal 
routing of message traffic rem ains the responsi
bility of the ship on which the flag 
is em barked. 

When a flag is embarked, the ship' s  
communication officer, communications watch 
officers, and enlisted communications personnel 
m ay be ordered by the flag to additional duty 
in the flag communications division. These per
sonnel shall be directly responsible to the flag 
communications officer for the operation of the 
flag communication functions. The ship' s  com
munication officer reports to the flag com
munication officer and is the contact officer 
for m atters pertaining to the handling of ship 
and staff message traffic. 

OPERATION ORDERS 
(OpOrders) 

Operation Orders (OpOrders) are direc
tives that are issued by naval commanders to 
subordinates for the purpose of effecting co
ordinated execution of an operation. Operation 

orders are prepared in accordance with a stand
ard form at, as set forth in NWP 1 1 ,  N aval 
Operational Planning. 

An operation order consists of a basic 
plan m ade up of the heading, body, and ending. 
The basic plan, contained in the body of the 
operation order, is kept very concise and lacks 
detail. The more detailed information pertain
ing to the various departments aboard ship are 
contained in the added enclosures, called annexes 
and appendixes.  The annex of most concern to 
Radiomen is the Communications Annex. The 
communications annex, along with its associated 
appendixe s and tabs, elaborate on the m any 
details to be considered in the planning of 
communications for any particular operation. 
It is in this annex that Radiomen find all of 
the applicable circuits, equipment, frequencies, 
etc.,  that will directly concern them . 

To provide uniformity, each communica
tion annex of an operation order for U ,  S. N avy 
operations is prefaced by a standatd paragraph 
which reads: ' 'Communications in accordance 
with effective edition of NWP 4 and appropriate 
Joint, Allied, and Navy Department publications" .  
In the event that an OpOrder does not include 
a communication annex, a Communication Op
eration Plan (ComOpPlan) is promulgated sepa
rately. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
MATElliEL SUPPORT 

In order to maintain communication fa
Cilities and equipment in peak operating condition, 
proper materiel support is indispensable . With
out it, the mission of the communications com
plex, and thereby the naval mission, would be 
severely impaired. 

Preventive Maintenance 

Preventive m aintenance is a program 
of system atic inspection to determine the con
dition of equipment and to detect substandard 
performance. The Standard Navy Maintenance 
and Material Management (3-M) System is a 
program designed to aid in attaining and main
taining optimum fleet readiness through effective 
use of available resources. The 3-M system 
is comprised of two areas: 

1 .  The Planned Maintenance System (PMS) 
2. The Maintenance Data Collection System 

(MDCS) 
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The Planned Maintenance 
System (PMS) 

PMS deals with planning, scheduling, and 
resource m anagement in order to provide un
interrupted equipment perform ance within its 
de sign characteristics. The PMS system provide s 
each department with the means to plan, schedule, 
and control m aintenance in accordance with 
routine schedules. PMS pertains to preventive 
m aintenance rather than corrective m aintenance. 
The basic tools of the PMS system are: 

1 .  The Cycle Schedule 

2.  The Quarterly Schedule 

3. The Weekly Schedule 

4. M a i n t e n a n c e  R e qu i r e m e n t  C ards 
(MRCs) 

The Cycle Schedule is a visual display of 
preventive m aintenance requirements based on 
the ship' s  entire overhaul cycle. It is from this 
overall schedule of preventive m aintenance that 
the Quarterly Schedule is m ade. 

The Quarterly Schedule (sometime s  re
ferred to as the "long-range " schedule) is a 
visual display of preventive m aintenance to be 
accomplished during the current and up-coming 
quarters. The Cycle and two Quarterly Schedules 
are contained in a holder called the ' 'Maintenance 
C ontrol Board" and is kept up to date by the 
communications division department head. 

The Weekly Schedule is a visual display 
of the preventive m aintenance to be accomplished 
during the current week. It assigns specific 
preventive m aintenance tasks to specific per
sonnel to be accomplished on a specified date. 
The communications division leading petty officer 
assigns the work and records its completion 
on the weekly schedule. 

Maintenance Requirement Cards (MRCs) 
define the preventive maintenance to be ac
complished in sufficient detail to enable personnel 
to perform the tasks without difficulty. Listed 
on MRCs are the enlisted rate, time,  tools, 
parts, and m aterials required to perform the 
preventive maintenance task. Applicable safety 
precautions are also contained on the MRCs. 
When assigned a particular m aintenance task, 
the person involved simply takes the applicable 
MRC and perform s the task according to the 
directions contained on it. 
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THE MAINTENANC E DATA 
COLLECTION SYSTEM (MDCS) 

MDCS provides a system of documenting 
m an hours expended, m aterial expended, and 
equipment downtime. The MDCS is utilized only 
when corrective m aintenance is performed. Ship
board Maintenance Action, Work Reque st, and 
Deferred Action form s are used to document all 
necessary inform ation when MDCS is used. The 
Shipboard Maintenance Action form is a docu
ment used to record PMS and other preventive 
m aintenance actions, with the exception of daily 
and weekly PMs. The Work Reque st is a docu
ment used to request outside assistance when 
corrective maintenance is  beyond the capabilities 
of ship' s  force personnel. The Deferred Action 
is used to report corrective m aintenance actions 
that are deferred due to ship' s  operations, lack 
of repair parts, or a requirement for outside 
assistance. 

All m aterial expended on maintenance, and 
the cost of such m aterials, must be documented 
and reported in the MDCS. One of the two 
form s used to document the expenditure of 
m aterials is NA VSUP 1 250, a five part document 
used to obtain repair parts. NA VSUP 1 250 is used 
by ships not having autom ated supply records. 
NAVSUP 1 348 is the document used to obtain 
repair parts on ships having autom ated supply 
records. The MDCS is further detailed in the 
Maintenance and Material Management ( 3-M) 
Manual (OPNAV 4790.4) .  

REPAIR PART 
· suPPORT 

Prompt, efficient repair of inoperative or 
m alfunctioning equipment is dependent upon ade
quate repair parts support. Each comm and has 
an allowance of spare parts on-board as recom
mended by the Consolidated Shipboard Allowance 
List (COSAL) or, in the case of shore activities, 
the Electronic Repair Parts Allowance List 
( ERPAL). These allowance lists are adjusted to 
a prescribed range and depth of stocked parts 
based on the usage rate of the equipment. The 
usage rate s are obtained by correct reporting 
of failures as prescribed by the 3-M System . 
As new part stock level requirements are deter
mined, the com m and allowance list will be up
dated. Spare part support for ships in overhaul 
is provided by the Supply Overhaul Assistance 
Program (SOAP) . 

Logistic support for the communication 
complex includes the effort to ensure that 
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consum able �upplies are available when required. 
Consum able supplies are those items such as 
paper, pencils, log and record forms, teletype 
ribbons, and cleaning supplies that are used in 
daily operation. An adequate supply must be 
m aintained to prevent interruption of communi
cation center operation. 

The supply department records stock 
levels for all item s m aintained in the command's 
supply system . The se stock levels are based on 

the rate at which the m aterial is  used and 
indicate a 90 day supply. When the item s drop 
to two-thirds of the 90 day level, they will be 
reordered in sufficient quantity to raise the 
supply back to the 90 day level. 

Establishing Stock 
Levels 

The communication organization must de
termine its own stock level requirements for 
m ateriel and provide this inform ation to the 

----s�ent. This information 1s then 
included in the overall requirements for the 
com m and. Accurate past usage is the best guide 
for establishing these levels. However, it i s  
equally important that the requirements for 
future operations be reviewed to determine if 
changes to the se levels are indicated. For ex
ample, the stock levels for a ship scheduled for 
overhaul may require reduction, whereas the 
levels generally require an increase if a ship' s  
operation is scheduled. Stock levels must be 
reviewed at regular intervals to ensure that 
adequate supplies are on hand when required 
and, at the same time,  to ensure that a surplus 
does not accumulate. Exce ssive amounts of sup
plies for day-to-day use must not be kept in 
communication spaces. The supply department 
should be promptly notified when changes to the 
basic logistic support requirements are necessary 
as this ensures that adequate levels are m ain
tained for changes in equipment utilization or to 
comply with new procedures. 

NAVAL WARFARE 
PUBLICATIONS LIBRARY 
(NWPL) 

The "NWPL" is the label assigned to 
that group of communications and tactical pub
lications that are designated as part of the 
com m and' s publication allowance. These pub
lications contain required procedures, signals, 

and other inform ation of an operational or mis
sion essential nature and m ay involve safety. 
The Naval Warfare Publications Library (NWPL) 
provide s for the central adm inistration and 
maintenance of the se publications. These publi
cations are promulgated by CNO and include: 

1 .  Naval Warfare Publications (NWP Series) 

2. Naval Warfare Inform ation Publications 
(NWIP Series) 

3. Fleet Exercise Publications (FXP Series) 

4. Allied Tactical Publications (A TP Series) 

5. Allied Exercise Publications (AXP Series) 

6. USN Addenda to Allied Publications 

7 .  Miscellaneous Allied Publications (AAP, 
A EP, AHP, ALP, AMP, and APP 
Series) 

The objective of central administration of 
naval warfare publications is to assure that these 
publications are correct and readily available for 
their intended use. This necessitates a basic 
library file out system and signature custody 
as required for classified material. Some naval 
warfare publications contain inform ation which 
is necessary for the proper perform ance of 
individual duties and important for individual 
professional development. Therefore, naval war
fare publications must be readily available for 
use by individuals with a duty related need or 
a general professional need for the in
formation. 

Naval Warfare Publications 
Custodian (NWPC) 

Responsibility for the management of the 
NWPL i s  assigned to an officer or senior petty 
officer.  This assignment is a collateral duty 
and the person so assigned is known as the 
Naval Warfare Publications Custodian. He is 
responsible for the overall administration and 
security of the NWPL. 

The NWPL "Clerk" is a person assigned 
by the NWPC . The clerk is responsible for the 
upkeep and m aintenance of the library. He m ain
tains all records and receipts in central file, 
orders all nece ssary publications and changes, 
and enters all necessary changes and amend
ments to the publications in the NWPL . The 
clerk reports all matters of concern to the 
Library Custodian. 
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NWPL Administration 

As a library, the NWPL issues publica
tions to holders and short term users. A holder 
is a person who has a perm anent subcustody 
of a publication under the central control of the 
NWPL, The holder is responsible for m aintaining 
the publication, entering all necessary changes 
and amendments, and providing adequate security. 
A user is a person who checks out a publication 
for temporary or short term custody. 

Signature custody and disclosure records 
for classified m aterial is maintained as re
quired by OPNAVINST 5510.1 . Signature custody 
of unclassified publications is not required; how
ever, the records of the NWPL should provide 
an up-to-date location of publications which have 
been issued to holders or checked out to users. 
Where signature custody is not required, a lo
cator card m ay be used in place of a catalog 
card to check out publications to users. 

Maintenance of 
the NWPL 

In m aintaining the NWPL, several basic 
files are used. One is the custody File. The 
custody file contains a catalog card {shown in 
figure 9-3) for each naval warfare publication 
on allowance or on board, The purpose of this 
file is to m aintain an up-to-date record of the 
holder and location of each publication in order 
to facilitate the entry of timely and proper 
change s to the publication. The catalog card 
can also be used as a custody card and a de
struction record. When used as a record for 
security purposes, it shall be retained as re
quired by OPNA VINST 5510.1 .  

The Administrative File contains copies 
of all correspondence, in chronological order, 
pertaining to naval warfare publications. Included 
in the administrative file is the Change Entry 
Certification form ( shown in figure 9-4) . This 
form is filled out by the holder of the applicable 
publication. The administrative file is sometime s  
called the "Transaction File " .  The retention 
period for m aterial in this file is two years. 

The Publication Notice is a printed notice, 
giving a brief summ ary of a new publication 
or change. It is included with each hardback 
copy and is furnished solely for routing by 
the NWPC and shall be destroyed when no longer 
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useful. These notices keep all cognizant per
sonnel informed of the changes to naval warfare 
publications. 

Procurement of Tactical 
Warfare Publications 

Tactical warfare publications are stocked 
in the Cognizance Symbol "I" stock points. 
Reactivated and newly com missioned activities 
and ships are automatically furnished an initial 
supply of publications in the quantity stipulated 
for such comm ands in the Requirements List 
of Naval Warfare Publications for the Operating 
Forces or the Naval Shore Activities. When 
referring to NWPL publications, "long" or 
"short" titles are used. A long title is a 
de scriptive word or phrase that identifies the 
subject m atter of a document or the type of 
device it is,  for example, ' 'Basic Operational 
C ommunications Doctrine" .  A short title is a 
brief, identifying combination of words, letters, 
or numbers applied to specific items of m a
terial. For example: NWP 4, 

NWPL Binders 

Binders for U, s. tactical warfare pub
lications have been color coded according to 
security classification. This color code is: 

Secret- RED 

Confidential - Y ELLOW 

Unclassified- BLUE 

All NATO publications have or will have a 
white binder regardless of security classifi
cation. 

Entry of Changes 

The timely and accurate entry of changes 
to N WPL publications is necessary to ensure 
accurate , up-to-date inform ation as well as 
inform ation continuity. Changes to NWPL pub
lications are the responsibility of the clerk. 
However, often changes are so numerous that 
all communication personnel become involved. 
It is the re sponsibility of the NWPL clerk to 
ensure that all personnel m aking changes to 
N WPL publications are informed as to the proper 
manner of doing so. Among the things that the 
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CHANGE ENTRY CERTI F I CATION RETURN TO NAVAL WA R F A R E  

OPNAV 5070/ 1 2 1 R EV. 1 ·751 
P U B L ICAT I O NS L I B R A R Y  

S H O R T  T I T L E  I COPY NO. I C H AN G E  OR C O R R E CT I O N  

R E MA R KS:  

1 certify that the above change o r  correction has been entered and the hst of 
effective pages was checked against the contents o f  the basic publication, and the 

superseded pages and residue of the change were returned to the Naval Warfare 

Publications Library. 

N O T E :  Missing pages o r  other defects should be reported in the REMARKS 

space above. 

S I G NATU R E  I E N T R Y  DATE 

PART 2 ---------- --- - - - - - -- - - --- -- ---- --
SH ORT T I T L E  I COPY NO.  !CHAN G E  O R  C O R R E CT I O N  

R E M A R KS: 

I acknowledge receipt of the above change or correction and certify that this 

change or correction will be entered within five (5) working days and that the 
superseded pages will be returned to the Naval Warfare Publications L ibrary. 

S I G N AT U R E  

P A R T  1 S/N 01 07�LF-050-7060 

Figure 9-4.-

I DATE 

B�l3243 

7 6 .1 34 
Change Entry Certification 
Form 

clerk and all holders must be aware of when 
changes are entered are: 

1 .  Check the change Foreword or Letter of 
Promulgation for the effective date of the change 
and ensure that the publication to be corrected 
is effective . 

2. Completely read the specific instructions 
contained in the change or correction before 
beginning the entry. 

3. U se any dark ink, EXC EPT RED, for 
pen-and-ink entries. Red is not visible under 
red night lights used at sea. 

4. Lengthy pen-and-ink corrections should be 
typed in on a pasted-in cutout. (All superseded 
m atter should be deleted in ink prior to inserting 
the cutout) . 

5. Use flaps when no room exists for a 
cutout. ( When used, flaps should be attached to 
the binder side of the page.) 

6. For pasting, use rubber cement or mucilage 
in lieu of glue or gummed tape. 

7.  After pen-and-ink corrections, a notation 
should be m ade in the m argin adjacent to the 
entry, citing the source of the correction, e .g., 
"Alcorn 7-76 " .  

Upon completion of entry of page changes, 
a page check should be conducted and recorded 
in the "Record of Changes and Corrections" .  

Corrections to NWPL publications are 
promulgated by m essage when the m aterial re
quire s rapid dissemination. These numerical 
message corrections (NMC s) are norm ally sent 
as basegram s.  NMCs are assigned a two number 
designation separated by a slant sign. The first 
number indicates the sequential number of the 
message correction to the original or revised 
publication. The last number is the printed change 
which will incorporate the m aterial. For ex
ample, NMC 7/3 is the 7th message correction 
and will be incorporated into the publication by 
printed change number 3. 

Watch-To-watch 
Inventory 

For positive control of N WPL publica
tions, a watch-to-watch inventory should be 
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used. The inventory form at is  left to the dis
cretion of the individual command. A usable 
example is given in NTP 4. At the change of 
each watch, the watche s will jointly conduct 
a sight inventory of every publication. Some 
loose-leaf publications require a page check 
at the change of the watch in addition to the 
sight inventory. The signing of the watch-to
watch inventory by the relieving watch certifies 
that the publications were sighted, the required 
page checks were conducted, and that the re
lieving watchstander is responsible for them . 
Any discrepancies should be resolved prior to 
relieving of the watch. All signatures in the 
watch-to-watch inventory must be in ink and 
the inventory m ay be destroyed after 30 days 
provided they are no longer needed for local 
reference. If watch-to-watch inventorie s are 
not required aboard ship, a daily inventory is 
required. 

Extracts 

When authorized by the Foreword or 
Letter of Promulgation of a publication, extracts 
m ay be m ade to disseminate information. Ex
tracts must be assigned a classification based 
upon their contents. In other words, the clas
sification assigned to an extract is the highest 
assigned to the articles, paragraphs, page, or 
pages from which the inform ation is taken. 

Receiving New or 
Revised Publications 

When new or revised publications are 
received, the Foreword and the u. s. Letter 
of Promulgation should be checked for the ef
fective status of the publication, The Foreword 
shows the effective status of the publication for 
Allied usage and the U. s. Letter of Promul
gation for U . s. use. If a revision is promul
gated to the publication that is effective for 
U. s. but not for Allied, particular care should 
be taken not to de stroy the previous edition 
until the new revision is effective for allied use 
as well. 

BASIC COMMUNICATION 
C ENTER FILES 

Maintaining accurate files and records 
and observing proper procedure s contribute to 
an efficient shipboard or shore communication 
organization. It should be noted that different 
ships and stations m ay do basic things in slightly 
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different ways, but all must conform to the 
necessities spelled out j.n communications op
erating instructions and NWPL publications that 
apply to these procedure s. 

Every message handled by a ship or 
station is placed in one or more files. Some 
file s are m aintained by all ships and stations, 
still others are optional and are m aintained only 
to fill the need of a particular ship or station. 
The following is a list of the basic files m ain
tained by all communication centers; 

1. Communication Center File - Often re
ferred to as the "CommCenter" file , it contains 
a copy or filler of every message sent or re
ceived by the command and processed by the 
communication center. Message s or fillers in 
the CommCenter file should be filed in date
time group (DTG) order to facilitate speed of 
location of message s. Those me ssages that do 
not have date-time groups should be filed behind 
messages for the same date. 

2. Crypto-Center File - Contains a copy of 
each TOP SECRET or SPEC AT (Special C ate
gory) message and such messages of any clas
sification that the command designate s for special 
privacy or handling. Message s are filed in DTG 
order and m ay be physically subdivided to comply 
with stowage requirements for classified m atter. 
Fillers for all messages filed in the crypto
center file are placed in the communication 
center file. 

3. General Message File - Contains a copy 
. of all general me ssages that require retention 

by the com m and. This file is subdivided ac
cording to the individual title s of the general 
message s, e .g.; ALNAV, ALCOM, etc. General 
message files are filed in serial number order. 
Like all message file s, the general message 
file m ay be segregated according to security 
classification or stowed and accounted for in 
accordance with the highest classification mes
sage contained within it. 

4. Broadcast File - C ontains a copy or 
filler of every message received via the broad
cast method. Segregated stowage according to 
classification is not required for this file be
cause it is m aintained sequentially according 
to broadcast number and destroyed after ten 
days. 

The importance of well kept file s and 
of cooperation among the various watch sec
tions to keep them that way cannot be over
emphasized. Because of repeated reference to 
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previously sent message traffic, all messages 
should be easily and quickly locatable. Always 
return a message to the same file from which 
it was removed and in the proper order of 
filing. When removing a message from a file, 
insert a filler in its place. The filler should 
list the True date-time group (TDTG) , the mes
sage originator, information as to where the 
message m ay be located, and the personal sign 
of the person removing the message from the 
file and completing the filler.  

Except for the general message file, 
any or all of the communications center files 
m ay be combined for ease of stowage, referencing 
and filing. The primary condition here is that 
separate stowage be afforded TOP SECRET 
me ssages, and in most case s, SPECAT. More 
detailed information regarding proper adminis
tration and retention periods of communication 
center files is contained in NTP 4. 

Communications Logs 

A communication log is a continuous 
record of everything that happens on a com
munication net or circuit. It can also be a 
record of all noteworthy events during a com
munications watch. 

It is never permissible to erase an entry 
in any communication log. Necessary changes 
to communication logs are m ade by drawing a 
single, distinct line through the original entry 
and indicating the change next to it. The op
erator or supervisor m aking the change must 
initial all such changes. It is desirable that a 
log be as neat as possible and absolutely nec
e ssary that all logs be complete and totally 
accurate. 

Supervisor Log 

The supervisor ' s  log is norm ally a type
written record of all significant events occurring 
during the communications watch. The log covers 
an entire radio day, commencing at 0'0'0'1 Z ,  
Because of the permanent and official nature 
of the supervisor' s  log, only standard terminology 
must be used for entries. The use of prescribed, 
authorized abbreviations is permissible and 
allows short concise entrie s  so long as the 
abbreviations are commonly understood. Slang 
expressions and operator j argon shall not be 
used in log entries. Depending upon local re
quirem ents, entrie s are usually m ade in the 
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supervisor ' s  log at least once an hour, re
capping the over-all traffic and circuit con
ditions. 

Personal Signs 

A personal sign is a two or m ore letter 
identification, usually the person's initials, and 
identifies his work on all logs and records. A 
personal sign m ay be regarded as your " signa
ture" .  Yoar personal sign is never transmitted 
over communication circuits, but they are sent 
at the end of each transmission over order-wire 
circuits. The chief requirement regarding per
sonal signs is that they must be legible . 

DISPOSAL OF FILES 
AND LOGS 

All communication file s, logs, and re
ports are destroyed in accordance with the 
pro�sions set forth in SECNA VINST P521 5.5 
senes and NTP 4. Proper disposal of these 
files and logs is  a must and should be con
scientiously carried out, when required. The 
only exception to the disposal periodicity is 
as follows for me ssage s: 

1. Messages incident to distress or disaster 
Retain for at least 3 years. 

2. Messages incident to or involved in any 
claim or complaint of which the com m and has 
been notified - Retain for at least 2 years 
or until the complaint or claim has been fully 
satisfied, whichever is later. 

3.  Messages of historical or continuing in
terest - Retain perm anently. 

COMMUNICATION 
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 

Wherever you go, as a third or second
class RM, you will find a necessity to learn 
new things and new methods as well as varia
tions upon m any things that you already know. 
Thus, communication training program s are nec
essary to ensure that the m aximum number 
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of personnel are sufficiently trained to handle 
any and all communications situations, in peace
time as well as combat situations. Never forget, 
training program s are not designed to simply 
take up time and fill in the working radio 
day; they are meant to foster and reinforce 
the knowledge of the individual so that he can 
contribute to the combat readiness of the ship 
or station, save lives, and aid the overall de
fense posture of the Armed Force s. 

A command achieve s m aximum communi
cation effectiveness when all personnel are 
thoroughly trained and qualified in installed 
system s .  As a third or second-class involved in 
the communication division training, you will 
find that the overall provisions for general 
training and advancement are contained in the 
division or department Long Range Training 
Program. The Long Range Training Program 
includes all training for all communication per
sonnel; both in and out of rate . You will find 
that an essential part of every training program 
is the effective cross-training of personnel in 
functional areas, so that all Radiomen are quali
fied to assume as m any duties as possible in 
communication spaces. This is accomplished by 
periodically rotating personnel, allowing ample 
time for basic check-out prior to being re
located in that particular job. 
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Communications Checks 
and Inspections 

In addition to communication training 
program s, periodic inspections are m ade of 
communication personnel to determine their pro
fe ssional proficiency. These checks, or inspec
tions, m ay be initiated by the comm and or they 
m ay be initiated by an outside activity. They 
m ay be scheduled or unscheduled. An example 
of a scheduled check would be the yearly 
required visit by one of the Naval Security 
Groups (NAVSECGRUs) .  An example of an un
scheduled inspection would be a periodic drill 
administered by the Leading Chief to determine 
on-watch readiness and operator proficiency. 
All inspections and checks usually cover per
sonnel efficiency and performance in all areas 
in which they are trained, circuit operation by 
communication personnel, and inform al quizzes, 
normally oral. Drills are norm ally a part of 
every inspection or check, thus requiring ap
plication of supposed knowledge that is "on 
paper" .  Therefore, whether the standpoint of 
an inspection, or a "real-world" situation. de
riving m aximum benefit from the training pro
gram aids the individual as well as all others 
concerned. 
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COMM U N ICA liONS SECU RITY 

Like m any other words, the word " security" 
has more than one meaning. The general defi
nition of security is "the safeguarding 
of classified m aterial and inform ation" .  Com
munications Secur-ity- �abbraviated COM-SEC) -en- 
compasse s  thi s general definition and further 
applies the se general guidelines to the security 
of communications in particular. In the first 
part of thi s chapter,  we will talk about security 
in general. L ater, under its own heading, we 
will cover C ommunications Security, its defi
nition, and how it differ s  from general security 
guideline s. 

The security of the United State s in general, 
and of naval operations in particular , depends 
in part upon the succe ss attained in safeguarding 
classified inform ation. Every Radioman must 
be security conscious to the point that exerci sing 
proper di scretion in the discharge of all duties 
is autom atic and not something separate and 
apart from other m atters. During their daily 
work routine, Radiomen learn inform ation of 
vital importance to the m ilitary and to the 
nation. Vast amounts of intelligence carried in 
me ssage s handled by naval communications pass 
through the hands of Radiomen at some point. 
Much of thi s data, if available to our real and 
potential enemies, would enable them to learn 
much of the strength and intent of U .  s. force s 
and gather a wealth of technical information 
relating to the procedures and operations of the 
United state s Navy. 

Radiomen have a two-fold job concerning 
security. The first, of course , i s  to properly 
discharge their dutie s pertaining to general 
security guidelines which pertain to everyone in 
every official capacity. Secondly, Radiomen must 
also discharge their duties in such a m anner 
as to protect the integrity and overall value 
of secure communications. Naturally, much of 
the message traffic and publications handled and 
studied by Radiomen deal with communications 
m atters. Their content must be protected because 
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the m ore an enemy knows about our communi
cations, the better his chances of deriving in
telligence from them . There have been instance s 
in which a potential enemy has obtained valuable 

-infurm ation simply--bee-attse--those persons-guard- - - - - - - - - -

ing it did not fully understand and appreciate 
what would constitute inform ation of interest to 
a foreign power .  

T H E  DANGER OF ESPIONAGE 

Most nations, even in peacetime, m aintain 
e spionage organizations of varying size and 
scope for the purpose of seeking inform ation 
regarding known or potential enem ies .  The ac
tivities of the se organizations have always been 
among the greatest hazards to security. 

Espionage is no longer an undertaking by 
a relatively few well-trained, i solated spie s 
attempting to obtain m ilitary or naval inform a
tion from high-ranking officers. It i s  a m ass 
effort employed in all fields (military, political, 
economic, social, and cultural) by thousands of 
people in "minor" positions. Succe ssful e spionage 
depends upon stati stical accumulation and slow, 
methodical compilation of seem ingly insignificant 
bits and piece s of inform ation until the total 
of it all tells a story. A single word or phrase 
used by someone in a seem ingly harm less con
versation m ay prove to be an important piece 
in the "jigsaw puzzle " the enemy is putting 
together. 

During war or an extreme crisis, an enemy 
agent' s  prim ary objective s are to obtain and 
report as much valuable inform ation as pos
sible and to assist his government by spread
ing false reports, comm itting sabotage , directing 
invading forces,  crippling key industries and 
utilities, seizing com munication centers, ex
ploiting vulnerable areas of defense , and un
dermining morale . Needless to say, it is not 
exaggerated to say that, even in peacetime, 
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enemy espionage organizations present a serious 
threat to a nation's  security. 

The Navy is a potential source of valuable 
inform ation, and unceasing, system atic attempts 
to exploit that source is in constant progress. 
The methods that m ay be used are m any and 
varied: Planting agents within the naval e s
tablishment, photographing or stealing classified 
documents, tapping telephones and lines, at
tacking codes and ciphers, and analyzing com
munications personnel when off duty. Although 
bits of information obtained through these means 
often appear harmless, they prove to be of 
real value when subjected to expert and purpose
ful analysis combined with other fragments 
of inform ation from various sources. The nec
e ssity for unceasing vigilance and m aximum 
preventive measures on the part of all naval 
personnel and Radiomen cannot be too strongly 
emphasized. Security is  a means, not an end. 
Rules that govern security of information do 
not attempt to meet every conceivable situation. 
With a proper comm and indoctrination program , 
it is possible to teach the minimum guidelines, 
instill proper security attitudes in all personnel, 
and obtain a satisifactory degree of secrecy 
with a minimum of sacrifices. 

SECURITY CONTROL AND 
RESPONSIBILITY 

The Chief of Naval Operations exercises con
trol over all policies relating to the maintenance 
of the security of classified m atter in the Navy 
and Marine Corps. The Comm ander, Naval In
telligence Comm and, owing to the close relation
ship of counterintelligence and pre servation of 
security, is the officer prim arily responsible 

to CNO for the promulgation of policies that 
relate to security of classified m atter. The CNO 
has delegated to the Commander, Naval Security 
Group Comm and (COMNA VSECGRU) the authority 
for administering the N avy communications se
curity program . 

In order to provide for the proper indoctri
nation of all personnel charged with the re
sponsibility for safeguarding classified m atter, 
the Chief of Naval Operations has issued in
structions that are necessary for the proper 
administration of the security system . Those 
instructions are contained in the effective edition 
of the Department of the Navy INFORMATION 
SECURITY PROGRAM REGULATION (OPNA V 
INSTRUCTION 5510.1) . 

S ECURITY CLASSIFICATION 
CATEGORIES 

Recently, a m ajor change was implemented 
in the classifying and declassifying of security 
information promulgated within the Department 
of Defense. The objectives of the new system are 
to achieve the following: 

1 .  Less official inform ation will be classified. 
2. More official inform ation will be declas

sified. 
3. Classified m aterial will be better pro

tected. 

Each person named as a ' 'classifying au
thority' ' i s  held accountable for the accuracy 
and necessity of the classification assigned by 
that person. Unnecessary classification and over
classification is to be avoided. Classification 
must be solely on the basis of national security 
considerations. Information is not supposed to be 
classified in order to conceal inefficiency or 
administrative error, prevent embarrassment 
to a person or department, restrain competition 
or independent initiative , or to prevent for any 
other reason the release of inform ation which 
does not require protection in the intere st of 
national security. 

Official inform ation or m aterial which re
quires protection against unauthorized disclosure 
in the interest of national security is to be 
classified in one of three categorie s, TOP 
SECRET, SECRET, or CONFIDENTIAL, depend
ing upon the degree of its significance to national 
security. No other categories are to be used to 
identify official information or m ate rial requiring 
protection in the interest of national security, 
except as otherwise provided by statute. Defi
nitions and examples of each of the. three cate
gories appear in the following paragraphs. 

Top Secret 

' 'Top Secret''  refers to that national se
curity inform ation or m aterial which requires 
the higheBt degree of protection. The test for 
assigning Top Secret classification shall be 
whether its unauthorized disclosure could reason
ably be expected to cause _exceptionally grave 
dam age to the national security. Examples of 
exceptionally grave damage are disclosures that 
would lead to: 

1. Armed hostilities against the United States. 
2. Compromise of vital national defense plans. 
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3. Compromise of complex cryptologic and 
communications intelligence system s. 

This list is not all-inclusive, but it does show 
the relative degree of inform ation that would 
fall into this category. The classification of 
" Top Secret" must be used with the utmost 
restraint. 

Secret 

The classification " Secret" refers to that 
national security inform ation or m aterial that 
requires a substantial degree of protection. The 
criteria for assigning Secret classification shall 
be whether its unauthorized disclosure could 
reasonably be expected to cause serious dam age 
to the national security. The compromise of 
significant scientific or technological develop
ments relating to national security would be 
examples of " serious damage " .  The classifica
tion Secret must be sparingly used. 

C onfidential 

The classification "Confidential" refers to 
that national security inform ation or m aterial 
which require s protection. The test for assigning 
this classification shall be whether its unau
thorized disclosure could reasonably be expected 
to cause dam age to the national security. 

SPECIAL MARKINGS 

In addition to the three security classification 
categories, other m arkings also appear on docu
ments and me ssages. Among these m arkings 
are such designations as RESTRICTED DATA, 
NOFORN, LIMDIS, EFTO and FOUO ,  and 
SPECAT. Included in the " special m arkings" 
category are those associated with the Inter
national Treaty Organizations, such as NATO, 
C ENTO, and SEATO. 

Restricted Data 

The term " Restricted Data" means all data 
concerning the design, m anufacture, and/or uti
lization of nuclear weapons. Also included in 
this category is  the special nuclear m aterial 
used in the production of energy. Included in 
the restricted data category is the term "Form
erly Restricted Data' ' .  This sub-category pertains 
to defense inform ation which has been removed 
from the Restricted Data category and cannot 

be released to foreign nationals except under 
specific international agreement. 

NOFORN 

The "NOFORN "  designation means that a 
determ ination has been m ade that the inform a
tion is  not releasable in any form to foreign 
governments. The abbreviation NOFORN, which 
means "No Foreign Dissem " ,  m ay be used only 
in messages and in autom atic data processing 
of intelligence inform ation. This designation, in 
long or short form , is not used in any other 
sense or on other than intelligence information. 
The absence of this designation is not to be 
construed as authorization to disseminate in
form ation to foreign nationals. 

LIM DIS 

The designation "LIMDIS" (meaning limited 
distribution) is used to limit distribution of 
copies of such messages to those personnel 
specifically authorized to have access to that 
information on a need-to-know basis. 

EFTO and FOUO 

Certain categories of unclassified messages 
must be designated EFTO ( Encrypt for Trans
mission Only) and given cryptographic protec
tion during transmission. EFTO is not used 
as protection for me ssages containing classified 
inform ation; such messages shall be appropri
ately classified. 

FOUO ( For Official Use Only) messages 
are certain categories of official inform ation 
which require some degree of protection for 
the good of public interest, but are not safe
guarded by a classification category in the 
interest of national security. There are several 
m arkings combining EFTO and FOUO. For ex
ample, FOUO inform ation which is to be trans
mitted outside CONUS is marked " EFTO " .  
The first words of the text will be m arked 
"UNCLAS EFTO FOUO" .  Bear in mind, however, 
that because information is  FOUO, it is  not 
autom atically EFTO, and vice versa. A s  pre
viously mentioned, EFTO is a transmission m ark
ing for unclassified messages; FOUO m arkings 
define a certain category of information re
quiring special handling. Neither is a security 
classification; both are special handling desig
nations. More detailed inform ation on EFTO 
and FOUO m arkings can be found in N WP 4. 
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SPECAT 

The m arking " SP ECAT" means "special 
category' '  and requires special handling pro
cedures in addition to the security classifica
tion assigned. Processing of this type of 
information is restricted to only those personnel 
authorized to view it as approved by the com
m anding officer, in writing. Types of informa
tion assigned this marking can be found in N WP 
4. 

Markings of International 
Treaty Organizations 

Defense information of a classified nature 
furnished to the United Statesor to naval com
munications by a foreign government or inter
national treaty organization is assigned a 
classification which will assure a degree of 
protection equivalent to, or greater than, that 
required by the government or international 
organization which furnished the inform ation. 
Examples of international treaty organizations 
are NATO, C EN TO, and SEATO. 

In general, foreign security classifications 
parallel U . s. classifications. However, m any 
foreign governments and international treaty 
organizations use a fourth security classifica
tion: "RESTRICTED" . Inform ation designated 
Restricted indicates in English the name of 
the foreign government or organization of origin 
prior to the word Restricted. For example ; 
' 'U K  R E S T RI C T E D' '  or "N A T O  
RESTRIC T ED " .  Materials in this category are 
treated as Confidential. Equivalent security 
m arkings as compared to those of the u . s. 
are contained in OPNA VINST 5510.1( ) .  

GENERAL DECLASSIFICATION 
SCHEDUL E  

Unless specifically exempted, classified in
formation and m aterial is assigned a date or 
event on which it will be downgraded and de
classified. This downgrading and declassification 
i s  done in accordance with the General De
classification Schedule as described in the fol
lowing paragraphs. 

Top Secret 

Top Secret information and m aterial is down
graded to Secret two calendar years after origi
nation, downgraded to Confidential four years 
after origination, and declassified ten years 

after origination. For example, a document clas
sified Top Secret on 2 February 1976  will 
automatically be downgraded to Secret on 31 
December 1978,  downgraded to Confidential on 
31 December 1980,  and declassified on 31 De
cember 1986.  

Secret 

Inform ation and m aterial originally classified 
Secret is autom atically downgraded to Confiden
tial at the end of the second full calendar 
year in which it was originated, and declassified 
at the end of the eighth full calendar year fol
lowing the year in which it was originated. For 
example, a document classified Secret on 26 
May 1976  will be -.downgraded to Confidential 
on 31 December 1978 and declassified on 31 
December 1 9 84. 

Confidential 

Confidential inform ation and m aterial is  de
classified at the end of the sixth full calendar 
year following the year in which it was origi
nated. For example, a message originally clas
sified Confidential on 16 July 1976 will be 
autom atically declassified on 31 December 1982.  

Exemptions From The General 
Declassification Schedule 

In some instance s, certain classified infor
m ation or m aterial m ay warrant some degree 
of protection against unauthorized disclosure for 
a period of time exceeding that provided in 
the General Declassification Schedule. However, 
although the provision is  m ade for such instances, 
it is  a category that is  used sparingly and must 
fall into one of the four categories listed in 
OPNA VINST 5510.1( ) .  In addition, whenever 
broad categories of Top Secret information are 
to be placed into one of the exemption categories, 
specific permission must be obtained from the 
Director of Naval Intelligence (DNI) . 

Declassification Markings 
on Message s 

As a Radiom an, you will need to be familiar 
with various message m arkings. Learning all of 
the m arkings and their meanings require s much 
study and experience. However, one of the m ore 
recent change s to me ssage m arkings involves 
the placement of downgrading and declassifica
tion m arkings into the body of a naval message. 
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A s  a rule, the last line or paragraph of a clas
sified message will show one of the following 
m arkings to determine downgrading and declas
sification of that message: 

1 .  "ADS ( ) " - For messages assigned to 
the Advanced Declassification Schedule.  For ex
ample, a message bearing the m arking "ADS 
( 26 May 76) indicate s that the message will be 
declassified on 26 May 1976.  Advanced Declas
sification is used whenever the information con
tained in the message need not be classified for 
the periods of time specified under the General 
Declassification System . 

2. "GDS ( ) "  - For me ssages assigned to 
the General Declassification Schedule. For ex
ample, a message bearing the m arking " GDS(84) "  
indicate s that the message will be declassified 
at the end of the calendar year 1984. 

3. "XGDS ( ) ( ) "  - For me ssages exempted 
from the General Declassification Schedule. The 
first parenthese s contain the exemption category 
from OPNA VINST 551 0 .1(  ) • The second paren
theses contain the last two digits of the calendar 
year in which the message is to be declassified. 
The second parentheses are not always used 
because it is not always known how long the 
m aterial will require exemption from declas
sification. For example, "XGDS ( 0 2) (84) "  in
dicates that the message is exempted from the 
General Declassification Schedule, falls under 
exemption category 2, and will be declassified 
at the end of the calendar year 1984. 

4. "XCL ( ) " - For messages that have been 
reviewed and re-marked, and that previously 
bore the Group 1 ,  2, and 3 m arkings. Examples 
of these elder m arkings are " GP1, GP2, GP3 " .  
GP1 and GP2 m arked m aterials were normally 
excluded from autom atic downgrading and de
classification. GP3 m aterial was autom atically 
downgraded but not autom atically declassified. 
Normally, GP1 and GP2 m aterials would bear 
the "XGDS" m arking, but because they were 
previously marked under the older system , they 
bear the m arking "XC L ' ' .  This m arking identifies 
the m aterial as having been reviewed. The 
parenthese s identify all Group 3 m aterial that 
has been reviewed and a date for downgrading 
determined. For example, the m arking "XCL 
(84) ' '  means that the m aterial is formerly ' ' Group' '  
m arked, is GP3 material, and will be downgraded 
at the end of the calendar year 1 9 84. 

Complete inform ation on the m arking and re
m arking of classified messages is contained in 
OPNAVINST 5510.1( ) ,  

General Marking Requirements 

Classified docum ents and m aterial which con
tain identifiable classified information must be 
clearly and conspicuously m arked. In addition, 
special m arkings such as NOFORN, LIMDIS, 
RESTRIC TED DATA, etc. are norm ally placed 
near the classification m arking. Markings re
quired for classified m ate rial serve to inform 
and warn recipients of the classification as
signed, indicate the level of protection required, 
and identify that inform ation which must be with
held from unauthorized persons. 

The classification m arkings of TOP SECRET, 
SECRET, and CONFID ENTIAL shall be stamped, 
printed, or written in capital letters (not typing 
alone) that are larger than those used in the 
text of the document and, when practicable, red 
in color. 

All reproductions or copies of classified m a
terials, regardle ss of form , shall bear clearly 
legible security classification m arkings and no
tations in the same m anner as on the original 
m aterial from which they are copied or repro
duced. It should be noted here that copying equip
ment does not always clearly reproduce all 
colors of ink or m arginal im ages. Therefore, if 
the reproduction process does not clearly re

produce the security m arkings appearing on the 
original copy, such m arkings shall be stamped on 
all copies in the same positions and size re
quired for the original. 

Paragraph m arkings are commonplace and are 
found immediately preceding and to the left 
of the part involved. The symbols denoting 
paragraph classification are (TS) for Top Secret, 
( S) for Secret, (C) for Confidential, and (U) 
for Unclassified. When appropriate, the symbols 
(RD) for Restricted Data and (FRD) for Formerly 
Restricted Data are used. It i s  not uncommon to 
see foreign originated inform ation in U . S. docu
ments and indicated as such next to the ap
plicable paragraphs or parts. For example , 
"U,K,(C) " or "NATO(S) " .  

Title s and subjects are classified according 
to their content, standing alone, regardle ss of 
the overall classification of the document. Nor
m ally, the initials of the classification assigned 
to a title or subject are indicated in the paren
theses immediately following the item . For ex
ample, B ASIC OPERATIONAL COMMUNICA
TIONS DOCTRIN E  (U) . Complete inform ation 
on paragraph, sub-paragraph, document m ark
ing, etc.,  is contained in OPNA VINST 5510.1( ) .  
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SECUIDTY A REAS 

Different spaces on-board ship and different 
areas within a shore activity m ay have varying 
degrees of security importance depending upon 
their purpose and the nature of the work, in
formation, or m aterials concerned. To meet 
this situation and, at the same time, facilitate 
operations and simplify the security system 
require the application of re strictions, controls, 
and protective measure s commensurate with these 
varying degrees of security importance . In some 
cases, the entire area of an activity may have 
a uniform degree of security importance re
quiring only one level of restriction and con
trol. In others, differences in the relative degree 
of security importance will require total segrega
tion of ship' s  space s or activity areas. 

In order to meet the varying needs of the 
different levels of security sensitivity, three 
different types of security areas are used: 
EXCLUSION, LIMITED, and CONTROLLED. 
These three areas provide a relatively effective 
and efficient basis for applying varying degrees 
of restriction dealing with access, control of 
m ovement, and the type of protection required. 
The various security areas are defined as follows: 

1.  EXCLUSION AREA - An area containing 
classified information or m aterial which is of 
such a nature that mere access to the area 
constitutes, for all practical purposes, access 
to such inform ation or m aterial. 

2. LIMITED AREA - An area containing 
classified inform ation or m aterial and in which 
uncontrolled movement would permit access to 
such information or m aterial, but an area in 
which access m ay be prevented by e scort and 
other internal restrictions and controls. 

3. C ONTROLLED AREA - An area within 
which uncontrolled movement does not permit 
access to classified information or m aterial, and 
which is used principally for providing adminis
trative control, safety, or a buffer area of se
curity restriction for limited or exclusion areas. 

With the exception of exclusion areas, se
curity areas are not always m arked in such a 
m anner as to determine their relative sensi
tivity. In other words, controlled areas are not 
always m arked with a sign saying ' 'Controlled 
Area" . All such areas ( Exclusion, Limited, Con
trolled) are norm ally m arked by signs reading 
"RESTRICTED AREA - KEEP OUT - AUTHOR
I Z ED PERSONNE L  ONLY " .  In areas where a 
language other than English i s  prevalent, the 

warning notices are rendered in both English 
and the local, legal language(s) . 

Access Badges 

To provide the degree of security required 
for access to particular security areas, a pass 
or badge identification system is norm ally es
tablished at each comm and to facilitate control 
of movement. Control of movement within the 
area is normally monitored by a security guard(s) 
or operating personnel by requiring the display 
or presentation of the badge for that particular 
area. 

Access and Dissemination 

In addition to holding a proper security 
clearance, the requirement that classified in
formation be limited strictly to those persons 
whose official military or government dutie s 
require knowledge or possession is simply termed 
as "need to know" .  You will find the term "need 
to know" used frequently in communications. 
This term should always be evident whenever 
you are dealing with access to or dissemination 
of classified information or m aterial. 

Admitting unauthorized personnel to com
munications spaces is a topic of m ajor concern 
to a Radioman. Merely because a person has 
a badge does not necessarily mean that he has 
access or the "need to know" .  This is e s
pecially important since access to communica
tions spaces under operating conditions usually 
permits viewing of classified operational traffic 
and equipment. In addition to the much-used 
badge identification system , admission of per
sonnel to communication spaces is granted only 
to those personnel whose names appear on a 
proper access list. Access lists are posted at 
the entrance to communication space s and are 
signed and approved by the commanding officer. 
Admission of persons other than those on the 
access list is subject to the specific approval 
of the comm anding officer or his designated 
representative. 

Persons not on the access list, but who 
have been specifically granted permission by 
the commanding officer for entry, are e scorted 
or supervised at all time s  while in communica
tion spaces. Though not classified, access lists 
are handled with the same degree of security 
required for the particular area to which they. 
pertain. 

The final responsibility for determining 
whether a person is granted access rests upon 
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the individual. No amount of written rule s or 
governing statutes can replace individual initia
tive and common sense. Finally, no one has 
a right to access based solely upon rank or 
position. 

HANDLING AND STOWAGE OF 
C LASSIFIED MAT ERIAL 

Within each comm and, specific control and 
accountability procedures are e stablished to pro
vide readily available inform ation on classified 
m aterial. Such inform ation include s what clas
sified inform ation or material has been re
ceived, what classified m aterial has been 
produced, who has custody, and what disposition 
has been m ade of the m aterial. 

To control classified inform ation with m axi
mum efficiency, the commanding officer desig
nates a Command Security Manager, usually 
an officer. In addition, the comm anding officer 
usually appoints a Top Secret Control Officer 
( TSCO) . The Top Secret C ontrol Officer is 
norm ally subordinate to the C om m and Security 
Manager. If a separate person is not assigned 
each duty, one per son m ay be assigned to per
form the duties of both. The dutie s of the 
Security Manager and the TSCO are governed 
by the rule s outlined in OPNA VINST 5510.1(  ) .  

Handling of Top Secret 
Material 

Although admini strative records are m ain
tained for each classification category, a more 
strict control system is required for Top Secret 
m aterial. 

Except for publications containing a distri
bution list by copy number, all copie s of each 
Top Secret document and each item of Top 
Secret equipment are numbered serially at the 
time of origination: 

C opy No. __ of __ Copie s. 

Each page of a Top Secret message not con
taining a list of effective pages ( LOEP) i s  
numbered: 

Page __ of __ page s. 

Top Secret documents have a list of effective 
pages and a page-check page . 

Top Secret documents m ay be reproduced 
in whole or in part only with the permission 

of the originator or higher authority . All re
produced copies are num bered serially and re
corded with the TSCO so as to m aintain complete 
accountability . The copy num bers of reproduced 
copies should m aintain a relationship with the 
original document. For example, if a com mand 
holds copy No. 12 to a Top Secret document 
and reproduce s two additional copies,  the latter 
might be identified as "Copy No. 12/l of 2 
copie s" and "Copy No. 1 2/2 of 2 copie s" . 

A continuous chain of receipts for Top Secret 
m aterial m.1st be maintained. Moreover, a record 
of disclosure for Top Secret m aterial, using 
OPNAV Form 5511-13, is attached to each docu
m.3nt that circulate s within a comm and or ac
tivity . Every person having knowledge of the 
contents of the TS document must sign the at
tached record of disclosure . 

Every comm and i s  required to establish 
administrative procedure s for recording all Se
cret m aterial originated and received. These 
administrative procedures as a minimum , must 
include system of accountability for Secret m at
ter distributed or routed within the command. 
Additionally, as a minimum , every comm and must 
m aintain a system which will provide for pro
tection of all Confidential m aterial originated 
or received. 

CUSTODIANS OF C LASSIFIED 
MAT ERIAL 

An individual who has posse ssion of or is 
charged with the re sponsibility for safeguarding 
and accounting for classified m aterial or in
formation is referred to as the "custodian" of 
that m aterial or inform ation. That person i s  
said to have " custody" of the m aterial o r  in
form ation. 

Whenever you are the custodian of classified 
m aterial, you are re sponsible for providing pro
tection and accountability at all times and partic
ularly for locking classified m aterial in the 
appropriate security container whenever it is not 
in use or under direct supervision. 

Care During Working 
Hours 

Each individual must take precautions to 
prevent access to classified inform ation by un
authorized persons. Am ong the precautions to 
be followed are: 

1 .  When removed from storage for working 
purposes, classified documents are to be kept 
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under constant surveillance and face down, or 
covered when not in use. 

2. Preliminary drafts, carbon sheets, plate s, 
stencils, stenographic note s, worksheets, and all 
similar items containing classified information 
must be either (1) destroyed by the person 
responsible for their preparation immediately 
after they have served their purpose , or (2) be 
given the same classification and safeguarded 
in the same manner as the classified material 
produced from them . 

3. Typewriter ribbons used in typing clas
sified material are protected in all respects in 

_ . .the same m arme.r s,s the Jllghest level of clas
sification for which they have -been so- - \.lsed. 
When de struction is necessary, it i s  accomplished 
in the manner prescribed for classified working 
papers of the same classification. After the upper 
and lower sections have been cycled through 
the machine five time s  in the course of regular 
typing, all fabric ribbons are considered un
classified. C arbon and plastic typewriter ribbons 
and carbon paper which have been used in the 
production of classified information are destroyed 
in the same manner prescribed for working 
papers of the same classification after initial 
usage.  

Care After Working Hours 

At the close of each watch or working day, 
all classified m aterial that must be passed from 
watch to watch is properly inventoried and custody 
is then transferred to the relieving watch super
visor. All other classified m ate rial must be 
locked up. A system of security checks at the 
close of each working day is the best method 
to ensure that all classified m aterial held is 
properly protected. The custodian of the ma
terial should make an inspection which ensures 
as a minimum that: 

1 .  All classified m aterial is stored in the 
m anner prescribed. 

2. Burn bags are properly stored or de
stroyed. 

3. The contents of wastebaskets which con
tain classified m aterial have been properly stored 
or destroyed. 

4. Classified shorthand notes, carbon paper, 
carbon and plastic typewriter ribbons, rough 
drafts, and similar papers have been properly 
stored or destroyed. As a m atter of routine, 
such items should be placed in burn bags im
m.3diately after they have served their purpose. 

Stowage of Classified Material 

All classified m atter not in actual use must 
be stowed in a m anner that will guarantee its 
protection. The exact nature of security require
ments depends on a thorough security evaluation 
of local conditions and circum stance s. Also, the 
degree of protection necessary depends on the 
classification category, quantity, and scope of the 
m aterial involved. Norm ally, the type and extent 
of physical protection required are determined 
before an activity begins its day-to-day or 
watch-to-watch routine, and it is very likely 
that an appropriate physical security program 
is already .. in_ . .. eff�ct \V}1en . y()u rep()rt 

_a.
�oard. 

Details concerning physical security standards 
and requirements which serve as a guide 

.
for 

determining the kind and degree of physical 
protection nece ssary for classified inform ation 
are contained in the applicable edition of OP-
NA VINST 551 0 .1(  ) .  

. 
Whenever you secure classified m aterial m 

safes habitually rotate the dial of all combi
natio� locks at least four complete turns in the 
same direction. If dials are given only a quick 
twist, it is possible to open the lock by turning 
the dial in the opposite direction. 

All safes and cabinets which contain clas
sified m atter that are found open and unat
tended should be reported to the senior duty 
officer. Do not touch the container or contents, 
but guard them until the duty officer ar�iy�s. 
The duty officer then assume s  responsibility 
for such further actions as locking the safe, 
recalling the re sponsible person or persons, 
and reporting the security violation to the com
m anding officer. The custodian must hold an 
immediate inventory of the contents of the safe 
and report any loss to the comm anding officer. 

Combinations 

Combinations to safe s containing classified 
m aterial are m ade available only to those per
sons whose dutie s require access to them . The 
combinations of safes containing classified in
formation must be changed at least every 12 
months , unless more frequent change i s  dictated 
by the type material stored within. Combinations 
must also be changed: 

1 .  When placed in use after procurement. 
2. Whenever an individual knowing the com

bination is transferred, discharged, or reas
signed from the element to which the security 
container is assigned, or the security clearance 
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of an individual knowing the combination is 
reduced, suspended, or revoked by proper au
thority. 

3. When the corn bination or the record of 
the combination has been compromised or the 
security container has been discovered unlocked 
and unattended. 

The combination of a security container used 
for stowage of classified m aterial is assigned 
a security classification equal to the highe st 
category of classified m aterial authorized to be 
stored therein. Records of combinations are 
sealed in an envelope and kept on file in a 
central location designated by the comm anding 
officer. 

DESTRUCTION OF C LASSIFIED 
MATEIUAL 

Destruction of superseded and obsolete clas
sified m aterials that have served their purpose 
is termed routine destruction. Classified m a
terial that i s  no longer required should not be 
allowed to accumulate . There are specific di
rective s that authorize the routine destruction 
of publications, message files, and certain crypto 
m aterials. The se directive s should be carefully 
studied and become part of the Radiom an' s  store 
of knowledge in order to properly comply in 
all case s. Additionally, the letter of promul
gation of publications often set forth disposition 
instructions regarding de struction requirements 
for that publication. Other m aterials, such as 
classified rough drafts, worksheets, and similar 
item s, are destroyed as necessary to prevent 
their excessive accumulation. 

Top Secret, Secret, and Confidential m a
terial m ay be destroyed by burning, pulping, 
pulverizing, or shredding, provided the destruc
tion i s  complete and that reconstruction will 
be impossible . The most efficient method of 
de stroying combustible m aterial is by burning. 

As a third or second class petty officer, 
you will more than likely either assist in or 
supervise the burning of classified m aterial. 
Every member of a burn detail should know 
exactly what is to be burned and should double 
check each item before it is burned. To pro
vide accountability of the burn bags, the bags 
are numbered (or at least counted) prior to 
being removed from the work spaces. The super
visor of the burn is provided a log or checkoff 

list which lists the number of bags to be burned. 
At the destruction site, each bag is checked 
off the list as it is destroyed. To facilitate 
complete destruction of bound publications, the 

pages must be torn apart and crumpled before 
being placed in bags. All m aterial must be 
watched until it is completely consumed. The 
ashe s must be broken up and scattered so that 
no scraps e scape destruction. When no incin
erator is available , which is often the case 
aboard ship, classified m aterial m ay be burned 
in a perforated metal drum or container with 
a cover of wire netting. 

Shredders m ay be used aboard ships at sea 
where incinerator facilitie s are not available 
under the following conditions: 

1 .  The m aximum shred width allowed shall 
be 1/32 of an inch. 

2. Cryptom aterial shall be intermixed with 
at least an equal amount of other m aterial 
(classified or unclassified) prior to shredding. 

3. The m aterial is then disposed of by jet
ti soning at a time and place where recovery 
by hostile force s is considered by the com
m anding officer to be unlikely. 

Proper destruction of classified m aterial is 
accomplished in the presence of two witne ssing 
officials. Witnessing officials must have a se
curity clearance of at least as high as the cate
gory of m aterial being destroyed, and they must 
be thoroughly familiar with the regulations and 
procedures for safeguarding and destroying clas
sified inform ation. 

An accurate record of destruction of clas
sified m aterial is as important as the destruc
tion itself. Proper accounting procedures, 
together with accurate records of destruction, 
provide official inform ation as to the status of 
classified m aterial. Records of de struction are 
required for Top Secret and Secret rn aterial 
and shall be dated and signed by the witnessing 
officials unles s  the m aterial has been placed in 
burn bags for central disposal. In that c ase, the 
de struction record shall be signed by the wit
nessing officials at the time the m aterial is 
placed in the burn bags. Records of de struction 
shall be m aintained for a minimum of two years 
after which they m ay be destroyed. 

Emergency Plans 

Emergency plans are developed by e ach com
m and in order to provide for the protection, 
removal, or destruction of classified m aterial . 
Needle ss to say, emergency plans are tailored 
to fit the needs of that particular comm and, 
so there is no "right" way of developing a 
usable one . The primary requirement is that 
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these plans adequately provide for rapid and 
complete disposition of the classified m aterial 
held by the command. Emergency plans should 
be developed to cover three areas of emer
gencies: 

1. Natural Disasters (e.g., hurricanes) . 
2. Civil Disturbance (e.g., rioting) . 
3. Enemy Action. 

Emergency plans should provide for the pro
tection of classified inform ation and m aterial 
in such a m anner as to minimize the risk of 
loss of _life Qr injury to personnel. This can 
be accomplished in several ways whenever the 
emergency plan is implemented: 

1 .  The coordinated and expeditious execu
tion of the plan itself. 

2. Perimeter. preinstructed ' 'guard' ' person
nel at various positions in affected areas, trained 
to prevent the removal of classified m ate rial 
by unauthorized personnel.  

3. Periodic review and constructive update 
of emergency plans in order to provide for the 
safety of personnel and classified m aterial. 

Whenever the emergency plan is implemented 
for the purpose of m aterial destruction, you will 
norm ally find the following required priorities 
assigned to m aterial to be destroyed: 

1 .  FIRST PIUORITY - Communication Se
curity (COMSEC) m aterial and classified com
ponents of equipment. 

2. SECOND PIUOIUTY - Top Secret special 
access m aterial, then other Top Secret m aterial. 

3. THIRD PIUOIUTY - Secret special acce ss 
m aterial, then other Secret m aterial. 

4. FOURTH PIUOIUTY - Confidential special 
access m aterial, then other Confidential m a
terial. 

5. FIFTH PIUOIUTY · •  Unclassified equip
ment which could be of use to the enemy to
gether with pertinent technical. descriptive, and 
operating instructions. 

Fire Plans 

In addition to emergency plans, a plan of 
action in the event of fire is also a necessity. 
As with emergency plans, it is imperative that 

all communications personnel familiarize them
selves with the command "Fire" plan. Norm ally, 
the fire plan include s provisions for: 

1 .  Local fire-fighting apparatus and person
nel to m an the equipment. 

2. Evacuation of the area, including whether 
to store or remove classified m ate rial from 
the area. 

3. Admitting outside fire-fighters into the 
area. 

Precautionary Actions 

Needle ss- to -say ,-the-fewer-actions- nece ssary - -
in emergencies, the better off you are . There
fore, all that can be done before an emer
gency occurs should be done . For example : 

1 .  All superseded m aterial should be de
stroyed immediately after superse ssion. 

2. Only the minimum amount of classified 
m aterial should be held by a command. consist
ent with its needs. 

3. Unnecessary m aterial should be turned in 
to the issuing agencies. 

4. Material should be stored in such a way 
as to m ake it readily acce ssible and easy to 
reach for removal during destruction. 

Sometimes, the comm anding officer has been 
previously informed of a pending disaster, civil 
action, or enemy threat and has ample time to 
prepare. In such cases, "Precautionary De
structions" are held. " Precautionary" destruc
tions are accomplished in order to reduce the 
amount of classified m aterial on hand in the 
event emergency destruction later become s  nec
e ssary. Destruction prioritie s rem ain the same 
during precautionary action. However. when pre
cautionary destructions are held, that m aterial 
essential to communications must be held and 
not destroyed. For example, communications 
operating procedures and publications that are 
to become effective in the near future, and those 
that are already effective and used on a con
tinuing basis and are necessary to basic op
erations would not be destroyed. 

COMMUNICATIONS SECUIUTY 
(COMSEC) 

Naturally, security guidelines contained in 
applicable publications, such as OPNA VINST 
5510.1( ) , must be complied with by everyone . 
These guidelines are m inimum standards and 
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must be complied with, and all other security 
procedures start there. 

Your job often deals in very sensitive subject 
m atter that requires special security procedures 
and precautions. It is for this reason that we 
have the term "Communications Security" (COM
SEC) . Within the framework of communications 
security, we find many directive s and require
ments that deal specifically with communications 
m aterial. 

Communications security is defined as ' 'The 
protection resulting from all measures designed 
to deny unauthorized persons information of 
value which might be derived from the posses
sion and study of telecommunications" .  That 
definition can also be extended to include all 
efforts to mislead unauthorized persons in their 
interpretations of the results of their posses
sion and study. In sum total, the overall effort 
to protect the integrity and validity of our 
communications community. 

COMSEC includes:  

1 .  Cryptosecurity. 

2. Transmission security. 

3. Emission security. 

4. Physical security of communications se
curity materials and information. 

The related definitions of the four areas of 
COMSEC are as follows: 

1 .  Cryptosecurity - That security resulting 
from the provision of technically sound crypto
systems and their proper use . 

2. Transmission Security - That security 
resulting from all measures designed to protect 
transmission from interception and exploitation 
by means other than cryptoanalysis, (e.g., mes
senger, approved wire circuits, ordinary mail, 
radio) . 

3. Emission Security - That security which 
results from all efforts to deny our enemies 
interception and analysis of compromising ema
nations from cryptoequipment and telecommuni
cations equipment. 

4. Physical Security - That security which 
is designed to prevent COMSEC information from 
being physically lost, exposed, or possibly ex
posed to an unauthorized person. 

Anytime an unauthorized person or persons 
gain acce ss to classified inform ation requiring 

protection, a COMPROMISE is said to have 
occurred. A compromise normally results from 
a violation of one of the rules and standards 
governed each of the previously mentioned areas 
of COMSEC . 

In the area of COMSEC , it is important to 
understand the difference in terminology - for 
example, the term s "COMSEC Information" and 
"COMSEC Material" .  COMSEC Information in
cludes all inform ation concerning communica
tions security and all m aterial associated with 
the security or authenticity of telecommunica
tions. COMSEC Material includes all documents, 
device s, equipment, or apparatus used in es
tablishing and m aintaining secure communica
tions. Therefore, it can be said that everything 
can be considered "inform ation" , whereas "ma
terial" is a relatively physical definition. It 
m ay seem to be a fairly insignificant point, 
but in COMSEC there are very precise defi
nitions that define separate categories with nec
e ssary clarity. The categories of COMSEC are 
m any and all deal with the security of com
munications or related item s. Most often, the 
inform ation known or the m aterial used is highly 
classified and can prove very harmful to the 
national defense effort if compromised. More 
than simply defining the four categories of 
COMSEC , the related item s and categories must 
also be defined. A few of the item s and sub
categories are defined and explained in this 
chapter,  although they are not all-inclusive. 
Complete term s, areas, items, and sub
categories can be found in the applicable edi
tions of KAG 1 ,  CMS 4, and NWP 4. The 
following i s  a list of definitions and explana
tions involving some of the more commonly 
used terms in communications security that 
you will use often in your career as a Radioman. 

COMSEC Material Control 
(CMS) System 

The CMS system is a system designed to 
ensure the proper distribution, handling, con
trol, and security of COMSEC material used 
to maintain the cryptographic security of 

· communications throughout the naval estab
lishment. Consequently, the m aterial governed 
by CMS procedures consists of highly sensitive, 
classified m aterial and less sensitive but re
lated m aterial. With the correct usage of this 
system , the integrity and security of COMSEC 
m aterial can be maintained. Procedures govern
ing this system can be found in the applicable 
edition of CMS 4. 
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Accountability Legend 

An accountability legend (abbreviated AL) is 
a number that is assigned to COMSEC material. 
It governs the method by which that material 
must be accounted for. For example, a piece 
of COMSEC material that is assigned the ac
countability legend " 1 "  (written AL 1) is af
forded a different handling procedure with regard 
to stowage and protection than, say, a piece 
of COMSEC material bearing the accountability 
legend "4" (written AL 4) . Accountability leg
ends, their definitions and handling requirements, 
are contained in the applicable edition of CMS 4. 

CMS Holders 

Every command that has a CMS account is 
assigned a number corresponding to that ac
count. By being a command or activity which 
has an account number, it means that that 
particular command receives its COMSEC m a
terial directly from national and Navy distri
bution sources.  However, a "Holder" in the 
CMS System is defined as any command or 
activity that is authorized to draw and hold 
COMSEC m aterial. Naturally, once held, an 
account number is assigned to that comm and. 

A CMS "Local Holder" is a command or 
activity whose COMSEC material needs can be 
met by drawing the material from a single CMS 
account on a local custody basis. In other words, 
if a ship drew all of its COMSEC m aterial 
from a central account maintained by the Squad
ron Commander, the ship would then become 
a ' 'local holder' ' .  

A CMS " Responsible User" i s  normally 
someone within the command who signs for the 
CMS m aterial on a local custody basis and is 
then responsible for its proper handling and 
use. For example, the Operations Officer m ay 
need several COMSEC publications to aid in his 
departmental efforts. He would receive the m a
terial from the CMS Custodian by officially 
signing for it and, therefore, assuming all re
sponsibility for it. He is considered a ' 're
sponsible user" .  

Within the CMS System , there are m any 
terms that are important to personnel who 
maintain and use the tools of it. The term s 
previously defined are only a few of the more 
commonly used ones. Needless to say, time and 
space preclude our listing them all here.  A 
thorough discussion of each and every area 
and term used in the CMS System is contained 

in the applicable edition of CMS 4, the governing 
pub for the entire system . 

CRYPTO 

As a Radioman, you will be required to learn 
and understand all of the more detailed pro
cedures and processes involved in cryptographic 
operations. These procedures and associated 
equipments are governed by many strict rules 
and standards. In order to later grasp the 
significance of cryptographic operations and their 
importance, you must first understand the de
fined elements of C RYPTO and the more common 
usages in terminology. 

Cryptom aterial 

The term "Cryptomaterial" refers to all 
material, including documents, devices,  or ap
paratus, that contains crypto-information. The 
m aterial must further be essential to the en
cryption, decryption, or authentication of tele
communications. Cryptomaterial is always 
classified and is normally marked "CRYPTO " .  
The term "C RYPTO" is  not a security clas
sification; it simply denotes that the m aterial 
requires special consideration with respect to 
access, storage, and handling. 

Cryptorelated Information 

Cryptorelated information m ay be classified 
or unclassified and is normally associated with 
cryptom aterial but is not significantly descrip
tive of it. In other words, it does not describe 
a technique or process, a system, or equipment 
functions and capabilitie s. Related information is 
not m arked "CRYPTO" and is not subject to 
the special safeguards normally associated with 
crypto-inform ation. 

Crypto-Inform ation 

Crypto-inform ation is always classified. This 
type of information normally concerns the en
cryption or decryption process of a cryptosystem . 
It is normally identified by the m arking 
"CRYPTO" and is subject to all of the spe
cial safeguards required by that marking. 

Cryptosystem 

The term "cryptosystem " encompasses all 
of the associated items of cryptomaterial that 
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are used together to provide a single means 
of encryption and decryption. 

Needless to say, all items of a related nature 
that combine to form a system must be given 
the strictest security. Any failure, whether it 
be equipment or operator, which adversely af
fects the security of a cryptosystem , is called 
a "crypto-insecuriy" .  

Crytpom aterial which supplies equipment set
tings and arrangements or which is used directly 
in the encryption and decryption process, is 
called "KEYING MATERIAL". Keying m aterial 
is afforded the highest protection and handling 
precautions of all inform ation and m aterial within 
a cryptosystem . Keying material is always given 
priority in the event of implementation of the 
em ergency plan, whether precautionary or emer
gency. 

Cryptovariables 

A cryptovariable is an element of a crypto
system that directly affects the encryption and 
decryption process. The se variables are divided 
into two types: Primary and secondary. A pri
m ary cryptovariable is the most readily and 
frequently changed element of a cryptosystem . 
A secondary cryptovariable is one which per
mits change of circuit operation without altering 
the basic equipment. A secondary cryptovariable 
must also be used in conjunction with appropriate 
primary variables. 

C RY PTOGRAPHIC DUTY 

The commanding officer is the person re
sponsible for ensuring that personnel are 
thoroughly trained and certified as qualified for 
cryptographic duties. This training may be ac
complished through formal cryptographic school
ing or through "on-the-job" training which is 
normally provided by the command's COMSEC 
officer. No member of the medical, dental, medi
cal service, nurse, chaplain, or hospital corps 
m ay be assigned to duty that involve s the proces
sing of message traffic in classified communica
tions spaces .  

Operator Requirements 

The COMSEC officer is . responsible for en
suring that cryptographic operators receive the 
basic training necessary to these operations, 

as well as ensuring that they meet the following 
minim al qualifications: 

1. That they be properly cleared for access 
to the m aterial with which they will be working. 

2. That they have norm al eyesight and m anual 
dexterity. 

3. That they are authorized by the comm and
ing officer to perform cryptoduties in his com
m and. 

4. That they are familiar with local crypto
procedures. 

General and Specific 
Cryptosystem s 

In the course of your cryptographic duties, 
you will sometime s  hear the term s "general" 
and " specific" applied to some cryptosystem s. 
A general cryptosystem is one which consists 
of a basic principle and method of operation 
regardless of the cryptomaterials employed. In 
other words, regardless of the types of m a
terials or elements used, the method of op
eration will always be the same, whether 
encrypting, decrypting, or authenticating. 

A specific cryptosystem is one within a gen
eral system that is necessary and confined to 
actual encryption, decryption, or authentication. 
These system s are identified by the short and 
long titles of their variables. 

COMSEC DESTRUCTION 

In addition to the requirements discussed in 
the effective edition of OPNA VINST 5510.1( ) , 
the priorities and methods of destruction of 
COMSEC material are also discussed at length 
in KAG 1 and CMS 4.  It is because of the ex
treme sensitivity of COMSEC m aterial that sepa
rate, more detailed guidelines regarding stowage 
and destruction are written. As a third or 
second-class Radioman, you will become inti
m ately involved with the procedure s  governing 
both in your daily routine, whether ashore or 
at sea, The communication center destruction 
plan is usually very detailed and concise, out
lining destruction actions on a billet-by-billet 
basis. 

COMSEC Destruction Priorities 

COMSEC m aterial which will need to be de
stroyed in an emergency can be divided into 
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three categories:  

1 .  Keying m aterial. 

2. COMSEC documents. 

3. COMSEC equipments. 

The m ost sensitive, of course, is keying 
m aterial. Keying m aterial is always destroyed 
first, but in a distinct order, as follows: 

1.  Superceded 

2. Reserve 

3. Effective 

Plan should always provide for one of three 
options, depending upon the situation: 

1 .  Securing the material , 

2. Removing the m aterial, or 

3. Destroying the m aterial. 

When to choose which course of action should 
be stated in the overall plan. For example, if 
there is a local civil uprising which appears 
to be short lived, destroying all material would 
probably not be necessary. In this situation, 
a partial destruction of the more sensitive 
superseded m aterial might be implemented, some 
of the rem aining m aterial removed, and the 

- The most se-nsitive keying materialis that which :rest seQ:tll'�d. In ap.y C?af)e, the comm anding of-
has been used to encrypt traffic. Normally, ficer will normally implement the emergency 
this keying m aterial is  superceded, and if it plan. Should the situation prevent contact with 
falls into enemy hands, all past traffic inter- the comm anding officer ,  several other responsi
cepted by them would then be subject to compro- ble individuals such as the COMSEC officer 
mise and analysis. or COMSEC custodian are usually empowered 

Next in the order of destruction is keying to implement the emergency plan. 
m aterial which will become effective within the 
next thirty days. After this is accomplished, the 
remaining keying m aterial i s  then destroyed.  
It  should be noted that in lining up keying ma
terial for de struction, Top Secret m aterial should 
be placed ahead of Secret, Secret ahead of 
Confidential, etc. This applies to all of the cate
gories of keying m aterial. 

Included under the category of COMSEC docu
ments, are crypto-equipment m aintenance m an
uals, operating instructions, general publications, 
such as KAG 1 ,  status publications, holders lists 
and directories,  etc. These documents contain 
useful inform ation concerning the types of crypto
equipments we use, the level of technology we 
have attained, and the way our COMSEC op
erations are organized and conducted. 

In emergencies, the immediate goal with 
regard to crypto-equipment is to render the 
equipment unusable and unrepairable, so as to 
deny the enemy a useful piece of equipment. 
The operating and technical m anuals for crypto
equipments detail the techniques for rapid and 
effective destruction of them . 

The emergency destruction of all COMSEC 
material and information would be a very de
tailed operation. Primary in this operation, 
of course, is the already-discussed keying m a
terial. The rem aining priorities after the keying 
m aterial are treated in detail in the effective 
editions of CMS 4 and KAG 1 .  

The destruction plan itself i s  contained in 
the overall " Emergency Plan" . The Emergency 
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EMISSION CONTROL ( EMCON) 

EMCON is defined as the control of all 
electromagnetic radiations. At time s, the op
erational requirement m ay demand that all elec
trom agnetic radiations be kept to a minimum , 
consistent with operational necessity. Once im
posed, general or specific restrictions m ay be 
added to the EMCON order, depending upon the 
operational, intelligence, or technical factors for 
the area affected. 

The most secure communications methods 
during EMCON reduce (but do not eliminate) 
the possibility of identification. It is assumed 
that any electrom agnetic radiation will be im
mediately detected and the position of the trans
mitting ship will be fixed by the enemy. Detailed 
information concerning the implementation of 
EMCON and its degree of adjustment are found 
in N WP 33. 

M EACONING, INTERFERENC E, 
JAMMING, AND INTRUSION (MIJI) 

The term " MIJI" i s  actually comprised of 
four different ones. Each term within MIJI has 
a separate and distinct definition, with separate 

m ethods of combatting each. It is a term in
tended to cover all of the basic types of inter
ference that you are likely to experience in 
a given situation. 
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Meaconing i s  defined as the interception 
and rebroadcast of beacon signals. These sig
nals are rebroadcast on the received frequency 
to confuse enemy navigation. Consequently, air
craft or ground stations are given inaccurate 
bearings. Meaconing is  more of a concern to 
personnel in navigational ratings than to you 
as a Radiom an. However, communications trans
m itters are often used to transmit navigational 
signals and are operated by communications 
personnel who must know how to deal with any 
communication situation resulting from m ea
coning. 

Interference is normally a non-deliberate 
intrusion upon a circuit and may be defined as 
any electrical disturbance which causes undesir
able responses in electronic equipment. "Harm
ful" interference m ay be defined as any emission, 
radiation, or induction which endangers the func
tioning of a radio navigation service or radio 
communications service that is operating in 
accordance with international regulations. For 
communication purposes, the term "inter
ference " is that type of interference which 
precludes the effective use of a frequency.  It 
does not include interference that i s  merely 
an annoyance. 

Jamming i s  defined as the deliberate use of 
electromagnetic signals with the object of im
pairing communication circuits. The types of 
j amming are: 

1 .  Random-keyed 
2. Continuous wave 
3. Sweep-through 
4. Stepped-tones (Bagpipes) 
5. Spark 
6.  Rotary 

The methods of jamming m ay include the in
troduction of simulated traffic, random noise, 
or a continuous carrier. 

Intrusion i s  defined as any attempt by the 
enemy to enter the U .  s. or Allied communica
tions system s and simulate our traffic in order 
to confuse and deceive . 

The more effective methods of dealing with 
each of the types of interference contained 
in the term " MIJI" ,  are contained in the ef
fective editions of NTP 4 and NWP 33. 

AUTHENTICATION 

Authentication i s  a security measure de
signed to protect a communications or comm and 

system against fraudulent transmissions or simu
lation. In communications, only those approved 
authentication system s may be used. ACP 122 
sets forth the situations when authentication is  
either mandatory or merely advisable. 

SECURITY VERSUS SPEED 

In communications, a variable relationship 
exists between security and speed. For example, 
in the planning stages of an operation when very 
few people are informed as to the plan, security 
is paramount. A s  the time of execution ap
proache s, additional personnel must know of the 
plan, and preparations cannot be concealed so 
effectively. Then, speed become s  increasingly 
important. In combat situations, the relation
ship between security and speed will vary, de
pending upon operational considerations. For 
example, if it was of paramount importance that 
a Top Secret me ssage be sent over non-approved 
wire lines in order to facilitate an operation 
with minimum loss of lives, the operational 
comm ander might decide that the speed nec
e ssity override s  security considerations. 

NAVAL SECURITY GROUPS 
(NAVSECGRU s) 

Within the general COMSEC organization, 
it can be said that the Chief of Naval Operations, 
(CNO) has the overall authority for COMSEC 
policy in the naval establishment. Naturally, 
the COMSEC program i s  only one of m any that 
the office of the Chief of Naval Operations must 
oversee . Therefore, the specific responsibilities 
for implementation and administration of large 
program s ( such as COMSEC) are overseen by 
specific agencies within the office of the CNO. 
This particular job is  handled by the Comm ander, 
Naval Security Group Comm and (COMNA VSEC
GRU) . COMNAVSECGRU reports directly to the 
CNO in all m atters relating to the implementa
tion and administration of all program s relating 
to COMSEC . 

Within the COMSEC organization, com m ands 
are required to have a COMSEC visit at 
least once a year . These visits are held on 
an inform al basis and provide on-the- spot advice 
and guidance to communications and noncommuni
cations personnel who operate voice radio equip
m.:mt or handle COMSEC m aterial. Primary 
emphasis during these visits i s  placed upon 
identification and correction of common com
munications problem s. Overriding attention i s  
placed upon spotting insecure COMSEC practices 
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and procedures and alerting personnel to com
munications vulnerabilities. These COMSEC 
visits are administered by the local Naval Se
curity Group (NAVSECGRU) . A NAVSECGRU 
may be a separate entity or may be part of 
a nearby NA VCOMMST A.  In any event, they 
perform the basic mission of COMNA VSECGRU 
in administering the COMSEC program first 
hand. Requests for the se inform al visits are 
sent directly to the appropriate NAVCOMMSTA 
or NA VSECGRU activity. Although COMSEC visits 
are only required once a year, it is good practice 
to schedule them more frequently. 

NATIONAL SECURITY 
AGENCY (NSA) 

Whereas COMNA VSECGRU acts as the prin
ciple agent for the CNO in most COMSEC mat
ters, the National Security Agency (NSA) acts 
in behalf of the Secretary of Defense. The NSA 
is considered the government's executive agent 
in these m atters, the prim ary difference be
tween them and COMNA VSECGRU being that 
NSA acts in reference to all branches of the 
military involved in COMSEC m atters. 

Although the dutie s of NSA and COMNA v
SECGRU parallel and overlap each other in 
many ways, the NSA clearly has a broader base 
of responsibility. To outline or list the many 
responsibilities would be lengthy and tedious. 
Suffice to say, the responsibilities of the NSA 
can be found in the applicable editions of KAG 1 
and CMS 4. Of particular importance to com
munications personnel handling COMSEC m a
terial is the fact that NSA prescribes or approves 
all cryptographic system s and techniques used 
in any manner. This includes the doctrine and 
procedures governing their operation or use. 
It also includes any requests for change or 
modification to any cryptographic equipments 
or procedures. The NSA also produces or ap
proves the production of all cryptomaterial used 
by the departments and agencies of the U . S. 
Government. 

COMMUNICATION C ENTER 
VISITOR' S  LOG 

Normally, entry to a secure communications 
space or facility will be limited to persons 
whose names appear on an officially promul- · 

gated entrance (or access) list. Persons seeking 
entry must be identified and shall be admitted 
only if their names appear on this list or if 
they have been specifically authorized admittance 

by a competent authority. Under no circum
stance s are personnel admitted to the facility 
merely because they are known to assigned 
communications personnel. 

A register (or log) is used to record the 
arrival and departure of authorized personnel 
whose names do not appear on the access list. 
According to the effective edition of KAG 1 ,  
the following column headings are recommended 
for visitor' s  logs: 

1 .  Date 
2. Visitor' s  signature 
3. Rank or Grade 
4. Organization Repre sented 
5. Purpose of visit 
6 .  Signature of authority authorizing visit. 
7. Time in and Time out. 

PERSONAL SECURITY 
C ENSORSHIP 

Security violations result from bad personal 
habits, security indifference (apathy), occupa
tional fatigue, or ignorance of established regu
lations. Whenever security violations occur in 
installations located in foreign countries, they 
become more serious due to an activity' s  greater 
vulnerability to hostile exploitation. With respect 
to COMSEC, much could be lost. 

If a specific type of security violation is 
repeated, it is usually an indication of a bad 
habit. Bad security habits are usually the re
sult of convenience, haste, or a developed pat
tern of carelessness in the daily handling of 
classified inform ation and documents. 

No one in the Navy is authorized to handle 
any classified m aterial except that required in 
the perform ance of duty. All other persons 
are unauthorized, regardless of their grade, 
duties, or clearance. 

If it is known, or even suspected, that clas
sified m aterial has been lost, or that unau
thorized persons have had access to it, the 
m aterial is said to be compromised. The seri
ousness of the compromise depends on the nature 
of the classified m aterial and the extent to which 
the unauthorized person m ay divulge or make 
use of what he has learned. 

A Radiom an, or for that m atter any person 
in the Navy, should report any security viola
tion or compromise to his immediate superior, 
or any other person in authority. Failure to 
promptly report any and all case s may further 
the dam age done with the material in the hands 
of hostile forces. There is no way of knowing 
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how m any violations have actually occurred, 
but were not reported, such as, leaving a 
classified document on the top of a desk over
night, leaving a safe open overnight or un
attended, or discussing classified information 
over the telephone using so-called ' 'double talk' ' .  
It i s  for this reason that security training 
programs are administered, and a need exists 
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for conscientious effort on the part of every
one. Security should be second nature insofar 
as the practice of personal habits are concerned. 
However, second nature does not mean "with
out thinking" . It behooves all of us to take 
security seriously and practice sound security 
habits in the interest of naval operations and 
our national security overall. 



C H A PTE R 1 1  

BASIC MESSAGE FORMAT 

There are a wide number of message formats 
used in telecommunications, depending upon the 
method or mode of operation. For example, 
AUTODIN procedures and formats differ from 
those of AIITOVON a_nd __ A UTOSEVOCOM. There 
are also basic differences between formatting 
and procedures involving Radiotelephone and 
m anual Teleprinter communications.  However, 
even though we have many types and modes 
of communications, the basic naval message has 
a central starting point. With few exceptions, 
military messages sent via telecommunications 
�re arranged according to a basic format. 

The basic message form at is divided into 
three distinct parts: 

1. Heading 
2. Text 
3. Ending 

Within the heading, text, and ending are sixteen 
format lines. Each format line corresponds to 
a particular type of subject m atter and places 
the contents of the basic message in a stand
ard sequential order. Referring to table 11-1,  
we can see which format lines make up the 
three m ajor parts of a basic message . It should 
be noted that format lines are only a method 
of placing the contents of a message in a 
standard sequential order; they bear no relation
ship to the number of handwritten or typed 
lines contained in each format line. For ex
ample, format line 4 may be used for relaying 
instructions, but these instructions may total 
ten lines on a typewritten message . 

HEADING 

Whereas the text of a message might contain 
the bulk of the typewritten lines in a naval 
message, the majority of the format lines are 
contained in the heading (form at lines 1 through 
1 0) .  The heading of a message is considered 

a message "part" and its associated lines are 
called "format lines. " In addition to these, 
we also have message "components." There 
are a t�l- of- six components in a naval mes
sage,  four of which are contained in the heading, 
and they are placed m a simple, logical order - 
for clarity. The four components that comprise 
the heading are the: 

1 .  Beginning procedure 
2. Preamble 
3. Address 
4. Prefix 

Table 1 1- 2  shows the message heading, associated 
components, and their format lines. 

Beginning Procedure 

The beginning procedure component contains 
format lines 1 through 4. As there are different 
methods of transmission, the basic construction 
of the beginning procedure will vary. For ex
ample, when communicating via TTY , you would 
be using plain language address designators and 
TTY "routing indicators. ' '  When communicating 
via radiotelephone, you would be using spoken 
calls that correspond to the stations you are in 
communications with, 

Form at line 1 norm .:tlly contains handling 
instructions and i s  used only in TTY relay and 
automatic digital networks. Format line 1 will 
be discussed in greater detail in chapter 13 
(Manual Teletypewriter Procedure) . 

Format line 2 contains the called station(s) 
and any necessary exempted stations.  

Fonn at line 3 contains the identification of 
the calling station. The calling station will pre
cede its calling designation with the prosign 
"DE" (which means "from ") , or with the spoken 
words "this is," depending upon the method 
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Table 1 1-1. - Basic message format 

Bas i c  Format 
Message Li nes 
Part Conta i ned 

1 

2 
H 

E 3 
A 

D 4 
I 
N 5 

G 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10  

Separat i on 1 1  

T 
E 1 2  

X 
T 

Separati on 1 3  

E 14 
N 

D 1 5  
I 
N 16  

G 

of communication being used, For example, if 
you are operating a radiotelephone circuit , your 
voice call sign is "Scott Key ," and you want 
to communicate with a station whose voice call 
sign is " Knox Polk," you would say: 

" Knox Polk 
This is Scott Key" 

(Format line 2) 
(Format line 3) 

and then continue to the next part of your trans
mission. 

Genera l 
Format-L i ne 
Content 

Used onl y  i n  TTY 

Stati on ( s )  cal l ed ,  & 
exempted station ( s ) .  
Pro s i gn " DE"  ( o r  from) 
& cal l i nq stat ion  
I n struct ions , e . g . ; 
"T "  ( re 1 a v). 
Precedence and DTG 
Pros i gn " FM"  ( the 
or ig i nator of h i s  
mes saoe i s )  & ori o i nato r .  
Pros i gn " TO" & acti on 
addressees . 
Pros i gn " I NFO" & the 
i n forma t i on addressees . 
Pro s i gn " XMT" , & the 
exempted addres sees . 
Accounti ng symbo l , group-
count, or "SVC"  ( servi ce ) .  
Pros iqn " BT "  (Brea k) 

Bas i c  i dea of  Ori gi n ator .  

Pros ign " BT"  ( B rea k )  

T ime-group (where 
aopropri ate ) .  
Fi nal  i n struct i ons , (e . g . , 
Pros iqn 11 B "  (more to fol l ow ) . 
End i ng s i gn , ( e . g . , 
11 K" or  11 AR" . 

Format line 4, when used , contains trans
mission instructions. Transmission instructions 
normally tell the called station (format line 2) 
what to do or what action to take with reference to 
the handling or forwarding of the message. For 
example,  the operating prosign "T" means: 
' ' Transmit this message to all addressees or to 
the addressee designations immediately follow
ing. " If TTY or CW procedures are used, the 
prosign " T" would be written as is, However, 
in radiotelephone procedure, the spoken words 
"Relay To" are used instead. To expound on 
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Table 11-2. - Heading and components 

Part Component Format L i n e  

H Beg i nn i ng 1 
procedure 

2 
E 

3 

A 4 

Preambl e 5 
0 

6 

I Addres s 7 

8 
N 

9 

G Prefi x 1 0  

the example already used, your transmission 
could be : 

"Knox Polk" (Format line 2) 

This is Scott Key (Format line 3) 

Relay to Abe Lincoln" (Format line 4) 

Then you would continue to the next part of 
your transmission, Bear in mind, however ,  that 
format line 4 could contain any one of a number 
of operating signals or prosigns that tell the 
called station what particular action to take 
with the received message. Prosigns are letters 
or combinations of letters that convey frequently 
sent orders or instructions in a standard form. 
Prosigns are covered later in this chapter, 

Remember ,  the construction of this com
ponent varies according to the type of trans
mission media used, Instructions for message 
preparation in the primary media are contained 
in chapters 13,  14, and 15. Explicit and exact 
instructions for· the preparation of this com
ponent for each of the transmission media are con
tained in the appropriate procedure publications 
(ACPs, NTP s ,  and JANAPs) . 

Preamble Component 

Format line 5 contains the entire preamble 
component. Although there are three elements 
in the preamble, it is noted primarily as that 
part of the message containing the precedence 
and date-time group (including month and year, 
abbreviated) . 

The first element of the preamble is the 
precedence , indicated by the appropriate pro
sign. For example : Z ,  0 ,  P, or R ,  as assigned 
by the originator. 

The second element, the date-time group 
(DTG) , appears as a six-digit number suffixed 
by the letter " Z" to indicate Greenwich Mean 
Time. The abbreviation for the month and year 
follows the date-time group. For example , the 
DTG of "0 121314Z JUL 76" indicates that 
the message is an " Immediate" (Prosign " 0") 
and was originated on the 12th day, 13th hour , 
14th minute Greenwich Mean Time in the month 
of July , in the year 1976. 

The third and last element of format line 
5, the message instructions , is used to express 
specific handling or delivery instructions desired 
by the communication center of the originator. 
These instructions are in the form of operating 
signals. Do not confuse this line with format 
line 4 ,  which contains transmission instructions 
for the called station. The message instructions 
contained in format line 5 are not necessarily 
for the called station alone; they may pertain 
to any and all . stations who handle the mes
sage. It should also be noted that format line 
5 contains "execute" instructions when the "ex
ecutive" method of communications is used. Ex
ecutive method communications are covered in 
detail in ACP 124 (Radiotelegraph Procedures) . 

Address Component 

The address component uses format lines 6 ,  
7 ,  8 ,  and 9 when the requirement exists. In 
other words , format lines 6 and 7 may be used, 
but no requirement may exist to use the rest of 
the format lines in this component (format lines 
8 and 9) . The lines correspond to originator,  
action addressee(s) , information addressee(s) , 
and exempted addressee(s) . (See table 11- 1.) 

Format line 6 is the originator element. 
It is identified by the originator prosign " FM" 
(meaning ' 'from") and contains the de signation 
of the originating station. 
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Format line 7 is the action element. It is 
identified by the action prosign "TO" and con
tains the designation(s) of the action addressee(s) . 

Format line 8 is the information element and 
is designated by the prosign "INFO. ' '  It con
tains the designation(s) of the addressees who 
receive the message for information purposes 
only. 

Form':tt line 9 is the exempted element. It 
is identified by the prosign "XM T" and con
tains the designation(s) of the exempted ad
dressee (s) . For example , the action element 
may be a collective call sign that encompasses 
many stations. The originator of the message 
may want all but two of the stations in the 
collective call sign to receive the message. 
Therefore, the originator would place the names 
of the two stations to be exempted from re
ceiving the message in format line 9. · 

An entire address might look something like 
the following: 

FM 

TO 

INFO 

XMT 

SCOTT KEY 

KNOX POLK 

ABE LINCOLN 
PATRICK HENRY 

(Format line 6) 

(Format line 7) 

(Format line 8) 

THEODORE ROOSEVELT (Format line 9) 
GEORGE WASHINGTON 

Addressee designations in the address com
ponent may be call signs , address groups ,  plain 
language designators , or a combination of routing 
indicators and plain language designators , de
pending on the method of transmission, 

Prefix Component 

Format line 10 is called the prefix com
ponent and contains either the message group 
count or accounting information. 

The accounting information is a combination 
of letters called an "accounting symbol, " An 
accounting symbol indicates the agency of fi
nancial responsibility whenever a message is 
commercially refiled or whenever the message 
is one that is originated by an agency of the 
DOD and destined for a non-DOD agency. For 
example , a message indicating that the Navy 
has financial responsibility would contain the 
word " NAVY" in format line 10. 
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The group count appears as the prosign 
"GR" followed by a number, The number in
dicates the number of words in the text. For 
example , a text containing 15 words would con
tain the prosign GR 15 in format line 10, A 
numerical group count is required for all coded 
group messages. Whenever an accounting symbol 
is used , either the group count must be used 
or the prosign "GRNC" (Groups Not Counted) 
must be included as part of format line 10, 
For detailed information on the usage of dif
ferent accounting symbols as part of the pre
fix component, consult NTP 9 (Commercial 
Communications Instructions) . 

Separation 

Format lines 11  and 13 are the separation 
sign " BT ," meaning "break." Its purpose is 
to provide a distinct separation between the 
heading and the text and between the text and the 
ending. Remember, the separation is not con
sidered a message part or component, but it is 
considered an essential format line. 

TEXT 

The text is that part of the message which 
contains the thought or idea that the drafter 
desires to communicate, Remember, regardless 
of the number of lines written or typed by the 
drafter, the text uses only one format line: 
Format line 12. 

In drafting the text for transmi.ssion, brevity 
is desirable through the proper choice of words 
and good writing technique. However ,  brevity 
must never be achieved at the expense of ac
curacy. Uncommon phrases and modes of ex
pression can render the meaning of a message 
ambiguous or obscure, 

The text must be worded so that it expresses 
unmistakably the thought to be conveyed. All 
abbreviations must be limited to those meanings 
which are self-evident, or those which are rec
ognizable by virtue of long established use, 
The following is a discussion of some of the 
more important requirements concerning the text 
of a message. 

Classification Line 

The classification line is the first line of 
the text and immediately follows the "BT" that 
separates the heading and text. It indicates the 
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message classification, and when applicable, 
special handling markings , code or flag words , 
and the Standard Subject Identification Code 
(SSIC) . 

For U. S. use, the three classification desig
nators are CONFIDENTIAL , SECRET,  and TOP 
SECRET. The acronyms FOUO (For Official 
Use Only) and EFTO (Encrypt For Transmission 
Only) are not classification designators , yet they 
are used with the designation UNCLAS in the 
classification line. The same applies to the 
terms "Restricted Data" and " Formerly Re
stricted Data' ' in that they are used with clas
sification designators. The proper spelling and 
spacing of classification designators are dis
played in figure 11-1.  Information regarding 
the criteria and handling of FOUO and EFTO 
messages can be found in NTP 3. 

Special Handling Markings 

Certain types of messages require special 
handling in addition to that provided by the 
security classification. These special markings 
are placed in the classification line immediately 
following the classification. Some of the more 
common special handling markings that you will 
see are: 

1. SPE CAT (Special Category) 
2. LIMDIS (Limited Distribution) 
3, PERSONAL FOR 
4. NAVY EYES ONLY 

For example , there are two types of SPECAT 
m•?ssages:  Those associated with code words 
or projects and those which are delivered only 
to a named individual. Therefore, a Secret 

UNCLAS 

UNCLAS E F T 0 

UNCLAS E F T 0 FOUO 

C 0 N F I 0 E N T I A L 

S E C R E T 

message whose subject matter deals with in
formation regarding a special project entitled 
" TACAMO" would have a classification line 
reading: "S E C R E T  SPECAT TACAMO." 

The other type of  SPE CAT message, " Ex
clusive For," is used whenever sensitive in
formation is to be passed only to a particular 
individual. The classification line would then 
contain the name of that individual. For example, 
a Secret message destined exclusively for Ad
miral D. R. Smith would read: 

" S E C R E T SPE CAT 
ADM D. R. SMITH "  

EXCLUSIVE FOR 

LIMDIS messages require limited distribu
tion within the addressed activity. Only clas
sified messages qualify for the special handling 
marking LIMDIS. However ,  the classification is 
still assigned according to subject matter. There
fore, the classification line would read: 
' ' S E C R E T  LIMDIS. ' '  

PERSONAL FOR messages are limited to 
the named recipient (who may direct further 
distribution) . In PERSONAL FOR messages,  the 
classification line always shows the name or 
title of the intended recipient and may show 
the name or title of the originator. For ex
ample: 

" UNCLAS PERSONAL FOR RADM R. L. 
ROARKE. "  

or 

" UNCLAS PERSONAL FOR RADM R. L. ROARKE 
FROM ADM D. R. SMITH." 

It should be noted that PERSONAL FOR mes
sages are used by the Navy only and are not 
used in messages addressed to other than Navy 
commands. 

The designation " NAVY EYES ONLY" is 
applied to classified messages to preclude han
dling by personnel of the other military services. 
For example: 

" C O N F I D E N T I A L  NAVY EYES ONLY," 

The Standard Subject Identification Code (SSIC) 
T 0 P S E C R E T is always the last element of the classification 

line and identifies the subject matter of the 
message, The SSIC is required on all messages ,  

76, 142 with few exceptions , and those messages with
Figure 11-1,-Classification spelling and spacing. out them are normally returned to the drafter, 
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The SSIC is preceded and followed by two slash 
signs. For example: "UNCLAS E F T  0 FOUO 
I /N58416/ /. " The SSIC always contains 5 num
bers corresponding to particular subject m 'ltter,  
preceded by the letter "N. " Detailed information 
concerning requirements for classification line 
markings are contained in NTP 3, 

Passing Instructions 

Passing instructions in a message are typed 
consecutively, beginning at the left-hand margin, 
one line below the classification line. For ex
ample,  a message from CINCLANTFLT NOR
FOLK VA to COMSUBLANT NORFOLK VA, 
ultimately intended for a particular person or 
office known by the origmator might read 
" COMSUBLANT FOR MR FRISCH" in the pass
ing instructions. A passing instruction first cites 
the addressed command's short title. then the 

--------;o"'f"'f"ic;o;e�c:::;-od·e or individual's name. 

Subject Line 

The subject line of a message begins at the 
left-hand margin immediately following the clas
sification line (or the passing instructions , when 
used) . The subject line is not necessary , though 
desirable. It may be omitted in tactical messages 
(1) when it would clas sify. an otherwise unclas
sified message , (2) when it would noticeably 
increase the length of a short message, or (3) 
when the subject is readily apparent in the first 
line of the text. 

Reference Line(s) 

Reference lines are used in order to avoid 
repeating lengthy quotations or references within 
the text of a message. The primary require
ments for reference lines are that they be clear 
and sufficiently specific. References are lettered 
consecutively,  one beneath the other. For ex
ample , the following references would be listed 
as shown, immediately following the subject line: 

A. COMSUBGRU SIX 092042Z SEP 76 
B. COMSUBLANT NOR FOLK VA 121156 Z 

DEC 76.  

Thereafter ,  whenever mention i s  made of those 
references, they would be referred to as "Ref 
(A) " or " Ref (B) ," as applicable. 
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Indenting 

The classification, passing instructions , sub
ject, and reference lines always begin at the 
left-hand margin. When necessary (usually for 
graphic clarity) , textual material may be in
dented as many as twenty spaces. 

When the text proper is begun, (after the 
reference line(s) , if used) , the message may 
contain several subjects , or several aspects of 
one subject. For this reason, textual material 
is divided into paragraphs and sub-paragraphs 
which are numbered and lettered consecutively. 
It should be noted that single paragraph mes
sages need not be numbered, Figure 11-2 is an 
example of the usage of the classification, sub
ject, and reference lines,  with proper indentation. 
Notice that the subject line is marked with the 
proper classification, as are the paragraphs and 
sub-paragraphs.  This is in accordance with OP
NAVINST _ 5510 . 1 ,  that requires that all elec
trically transmitted messages be paragraph 
marked for classification, 

Restricted Data 
Paragraph Markings 

Some types of information are defined as 
being "Restricted" or " Formerly Restricted" 
data. This means that the information falls 
into the several categories of nuclear-oriented 
subject matter in accordance with the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954. 

When such information appears in the text 
of a message, it is necessary to add the mark
ings "RD" or " F RD" in addition to classifica
tion markings. For example ,  if a paragraph 
of a message is classified Secret and is also 
Restricted Data, the paragraph would be marked 
"SRD." If it were Confidential as well as being 
Formerly Restricted Data, it would be marked 
" CFRD," etc. 

Punctuation 

Within the text of a message, punctuation is 
used when essential for clarity. Authorized ab
breviations are used whenever the method of 
transmission will not permit the usage of the 
punctuation mark as is, Punctuation marks are 
transmitted exactly as drafted, otherwise com
munications personnel must substitute authorized 
abbreviations for the punctuation mark, A com
plete list of authorized punctuation marks and 
their abbreviated equivalents is contained in  
NTP 3, 
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P 1 51000Z JUL 76  

FM NAVSUBSCOL N EW LONDON  CT 

TO NAVSUBTRACENLANT CHARLESTON SC  

I N FO NAVS H I PY D  PUG ET SOUND BREMERTON WA 

XMT COMSUBRON FOURTEEN 
COMSUBRON S I XTEEN 

BT 

UNCLAS P E RSONAL FOR RNCM R . M .  R I L EY //N05723// 

FORM 20 ANS'.�ER SIIEETSUU ( U} - - � - - --------------------

A .  YOUR 150800Z JUL 7 6  
B .  N ETPDC I NST 2020 . 20A PARA 2 0  CHG 1 
1 .  ( U )  MOUNT WH ITNEY FORM 2 0  ANSWER 
SHEETS NOW AVA I LABL E  AS REQ REF ( A ) . 
2 .  ( U )  REF  ( B )  C I TES AUTH FOR LOWER 
PAY GRADE EXAM I NAT I ONS lAW SC  EDSPEC . 

BT 

76. 143 
Figure 1 1-2. - Example of usage of classification, subject , and reference lines. 

ENDING 

The ending, the third and last part of a 
message, is another changeable portion. It con
tains the ending procedure and uses format lines 
14, 15 ,  and 16. 

Format line 14 is the time group element. 
(See table 1 1-1.) When used, this element con
tains the time group, expressed in hours and 
minutes ,  plus the zone suffix. For example , 
"0830R" indicates the time in hours and min
utes in the time zone Romeo. 

Format line 15 is called the final instruc
tions. The communications operator may use this 
line to correct transmission errors , indicate 
a pause, execute a message , or indicate more 
traffic for a specific station by the use of pro
sl.gns, operating signals ,  and station designators , 
as required. Remember ,  format lines 14 and 15 
may not be used at all , depending upon the 
communication situation. 

Format line 16 is called the ending sign. 
For voice transmissions , this is the proword 
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"OVER" or " O UT. " For CW or TTY trans
missions , it would be the prosigns "K" or 
"AR." This format line is used merely to 
indicate the end of transmission. 

MESSAGE USER 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

There are certain responsibilities associated 
with the origination of a message. These re
sponsibilities are separate and distinct and have 
to do with the following three persons : 

1. Drafter 

2. Releaser 

3. Originator 

Occasionally the responsibilities may overlap , 
especially if there is one person serving in a 
dual capacity. For example, the communica
tions officer may draft and release a message 
in certain situations , thus making him both 
drafter and releaser. 
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The drafter is the person who actually com
poses the m'�ssage. In accordance with NTP 
3 ,  it is the drafter who is responsible for: 

1. Proper addressing 

2. Clear , concise composition 

3. Selection of precedence 

4. Ensuring proper format 

5. Ensuring proper classification 

6. Ensuring application of proper downgrading 
and declassification instructions 

the drafter determines the precedence, the re
leaser may either confirm or change it. Prec
edence is assigned according to urgency , not 
according to the importance of the subject mat
ter of the text. For example , an administrative 
message may be assigned a higher precedence 
than a message containing Top Secret informa
tion. This would be due to the necessity for 
faster action upon the administrative message, 
whereas , the Top Secret message may not re
quire fast response or action at all. The follow
ing is a list of the various precedence categories ,  
their indicators , and basic definitions : 

�--.----o---:-----o---:--------:-:=
l�·�R=o�utine (R) - is assigned to � 

The releaser is - a  properly designated in- of traffic which justify electrical transmission 
qividual who is authorized to release a mes- but which are not _Qf -�1,.1fficient urgency to re-
sage for transmission in-- tne- -name of quire a higher precedence. 
the command or activity. The releasing individual 
ensures that the drafter has complied with the 
requirements contained in NTP 3. In addition 
to v:alidating the contents of the message, the 
releaser's signature affirms compliance with 
message drafting instructions. It is the releaser's 
signature that authorizes the message for trans
mission. 

The originator is the authority (command or 
activity) in whose name the message is sent. 
The originator is assumed to be the command
ing officer of the command or activity. Most 
often, the originator and the releaser are one 
and the same. Also, in some cases ,  the drafter ,  
releaser,  and originator can all be one and the 
same. For example, if the commanding officer 
drafted a message for transmission, he would 
be the drafter as well as the releasing authority 
and the activity in whose name the message is 
sent. 

After a message has been properly released, 
it is delivered to the Telecommunications Center 
(TCC) for transmission. The date-time group is 
normally assigned here. Proper transmission, 
receipting, and filing procedures are accom
plished by the communications. personnel. 

An important point to rememoer regarding 
the date-time group is that it is assigned for 
identification purposes only. It is not used for 
any computation of message processing time. 

Precedence 

The message drafter indicates the desired 
writer-to-reader delivery time through the as
signment of a message precedence. Although 
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2. Priority (P) - is reserved for messages 
which furnish essential information for the con
duct of operations in pr•ogress� - This · Is the 
highest precedence normally authorized for ad
ministrative messages. 

3. Immediate (0) - is reserved for mes
sages relating to situations which gravely af
fect the national forces or populace and which 
require immediate delivery to addressees. 

4. Flash (Z) - is reserved for initial enemy 
contact reports or operational combat messages 
of extreme urgency; message brevity is manda
tory. 

In addition to the four major precedence 
categories,  an E mergency Command Precedence 
(ECP) is used within the AUTODIN system. 
This ECP is identified by the precedence pro
sign " Y" and is limited to designated emergency 
action command and control messages. 

Speed of Service 
Objectives 

There are many factors which may affect 
writer-to-reader delivery time. These factors 
include types of facilities ,  types of systems 
used, traffic volume, relay requirements , mes
sage length, number of addressees ,  circuit con
ditions , etc. The speed of service objectives 
listed in figure 11-3 provide general guidance. 
However, it should be obvious to all Radiomen 
that message traffic is handled as rapidly as 
possible, consistent with reliability and security. 
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Precedence Pros i gn 

Flas h  z 

Immed i ate  0 

Pr ior ity p 

Rout i ne R 

Speed of  Serv i ce Obj ect i ve 

As fast a s  pos s i ble w ith  an  
obj ect i ve of  l es s  than  1 0  
m i nutes 

30  m i nutes 

3 hours  

6 hours 

76, 144 
Figure ll-3, - Speed of service objectives, 

CLASSES OF MESSAGES 

Messages are placed in different classes 
in order to aid administration and accounting, 
especially where tolls and charges are involved, 
In general , we have five classes of messages:  
A ,  B,  C ,  D ,  and E,  Of the five classes , A ,  
B ,  and C are government messages, Classes 
D and E are non-government (or private) mes
sages, 

The largest volume of message traffic han
dled by the Navy is Class A, This particular 
class message is one which is originated by 
Department of Defense activities and destined 
for DOD activities. This includes the Coast 
Guard when it is operating as part of the Navy. 

Class B traffic is an official message origi
nated by and destined for U. S, Government 
agencies other than the Department of Defense, 
When the Coast Guard is not considered a part 
of the Navy, it is considered as falling into 
the Class B category. 

Class C messages consist of broadcast traf
fic in special forms, available to ships of all 
nationalities - for example ,  hydrographic data, 
weather, time signals , etc, 

Class D messages are private messages for 
which the Navy collects tolls. This group in
cludes the radiotelegrams and press messages 
sent by correspondents aboard ship, 

Class E messages are personal messages 
to and from naval personnel, handled free of 
charge over naval circuits. Charges are col
lected from the sender only when commercial 
communication companies , such as Western 
Union, handle the message over part of its 
route, The Class E message privilege is used 
primarily to enhance morale. It provides a means 
of communication on urgent personal matters 
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for personnel at sea and is unavailable between 
points on shore within the United States. 

ADDRESSEES 

Most messages have at least one addressee 
responsible for taking action on the contents 
and for originating any necessary reply. Ad
dressees with an official concern in the sub
ject of the message but who do not have primary 
responsibility for acting on it, receive the mes
sage for information. Although an information 
addressee is usually only concerned indirectly 
with a message, occasionally they must take 
action of some kind within their own commands. 
Some messages have only information addres
sees. 

Messages may be divided into types ,  ac
cording to the way they are addressed, as 
follows : 

1 .  Single-Address - A message having only 
one addressee , which may be either for action 
or information. 

2. Multiple-Address - A message which has 
two or more addressees and is of such a nature 
that the drafter considers that each addressee 
must be informed of all other recipients. 

3. Book - A message destined for two or 
more addressees but is of such a nature that 
the drafter considers it unnecessary that each 
addressee be informed of any other addressees. 

4. General Message - A message designed 
to meet recurring requirements for the dis
semination of information to a wide, prede
termined, standard distribution. 
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Naturally, a single-address message is the 
simplest of the four and requires no explana
tion. A multiple-address message will bear all 
of the original addressees, both action and in
formation, that the originator included. 

Book messages are normally routed accord
ing to each addressee's relay station, with all 
unnecessary addressees deleted from the face 
of the message prior to being sent to the ad
dressee(s) served by that particular relay sta
tion. 

General messages are normally titled (e.g. , 
ALCOM, NAVOP ,  JAFPUB , etc.) , with the title 
indicating distribution. The title serves as the 
address designator. 

Plaindress and 
Abbreviated Plaindress 

A plaindress message is one in which the 
originator and addressee designations appear 
externally in the address component. The plain
dress message is the most commonly used on 
naval circuits. Basically, the plaindress format 
contains all of the components of the basic mes
sage except that the group count may be omitted. 
Referring back to table 11-1 ,  we see that this 
is format line 10 of the basic message. However, 
remember that anytime the text is encrypted 
or uses an accounting symbol to denote financial 
responsibility, the group count pro sign (GR) 
must be included in the prefix component. 

The following is an example of how a plain
dress message might look if you were operating 
a ship-to-ship teletype circuit: 

Example 1 :  

Format Line Transmission 

2 & 3  NRMR DE NDRS 

4 T 

5 R 27090 7 Z  JUL 76 

6 FM USS LINCOLN 

7 TO USS POLK 

8 INFO USS KEY 

11 BT 

12 TEXT (PLAIN LANGUAGE) 

13 BT 
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Note that the text is in plain language and no 
accounting data is required; so the prefix com
ponent is omitted. 

Where operational requirements are of such 
a nature that speed of handling is of prime 
importance, the plaindress message may be 
abbreviated. Abbreviated plaindress format is 
used very extensively in voice communications , 
although it may be used in other formats as 
well. 

In the abbreviated plaindress form, the initial 
call serves as the address. In other words , 
if your initial call-up is " ROOSEVELT THIS 
IS WASHINGTON" on a radiotelephone circuit, 
format lines 6 .  7 ' 8 .  and 9 need not appear 
in the heading. However,  remember that in 
order to have the call serve as the address, 
you must be in direct communication with the 
station or stations for which the message is 
intended ,  thereby eliminating the need for format 
lines 6 through 9. Also included in the ele
ments that may be omitted in abbreviated plain
dress procedure are the precedence, date, 
date-time group , and group count. The following 
is an example of an abbreviated plaindress 
message as it might appear on a radiotelephone 
net: 

Example 2: 

Format Line 

2 & 3  

11  

12 

13 

16 

Transmission 

ROOSEVELT THIS IS WASH
INGTON 

BREAK 

TEXT (PLAIN LANGUAGE) 

BREAK 

OVER 

In example 2,  the originator (WASHINGTON) 
is in direct communications with the addres
see (ROOSEVELT) . Therefore, the call serves 
as the address. Notice that there is no date
time group. In radiotelephone circuit operation, 
it is normal procedure to omit the date-time 
group if there is not an expectation of any 
further reference to the message. If the origi
nator feels that there may be further reference 
to a message sent in this manner, a date
time group or a four-digit time group may be 
added (Format line 5) . 
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Codress 

A codress message is one sent in encrypted 
form. Being encrypted, it always contains a 
numerical group count in the prefix. A codress 
message contains all the components of the 
basic message format except the address com
ponent. The entire address component is in
cluded within the encrypted text. This makes 
the codress message a valuable security meas
ure which the originator may employ when it is 
desirable to conceal the identity of the ad
dressees. In so doing, we deny the enemy the 
luxury of being able to make inferences from 
originator/addressee traffic patterns that would 
otherwise be revealed by the use of an ex
ternal address. Detailed instructions for the 
preparation and transmission of codress mes
sages are contained in current cryptographic 
regulations and in NTP 4. 

CALL SIGNS 

Call signs are letters ,  letter-number com
binations, or one or more pronounceable words, 
used chiefly to identify communication activities 
and for establishing and maintaining communica
tions. They are applicable in both military and 
civil communications and are of several cate
gories,  with some belonging to more than one 
category. 

International Call Signs 

International call signs are assigned to radio 
stations of all countries , both civilian and mili
tary, afloat and ashore. These call signs are 
assigned according to international agreement. 
The United States has the firs t half of the "A" 
block (A through AL Z) and all of the "K," 
"W," and "N" blocks. They are assigned as 
follows: 

A Block 

K and W Blocks 

N Block 

Army and Air Force 

Commercial and Private 
Stations , Merchant Ships 

Navy, Marine Corps , Coast 
Guard 

Naval shore communication stations have 
t h r e e-l e t t e r  N c a l l s. F o r  example , 
NAM. • • • .NA VCOMMST A,  Norfolk, Exceptions 
to the three-letter N calls for naval shore 
communication stations are U, s. NAVRADSTA 
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Thurso, Scotland (' 'GXH") , NA VCOMMSTA Mo
rocco ("CNL' ' ) , and NAVCOMMSTA Spain 
(" AOK") . 

Call signs for fixed and land radio stations 
are listed in ACP 100 and U. s. Supplement 
1 thereto. International call signs assigned to 
U. S, naval vessels are four-letter N calls and 
are used for all nonmilitary international com
munications. For example, NJFK • • • • • •  USS 
John F. Kennedy (CVA 67) . 

International call signs for USN, USMC,  and 
USCG aircraft are composed of the N,  NM, 
or NC , respectively, followed by the last four 
digits of the serial or systems command number 
of the aircraft. 

Military Call Signs 

Most ships of the Allied Nations are as
signed military call signs in addition to their 
international call signs. When used to address 
messages,  military call signs are always en
crypted. Both international and military call 
signs are listed in ACP 1 13. 

Collective Call Signs 

Collective call signs pertain to two or more 
facilities ,  commands,  or units. For example, 
NIMK. • • • .All U. s. submarines copying this 
broadcast. 

Voice Call Signs 

Voice call signs are words or combinations 
of words,  such as " TRIDENT" or "CARD BAY," 
and are limited to radiotelephone communica
tions. Those call signs located in the Joint 
Voice Call Sign Book (JANAP 119) and in the 
Allied Tactical Voice Call Sign Book (ACP 1 19) 
are only - -:for-lacHc-al circuits. On ship-shore 
administrative circuits , phonetically spelled in
ternational call signs are given as ship 's  voice 
calls. Under certain conditions , ship's names 
are used as voice call signs on local harbor 
circuits. 

Net Call Signs 

Net call signs represent all stations within 
a net. (A net is a group of stations in direct 
communication with each other on a common 
channel) . For example ,  OVERWORK • • • • •  All 
U. S. Navy stations on this radiotelephone cir
cuit. 
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ADDRESS GROUPS 

Address groups are four-letter groups as
signed to represent a command, activity, or 
unit. In military communications , they can be 
used in the same manner as call signs to es
tablish and maintain communications. Generally 
speaking, call signs and address groups are 
used by the Navy in exactly the same way. 
Address groups never start with the letter " N " ;  
hence, they are easily distinguishable from naval 
radio call signs. You have learned the difference 
between call signs for naval ships and shore 
radio stations. Address groups , however, follow 
no distinctive pattern, and the arrangement of 
the four letters that constitute them conveys 
no significance whatsoever. 

Afloat commands (except individual ships) 
and shore-based commands or activities not 
served by their own communication facilities are 
assigned address groups. For example, 

1. Senior commands and commanders ashore, 
such as the secretaries of defense and of the 
Navy. 

2. Navy bureaus , systems commands, and 
district commandants. 

3. E lements of the shore establishment having 
a need for direct addressing and receipt of 
message traffic (such as weather centrals) . 

Among other uses, address groups facilitate 
delivery of message traffic when a communica
tion center serves so many activities that its 
own call sign is insufficient to identify the 
addressee. Address groups are contained in 
ACP 100 and its U. S. Supplement. Like call 
signs , address groups are divided into types :  

1 .  Individual Activity 
2. Collective 
3. Conjunctive 
4. Geographic 
5. Address Indicating 
6. Special Operating Groups 

Individual Activity 
Address Groups 

Individual activity address groups are rep
resentative of a single command or unit, either 
afloat or ashore. For example , 

DTCI - COMPHIBLANT 
SSMW - CHIEF OF NAVAL O?ERATIONS 

(CNO) 
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Collective Address Groups 

Collective address groups represent two or 
more commands or activities. Included in this 
group are the commander and his subordinate 
commanders. For example ,  

JTJF - COMSUBRON 14 
YQRV - CO:.WSUBRON 16 

Conjunctive and Geographic 
Address Groups 

Conjunctive and geographic address groups 
are mentioned together because they are inter
related in their usage. 

Conjunctive address groups have incomplete 
meanings and must have other address groups 
added to them in order to denote a specific 
command or location. It is for this reason 
that conjunctive address groups are used only 
with one or more address groups. For example , 
the conjunctive address group "X ZKW" means 
" all ships present at • " In order 
to complete the meaning, it must be followed by 
a geographic address group. 

Geographic address groups are the equivalent 
of geographical locations or areas. They are 
always preceded by conjunctive address groups. 
For example, the address group: " DEXL" could 
represent Newport, R.I  • •  Therefore, all ships 
present at Newport would be addressed: "XZKW 
DEXL" .  

Address Indicating Groups 

Address indicating groups (AIGs) represent 
a specific set of action and/ or information ad
dressees. The purpose of AIGs is to increase 
the speed of traffic handling. They shorten 
the m9ssage address by providing a single 
address group to represent a large number 
of addressees,  thus eliminating individual desig
nators for each address used in the heading. 
For example , let's assume that a hypothetical 
AIG (AIG 31) is used to address SUBMISS/ 
SUBSUNK message traffic by COMSUBLANT to 
30 action addressees and 35 information ad
dressees. Since a single AIG (AIG 31) is used, 
65 call signs and address groups are eliminated 
from the heading of the message. 

AIGs are normally created whenever particu
lar types of message traffic become repetitive 
enough and are addressed to enough of the 
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same addressees to warrant it. Among such 
message traffic are: 

1. Alerts , air defense warnings , emergency 
actions , etc. 

2. Destructive weather warnings (hurricanes, 
typhoons , etc.) . 

3. Notice to Airmen (NOT AMS) . 
4. Intelligence summaries. 
5. Movement reports. 

It should be noted that an AIG will not be es
tablished for groups of addressees numbering 
less than five. Requests for the establishment 
of an AIG are sent to COMNA VTELCOM. A 
complete listing of AIGs by number, cognizant 
authority, and purpose is contained in NTP 3. 
1\ partial listing- of AIGs ;- along with speCifiC 
action and information addressees , may be found 
in ACP 100 U. S. Supplement 1.  

Special Operating Groups 

Special Operating Groups (SOGs) are four
letter groups that are identical in appearance 
to address groups. However,  SOGs are not used 
unless specifically authorized by CNO. A list 
of SOGs , together with their associated mean
ings , is in ACP 100. 

Routing Indicators 

Routing indicators identify stations in a com
munications relay network and are comprised 
of from four to seven letters. It is easy to 
distinguish routing indicators from call signs 
and address groups; routing indicators always 
begin with the letter "R." 

PLAIN LANGUAGE 
ADDRESS DIRE CTORY (PLAD) 

The plain language address directory (PLAD) 
lists the plain language address (PLA) to be used 
in message addressing for Navy, Marine Corps,  
and Coast Guard activities. The PLAD is included 
as a supplement to NTP 3 and is arranged into 
three basic sections : 

1. Section One - contains plain language ad
dresses. Within this section are several chapters 
listing commands alphabetically by long title 
and short title , separating the Navy, Marine 
Corps,  and Coast Guard commands. There are 
also separate chapters listing U. s. Navy and 
U. S. Coast Guard ships. 
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2. Section Two - contains an alphabetical 
sorted list of authorized collective address des
ignators (CAD) and their cognizant authorities. 
A collective address designator (CAD) is a 
single address group which represents a pre
determined set of five or more activities linked 
by an operational or administrative chain of 
command. The cognizant authority is the com
mander of the above mentioned activities linked 
together. An example of a CAD is ' ' ALL SSBN 
PAC" with COMSUBPAC as the cognizant 
authority. 

3. Section Three - contains the instructions 
for the use of Address Indicating Groups (AIG) 
previously discussed. 

Plain Language Addresses 
---------------------------

The PLAs listed in the PLAD are the only 
designators authorized for use in message ad
dressing by Navy, Marine Corps , and Coast 
Guard activities. Deviations from PLAD spelling 
are not allowed nor are deviations in spacing 
and formatting. This is due to automated proc
essing systems being keyed to PLAD entries , 
and these systemrs will reject any message 
which contains other than PLAD entries. The 
use of punctuation or any other extraneous 
characters is also prohibited. Office codes are 
considered to be a form of punctuation, and their 
use is prohibited. 

Plain Language 
Address Spelling 

NTP 3 contains all of the accepted long 
and short titles to be used when a message is 
addressed. Also contained in NTP 3 are the 
state and county abbreviations that are au
thorized when a naval message is addressed. 
The following basic rules are excerpted from 
NTP 3 because of the ambiguity that normally 
exists in these areas : 

1. The use of any element of punctuation 
is prohibited. 

2. Numbers from ten through nineteen are 
written as such. For example: COMSUBRON 
SIXTEEN instead of COMSUBRON ONE SIX. All 
other numbers are spelled out digit for digit, 
for example: AIG SIX FOUR , CTG SIX NINE 
PT ONE. 

3. Cities and towns are not abbreviated. 
States and countries are abbreviated in ac
cordance with the abbreviations found in NTP 
3. Those countries not found in NTP 3 will 
be spelled out. 
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4. Whenever the words "SAINT,"  "MOUNT,' '  
" POINT ," and " FORT" are used as a part of 
a geographic location, they will be abbreviated 
as "ST," "MT," " PT," and "FT,"  respectively. 
When these same four words are used as a 
part of an activity short title, they will not 
be abbreviated. 

5. When used as part of a task organization, 
the word " POINT" will be abbreviated. For 
example: " TG SIX ZERO PT TWO." 

Use of the 
Word " ADMIN" 

The word "ADMIN" is normally used in 
message traffic between a flag rank commander 
and his staff or in messages originated by 
the staff and destined for other activities. For 
example , whenever the flag rank commander is 
temporarily detached from the headquarters lo
cation, the From line of a message addressed 
to the staff would show the commander's com
plete plain language address, and the To line 
would show the word " ADMIN" followed by 
the comTiander's complete plain language ad
dress,  as shown in the following example: 

FM COMSUBLANT NORFOLK VA 
TO ADMIN COMSUBLANT NOR FOLK VA 

A commander's staff, during his absence , 
may use the proword "ADMIN" in the From 
line of messages originated by the staff and 
destined to the commander or other activities , 
as shown in the following example: 

FM ADMIN COMSUBLANT NORFOLK VA 
TO COMSUBLANT 

or 

FM ADMIN COMSUBLANT NORFOLK VA 
TO CNO WASHINGTON DC 

READDRESSING A MESSAGE 

Occasionally, your command will want to 
readdress a message to other ships or activi
ties that were not included in the original ad
dress. Whenever this is done, the following 
rules apply: 

I .  All format lines preceding line 5 (prec
edence and DTG) of the original message head
ing are deleted. 
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2. No alteration can be made to the original 
message from the precedence to the end of 
the text. 

3. A " supplementary" heading is inserted 
in front of the original heading. 

4. The precedence indicated in the supple
m:mtary heading pertains to the supplementary 
address only. 

5. The DTG of the original mess age is used 
for purposes of reference, reply, and filing. 

For example, assume that on receipt of the 
following plaindress message, NRMR read
dresses it to NEMB for information. Here is the 
original message received from NDRS: 

NHl\IIR DE NDRS 

P - 121025Z AUG 76 

FM NDRS 

TO NRMR 

GR32 

BT 

TEXT 

BT 

Station NRMR adds his supplementary head
ing and transmits the following to NEMB: 

NEMB DE NRMR 

P - 121037 Z AUG 76 

FM NRMR 

TO NEMB 

P - 121025Z AUG 76 

FM NDRS 

TO NRMR 

GR32 

BT 

TEXT 

BT 

Notice that everything preceding line 5 of the 
original message to NRMR has been deleted 
prior to readdressal. 
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CANCELLING MESSAGES 

Only the originator may cancel a message. 
All message directives are automatically can
celled ninety days following the release date 
except when: 

1. the text provides for an earlier cancel
lation, 

2, a subsequent message extends the can
cellation date , or 

3, the directive is reissued by the originator 
in standard format within ninety days of the re
lease date. 

Whenever a message contains time sensitive 
information which becomes obsolete by a cer
tain time,  it will be appended by the statement: 
' 'THIS MESSAGE IS CANCELLED AT (TIME/ 
DATE) ' '  

PROSIGNS 

Procedure signs , or prosigns , are letters or 
combinations of letters that convey frequently 
sent orders or instructions in a simple , standard 
format. Although some prosigns may seem to be 
abbreviations of their assigned meanings, pro
signs are never referred to as abbreviations, 
The following is a complete list of authorized 
prosigns. Whether you are operating communica
tions equipment on a circuit aboard ship or 
ashore , it is helpful to have as complete a 
command of these prosigns as possible. A rec
ommended method of learning them is to pre
pare a number of cards with the prosign on 
the front and its meaning on the back, and use 
them for self-drill. 

1, Precedence Prosigns: 

z . 
o .  
p 
R 

• FLASH, 
• • • • • • • IMMEDIATE. 

• • PRIORITY. 
, • • • • • ROUTINE . 

2, Prosigns that identify portions of a trans
mission: 

AA 
AB 
WA 
WB 

All after. 
• All before. 
• Word after. 
• Word before. 
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3. Ending prosigns : 

K • • • • • • • • •  Go ahead; or, this is 
the end of my trans
mission to you and a 
response is invited. 

AR • • • • • • • • End of transmission; no 
receipt required. 

4. Pause prosigns : 

AS • • • • • • • • I must pause for a few 
seconds. 

AS AR • • • • • • I must pause longer 
than a few seconds; will 
call you back. 

----

5. Separation prosigns: 

BT • • • • . . . •  Break. (Separates text 
of message from head
ing and ending.) 

II (Written in mes
sages as a short 
dash) • • • • • • Separative sign. (Used 

to separate certain ele
ments of message head
ings. Not to be used as 
punctuation to rep
resent a hyphen or dash 
in message texts.) 

6, Prosigns always followed by one or more 
call signs and/or address groups : 

DE 
FM , 
TO 

• • • •  From (in call) , 
• • •  Originator's sign. 
• • • The addressee desig

n a t i o n s  immediately 
following are addressed 
for action • 

INFO • • • • • • • The addressee desig
n a t i o n s  immediately 
following are addressed 
for information. 

XMT • • • • , • • Exempt. (Used to ex
empt addressees from 
a collective call or ad
dress.) 
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7. Pro signs used in transmission instruc
tions of a message: 

T • • . • • • • . • Transmit this message 
to all addressees or to 
the addressee designa
tions immediately fol
lowing. 

G • • • • • • • . . R e p e a t  this entire 
transmission back to 
me exactly as received. 

F • • • • • • • • • Do not answer. 

8. Group count prosigns : 

GR plus nu-
merals • • • • • •  Group count. 

GRNC The groups in this mes
sage have not been 
counted. 

9. Prosigns used with the executive method: 

IX 

IX Plus 5-second 

Action on the message 
or signal that follows 
is to be carried out 
upon receipt of "Exe
cute. " 

dash • • • • • • • " Execute" - carry out 
the purpose of the mes
sage or signal to which 
this applies. 

10. General: 

AA Unknown station. 

B • • More to follow. 

c .  Correct. 

EEEEEE EE • • •  E rror. (At least 8 Es.) 

EEEEEEEE AR • This transmission is 
in error. Disregard it. 

HM HM HM 

IMI • •  

INT • •  

Emergency silence sign. 

• Repeat. 

• • Interrogative. 
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J • • • . • • • . •  Verify with originator 
and repeat. 

NR 

R • •  

• Station serial num oer. 

. . • I received your last 
transmission satisfac
torily. 

OPERATING SIGNALS 

Like prosigns , operating signals provide com
m·cmication operators with a brief signal that 
conveys a much longer expression and would 
require greater circuit time if sent in its longer 
form. However ,  unlike prosigns , operating sig
nals are comprised of three letters and begin 
with either "Q" or '' Z." These operating sig
nals are used in every form of electrical tele
c o m  m u n i c a t  i o n  except radiotelephone. In 
radiotelephone , " PROWORDS" are used instead. 
An exception to this rule is made when a mes
sage containing an operating signal is relayed 
by radiotelephone; then the operator will transmit 
the group phonetically. 

ACP 131 contains a listing of all . Q and Z 
signals that are authorized for use by naval 
communications operators. You should study 
ACP 131 carefully so that you , as a communica
tions operator,  are familiar with those operating 
signals that may be used when communicating 
with civil stations , Allied Nations , other naval 
ships,  etc. Generally speaking, "Q" signals are 
for use between Civil Aviation units or civil 
international units; whereas, " Z" signals are 
primarily for use between Allied military units. 
Naturally, all Q and Z signals may be used 
between U. S. naval units because all naval 
units should hold ACP 131 as a basic part of 
their shipboard communication publication al
lowance. 

Use of Operating Signals 

Operating signals may be used in one of 
two ways : As a question or as a statement. 
Placing the prosign " INT" before an operating 
signal places it in the form of a question. 
For example, let's assume that USS ABRAHAM 
LINCOLN (SSBN 602) is having trouble com
municating with USS JAMES K. POLK (SSBN 
645) and inquires as to whether POLK is being 
interfered with. (See example 1.) 
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Example 1: LINCOLN asks : 

NNBD DE NOKB INT QRM K 

POLK answers: 

NOKB DE NNBD QRM K 

In the preceding example, NOKB asked NNBD 
if he is being interfered with by using the op
erating signals INT QRM. QRM ,  when preceded 
by INT , m·eans " Are you being interfered with?" 
INT means "Interrogative. " NNBD answered 
by saying that he is being interfered with. The 
use of the operating signal QRM by itself means 
"I am being interfered with," 

Some signals ID'.lSt be accompanied by a nu
merical suffix that completes,  amplifies, or 
varies the basic meaning. For example, an op
erator may want to know what the strength of 
the transmitted signals is at the receiving sta
tion, In order to find out, the following trans
mission could be sent between LINCOLN and 
POLK: 

Example 2 :  

NNBD DE NOKB INT QSA K 
POLK answers: 
NOKB DE NNBD QSA4 K 

In example 2, NOKB sent ' ' INT QSA," which 
means: "What is the strength of my signals?" 
NNBD answered: "QSA4," which means : "The 
strength of your signals is very good, "  

In communication with non-military stations , 
the prosign "IMI' ' after the Q signal is used 
instead of INT before the Q signal to give 
an interrogatory meaning. 

Unless they are encrypted , operating sig
nals possess no security and must be regarded 
as the equivalent of plain language. Operating 
signals sent on approved wire circuits that 
are properly cleared are not considered com
promising. Also, operating signals sent on ap
proved on-line circuits are considered to have 
been encrypted, 

MESSAGE CATEGORIES 

Naval communications enable naval com
manders to make their wills known and, as such, 
is the voice of command. Naval messages speak 
for and with the authority of the commander 
who originated them. 

All official messages ,  whether classified or 
not, contain privileged information, No person 
is entitled to knowledge or possession of clas
sified or unclassified communications solely 
by virtue of grade, position, office , or clear
ance; a need to know m;1st exist. The contents 
of all other personal and commercial mes
sages handled by naval communications are re
vealed only to the person(s) addressed and the 
personnel who must handle them at the naval 
telecommunications center (NTCC) . 

Commercial messages concerning death, 
serious illness, injury , etc. ,  will be processed 
with adequate precautions in order to prevent 
their contents being disclosed to the addressee 
in a rash manner. Normally, local amplifying 
instructions clarify these particular methods. 

It is  important to remember that there are 
many types and categories of naval messages. 
Each type or category receives different treat
ment with reference to internal routing and 
distribution. However,  there are certain cate
gories of message traffic that are common to 
most Radiomen. These message categories are 
usually similar in format and are recognizable 
on a repeating basis. When not similar in for
mat, they are usually recognizable by content. 
Although space precludes a total discussion of 
all the various message categories,  the fol
lowing is a discussion of the more common ones. 

General Messages 

General messages provide a standard distri
bution to a large group of addressees and are 
identified by a repetitive short title (e.g. , AL
NA V, JAFPUB ,  etc.) . The types of general 
messages,  from whom they originate , and their 
distribution, are found in Appendix A of NWP 4. 

All commands to whom general messages are 
distributed are considered to be action ad
dressees; however ,  it is command responsibility 
to determine what action, if any, need be taken 
upon receipt of a general message. Those gen
eral m'::lssages which are of sufficient operational 
importance to warrant immediate delivery to 
forces afloat are sent on fleet broadcasts; those 
which are not are handled via the "Basegram" 
system (discussed later) . , 

Although general messages have a wide, 
standardized distributiOIJ, every command re
ceiving a particular one may not have any 
action to take. However,  all commands are re
quired to keep a continuous numerical file of 
all general messages that they are on the distri
bution list for and receive. Consequently, the 
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general message files contain every general 
message received during the calendar year, 
in numerical order. The general message files 
are separate from all other files and are sub
divided according to identifying title or type. 
The following example shows what would be 
a typical heading on a commonly received type 
of general message: 

P 17080 52 AUG 7 8  
F M SECNA V WASHINGTON DC 
TO ALNAV 
BT  
UNCLAS I IN01600I I 
ALNAV 08178 

In this exam:;>le, the line imm:ediately prior to 
the subject line is utilized to inform the reader 
that this is the eighth ALNAV message of 1978.  
The title " ALNA V" indicates this message is in
tended for wide distribution throughout the Navy. 

General messages are cancelled in the fol
loWing ways : 

1. The first general m•9ssage of a calendar 
year lists those messages of the previous year(s) 
(by number) which remain in effect. If neces
sary, interim cancellation messages may be 
sent at other times during the year. 

2, An individual general message may in
clude its own cancellation date within the text. 
Additionally, a subsequent message of the same 
series may cancel a message. 

3, General messages which do not have a 
yearly cancellation message and are not assigned 
particular cancellation dates are automatically 
cancelled after 90 days. Normally, messages of 
thi s type are included in the Navy Directive 
System (NDS) . 

Basegrams 

General messages that are not of sufficient 
operational importance to warrant immediate 
delivery to forces afloat guarding the fleet 
broadcast are called "Basegrams. " The pur
pose of the basegram system is to reduce the 
volume of message traffic transmitted via the 
fleet broadcasts in order to keep the broadcast 
available for vital traffic. 

Afloat commands can obtain the missing base
grams that were not sent via the fleet broad
cast from basegram authorities, A basegram 
authority is a shore commander who is re
sponsible for providing plain-text copies  ofbase
grams to afloat forces operating within his 
area of responsibility. The basegram authority 
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maintains a stock of plain-text copies of gen
eral messages applicable to forces afloat for 
pickup upon their arrival in port, 

The originators of general messages may 
assign the designation BASEGRAM when ap
propriate. The word BASEGRAM is the first 
word of the text immediately following the se
curity classification, Those general messages 
designated as basegrams will carry the op
erating signal " ZF P" (basegram) in the mes
sage instructions. 

American Red Cross 
Messages 

The American Red Cross may use the fa
cilities of naval communications, free of charge , 
for sending and receiving emergency and ad
ministrative traffic as prescribed in U, S, Navy 
Regulations. However, in each case this privi
lege is subject to the approval of the com
manding officer who may refuse to extend this 
service if it would prove detrimental to naval 
administration or operations, 

Red Cross messages are handled as Class 
B traffic and are normally in plain text. Most 
Red Cross messages are assigned a precedence 
of ROUTINE ; however ,  critically important ones 
may be assigned up to IMMEDIATE over naval 
circuits. When the Red Cross is assisted during 
a civilian disaster, message traffic may be 
given equal precedence with military traffic 
over naval circuits at the discretion of the 
senior officer present at the scene of the 
disaster. 

As a rule, Red Cross traffic is not accepted 
if it cannot be handled entirely over naval cir
cuits. The exception to this rule is whenever 
emergencies or disasters involving relief occur. 

Minimize Messages 

Military telecommunications systems tend to 
become overloaded during an emergency. Nat
urally, it becomes necessary to reduce unnec
essary traffic volume in order to clear user 
circuits for essential traffic. This reduction in 
traffic is accomplished by promulgation (us
ually by message) of the word "MINIMIZ E ," 
which has the following meaning: " It i s  now 
mandatory that normal message and telephone 
traffic be reduced drastically in order that 
vital messages connected with the situation in
dicated shall not be delayed." 
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A message ordering minimize consists of 
the word " Minimize" followed by the area 
affected (scope) , reason, and duration of the 
m:nimize condition (when known) , Messages im
posing minimize m1st be brought to the im
mediate attention of the Communications LPO 
and Communications Officer. 

During minimize conditions , messages should 
not be held for delivery after minimize is lifted, 
Maximum effort should be made to utilize air
mail letters and speedletters as a means of 
delivering traffic , observing security precautions, 

CNO,  Fleet Commanders in Chief, and area 
coordinators are authorized to impose minimize 
conditions on users of naval communications 
systems, Subordinate commanders may impose 
minimize over elements of their commands only 
with prior permission from one of those three, 

During minimize conditions , FLASH and IM
MEDIATE traffic should be kept to no more than 
100 and 200 words, respectively. Message re
leasers are also kept to a minimum and are 
specifically designated, NWP 4 contains in
formation pertaining to the types of normal, 
environmental, and supply traffic that may be 
sent over normal channels and circuits during 
minimize. 

Proforma Messages 

Proforma m•�ssages are messages whose sub
ject matter and sequence of textual content are 
preset and cannot be changed by the originator. 
Figure 11-4 is an example of a Proforma mes
sage that may be used to recommend either an 
urgent or safety change to NWP 11 (B) . These 
are the only two subject areas for which this 
particular message can be used. Notice that 
the textual sequence of information follows a pre
set format, Whenever an originator prepares 
a message dealing with either of the two sub
jects shown, the text must follow the sequence 
shown, including paragraph and sub-paragraph 
markings. 

Proforma messages enhance the standardiza
tion of repetitive m0ssage subject matter and 
ensure less ambiguity in those areas. They 
encompass a large variety of messages ,  such 
as Publication Change Recommendations , Hydro
graphic Information, Movement Reports , etc. 
They reduce the chance of error through inter
pretation, a very important area,  especially in 
movement reporting where misinterpreted in
formation could mean an at-sea collision or re
sult in communications personnel copying the 
wrong broadcast. 
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Many proforma messages are computer
generated, A number of automated systems,  such 
as the World Wide Military Command and Con
trol System (WWMCS) and those employed in 
Tactical Support Centers (TSC) , are capable of 
automatically generating messages with varying 
degrees of required message formats. These 
types of messages are normally destined for 
a communications central processor designed to 
accommodate and route such traffic , or they 
may simply be processed directly into com
munications channels. 

Movement Reports 

Hundreds of naval fleet units are deployed 
at any one time. For command and administra
tive purposes , it is necessary to have up-to
the-hour information on their location, The 
dissemination of movement repo1t : nformation 
is the function of the movement report system, 

The controlling agency of the entire movement 
report system is the Movement Report Control 
Center at Washington DC (MRCC WASHDC) . 
For reporting purposes,  the world is divided 
into zones, and each zone is controlled by a 
movement report center (MRC) . The zones are 
further subdivided into areas, Eac:1 area is 
conL'Cl"i !ed by a m:wement report office (MRO) . 
A movement report center may receive infor
mation on movements all over the world, but 
movement report offices have information on 
me>vements in their area of responsibility only, 

Prior to deployment, a ship sends a move
ment report message which states time of de
parture, destination, route , speed of advance, 
and any other information required, The mes
sage enters the system through the MRO or 
MRC controlling the area in which the ship is 
located, The MRO or MRC then disseminates 
the information to military and civilian activities 
with an official interest in the location or move
ments of the vessel, Such activities include 
supply centers, fleet post offices,  fleet broad
cast stations and customs authorities. These 
movement reports are prepared in accordance 
with NWP 7, 

"Q" Messages 

Allied Nations have navigational warning sys
tems that are used primarily during wartime, 
Certain portions of these systems are used to 
promulgate classified information of a sensitive 
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C I N CPAC F LT or C I N C LANTF LT 
NAVAL SAF ETY C E NTE R 
NAVTACDOCACT 
(Others as required, see F igure 1 - 1 in  NWP 0 ) 

C LASS I F  ICAT I O N//N0351 0// 

UR G E NT C H A N G E  R ECOM M E N DATI O N  F O R  NWP 1 1  ( B )  

o r  

SA F ETY C H A N G E R ECOMM E N DAT I O N  F O R  NWP 1 1 ( B )  

A.  NWP 0 
B. AS R EQ U I R E D  
1 .  l AW R E F  A, U R G ENT (SA F ET Y )  C H A N G E  I S  R ECOMM E ND E D  
F O R  NWP 1 1  ( B )  

2.  PAG E _____ A RT/PA R A .  N O .  ___ L I N E/S E N T E N C E --

F I G .  N O .  ___ _ 

3. EXPLA I N  WHAT IS W R O N G  NOW. 

l\\f 4. P R O V I D E  E X P L I CIT I NST R U CT I O NS HOW CHANG E S HO U LD {} R EA D .  

:�:�:�:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 

Figure 11-4. - Example of Proforma message. 
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nature that the enemy would have trouble ob
taining on his own, such as information con
cerning minefields and channels through them. 
These classified portions of Allied navigational 
W!:trning system:; are known as "Q" messages, 
Information concerning the "Q" system is found 
in AHP 1 .  Occasionally, the "Q" system is used 
in peacetim·3 fleet exercises at the discretDn 
o£ tlw officer conducting the exercise (OCE) . 

Service Messages 

Service messages are short, concise mes
sages between communications personnel. For 
communication personnel, such messages have 
the authority of an official communication and 
are to be accorded prompt attention. If action 
requested in a service message cannot be ac
complished within a reasonable time , the sta
tion who originated the service should be so 
notified. Service messages are normally as
signed a precedence the same as the message 
being serviced. 

The number of topics that a service mes
sage may deal with are many, but you will 
find that most deal with such things as cor
rections , repetitions , broadcast re-runs , mis
routed or missent messages,  etc. Primary to 
remember is that a service message should be 
promptly dealt with and retained until all action 
regarding it has been completed. It is also 
good practice to either attach the service to 
the message proper when it is filed or mark 
the file copy with the DTG of the service(s) . 

Requests for information through service 
messages should be kept to a minimum consistent 
with reliable communications to avoid over
loading circuits and to pr?tect security. Re
member ,  careful attention to detail and the 
employment of proper operating techniques by 
communication and crypto personnel will do 
much to reduce the number of service messages 
required. 

Service messages are normally prepared 
in abbreviated plaindress format and may be 
assigned sequential reference numbers. The 
service message number will immediately fol
low the abbreviation "SVC" in the message 
text. If used, sequential service reference num
bers may continue throughout the calendar year. 
When you are replying to a service message 
received with a reference number,  the text 
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of the reply should make reference to the num
ber, For example , 

UNCLAS SVC 
R UEDCSA1234 

Z UI  SVC 
1921600 

0245 

The preceding example is a service message 
inviting attention (Z UI) to a previous service 
message with a reference number of 0245. Oc
casionally, you will see the abbreviation CO SIR 
in a service message text, which means: " Cite 
Our Service In Reply. " 

The texts of all service messages begin 
with an indication of security as the first word 
of the text followed by the abbreviation SVC ,  
unless the service message i s  one requiring 
special handling. For example , 

UNCLAS SVC 

or, 

S E C R E T  SPE CAT SlOP ESI SVC 

If a service message quotes the textual con
tent of a classified message or refers to the 
classified message in a manner which reveals 
textual content, the service message must be 
assigned the same classification as the clas
sified message being serviced. 

Tracer Messages 

Tracer m·3ssages are sent to determine the 
reason for inordinate delay in the delivery or 
non-delivery of a message previously sent. 
Tracer action continues on a station-to-station 
basis until the cause of delay has been deter
m:ned, Upon receipt of tracers, each station 
should examine its records for the time of 
transmission of the message being traced. This 
information is compiled and transmitted with 
the tracer action to the preceding station and 
to the station which originated the tracer. Any 
station which caused the delay or non-delivery 
will cite the reason and a resume of corrective 
action in the report. 

Tracer action requests will be initiated as 
soon as the discrepancy is discovered but no 
later than 30 days from the original time of 
transmission. In-station records , files ,  logs , 
and tapes will be retained beyond the thirty 
(30) day limit if a tracer action is in progress 
prior to the expiration date. Detailed information 
concerning tracer action can be found in JANAP 
128. 
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Termination Request Messages 

Termination request m•=ssages are used to 
establish a circuit with another station on a 
limited or full-time basis,  whichever is the 
desire of the commander making the request. 
A termination request message is sent to the 
NA VCAMS in whose area the ship is operating. 
If the ship has a requirement for a full-tim-= 
termination, it will be assigned a routing in
dicator by the cognizant NAVCAMS. NTP 4 con
tains complete information pertaining to 
termination requests and their formats. 

Communications Shift 
Messages 

Communications shift messages are sent 
whenever you shift from one broadcast to another. 
The messages normally effect a shift to another 
broadcast starting at 0001 Z. When broadcasts 
are shifted , an overlap period before and after 
the effective time is observed to ensure con
tinuity of traffic. 

Shift messages are sent to the NA VCAMS 
of the communications area or areas from which 
the old and the new broadcast originate. Shift 
messages are normally made necessary owing 
to operational considerations or changes in the 
deployment schedule of a ship. They are also 
made necessary when a command needs to effect 
a shift at a time other than that indicated by 
their movement report. Information regarding 
communications shift m·-=ssages and their formats 
are contained in NTP 4. 

JCS Em:lrgency Action 
Messages 

JCS Emergency Action Messages (EAMs) 
contain key instructions or information from 
high-level authority and have predetermined for
mats (proforma) . Such messages are transmitted 
via various communications systems and nor
mally carry FLASH precedence. They are vital 
messages of an extremely time-sensitive nature, 
and rapid processing is mandatory to obtain 
the fast reaction required by their content. Usage 
and handling procedures are of higher classifica
tion and have been promulgated by the JCS 
to those who have a need to know. 

Submarine Check Reports 

Submarine Check Reports are used to ensure 
safety accountability of submarines .  They are 
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assigned an automatic precedence of IMMEDI
ATE and can be identified by the word ' ' CHECK" 
as the first word of the text. (See figure 11-5,) 
If received for handling and further relay, these 
types of messages should be given expeditious 
treatment. Delays and non-deliveries can re
sult in the initiation of SUBMISS/SUBSUNK pro
cedures. The " TWO FOUR" contained in the 
text of the message in figure 11-5 indicates that 
the submarine is on a 24-hour check schedule. 

Message Cancellations 

In naval communications , many types of mes
sages have self-contained cancellation dates, 
Others, such as those in the Navy Directive 
System, are automatically cancelled after 90 
d'iys unless specifically extended. In any and all 
cases,  it must be remembered that only the origi
nator has the authodty to cancel a message. Un
less the process is self-contained, this is 
accomplished by drafting and releasing an entirely 
separate message that refers to the message 
to be cancelled. 

SECTION I ,  SUMMARY 

Section I has been an introduction to basic 
message format, procedures ,  and types. It is 
by no means all-inclusive in these areas of 
naval communications. However, the information 
presented in these basic areas , coupled with the 

0 190810Z AUG 76 

FM USS FRAN C I S  SCOTT KEY 

TO COMSUBRON S I XTEEN 

I N FO COMSUBGRU S I X  
COMSUBLANT NORFOLK VA 

BT 

UNCLAS 

CHEC K Tl�O FOUR SUBMARI NE FRANC I S  SCOTT KEY . 

BT 

76. 145 
Figure 11-5.-Example of typical submarine check 

report. 
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more detailed procedures and parallel infor
mation contained in JANAP 128 ,  NTP 3 ,  and 
NTP 4, form the basis of a sound, working 
knowledge of format and procedures,  Section 
II of this chapter will present the formatting 
and basic procedures relating to Optical Charac
ter Reader (OCR) Messageform DD 173, 

SECTION II , 
OPTICAL CHARACTER READER 

MESSAGE FORM DD 173 

One of the principal objectives of the auto
mation program in Navy telecommunications is 
the elimination of routine , human functions which 
are most prone to error. Many message proc
essing functions have been automated through 
the introduction of electronic devices which are 
programmed to perform operations formerly 
performed by communications personnel, One 
such device is the Optical Character Reader 
(OCR) which rapidly and accurately transcribes 
a typewritten outgoing message into a language 
compatible with computer processing, The two 
major processing systems which employ OCR 
equipment are the Local Digital Message Ex
change (LDMX) and the Naval Communications 
Processing and Routing Systeni (NAVCOMPARS) . 
Messages to be proces sed through these sys
tems by OCR must be typed on Joint Mes
sageform DD-173,  using a typewriter with an 
OCRE "A" character set, 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Joint Messageform DD-173 is available 
through the Naval Supply System in two colors , 
red or light blue, The color a particular ac
tivity must use is determined by the type of 
OCR equipment used by the serving telecom
munications center. Locally reproduced copies 
of DD- 17 3 cannot be used as they cannot be 
processed by the OCR, 

Special equipment, as discus sed in SECNA V 
Instruction 10460 .9B , is required for typing 
DD-173. It is essential that the typewriters and 
carbon-type ribbons specified in this instruc
tion be used, Also , it is essential that type
writers be well maintained to ensure production 
of dark, clear characters, In addition, only 
certain letters , numbers , and abstract symbols 
can be used in typing DD-173, (See figure 11-6,) 
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Letters and Numbers 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z D 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  

Per iod  
Comma 

? Quest i on Mark 
I S l ant 

Symbol s  

{ Left Parenthes i s  
} R i g ht Parenthes i s  
- M i nus , Hyphen o r  Das h  
I B l o b  

Col on  
Do l l ar S i gn $ 
Apostrophe 
Semi - Co l on 
Ampersand & 

Quota t i on Ma rk " 
Hoo k .r 

Chri s tmas Tree $ 

76, 146 
Figure 11-6. - Authorized character set for 

DD-173 messageform, 

DD-173 Alignment 

DD-173 messages enter the telecommunica
tions system through an OCR which is program
med to process certain groups of characters 
at specific locations on the messageform. If 
the form is misaligned before typing, or if the 
spacing or margins do not conform to program
med requirements, then the OCR will not find 
the correct characters at the designated loca
tions and the message will not be entered into 
the telecommunications system, 

There are two extended horizontal lines in 
the upper left and right hand margins of DD-
173 which must be used as guides to obtain 
proper alignment, (See figure 1 1-7 ,) Prior to 
typing any part of the message, adjust the form 
in the typewriter carriage so that a typed char
acter will print between these lines,  Using 
self-adhesive correction tape, cover over the 
typed characters used to align the form prior 
to forwarding for release. Once the alignment 
has been made, do not realign the form, Do 
not remove the form from the typewriter for 
corrections then attempt to realign. 

Spacing and Margins 

All typing entries in the header lines,  ad
dress component, text, and distribution block 
must be double spaced, Typing entries below 
the distribution block (below the second heavy 
line shown in figure ll-7) may be single spaced, 
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SECURITY CLASSIFICATION 
JOINT MESSAGEFORM 

U N C L A S S I F I E D  
PAGE I D .. A,.TI:" OR·_jPRECEOENCEI LMF 1 CLAss r CIC I FOR MESSAGE CENTER/ COM M UNICATIONS CENTER ONLY 

RU.I: ASUt TIM( ACT INFO I u u u ul I E • I H \'If 

0 1 oF 0 11 0 79 1 8 301 R RI R RI I I I 
BOOK[ MESS ... GE HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

FROM' C O M N A V T E L C O M  W A S H I N G T O N  D C  

TO' C N O  W A S H I N G T O N  D C  

U N C L A S  / / N 0 2 3  2 0 / /  

A L I G N M E N T  S P A C I N G  A N D  M A R G I N S  

A .  N T P  3 S E C T I O N  0 2  

1 .  T H E  A R R O W S  A B O V E  P O I N T  T O  T H E  P A I R  O F  H O R I Z O N T A L  L I N E S  W H I C H  

M U S T B E  US E D  A S  A L I G N M E N T  G UI D E S  F O R  D D - 1 7 3  M E S S A G E S . 

2 .  P R I O R  T O  T Y P I N G  A NY P A R T  O F  T H E  M E S S A G E , A D J US T  T H E  F O R M  I N  T H E  

T Y P E W R I T E R  C A R R I A G E  S O  T H A T  A C H A R A C T E R  W I L L  P R I N T  B E T W E E N  T H E S E  

I N E S . T H E  C H A R A C T E R  M A Y  B E  C O V E R E D  O V E R  W I TH C O R R E C T I O N  T A P E  O R  

E F T  I N T A C T . 

3 .  O N C E  T H I S  A D J U S T ME N T  H A S  B E E N  M A DE , D O  N O T  R E A L I G N  T H E  F O R M . 

!Do N O T  R E M O V E  T H E  F O R M  F R O M  T H E  T Y P E W R I T E R  F O R  C O R R E C T I O N S , T H E N  

!A T T E M P T  T O  R E A L I G N . 

14 ·  T H E  A R R O W  B E L O W P O I N TS T O  T H E  F O R M  L E N G T H  G UI DE . T H E  L A S T  L I N E  

ioF T H E  T E X T  M U S T  N O T  B E  B E L O W  T H E  L A S T  N U MB E R  I N  T H E  S E R I E S  W H I C H  

s 0 .  

DISTR, 

DRAFTER TYPED NAME. TITLE. OFFICE SYMBOL. PHONE & DATE SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

M . v .  S M I T H , I C 5 2 ,  8 2 4 6 1 ,  16 

II: TYPED NAME .  TITLE. OFFICE SYMBOL AND PHONE 
� J .  F .  B I N L E Y , r co s ,  � 
• 
� 
� 

SIGNATURE 
� "' 
D O  1 ����. 1 73 !OCR; 

8 2  4 6 1 

A P R  7 1>  D C N T C - - - - - - - - - A A - - - - - 0 3- - - -

SEf1'11.!'(C: A'�!'f"!r-'6N IOATE TIME GROUP 

S/H 0 102·001·6000 'tl U S  G 1" 0  J.S2l·l12 

Figure 11-7. - Proper alignment, spacing and margins. 
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For margin, the typewriter paper guide should 
be set at 0 ,  the left margin at 6 ,  and the right 
margin at 75. These margin settings allow 69  
spaces or characters per line maximum, and 
this limit must not be exceeded. 

line of the text must not be below the last num
ber in the series , which is 0. 

At the lower left-hand side of the form, 
there is a series of numbers which act as the 
form length guide. (See figure 11-7.) The last 
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Typing Errors 

Typing errors cannot be erased. If a typing 
error is made in the headerlines, it can be 
corrected using self-adhesive correction tape 
or the correcting function of the IBM Selectric 
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II typewriter. If a typing error is made on any 
other part of the messageform , it can be cor
rected using either of the two methods already 
mentioned , or it can be struck over with the 
abstract symbol "blob" (see figure 11-6) , and 
the correct character then typed in the fol
lowing space. 

HEADERLINES 

Headerlines are located at the top of DD- 173 
Messageform. The following is a brief discussion 
of their basic usage. 

Page Block 

The Page block contains four numeric char
acters divided into two sets. A single page 
message would contain ' ' 0 1  of 0 1 "  in the Page 
block as shown in figure 11-8. Multiple page 
messages are numbered sequentially according 
to an estimate of the total page length. For 
example, the first page of an estimated three
page message would be numbered " 0 1  of 03," 
the second page "02 of 03 ," etc. If the page 
length is estimated incorrectly, it is not neces
sary to renumber the entire message. In such 
a case, it is necessary only to make the actual 
number of pages tally with the total typed on 
the last two pages. For example, if a previous 
page is numbered "03 of 05' '  and page 04 is 
the actual last page, the previous page must 
be renumbered "03 of 04" and the last page 
numbered " 04 of 04. " Other previous pages 
do not have to be changed. (See figure 11-8.) 

Time Block 

This block contains the Julian date and time 
the message was typed. The Julian Calendar 
sequentially numbers the days of the year be
ginning with 1 January, and each day is numbered 
consecutively thereafter,  (i.e. , 1 January is Julian 
001 and 1 February is 032) . Time is expressed 
in Greenwich Mean Time (Z).  The entire block 
requires seven numeric characters. (See figure 
11-8.) 

Precedence Block 

The precedence typed in the Action and Info 
blocks must each be two letter codes,  as shown 
in figure 1 1-8. The precedence typed in the 
Info block cannot be higher than that typed in 
the Action block, If there are no information 
addressees,  repeat the Action precedence in the 
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Info block. The following is a listing of the 
acceptable two letter precedence codes:  

Precedence ___ _______ , __ 

Emergency 
Flash 
Immediate 
Priority 
Routine 

Class Block 

Two Letter Code 

yy 
z z  
00 
pp 
RR 

The entry in this block must be a four
character security redundancy code , as shown 
in figure ll-8. In the event of readdressal 
messages and retransmission requests , the se
curity redundancy code of the readdressal or 
request must equal that of the original mes
sage. The following is a list of the four letter 
redundancy codes:  

Classification 

Top Secret 

Secret 

Confidential 

Unclassified 

Unclassified EFTO 

Spec at 

Four Letter 
Redundancy Code 

TTTT 

ssss 
ecce 
uuuu 
EEEE 

AAAA 

It should be noted that the Content Indica
tor Code block (CIC) , LMF block, Date Time 
block, and Month and Year block are left blank. 
On the second and subsequent pages of a multi
ple page message, the Classification block is 
left blank. 

Book Message Block 

A book message is one which is destined 
for two or more addressees but is of such 
a nature that the originator considers that no 
addressee need or should be informed of the 
other addressee(s) . To indicate that a mes
sage typed on DD-173 must be handled as a 
book message, the operating signal " ZYQ" is 
inserted in the Message Handling Instructions 
block. To indicate that a message may be handled 
as a book message but need not be , the op
erating signal " ZEX" is inserted in this block. 
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JOINT MESSAGEFORM I SECURITY CLASSIFICATION 

U N C L A S S I F I E D  
PAGE I DRAFTER OR 1PRECEDENCEI LMF I CLASS I CIC I FOR MESSAGE CENTER/ COMMUNICATIONS CENTER O N LY RELIEASER TIME ACT INFO I u u u ul I DATE - IME  "' H y 

0 1 oF D 1I 1 8 6 0 8 5 6J R RJ R RJ I I T 
BOOK I M ESSAGE HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

FROM' C O MN A V T E L CO M  W A S H I N G T O N  D C  

TO' C N O  W AS H I N G T O N  D C  

U N C L A S  / / N 0 2 3 2D / /  

H E A D E RL I N E S 

A .  NTP 3 

1 ·  T H I S  F I G UR E  I L L US TR A T E S  C O R R E C T  C O N S T R U C T I O N  A N D  T Y P I N G  O F  

H E A D E R L I N E S  A S  D E L I N E A T E D  I N  R E F  A 

2 .  T H E  H E A DE RL I N E  E N T R I E S  I L L US TR A T E D  A R E  F O R  A S I N G L E  P A G E  M E S S A G E , 

O F  R O UT I N E  P R E C E DE N C E ,  W H I CH I S  U N C L A S S I F I E D ,  A N D  W AS TY P E D  O N  T H E  

1 8 6 T H  D A Y  O F  T H E  Y E A R  A T  0 8 5 6  G M T . 

DISTR' 

DRAFTER TYPED NAME. TITLE. OFFICE SYMBOL, PHONE a DATE SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

M .  V .  S M I TH , I C 5 2 , 8 2 4 6 1 ,  1 6  A U G  7 7  D C N T C - - - - - - A A - - - - - 0 5 - - - -

II: TYPED NAME. TITLE. OFFICE SYMBOL AND PHONE 
"' J . F . B I N L E Y , ! C O S ,  8 2 4 6 1  Ill 

� SIGNATU"E "IDf�r A�Wf"t'DoN rATE TIM£ Q�OUP 
� 
"' 
� 

D D  I'OAM 
1 JUL 7 3  1 73 !OCR) S/H 0 102-001·6000 

Figure 11-8. - Header lines constructions. 

In either case, the Book Message block is left 
blank. 
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Multiple Page Messages 

processing a 99 page message, and LDMX is 
capable of processing a 40 page message. There
fore , users whose entry to NAVCOMPARS is 
through LDMX and users whose messages are 
processed only by LDMX are limited to 40 
page messages. The DD-173 form is used for 
the first and all subsequent pages as there are 
no "continuation" pages used to supplement the 

There is a limit to the number of 
pages which can be used in the prepara
tion of DD-173. NA VCOMP ARS is capable of 
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basic form. \Vhen the message exceedes the 
99 or 40 page minimum, respectively, a new 
message must be originated. 

Multiple page messages will result from 
two conditions : First, when the number of ad
dressees exceeds the number that can be typed 
on one page (nineteen) , and secondly, when the 
text exceeds the number of lines that can be 

JOINT MESSAGEFORM 

typed on one page. For multiple page mes
sages,  on the second and all subsequent pages,  
only the Page, Time, and Classification blocks 
need be filled in on the header lines. (See 
figure 11-9.) The printed "FROM" and "TO" 
designations should be typed through. It should 
also be noted that multiple page messages are 
never stapled together. If it is necessary to 

SECURITY CLASSIF ICATION 

U N C L A S S I F I E D  
PAGE I� DRAP'TUt o.- l,.•uc�:o�:Nc£1 LMF I CLASS I CIC I FOR MESSAGE C E N T E R / COMMU NICATIONS C E N T E R  ONLY 

b 
5 
4 
3 
2 
lo 
0 

0 

II I:L.I:Atllt Tltllll: 
ACT INFO �021 ],6 4 ],0 4 41 r I K 

T H I S  F I G U R E  I S  f,�0p A M P L E  

I I I E - I MONTHf Yl< I I I 
MESSAGE HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

O F  T H E  S E C O N D  P A G E  O F  A T W O  P A G E  M E S S A G E . 

T H E  D D - 17 3  ME S S A G �,F O R M  I S  U S E D ,  A S  B O T H  A F I R S T  P A G E  A N D A 

C ON T I N U A T I O N  P A G E  F O R  M l! L  T I P L E  P A G E M E S S A G E S . W H E N U S E D  A S  A 

C O N T I N U A T I O N  P A G E , L E A V E  A L L  H E A D E R L I N E  B L O C K S  B L A N K E X C E P T  F O R  

T H E  P A G E  A N D  D R A F T E R  O R  R E L E A S E R  T I M E  B L O C K S . T H E  P R I N T E D F R O M  

A N D  T O  P R O S I G N S  A R E  T O  B E  S T R U C K  O V E R  A S  R E Q U I RE D · T H E  S E C U R I T Y  

C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  B L O C K S  O N  T H E  T O P  A N D  B O T T O M  O F  T H E  F O R M  M U S T  B E  

F I L L O  I N . 

DISTA' 

ORAf'TEflt TYPIC NAMI[, TITL.£. OFFICE SVMIIOL. PHON£ a OAT£ SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

1Z TYPED NAME. TITLE. OFFICE SYMBOL AND PHON( .. .. • .. SIONATUJIIE SECURITY CLASSif'ICATION !DATI( TIM£ QJIIO U P  -' .. U N C L A S S I F U : n .. 
D D  II'OAM 

I JUL 73 1 73 !OCR) SIN 0 101·00 1-6000 'It u.s.a., o J·lll·l12 

Figure 11-9. - Example of the second page of a multiple-page message. 
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fasten them together prior to release or trans
mission, use a paperclip. 

CO�STR UCTING THE 
ADDRESS 

OCR-equipped , automated message processing 
systems route outgoing traffic based on a scan 
of the addressees in the address component. 
Because of this ,  it is necessary that the com
mand short titles and geographic locations typed 
in the address component correspond exactly 
to the titles and locations stored in the proc
essing system' s memory. The phrase used to 
denote a command's short title and location 
together,  used for message addressing, is "plain 
language address" (PLA) . The supplement to 
NTP "3 '..:ontains the Plain Language Address Di
rectory (PLAD) . The PLAD is a listing of approved 
Navy and Marine Corps plain language addres
ses. Plain language addresses typed in the 
address component must conform to those con
tained in the PLAD, Do not add any characters 
or any form of punctuation, 

F rom and To Lines 

The originator's plain language address must 
begin at tab stop 26 and may not extend through 
tab stop 7 5, It must be remembered that you 
start the DD-173 at zero(O) , and the "tab stops" 
referred to are merely the numbers on the 
numerical scale reading from left to right on 
your typewriter, The originator's PLA cannot 
exceed fifty characters or spaces, A continua
tion line cannot be used, (See figure 11-10,)  

The action addressees' PLAs must begin 
at tab stop 26 and may extend to tab stop 75. 
(See figure 11-10.) Unlike the From line, con
tinuation lines can be used for action, info, and 
exempt addressees when their PLAs are longer 
than fifty characters or spaces. 

When using a continuation line, type the 
first fifty characters or spaces on the first 
line; then at tab stop 31 of the next double 
spaced line , type the remaining characters. 
This procedure can be repeated as many times 
as necessary. Do not use any form of punctua
tion to indicate that the PLA has been broken 
between two or mJre lines, Succeeding ad
dressees begin at tab stop 26. 

Info and Exempt Lines 

The first information addressee must be 
preceded by the prosign INFO on the first 
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double spaced line below the last action ad
dressee. (See figure 11-10.) If there are no 
action addressees , type the first information 
addressee on the To line, preceded by the 
prosign ' ' INFO." In both cases , the prosign 
begins at the tab stop 21 and is typed only 
once. All information addressees' plain language 
addresses (PLAs) begin at tab stop 26, If more 
than one line is required for an addressee's  
PLA , use the continuation procedure already 
discussed for action addressees. 

To exempt addressees ,  type the prosign 
"XMT" on the first, double-spaced line below 
the last addressee , starting at tab stop 21. 
Then, starting at tab stop 26 , list the full 
plain language addresses of the exempted ad
dressees,  as shown in figure 11-10. If more 
than one line is required for the PLAs , the 
continuation line procedure is as that used for 
action and information addresses, 

Transmission By 
Other Means 

Action or information addressees who have 
received or who are to receive the message 
by other than electrical means must be pre
ceded by the operating signal " ZEN," followed 
by a slant sign immediately before the PLA. 
The operating signal " ZEN" begins at tab stop 
26 , the slant at tab stop 29, and the PLA at 
tab stop 30, The responsibility for ensuring 
delivery to those addressees designated " Z EN" 
by the originator,  as well as the method of 
delivery, is assumed by the originator and not 
the telecommunication center. 

CONSTRUCTING THE TEXT 

The first line of the text, which is the clas
sification line, begins one double spaced line 
down from the last addres see, if the text begins 
on a new page, it should start on the From line 
of the next page. The first line of the text 
must contain the message classification, special 
handling instructions , code or flag words, and 
the SSIC, (See figure 11-11,) 

Classification 

The first word of the classification line must 
be the classification, and this must agree with 
the four letter character security redundancy 
code in the Class block. Space m'.ISt be left 
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S E C U R I T Y  CLASSIF ICATION 

JOINT MESSAGEFORM 
U N C L A S S I F I ED 

PAGE I DRAFTER OR -�AECEDENCEJ A£L£ASER T l loll £ 
ACT INFO 

LMF J C LAS Sj CJC I FOR MESSAGE CENTER/ C O M M U NICATIONS CENTER ONLY 

0 1 oF 0 11 16 5 1 3 4 51 P PI R R! 
BOOK I 

FROM' 

TO' 

I N F O  

X M T  

U N C U S  / / N 0 2 32 0 / /  

A D DR E S S  C O M P O N E N T  

A .  N T P  3 

! u uuJ I 
MESSAGE HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

C O M N A V T E L C O M  W AS H I N G T O N  D C  

Z E N / C O M N A V S E C G R U  W A S H I N G T O N  

A I G  S I X  F O UR 

E P  M O F F E T T  P R E S I D E N T  

C O M M C O R P  

W AS H I N G T O N  D C  

N A V A U T O D I N S C E N  A L B A N Y  G A  

I 

D C  

E - I 

T T 

1 ·  T H I S  F I G UR E  I L L US TR A TE S A D D R E S S  C O M P O N E N T  C O N S T R UC T I O N  A N D  

T Y P I N G  P R O CE D UR E S  A S  D E L I N E A T E D  I N  R E F  A P A R A S  0 3 - 0 10 0  T H R U  0 3 · 0 70 0 . 

2 .  A C C O R DI N G  T O  TH E A DD R E S S  C O M P O N E N T  I L L US T R A TE D ,  TH E F I R S T  A C TI O N  

A D D E E  R E C E I V E S  T H E  M E S S A G E  B Y  O T H E R  T H A N  E L E C T R I C A L  M E A N S , T H E  

S E C O N D  A D D E E  I S  A C O L L E C T I V E , T H E  I N F O  A D D E E  I S  A C O M M E R C I A L C O N C E R N  

A N D  TH E L A S T  A D D E E  I S  T O  B E  E X E M P T E D  F R O M  A I G  S I X  F O UR · 

3 .  N O TE TH A T  A L L  O F  TH E P L A S  B E G I N  A T  T H E  S A M E  T A B  S T OP { 26 } , A N D  

T H A T  TH E I N F O  B E G I N S A T  T A B  S T O P  2 1 ,  T H E  X M T  A T  

DISTR' 

DRAFTER TYPED NAME. TITLE. OFFICE SYMBOL. PHONE & OAT£ SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

J .  E .  S M I TH , 3 3 ,  2 0 6 10 , 16 A P R  7 7  D C N T C - - - - - -

a: TYPED NAME. TITLE. OFFICE SYMBOL AND PHONE "' 
H .  J .  L A Y N E , 0 3 ,  2 0 6  4 8  Ill � "' SIGNATURE s��tr A��l'tt'lf'N � "' "' 

D O  I ����. 1 73 (OCR) 5/N 0 102-00 1-6000 

2 2 · 

A A - - - - - 0 3 - - - - -

I DATE TIM!. GAO UP 

'if U.$.0 .... 0. J·12l·112 

Figure 11-10 . - Example of the address component. 

between characters in the classification precisely 
as follows: 

S E C R E T  
T O P S E C R E T  

Special Handling Markings 
UNCLAS 

76. 139 

UNCLAS E F T 0 FOUO 
UNCLAS E F T  0 
C O N F I D E N T I A L  

Special handling instructions and code or flag 
words follow the classification. The special 
markings have the same meanings on the DD-173 
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FROM' C O MN A V T E L C O M  W AS HI N G T O N  D C  

To, C N O  W AS H I N G T O N  D C  

C I N C L A N T F L T  N O R F O LK V A  

C 0 N F I D E N T I A L / / N D 2 3 2 0 / /  

C L A S S I F I C A T I O N  L I N E  A N D  T E X T  { U} 

A .  N T P  3 

C O M N A V T E L C O M  W A S H I N G T O N  D C  2 1 0 8 3D Z  M A R  7 7  

1 ·  { C }  T H I S  M E S S A G E  I L L US T R A T E S  C O R R E CT C O N S T R U C T I O N  A N D  T Y P I N G  O f  

T H E  T E X T  C O M P O N E N T  O F  D D - 1 7 3  M E S S A G E S  A S  R E Q UI RE D  B Y  R E F  A 

N O T E  T H E  F O L L O W I N G : { U} 

A .  { U} S E Q UE N C E  OF T E X T  E L E M E N TS . 

B .  { C }  C L AS S I F I CA T I O N  M A R K I N G  O F  S UB J E C T L I N E , P A R A G RA P H S  A N D  

S UB - P A R A G R A PH S . 

C .  { U} P L A C E M E N T  O F  T H E  DOW N G R A D I N G  I N S T R U C T I O N S . 

2 .  { U} R E F  B I L L US TR A TE S  C O R R E C T  C O N S T R UC T I O N  O F  M E S S AG E  

b R E FE R E NC E S . N O T E  T H A T  TH E C O M P L E T E  P L A I N  L A N G U A GE A D D R E S S  A N D  D A T E  
s 
4 T I ME G R O UP A R E  C I T E D · 
3 
2 G D S 8 1  
l 
0 

D O  1 ����3 1 73 (OCR) 5/N 0 102·001-&000 -tr u.s.o.,..o. J-1523-tU 

Figure 11-11. - Example of the classification line and text. 

as they would on any naval message. These 
markings must be spelled and spaced exactly 
as follows: 

PERSONAL FOR RADM SMITH 

LIMDIS CODE WORK 
NAVY EYES ONLY 
SPECAT CODE WORD 
SPECAT EXCLUSIVE FOR 

76. 140 

PERSONAL FOR RADM SMITH FROM RADM 
JONES 

LIMDIS 

Immediately following the special handling 
markings (if any) is the Standard Subject Identi
fication Code (SSIC) ,  This six character code, 
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which is derived from SECNA V Instruction 
5210,1l ( ) , is preceded and followed by two 
slant signs, 

Passing Instructions and 
Subject Line 

In order to construct a passing instruction, 
first cite the addressed command's short title, 
then the office code or individual' s  name. For 
example, a message from COMSUBLANT to 
COMSUBGR U SIX could contain the passing in
struction " COMSUBGRU SIX FOR 94G" or 
" COMSUBGRU SIX FOR RMCS (SS) SMITH." 
Passing instructions are to be typed consecutively, 
beginning at tab stop 6 ,  one double spaced line 
below the classification line. 

As shown in figure 11-11,  the subject line 
begins at tab stop 6 ,  one double spaced line 
below the classification line, When passing in
structions are used, the subject line would begin 
one double spaced line below the last instruction. 

Reference Line and Text 

As shown in figure 11-11 ,  the first reference 
line begins at tab stop 6 ,  one double spaced 
line below the subject line. If there is no subject 
line , the reference line will begin at the same 
tab stop, one double space below the classification 
line or passing instructions. Each reference is 
lettered consecutively, one beneath the other. 
The originator's complete PLA should be cited, 
then the DTG, m:>nth and year. 

Textual paragraphs are numbered consecu
tively, each number followed by a period. When 
necessary for graphic clarity, text lines may 
be indented a maximum of twenty spaces. 

Classification M arkings 

OPNA VINST 5510.1 ( ) requires that all elec
trically transmitted messages be paragraph 
marked for classification. When the text of 
the lead-in portion of the paragraph is unclas
sified but some or all of the sub-paragraphs 
are classified, the symbol denoting the overall 
classification of the paragraph will be shown 
immediately following the paragraph number. 
The symbol (U) will be shown at the end of the 
unclassified lead-in portion. (See figure 11-11.) 

Whenever different items of information in 
one paragraph or sub-paragraph require different 
classifications but separation into paragraphs 
would destroy continuity or context, the highest 
classification will be shown. Single paragraph 
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messages with no sub-paragraphs need not be 
marked for classification. Figure 11-12 illus
trates the proper markings used to indicate 
paragraph and sub-paragraph classifications. 

Downgrading and 
Declassification Markings 

D-.:>wngrading and declassification markings 
are typed beginning at tab stop 6 ,  one double
spaced line below the last line of the text. 
This line will show one of the following: 

1. ADS (day, m:>, yr) - to indicate advanced 
declassification for date or event earlier than 
the General Declassification guidelines. 

2. GDS (date) - for General Declassification 
Schedule guidelines. 

3. XGDS (number of exemption category) 
(last two digits of the declassification year) - to 
indicate exemption from the General Declas
sification Schedule. 

4. XCL (last two digits of declassification 
year) - for classifications based on former Group 
1, 2, 3 ,  or ungrouped material. 

MESSAGE READDRESSALS 

When a message is readdressed on DD- 173, 
the header lines are prepared as already dis
cussed and in accordance with NTP 3 instruc
tions. The activity readdressing the message is 
the originator of the readdressal, and its PLA 
is typed on the F rom line. The action, info, 
and exempted addees are indicated in the ap
propriate spaces as previously discussed in con
structing the address. Figure 11-13 is an example 
of the basic information identifying a readdressal. 

After the last addressee, at tab stop 6 ,  double 
space down, and type " RADDR." Next, skip one 

Cl a s s i fi cati on 

Unc l ass i fi ed 
For Offic i a l  Use On l y  
Confi denti al 
Secret 
Top Secret 
Restri cted Data 
Formerly Restri cted Data 
NOFORN 

Marki ng Symbol 

( U )  
( FOUO ) 

( C )  
( S )  

( TS )  
( RD )  

( FRD)  
( NFD )  

76, 147 
Figure 11-12. - Classification markings. 
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SECURITY CLASSIFICATION 
JOINT MESSAGEFORM 

U N C L A S S I F I E D  
PAGE I I OltAI'Ta:tt Ott !PRECEDENCE I LMF I CLASS 1 CIC I FOR MESSAGE CENTER/ COMMUNICATIONS CENTER ONLY 

ltEL.IIASII III T I MI: ACT INFO [ uuuu[ T I 

0 1 OF 0 1I 16 4 2 1 4 41 R RI R RI I 1 1 
BOOK I MESSAGE HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS 

FROM' C O M N A V T E L C O M  W A S H I N G T O N  D C  

TO' N A V C A M S  L A N T  N O R F O L K  V A  

I N F O  C I N C L A N T F L T  N O R F O L K  V A  

R A D DR 7 6 0 4 2 1  

J C S  W A S H I N G T O N  D C / / 1 5 0 3 0 3 Z  A P R  7 6  

b 
5 
4 
3 
2 
], 
0 

0 

DISTR' 

DRAFTER TYPED NAME. TITl-E. OFFICE SYMBO L. PHONE a OAT£ 

M . v . S M I TH , I c o 5 , 2 4 6 1 ,  1 5  J U N  7 7  

a: TYPED NAME, TITLE. OFFICE SYMBOL AND PHONE 

� __.!. F .  BINLEY , IC0 5 ,  2 4 6 1  � SIGNATURE 

.. 0: 
P"O"M 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

N T S I C-- A A-- 0 5--

SECUNC LCAS5�I�ft'D' [OAT( TIME OROU� 

DO 1 JUL 7 3  1 73 (OCR) S/H 0 102-001·aGOO 'tl U.I.Q .... O. J·62S·I12 
76 .141 

Figure 1 1-13, - Example of Readdressal. 

space, and type in the six numeric character 
Processing Sequence Number (PSN) found at the 
lower left of the message being readdressed. 
(The PSN will be found on incoming and back
routed messages processed through LDMX and 
NAVCOMPARS.) Next, double space down and, 
at tab stop 6 ,  type the plain language address, 
two slant signs , and the DTG, MO, YR of the 
message being readdressed. (See figure 11-13.) 
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Classification and Precedence 

The readdressal request form is unclassified, 
However,  the four character security redundancy 
code entered in the Class blockofthe readdressal 
request form must be the same as the code 
of the message being readdressed. 

The precedence of the readdressal message 
need not be the same as the message being 
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readdressed. Readdressal messages are formally 
released like any other message. 

SECTION II , SUMMARY 

Unless it is used properly, the DD-173 mes
sageform cannot realize its true potential in the 
areas of efficiency and expediency. When the 
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DD-173 is used properly, communications per
sonnel will find that fewer mistakes,  normally 
resulting in traffic tie-ups and backlogs , are 
made. This section of Chapter 11 has discussed 
many of the basic methods necessary to properly 
use DD-173. However, complete details are found 
in NTP 3 and should be carefully studied , in 
addition to the information contained in this 
section. 



C H A PTER 1 2  

RADIOTEL E P HO N E  PROCEDU RES 

Ashore or at sea, your job as  a Radioman 
will include radiotelephone communications. Un
covered , or non-secure radio transmission is 
the least secure means of communications, and 
radiotelephone is the least secure of all. Radio
telephone communications play an important part 
in day-to-day fleet operations and in the control 
of coastal and harbor shipping. It is the easiest, 
most convenient method of relaying real-world 
situation traffic from ship to ship or from 
shore to ship because there is no tape to cut 
and send and no teletypewriter keys to depress. 
All that is necessary is that you pick up a 
transmitting microphone and speak into it. 

Unless you are using secure voice com
minications equipment, it must be assumed that 
everything you say when using radiotelephone 
is intercepted. The inherent dangers of inter
ception can be greatly reduced by adhering to 
the principles of strict circuit discipline. Cir
cuit discipline is attained by the proper use of 
radio equipment, adherence to prescribed fre
quencies and operating procedures ,  proper train
ing, and monitoring. The lack of these things 
as well as basic negligence, inaccuracy, and 
laxity are responsible for the violations that 
endanger the integrity and security of radio
telephone transmissions. 

CIRCUIT DISCIPLINE AND SE CURITY 

Radiotelephone transmissions should be as 
short and concise as possible consistent with 
clarity. Often, personnel other than trained op
erators use radiotelephone equipment. These 
personnel should be instructed in the proper 
methods of utilizing the microphone and equip
ment as well as cautioned in the ease of inter
cept of the transmission. 

Adherence to prescribed operating procedures 
is mandatory. Deviations from these procedures 
create confusion, reduce reliability and speed, 
and tend to nullify security precautions. Once 
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you are armed with information concerning proper 
procedures ,  your initiative and common sense 
can be used to satisfy specific operating re
quirements. The following . is a list of rules to 
use to enhance proper circuit discipline and 
transmission security: 

1. Do not transmit without proper authoriza
tion. 

2. Do not violate radio silence. 
3. Do not transmit on a directed net without 

permission. 
4. Do not transmit your name or personal 

sign. 
5. Do not excessively tune and test. 
6. Do not use unauthorized plain language. 
7 .  DO use authorized prowords. 

RADIOTELEPHONE 
SECURITY 

In addition to circuit discipline, proper se
curity precautions must be observed on radio
telephone nets. For example, on tactical nets , 
many units at sea may be required to use clas
sified call signs. If the operator does not ex
ercise an awareness of the operating situation, 
the classified call could be linked to the un
classified call sign for that ship. It is for 
this reason that " BEADWINDOW" procedures 
have been introduced into radiotelephone pro
cedure. 

Beadwindow is a real-time procedure which 
brings to the immediate attention of circuit 
operators the fact that an unauthorized dis
closure has occurred. It also serves to alert 
other operators on the net of the disclosure 
and, thus ,  acts as an educational aid. The long 
term benefits from the use of this procedure 
are the increased awareness to proper use of 
voice circuits throughout the fleet and , sub
sequently, an improvement in the security of 
uncovered Navy voice communications. 
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Beadwindow procedures deal with Essential 
Elements of Friendly Information (EEFis). EE Fis 
are established by operational commanders and 
identify specific items of information which, 
if revealed ,  would degrade the security of mili
tary operations , projects , or missions in the 
applicable areas, The considered EEFis , there
fore, may vary from operation to operation or 
from area to area. Table 12-1 is an example 
of what a group of E E Fis designated for an 
operation might look like. 

The Beadwindow technique requires the use 
of a code word and number combination which 
is transmitted immediately to the unit when 
the code word discloses an E EFI. The code 
word is used to notify the unit that it has com
mitted the disclosure , and the number provides 
specific identity of the item disclosed, For 
example, when any station of the net commits 
a disclosure of an EEFI, the net control (or 
any station observing the disclosure) will call 
the violator with a normal call-up, say the word 
" Beadwindow, followed by the number of the 
EEFI that has been disclosed. The reply to the 
Beadwindow message will be ' ' ROGER OUT,, 
This method allows the reported unit to take 
immediate action to correct the insecure practice. 
In this particular situation, if the call of the 
net control is " Control" and the call of the 
violator is " Key ,, the report would be as 
follows : 

"Key THIS IS Control, Beadwindow Three , 
OVER. " 

The reply would be: " Control THIS IS Key , 
ROGER OUT." It should be remembered that 
procedural violations are not security viola
tions; therefore , they don't fall into Beadwindow 
criteria. 

Table 12-1. - Examples of EEFI 

1 .  D i scl o sure o f  impend i ng o r  i ntended 
operati ons . 

2 .  Di sc l osure of  pat ro l  area boundari es .  

3 .  Di scl osure of combat rea d i ness of s h i ps 
or  un i ts .  

4 .  Di scl osure o f  s pec i a l  commun i cati on 
capabi 1 i t i es .  
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IMPORTANCE OF 
RADIOTELEPHONE 

Poor voice communications , in addition to 
creating confusion, reducing reliability and speed, 
and nullifying security precautions , can adversely 
affect the success of the basic mission of the 
ship during your present operation. 

A commanding officer, regardless of the 
mission of his ship , has only one "real time" 
means of communicating with his commander 
and other units of a force: Radiotelephone, 
Your ship may be guarding as many as ten 
(10) or more voice circuits , each having a 
specific purpose and its own particular proce
dures. Very few of these circuits will be op
erated from communication spaces unless you 
are on a small ship (i.e, , a submarine or a 
destroyer) , On relatively large ships,  the cir
cuits are handled from the bridge and CIC. 

As an operator, you are responsible for 
providing reliable transmitter and receiver serv
ices to these remote operating positions. This 
entails establishing communications on a net 
or circuit before making that net or circuit 
available to the remote operators. If you are 
not aware of the various nets guarded by your 
ship and their purpose, the overall communi
cations of the ship will suffer,  and the progress 
of the operation will be impeded. 

It should be obvious that mJdern high-speed 
naval operations make the elimination of confused 
radiotelephone operations an absolute necessity. 
A hunter-killer force searching ·for an enemy 
submarine , for example, is not permitted the 
luxury of a 5- or 10-minute delay in executing 
a screening signal. This unnecessary delay de
feats the purpose (speed) of the OTC in utilizing 
radiotelephone, A one-minute delay by an air
craft carrier pilot in executing a vectoring sig
nal because he didn't understand the message 
could easily result in the pilot's death. A sub
marine during shakedown operations may risk 
collision with its escort vessel during emergency 
surfacing procedures if voice communications 
are not clearly understood, 

Whenever possible, use standard phraseology, 
authorized prowords,  and brevity code words, 
They enhance reliability and clarity. Moreover, 
variations from standard operating procedures 
offer an ideal situation for enemy deception 
on a circuit, 
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BASIC MESSAGE FORMAT 

Radiotelephone (R/T) employs a 16-line mes
sage format. (See figure 12-1.) Except when a 
commercial or International Civil Aviation Or
ganization (ICAO) format is used, each R/T 
message is prepared in plaindress , abbreviated 
plaindress , or codress. By far the m')St common 
message form in R/T traffic is the abbreviated 
plaindress. In fact, sometimes the abbreviated 
plaindress message is so abbreviated that its 
resemblance to the basic message format is 
barely discernible. The three major message 
parts - heading, text, and ending-are there, how
ever. Each of these major parts is reduced to 
components and elements. All format lines do 
not necessarily appear in every message; how
ever, when they are used, the lines will be in 
the order indicated in figure 12-1. 

Notice that the order of components and 
parts shown in figure 12-1 correspond to the 
order of the basic message shown in chapter 
1 1 ,  BASIC MESSAGE FORMAT. Notice also 
that " PROWORDS," not prosigns are used in 
voice communications. These prowords are 
spoken; so it is important that you , the op
erator, be completely familiar with those basic 
to the primary components. Table 12-2 lists 
many of the commonly used communications 
phrases and words , their associated proword(s) , 
and explanations of these prowords. Through
out this chapter, prowords are shown in all 
capital letters. 

The following is a discussion of the lines used 
in the R/T message format listed in figure 
12-1. 

FORMAT LINES 
1, 2, 3, AND 4 

Format line 1 is not used in radiotelephone 
procedure. Format lines 2 and 3 contain the 
call, the proword "MESSAGE ," and the trans
mission identification. 

The call may take one of the follow
ing forms : 

(1) Full Call -

Washington (station called) 

THIS IS 

Lincoln (station calling) 
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(2) Abbreviated Call -

THIS IS 

Lincoln (station calling) 

Normally , a full call is used to establish com
munications originally. Once communications are 
established and no ambiguity will result, an 
abbreviated call may be used. To further ex
pedite voice communications , the proword "THIS 
IS" may be omitted by the receiving station 
when the station is responding to a call , so 
long as communication conditions are good. Also, 
when two stations are in continuous communi
cation with each other on a circuit or net 
not shared by a third station, the call may 
be omitted entirely provided no confusion will 
result and communication conditions are good. 

When a collective call sign is used and there 
are addressees that are to be exempted, you 
do so in the call by the use of the proword 
"EXEMPT" followed by the call sign(s) of the 
station(s) exempted. For example: 

Edison (collective call) 

EXEMPT 

Marshall (station exempted) 

THIS IS 

Lincoln (station calling) 

N0tice that there is only one station exempted 
in this call-up; however, if there had been more 
than one station, they would all have been spoken 
prior to the proword "THIS IS." 

After the call , transmit the proword "MES
SAGE" if you wish to indicate that a message 
which requires recording is about to be trans
mitted. For example : 

Lincoln (station called) 

THIS IS 

Washington (Station calling) 

MESSAGE (message is to follow) 

The transmission identification is normally 
a station serial number and is used mostly 
in teletypewriter procedure. When used in voice 



PARTS COMPONENTS 

H 
Procedure 

E 

A 

Preambl e 
D 

Address  

N 
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ELEMENTS 

a .  Cal l 

b .  Message fol l ows 
c .  Transmi s s i on 

I denti f icat ion  
d .  Transmi s s i on 

I nstructi ons 

FORMAT CONTENTS 
L I NE 

------ --- ---·-- -- - ----····· --------

1 Not used .  
2 &3 Stati ons  cal l ed - Proword EXEMPT , 

exempted ca l l s .  
Proword TH I S  IS  - stat i on cal l i n g .  
Proword MESSAG E .  
Proword NUMBER a n d  s tat i o n  ser i a l  
number . 

4 Prowords RELAY TO ; READ BACK ;  DO NOT 
ANSWER ;  WORDS TW I CE ;  Operat i ng s i g 
nal s ;  Address Groups ; Cal l S i gns ; 
P l a i n  Language desi gnators . 

- -- - - · - - · ---- - · ---- ·-·------ - ---- ------- --------·-- ---------------

a .  Precedence ; date
t i me group ; mes 
sage i nstruct i on s  

5 

a .  Ori g i nator ' s  S i gn ; 6 
Ori g i nator 

b .  Act i o n  Addressee 7 
S i gn 

c .  I nformat i on Ad- 8 
dressee S i gn ;  I n 
format i o n  Addressee 

d .  Exempted Addressee 9 
S i gn ;  Exempted 
Addressee 

Precedence des i gn at i o n ;  Proword 
T I ME : date and t i me expressed i n  
d i g i ts ,  and zone suffix fol l owed by 
month  i nd i cated by the fi rst t hree 

_ _  . . .  letters ,  .and-- -if-- �eq-u i red-- by- national 
authori t i es ,  the year i nd i cated by 
t he l ast two d i g i ts ;  operat i ng 
s i gnal s and proword EXECUTE TO FOLLOW . 

Proword FROM . 
Ori g i nator ' s  address des i gnator . 
Proword TO . Act ion  addressee 
des i gnato r .  
Proword I NFO . I nformat i on addressees 
desi gnators . 

Proword EXEMPT . Exempted addressee 
des i gnators . 

G =--- -------------------------------------

Prefi x a .  Accounti ng  I nforma- 10  
t i on ,  group count 

S E P A R A T I O N  1 1  

T Text a .  Subject Matter 1 2  
E 
X 
T 

- -------· 

S E P A R A T I 0 N 1 3  

E Procedure a .  T i me Group  14  
N 
D 
I b .  F i na l  I n struct i ons  15  
N 
G 

c .  End i n g  S i gn 16  

Account i ng symbol ; group count ; Pro
word GROUPS ( G ROUP NO COUNT ) 

Proword BREAK 

CLEAR , UNCLASS I F I E D ,  proword SERV IC E , 
and/or i nternal i nstruct i o ns a s  ap
propr i a t e ;  thoug hts or i dea s a s  
expressed by t h e  ori g i nato r .  

Proword BREAK 

Proword T IME .  Hours and mi nutes ex
pressed i n  d i g i ts and zone suff i x ,  
when a ppropri ate . 
P rowords WAI T ,  CORRECT I ON ,  
AUTHENTI CAT I ON I S ,  MORE TO FOLLOW , 
Sta t i on des i gnators . 
Prowords OVE R ,  OUT 

Figure 12-1. - RADIOTELEPHONE (R/T) MESSAGE FORMAT. 
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Proword 

ADDRESS GROUP 

ALL AFTER 

ALL BEFORE 

AUTHENTI CATE 

AUTHENTI CATION  IS  

BREAK 

CALL S IGN 

CORRECT 

CORRECT I ON 

D ISREGARD TH IS 
TRANSMISSI ON-OUT 

DO NOT ANSWE R 

RADIOMAN 3 & 2 

Table 12-2. - R/T Prowords 

Expl anat i on Proword Equ i va l ent 
----------·-----·-· -·----·------ -------+--------

The group that fol l ows i s  an  address 
grou p .  

T h e  port i on of the message to wh i ch 
have reference i s  al l wh i ch fol l ows 

The port ion  of the message to whi c h  
have reference i s  al l that precedes 

The stat ion  cal l ed i s  to rep l y  to the 
chal l enge wh i ch fo l l ows . 

The transmi s s i on authent i cat ion  of th i s  
message i s  _ ______ _ _ ____ __ _ 

I hereby i nd i cate the separat i on of  
the  text from other port i on s  of the 
message . 

The g roup  that fo l l ows i s  a cal l s i gn .  

You are correct , or  what you have trans
mi tted i s  correc t .  

A n  error has been made i n  th i s trans
mi s s i o n .  Transmi ss ion  wi l l  con t i nue 
wi th  the l a st word correctl y  transmi tted . 

An error ha s been made i n  t h i s trans
mi ss ion  (or mes sage i nd i cated ) . The 

AA 

AB 

BT 

c 

EEEEEEEE  

correct vers i on i s  C 

That wh i c h fol l ows i s  corrected vers i on 
i n  a nswer to your  request for 
ver i f icat i o n .  C 

Thi s transmi s s i on i s  i n  erro r .  Di sregard 
i t .  Thi s proword shal l not be u sed to 
cancel any message that has been com
pl etel y transmi tted and for wh i c h  recei pt 
or  ac knowl edgement ha s been rece i ved .  

Stat i ons  cal l ed are not to answer th i s  
ca l l , rece ipt for thi s messag e ,  or  
otherwi se to  transmi t in  connecti on wi th 
th i s transmi s s i on . When th i s  proword i s  
empl oyed , the transm i s s i on s ha l l be ended 
wi th  the proword "OUT . " 
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Proword 

EXECUTE 

EXECUTE TO FOLLOW 

EXEMPT 

F IGURES 

FLASH 

_____ _._FROM 

GROUPS 

GROUP NO COUNT 

I .AUTHENTI CATE 

IMMEDIATE 

IMMEDIATE EXECUTE 

I N FO 

I READ BACK 

I SAY AGA I N  

I SPELL  

I V ER I FY 

Chapter 1 2 - RADIOTELEPHONE PROCEDURES 

Table 12-2. - R/T Prowords - Continued 

Expl ana t i o n  Proword Equ i val ent 

Carry out the purport of t he mes sage 
or s i gnal to wh i c h  th i s a ppl i es .  To be 
u s ed on l y  wi th  the Execut i ve Method . Ix' 

( 5  s ec das h )  

Act i on on t he message  o r  s i gnal  wh i c h  
fol l ows i s  to b e  carri ed out upon 
recei pt of  the proword " EXECUTE . "  To 
be u sed on ly  wi t h  the  Del ayed Execut i ve 
Method . I X  

The address ees i mmed i atel y  fo l l owi ng 
are exempted from the co l l ect i ve cal l . XMT 

Numera l s  or numbers fol l ow .  

Precedence FLASH . 

The or i g i nator o f  th i s  message i s  
i nd i cated by the address  des i gnator 
i mmed i atel y fo l l owi ng .  

Th i s mes sage conta i n s  t he number o f  
groups i nd i ca ted by t h e  numeral 
fol l owi ng . 

The groups i n  th i s mes sage have not 
been counted . 

The group  t hat fol l ows i s  the repl y 
to your  c ha l l enge to authent i cate . 

Precedence IMMEDIATE . 

Act i on on the message or s i gnal fo l l ow
i n g  i s  to be carr i ed out on recei pt 
of the word EXECUTE . To be u sed on ly  
wi th  t he Immedi ate Execut i ve Method . 

The addressees i mmed i a tel y fol l ow i ng 
are addressed for i n format ion . 

The fol l ow ing  i s  my response  to your  
i.n struct ion  to read bac k .  

I a m  repeat i ng transmi s s i on or  port i on 
i nd i cated . 

I shal l spel l the next word phonet i cal l y .  

That w h i c h  fo l l ows has  been ver i fi ed a t  
your request and i s  repeated . To be u sed 
onl y as a repl y to VER IFY . 
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Proword 

MESSAGE 

NET NOW 

NUMBER 

OUT 

OVER  

PR IOR ITY 

READ BACK 

REBROADCAST YOUR 
NET 

RELAY (TO )  

ROGER 

ROUTI NE 

SAY AGA I N  

SERV ICE  

S I GNALS 

RADIOMAN 3 & 2 

Table 12-2. - R/T Prowords - Continued 

Expl anat i o n  

A message whi ch requ i res record i ng 
i s  a bout to fol l ow .  Transmi tted 
immed i atel y after the cal l .  (Th i s  pro 
word i s  not used on  nets primari l y  
empl oyed for conveyi ng messages . I t  i s  
i ntended for u se when messages are 
passed on  tact i cal  or report i ng nets . )  

Al l sta t i on s  are to net the i r rad i os 
on the u nmodul ated carr i er wave wh i c h  
I a m  about t o  transmi t .  

Stat i on Ser i a l  Number.  

Th i s  i s  t he end of  my transmi ss i on to 
you and no answer i s  req u i red or 
expected . 

Thi s i s  t he end of  my tran smi ss i on to 
you and a response  i s  necessary .  Go 
ahead ; transm i t .  

Precedence PRIOR ITY . 

Repeat th i s ent i re transmi s s i on bac k  to 
me exact l y  as recei ved . 

L i n k  the two nets u nder you r  control  
for automa t i c  rebroadcas t .  

Transmi t th i s  message t o  a l l addressees 
i mmed i ately fol l owi ng . 

I have recei v ed your  l ast  transmi s s i on 
sat i sfactori l y  

Precedence ROUT I N E .  

Repeat a l l o f  your  l a st transmi s s i o n . 
Fol l owed by i dent i f i cati on  data means  
" Repeat ( port i on i nd i cated ) . "  

The message that fol l ows i s  a serv ice  
messag e .  

T h e  groups wh i c h  fol l ow a r e  ta ken from 
a s i gnal  boo k .  ( Th i s  proword i s  not 
u s ed on nets pr imar i ly empl oyed for con
v eyi ng s i gnal s .  I t  is i ntended for u s e  
when tact ica l  s i gnal s a re pa ssed on  non
tactical  nets . )  
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NR 

K 

p 

G 

T 

R 

R 
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Proword 

S I LENCE ( Repeated three 
or more t i mes ) 

S I LENCE L I FTED 

SPEAK SLOWER 

STOP REBROADCASTI NG 

TH I S  I S  

T IME 

TO 

UNKNOWN STATION 

V ER I FY 

WAIT 

WAIT  -OUT 

W IL CO 

Chapter 1 2 - RADIOTELEPHONE PROCEDURES 

Table 12-2. - R/T Prowords - Continued 

Expl anat i on 

Cease  t ransmi s s i ons on  th i s net 
immed i a te l y .  S i l ence wi l l  be ma i n
ta i ned unt i l  l i fted . ( When an 
aut hent i cati on system i s  i n  force 
t he transm i s s ion i mpo s i ng s i l ence i s  
to be authenti cated . )  

S i l ence i s  l i fted . ( When an  authent i 
cat i on system i s  i n  force the trans
mi ss i on l i ft i ng s i l ence i s  to be  
a uthent i cated . )  

Your t ra n smi s s i on i s  a t  too fast  a 
speed .  Reduce speed of tra nsm i s s i on .  

Cut the  a utoma t i c  l i n k  between the two 
nets t hat  are  bei ng  rebroadca st  and 
revert to norma l work i ng .  

Th i s transm i s s i on i s  from t he stat ion  
who se  desi gnator immed i atel y fol l ows . 

That wh i c h  immed i atel y fol l ows i s  the 
t i me or date-t ime group o f  the 
message . 

The addressees immed i a tel y fol l owi ng are 
addressed for act i on .  

The i d ent i ty o f  t he stat i on w i t h  whom 
I am attempt i ng to establ i s h commun i 
cat i on i s  unknown . 

Ver i fy ent i re message (or  port i o n  
i nd i cated ) wi t h  t he ori g i nator and 
s end correct vers i o n . To be u sed onl y 
at  t he d i scret i on of or by the  
addres see to  whi c h  the questi oned 
message was d i rected . 

I mus t  pause  for a few second s .  

I mu st pau s e  l onger t han a few s econds . 

I have rece i v ed your  s i gnal , u nder
stand i t ,  and w i l l  comp l y .  To be u s ed 
on ly  by the addressee .  S i nce the  
mean i ng of  ROGER i s  i nc l uded in  t hat  
of  W I LCO , the two prowords are never 
used together . 
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DE 

TO 

AA 
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Table 12-2. - R/T Prowords - Continued 

Proword Expl anat i on Proword Equ i val ent 

WORD AFTER The word of  the message to wh i c h  I have 
reference is that wh i c h  fo l l ows WA ------

WORD BEFORE The word of the message to wh i c h  I have 
reference i s  that wh ich  precedes WB 

WORDS TW I C E  Commun i cat ion i s  d i fficu l t .  Transm i t ( t i ng )  
each phrase  ( o r  each code gro u p )  twice .  
Th i s  proword may be  used a s  a n  order , 
request , or a s  i nforma t i on . 

WRONG Your l ast transmi s s i on wa s i ncorrect . The 
correct vers i o n  i s  

communications , however,  the transmission 
identification will be the last element of format 
lines 2 and 3 and will consist of the station 
serial number preceded by the proword "NUM
BER." 

Format line 4 contains the transmission in
structions which may consist of prowords ' 'RE
LAY (TO) ," "WORDS TWICE ," " DO NOT 
ANSWER ," or "READ BACK." The use of 
these words is explained later in this chapter. 

FORMAT LINE 5 

This format line contains the precedence, 
date-time group (DTG) , and any necessary mes
sage instructions. When a date-time group is 
transmitted orally the precedence is spoken 
(e.g. , " PRIORITY") , and the DTG itself is 
preceded by the proword "TIME. "  For ex
ample: ' 'Lincoln TillS IS Polk, PRIORITY, TIME , 
Three Zero One Four Four Five Zulu." 

Message instructions are not normally re
quired in R/T messages. When included, they 
consist of short and concise instructions which 
indicate the status of the message and remain 
with it until the station of destination is reached. 
For example, if the message is a suspected 
duplicate, the phrase " This Message Is A Sus
pected Duplicate,"  will immediately follow the 
DTG. 

FORMAT LINES 
6 ,  7 ,  8 ,  AND 9 

These format lines form the address  of the 
message and are recognized by the prowords 
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" FROM ," " TO," "INFO ," and "EXEMPT," 
respectively. Whenever the originator and the 
addressee are in direct communication with each 
other on the same circuit, the call may serve 
as the address. Figure 12-2 is an example of 
an R/T transmission showing elements of the 
heading components (lines 2 through 9) . 

F ORMAT LINE 10 

This line is identified by the proword 
"GROUPS" and may contain the accounting in
formation and group designation. Accounting sym
bols are seldom used on R/T circuits , but they 
may appear on messages received for relay over 
R/T circuits. These accounting symbols are a 
combination of letters used to indicate the agency, 
service, or activity which assumes financial 
responsibility for the message. 

R/T messages are usually short, and a group 
count is seldom used. If the group count is 
sent, the number of groups will be preceded 
by the proword ' ' GROUPS" and will appear 
in the message prefix. When groups are not 
counted, the prowords ' 'GROUP NO COUNT" 
will be used in messages which bear an ac
counting symbol. 

FORMAT LINES 
1 1  THROUGH 16 

Format line 11 contains the proword 
"BREAK," and separates the heading from the 
text. It is not necessarily used but should be 
used whenever confusion between the heading and 
text is possible. 
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Transmi s s i on 

L I NCOLN { Co l l ect i ve Ca l l )  

Thi s i s  

POLK 

MESSAGE 

P RIORITY 

T IME 

THREE ZERO ONE F IVE  ONE ZERO ZULU 

FROM 

POLK 

TO 

L I NCOLN 

I N FO 

KEY 

E XEMPT 

EDISON ( Exempted addressee from Col l ect i ve Cal l )  

76.149 
Figure 12-2. - R/T message shoWing all possible elements of the address component. 

Format line 12 is the text of the message 
and expresses the idea of the originator. The 
primary difference between an R/T text and that 
of other types of communication is that an R/T 
text must be spoken. Therefore , it is of primary 
importance for would-be operators to thoroughly 
familiarize themselves with the proper phrases 
and prowords that are commonly used in com
munications texts. 

Format line 13 contains the proword 
" BREAK' '  separating the text from the ending. 
It should be used when confusion between the 
text and the ending is likely. 

Format line 14 is used only when a time-

of a DTG in format line 5. For example , some
times a DTG is not determined prior to trans
mission. It may be omitted in format line 5 ,  
therefore, and sent as  a time-group in  format 
line 14. It consists of the proword '' TIME" 
followed by the time-group plus the zone suffix. 
For example, if you are in time zone "B" 
and send a time-group in  format line 14 ,  it 
might be spoken: 

TIME 

Three One Zero Eight Five Zero 

Bravo (Time Zone) 

group is transmitted here and takes the place meaning " 310850B. ' '  
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Format line 15 contains any final instruc
tions that are necessary. It is identified by 
the prowords "WAIT ," " CORRECTION, "  " AU
THENTICATION IS ," or "MORE TO FOLLOW." 

Format line 16 is identified by the prowords 
" OVER" or " OUT. " Every transmission ends 
with either "OVER" or "OUT ," except that 
the proword " OVER" may be omitted when two 
stations are in continuous communication with 
each other on a circuit not shared with a third 
station. In all transmissions where the proword 
"DO NOT ANSWER" is  used , the transmission 
must be ended with the proword "OUT." 

CIRC UIT PROCEDURES 

There are many procedures associated with 
radiotelephone. Much of what is done and said 
over an R/T circuit has to be a result of proper 
techniques and training, coupled with common 
sense and experience. There is no logical method 
to cover every conceivable situation that may 
arise when voice communication is used. There 
are many simple procedure s that are basic to 
R/T and arise time and again on these circuits. 
It is these procedures along with their operating 
rules that we are going to discuss in this 
section of the chapter. 

VOICE COMMUNICATION 
REQUIREMENTS 

Voice communication requirements may be 
grouped into two basic categories:  Operational/ 
Tactical and Administrative. 

Operational or tactical nets apply to most 
voice circuits used at sea, even though some 
circuits are often used to pass administrative 
traffic. These types of circuits can be sub
categorized into two distinct types: 

1.  Short Range 
2. Long Range 

Administrative circuits may include both short 
and long-range communications but apply mostly 
to voice circuits used in port. 

Short-range operational communications nor
mally utilize the UHF frequency spectrum (225-
400 MHz) and low-power , line-of-sight equipment. 

Because of these frequency and equipment char
acteristics, the effective range usually is 20 
to 25 miles. This limited UHF range offers 
no security, and transmissions are always sub
ject to enemy interception. Transmissions , how
ever, are limited somewhat to the local geographic 
area, making interception more difficult. On 
the other hand, UHF communications may be 
extended in range through the proper use of 
relay procedures. 

More and more , ships must report to OTCs 
from long distances. Long-range frequencies in 
the medium and high frequency spectrum (2 -
32 MHz) , therefore, are used. As discussed in 
chapter 6, the propagation characteristics of 
these frequencies make them desirable for long
range communications. Further increasing the 
range capabilities of long range communications 
are single-sideband (SSB) methods (previously 
discussed in chapter 3) . 

Administrative nets are normally used in 
port. Included in the administrative category are 
voice circuits that are neither operational nor 
tactical. Seldom is there such a circuit in at
sea communication plans. Examples of adminis
trative nets are harbor common circuits and 
tug control nets. Naturally , these nets take on 
an operational function during any situation re
quiring emergency procedures (e.g. , natural dis
asters , civil uprisings , etc.).  Circuit require
ments vary from port to port as established by 
the Senior Officer Present Afloat (SOP A) . Both 
the UHF and MF /HF spectrums may be used 
for administrative nets. 
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LOCAL HARBOR 
CIRCUITS 

Voice call signs in JANAP 119 are pro
nounceable words taken from the English language. 
They are for tactical use and are designed to 
facilitate speed on tactical radio circuits. These 
voice call signs , when assigned to specific 
units or activities, do not provide security of 
address. 

Administrative shore activities are not as
signed voice call signs in JANAP 119. Con
sequently, a ship cannot use a tactical call on 
administrative ship-shore circuits. When operat
ing on ship-shore radiotelephone circuits , ships 
may use their international call signs , spoken 
phonetically. For example , international call 
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sign NOKB is spoken " November Oscar Kilo 
Bravo." Also available for use is the pro
cedure described in the next paragraph. 

In U. S. ports and U. s.-controlled ports over
seas , names of ships serve as voice call signs. 
As a rule , the " USS" prefix, hull designations 
and numbers , and first names or initials of 
ships need not be included in the voice call 
unless they are essential for clarity. The same 
is applicable to shore activities on adm�nistra
tive nets. The activities may use their adminis
trative title in an abbreviated form, consistent 
with clarity. For example, a Mobile Technical 
Unit 2 may have a voice call of " MOTU" on 
an administrative circuit. 

Port authorities controlling local harbor voice 
circuits are identified by the word "CONTROL." 
For example , if  the USS Francis Scott Key 
(SSBN 657) is entering port in New London, 
CT, its initial call to New London Control in 
order to check into the local harbor net would 
be :  

" Control THIS IS Key, OVER." 

If the Key were to call the Fuel Control, their 
call would be: 

" Fuel Control THIS IS Key , OVER." 

Remember that the simplified type of call 
is authorized only in U. S. ports or u. s.-controlled 
ports. If a ship is in a port that is not under 
U. S. control,  it must conform to the inter
national practice of using phoneticized inter
national call signs on radiotelephone circuits. 

TYPES OF NETS 

There are two types of R/T nets : Directed 
and F ree. The type of net used is determined 
by the operational situation. Regardless of the 
type of net used, a Net Control Station (NECOS) 
is assigned to monitor the circuit or circuits 
and enforce circuit discipline. Enforcement of 
circuit discipline , however,  is not the only 
reason for having a net control station. Some
times there are so many stations sharing a 
common circuit that a net control station is  
necessary to facilitate the efficient handling 
and passing of R/T traffic. The following is a 
discussion of the two types of nets. 
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Directed Net 

In this type of net, stations are required 
to obtain permission from the net control sta
tion prior to communicating with other stations 
in the net. The exception to this rule is when 
a station has FLASH traffic to send. Also, 
transmissions on a directed net m<:ty be ac
complished in accordance with a predetermined 
schedule. 

F ree Net 

In this type of net, member stations need 
not obtain permission from the net control sta
tion in order to transmit. A free net, however, 
does not relieve the net control station of the 
responsibility for m <:tintaining proper circuit 
discipline. 

It is common for both free and directed 
nets to have a collective call sign. For example , 
figure 12-3 diagrams a radiotelephone net that 
consists of the following stations : Key, Lincoln, 
Polk, Washington, and Roosevelt. For this ex
ample, assume that the net control station 
(NECOS) is Key. Notice that the collective call 
sign for the entire net is "Poseidon." 

OPENING THE NET 

The responsibility for opening the net for 
the first time or reopening the net after it 
has been temporarily secured belongs to Key. 
(See fig. 12-3.) To accomplish this on a free 
net, Key would transmit: 

" Poseidon, THIS IS Key, OVER." 

(Net Control) 

POSE I DON 

(Collective Call) 

76.150 
Figure 12-3. - Radiotelephone Net. 
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After the transmission, all stations answer in 
alphabetical order: 

"Key, THIS IS Lincoln, OVER ," 
" Key , THIS IS Polk, OVER ," etc. 

After all stations on the net have answered , 
Key then sends : 

" Poseidon, THIS IS Key, OUT." 

This last message from Key informs all stations 
that their transmissions were heard and that 
he has no traffic for them at the time. 

If for some reason a station does not reply 
to the collective call within approximately 5 
seconds, the next station would answer in proper 
sequence. Then, if possible , the delinquent sta
tion will answer last. If the station concerned 
is having some difficulty that prevents an answer 
to the call , it reports in to the net as soon 
as possible with the transmission: 

"Key, THIS IS (name of station) . 
Reporting In To Net, O VER." 

At this time on a free net, the stations con
cerned would go about the business of trans
mitting traffic to each other, following 
a preliminary call. For example, if Lincoln 
has traffic for Washington, it would let Wash
ington know this with the call: 

"Washington, THIS IS Lincoln, OVER." 

Washington would acknowledge with: 

"Lincoln, THIS IS Washington, OVER." 

Lincoln would then send its traffic. 

On a directed net, when all communications 
over the net are to be controlled by the net 
control station, Key would call the member sta
tions and announce that the net is directed. In 
this initial transmission, he would request in
formation on the status of any messages out
standing. For example: 

' 'Poseidon, T HIS IS Key, This Is 
A Directed Net, Of What Precedence 
And For Whom Are Your Messages, 
OVER. " 
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Each subordinate station then answers in order, 
indicating its traffic on hand. For example: 

' ' Key, THIS IS Lincoln, I Have 
One IMMEDIATE And One PRIORITY 
For You, OVER ," 

" Key, THIS IS Polk, No Traffic , 
OVER," 

etc . . . . .  . 

After all stations have checked into the net, 
Key would "ROGER "  for the transmissions 
and commence to clear traffic in the order of 
priority. For example : 

" Poseidon, THIS IS Key, ROGER, 
Lincoln Send Your IMMEDIATE , 
O VER." 

When Lincoln has sent and obtained a receipt 
for its transmission, net control then gives 
permission to transmit to the station with the 
next highest precedence traffic. 

After the initial traffic is cleared, stations 
having messages to transmit to other stations 
on the net must first obtain permission from 
net control to do so. For example: 

" Key, THIS IS Roosevelt, I Have 
One ROUTINE For Polk, OVER." 

Net control would then answer: 

"THIS IS Key , Send Your Message , 
OVER." 

It  is easily seen that circuit discipline is 
a necessity. In fleet operations , whether it is 
a ship entering port or a major fleet exercise , 
voice communications are required. The number 
of necessary circuits and nets will increase with 
the complexity of the task at hand and the number 
of units part�cipating. Whether the net is free 
or directed, therefore ,  the net control station 
has a large responsibility in expediting message 
traffic. It should also be stressed that each sta
tion is tasked with the responsibility of assisting 
net control in the proper passing of traffic. 
Adherence to proper operating procedures and 
communication standards is the only thing that 
will keep a net free of backlogs and tie-ups. 
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R/T CIR C illT LOGS 

Circuit logs should be maintained on all 
radiotelephone nets or circuits when practicable. 
The circuit log shows a complete and continuous 
record of transmitted and received traffic ,  as 
well as operating conditions which occur during 
the watch. The log should include such data as 
the following: 

(1) Times of opening and closing by individual 
stations. 

(2) Causes of delays on the circuit. 

(3) Frequency adjustments and changes. 

(4) Unusual occurrences such as procedural 
and security violations. 

(5) Changing of the watch. 

When operating conditions permit and when 
there are no instructions to the contrary, every 
transmission heard by an operator should be 
recorded, regardless of the source or complete
ness. This rule applies to all tactical , command , 
and reporting nets. On others,  a modified log 
may be kept. 

Some nets may require only a modified log 
for ready reference. On all nets/ circuits that 
require complete logs , however, automatic re
cording devices should be utilized in order to 
ensure a total record. Time should be auto
matically or manually recorded at intervals 
not exceeding five minutes. 

When a message is addressed to or is to 
be relayed by the receiving station, the mes
sage must be written in full on a message 
blank. Thus, only sufficient details need be 
inserted in the radio log to identify the mes
sage. If the message need not be recorded in 
full on a message blank, the transmission should 
be recorded as completely as practicable in 
the circuit log. 

When opening a new circuit or starting a 
new day' s log, the operator should write or 
type in his name and rank/rate or grade in 
full. When an operator is  relieved or closes 
the circuit, he must sign the log. The oncoming 
operator then writes or types his name and 
rank/rate or grade in full in the log. 
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Log entries must not be erased. Any nec
essary changes are made by drawing a single 
line through the original entry and indicating 
the changed version adjacent to the lined out 
entry. Such changes should be initialed by the 
operator making the change. 

THE PHONETIC 
ALPHABET 

Many letters of the alphabet sound similar. 
For this reason, the standard phonetic equiva
lents of the letters of the alphabet are used 
in radiotelephone communications. Usage of the 
phonetic nalphabet saves tha . many _ _  corrections 
and constant repetitions that would otherwise 
be necessary. The following is the alphabet 
with a list of its phonetic and spoken equiva
lents. The capitalized portions of the spoken 
equivalents are the parts of the word that should 
be given the greatest emphasis when spoken: 

Phonetic 
Letter Equivalent Spoken 

A ALFA AL fah 

B BRAVO BRAH voh 

c CHARLIE CHAR lee 

D DELTA DELL ta 

E E CHO E CK oh 

F FOXTROT FOKS trot 

G GOLF GOLF 

H HOTEL hoh TELL 

I INDIA IN dee ah 

J JULIETT JEW lee ett 

K KILO KEY loh 

L LIMA LEE mah 

M MIKE MIKE 

N NOVEMBER no VEM ber 

0 OSCAR OSS cah 
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Phonetic 
Letter Equivalent Spoken 

p PAPA pah PAH 

Q QUEBEC kay BECK 

R ROMEO ROW me oh 

s SIERRA see AIR rah 

T TANGO TANG go 

u UNIFORM YOU nee form 

v VICTOR VIK tah 

w WHISKE Y WISS key 

X XRAY E CKS ray 

y YANKE E YANG key 

z Z UL U  ZOO loo 

When signals from naval signal books are 
transmitted by voice, names of flags (Alfa, 
Bravo, etc.)  are used as they appear in the 
signal books. Difficult words within the text 
of plain text messages may be phonetically 
spelled, using the phonetic alphabet, preceded 
by the words "I SPELL. "  When the operator 
can pronounce the word to be spelled, he does 
so before and after the spelling of the word 
to be identified. For example , a phrase in a 
plain text message might contain the words 
" Kisatchie Reservation". Upon reaching these 
t w o  w o r d s , t h e  o p e r a t o r  would say: 
• • • • • •  " Kisatchie, I SPELL , Kilo, India, 
Sierra, Alfa, Tango, Charlie , Hotel, India, Echo , 
Kisatchie, Reservation". • • • • • (rest of text) . 

Whenever a text is composed of pronounce
able words , the words will be spoken as such. 
Where a text is encrypted , the groups are to 
be transmitted by the phonetic equivalents of 
the individual letters and without the proword 
" I  SPELL . "  For example, the encrypted group 
"DRSRM" will be spoken, " Delta, Romeo, Sierra, 
Romeo , Mike ,"  and counted as one group. 

PRONUNCIATION OF 
NUMERALS 

Care must be taken to distinguish numerals 
from similarly prounounced words. To do so, 
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the proword "FIGURES" may be used preceding 
such numbers. For example , if the text of a 
radiotelephone message contains the phrase: 
" F rom Ten Companies," there is a possibility 
that the phrase would sound like " F rom Tin 
Companies" if spoken as it is written. An op
erator, therefore, could use the " FIGURE S" 
proword when this phrase is reached in the text 
by saying, " F rom FIGURES One Zero Com
panies." It should be pointed out, however, that 
the proword "I SPELL" could be used here. 
For example , upon reaching the same phrase in 
the text of a message, an operator could trans
mit as follows : ' ' From Ten, I SPELL , Tango, 
Echo , November , Ten, Companies , "  When nu
merals are transmitted, their correct pro
nunciation is as follows: 

Numeral Pronounced 

0 ZE ro 

1 Wun 

2 Too 

3 Three 

4 FO wer 

5 Fife 

6 Six 

7 SE ven 

8 A it 

9 NIN er 

The numeral "0" is always spoken as " Zero," 
never as '' Oh, '' Decimal points are spoken as 
"Day- see-mal." 

Generally speaking, numbers are transmitted 
digit by digit , except that exact multiples of 
thousands are spoken as such. There are special 
cases,  such as Anti-Air Warfare reporting pro
cedures, where the normal pronunciation of nu
merals is prescribed and this rule doe s  not 
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apply. For example , in this situation, the number 
17 would be pronounced "Seventeen," and not 
"One- seven." The following is a list of numbers 
and their normal R/T pronunciation: 

Number Pronunciation 

11  Wun Wun 

55 Fife Fife 

1000 Wun Tou-zand 

1920 Wun Niner Too Zero 

. 34,000 Three Fower T_ou-::-_zand 

349,204 Three Fower Niner Too Zero 
Fower 

DECIMALS, DATES, AND 
ABBREVIATIONS 

The decimal point should be spoken 
as "DAY-SEE-MAL." For example, 920.4 would 
be spoken as "Niner Too Zero DAY-SEE-MAL 
Fower. " 

Dates should be spoken digit by digit, with 
the months spoken in full. For example, the 
date " 20 Septmeber" is spoken as "Too Zero 
September. " 

There are several rules concerning abbrevia
tions in the text of an R/T message. For ex
ample , initials used alone or in conjunction with 
short titles are spoken phonetically. The phrase 
"Para A" would be spoken as "Para Alfa." 
The initials " ACP" would be spoken as "Alfa 
Charlie Papa."  

Personal initials are spoken phonetically , pre
fixed by the word "INlTIALS." For example, 
the name "D.R. SMITH" would be spoken as 
"INITIALS Delta Romeo Smith." 

Frequently used abbreviations used in normal 
speech may be used in the same manner when 
transmitted via radiotelephone. For example, 
the word " NATO" is spoken as "NATO." The 
ship " USS Canopus" is spoken as " USS Canopus." 
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PUNCTUATION 

When punctuation is necessary in a radio
telephone message , it should be pronounced as 
follows : 

Punctuation 

Comma 

Period 

Parenthesis 

Oblique Stroke 

Quotation Marks 

Hyphen 

Colon 

Semicolon 

Dash 

Spoken 

COMMA 

F ULL STOP or PERIOD 

PAREN/UNPAREN or 
O P E.N B R A C K E T S/ 

-- CLOSE- BRACKETS- -

SLANT 

QUOTE/UNQUOTE 

HYPHEN 

COLON 

SEMICOLON 

DASH 

Roman numerals must be transmitted as the 
corresponding Arabic numerals , preceded by the 
word "ROMAN. ' '  For example, the Roman nu
meral III would be pronounced, ' 'ROMAN Three. " 

USE OF OPERATING 
SIGNALS 

Operating signals are not designed for radio
telephone transmission. In R/T procedure , op
erating information is normally conveyed in 
concise phrases. It is permissible, however, 
to use operating signals contained in ACP 131 
instead of standard R/T phrases in the follow
ing instances: 

(1) Where there are language difficulties. 

(2) Where practical and where there is no 
risk of confusion. 
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In such instances, operating signals should be 
transmitted using authorized phonetic equiva
lents. 

USE OF PROWORDS 

Table 12-2 contains a listing of prowords 
that are authorized for general use. Prowords 
are used to expedite message handling on cir
cuits where R/T procedures are employed. In 
no case must a proword or combination of 
prowords be substituted for the textual com
ponent of a message. Between units of different 
nationalities , prowords may be replaced by their 
equivalent prosigns , where these exist, spelled 
out using the authorized phonetic equivalents. 

RADIOTELEPHONE 
CALL SIGNS 

Radiotelephone call signs may be assigned 
by OPORDER,  tactical COMMPLAN, or per
manently via a commonly-held communications 
publication. They may be of a permanent or 
temporary nature, and they may be internation
ally usable or locally promulgated. In any event, 
the call signs identify the station and are used 
to establish communications. 

It is required that a ship use its call sign 
when a net is first established or when the 
ship is reporting into a previously established 
net. After this initial contact, an abbreviated 
form of commu.nications may be used, as dis
cussed earlier. If call sign encryption is in 
effect and ship/unit names appear in the text, the 
name should be replaced by the encrypted call 
sign or address group of the ship or unit. When 
used in this manner, the call sign or address 
group may be preceded by the proword " CALL 
SIGN" or ' ' ADDRESS GROUP" as applicable 
and as deemed necessary. 

ESTABLISHING 
COMMUNICATIONS 

The procedure for calling and answering 
on a free or directed net has already been 
discussed. There are times,  however ,  when 
you must establish communications with a ship 
or station on temporary basis for the purpose 
of passing necessary traffic. This consists of 
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no more than a simple call-up to initiate 
contact and to determine whether com
munications conditions are good or bad. For 
example, if the USS Abraham Lincoln wants 
to contact the USS George Washington on a 
commonly guarded frequency, the initial call 
would simply be: 

" George Washington THIS IS Abraham Lincoln, 
OVER." 

Upon hearing the initial call, Washington's reply 
would be: 

' ' Lincoln THIS IS Washington, OVER." 

At this point, Lincoln would inititate another 
call-up and indicate that it has traffic to pass 
to Washington. 

To utilize circuit time more efficiently, all 
messages or their substance should be written 
down prior to transmission. Those messages · 
which must be delivered by the receiving op
erator to another person or which are preceded 
by the proword " MESSAGE" should be written 
down. 

Transmissions should be clear with natural 
emphasis on each word except the prescribed 
pronunciation of a numeral. It is also technically 
practicable that the sending operator pause after 
each natural phrase and interrupt the carrier 
momentarily to allow the other station to break 
in if necessary. An operator should always listen 
to make sure that the circuit is clear before 
initiating a transmission. If it is necessary to 
initiate test signals either for the adjustment 
of a transmitter or receiver, such signals should 
not exceed 10 seconds and should be composed 
of spoken numerals (1, 2 ,  3 ,  etc.) followed by 
the c all sign of the station transmitting the 
signals. 

Sequence of Call Signs 

Ordinarily, call signs and/ or address groups 
in message headings should be arranged in al
phabetical order in the form in which they are 
to be transmitted, whether plain or encrypted. 
For this purpose , the slant sign (/) and numerals 
1 through 0 are considered the twenty-seventh 
through the thirty-seventh letters of the al
phabet. When abbreviated call signs are used 
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on a net, the sequence of answering a collective 
call should be the same as if full call signs were 
in use, thus avoiding any confusion that may 
arise when these call signs are changed from 
full to abbreviated. 

Signal Strength and 
Readability 

A station is understood to have good signal 
strength and readability unless the operator is 
notified otherwise. Queries concerning signal 
strength and readability should not be exchanged 
unless one station cannot clearly hear another 
station. The standard phrase used in a call-up 
that questions signal strength and readability is 
the proword " RADIO CHECK." For example, 

- -let's assume -that- USS Abraham-Lincoln_ initiates 
a call to USS George Washington and wishes to 
know the status of communications conditions. 
The initial call would be: 

"Washington THIS IS Lincoln, RADIO CHECK, 
OVER." 

Upon hearing this transmission satisfactorily 
and determining that communication conditions 
are clear, _Washington would then answer:  

"Lincoln THIS IS Washington, ROGER ,  OVER." 

The omission of comment on signal strength 
and readability is understood by Lincoln to mean 
that the reception is loud and clear. If any 
adverse conditions existed that were impeding 
Washington's ability to maintain satisfactory 
communications , Washington would have used one 
of the phrases (considered prowords) shown in 
table 12-3. For example, if the transmission 
was not considered satisfactory by Washington, 
the reply might have been: 

"Lincoln THIS IS Washington, WEAK and DIS
TORTED, OVER." 

A station that wishes to inform another 
of signal strength and readability will do so by 
means of a short and concise report of actual 
reception such as , "Weak but readable ," "Weak 
with interference ," etc. Reports such as "Five 
by," "Four by four," are not authorized and 
are not indicative of signal strength and quality 
of reception. 

Good/Bad Communications 
Conditions 

Naturally, the ideal situation exists when 
atmospheric conditions and interference do not 
present a problem to successful communications. 
During good conditions , massage parts need only 
be transmitted once and, depending upon the 
operational situation, preliminary calls are some
times optional. 

On the other hand , conditions are sometimes 
anything but ideal, which can present a problem 
to an inexperienced operator. It should be stand
ard operating procedure to any operator to trans
mit all call signs twice when communication is 
bad or difficult. Phrases, words , or groups may 
be transmitted twice and indicated by the use 

_of _the _proword _"WORDS TWICE."  Rec�ption 
may be verified by use of the proword ' 'READ 
BACK." For example , if bad communication con
ditions exist and Lincoln has a message for 
Washington that reads; ' 'Moor Starboard Side 
Tender ," the transmission would be:  

"Washington, Washington, THIS IS, Lincoln, 
Lincoln, WORDS TWICE , WORDS TWICE , Moor 
Moor Starboard Starboard Side Side Tender 
Tender , OVER." 

Upon receipt of the message, Washington would 
then properly ROGER for it. To ensure reception 
during communications conditions , Lincoln could 
have ended the above transmission with the pro
word " READ BACK," sent twice. This would 
require Washington to read back the message 
verbatim in words twice form, thus ensuring 
that it was properly received. 

Another method of using "READ BACK" 
procedure is to do so without using "WORDS 
TWICE."  For example, if Lincoln wanted Wash
ington to read back the message to ensure re
ception but did not want to use words twice 
procedure, the transmission would have been 
as follows: 

"Washington, THIS IS Lincoln, READ BACK 
Text, BREAK, Moor Starboard Side Tender, 
OVER." 

Washington would then answer: 

"Lincoln, THIS IS Washington, I READ BACK 
Text, Moor Starboard Side Tender, OVER." 
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Table 12-3. - Prowords concerning signal strength and readability. 

( 1 )  Genera 1 -

RADIO  CHECK 

ROGER  

What i s  my s i gnal  strength and  readabi l i ty ,  
i . e . , how do you hear me? 

I have recei ved your l ast  transmi s s i on 
sati sfactori l y .  The omi s s i on o f  comment 
on s i gnal  strength and reada bi l i ty i s  under
stood to mean that recept i on i s  l oud and 
c l ear .  If recept i on i s  other than l oud  and 
cl ear it must be descri bed wi th  the prowords 

----"fF-I'r'from-s--ttbpa-ra-gra phs ( 2 ) and · t3 t be I ow . 

NOTH I NG HEARD To be used when no rep ly  i s  recei ved from 
a cal l ed stati on . 

( 2 )  Report o f  S i gna l Strength -

LOU D  

GOOD 

WEAK 

VERY WEAK 

FAD I NG 

( 3 )  Report of  reada bi l i ty -

CLEAR 

READABLE  

UNREADABLE 

D ISTORTED 

W I TH I NTERFERENCE 

I NTERM I TTENT 

Your s i gnal  is  very strong . 

Your s i gna 1 s trength i s  good . 

Your s i gnal strength i s  wea k .  

Your s i gnal  strength i s  very wea k .  

At t i mes your  s i gnal strength fades 
an extent that cont i nuous recept ion  
be  rel i ed upo n . 

Excel l ent  qual i ty .  

Qual i ty i s  sati sfactory . 

to such  
cannot 

The qual i ty of  you r  transmi s s i on i s  so bad 
that I cannot read you . 

Havi ng trou bl e read i ng you becau se your  
s i gnal  is  d i storted . 

Hav i ng troubl e read i ng you due to i nterference . 

Hav i ng troubl e rea d i ng you because your  
s i gnal  is  i nterm i ttent . 
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Satisfied that Washington has properly received 
the message , Lincoln would then send: 

"Washington, THIS IS Lincoln, That Is Correct, 
OUT." 

In the event that the message had been repeated 
back incorrectly, Lincoln could have used the 
proword "WRONG," followed by the correct 
version, Washington would then repeat back 
the necessary portions until the message was 
correctly received in all respects, 

When the " WORDS TWICE" or "READ BACK" 
procedure is used , there are -several rules to 
bear in mtnd, First, the proword ' 'THIS IS" is 
not repeated twice , nor is the proword "OVER," 
when the "WORDS TWICE" procedure is used, 
They are not spoken twice in the original trans
mission nor in the repeat back version, Secondly, 
the proword "ROGER" is not necessary to 
indicate receipt of the message in the "READ 
BACK" procedure, If the message is correct 
in its repeated back version, the phrase that 
should be used is ,  "THAT IS CORRECT, OUT. " 

In a collective call where only some of 
the stations represented are to read back, those 
stations should be specified by transmitting 
their appropriate call signs preceding the pro
word ' ' READ BACK. " When the order to read 
back is given, only those stations directed to 
do so will read back; the remaining stations 
called will keep silent unless directed by the 
calling station to receipt. When not preceded by 
identifying call signs , the proword ' ' READ BACK" 
means that all stations are to read back if 
the call is a collective one. 

CORRE CTIONS 

When an error is m"l.de by a transmitting 
operator, the proword " CORRECTION" is 
utilized, The operator then repeats the last 
word, group , proword, or phrase correctly sent, 
corrects the error , and proceeds with the mes
sage. For example ,  assume that Lincoln made 
a mistake in the message to Washington, The 
correct method for correcting that mistake is 
as follows : 

"Washington, THIS IS Lincoln, Moor Outboard 
Side , CORRECTION, Moor Starboard Side Tender ,  
OVER." 
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If the error is not discovered until the op
erator is some distance beyond it , the correction 
may be m'lde at the end of the message. For 
example , assume that USS Francis Scott Key 
is communicating with--USS -- James K. Polk. 
During Key's transmission, a mistake is ms.de 
in the time group but is not discovered until 
near the end of the transmission. The pro
cedure would be as follows : 

" Polk, THIS IS Key , TIME Zero Eight Two 
Four Zulu , BREAK, Request Status Deep Dive, 
BREAK, CORRE CTION, TIME Zero Eight Two 
Five Zulu, OVER, "  

REPETITIONS 

When words are missed or are doubtful , 
repetitions are requested by stations prior to 
receipting for the message. The prowords most 
often used for obtaining repetitions are "SAY 
AGAIN," "ALL BEFORE ," " ALL AFTER, "  
"WORD BE FORE ," "WORD AFTER,"  and "TO." 
For example, in the previous message from 
Key to Polk, assume that Polk missed the 
entire message after the word "Request. " A 
repetition for that portion of the message would 
take the following form: 

' 'Key THIS IS Polk, SAY AGAIN ALL AFTER 
Request, OVER, "  

Key would then reply: 

"THIS IS Key, I SAY AGAIN ALL AFTER 
Request-Status Deep Dive, BREAK, OVER," 

If  the message is satisfactorily received , Polk 
would then send: 

" THIS IS Polk, ROGER,  OUT." 

The same procedure would also apply to usage 
of the proword " ALL BE FORE," 

Another use of the repetition procedure is 
requesting that a particular word be repeated, 
This is done by using either of the two expres
sions : Prowords "WORD AFTER" and "WORD 
BE FORE." For example: 

"Key, THIS IS Polk, SAY AGAIN WORD AFTER 
Status,  OVER," 
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Key then replies:  

"THIS IS Key, I SAY AGAIN WORD AFTER 
Status-Deep , OVER. " 

The same procedure would apply to " WORD 
BEFORE" procedure by simply substituting the 
prowords. 

The use of the proword "TO" is as follows: 

' 'Key THIS IS Polk, SAY AGAIN Request TO 
Dive , OVER." 

Key would then reply: 

' 'THIS IS Key, I SAY AGAIN Request TO Dive
Request Status Deep Dive, OVER," 

Upon satisfactory receipt, Polk would reply: 

"THIS IS Polk, ROGER, OUT." 

It is an important rule to remember that 
when repetitions in the heading of a radiotele
phone message that contains F rom, To, Info, 
or Exempt addees are requested , the prowords 
are the key to the repetitions procedure. In 
other words , repetitions may be requested for 
all of that portion of the heading preceding or 
following a proword, or that portion between 
any two prowords. For example, Key sends the 
following message to Polk: 
"Polk, THIS IS Key , MESSAGE , PRIORITY, 
TIME , Zero Eight Zero Nine Three Zero Zulu, 
F ROM Key , TO Polk, INFO Lincoln, BREAK, 
Proceed Naval Underwater Sound Laboratories,  
Rendezvous SAQAD , I SPELL , Sierra, Alfa, 
Quebec , Alfa, Delta, SAQAD, Representative , 
BREAK, OVER," 
Polk misses the portion of the message before 
the address and, therefore, sends:  

' ' Key THIS IS Polk, SAY AGAIN ALL BE FORE 
From, o ·vER." 

Key then sends:  

"Polk, THIS IS Key, I SAY AGAIN ALL BEFORE 
From-Polk, THIS IS Key, MESSAGE,  PRIORITY, 
TIME , Zero Eight Zero Nine Three Zero Zulu, 
OVER. " 
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Upon understanding the missing portion, Polk 
sends : 

"Key , THIS IS Polk, ROGER, OU'T ."  

The same procedure can be applied to all of 
the repetition prowords, Just remember that 
any requests for repetition must include those 
portions of the heading before , after ,  or between 
the applicable prowords. 

CANCELLING ME SSAGES 

Before the ending proword " OVER" or " OUT" 
is sent, a message transmission can be cancelled 
by use of the proword ' ' DISREGARD THIS TRANS
MISSION, OUT." For example , if Key were 
in the process of sending the previous message 
and realizes that the transmission is being sent 
in error, the process would take the following 
form: 

" • • • • • •  Proceed Underwater Sound Labora
tories , DISREGARD THIS TRANSMISSION ,  OUT. " 

After a message has been completely trans
mitted , it can only be cancelled by another mes
sage. For example : 

" Polk, THIS IS Key, Cancel My Zero E ight Zero 
Nine Three Zero Zulu, -TIME Zero Nine Five 
Zero Zulu , OVER." 

Polk Transmits: 

"Key, THIS IS Polk, ROGER , OUT." 

RECEIPT OF A 
ME SSAGE 

No message is considered delivered on a 
radiotelephone circuit until a receipt is obtained, 
A receipt is effected by the use of the proword 
" ROGER. "  The receiving station can transmit 
a receipt after each message or after a string 
of messages if there is more than one. message 
to be receipted for. 

In a collective net, when the transmitting 
station considers speed of handling a primary 
consideration, one station in the net may be 
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directed to receipt for the message or messages 
and no other stations may answer until instructed 
to do so. This ,  however, does not prohibit 
any station from �equesting repetition. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF 
R/T MESSAGES 

An acknowledgment should not be confused 
with a reply or receipt. An acknowledgment is 
a reply from an addressee indicating that he 
received a certain message, understands it, and 
can comply with the contents of the message. 
The receipt means only that the message was 
received satisfactorily. Only the commanding of
ficer or his authorized representative can au
thorize communications personnel to send an 
acknowledgment. 

A request for acknowledgment is the word 
"Acknowledge" (not a proword) as the final 
word of the text. The reply is the proword 
' 'WILCO."  If the commanding officer can ac
knowledge at once, the communications operator 
m':ly receipt for the message with "WILCO" 
because the meaning of " ROGER" is contained 
in WILCO. If the acknowledgment cannot be 
returned immediately, the communications op
erator receipts for the message with " ROGER ,"  
and "WILCO" is sent later. The return trans
mission to a request for an acknowledgment is  
either ROGER or WILCO; never both. For ex
ample , Polk receives the following transmission 
from Key: 

"Polk, THIS IS Key, Request Special Communi
cations Training, Acknowledge , OVER . "  

The commanding officer wishes to consider the 
request before acknowledgment; his operator 
sends: 

"Key , THIS IS Polk, ROGER ,  O UT." 

After due consideration, the commanding officer 
of Polk understands and can comply with the 
message. His operator then transmits: 

"Key, THIS IS Polk, WILCO , O UT." 

VERIFYING AN R/T 
MESSAGE 

When verification of a message is requested , 
the originating station verifies the message 
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with the originating person, checks the cryptog
raphy (if the message is encrypted) , and sends 
the correct version. For example: 

"Key , THIS IS Polk, VERIFY Your Zero Eight 
Zero Nine Three Zero Zulu-SAY AGAIN F ROM 
TO INF O ,  OVER,"  

Key then transmits: 

"THIS IS Key, ROGER , OUT." 

After checking with the originating officer, KEY 
finds the portion to be verified is correct as 
transmitted previously and, therefore, sends: 

"Polk, THIS IS Key , I VERIFY My Zero Eight 
Zero Nine Three Zero Zulu, I SAY AGAIN, 
FROM TO INFO - F ROM Key, TO Polk, INFO, 
OVE R." 

Polk receipts for the transmission: 

"THIS IS Polk, Roger , OUT." 

BREAK-IN 
PROCEDURE 

A station having a message of higher prece
dence than the transmission in progress may 
break in and, thus , suspend that transmission 
in the following circumstances :  

( 1 )  FLASH messages - The station should 
break in at once and transmit the message. 

(2) IMMEDIATE messages - The station may 
break in at once and pass the message. A 
preliminary call m ':ly be made before the mes
sage is transmitted, if necessary. On a directed 
net,  net control approval must be obtained prior 
to transmission of the message. 

(3) PRIORITY messages - The station should 
use the same procedure as for IMMEDIATE , 
except that only long ROUTINE messages should 
be interrupted. 

It should be noted that the break-in pro
cedure is not employed during the transmission 
of a tactical message except to report an enemy 
contact. The precedence of the message spoken 
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three times means " Cease transmissions im
mediately. " Silence will be m'lintained until the 
station breaking in has passed the message. In 
the following example , as sume that the USS 
Theodore Roosevelt is transmitting a message 
to USS George Washington on a free net and 
USS Francis Scott Key has a FLASH message 
for USS James K. Polk. Key breaks in with 
the following: 

" FLASH ,FLASH ,FLASH , 
FLASH , OVER." 

POLK replies:  

Polk TillS IS Key, 

' ' THIS IS Polk, ·ROGER ,  OVER. "  

Key would then proceed with the Flash traffic 
and obtain a proper ROGER, thus freeing the 
net for further transmissions. After hearing 
Polk's ROGER , W a s h i n g t o n  re-contacts 
Roosevelt for the remainder of the traffic that 
was being sent prior to the break in: 

"R o o  s e v e  1 t,  THIS IS Washington, ALL 
AFTER. • • • • " 

On a directed net, the station wishing to 
break in would first obtain permission from 
net control. For example, referring to figure 
12- 3 ,  assume that Lincoln is transmitting a 
message to Washington and Polk has FLASH 
traffic for Roosevelt. Polk notifies Key (net 
control) : 

"FLASH, FLASH, FLASH, 
Key, THIS IS Polk, FLASH For Roosevelt, OVER." 

Key then answers: 

"Polk THIS IS Key, Send Your FLASH, OVER. " 

Upon hearing the authorization, Roosevelt trans
mits: 

"THIS IS Roosevelt, OVER. "  

Polk proceeds :  

"Roosevelt, THIS I S  Polk, FLASH, (sends mes
sage) , OVER. " 

The preceding transmission would conclude after 
Polk had received a proper ROGER for the 
FLASH traffic and the two stations that were 
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broken (Lincoln and Washington) would re
establish communications using proper R/T pro
cedure. 

EMERGENCY SILENCE 

Emergency silence may be imposed on a 
radiotelephone net only by a recognized , compe
tent authority. If an authentication system is in 
effect, a station must always authenticate a 
transmission which: 

(1) Imposes emergency silence. 
(2) Lifts emergency silence. 
(3) Calls stations during periods of emergency 

silence. When emergency silence is imposed, 
there is no receipt or answer for such trans
missions. 

To impose emergency silence , the word 
" SILENCE" is spoken three times ,  followed by 
" O UT. " For example, refer to figure 12-3 and 
assume that Key (net control) were authorized 
to impose emergency silence. The transmission 
would be as follows : 

" Poseidon, THIS IS Key , SILENCE , SILENCE , 
SILENCE , TIME One Four Four Zero Zulu, 
OUT." 

To impose emergency silence on a particular 
frequency but not necessarily on all frequencies 
used in the net, Key would have used the word 
" SILENCE " (spoken three times) followed by 
a frequency or the frequency designator to be 
silenced. " SILENCE" (spoken three times) , fol
lowed by the expression " all nets , "  means 
"Cease transmissions immediately on all nets. " 

To lift emergency silence, Key would send the 
following transmission: 

" Poseidon, THIS IS Key, SILENCE LIFTED, 
TIME One F ive One Zero Zulu, OUT." 

EXECUTIVE METHOD FOR R/T 

The executive method for radiotelephone is 
used when it is desired to execute a tactical 
message at a given instant, for example , to 
ensure that two or more units take simultaneous 
action. Abbreviated plaindress format is nor
mally used for messages that are transmitted 
via the executive method and are never to have 
a time group included in the message ending. 
There are two executive methods :  Delayed and 
Immediate. 
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DELAYED EXECUTIVE 
METHOD 

A tactical message sent via the Delayed 
Executive method will carry the warning pro
word " E XE CUTE TO FOLLOW" in the message 
instructions immediately preceding the text. The 
executive signal is sent later in the form of 
" Standby-Execute," the latter word being the 
instant of execution. For example , assume that 
Key sends the following delayed executive method 
to the collective call " Poseidon," (Refer to 
figure 12-3) : 

' ' Poseidon, THIS IS Key, EXE CUTE TO FOLLOW, 
Fire One Water Slug, OVER." 

All stations respond in alphabetical order of 
full call signs: 

"THIS IS Lincoln, ROGER, OUT. " 
"THIS IS Washington, ROGER,  OUT."  
" THIS IS  Polk, ROGER, OUT." 
" THIS IS  Roosevelt, ROGER ,  O UT." 

When ready to execute, Key transmits : 

"Poseidon, THIS IS Key, Standby, EXECUTE,  
OVER." 

The stations would then respond in alphabetical 
order of full call signs with: 

" THIS IS (station) , ROGER ,  OUT." 

In the event that communications are good, Key 
can designate only one station to receipt for 
everyone to ensure that the transmission was 
heard. For example, as part of the execute 
signal, Key could have transmitted: 

" Poseidon, THIS IS Key, Standby, EXECUTE , 
Polk, OVER. ' '  

Polk would then ROGER with: 

" THIS IS Polk, ROGER , OUT." 

It should be noted that, when considerable 
time has elapsed between the " EXECUTE TO 
FOLLOW" message and the actual execution 
message, the text to be executed should be 
repeated prior to the words ' ' Standby, EXE
CUTE." It should also be repeated whenever it 
is only a portion of a message , or one of several 
outstanding " EXECUTE TO FOLLOW' ' messages. 
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IMMEDIATE 
EXECUTIVE METHOD 

In cases of urgency, the executive signal may 
be transmitted in the final instructions element 
of the message to which it refers. The use of 
the Immediate Executive Method does not allow 
stations to obtain verifications, repetitions,  ac
knowledgments , or cancellations before the mes
sage is executed. These messages should be 
in plain language or limited to basic TURN, 
CORPEN, and SPEE D  signals. 

When the Immediate Executive Method is used, 
the warning proword, " IMMEDIATE EXECUTE" 
is used in the message instructions instead of 
the proword " E XECUT E  TO FOLLOW. " The 
text of the signal is  transmitted twice, sepa
rated by the proword "I SAY AGAIN. ' '  The 
executive signal is transmitted in the final 
instructions. For example : 

' 'Poseidon, THIS IS Key, IMMEDIATE EXE
CUT E ,  BREAK, Shift Your Rudder, I SAY AGAIN,  
Shift Your Rudder , STANDBY, EXECUT E ,  Polk, 
Lincoln, OVER. ' '  

Notice that Key included both Polk and Lincoln 
as ' 'ROGER" addees. Again, this is done to 
ensure that the transmission was received by 
everyone involved, provided communications are 
good. If communications were not good, all 
stations in the net would have to ROGER the 
execution. Upon hearing their calls , Polk and 
Lincoln would answer:  

" Key, THIS IS  Lincoln, ROGER,  OUT." 
" Key , THIS IS  POLK, ROGER ,  OUT. " 

AUTHENTICATION 

Authentication is a security measure designed 
to protect a communications system against 
fraudulent transmissions. There is more than 
one type of authentication system and the method 
of authentication · will vary with the system 
that you are using. Authentication systems are 
accompanied by specific instructions outlining 
the method of use. Generally speaking, there 
are two types of authentication: 

(1) Challenge and Reply 
(2) Transmission 

Challenge and Reply authentication occurs when 
a receiving station suspects the authenticity of 
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a transmitting station and challenges that sta
tion to authenticate. In Transmission authenti
cation, the authentication is self-contained within 
the message. 

ENEMY CONTACT REPORTING 

Enemy contact reports are normally to be 
made only once when you are in direct com
munications with the Officer in Tactical Com
mand (OTC) , a higher authority, or a shore 
radio station. E nemy contact reports are sig
naled using basic radiotelephone procedure as 
modified by chapter 6 of ACP 125. Details of 
enemy contact reporting are contained in A TP 1 
(Allied Maritime Tactical Instructions and Pro
cedures,  Vol. I) . There are two conditions under 
which enemy contact reports are made more 
than once: 

(1) When " DO NOT ANSWER "  procedures 
are used, (Texts are transmitted twice in this 
procedure,) 

(2) When the text consists of emergency alarm 
signals,  in which case the text is transmitted 
twice, separated by the proword " I  SAY AGAIN," 
with a time group in the ending. 

When in force, authentication should be used 
in contact reports. Lack of proper authentication, 
however,  should not prevent retransmission or 
relay of the message to higher authority. 

Generally speaking, there are two types of 
contact reports: Initial and Amplifying. Initial 
reports , of course , report initial contact or 
sightings. These should be sent as expeditiously 
as possible with immediate, pertinent informa
tion (type vessel, location, basic track, etc,),  
The amplifying reports contain all of the nec
essary amplifying information to be fully analyzed 
by higher authority or command. 

CODE AND CIPHER MESSAGES 

Code words (such as VERDIN in the text 
EXECUTE PLAN VERDIN) are sent as plain 
language words, Encrypted groups such as DRSRM 
are spelled phonetically: Delta, Romeo, Sierra, 
Romeo, Mike, 

The phonetic alphabet is applied to the names 
of the signal flags as well. Signal flags are 
combined into code groups that have meanings 
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of their own, DELTA ROMEO ONE , for ex
ample, might mean " Prepare to Hover," Signal 
flag A is ALFA, flag B is BRAVO , and so on, 
Meanings of such code groups are given in 
appropriate signal publications, 

As flag signals are sent by radiotelephone , 
a Radioman must be able to differentiate between 
the two when heard, Here is how: If the phonetic 
alphabet is used, the proword "I SPE LL' ' pre
cedes it , and each phonetic letter is to be re
corded as a letter. If you hear "I SPELL " 
followed by DELTA OSCAR , write it as " DO," 
On administrative nets , the proword " SIGNALS" 
followed by DELTA OSCAR means the groups 
have been taken from a signal book and should 
be recorded as such. On nets primarily employed 
for conveying signals , no prowords will be used, 
and it may be assumed that alphabet flags are 
intended. 

· 

OPERATIO.NAL BREVITY CODE 

The duties of an operator require a knowledge 
of the special ' ' language" developed for tactical 
maneuvering, air control, anti-air warfare , naval 
gunfire support, electronic countermeasures,  
anti-submarine warfare, and other specialized 
uses, Words, phrases , and abbreviations em
ployed in radiotelephone for these specialized 
uses are called operational brevity codes, A 
complete listing of operational brevity code words 
is found in the effective edition of ACP 165, 

It must be understood that the words and 
phrases of the brevity code provide no com
munications security. The purposes of the codes 
are to: 

(1) Standardize the vocabulary , 

(2) Improve the accuracy of the transmis
sion, 

(3) Shorten transmission time, 

SECURITY CONSCIOUSNE SS 

As a final note, REMEMBER that R/T com
munications is potentially the least secure of all 
radio communications. You must be ever alert 
to avoid disclosure of classified information when 
transmitting on radiotelephone circuits. The 
rules and guidelines presented in this chapter 
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should be carefully studied and practiced on 
training nets. A training net provides an op
erator with experience in a "classroom" sit
uation without the pitfalls of serious operational 
mistakes made through panic or inexperience. 
To further enhance proficiency, the operator 
should read and study the effective editions 
of ACP 1 25 and ACP 165 in addition to this 
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chapter. Those portions of ATP 1 (Vol. I) that 
deal with contact reporting should also be care
fully studied. Remember, when the situation 
arises in which the operational situation is 
critical and requires quick action, you do not 
have time to refer to the applicable publica
tions for proper procedures and security pre
cautions. 
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MAN UAL TELETYPEWRITER PROCED URES 

Teletypewriter (normally referred to as 
"teletype" )  is the primary means of communi
cation in the Navy today. Whether you are aboard 
ship or serving ashore, the final result of 
autom ated or m anual communications is usually 
in the form of a teletype printout. In the auto
m ated communications area (AUTODIN, Fleet 
MUX, etc.) ,  the communications operator need 
only be familiar with write-up and routing/ 
filing procedures peculiar to that command. 
In the manual communications area, however, 
the attainment of reliability, security, and speed 
is determined primarily by the communications 
operator. Whether the operator is physically 
operating a ship-to-shore net or cutting a tape 
for later transmission, the validity of that trans
mission is determined by his knowledge of proper 
operating procedures and m achine functions. 

It is essential that communications operators 
be well trained, thoroughly understand their 
responsibilities, and be able to m aintain circuit 
discipline. A m anual teletypewriter net is similar 
to a radiotelephone net in that chaos can re
sult when proper operating procedures are not 
followed. Reliability, security, and speed are 
reduced when variations in pre scribed procedure 
create confusion. In this chapter ,  we will dis
cuss the basic teletype m achine functions, op
erating instructions, and procedures associated 
with m anual teletype procedure. Detailed in
form ation concerning these areas i s  found in 
the effective edition of ACP 126 (Communica
tions Instructions, Teletypewriter (Teleprinter) 
Procedures) . 

MACHINE FUNCTIONS 

Machine functions are important in m anual 
teletypewriter procedures because a m anually 
cut tape m ay enter a relay system that is auto
m atic. In automatic relay system s, message s 
are rejected or accepted depending upon the 

proper placement of certain m achine functions 
and the message component sequence. If certain 
functions are wrong and the message is rejected, 
a nondelivery results. The m achine functions 
that are cut into teletype tapes also play an 
important part in the efficient operation of the 
AUTODIN system (discussed in Chapter 1 4  of 
this rate training m anual) . An explanation of 
m achine functions and rules for their use are 
given in the ensuing topics.  

SHIFT 

The " shift" function of a teletype keyboard 
is comprised of two distinct actions: Shift (FIGS) 
and unshift (LTRS) . Operators must depress 
the L TRS key when going from upper case to 
lower case and the FIGS key when going from 
lower case to upper case. Teletype m achines 
that are owned or leased for use in naval com
munications shift from upper to lower case only 
when the LTRS key i s  pressed. Many naval 
messages ,  however, are delivered to addres sees 
via commerical teletypewriter exchange serv
ice (TWX) . The TWX machines shift automati
cally from upper to lower case whenever the 
SPACE bar is pressed, in addition to shifting 
when the LTRS key is  pressed. There are cer
tain basic rules that are observed, therefore , 
to ensure that the "UNSHIFT-ON-SPAC E "  fea
ture of TWX m achines does not result in errors.  
These basic rules (to be followed for tape trans
mission on either a TWX or Navy-owned 'tele
type) are as follows: 

(1) Always press the LTRS key to shift 
from upper to lower case on a TWX or Navy 
teletype. This has no adverse effect on either 
type of machine. For example, if "65764 TRY 
MAKE " were a series of groups sent in the 
text of a message via a TWX teletype and the 
(L TRS) function was not inserted originally, 
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the groups would be received as " 65764 546 
. - (3 "  on a Navy teletype. 

(2) Always press the FIGS key to shift from 
lower case to upper case and also after the 
space before each group of figures or upper 
case characters in a series,  For example, the 
set of figures " 65764 27896"  should be sent 
" 65764 (SPAC E) ( FIGS) 2789 6 " .  This procedure 
has no adverse effect on either a TWX or a 
Navy teletype. This rule applies whether direct 
keyboard transmission or tape perforation i s  
used. Failure to adhere to this rule will re sult 
in the following errors:  

(a) A s  transmitted on a Navy teletype: 65764 
(SPAC E) 27896.  

(b) As received on a TWX machine: 65764 
(SPACE) WUIOY . 

CARRIAGE RETURN (CR) 

The carriage return (CR) function resets 
the teletype m achine to the left m argin of the 
paper. Regardless of typing speed during the 
cutting of a message tape, the message is  
transmitted on circuits that generally operate 
at speeds of 100 words per minute. At these 
high speeds, the carriage does not have enough 
time to return to the left m argin on a single 
CR function. As a result, the next character 
will print while the carriage is still moving 
toward the left. The CR function, therefore, 
is always pressed twice to ensure that the 
carriages return properly on all m achines. 

LINE F EED (LF) 

The line feed ( LF) function advances the 
paper on the page. Part of the end-of-message 
( EOM) procedure includes eight line feed func
tions to provide space between messages on a 
printed teletype page .  

SPACE (SP) 

The space function advances the carriage 
(typebox) without printing any characters on 
the page . It i s  used throughout the message for 
spacing between routing information, prosigns, 
words or groups, and the like. 

BELL SIGNAL 

The bell signal is used to attract the at
tention oi the receiving operator . On most tele
typewriters, the bell signal rings when the upper 

case ' 'S" key is pressed. Some equipments, 
however, have the bell signal on the upper 
case "J" key. The bell signal is transmitted 
as a series of ten characters, upper case "J " 
and " S " ,  as follows: (FIGS) JJJJJSSSSS (LTRS) . 

BLANK (BL) 

Pressing the blank key has no effect on the 
page copy of a me ssage, but it is used to advance 
blank tape through the punch block of the tele
type perforator . The blank function is required 
in operating certain cryptosystems but is gen
erally used for tape feed out on typing perforators 
and reperforators. Do not substitute "BL " for 
"LTRS " .  

W.-\.RNING LIGHT 

Tape perforating equipment is equipped with 
a warning light to indicate the approach of the 
end of the typing line , 

MARGIN B ELL 

Page printers that are equipped with key
board facilities capable of operating directly 
into the line are provided with a m argin bell 
to indicate the approach of the end of the typing 
line. 

M3SSAGE ALIGNMENT 

In m anual teletypewriter procedures there 
are specific m achine functions that are necessary 
to facilitate the handling of messages and to 
align the receiving teletypewriters. Just as the 
previously-discussed functions are necessary 
for proper keyboard operation, certain message 
alignment functions are considered necessary 
for the continuity of operation. The following 
is a list of basic alignment functions: 

(1) All message transmissions must be pre
ceded by five spaces, two carriage returns, 
and one line feed (5SP, 2CR, l LF).  After the 
end of message ( EOM) functions are sent for 
one message, the next message i s  preceded 
by five spaces, two carriage returns, and one 
line feed. 

( 2) The end of line function within the mes
sage is two carriage returns and one line feed 
( 2CR, l LF) . This does not apply to form at 
lines only; it applies to any line. Anytime you 
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prepare to return the carriage in order to 
begin the next typing line, the procedure is 
two carriage returns and one line feed. 

( 3) Between pages of a long message (e.g. , 
PAGE 1 to PAGE 2) , the separative function 
is two carriage returns and four line feeds 
(2CR, 4LF) . 

(4) The end of message ( EOM) functions are 
two carriage returns, eight line feeds, the 
letter "N" repeated four time s, and twelve 
letters (2CR, 8LF , NNNN, 1 2LTRS) . When au
thorized by separate service instructions, the 
end of message functions may be altered to 
require two carriage returns and twelve line 
feeds. 

(5) No line should exceed 69 characters, 
including spaces, except when authorized by 
separate service instructions. 

MESSAGE PUNC TUATION 

Punctuation is not used in m anual teletype
w.r·iter procedures unle ss it is absolutely e ssential 
to message clarity. When it is necessary to 
employ punctuation, the following abbreviations 
and symbols are authorized for use : 

PUnctuation 

Question Mark 

Hyphen 

Colon 

Parenthesis 
Brackets 

Period/Full Stop 

Com m a  

Slant/Oblique 
Stroke 

Paragraph 

Quotation Marks 

Abbreviation Symbol 

QU ES ? 

C LN 

PAR EN ( ) 
PD 

CMM 

SLANT I 
PARA 

QUOTE-UNQUOTE 

The letter "X" may be used instead of punc
tuation whenever exact punctuation is not con
sidered e ssential, but some separation in the 
text is necessary for clarity, and the use of 
"X" is not ambiguous. The written phonetic 
equivalent of the letter "X" should not be used 

for this purpose . It is advisable that communi
cations personnel encourage message drafters 
to encircle symbols for periods/full stops and 
commas when the message is drafted in free 
hand. These encircled portions are more con
spicuous, and errors are less likely to result. 

TELETYPE MESSAGE FORMAT 

Message s that are processed and handled 
via teletype are prepared for transmission in 
either plaindress, abbreviated plaindress, or 
codress form , except when a commercial form 
is authorized. Also, there are certain require
ments placed upon formatting due to AUTODIN 
requirements; those are discussed in Chapter 
14 of this rate training manual. With the exception 
of form at line 1 ,  m anual teletypewriter procedtire 
follows that of the basic message format covered 
in Chapter 1 1 .  

Table 1 3-1 shows the sequence of basic man
ual teletypewriter message format and an ex
planation of each form at line. As can be seen, 
basic message form at, radiotelephone format, 
and manual teletypewriter form at are all similar. 
In each area of formatting, the lines are e s
sentially the same, and the order rem ains un
changed. Before going any further, however, 
one topic rem ains that has not been discussed 
previously in message formatting: Form at line 
1 .  

Format line 1 is used in tape relay pro
cedures as well as in several modes of AUTODIN 
operation. The various usages of form at line 
1 in AUTODIN procedures are contained in 
JANAP 1 28 .  Detailed usages of form at line 1 
with reference to tape relay procedures are 
contained in ACP 1 27 .  The various uses for 
form at line 1 are as follows: 

(1) For "pilots" (message handling instruc
tions) when necessary. 

(2) For transmission identification (Tl) , nor
m ally in the form of channel numbers. 

( 3) For start-of-message (SOM) indicators, 
when necessary. 

( 4) For ' 'pilot cards' ' containing special han
dling instructions in data communications. 

(5) For use in several AUTODIN modes of 
operation in accordance with JANAP 1 28.  
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nator 
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Table 13- 1.-Manual Teletypewriter Message Format 

FORMAT L I NE 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Des i gnat i on o f  
sta t i ons ( s )  cal l ed ;  
( pros i gn XMT , ex
empted ca 1 1  s )  . 

Pros i gn DE : 
des i gnati on of 
stat i on cal l i ng ; 
transmi s s i on 
i denti f i cat ion  
( stat i on s er i a l  
number ) .  

Pro s i gn T ;  op
erat i ng s i gnal s ;  
address  des i gna
ti ons ; rout i n g  
i nd i cators . 

Precedence pro
s i gn ;  date and 
t i me expressed 
i n  d i g i ts ,  and 
zone s uffi x 
fol l owed by 
month  i nd i cated 
by the  fi rs t  
three l etters , 
and i f  req u i red 
by nati onal  
authori ti es , the 
year  i nd i cated 
by the l ast  
two d i g i ts ; op
erati ng s i gnal ( s ) . 

Pros i gn FM ; 
ori g i nator ' s  
des i gnati on . 
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EXPLANAT ION 

L i ne 2 - Conta i ns descr i pt i on 
of  the stati on ( s )  cal l ed ;  the 
pros i gn XMT and des i gnat i on of  
exempted stat i on ( s ) . ( Li nes 2 and  
3 may appear as a s i ng l e  typed 
l i ne . ) I t  may al so  conta i n  the 
repeated precedence pros i gn .  

L i ne 3 - The pro s i gn DE ; the 
des i gnat i on of  the cal l i ng 
s tat i on and the transmi s s i on 
i dent i fi cati on ( stati on ser i a l  
number ) .  ( L i nes 2 a n d  3 may a ppear 
as  a s i ng l e typed l i ne . ) 

L i ne 4 - Conta i ns the transmi s s i on 
i ns truct i ons  and wi l l  be i denti 
f i ed by the appearance o f  the 
pros i gn T ,  operat i ng s i gnal s ,  
address des i gnati ons ; rout ing  
i nd i cators as  req u i red . 

L i ne 5 - Wi l l  conta i n  the appro 
priate precedence pro s i gn once 
and i n  the case of  dual  prece
dence both wi l l  be s hown separated 
by a space , the ori g i nator ' s  date
t ime group and message i nstruc
t i ons  i n  the form o f  operati ng 
s i gna l s as  neces sary .  

L i ne 6 - I s  i dent i f i ed by t h e  ap
pearance of  the pros i gn FM and 
conta i n s  the desi gnat i o n  of  the 
or i g i nator wh i ch may be i nd i cated 
by p l a i n  l anguage , cal l s i gn or 
address group .  



Act i on ad
dressee s i gn ;  
acti o n  ad
dressee 

Informati on  
addressee 
s i gn ;  i n for
mat i-on ad
dressee 
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addressee 

Account i ng 
i n forma t i on ; 
group des i g-
nati on 

Subj ect 
matter 

Time group 
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Table 13-1. - Manual Teletypewriter Message Format - Continued 

FORMAT L I NE 

7 

8 

9 

1 0  

1 1  

1 2  

13 

14 

Pros i gn TO ; ad
dress des i gna
t i on ( s ) .  

Pros i gn I NFO ; 
address des i g
nation ( s ) .  

P ro s i gn XMT ; 
address des i g
nat ion ( s ) . 

Accounti ng 
symbo l ; group 
count . 

Pros i gn BT . 

I nternal i n
struct i ons ; 
t hought or 
i dea ex
pressed by the 
ori g i nator . 

Pros i gn BT . 

Hours and m in
utes expressed 
i n  d i g i ts and 
zone suffi x .  
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EXPLANATION 

L i ne 7 - I s  i dent i f i ed by the ap
pearance of the pro s i g n  TO and 
conta i ns the des i gnat i on o f  the 
act i on addressee ( s )  in  the form 
of pl a i n  l anguage , address group ( s ) , 
cal l s i gn ( s ) ;  or rout i ng i nd i ca 
tors . 

L i ne 8 - I s  i dent i f i ed by the ap
pearance of  the pros ign  I N FO and 
conta i n s  me-des i gnat i o n  of  the 
i nforma t i on addressee ( s )  i n  the 
form of  plain lang11age, address  
group ( s ) , cal l s i gn ( s ) ; or  rout i ng 
i nd i cators . A col l ec t i ve des i gna
t i on or  an  Address I nd i cat i ng 
Group  ( A I G )  i n  Format l i ne  7 may 
i ncl ude i nformat ion addressees . 

L i n e  9 - I s  i dent i f i ed by the pro 
s i gn XMT and conta i n s  the des i gna
t i on of  the addressee ( s )  who i s  
exempted from the col l ect i ve ad
dress des i gnat i on , when suc h 
des i gnat i on i s  empl oyed i n  l i nes  7 and  8 or an  AIG  i s  used i n  
Format l i ne 7 .  
L i ne 10 - I s  i denti fi ed by the ap
pearance of the group  count pro s i gn 
and conta i ns account i ng symbo l s ( a s  
requ i red ) wh i c h  precede the group  
count pro s i gn . 

L i ne 1 1  - Separates the head i ng of 
the message from the text . 

L i ne  1 2  - I s  the text of the mes 
sage and may conta i n  i nternal  i n
structi on s  a s  wel l a s  the t hought 
or idea expressed by the ori g i nator . 

L i ne 13  - Separates the text from 
the end i ng of the message . 

L i ne 14 - May conta i n  a t ime group  
expressed i n  d i g i ts pl u s  the zone 
suffi x .  
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Table 13-1. - Manual Teletypewriter Message Format- Continued 

Confi rma t i on 
( as  req u i red ) 

FORMAT L I N E  

Pro s i gn CFN ; 
confi rmatory 
materi a l . 

EXPLANATION  

May conta i n  the pros i gn CFN  and  
con fi rmed port i on s  of the message 
as  necessary .  

Correct i on s  
f i l i ng t ime* ; 
f i na l  i n struc
t i ons  

15  Pros i gns , op
erat i ng s i gnal s ;  
necessary cor
rect i o n s ;  date 
separated by 
s l ant from hour 
and m i nutes ex
pressed i n  
d i g i t s ;  pl u s  
zone suffi x .  

L i ne 1 5  - I s  i d ent i f i ed by the ap
pearance of  pro s i gn C ,  operati ng 
s i gnal s and correc t i on s  as re
qu i red ; may conta i n  date and t ime 
message was f i l ed w ith  the com
mun i cat i on center ; f i na l  i n 
struct ions  i n  form o f  pro s i gns 
B ;  AS ; and stat i on desi gnat i on ( s ) . 

End i ng s i gn 1 6  Pro s i g n  K ;  A R  L i ne 1 6  - I s  i dent i f i ed by the 
pro s i gn K or  AR as a ppropr i at e .  

BASIC OPERA. TING INSTRUCTIONS 

Basic m anual teletype procedures can be 
closely equated to basic radiotelephone pro
cedures or to the old "CW" procedures. The 
primary difference between telephone and tele
type procedures is the use of abbreviatedequiva
lents of prowords and separative functions. For 
example, instead of using the word "Interrog
ative" ,  you would type "INT " on the keyboard. 
Instead of using the expression "This is", 
you would type "DE" on the keyboard. 

It should be remembered that the manual 
teletype procedure is exactly that: Manual. It 
is assumed that the operator is physically op
erating a teletype keyboard that is transmitting 
the desired traffic to receiving stations. Just 
as in radiotelephone, radioteletype has certain 
procedures and requirements that are necessary 
to proper circuit discipline and security. The 
following topics are discussions of the basic 
operating instructions that are essential to proper 
m anual communications. Throughout the re
m ainder of this chapter,  we will refer to tele
type as ' 'TTY ' ' . 

MANUAL TTY CALLING 
AND ANSWERING 

Establishing communications on TTY nor
m ally requires a preliminary call. Preliminary 

calls m ay be single, collective, or multiple. 
A ship or station also m ay use radio call 
signs, international call signs, tactical call signs, 
collective call signs, net call signs, address 
groups, or theater routing indicators.  

Calling 

The most common type of TTY call is the 
single call, usually m ade on a ship/ship or 
ship/shore ORESTES net. A single call con
sists of the transmission of the identification 
of the station (or stations) with whom com
munication is desired, the prosign DE, the 
identification of the station calling, and the 
prosign K. A single call consists of the identi
fication of a single station or a collective call 
sign representing more than one station. Both 
a single and a collective call are shown in 
examples A and B as follows: 

Example A: (Single Station) 
(5SP) (2CR) (LF) 
NNBD DE NFSK K 
( 2CR) (LF) 

Example B: (Collective Call) In this example, 
assume that the call sign HZDQ represents 
a collective of several stations: 
( 5SP) ( 2CR) ( LF) 
HZDQ DE NFSK K 
( 2CR) (LF) 
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Those stations that are a part of HZDQ would 
then answer in alphabetical order. 

A multiple call consists of the transmis
sion identification of the stations called, the 
prosign DE, the identification of the station 
calling, and the prosign K. The station designa
tions preceding the "DE" will be arranged 
in alphabetical order, according to the order 
in which they are to answer. The station desig
nations of a multiple call also should be ar
ranged according to procedural form . For this 
purpose, figures 1 through r1 and I ( slant sign) 
are considered the twenty-seventh through thirty
seventh letters of the alphabet. When multiple 
calls are m ade, care should be exercised to 
avoid separating groups of related call signs or 
conjunctive address groups which are inter
dependent. For example: 
( 5SP) ( 2CR) (LF) 
NFSK NNBD NOKB DE HZDQ K 
( 2CR) (LF) 

. The stations would .then answer in the order. 
called. 

When multiple calls are m ade in which there 
are both action and inform ation addressees, 
the information addressees must be indicated. 
This is done with the operating signal " ZFH2", 
followed by the designation of the inform ation 
addressees. For example: 
( 5SP) ( 2CR) ( LF) 
NFSK NNBD NOKB DE HZDQ ( 2CR) (LF) 
ZFH2 NNBD NOKB (2CR) (LF) 
When all addressees are inform ation, the pro
cedure: is as follows: 
( 5SP) ( 2C R) ( LF) 
NFSK NNBD NOKB DE HZDQ { 2CR) (LF) 
ZFH2 1(2CR) ( LF) 

Answering 

In answering a preliminary call, stations 
will transmit the identification of the calling 
station, the prosign DE, the identification of 
the answering station, and the prosign K. For 
examplle, HZDQ calls NFSK: 
( 5SP) ( 2C R) ( LF) 
NFSK DE HZDQ K (2C R) (LF) 
NFSK then answers: 
( 5SP) ( 2CR) ( LF) 
HZDQ DE NFSK K ( 2CR) (LF) 

Aftor the preliminary calls and answers 
have been completed, it should be noted that 
the transmitting station will m ake 2CR and 
8LF prior to transmitting the message. It should 
be noted also that, just as in . radiotelephone 

procedures abbreviated calls m ay be m ade if 
no confusion will result or if two stations are 
in direct communication with each other. 

If a station fails to answer in proper sequence 
when a multiple or collective call is employed, 
the next station waits 5 seconds and then answers. 
The station which fails to answer in proper 

; sequence must then wait until all other stations 
· have answered or have had time to answer. 

When a station fails to answer in sequence and 
then fails to answer within 5 seconds after all 
other stations have answered, the calling station 
should initiate a separate call to raise the station. 
Also, when any station included in a collective 
or multiple is specifically directed to answer,  
no other station included in that call may answer 
until instructed to do so. 

Circuit Test 

In the event that a circuit is experiencing 
communications difficulties or has just been 
opened, a test m ay be transmitted as follows: 
( 5SP) ( 2CR) (LF) 
H ZDQ DE NNBD ( 2C R) (LF) 
TEST THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER 
THE LAZY DOG 1 23456789rJ' (2CR) (LF) 
RYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRY 
( 2CR) ( LF) K 
( 2CR) (8LF) 
The called station (in this case, HZDQ) would 
then respond with an answer that includes an 
appropriate operating signal that indicates the 
quality of reception. 

Transmission Ending 

Every transmission should end with the pro ... 
signs K or AR. When the prosign AR is used, 
although no station may receipt, it does not 
preclude requests for repetitions or verifica
tions, if necessary. 

In duplex operation, messages being trans
mitted should not be interrupted except to re
spond to received messages of IMMEDIATE 
precedence or higher and only when the pre
cedence is higher than that of the message 
being transmitted. If a string of messages is 
being transm itted by the sending station, re ... 
spouses should occur at the end of each mes
sage whenever possible . If multiple page 
messages are being transmitted, responses should 
be m ade after each page . 
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Message Precedence 

The assignment of precedence to a message 
is the responsibility of the originator and is 
determined by the subject matter of the text 
and the time factor involved. Precedence desig
nations are employed to indicate the relative 
order in which a message of one precedence 
designation is handled with respect to all other 
precedence designators. Precedence is indicated 
by the appropriate precedence prosign and ap
pears as the first element of format line 5. 
Precedence prosigns indicate the following: 

------------=(,_,1o-:) _T_o
--;-

t_h
-cc
e
o

-originator - the required speed 
of delivery to the addressee. 

For example, HZDQ has FLASH traffic for 
NFSK: 

(5SP) ( 2C R) ( LF) 
NFSK DE HZDQ (FIGS) JJJJJSSSSS (LTRS) 
Z (FIGS) JJJJJSSSSS (LTRS) K 
(2CR) (LF) 

If a sending station wants to indicate a 
string of messages to be transmitted that are 
of different precedences, the operating signal 
" ZBO" m ay be used, followed by the number 
of messages to be sent and their precedence s. 
For example, assume that HZDQ has three 
messages to send to NFSK that a.I'_e of different 
precedences. The transmission of the preliminary 

...... . ·- · · ······ _ ... call should be .  as . .follows; . _ _ __ _ __ . .  · · ··--- ·- ·· _ 

(2) To the communications personnel - The 
relative order of handling and delivery. 

( 3) To the addressee - the relative order 
in which the message should be noted. 

Messages having both action and information 
addressees m ay be assigned two precedences, 
one precedence for all action addressees and 
a lower precedence for all inform ation address
ees. Where this occurs,  the higher precedence 
will appear first and the two precedence pro
signs will be separated by a space. For ex
ample, HZDQ has a dual precedence me ssage 
for NOKB and NNBD: 

(5SP) (2CR) (LF) 
NOKB NNBD DE H ZDQ (2CR) (LF) 
0 P 101010 Z NOV 76 (2CR) (LF) 
FM HZDQ (2CR) (LF) 
TO NOKB (2CR) (LF) 
INFO NNBD (2CR) (LF) 
(Rest of message) . , • •  

This example indicates that the me ssage is 
IMMEDIATE to NOKB and PRIORITY to NNBD. 

Precedence also m ay be included in the pre
liminary call. This is indicated by including the 
appropriate precedence prosign preceding the 
ending prosign. For example, HZDQ calls NNBD: 

( 5SP) (2C R) (LF) 
NNBD DE HZDQ 0 K ( 2C R) (LF) 

This example indicates that HZDQ has IM
MEDIATE traffic for NNBD. It should be noted 
that the bell signal is always transmitted before 
and after the FLASH precedence prosign in a 
preliminary call, followed by the prosign K. 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) (LF) 
NFSK. _ _ __ I>E _RZPQ _ _  ZB03 . .  Q .E R K (2C.R) . .(LF) 

This preliminary call indicate s to NFSK that 
HZDQ has 3 me ssages that are outstanding 
( ZB03) and their precedences are IMMEDIATE 
(0), PRIORITY (P) and ROUTINE (R) .  HZDQ 
then sends the string of messages in the order 
of precedence. 

Break-In Procedure 

When equipment configuration permits, break
in procedure m ay be employed to interrupt the 
transmitting station in order to transmit a 
higher precedence message or to stop the trans
mitting station because of equipment or re
ceiving difficulties. If a transmission is 
interrupted for higher precedence traffic, it 
should be remembered that FLASH and IM
MEDIATE traffic m ay interrupt traffic of lower 
precedence. PRIORITY traffic, however, should 
not interrupt ROUTINE traffic unless the ROU
TINE traffic is of excessive length. In any 
event, all precedences are transmitted in the 
order received and ahead of all traffic of lower 
precedence. 

On simplex circuits, in order to stop the 
transmitting station, a series of hyphens are 
transmitted as follows: 

(FIGS) A ( FIGS) A (FIGS) A • • • • • •  etc. 

The interrupted station will be immediately in
formed of the reason for the interruption, if 
practical. If the interruption is for the purpose 
of transmitting traffic of a higher precedence, 
the interrupted station will be so informed, 
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and the higher precedence traffic will be sent. 
After the interruption, transmission should be 
resumed at the beginning of the line of copy 
in 1v�· ch the interruption was made, or, if 
necessary, the entire message m ay be retrans
mitted. 

CORRECTIONS 

In order to prevent inordinate delays in the 
receipt of traffic,  an operator should have a 
thorough knowledge of proper correction tech
niques. There are several methods of correct
ing errors that are m ade during m anual 
transmission. T�'le correct method is determined 
by the location of the error. If an error is  
m nde in the text of a message, the operator 
sends the error prosign " EEEEEEEE" (eight 
Es) after the incorrect word and resumes trans
mission by repeating the last word or group 
transmitted correctly. For example, "CHECK 
TWO FOUR SUBRAEEEEEE EE FOUR SUB
M.ARIN E FRANCIS SCOTT KEY " . 

If an error is made in the message head
ing, the error prosign is sent followed by the 
last prosign or operating signal correctly sent. 
For example, assume that the operator makes 
an error in format line 8 (INFO addee) : 

( 2CRJ ( LF) 
TO COMSUBRON SIXTEEN ( 2CR) ( LF) 
IFNOEEEEE E EE ( 2C R) (LF) 
TO COMSUBRON SIXTEEN ( 2CR) (LF) 
INFO COMSUBFLOT EIGHT (2CR) ( LF) 
( • • • •  rest of m essage • • • •  ) 

When a tape is prepared for transmission, 
two separate procedures are utilized. When 
errors are m ade in preparing "chad" or "chad
less" tape, the errors m ay be corrected by 
backspacing the tape and "lettering out" the 
errors by means of the L TRS key. The LTRS 
key punches all five - character columns on 
the cut tape and will not print a letter or num
ber when those functions are passed through 
teletype "TD" (transmitter-distributor) . When 
direct communication is used, errors maybe cor
rected by use of the error prosign, using the 
norm al 8Es procedure. Remember, however ,  
that when errors are made i n  the heading of 
a message while a tape is  cut for transmis
sion, a new tape must be prepared. This is  
a necessity because error-free and sequence
perfect headings are m andatory in order for 
the tape to be passed through automatic relay 
system s. 

End of Message 
Corrections 

If an operator discovers an error that was 
committed earlier in the transmission and not 
corrected, the error m ay be corrected at the 
end of the message. This type of correction 
is separated from the final BT by (2CR) (LF) 
and will be preceded by the pro sign C .  The 
procedure is  very similar to the "word after" 
and "word before" procedure described in radio
telephone procedure . For example, assume that 
an operator has discovered an error in the 
text and wishes to correct it at the end of the 
message: 

( • • • • • •  Text of Message • • • • • •  ) (2CR) (LF) 
BT ( 2CR) (LF) 
C WA SUBMARINE - FORC E (2CR) (LF) 
K (2CR) ( 8LF) 

(4Ns) (1 2LTRS) 

In the preceding example, the station trans
mitting the message corrected the word after 
(WA) '' submarine" to read "force" , sent the 
equivalent of phonetic "over" (K), and con
cluded the transmission with the proper ending 
procedure of two carriage returns, eight line 
feeds, four Ns, and twelve letters. The re
ceiving operator would then either " Roger" 
for the message (R AR) or request further 
disposition by use of the appropriate operating 
signals. It must be remembered that when errors 
in the message heading are corrected in this 
m anner, the entire element in which the error 
occurred must be repeated. 

Multiple-Page Message 
Corrections 

When corrections are necessary in multiple
page messages which were not corrected by 
lettering out or by use of the error prosign, 
the corrections should be m ade following the 
last textual group on the page where the error 
appears. Such corrections are separated from 
the last textual word by ( 2C R) (LF) and will 
be preceded by the pro sign C .  The end of the 
page functions, ( 2CR) (4LF), are transmitted 
after the correction, with the exception that the 
last page will be ended with the normal mes
sage ending and m achine functions. In those 
instances when the error was not noted prior 
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to starting another page, the error should be 
corrected at the end of the me ssage. 

Requests For Repetitions 

When a receiving station initiates a request 
for a correction, sufficient transmission identi
fication and such data as necessary should be 
used to prevent confusion. For example, if a 
word or group occurring more than once in a 
message is used to identify a part of the cor
rection request, it is assumed by the trans
m itting station that the first occurrence of 
that word or group is implied. If the first 
occurrence is not intended, amplifying data such 
as adjacent words or groups must be included. 
For example, assume that the term ' 'COMSUB
LANT" is used frequently throughout the text 
o� a me ssage, and the receiving operator dis
covers an atmospheric garble in the received 
version following one of the usages of COM
SUBLANT. If the operator simply asked for 
the word after (W A) COMSUBLANT, the trans
m itting operator would not know which usage 
the correction was requested for and would 
send the word after the first appearance of 
COMSUBLANT in the text. The receiving op
erator's request, therefore, would be better 
s�rved in the following form : 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) ( LF) 
NOKB DE NFSK 
( 2CR) ( LF) 

IMI WB TRIDENT K 

In the preceding example, NFSK is asking NOKB 
to repeat (IMI) the word before (WB) TRIDENT 
in the text of the me ssage. The word TIDDENT 
appeared after the wordfollowing COMSUBLANT ,  
but the receiving operator saved time by re
questing the word before TRIDENT rather than 
having to amplify further a "word after" COM
SUBLANT request. 

Notice the usage of the operating signal 
IMI in the preceding example. The definition 
of IMI is "repeat" and is used whenever a 
station de sires a repetition of a particular 
m e ssage part. If NFSK desired a repetition 
of the TO to INFO message components, the 
repetition request would take the following form : 

If NFSK wanted to request a repetition of the 
eighth group of an encrypted message, the re
que st would be as follows: 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) ( LF) 
NOKB DE NFSK IMI 8 K 
( 2CR) (LF) 

If NFSK wanted to request a repetition of the 
entire message after the eighth group , the re
quest would be as follows:  

( 5SP) ( 2CR) ( LF) 
NOKB DE NFSK IMI AA 8 K 
( 2CR) ( LF)  

Repetitions Involving "BT" 

It  should be remembered that the separative 
sign BT appears twice in the form at of a normal 
me ssage. It is assumed, therefore, that repeti
tion requests involving BT are referring to the 
first BT. For example, assume that NFSK sends 
the following transmission: 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) (LF) 
NOKB DE NFSK IMI AB BT K 
( 2CR) ( LF) 

Th':l meaning can be assume d  to be all before 
(AB) the first B T .  NOKB would then retransmit 
the entire heading to NFSK. 

If NFSK wanted the entire text repeated, the 
transmission would take the following form : 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) ( LF) 
NOKB DE NFSK IMI BT TO BT K 
( 2CR) ( LF) 

This would indicate to NOKB that NFSK wanted 
the text only (form at line 1 2) and needed no 
inform ation that might have been sent after 
the second BT (format lines 14, 1 5, and 1 6) .  
If NFSK wanted both the text and the substance 
of form at lines 1 4, 1 5 ,  and 16,  the transm ission 
would have been as follows: 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) ( LF) 
NOKB DE NFSK IMI AA BT K 
( 2CR) ( LF) 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) (LF) 
NOKB D E  NFSK 
( 2CR) (LF) 

NOKB would then retransmit everything after the 
first BT. A situation such as this one could 

IMI TO TO INFO K arise whenever there are so m any garbles in 
the received copy that it would be more time 
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consuming to use "word after" or "word be
fore" procedure than to simply repeat the entire 
text and remaining form at lines. 

Subject To Correction 
(SUBCOR) Messages 

Occasionally, corrections and repetitions can
not be obtained immediately. Messages received 
with portions missing or portions of doubtful 
accuracy should be delivered or forwarded sub
ject to correction (SUBCOR) if the precedence 
is IMMEDIATE or higher or the operational 
situation dictates .  In local delivery and routing, 
the missing or doubtful portions should be in
dicated by appropriate notation on the face of 
the message. Extreme discretion should be ex
ercised, however, in forwarding or delivering 
transmissions that are so garbled as to be of 
no value. It should also be remembered that 
a station delivering or forwarding a m•3Ssage 
that is subject to correction is re sponsible for 
obtaining and forwarding corrections. 

Ve:rifications 

Verification requests should be initiated by 
addressee s only and m ay be in the form of a 
service or regular m essage .  New messages 
or service messages that request verification 
are sent only if the message in question has 
already been receipted for. Verifications can 
be requested on a real-time basis as the need 
arises on a m anual TTY circuit. The prosign 
J (verify with the originator and repeat) can 
be used in much the same way as the prosign 
C or the operating signal IMI. For example, 
assume that Nl<'SK desires a verification of 
the words "SUBNOT E  REQU EST "  from a line 
in the text that reads: "COMSUBLANT RE
QU ESTS SUBNOTE REQUEST PROC EDURES B E  
IMPLEMENTED." The request for verification 
would take the following form : 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) ( LF) 
NOKB DE NFSK J REQU ESTS TO PROC E
DURES K 
( 2CR) ( LF) 

After checking with the originator and verifying 
that the textual words in que stion are correct 
as previously transmitted, NOKB would initiate 
the following: 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) ( LF) 
NFSK DE NOKB J REQUESTS TO PROC EDURES 

SUBNOTE REQUEST K 
( 2CR) (LF) 

NFSK would then end the exchange with: 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) (LF) 
NOKB D E  NFSK R AR 
( 2CR) (LF) 

CANC ELLATIONS 

A me ssage m ay be canceled only by the 
originator. When a message is in the process 
of being transmitted, it m ay be canceled by 
use of the error prosign E E E E E E E E 
( 8 Es) and the ending prosign AR, Each letter 
of the error sign must be separated by a space. 
For example, if you are transmitting a message 
and discover that the transmission is in error, 
the proper method of cancellation is as follows:  

AND PROC EED TO POINT ( 2CR) (LF) 
E E E E E E E E AR 
( 2CR) (LF) 

The 8 Es prosign and AR should not be used 
to cancel a transmission after a receipt has 
been given. For this purpose, a service mes
sage containing appropriate operating signals 
must be used. A station canceling a transmission 
is responsible for any further action necessary 
in connection with the message involved. 

· 

COUNTING AND 
CHECKING GROUPS 

Confusion can often result if an operator is 
not familiar with the basic rules concerning the 
counting of message groups. Ti1e basic rules 
are as follows: 

(1) Count text groups only. 
( 2) Punctuation and symbols are not counted 

unless spelled out or abbreviated. 
( 3) A sequence of characters that is not 

interrupted by a space is counted as one group. 
( 4) The letter ' 'X' '  is counted as one group 

when used in lieu of punctuation. 
( 5) The proper names of countries,  cities,  

or streets consisting of two or m ore separate 
words should normally be written and counted 
as one group. For example, NEWLONDON, SAN
DIEGO, SALTLAKECITY, but when the words 
are written separately, they should be trans
m itted and counted as separate groups. 
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Checking Group Count 

Th•�re are several methods of checking group 
counts of a message. One method is the use of 
the operating signal IMI, which means "re
peat' ' .  For example, if an operator wants the 
ninth group of a message repeated, the re
quest would take the following form : 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) (LF) 
(Station called) DE (Station Calling) 
IMI GR9 K 
( 2CR) ( LF) 

In this example, the calling station is requesting 
that the ninth group be repeated. 

Another method is by use of the operating 
signal !NT preceding the group symbol GR. 
When a calling station uses this format, the 
exchange is assumed to be in the form of a 
question, meaning ' 'is the number of groups 
correct as indicated' ' ? For example, assume 
that NOKB transmits a message to NFSK and 
transmits the group count as GR9 (meaning 
that the message has 9 textual groups) . Upon 
receiving the me ssage, NFSK finds that the 
number of groups received does not correspond 
to the group count transmitted. NFSK would 
question the validity of the group count with 
the following: 

( 5SP) ( 2C R) (LF) 
NOKB DE NFSK INT GR9 K 
( 2CR) ( LF) 

If NOKB rechecks the message and finds the 
group count to be correct as transmitted, the 
prosign C would be used as follows: 

(5 SP) (2CR) (LF) 
NFSK DE NOKB C K (2C R) (LF) 

Essentially, NFSK asked NOKB, "is the grov.p 
count correct as transmitted" ? NOKB responded, 
saying ' 'that is correct. ' '  The prim ary difference 
between the operating signals IMI and INT is 
that IMI asks for a repeat, whereas INT places 
the query in the form of a question. 

Checking Messages 
Under 50 Groups 

For plain language and encrypted text mes
sages where the group count does not exceed 
50 groups, the transmitting station repeats the 
original group count and the first character 
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of each word or groups in the text when re
sponding to an INT. For example, assume that 
NNBD m akes the following transmission to NFSK: 

(5SP) (2CR) (LF) 
NFSK DE NNBD (2CR) (LF) 
R 1 51015Z NOV 76 (2CR) (LF) 
GR9 (2CR) (LF) 
BT (2C R) (LF) 
YOUR SORTIE REQU EST APPROVED lAW COM
SUBLANT OPORDER APPLICABLE ANNEX 
BT (2C R) (LF) 
K (2CR) (8 LF) (4Ns) 

(12LTRS) 

NFSK then questions the group count: 
( 5SP) ( 2CR) (LF) 
NNBD DE NFSK INT GR9 K 
( 2CR) (LF) 

NNBD checks and finds the group count correct 
as transmitted, then transmits: 

(5SP) ( 2C R) (LF) 
NFSK DE NNBD GR9 BT Y S R A I C 0 A A 
BT K 
(2CR) (LF) 

Checking Messages 
Over 50 Grouns 

For checking group count on plain text m;�s
sages over 50 groups,  the procedure is the same 
as that discussed for those under 50 groups. 
For encrypted text messages with a group count 
of over 50 groups, however, the transmitting 
station repeats the original group count and 
repeats the first letter of the first, eleventh, 
and every tenth group following them . For ex
ample, assume that NFSK sends the following 
INT request to NOKB after NOKB has completed 
transmitting a 76 group encrypted message: 

(5SP) (2CR) (LF) 
NOKB DE NFSK INT GR76 K 
( 2C R) ( LF) 

NOKB checks and finds the group count correct 
as transmitted, then transmits: 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) ( LF) 
NFSK DE NOKB GR76 BT 1-R 11-M 21-C 
31-S 41-S 51-S 61-D 71-R BT K 
( 2CR) (LF) 
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Notice that NOKB sent the identity of the letter 
( 1 st, 1 1th, etc.) and the letter itseli (R, M, 
etc.) . 

In the preceding m anner, the receiving sta
tion can check to see if the sequence of groups 
has been received correctly. After the trans
mission of the first, eleventh, and subsequent 
group letters, the receiving station can then 
find where the error lies and can send a re
que st for repetition of the ten groups in which 
there has been a miscount during reception. 
For example: 

(5SP) ( 2CR) ( LF) 
NOKB DE NFSK IMI 30 TO 40 K 
( 2CR) (LF) 

It should be pointed out that the group count of 
the transmitting station is final. 

TRANSMISSION OF 
M ESSAGES 

Messages to be transmitted should be sent 
exactly as intended by the originator. When a 
m<�ssage is transmitted, abbreviations should not 
be substituted for full words or full words for 
abbreviations without the approval of the origi
nator. 

A station receiving a message is responsible 
for the message until a receipt is obtained from 
another station or delivery is accomplished. 
(Messages forwarded by the broadcast services 
are considered received when transmitted,) 

It is important to remember that the number 
of characters and spaces typed on one line should 
not exceed 69 . Sending operators should type 
the message in such a m anner that a long 
word falling at the end of a line will not be 
hyphenated. In order to prevent hyphenating a 
word at the end of a line, strict attention must 
be paid to the "end-of-line" indicators (warning 
light or m argin bell) . 

Multiple Page Messages 

Messages containing more than 20 lines of 
heading and text are divided into pages for trans
mission as follows:  

(1)  The number of pages of the message 
text in any transmission cannot exceed 5. A 
page consisting of part heading and part text 
should not count as a textual page. 

( 2) The first page should consist of not 
more than 20 lines and should begin with format 

line 5, counting from form at line 5 of the mes
sage heading, and continue for a total of 20 
lines. 

( 3) All succeeding pages should contain 20 
lines of text, except the last page, which m ay 
contain less. 

( 4) Correction (C) procedures m ay be used 
at the end of each page as necessary. 

(5) The machine functions between pages 
should be ( 2CR) (4LF) . 

An important point concerning the proper 
paging of messages should be understood. A s  
stated i n  condition (1) above, a page consisting 
of part heading and part text does not count 
as a textual page. For example, the initial 
page should have the heading of the message and, 
barring a long list of action and info addees, 
a few lines of text. This initial page should 
not count as one of the textual pages because 
it contains both heading and textual lines. It 
should also be pointed oat that the lines referred 
to are not format lines; they are TYPED lines .  
The first textual page, therefore, should be 
one which has 20 typed lines of text, not in
cluding any element of the heading, 

Long Messages 

Messages which exceed 5 textual pages are 
considered to be long messages. Messages such 
as these are divided into transmission sections. 
A transmission section cannot exceed five textual 
pages. 

Long messages can monopolize circuit time 
when transmitted in their entirety. It is some
times advisable to separate the messages into 
transmission sections even though they m ay be 
less than the prescribed length. Transmission 
sections should not be confused with crypto
parts as employed in encrypted messages. Nor
mally, messages are separated at a convenient 
point so as not to destroy the continuity of the 
message but not beyond the m aximum number 
of pages prescribed. 

In unencrypted messages, the m arking "SEC
TION __ OF __ • '  is inserted prior to the text 
or following the security classification, if any. 
For example, if the m arking "SECTION 1 OF 
3" is used, each additional transmission sec
tion should be preceded by an identical message 
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haading. The only difference should be the sta
tion serial number and group count (if any) 
for that particular transmission section. The 
final transmission section is  identified by ' 'FINAL 
SECTION OF __ ." 

The following is an example of the correct 
method of numbering pages and transmission 
sections of a 1600 group message: 

( 5SP) (2CR) ( LF) 

NBA DE NFSK NRl (2CR) ( LF) 

T (2CR) (LF) 

0 1 71 510Z NOV 76 ( 2CR) ( LF) 

FM USS FRANCIS SCOTT KEY (2CR) ( LF) 

TO COMSUBGRU SIX ( 2CR) ( LF) 

COMSUBRON SIXTEEN ( 2CR) ( LF) 

COMSUBRON FOURTEEN ( 2CR) ( LF) 

INFO COMSUBRON EIGHTEEN (2CR) ( LF) 

GR750 ( 2CR) ( LF) 

BT ( 2CR) ( LF) 

SECTION ONE OF TWO (2CR) ( LF) 

(Twenty lines of heading ( 2CR) ( LF) 
and text) (2CR) (4LF) 

PAGE TWO NFSK NRl ( 2CR) ( LF) 

(Twenty lines of text) ( 2CR) (4LF) 

(Note: Succeeding pages of this transmission 
section should appear as shown above. The final 
page is shown next.) 

PAGE FIVE NFSK NRl 

(Final lines of text) 

SECTION ONE 

BT 

K 

(2CR) (LF) 

( 2CR) ( LF) 

( 2CR) ( LF) 

(2CR) ( LF) 

(2CR) (8LF) 
(4Ns) (1 2LTRS) 
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The second and final transmission section would 
appear as follows: 

(5SP) (2CR) (LF) 

NBA DE NFSK NR2 

T 

0 1 71 510Z NOV 76  

(2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) ( LF) 

(2CR) (LF) 

FM USS FRANCIS SCOTT KEY (2CR) (LF) 

TO COMSUBGRU SIX 

COMSUBRON SIXTEEN 

(2CR) ( LF) 

( 2CR) ( LF) 

COMSUBRON FOURTEEN (2CR) ( LF) 

INFO COMSUBRON EIGHTEEN (2CR) (LF) 

GR850 

BT 

FINAL SECTION OF TWO 

(Twenty lines of heading 
and text) 

PAGE TWO NFSK NR2 

(Twenty lines of text) 

( 2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (LF) 

( 2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (4LF) 

( 2CR) ( LF) 

(2CR) (LF) 

(Note: The succeeding pages of this transmis
sion section should appear in the manner just 
shown. The final page is shown below.) 

PAGE FIVE NFSK NR2 

(Final lines of text) 

SECTION TWO 

BT 

K 

( 2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (LF) 

( 2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (8LF) 
(4Ns) (1 2LTRS) 

In the preceding example, notice that the 
text is  conveniently broken down into 7 50 and 
850 groups, respectively. Also, notice that a 
separate station serial number is used for 
each transmission section, although the date
time group and addees remained · the same. 
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USE OF COMMON 
PROSIGNS 

Proper usage of common prosigns can save 
circuit time and expedite traffic handling pro
cedures. It is important, therefore, that TTY 
operators have a knowledge of the most used 
prosigns and their basic definitions. 

The following is a list of the se common 
prosigns and their meanings: 

P.ROSIGNS 

AA 

AB 

AR 

AS 

B 

BT 

c 

C I<'N 

DEFINITION AND MEANING 

All After. 

All Before .  

End of transm ission - "This is 
the end of my transmission to 
you, and no response is required 
or expected." 

Wait -

(1) AS m ade during a transmis
sion and without an ending sign 
indicates a pause for a few 
seconds. 

( 2) AS followed by AR indicates 
"You are to wait" or "I am 
obliged to wait' ' ,  as applica
ble . 

More to follow. 

Long Break - "Indicates the sepa
ration of the text from other por
tions of the message or portions 
indicated." 

(1) C alone means "You are cor
rect." 

( 2) C followed by identification 
data means, "This is a cor
rect version of the message 
or portions indicated." 

( 3) Always used when replying 
to pro sign J.  

Confirm ation - " The following 
confirm s a portion of the text." 

PROSIGNS DE FINITION AND MEANING 

D E  From - "This transmission is 
from the station whose designa
tion follows." 

EEEE EE EE Error - A  succe ssion of 8 Es in
dicate s that an error has been 
m ade. The error sign will be 
followed by the last word, group, 
or prosign which was correctly 
transmitted. 

F 

FM 

G 

GR 

GRNC 

HM 

IMI 

INFO 

INT 

IX 

Do not answer - "Stations called 
are not to answer this call, re
ceipt for this message, or other
wise transmit in connection with 
this transmission." 

Originator' s  Sign - "The origina
tor of this me s sage is indicated 
by the designation immediately 
following. ' '  

Repeat back - ' 'Repeat this entire 
transmis sion back to me exactly 
as received." 

Groups - GR followed by num
eral( s) m•3ans, ' 'This message 
contains the number of groups 
indicated. ' '  

"The groups in this m e ssage 
have not been counted." 

(M ade 3 time s .) Emergency si
lence sign. "Silence . "  

Repeat. 

Inform ation addressee sign. 

Interrogatory - Preceding operat
ing signals and prosigns, INT 
indicates that the matter to follow 
is in the form of a que stion •. INT 
preceding a portion of a m essage 
means "Is my reception of this 
correct" ? 

"Action on the m e s sage or signal 
which follows i s  to be carried out 
upon receipt of " EXECUTE." 
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PROSIGNS 

J 

K 

NR 

DEFINITION AND MEANING 

Verify and repeat - "Verify the 
entire message (or portion in
dicated) with the originator and 
send correct version." 

Go ahead - "This is the end 
of my transmission to you and 
a response is necessary. Go 
ahead; transmit." 

Number. 

0 Immediate - "The precedence of 
___

____
_

____ t=hi=· s�message is IMMEDIATE." 

p 

R 

R 

T 

TO 

WA 

WB 

XMT 

z 

AA, AB. and AS 

Priority - "The precedence of 
this message is PRIORITY." 

Received - "I have received 
your last transmission (or mes
sages indicated) ." 

Routine - "The precedence of 
this m•� ssage is ROUTINE • . ,  

Transmit to. 

Action addressee sign. 

Word after.  

Word before. 

Ex�mpt - "Addressees indicated 
by designation immediately fol
lowing are exempted from the 
collective call or address desig
nation. ' '  

Flash - ' 'The precedence of this 
massage is FLASH." 

AA (All After) is used to identify requested 
portions of a message. It is norm ally used 
after IMI, C, and J, For example: 

(5SP) ( 2CR) (LF) 
DE NFSK IMI AA BT K 
( 2CR) (LF) 

AB (All Before) is used in the same m anner 
as AA. 

AS (Wait) is used in several different ways. 
It can be made during a transmission and with
out an ending sign, which indicates a short 
pause. It can be m ade with an ending sign, 
such as AR, to mean "You are to wait." An 
example of a short pause is as follows: 

( 5SP) (2CR) (LF) 

NOKB DE NFSK 

R 221035Z 

GR15 

NOV 76 

(2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (LF) 

( 2CR) (LF) 

B'I�-- ----------.(r-"l2�CHnLF) 
MOOR PORT SIDE 

AS 

(2CR) (LF) 

( 2CR) (LF) 

If the preceding example is transmitted as 
is, it means that the pause will be a short one. 
If the transmission were ended with AR, how
ever, it would mean that the wait will be longer 
than a short pause. In any event, the receiving 
station is to wait for either a K or AR before 
transmitting. The exception to this rule would 
be whenever the receiving station has a mes
sage of higher precedence to transmit. If the 
receiving station has a higher precedence mes
sage to transmit, break-in procedure should 
be employed. 

B (More To Follow) 

The prosign B means that there is more 
traffic to follow. For example: 

( 5SP) (2CR) (LF) 

NOKB DE NFSK 

R 221 330Z NOV 76 

(2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (LF) 

FM USS FRANCIS SCOTT KEY (2CR) (LF) 

TO USS ABRI\HAM LINCOLN ( 2CR) (LF) 

BT 

(Text) 

BT 
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( 2CR) (LF) 

( 2CR) (LF) 

( 2CR) (LF) 
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B 

K 

( 2CR) (LF) 

( 2CR) (8LF) 
( 4Ns) (1 2LTRS) 

The above example indicates to NOKB that 
NFSK has more traffic to send by the place
ment of B 0.:1 the final instructions. 

: B followed by a numeral m.�ans "More to 
follow, total number of groups transmitted thus 
far is as indicated." For example, if NFSK 
were transmitting a 190-group message to NOKB, 
the procedure should be done as follows: 

(5SP) ( 2CR) (LF) 

NOKB DE NFSK (2CR) (LF) 

R 221 345Z NOV 76 (2CR) (LF) 

GR190 ( 2CR) ( LF) 

BT ( 2CR) (LF) 

(First 100  groups) (2CR) (LF) 

B 1 0 0  ( 2CR) (LF) 

K ( 2CR) (4LF) 

In the preceding example, NFSK indicates 
to NOKB that the number of groups sent thus 
far is 1 0 0  and that there is more to follow. 
The K indicates that repetition requests will 
now be taken. It is standard circuit procedure 
to pause at the end of each 100 groups to allow 
the receiving station time to request repeats , 
corrections , etc. 

GRNC (Groups Not 
Counted) 

GRNC means, "The groups in this message 
have not been counted." GRNC is mandatory 
in the prefix in messages bearing an accounting 
symbol when groups are not counted. An ac
counting symbol is used to affix financial re
sponsibility when charges are incurred. 
Accounting symbols are discussed in detail in 
the applicable edition of NTP 9 .  

H M  ( Emergency Silence 
Sign) 

Emergency silence m ay be imposed or lifted 
by a station only when authorized by competent 

UNCLASSIFIED 

authority. HM, transmitted three times, m·eans 
"Cease transmissions imm·ediately; silence will 
be maintained until directed to resume." 

The silence transmission HM HM HM after 
a call means "Station(s) addressed cease all . 
transmissions on this net immediately. " After 
a call HM HM HM followed by a frequency 
or frequency designator means "Station(s) ad
dressed cease all transmission immediately on 
that frequency or that indicated by a frequency 
designator. " 

Emergency silence is lifted by addressing 
the station(s) concerned and transmitting the 
operating signal meaning "Negative" ( ZUG) fol
lowed by HM HM HM. 

T (Transmit To) 

T ,  when used, appears in the transmi ssion 
instructions. T alone means, ' 'Station called 
transmit this message to all addressees in the 
address component." For example: 

( 5SP) ( 2CR) (LF) 

NOKB DE NFSK 

T 

p 221405Z NOV 76 

(Rest of message) 

( 2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (L F) 

(2CR) (8LF) 
(4Ns) (1 2LTRS) 

In the preceding example, the placement of T 
in the transmission instructions tells NOKB 
to transmit the message to all addees in the 
address component. 

T, followed by an address designation(s) , 
m.;ans " Station called transmit this message 
to the addressee(s) whose address designation(s) 
follow." For example: 

( 5SP) (2CR) (LF) 

NOKB DE NFSK 

T NNBD 

P 221410Z NOV 76 

(Rest of me ssage) 

( 2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (LF) 

( 2CR) (8LF) 
(4Ns) (1 2LTRS) 

In the preceding example, NFSK is telling NOKB 
to transmit the m.: ssage to NNBD. 
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T, preceded by a call sign and followed by 
an address designation(s) , m.3ans "Station whose 
call sign precedes T transmit this m.essage to 
the addressee( s) whose address designation(s) 
follow T." For example: 

(5SP) (2CR) (LF) 

NOKB NNBD DE NFSK 

NNBD T NDRS 

NOKB T NRMC 

p 221430 Z NOV 76 

(Re :3t of message) 

(2CR) (LF) 

( 2CR) (LF) 

( 2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (8LF) 
(4Ns) (1 2LTRS) 

In the preceding example, NNBD and NOKB are 
to transmit the message to NDRS and NRMC , 
respectively. It should be noted that when more 
than one station is called and directed to relay 
a message,  the transmission instructions for each 
such station must appear on a separate line. 

T instructions m ay be modified by use of 
the operating signal Z WL to denote that no 
forwarding action is required to the addressee 
designation( s) which immediately follow ZWL. 
For example: 

(5SP) (2CR) (LF) 

NOKB DE NFSK 

T ZWL NDRS 

p 221445Z / 
FM NFSK 

TO NRMC 

NMFO 

NDRS 

NBIB 

NOV 76 

(Rest of message) 

(2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) (L F) 

( 2CR) (LF) 

( 2CR) (LF) 

(2CR) ( LF) 

( 2CR) ( LF) 

(2CR) ( LF) 

( 2CR) (8LF) 
(4Ns) (1 2LTRS) 

In the preceding example, NFSK has directed 
NOKB to relay the message to all of the addees 
except NDRS by using the operating signal ZWL 

after T and preceding the call sign to be ex
empted. 

There are many uses of the various op
erating signals and prosigns , and it would be 
difficult to foresee each circumstance in which 
they would be used. A thorough understanding 
of the basic rule s regarding the use of these 
prosigns and operating signals is essential 
to TTY operators, and, of course, nothing can 
teach proper usage as experience can. It is 
recom mended to all potential operators that 
they thoroughly read and understand the ap
plicable edition of AC P 1 26 as well as the ap
plicable procedures outlined in Fleet and Force 
Commanders'  directives.  

MANUAL SWITCHING 
SYSTEMS 

The difference in switchboard and TTY equip
ment used by the various nations precludes a 
combined m anual switching procedure. The m an
ual switching procedures used by each nation are 
contained in the National Annex to the applicable 
edition of AC P 1 26 .  For combined working, 
local arrangements must be m ade for all stations 
to use the applicable calling and operating pro
cedure prescribed by the nation to whose switch
board they are connected. 

There are several special abbreviations that 
should be understood by TTY operators who are 
part of a m anual switching system . They are 
as follows: 

(1) BKD (Booked) - "Your call has been 
booked." U sed by switchboards after BOOK 
has been requested. 

( 2) BOOK - "It is requested that this call 
be booked." The precedence of the m essage 
awaiting transmission should be included in 
the book reque st. 

( 3) ENGD ( Engaged) - "The station called 
is engaged.' '  If the called station is engaged, 
the calling station may then transmit BOOK, 
followed by the precedence of the message 
awaiting transmission. 

(4) 000 ("Out of Order") - "The circuit(s) 
to the station cal1ed is out of order." 

Manual switching system s are engineered 
in such a m anner that each station connected 
to a switching central switchboard can com
municate with other stations connected to the 
same switchboard by manual cross connection 
or patching. Although establishing communication 
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and making and terminating connections require 
, a different procedure than that required for 
other methods of manual TTY operation, the 
procedure for handling messages through switch
ing centrals is the same as in other methods 
of m anual TTY operation. Exceptions to this 
are explained in the National Annex to the 
applicable edition of ACP 1 26.  

Placing Calls 

A station operator calls the switchboard 
operator by depressing the "BREAK" switch 
for two seconds. When the answer is received 
from the switchboard operator, the originating 
station transmits a preliminary call indicating 
the station( s) with which communication is de
sired. Thi.s call consists o:f the identification 
of the called station(s) ,  the prosign DE,  the 
identification of the station initiating the call, 
the precedence prosign, and the prosign K. 
If the precedence is F LASH, five bells will 
be sounded after the prosign K. 

After the switchboard operator has com
pleted the connection between the calling and 
called station(s) , repeated the preliminary call, 

and an answer has been received by the station 
initiating the call, transmission of traffic will 
begin. Traffic is transmitted in the same manner 
as if there were no switchboards involved. 

Recalling And Disconnection 

During a connection, the switchboard op
erator m ay be recalled by depressing the break 
switch for two seconds. When an answer is re
ceived from the switchboard, the recalling sta
tion should imtn.3diately transmit the reason for 
the recall. 

When the station which initiated the call 
is ready to terminate the connection, the sta
tion recalls the switchboard by transmitting a 
two 1 second break. To terminate the connection, 
the calling station transmits the prosign DE,  
the station identification, and the prosig-.:1 AR. 

Occasionally, switching arrangements cannot 
b3 m ade through existing trunk connections or 
are not considered practicable for further switch
ing. In this event, the rnessage(s) are " TABLED 
O"CT " ,  i.e. passed to a local reperforator or 
teletypewriter for onward transmission in the 
pro.�ad!l:re appl�cable to that part of the network. 
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AUTOMATED SYSTEMS 

Through modern technology, telecommunica
tions capabilities have been improved in many 
areas. For example , we now have more efficient 
modulation techniques and transmission methods , 
better error detection and correction coding, 
and satellite relay. Thus, the quality and speed 
of communications have been greatly improved 
in addition to increasing information transfer 
capabilities. 

In the past, manual logging, reproduction, 
distribution, filing, readdressal , etc. , resulted 
in system "bottlenecks."  These bottlenecks still 
exist in some areas of the Naval Telecommuni
cations System (NTS) and prevent the realization 
of acceptable writer-to-reader times. It is 
through the automation of these functions that we 
are now pursuing acceptable communications 
in a modern dynamic environment. This chapter 
covers basic information concerning major auto
mated systems that are in use today. 

AUTODIN 

The Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN) 
is a worldwide , computerized , general purpose, 
communications system. A UTODIN provides for 
the transmission of both narrative and data 
pattern traffic on a store-and-forward basis. The 
objective of AUTODIN is to provide reliable, 
secure, and effieient communications , incorpor
ating error detection and the highest speed 
transml ssion equipment available. As part of the 
Defense Communications System (DCS) , AUTO
DIN is m'lnaged by the Defense Communications 
Agency (DCA) , 

As a digital network, AUTODIN consists of 
switching centers that are interconnected by 
trunk lines, Each center has local lines that 
radiate from it to each subscriber terminal, 
Messages originating at any of the subscriber 
terminals are forwarded through their switching 
centers. The function of the message switching 
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center is to accept messages from any of the 
subscribers ,  determine their classifications and 
precedences ,  and relay the messages to the 
addressed subscribers. 

In addition to its reliability, A UTODIN is 
flexible. Appropriate interlace equipments trans
late all inputs into a common machine language, 
AUTODIN is compatible with many different 
computer codes , speeds , and media (card, tape , 
etc,) , Thus, communications equipment within the 
NTS can be integrated into the A UTODIN system, 

A UTODIN SWITCHING 
CENTERS (ASCs) 

The AUTODIN Switching Centers (ASCs) are 
the focal points of the entire network. The network 
proper is comprised of two interconnected por
tions: CONUS AUTODIN and Overseas AUTODIN, 
Within CONUS, the ASCs use leased or contract 
furnished equipment, whereas the Overseas ASCs 
use government-furnished equipment. 

Input and output devices provide the central 
AUTODIN computer with the facilities necessary 
for communicating with the users. Input devices 
such as card readers and teletypewriters supply 
the computer with the data and instructions , while 
output devices provide the means for changing 
the data processed by the computer into a form 
specified by or intelligible to the users. The 
selection of input/ output devices depends on the 
specific use for which a computer is intended, 

Generally, input/ output devices must meet 
two basic requirements. First, the devices must 
be able to modify all data so that it is acceptable 
to the computer during the input phase of the 
operation and must be able to present data in 
usable form during the output phase. Second, 
the devices must operate quickly and efficiently 
in conjunction with the computer, Because the 
various input/output devices use code language , 
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it is necessary that you understand the basic 
languages used, They are as follows : 

1. Hollerith Code - Standard punch card 
language. 

2. ASC II Code - American Standard Code 
information interchange, eight-level paper tape. 

3, IT A #2 Code - American version of in
ternational TTY alphabet, five-level paper tape. 

Operational Modes 

The following five methods of channel op
eration are available in AUTODIN: 

1. Mode I - A  duplex operation with auto
matic error and channel controls allowing in
dependent and simultaneous two-way operation. 

2. Mode II - A duplex operation, normally 
associated with TTY equipments , allowing in
dependent and simultaneous two-way operation. 
In this mode, there are no automatic error 
and channel controls. 

3, Mode III - A duplex operation with auto
m�tic error and channel control but utilizing 
only one-way transmission. The return direction 
is used for error control and channel coordination. 

4, Mode IV - Unidirectional operation (send 
only or receive only) without error control and 
channel coordination. 

5. Mode V - A  duplex operation, normally 
associated with TTY equipments , allowing inde
pendent and simultaneous two-way transmission. 
Message receipt is acknowledged through the 
use of control characters , and message account
ability is maintained through the use of channel 
sequence numbers. 

Programming 

At the start of each AUTODIN message is a 
header containing pertinent information relating 
to the destination of the message. Messages can 
be sent to a single addressee or, if directed 
by the header information, copies can be sent 
to many addressees. This system saves time 

128.2 
Figure 14-1. - Low-speed card configuration. 
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and communication facilities ,  since only one 
me ssage is prepared by the originator and sent 
to the switching center. 

The timing system contained in A UTODIN 
equipment briefly connects a switching center 
to each terminal in turn. Computer memories 
act as reservoirs for the incoming messages 
of each subscriber terminal. The computer is 
programmed to connect each terminal in turn 
during a cycle. The computer can service low 
and high speed terminals as well as the trunk 
line (or lines) linking it to the other switching 
center. Messages which have been received in 
their entirety are scheduled for output to the 
addressee's channel when its turn arrives in the 
cycle. 

A UTODIN has built-in safeguards which detect 
almost any type of hardware or format error. 
Additionally, a complete (reference) copy of all 
messages that are relayed is kept on AUTODIN 
computer tape. A separate copy (called a 
" journal") is  made of only the address. Using 
this journal copy as an index permits the system 

to locate the reference copy of any of the 
messages. 

DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER 
TERMINAL EQUIPMENT (DSTE) 

The most commonly used communications 
application of AUTODIN is in the form of Digital 
Subscriber Terminal Equipment (DSTE) . The 
DSTE system is used in communications 
terminals around the world and may be con
figured in various forms. For example , the 
system may be configured as a card only terminal 
(figure 14-1) , as a tape only terminal (figure 
14-2) , or as a combined card and tape terminal 
(figure 14-3) . 

The various DSTE configurations are linked 
together by the ADMS. The ADMS are part of 
the AUTODIN switching centers as well as the 
subscriber terminals. Included in the DSTE 
are the following equipments: 

• Common Control Unit 

128.3 
Figure 14-2. - High-speed paper tape terminal configuration. 
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128,4 
Figure 14-3, - High-speed card and tape configuration. 

• Card Reader 

• Paper Tape Reader 

• Low-Speed Card Punch 

• High-Speed Card Punch 

• Universal Keyboard 

• Page Printer 

• High-Speed and Low-Speed Paper Tape 
Punches 

Common Control 
Unit (CCU) 

The common control unit is the prime control 
device in each digital terminal, (See figure 14-4,) 
This unit automatically coordinates and inter
connects full-duplex message traffic. The basic 
sending operation consists of the following: 

1. Accepting data characters from tape or 
card readers; 

2. Accumulating the input characters into 
data blocks in the CCU memory; 

3. Distributing data blocks to an output tape 
or card device on a character basis. 
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128. 5 
Figure 14-4. - Common control unit. 
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Card Reader 

The card reader (see figure 14- 5) is a message 
input device for the transmit operation of the 
DSTE. The flow of intelligence is as follows : 

1. Messages punched in cards in Hollerith 
code are read by the card reader. 

2. The Hollerith characters are elec
tronically converted into ASC II characters. 

3. The ASC II characters are transferred to 
the common control unit. 

4. The common control unit accumulates the 
characters into blocks and sends them to the 
line for transmission. NOTE : The card reader 
can read cards and transfer data to the common 
control unit at a rate up to 1500 words per 
minute. 

128.6 
Figure 14-5. - Card reader. 
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Paper Tape Reader 

The paper tape reader (see figure 14-6) 
converts the perforations in punched paper tape 
to electrical data in the form of ASC II -coded 
characters and transfers this data to the common 
control unit. A front panel switch provides the 
option of reading data punched in either ASC II 
or IT A #2 code form. The data on IT A #2 coded 
tape is converted to the ASC II code form required 
as an input to the common control unit. The 
punched paper tape is stepped through the reader 
mechanism one character at a time in response 
to control signals received from the common 
control unit. The paper tape reader is capable 
of reading fully perforated paper tape and trans
ferring the data at a rate of 1500 words per 
minute. A speed limiting switch perm1ts reading 
chadless paper tape and transferring the data 
for any rate up to 187.5 words per 
minute. 

128. 7 
Figure 14-6 . - Paper tape reader. 
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Low-Speed 
Card Punch 

The low- speed card punch (see figure 14-7) 
can be used at a DSTE either as an on-line 
output device or off-line in conjunction with 
the universal keyboard (see figure 14-8) , 

The low-speed punch card accepts data from 
the commJn control unit or keyboard in ASC II 
code, This data is converted to Hollerith code 
and punched in cards, The punch logic substitutes 
an asterisk for any character received in ASC II 
which does not have an assignment in Hollerith. 
The low-speed card punch can punch and print 
cards at any rate compatible with a common 
control unit rate up to 375 WPM (28 cards per 

---------.rnn+bmra�t�e�). 

High-Speed 
Card Punch 

The high-speed card punch (see figure 14- 9) 
accepts data from the common control unit in 
eight-level ASC II code, At the card punch , the 
data is then converted to Hollerith and punched 
in cards, The punch logic substitutes an asterisk 

128 . 8  
Figure 14-7. - Low-speed card punch. 
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128. 10 
Figure 14-8. - Universal keyboard. 

for any character received in ASC II which does 
not have an assignment in Hollerith. The high
speed card punch supports speeds up to 1500 
WPM or an equivalent of 150 characters per second 
(112 cards a mi.nute) . 

Universal Keyboard 

The universal keyboard (figure 14-8) is used 
in conjunction with a paper tape punch or a card 
punch, An off-line device , the keyboard affords 
the means to prepare messages for subsequent 
transmittal via the appropriate DSTE, 

Page Printer 

The page printer (figure 14-10) can be used in 
a digital terminal as an output monitor or as 
an input monitor, 

As an output monitor ,  the page printer pro
vides a printout of the data received at the 
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128.9 
Figure 14-9. - High-speed punch. 

terminal. As an input monitor, the page printer 
provides hard copy of data transferred to the 
common control unit by the various DSTE readers. 
The assignment of a page printer to the input 
or output monitor is controlled at the common 
contro 1 unit. 

The page printer operates at speeds up to 
3000 WPM. Data is printed ten characters per 
inch, one to eighty characters per line , with six 
lines per inch. The printer can accommodate 
standard sprocket hole, single ply paper , multi
lith masters , ditto masters , and 2, 3 ,  4, and 
5 multi-ply paper with carbons. 

High- and Low-Speed 
Paper Tape Punches 

The high-speed and low-speed paper tape 
punches (see figure 14-11) function as on-line 
output devices. Both paper tape punches can also 
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128.12 
Figure 14- 10. - Page printer. 

be used for off-line keypunch operation in con
junction with the universal keyboard. 

As output devices ,  the paper tape punches 
accept ASC II coded data from the common con
trol unit and enter this data onto punched paper 
tape in the form of either ASC II or ITA #2 
coded characters. In adjition, a printer
interpreter prints characters between the 
sprocket holes on the paper tape corresponding 
to the punched characters. The high-speed paper 
tape punch punches paper tape at speeds up to 
1400 WPM. The low-speed paper tape punch 
punches and prints paper tape at speeds up to 
18.75  characters per second and will punch, 
without printing, up to 7 5  characters per second. 

A unique feature of the paper tape punches 
is the ability to operate the tape punch and 
printer interpreter independently. This perm;ts 
off-line printing of previously prepared paper 
tape while the punch mechanism remains on-line. 

Data communication does not necessarily 
solve all workload problems. Along with the 
obvious benefits , there are also drawbacks. Some 
disadvantages of the data processing communi
cation systems are as follows : 

1. Limited decision making capability of each 
piece of equipment. 
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128.13 
Figure 14-11,-High-speed and low-speed paper 

tape punches. 

2, Erroneous information is processed as 
rapidly as correct information, and errors are 
sometimes not as easily detected as with manual 
systems. 

3, Exceptions to normal system program
ming are usually handled manually. 

Message Types 
and Formats 

The AUTODIN network will accept the fol
lowing three types of messages: 

1, Single Call - Destined for only one ad
dressee or station. 
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2. Multiple Call - Destined for two or more 
addressees or stations which may be indicated 
as ACTION or INFORMATION, 

3, General Messages - Messages which have 
a wide standard distribution and contain an 
identifying title and sequential number. 

The A UTODIN system will accept and process 
plaindress ,  abbreviated plaindress,  codress , and 
data pattern messages, Since all messages utilize 
the basic sixteen line form9.t, the number of 
lines used is determined by the selected format. 
For example, format lines 6 ,  7, 8 ,  and 9 are 
never shown externally in a codress message but 
are shown in plaindress format. Therefore , the 
communications need would dictate the type of 
format selected. 

A 'JTODIN TELETYPEWRITER (TTY) 

Much of the traffic that is passed within the 
A UTODIN system is accomplished via teletype
writer (TTY) . You can consider AUTODIN to 
be an automatic tape relay system when communi
cating via TTY, When studying chapter 13 (Manual 
Teletypewriter Procedure) , you learned that com
munications via TTY could be accomplished 
through the use of direct hard copy, tape copy, 
or a combination of both, The AUTODIN system 
is programmed to accept properly cut tapes , 
route them through the various switching centers 
and terminals en route to their ultimate 
destination, and produce a tape and hard copy 
to the designated addresses. However ,  there 
are requirements that must be met when headers 
and tapes are cut for transmission through 
AUTODIN. In this section, we will discuss some 
of the more important points concerning place
ment of elements , cutting of headers,  security 
requirements , etc, 

Routing Indicators 

Within the AUTODIN network, a TTY tape is 
routed by means of a routing indicator, Routing 
indicators are com1)inations of not less than 
four or more than seven letters. A routing 
indicator begins with the letter "R" or "Q." 
The letter "R''  indicates that the routing indi
cator is part of the world-wide tape relay 
system.. The letter "Q" indicates that the routing 
indicator is within a self contained network within 
a command or theater. 

The second letter of the routing indicator 
identifies the nation or international alliance 
to which the indicator belongs. For example, 
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the letter ' '  U , ' '  when used as the second letter, 
indicates the United States. The routing indi
cator used to denote that the tape is part of the 
worldwide network and is destined to a station 
in the United States,  therefore , would begin 
with "RU." 

The third letter identifies the geographical 
area in which a particular station is located 
or from which it is served. This is necessary 
for relay purposes because the second letter 
may indicate a large nation within which there 
are a number of subdivisions or stations. For 
example , many stations in the United States 
are designated by the third letter " C." There
fore , the first three letters of "R UC "\ would 
indicate that the tape is part of the world
wide network, destined to a certain geographical 
area within the United States .  The fourth and 
subsequent letters of a routing indicator designate 
relay and tributary stations within the tape relay 
network. Like the first three letters, the fourth 
and subsequent ones may vary, depending upon 
location, area, etc, 

Message Header 

When a message tape is prepared for sub
mission into the AUTODIN system, there are 
certain tape cutting procedures that must be 
adhered to , otherwise the message will be 
rejected by the ASC. The originating station 
is responsible for preparing the message for 
submission into the A UTODIN system. The Mes
sage Header (format line 2) is the starting 
point for the operator preparing the message 
tape, Modes I and III do not require format 
line 1. On terminals in which format line 1 is 
required (Modes II , IV, and V) ,  the ASC validates 
these elements. The operator must remember 
when preparing the header that it must be 
letter perfect, The TTY message header is a 
basic 43 position header (see figure 14-12) . The 
substance of each position on the header is as 
follows: 

• Leader- To ensure acceptance and trans
mission of the first character of the message ' 
header,  it is  preceded by at least six blanks 
and six letters functions with five level baudot 
code (most common) , or at least six nulls and 
six delete functions with ASC II (eight level 
baudot code) , 
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• Position 1 (Precedence) - The prosign " Z " 
(FLASH) , " 0" (IMMEDIATE) , " P" (PRIORITY) , 
or "R" (ROUTINE) is placed here , depending 
upon the precedence assigned to the message. 
Additionally , the letter " Y" is designated for 
use on certain time-sensitive command and 
control emergency action messages, The letter 
" Y" indicates that a message has FLASH 
preemption capability and is designated Emer
gency Command Precedence (ECP) . ECP traffic 
will be processed ahead of all other traffic 
and will interrupt lower precedence traffic al
ready in processing within the AUTODIN system, 
Precedence is as signed by the originator and 
must not be altered by operating personnel. 

• Positions 2 and 3 (Language and Media 
Format) - The language and media format (LMF) 
consists of two alphabetical characters. Position 
2 of the header uses the character which indicates 
the method being used to insert the message 
into the AUTODIN system. For example ,  the 
character "A" is used if the device used for 
insertion is the ASC II (eight level baudot code) 
and the character " T "  for the five level baudot 
code. The character in position 3 indicates the 
preferred output device of the addressee of 
the message. 

• Position 4 (Classification) - The letters 
authorized for use to indicate degrees of classi
fication in message headers are as follows : 

A - Special Category (SPECAT) 

T - Top Secret 

S - Secret 

C - Confidential 

E - Unclassified EFTO 

U- Unclassified 

• Positions 5 through 8 (Content Indicator/ 
Communications Action Identifiers - These posi
tions of the header are a combination of four 
letters or three letters and one number which 
are used to indicate me ssage content and provide 
identification for communications handling. A 
complete listing of these codes is found in the 
applicable editi.on of JANAP 128. 

• Position 9 (Separator) - At this point in 
the header , the operator is required to depress 
the space bar and insert the teletype code 
equivalent for space in this position on the 
message tape, 

· 
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TEL ETYP EWRI T E R HEADER FO RMAT 
L EA D E R- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

P R EC ED EN C E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

L ANGUAGE M E D I A  AN D FO RMAT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CLASSI F I CA T I ON, AS AP P RO P R IAT E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 

CON T ENT I N D I CATO R/COMMU N I CA T I ON ACT I ON I D ENTI F I E R - - - - - 

SEPAR ATO R - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - 1 

O R I G I NATO R - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

STAT ION SE R I AL NUMB ER - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S E PARATOR - - - - - - - - - - - '"" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

J U L I AN DAT E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - -

T I M E F I L ED - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

CLASSI F I CA T I ON R EDUN DANCY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

;;o 
-l "' 
-l w 
c -1>-
N <.n 
-< 0. 
c '-.l 
� 00 

-.o 
;;o 0 
c 
� "' 

...... 
-l w 
l> -1>-
l> <.n 
l> 0. 

'-.l 
"' 00 
w -.o 
-1>- "' 0 

"' 

"' "' "' 
"' 

"' w 
"' 

Q -1>-
"' <.n 
"' -.o 0. 
"' 
'-.l 
"' <.n 00 
"' . -.o 
w c 0 

c w 
c � 
c � 

START O F  ROUTI N G  SIGNAL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I . � 
• <.n 

;;o w 0. 
w c '-.l 

� w 00 
ADDR ESS E E  - - - - - - - - .:... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - w L.. -.o 

l> -1>-0 
l> -1>-

l> -1>-"' 
E N D  O F  ROU T I NG SI GNAL- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I -1>-w 

Figure 14-12. - TTY message header (format line 2) . 
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• Positions 10 through 16 (Routing Indi
cator) - The appropriate routing indicator of 
the originating station is placed in these positions. 

• Positions 17 through 20 (Station Serial 
Number) - The station serial number (SSN) of 
the sending station is inserted here. The SSN 
serves two specific purposes. First, in combi
nation with the originator's routing indicator, it 
provides positive identification for each trans
mission. Secondly, in the End of Message 
validation (EO::.vi) discussed later in this section, 
the SSN appearing in format line 15 provides 
a means by which the ASCs can check for the 

------.oe..,x+<istence of straggler messages. The SSN is 
expressed in four numeric characters beginning 
with 0001 and continuing consecutively through 
9999. Upon completion of each series, a new 
series begins. Operating stations may use SSNs 
to identify local activities , channels ,  or positions 
within a station by assigning each desired activity 
a specific block of numbers. For example, one 

· station may be assigned numbers from 0001 
to 2000 , the next station assigned numbers from 
2001 to 4000, etc. 

• Position 21 (Separator) - This position re
quires the same as Position 9. 

• Positions 22 through 24 (Julian Date) 
The Julian date is the date on which the message 
was received from the originator for transmission 
by the communications center. The first day 
of the calendar year is Julian 001 ,  and each day 
is numbered consecutively thereafter. 

• Positions 25 through 28 (Time Filed) -
The time filed is the time (GMT) the message 
was received from the originator by the com
munications center for transmission. Each filing 
time must contain four numerical characters. 

• Positions 29 through 33 (Classification 
Redundancy) - For security reasons , the classi
fication designator used in Position 4 is repeated 
here. Position 29 is filled with a hyphen as a 
sentinel, and the classification designator ln 
Position 4 is repeated in Positions 30 through 
33. 

• Position 34 (Start of Routing and Ad
dressees) - The positions reserved for routing 
are comprised of two sections : The start of 
routing signal and the addressee routing indi
cators. The start of routing signal consists of 
two consecutive hyphens and will always precede 
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the first addressee's  routing indicator. Ad
dressee routing indicators are listed immediately 
following the start of routing signal. A maximum 
of 500 routing indicators can be listed in these 
positions. If a message contains 501 or more 
routing indicators , thus requiring two separate 
transmissions, all routing indicators pertaining 
to a given four-letter routing indicator will 
be on one transmission. 

• End of Routing Signal - The end of routing 
signal consists of a period (.) and is inserted 
in the position immediately following the last 
addressee's routing indicator. 

• End of Message (EOM) - Consists of 
normal TTY ending procedure when five level 
baudot code is used (2CR, 8LF , 4Ns , 12LTRS) . 
However, for ASC II , twelve delete functions 
are used (12DEL) . 

The message header must be accurately 
prepared. Back spacing, lettering out, double 
spacing, or using two or more FIGURES and 
LETTERS functions in sequence will cause the 
ASC to reject the message during attempted 
transmission from the originating station. It 
should also be noted that the EOM validation 
appearing in format line 1 5  and the EOM function 
in format line 16 must be prepared in un
interrupted sequence ,  letter perfect, and without 
correction. 

General TTY Rules 

When a TTY tape is cut for transmission, 
the message header should be preceded by at 
least six blanks and six letters (6BL ,  6LTRS) 
with five level baudot code or by at least 
six nulls and six delete (6NULL , 6DEL) functions 
with ASC II code (eight level) . This ensures 
acceptance and transmission of the first character 
of the message header. 

When it is determined that a message must 
be commercially refiled, all colon (:) symbols 
appearing in the message text must be converted 
to the abbreviation "CLN" by the originating 
station's  communications personnel. 

Messages assigned a dual precedence will 
indicate the higher precedence in format line 
2 and both precedences in format line 5. When 
a dual precedence of ECP or FLASH and a 
lower precedence is assigned, the originating 
station must make separate transmissions. One 
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transmission is to the station serving the ACTION 
addressee(s) with the E CP or FLASH precedence 
in format line 2. The other is to the station(s) 
serving the information addressee(s) with the 
lower precedence in format line 5. Only one 
transmission should be made to a station serving 
both action and info addressees. 

Bell signals are not inserted on ECP or 
FLASH messages because the ASC will generate 
bell signals automatically to Modes II, IV, and 
V tributary stations. Those stations operating 
in Modes I and III will receive a high precedence 
alarm. Mode V terminals may receive both the 
high precedence alarm and the bell signal. 

Tributary stations must ensure that a record 
is made of the time of file (TOF) and the time 

- - available for delivery (TAD) . These -times are 
to be used when message processing times are 
determined. 

TTY Message Lengths 

To facilitate reproduction of incoming mes
sages by distribution centers , all messages ex
ceeding a total of 20 lines of heading and text 
are divided into pages for transmission, beginning 
with format line 5. The second and succeeding 
pages are identified by the page number, the 
routing indicator of the station of origin, and 
the station serial number,  as discussed in chapter 
13 (Manual Teletypewriter Procedure) . For 
example: 

PAGE 2 RUEDABA0123 (2CR lLF) 

The security classification is inserted after 
the page identification. The classification will 
have one space inserted separating each letter 
of the classification on all classified messages. 
"UNCLAS" will be placed in the page identifi
cation of unclassified messages , with no spaces 
separating the letters. 

For example: 

PAGE 2 RUEDABA0I23 C O N F I D E N T I A L  
(2CR ILF). 

Whenever a TTY message exceeds five textual 
pages,  the message text is divided into trans
mission sections at a convenient point for doing 
so. Each section is numbered, and the number 
is inserted in plain language at the beginning of 
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the text following the classification or 
abbreviation UNCLAS. 

In long encrypted messages, when a trans
mission section commences with a new crypto
part, the designation of the cryptopart follows 
the designation of the transmission section. Also, 
when a numerical group count is associated with 
an off-line encrypted message and indicated in 
format line 1 0 ,  the count must indicate the 
number of groups in the text section being 
transmitted, not the number in the complete 
message. Cryptopart identification is included 
in the group count; the page identification and 
transmission section are not. 

Statistical and meteorological messages are 
permitted one hundred (100) lines of text witho-ut 
paging whenever the inclusion of paging in
formation would disrupt processing by the user. 
However ,  these types of messages should be 
divided into transmission sections if they exceed 
100 lines of text. 

Transmission 
Identification (TI) 

As a means of maintaining traffic continuity, 
TTY terminals (Modes II , IV, and V) will prefix 
each message header with a message trans
mission identification (Tl) . The transmission 
identification is constructed without spaces and 
must be accurately prepared without corrections. 
For example, a correctly prepared TI might 
appear as follows:  

VZCZCJTA (FIGS) 123 (LTRS) (2CR ILF) 

The elements of the TI and their meanings 
are as follows: 

I. V - Ensures that the first character of 
intelligence is not lost or garbled. 

2. ZC ZC - Indicates the start of the 
message. 

3. JT A - Station/ channel designator letters. 
4. One FIGS shift. 
5. 123 - Three-digit number indicating the 

sequential number of transmissions. 
6. LTR shift, two carriage returns , and one 

line feed. 

The station/ channel designators will vary for 
each channel and is determined by the status of 
the originating station. For example, if a minor 
relay or tributary station originates a TI to a 
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major relay station, the first two characters con
sist of the fifth and sixth letters of the station 
routing indicator. The third character identifies 
the specific channel. Channel designators com
mence with the letter A, progressing alpha
betically, and are assigned to all connected 
channels. For example ,  a tributary stationhaving 
routing indicator RUWTABA will use the desig
nator ABA for the first outgoing channel and 
ABB,  ABC,  etc. , for each additional outgoing 
channel. 

Security Warning 

The security warning is provided as the first 
component of format line 4. The appropriate 
operating signal (ZNR or ZNY) is used, fol
lowed by a classification character repeated 
five times. The operating signal and classi
fication characters are as follows: 

1. ZNR UUUUU - For off-line encrypted 
· messages and classified messages that are trans
mitted in the clear. 

2. ZNY EEEEE - For unclassified EFTO 
messages. 

3. ZNY, followed by CCCC C ,  SSSSS, or 
TTTTT - For Confidential , Secret, or Top Secret 
messages. 

4. ZNY AAAAA - For Special Category 
(SPECAT) messages. 

Misrouted And 
Missent Messages 

A misrouted message is one which contains 
an incorrect routing instruction. This normally 
occurs when the originating communications cen
ter assigns incorrect routing indicators during 
message header preparation. Misrouted mes
sages are usually not discovered until they 
reach the communications center of the called 
routing indicator. A tributary station in receipt 
of a misrouted message should take the following 
actions: 

1. Obtaining the correct routing indicator, 
if possible. 

2. Applying a header change to the misrouted 
message and retransmitting to the correct routing 
indicator. 

3. Originating a service message to the 
originating station advising of the reroute action 
and correct routing indicator. 
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A missent message is one that contains a 
correct routing indicator but is transmitted to 
a station other than the one represented by the 
routing indicator. Missent messages may be 
caused by an equipment malfunction, incorrect 
switching, or operator error. A tributary station 
in receipt of a missent message should take the 
following actions :  

1 .  Reintroducing the message into the AUTO
DIN system as a suspected duplicate (SUSDUPE) 
after applying a header change. 

2. Forwarding a routing service message to 
the connected ASC citing the complete header,  
time of receipt, and advising that the message 
has been protected. 

Suspected Duplicates 

When a station has cause to suspect that a 
message may have been previously transmitted 
but definite proof of prior transmission cannot 
be readily determined, the message should be 
forwarded as a suspected duplicate by applying 
a header change. However, if a station receives 
a message that is already marked as a suspected 
duplicate, the station should file the message, if 
it was previously received and delivered to 
the addressee. If there is no indication that the 
message was previously received and delivered, 
the message should be forwarded. 

Stations receiving unmarked duplicate trans
missions should immediately forward a routine 
service message to the originating station, citing 
the complete header format of the duplicated 
message including the time of receipt of the 
original and duplicate transmissions. If the initial 
copy was delivered to the addressee , the station 
should file the message. 

Upon receipt of service messages that concern 
duplicates ,  the originating station should take 
the following actions : 

1. Check transmission records to determine 
the validity of the duplication report. 

2. Ensure in-station procedures are adequate 
to guide operating personnel in the retransmission 
of messages that are suspected duplicates. 

3. Have maintenance personnel accomplish 
equipment checks if equipment malfunction is 
suspected to be the cause of duplication. 

4. Advise the connected ASC via routine 
service message if only one transmission can 
be accounted for. 
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An ASC receiving notification of duplicate 
transmission should search its records to 
determine if the message was received in 
duplicate. If the message was not received in 
duplicate, it milst be traced on a station-to-station 
basis to determine the point of duplication. 

AUTODIN DATA 
PATT ERN ME SSAGES 

Data pattern messages consist of either SO
character record blocks (card messages) or 
images of the SO-character record blocks (mag
netic tape messages) . The normal data pattern 
message consists of format lines 2 ,  12 ,  and 16 
(header, text , and EOT) . Data pattern m:lssages 
transmitted via message switching facilities are 

----�h"''mited to 500 cards. Additional cards are used 
as pilots which are accepted as exceptions 
to the maximilm message length and will be 
accepted by the ASCs. Normally, messages con
taining more than 500 cards should be transmltted 
as two or more transmission sections and each 
section assigned a separate station serial number. 
The message header (format line 2) must be 
accurately prepared. If the header is inaccurate, 
the message will be rejected by the ASC. 

The two forms that are most used in the 
AUTODIN data pattern system are the Data 
Message Form (DD Form 1392) shown in figure 
14-13,  and the Message Correction Notice (DD 
Form 1 503) shown in figure 14-14, The data 
message form is designed to provide originators 
with information to prepare header cards for 

I·;;��;;TY DATA 
M E S S A G E  fORM 

�DDIUSSEE tCl.-•r Tul) 

transmission. The message correction notice 
is designed to provide the communications facility 
with a means for notifying originators of mes
sage discrepancies. 

Data Pattern LMF 

Earlier, we covered the preparation of mes
sages for TTY comm;mications. We noted the 
use of language and media format (LMF) desig
nators in the message header, In data pattern 
message format,  the most common LMF desig
nator is CC (card to card) . However ,  the fol
lowing LMFs are available for use in data 
pattern message format: 

CT (card to tape) , CA (card to ASC II) , TC 
(Tape to card)-, and AC (ASC II to card) . For 
example, notice that the LMF in figure 14- 13 
is  CC (card to card) . 

Originated 
Data Traffic 

Message originators having automatic ca
pabilities m!l.y deliver data pattern messages with 
prepared communication header, text, including 
complete text header information (format line 
12) , and EOT formats (format line 16) containing 
all the necessary information, 

Station serial numbers (SSN) may be assigned 
on a preallocated basis, The Julian date and 
time entered in format line 2 should be within 
30 minutes of the actual time that the message 

!"'" CLASSirtCAT.ON 

I 
I cc UNCLASSIFIED I 

CARD COUNT 

NAVAL SUPPLY CENTER, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 
IDr�l ut�J 45 

ORIGINATOR'S IOENTif'ICATION fRCS. r�;;;o IRELUSING OFFICER .. SIGNATURE O,.I"ICE SYM80L. 6 f.,u ••. IJ,, ""''"'· •u.J [XT. 

CGUSASTRATCOM JOHN J .  DOE, LTC, GS �g�2�:;rgcB 
REMARKS 

Pertains to Bell and family trans2ortat ion . 
FOif. COIIIIL NICATIO!iS C£NT£1C liS£ O."'LY 

ORIGINATOR'S ROUTING INDICATOR STATION SERIAL. NUMBER DATE· TIM[ (THU filtJ} 
RUCGHUA 3792 1491610 

TOTAL CARD COUNT ADDRESSEE ROUTING INDICATOR SUn_OR:SIGNAT't!.E L r//.. / 47 RUWMFKA 
o•ERATO�Ec. )� TIME TRANSMITTED I�C .... ON 

3331616 LASSIFIED 

Figure 14- 13, - Data message form. 
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MESSAGE CORRECTION NOTICE 10 A T

� 9 (JANAP 128) May 1 97 0  
TO• Command ing Gen eral FROMz Officer in Charge 

u . s .  Army Strategic Commun ications Command Data Mes sage Center , USAG �fTNhu, SCC- PO - TCCB 
8 'i 6 1 '  

Ft.  Huac huca, Arizona 8 5 6 1 3  
1achuca Arizona 

0 T H E  ATTACI-4EO MESSAGE HAS B E E N  TRANSMITTED. HOWEVER YOUR CXJ T H E  A T T A C H E D  MESSAGE C A N N O T  B E  T R A N S M I T T E D  UNTIL. T H E  DISC REP-
A T T E N T I O N  IS I N V I T E D  TO THE OISCREPANCI�S I N O I C A T E O  B�LOW. A N C I E S  N O T E D  I!ELOW HAVE BEEN CORRE�T E O .  

P A E C E O E N C £  O M I T T E D  O A  N O T  V A L l O  l"' l l.. I N G  Ttt.1£ I N C O  .. A E C T  I M P "- O P !: R  S � .A C I N Q  (field Joc.rl011) I N  M e: A O E III 
I"' O A M A T  

L A N Q V A Q I!  A N D  M E O l A  I" O A M A. T  N O T  Y A.l..I O  I'I. E C O A O  C O U N T  O V I: "  I M P  IIIIo.- aiii .t P A C I N O  (tl•ld loc•tttHt) I N  ll O T  
II'O""·U· T 

L " '-4 0 U .I. G E  A N D  M E O l A  I"'QAMA.T NOT A Y A I L A 81.. 1l X 
. . .  D THE S T A TI O N  D TH E. A. O O A IUll:ll: 

A IE: C O IIt O  C O U N T  � M O A T  IM .. AO P E. R  A. . ll A E V I A T I O N S  U t E O  

C L A t ! t P" I C A TION I N OI C A T il O  C A N N O T  • •  T iJIII A N I M I T T •  

E O •  D B Y  THII I T A T ION 0 To n u :  A D OiJIII IUIII:I: 
I T A iJIII T o ,r  iJIIIO U T I N O  l i O N  A t.. I N C O !I!: iJIII & C T  C A iJIII OI . I[ N T  OiJIII M U T I \. A TilO 

C L A aat r t C A T I O N  OMI T T E D  0 1':  I N C O A A II: C T L Y  
I N OI C A T E O  C N O  o ,r  iJIIIOUTING. aiONAL O lroC I T T ii: O  O l't  I N C OI':fti:CT O ft O P P C O  PUNCHIIt:l 

C O,.. T E N T  1 N 0 1 C A T O I':  C O O l:  l N C O I't A E C T  O l't  NOT 
IE:O T RECOI'tO OMITTED V A L. I O  0 1" ,.-• P U N C H E O  C A JII OS 

O A I G ! N A TO iJIII R O U T I N G  I N O I C A TO JII I N C: Oill iJIII E C T  I: O T  R II: C O iJIII O 0 0 1!:1  N O T  M A T C H  M E A O EJIII 
I N V A L I D  P U N C: t-1 1: 1  OiJIII C O Q II!: I  I N ,..O R M A TION 

S T A TI O N  III!:RIAL NUM.I:iJIII OUPLIC:A TEO (MAO TAP/! ONLY) E D T  l":I!:COiliD D O E I  N O T  C O N T A I N  
AOD,.IlUEI!: U N I O E N T I II' I A . L E  R ll C 0 "- 0  C O U N T  

S T A TION S I!: R I A L  N U M B E R  I N C O R R II:C T LY 
P R E P A R E D  I N C O iJIII IIII I!: C T  END·O,.·MESSAOE ,..U N C T IONS I N V A L I D  A O OiJIII E U E E  iJIIIO U T I N O  I N D I C A T O R(I) 

J U I.. I A N  D A T I[  I N C O iJIII R I[ C T  I: N b  0 ,.  T iJIII ANIMUIIION I l O N A \,.  M i l l i N G  O iJIII 
I N C O RiJIII I! C T  

R E M A R K S !  

Data Mes sageform gives card count as 17 3 ;  actual card count is 17 6 .  

'-'�ESS A G II!:  O I' I.I G I N A TI N O  IIIIO U T I N O  I N O I C  ... T O ft  TON T E N T  I N O

����

· C O O <  I T A .  IE iJIII1 A L.  N O .  

r.
U

· T

IM���;�06 1 0  
(BATCH) 
I O E N T I ·  RUCGIIDA 40ll 
F I C A T I O N  

D O  I NOvMu 1 5 0 3  

76,68 
Figure 14- 14. - Message correction Notice. 

is delivered to the communications facility. If 
messages are not received by the communications 
facility within the prescribed 30 minutes ,  they 
should be corrected by the communications center 
personnel, and the originator should be advised 
via the Message Correction Notice (DD Form 
1503) , shown in figure 14-14, 

O�iginating stations may identify local 
activities ,  channels, or positions within a station 
by assigning blocks of SSNs to the activities 
concerned. Blocks of SSNs must contain sufficient 
numbers to preclude the reuse within one week 
of normal message activity. SSNs assigned in 
blocks should be assigned consecutively. When 
the entire block has been used , the numbers 
should be repeated beginning with the first SSN 
of the block. 
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Preparation of Data 
Pattern Headers 

Because ASC functions depend on the correct 
sequence of characters and elements comprising 
the header and EOT format, the accurate 
preparation of these characters and elements 
is mandatory. 

The following is a discussion of proper 
header format which is shown in figure 14-15:  

• Position 1 (precedence) - The following 
prosigns are used in Position 1 :  

Z - FLASH 
0 - IMMEDIATE 
P - PRIORITY 
R - ROUTINE 
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DATA P A T T E RN H E AD E R  F O RMAT 
P R EC E D E N C E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I -o 
L AN G U A G E  A N D M E DI A  FO RMA T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I � 
C L A SSI F I C A T I ON AS A P P R O P R I A T E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 c 

I 
CO N T E N T  I N D I C A T O R/ COMM U N I C A T I O N  A C T I O N  I D E N T I F I E R - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 
S E P A R A T O R - - - - - - - - - - - - -· -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 

0 
> 
> 
N 

;o 
c 

m 
O R I G I N A TO R - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - OJ 

ST AT I O N  S E R I A L  N U M B E R  

S E P A R A T O R - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 

> 
> 
> 

J U Ll AN D A T E  - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I  : 
G 

T I M E  F I L E D  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

w 
S E P A R A T O R - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - I 
R E CO R D  CO U N T  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - "' 

w 

C L ASS!  F I C A T I O N  R E DU N DAN CY - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - c 
c 
c 
c 

S T A R T- O F- R O U T I N G  S I GN A L  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , : 

AD D R E S S E E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Figure 14-15. - Data pattern message header. 
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NOTE : The flash preemption capability, desig
nated E CP ,  of the AUTODIN system is not 
applicable to data pattern messages. 

• Positions 2 and 3 (Language and Media 
Format) - Two alphabetical characters that can 
be derived from the current edition of JANAP 128, 

• Position 4 (Classification) - The following 
is a list of authorized classification indicators : 

A - Special Category (SPECAT) 
T - Top Secret 
S - Secret 
C - Confidential 
R - Restricted (not authorized for u.s. use) 
E - Unclassified EFTO 
U- Unclassified 

• Positions 5 through 8 (Content Indicator/ 
· Communication Action Identifier) - Consists of 

four alphabetical characters or three alpha
betical characters and one numerical character. 
The authorized combinations are found in the 
current edition of JANAP 128. 

• Position 9 (Separator) - A space is left 
in this position, 

• Positions 10 through 16 (Originator)-The 
appropriate routing indicator of the originating 
station is placed in these positions. This field 
must contain seven characters, 

• Positions 17 through 20 (SSN) - SSNs pro
vide positive identification of the message as well 
as provide a means for ASCs to check for 
stragglers. SSNs are expressed in four numeric 
characters beginning with ���1 and continuing 
consecutively through 9999. Upon completion of 
each series of 9999 numbers, a new series 
begins. 

• Position 21 (Separator) - A  space is left 
in this position, 

• Positions 22 through 24 (Date) - Julian 
date, beginning with ��1 , is placed in these 
three positions, 

• Positions 25 through 28 (Time Filed) -
Four numerical characters indicating the GMT 
that the message was received from the originator 
by the communications center. 

30 9 

• Position 29 (Separator) - A  space is  left 
in this position. 

• Positions 30 through 33 (Record Count) -
The record count is the total number of SO
character records in the data message, including 
header and EOT records. 

• Positions 34 through 38 (Classification 
Redundancy) - Position 34 is filled with a hyphen 
as a sentinel, and the classification designator 
used in Po-sition 4 is repeated in Positions 35 
through 3S. 

• Positions 39 through SO , as required 
the positions reserved for routing are com
prised of two sections: The start of routing 
signal and the addressee routing indicators, 

• Start of routing signal - The start of 
routing signal consists of two consecutive hyphens 
and will always precede the first addressee's 
routing indicator. Addressee routing indicators 
are listed immediately following the start of 
routing signal, A maximum of 500 routing indi
caters can be listed in these positions. If a 
message contains 50 1 or more routing indicators, 
thus requiring two separate transmissions, all 
routing indicators pertaining to a given four-letter 
routing indicator will be on one transmission. The 
first addressee station is identified beginning in 
Position 41; additional addressees are contained 
in subsequent positions , separated by a space. 

• End of Routing Signal - The end of routing 
signal consists of a period (.) and is  inserted 
in the position immediately following the last 
addressee's routing indicator. Unused portions in 
the data pattern header are filled with spaces, 

• End of Transmission (EOT) Format 
The final record of a data pattern message is 
used to identify the originating station and other 
associated transmission information to the ad
dressee after the header (format line 2) is 
stripped from the message by the communications 
facility. The EOT is an SO-position record. The 
EOT consists of a repeat of all header information 
starting with the precedence, including all inter
vening elements , and ending with the character 
before the start of routing signal, The appropriate 
end of transmission (EOT) signals are as follows : 

1, In a multiple record transmission (three 
or more cards) , the EOT consists of the letter 
N repeated four times , (see figure 14- 16) in 
positions 77 through 80 of the EOT record. 
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P r e c e d e nc e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
L anguag e and Me d i a  F o rma t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

C l a s s i f i c a t i o n ,  a s  app r op r i a t e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

C o n ten t  I nd i c a to r / C ommun i c a t i o n  Ac t i on 
I d en t i f i e r  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

S ep a r a to r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Or i g ina t o r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S t a t i o n  S er i a l Numb e r  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S ep a r a to r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ju l ian Da t e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

T ime F i l e d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S ep ar a t o r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Re c o rd C oun t  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

C l a s s i f i c a t i o n  R edundancy - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

S ep a r a t o r s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

End - o f - Tr ans m i s s i o n  S i g na l - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - -

Figure 14-16. - EOT record format. 
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2. The EOT used in a single- record message 
is a single letter N appearing in the 80th position 
of the card. 

Data Message 
Retention 

Each data pattern message (including complete 
header and text) is maintained intact for a period 
of at least 10 days. When storage space or other 
operating considerations preclude compliance 
with the 10 day retention period, exceptions are 
granted on an individual basis in accordance 
with the rules set forth in the current edition 
of JANAP 128. 

After the mandatory retention period, the 
header and text may be separated. The text 
may be destroyed or diverted to other uses 
as dictated by local policy. The header is retained 
for a period of not less than 30 days as a 
communications record. Header and text in-

. formation will be retained beyond the specified 
retention periods for the completion of tracer or 
other investigative actions. 

Message Batching 

Message batching, or commingling, is  defined 
as the storing of a number of data pattern 
messages destined for one geographical location 
and the forwarding of these messages as one 
transmission, with one header card and one EOT 
card. Message batching may be used as a method 
of increasing operating efficiency and avoiding 
retransmission of large groups of cards, or 
records, l:n accordance with the following pro
visions : 

1. The messages are addressed to address
ees who by prearrangement have agreed to 
accept responsibility for separating and/ or dis
tributing the records to the activities of primary 
interest. 

2. The batched messages are assigned only 
one classification equal to that of the highest 
classified material included. 

3. No more than 500 cards or records are 
included in each transmission section. 

4. A single, general purpose content indicator 
code (CIC) is assigned that will accommodate 
the general subject matter of the batched trans
mission. 

Received Data Traffic 

Upon receiving data pattern traffic ,  communi
cations personnel endorse the header card to 
indicate the time of receipt (TOR) . TOR is 
defined as the time of receipt of the EOT 
record. Those terminals that are autom'3.ted and 
receive printed journal entries indicating TOR 
of the message are exempt from this require
ment. After endorsing the card with the TOR , 
the message record count should be verified. 
If the record count is incorrect, a retransmission 
should be requested from the originating station. 
Those messages bearing incorrect card counts 
are forwarded to the addressee " subject to 
correction" and the addressee advised of the 
discrepancy. Lastly, the header card is removed 
and filed as a communications record for a period 
of at least 30 days. Complete filing and record 
information is found in the current edition of 
JANAP 128. 

MAGNETIC TAPE 
MESSAGES 

Magnetic tape is one of the principal media 
used in Electronic Data Processing Equipments 
(EDPE).  Magnetic Tape Terminal Stations (MTTS) 
in the AUTODIN provide for rapid exchange of 
large volumes of data in a relatively short period 
of time. Terminals in CONUS, which have com
patible equipment and circuit speeds and are 
connected to the same ASC ,  may communicate 
directly via HARPS (Hybrid AUTODIN Red Patch 
Service) . HARPS provides a direct, subscriber 
to subscriber,  encrypted circuit. It uses the 
same circuit and equipment normally used in the 
message switching component of the network. 
Generally, the operating speed under a HARPS 
configuration is 400 cpm (cards per minute) 

, while normal message switching operating speed 
may be 200 or 100 cpm. Those not serviced via 
HARPS communicate via normal message switch
ing which automatically performs the necessary 
speed, format, and code conversions. The basic 
mode of MTTS operation with other A UTODIN 
tributary stations is either full duplex or store 
and forward. 

Operating Rules 

All received tape reels must be periodically 
dismounted and made available for delivery as 
scheduled by the receiving activity and system 
manager. A magnetic tape reel accepted by the 
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communications facility for transmission is 
screened and arranged for transmission according 
to majority message precedence levels contained 
on the reel. Establishment of transmi ssion sched
ules is the responsibility of the com:nands con
cerned and prior coordination must be effected to 
provide for efficient use of the equipment and cir
cuit time. Schedules are limited to 30 minutes per 
period. Most facilities establish their own proced
ures for maintaining reel accountability and en
suring that message transmi ssion has been 
effected. Message header and EOT printouts are 
furnished by the message originator with each reel 
of tape to be transmitted. If a message cannot be 
transmitted, the MTTS operator returns the reel 
to the originator, identifying the message (or mes
sages) that could not be sent and giving the reason 
for the nontransmission, if known. Terminal 
equipment should not be used to change message 
media format for customer convenience - for 
example, changing from magnetic tape to card 
or narrative records. 

Operating P recautions 

Communications station master records,  such 
as history tapes and journal records , will remain 
within the communications facility until destroyed, 
History tapes will be appropriately labeled to 
preclude the possibility of their being in
advertently delivered to addressees along with 
live traffic tapes. 

Recorded information is very close to the edge 
of the tape. Tape edge indentations caused by 
careless tape handling will seriously affect the 
accuracy of magnetic · tape recordings. It should 
also be noted that tape splices are not permitted 
in reels of tape used for traffic. 

Message Formats 

Message formats used within the AUTODIN 
require that each message contain a message 
heading, text, and EOT record. The text material 
on magnetic tapes may consist of a wide variety 
of information recorded in either structured or 
nonstructured formats depending upon the type 
of associated EDPE system. EOT is either 
a single N or four consecutive Ns as has already 
been discussed. The header , text, and EOT 
cards of magnetic tape messages are always 
transmitted in the AUTODIN common language 
code (ASC II) . This is accomplished by automatic 
code conversion logic provided in the magnetic 
tape terminal. 
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The text of magnetic tape messages may 
be prepared by the EDPE system in SO-character 
data card images ,  series record images,  or 
variable length record images. The length of 
data records to be transmitted via A UTODIN 
may vary according to user requirements . For 
general transmission of data throughout the 
system, computerized terminals must have the 
capability of transmitting records containing a 
minimum of 1S  characters and a maximum of 
1200 characters. Those subscribers desiring to 
transmit messages containing record length of 
less than 1S or more than 1200 characters 
must ensure that the addressee is capable of 
receiving such records prior to transmission. 
Typical line formats of magnetic tape message 
records are described in the current edition 
of JANAP 12S. 

Magnetic tape messages prepared for trans
mission are limited to a maximum of 40 ,000 
characters (500 SO-character data records) which 
include the header ,  text, and EOT records. The 
preparation of magnetic tape messages ,  formats, 
routing, contents , and sequence on tape is the 
responsibility of the message originator. 

Message and Tape 
Reel Accountability 

E ach reel of tape presented to the MTTS 
operator for transmission will bear a tape 
label containing the following information: 

1. Reel number. 
2. Number of messages recorded on tape. 
3. Highest precedence used. 
4. Highest security classification. 
5. Date and time filed. 
6. Tape density. 
7. LMF used. 
S. Beginning and ending SSNs. 
9. Time delivered to MTTS operator. 

E ach blank reel of tape furnished the MTTS 
operator for mounting on the receive tape trans
port should bear a tape label on which the fol
lowing information should be recorded in the 
sequence of handling: 

1. A statement that the reel is  blank. 
2. Reel number. 
3. Highest classification ever recorded. 
4. Time the reel is mounted on the receive 

transport. 
5. Time the reel is removed from the 

receive transport. 
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6 . Time the reel is delivered to the ad
dressee. 

7. Number of messages on the reel, type of 
messages,  etc. , if known. 

All originated tape reels should be retained 
for not less than 10 days. The originated tape 
reel must be available to furnish retransmission 
or resubmission of service requests. The header 
and EOT printouts furnished the MTTS operator 
for both originated and terminated traffic should 
be maintained as a station communications record 
for not les s  than 30 days. Other logs recommended 
for MTTS operation are the Master Station 
Log and the Reel Delivery Log. 

The Master Station Log reflects the current 
operation status of the terminal equipments 
and circuits and should also reflect equipment/ 
circuit outages ,  their causes , and the corrective 
actions initiated. 

The Reel Delivery Log should indicate the 
reel number and the time delivered to the 
transmitting operator or the addressee. 

AUTODIN SECURITY 

Required security protection should be af
forded all classified traffic transmitted through 
the AUTODIN. As each message is transmitted 
by the originating station, the ASC automatically 
checks and compares the security classification 
stated in the header of the message against 
the authorized security level of the incoming 
circuit. Transmission of a message with higher 
security level than authorized will result in 
the message being rejected by the ASC. In 
addition, an automatic system-generated service 
will be transmitted by the ASC to the routing 
indicator contained in the originating station 
routing indicator field of the incoming message. 
The service will advise the originating station 
of the possible security compromise. Also, the 
ASC automatically checks and compares the 
security classification contained in the header 
of each message against the security classifi
cation of each destination. A security mi.smatch 
will occur for each destination that does not 
possess the necessary security level, and the 
ASC takes the folloWing action: 

1. In a single-address message , the ASC 
rejects the m·essage; alarms will appear at the 
originating terminal indicating that the message 
needs retransmission. 

2. In a multiple-address message with at 
least one deliverable destination, the ASC accepts 
the message and delivers it to all valid 
destinations. For invalid routing indicators , an 
automatically generated service is transmitted 
to the originating routing indicator advising that 
the message needs retransmission. 

In-station operating procedures should be 
carefully composed and rigidly enforced to pre
clude inadvertent transmission of classified mes
sages to stations or agencies not connected by 
properly secured circuits or not approved for 
the security classifications and any special 
category or special handling designations of the 
message involved. Complete security precautions 
and operating rules are contained in the current 
edition of JANAP 128. 

AUTOVON 

The Defense Communications System (DCS) 
Automatic Voice Network (AUTOVON) is a direct 
interconnected network between most military 
and other Government installations. The network 
includes activities in the continental United States 
and many overseas areas. AUTOVON phone calls 
may be made either by direct dialing or through 
a local operator, depending on what type of 
service is available. Once an installation is com
pleted in the AUTOVON system, it is referred 
to as a " switch". All switches are interconnected , 
making the AUTOVON comparable to a com
mercial telephone exchange system. Although 
normally utilized for voice communications ,  
future plans for AUTOVON include the capability 
of switching every type of information transfer,  
including teletype and data. 

TERM DEFINITIONS 

The following is a discussion of commonly 
used terms and their definitions that are helpful 
toward becoming conversant in AUTOVON 
operation: 

1. AUTOVON Subscriber - An individual or 
installation having direct access to an AUTOVON 
switch. 

2, AUTOVON User- An individual or in
stallation having indirect access into the AUTO
VON network by dialing a designated access code 
or by placing a call through a local private 
branch exchange (PBX) . 
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3. AUTOVON Access Line - A  circuit con
necting an AUTOVON subscriber phone directly 
into an AUTOVON switch. 

4. Conference Call - A call with two or 
m:)re access lines connected, 

5. Console - A control device connected 
to an AUTOVON switch controlling other access 
lines and phones in a local area. An example 
of this would be a console unit in a local com
mand post , switching calls to and from several 
desk phones. 

6. Diverse Routing - More than one access 
line serving the same installation but routed 
over geographically separate circuits. 

7, Dual Homing- Connecting an AUTOVON 
terminal to be served by either of two switching 
centers , utilizing a single AUTOVON directory 
phone number. 

8,  Dual-Use Access Line - An access line 
that is normally designated for voice communi
cations use but is specially configured for digital 
transmi.ssion, if needed. 

9. Maximum Calling Area - Geographical 
calling limits imposed on a certain A UTOVON 
line, 

10.  Off-Hook Service - Automatic connection 
between subscribers when a handset is lifted, 
This service is normally limited to command 
and control or operational functions requiring 
rapid connection, 

11.  Off-Net Calling - Official long distance 
A UTOVON calls being interfaced to or from local 
commercial phones. 

12. Preemption - The act of one subscriber 
completing an A UTOVON call by seizing tele
communications before or in preference to other 
subscribers'  calls. An example of this would be 
an IM:\1EDIA TE precedence call preempting a 
ROUTINE call that is already in progress. 

13, Pre-Set Conference - A feature available 
to a group of A UTOVON users all wishing to 
confer together. This is  accomplished by all 
the conference users dialing a prescribed AUTO
VON number. 

14. Random Conference - A conference call 
established among AUTOVON users on a case
by-case basis by requesting connection through 
an A UTOVON assistance operator, 
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CLASSES OF 
TELEPHONE SERVICE 

Discussed below are the four classes of 
telephone service available on board military 
installations : 

· 1. Class A (Official) - This service is avail
able for transaction of official Government 
business on Department of Defense (DOD) or 
m: litary installations and requires access to 
commercial telephone company trunks in order 
to properly conduct official business. 

2, Class B (Unofficial) - This service is  
installed on or near a military PBX or CENTREX 
system and is authorized for personal or un
official business. This telephone service m11st 
have access to commercial telephone company 
trunks. 

3. Class C (Official Restricted) - This serv
ice is essentially the same as Class A service, 
except that it does not have access to commercial 
telephone company trunks, 

4, Class D (Official-Special) - This is a tele
phone service installed on military installations 
for official business of the Government and is 
restricted to special classes of use, such as 
fire alarm, crash alarm, or security. 

NOTE:  Class A users may initiate outgoing phone 
calls for conducting official business in the 
AUTOVON network, Class B ,  C ,  and D tele
phones may not be used to initiate A UTOVON 
calls. Incoming calls may be connected to Class 
A and C telephones or extended, depending on 
the configuration and needs of the parent activity. 

PRE CEDENCE 
OF CALLS 

All authorized users of voice comm·1nications 
facilities within the Department of Defense are 
directed to conform to standards of the Joint 
Uniform Telephone Communications Precedence 
System. The effectiveness of this system de
pends on the proper utilization of the precedence 
system by the user. E ach user should be familiar 
with the system and the types of calls assigned 
each precedence. The user should exercise 
caution to ensure that his/her call is not assigned 
a precedence higher than the circumstance or 
information involved, The precedences and their 
applications listed below are for joint use and 
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are listed in their relative order of priority 
in handling. 

1. Flash - Reserved generally for calls per
taining to: 

a. command and control of mnitary 
forces essential to defense and retaliation. 

b. critical intelligence concerning na
tional survival. 

c. conduct of diplom'3.tic negotiations 
critical toward limiting or stopping hostilities. 

d. civil alert information essential to 
national survival (large scale attack) . 

e. continuity of Federal Government 
functions essential to national survival. 

f. critical internal security functions of 
the United States. 

g. national or international catastro-
phes. 

2. Immediate - Reserved generally for calls 
pertaining to: 

a. situations which gravely affect the 
national security of the United States. 

b. regrouping of forces in a post-attack 
period. 

c. intelligence reports concerned with 
national security. 

d. diplomatic negotiations toward re
ducing or limiting the threat of war. 

e. implementation of Federal Govern
ment actions essential to national survival. 

f. situations gravely affecting the in
ternal security of the United States. 

g. civil defense actions concerning the 
population and their survival. 

h. serious disasters having an imme
diate effect on the welfare of the population. 

i. vital information concerning aircraft, 
spacecraft, or missile operations. 

3. Priority - Reserved generally for tele
phone calls requiring expeditious action by called 
parties and/or furnishing essential information 
for the conduct of Government operations. 

4. Routine - Applies to those official Gov
ernment communications which require rapid 
transmission but do not require preferential 
handling. These routine calls will be handled 
in an expeditious manner and in the order 
placed, 
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TYPES OF SERVICE 

Within A UTOVO� various types of service 
will provide for the needs of network users. 

General Purpose 
Subscribers 

Norm'3.l AUTOVON service provides a cap
ability for subscribers to call other subscribers 
on a worldwide basis for day-to-day low 
precedence communications. Depending on the 
type of service provided in each locality, this 
service m'3.y be accomplished by either direct 
dialing or through a local operator. 

Besides general purpose AUTOVON service 
provided through a local PBX, certain selected 
subscribers are authorized direct four-wire 
access to the general purpose network through 
pushbutton four-wire telephone sets (figure 14-17) 
installed in their offices. These subscribers 
may employ any level of precedence desired up 
to and including the highest level authorized for 
that unit. 

Special Networks 

Special networks may be provided within the 
AUTOVON. They may afford privacy of service 
within a specified community of interest by 
denying all such network subscribers access to 
any of the general purpose subscribers of the 
A UTOVON; or, selected subscribers of the special 
network may be granted access to the general 
purpose network. The trunks used to interconnect 
special network subscribers to each other usually 
are general purpose trunks and so are subject 

50. 150 
Figure 14- 17. - AE-023 four-wire subset. 
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to the normal operation of the multilevel prec
edence preemption system. 

Off-Hook Service 

Certain command, control , and other 
operational requirements are met by provision 
of automatic off-hook service. The equipment is 
so arranged that, when the telephone instrument 
is lifted off its cradle (off-hook) , the circuit 
is immediately connected to a predesignated 
telephone instrument at the distant installation, 
These instruments cannot be utilized for any 
other purpose , and only the preset instrument(s) 
will be activated, This service is -limited to 
command and control and operational functions 
requiring rapid connection. 

Special Grade Service 

Certain users ,  such as data and facsimile 
stations , will have access to specially conditioned 
trunks which provide the required transmission 
capability. These users are collectively called 
special grade users/subscribers,  and the trunks 
and other facilities are simnarly described as 
special grade trunks and/ or facilities. 

GENERAL USER 
INFORMATION 

There is some essential information con
cerning A UTOVON that every operator or user 
should become familiar with prior to comnleting 
a call via AUTOVON, Local command 

·
policy 

will normally be to assure that A UTOVON is 
used only for the m:.1st essential official calls. 
Personal or unofficial calls must not be initiated 
into the A UTOVON network at any time. 

Security 

Telephone circuits, particularly those routed 
via high frequency (HF) and microwave are 

. 
. ' 

susceptible to monitoring and interception. The 
A UTOVON i s  not secure, and operators and users 
are reminded that care must be exercised in 
accordance with established security instructions 
to avoid divulging classified information. " Giving 
hints" or "talking around'' a classified subject 
usually leads to trouble. 

AUTOVON Directory 

An A UTOVON directory is published per
iodically and distributed to all subscribers con
nected to respective AUTOVON switches. This 
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directory includes general instructions for 
placing calls over the AUTOVON system, It is 
not designed, however , for widespread dis
semination at the user's installation. Applicable 
portions of the directory may be locally repro
duced for internal distribution. Normally, all 
voice subscriber numlJers which are comm:.lnly 
called by users should be published as a part 
of the local telephone directory. A complete 
list of AUTOVON voice numbers should be kept 
available at each Private Branch Exchange (PBX) 
operating position. 

AUTOVON 
Assistance Operators 

AUTOVON assistance by an operator is avail
able as outlined in the current edition of the 
AUTOVON directory to assist the subscriber 
in completing calls and also to arrange conference 
calls when desired. The primary function of the 
assistance operator is to assist the subscriber 
in the completion of calls ,  but it is intended 
that the assistance of the operator be sought 
only after the subscriber has attempted a normal 
call via the appropriate automatic channels of 
the network. Instructions for requesting various 
types of assistance from the local A UTOVON 
assistance operator are included in the current 
AUTOVON directory. An AUTOVON assistance 
operator may provide such services as 
(1) directory service in providing AUTOVON 
num�rs, (2) completing a call that a subscriber 
cannot reach directly, (3) establishing con
ference calls , or (4) receiving trouble reports 
if the trouble desk cannot be reached. 

Trouble Reporting 

Troubles may occur in the AUTOVON network 
which may cause interruption in an existing 
call or prevent a subscriber from initiating 
a new call. These troubles could exist in the 
subscriber's phone , on the access  line to the 
switching center ,  in the switching center equip
ment, or in the trunks between switching centers. 
Troubles should be promptly reported in ac
cor·dance with the instructions provided in the 
current issue of the AUTOVON directory. 

· A UTOSEVOCOM 

The abbreviation A UTOSEVOCOM means 
Automatic Secure Voice Communications. This 
system is not available at all commands. Some 
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of the commands within the AUTOSEVOCOM 
system use secure SEVOCOM switchboards and 
special circuits that link these com'll-:tnds to
gether. Communication between commands 
linked by these circuits is established and con
ducted entirely in the secure mode. In other 
areas , AUTOVON phone circuits are utilized 
as the audio path, with the initial call-up being 
made in the unsecure mode. After contact has 
been established, the subscribers switch to the 
classified , or secure , mode of operation to 
conduct their business. 

DE FINITIONS 

Several terms are utilized in the AUTO
SEVOCOM network. Some of the comm::mly used 
terms and their definitions are listed below: 

1. Approved Circuit - A circuit which has 
been authorized by responsible authority for 
the transmission in plain language of information 
of a specific security classification. 

2. Authentication - A security measure 
designed to protect a com:'llunications or command 
system against fraudulent transmissions. 

3. Authorized User - An individual , activity, 
or organization which has been authorized the 
use of a subscriber terminal facility by com
petent authority. 

4. Automatic Subscriber - A secure voice 
network terminal with the capability of dialing 
and completing a secure voice call without 
operator assistance. 

5. Cross Talk - Sound heard in a receiver 
resulting from telephone currents in another 
channel. 

6. "Go Cipher" - The term used to initiate 
necessary action to convert the equipment from 
plain language to the encrypted mode. 

7. "Go Plain" - The term used to initiate 
necessary action to change equipm-ent from the 
encrypted mode to the plain language mode. 

8. Manual Subscriber -'A secure voice 
terminal requiring operator assistance to place 
calls. 

9. Narrowband Subscriber - A terminal 
whose ciphony equipment requires a transmission 
bandwidth of approximately 4 kHz. 

10. Wide band Subscriber - A terminal whose 
ciphony equipment requires a transmission 
medium bandwidth of approximately 50 kHz. 

11. Nonsecure Mode - Unencrypted mode of 
transmission during which classified information 
may not be discussed. 
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12.  Military Precedence Designator - A 
word designating the precedence level of a call 
as defined in the Joint Uniform Telephone Com
mLriications Precedence System. 

13. Preemption - The act of seizing com
mnnications facilities before or in preference 
to others. 

14. Secure Conversion Area - The area 
where a wideband to narrowband interface is 
accomplished or a cryptographic key change is 
made. 

15. Subscriber - The organization provided 
with a direct communication connection between 
its terminal facilities and a circuit switching 
center. 

16. TSEC/KG-13 - A transistorized, full du
plex, digital key generator which, with appropriate 
ancillary equipment, provides encryption and 
decryption of multichannel teletypewriter, data, 
voice, and facsimile. 

17.  TSEC/KY-3 - A  transistorized , full du
plex, wideband single channel speech security 
equipment. 

GENERAL OPERATING 
PROCEDURES 

In order to m-:tintain effective operational 
service throughout the AUTOSEVOC0:\11 network, 
it is necessary for all users to observe proper 
operating procedures while utilizing the services 
available. The operating instructions found in 
the local AUTOSEVOCOM subscriber's directory 
contain specific information concerning correct 
placement of calls. 

Precedence 

Precedences used via the AUTOSE VOC0:\11 
network are governed by the Joint Uniform Tele
phone Communications Precedence System (figure 
14-18) . The effectiveness of this system depends 
on the personnel utilizing it, and each user 
should exercise caution when considering whether 
a call requires a special precedence. It is 
improper procedure to request or utilize a 
precedence higher than the circumstance 
requires. Calls of a given precedence will not 
normally preempt calls of an equal precedence. 
For example, a priority call will not preempt a 
priority call already in progress. 
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Precedenc e  desig nators are for joint use and specify the relative order in w hich telephone calls 
s ho u h: oe handled based on the importance (c ont e nt )  of the call . 

N umerical 
Category: 

D esi gnator : 

Application: 

Numerical 
Category: 

Designator: 

Application: 

N u merical 
Cate gory: 

D e s i gnator: 

Application:  

Numerical 
Category: 

D e s ignator: 

Application: 

tJ,tes: 

FL ASH 
Flash precedence is reserved for alerts , war nings , or other emer gency actions having 
immediate bearing on National, c ommand , or area s ecurity .  Examples:  Pres idential 
use; announcement of an alert; opening of hostilities;  land, air , or sea catastrophie s ;  
intelligence reports o n  matters lead i ng t o  enemy atta c k ;  potential o r  actual nuclear 
accident or incid e nt ;  implementation of s er v ices unilateral emergency actions pr oce
dures , etc . 

2 
IMM E DI A T E  
Immediate precedence i s  res erved for vital c ommunication ( 1 )  having_an_ imm ediate_ np-_ 
erational effect on tactical operations ; (2) w hi c h  directly c o ncern safety or res cue op
erati o n s ;  or ( 3) w hic h affect the inte lligence community operational r o l e .  Example s :  
Initial vital reports o f  damage due t o  e nemy action;  land , s e a ,  o r  air reports which must 
be completed from vehicles in motion s uc h  as operational mission aircraft; intelligence 
reports on vital actions in progr e s s ;  natural disaster or widespread damage; e mergency 
weather reports having an immediate bearing on m is s ion in progress;  emergency use for 
c ircuit restoratio n ,  use by tactical command posts for passing immediate operational 
traffi c ,  etc. 

3 
P RI O R I TY 
Priority pr ecedence is reserved for calls w hi c h  require prompt c o mpletion for National 
defense and s e curity, the successful c o nduct of war,  or to safeguard life or propert y ,  
w hi c h  do n o t  require higher preced e nc e .  Example s :  Reports o f  priority land , sea,  or air 
mov e ment; administrative, in' .elligence , operational, or logistic activity calls requiring 
priority ac tion; calls that would have a serious impact on military , adm inistrati ve,  in
telligenc e ,  operational , or 1 ogistic activities if handled as a ROUTINE c all .  Normally, 
PRIORITY will be t he h i g hest precedence w hi c h  may be assigned t o  adminis trative 
matters for which speed of handling i s  of paramount importa nc e .  

4 
ROU T I N E  
Routine precede nce i s  reserved for all other official c ommunications .  

1 .  Calls o f  any precedence may b e  preempted by the application o f  the FLASH OVERRIDE capability 
availabl e to:  ( 1) the Pre sident of t h e  U . S ., the Secretary of Defense,  and the Joint C h iefs of Staff; 
( 2 )  Commanders of Unified and Specified Command s  w hen declaring either Defense Condition O ne 
or D efense Emergency; and (3 ) CINCNORAD w hen d e claring e it her D efense Condition O ne or Air 
Defense Emergency. 

2. Precedence d e s i gnators FLASH through PRIO RITY will  be given pree mption rights in the order o f  
listing.  

Figure 14-18. - Joint Uniform Telephone Communications Precedence System. 
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SE C URITY 
REQUIREMENTS 

Physical security at the secure con
version area of a switching center will 
be in accordance with requirements con
tained in KAG 1/TSEC series. Unrestricted 
use of the AUTOSEVOCOM system will 
be limited to those U.S. citizens pos
sessing at least a Secret security clear
ance or higher. 

Authentication 

When information up to and including Secret 
is discussed , the AU'J;'OSEVOCOM system is 
designed to be self-authenticating (no authen
ticating is required by conversing parties) . All 
Top Secret conversations must be authenticated 
by the call originator, ensuring that the called 
party is cleared for receipt of the information 
to be discussed. Positive voice recognition may 
be used as an alternative authentication. This 
voice recognition is a dual responsibility of both 
the called and the calling party. 

Violation Reporting 

Physical security violations should be re
ported as prescribed in KAG 1/TSEC and CMS 4. 
Any user becoming aware of an inadvertent third 
party connection or hearing cross talk should 
report the occurrence to the switch operator 
serving the termination. The user should give 
the operator all known details to assist in 
correcting the deficiency. This report is in 
addition to any report required due to inad
vertent disclosure of classified information. 

OTHER SYSTEMS 

The Navy has developed more automated 
systems dedicated to enhancing fast writer-to
reader time in message handling. With a more 
effective speed-of-delivery of message traffic, 
the volume of messages that can be handled is 
steadily increasing, producing efficiency beyond 
the dreams of the early communications pioneers. 
Some of the systems enhancing this speed of 
service are discussed below. 

MESSAGE PROCESSING 
AND DISTRIBUTION 
SYSTEM (MPDS) 

The Message Processing and Distribution 
System (MPDS) is a shipboard message switch
ing system which processes ,  stores, logs , and 
internally routes record and digital data traffic 
to and from receive and transmit channels. This 
system can include twenty intra-ship terminals 
located in principal shipboard offices and 
operating spaces. When outgoing traffic is 
originated at each terminal, it is completely 
formatted, cleared for release, logged, and trans
mitted without manual intervention. The system 
includes a facility control console with a key
board and display panel for semi -automatic 
circuit/equipment accounting and frequency man
agement. This also aids in controlling remote 
HF equipment, telephone sets , a teletype for 
circuit coordination, and remote switching for 
secure voice circuits. The first MPDS system 
is installed on board USS NIMITZ (CVAN 68) 
and is designed to process in excess of 2500 
messages per day. 

LOCAL DIGITAL 
MESSAGE EXCHANGE (LDMX) 

The Navy has developed,  tested, and in
stalled LDMX message handling systems at 
several locations to meet the current growth 
in data exchange requirements. The LDMX is 
a computerized communications system which 
automates the message processing functions of 
a communications facility to provide reliable , 
accurate communications and data exchange at 
high speed. The LDMX simultaneously transmits 
and receives messages over the DCA Automatic 
Digital Network (AUTODIN) and other remote 
terminal circuits to provide high speed proces
sing, system reliability, secure communications , 
cost savings , and flexibility. The LDMX system 
concept is outlined in figure 14-19 and discussed 
below. 

High Speed 
Processing 

On-line to AUTODIN and other circuits, the 
LDMX system automatically receives, identifies ,  
and files traffic for processing and future refer
ence. Incoming messages are automatically ar
ranged by precedence, processed, edited, and 
printed on reproducible mats for delivery. Out
going traffic is entered via an optical character 
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Figure 14- 19. - LDMX system concept. 

reader (OCR) or via magnetic tape, paper tape, 
or card reader. The system formats the outgoing 
message; creates a header; validates the message 
identifiers , precedence, and cl!!.Ssification; 
searches system files to assign correct routing 
indicators; and arranges the message by 
precedence for automatic transmission. This 
LDMX system provides high speed communi
cations processing to replace the slow, error 
prone manual operations. Operating at full 
capacity , the system can proces s  up to 7 500 
messages per day. 

System Reliability 

Message processing reliability is greatly 
improved by automating message identification 

and header preparation and by providing system 
look-up files in lieu of manual files.  By 
eliminating most manual functions and validating 
those remaining, the system greatly reduces 
misroutes and nondeliveries. The system works 
around the clock and provides virtually full 
time availability. Key devices can be switched 
from one application to another ,  and there is a 
full range of excess equipment that could be 
installed. The system can continue to operate 
in a semiautomatic or manual mode if a major 
component is inoperable. 

Secure Communication 

All message security fields are validated, 
and if a mismatch is detected in the LDMX 
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system, the message is displayed to an inrouter 
or an outrouter for review and action. Depending 
on the user's  requirem·3nts , video display 
terminal (VDT) operators may be prevented from 
displaying or recalling Top Secret and SPECAT 
messages , thus reducing the possibility of a 
security violation. 

Cost Savings 

By reducing the dependency on manual 
functions , the LDMX system provides reliable 
and secure high speed message processing 
capabilities that will handle anticipated increases 
in traffic without increases in manpower and 
equipment. One LDMX system can replace several 
manual communications centers and provide 
greater accuracy and higher processing speed than 
the manual systems combined. 

Flexibility 

The LDMX system eliminates most manual 
processing without imposing stringent limitations 
()n the user. Tailored to m•3et the unique situations 
at each command , the LDMX can be responsive 
to individual command requirements and 
variances. 

Statistical and 
Management Reports 

A significant feature of the LDMX system is 
the natural accumulation of statistical information 
and accounting data which provides accurate 
verification of the reliability and performance 
of the system. Message · processing data is 
summarized in a series of statistical analysis 
summaries that includes:  

1. A bar chart providing an hourly volume of 
incoming or outgoing messages. 

2. A summary report showing the number and 
average length of incoming or outgoing messages, 
the num�er of messages delivered to a remote 
printer, and the numl)er of various classifications 
and precedences. 

3. A listing of service messages sent and 
received. 

4. A listing with information concerning 
duplicated, m:.srouted, and mi.ssent messages. 
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5. A speed of service report, giving maxi
mum, average , and minimum processing tim•3S 
(by precedence , classification, or selected 
originator) . 

NAVAL COMMUNICATIO�S 
PROCESSING AND ROUTING 
SYSTEM (NAVCOMPARS) 

The Naval Communications Processing and 
Routing System (NAVCOM PARS) is an automated 
com:nunications processing and routing system 
which provides the interface between circuits 
ashore and those serving the fleet. The N A V
CO:.\IPARS automatically perform:-s the functions 
of maintaining a real-time fleet locator,  servicing 
messages , formatting, screening, readdressal ,  
and routing. Its primary purpose i s  to serve 
the fleet, although it is designed with LDMX 
modules to serve shore based users , if needed. 
NAVCOMPARS has made the job of a shipboard 
Radioman m11Ch easier by eliminating the re
quirement to place routing indicators on outgoing 
message traffic. There is no longer a require
ment for ships utilizing NAVCOM:?ARS to main
tain ACP 117  on board. The system allows 
afloat units to send messages via termination, 
ship/shore , or satellite in a "modified ACP 
126" format, which requires the addition of 
JANAP 128 format lines 2,  4 ,  15, and 16 to 
the normal ACP 126 format. Other advantages 
of the NAVCOMPARS are automatic message 
processing, automatic routing indicator lookup 
and format conversion, security protection, sus
pected duplicate checks , automatic file and re
trieval, automatic reaction to special operating 
signals , and visual display of garbles or errors 
for operator intervention. 

Format Compatibility 
in NAVCOMPARS 

In order to obtain the full benefits of NA V
COMPARS, the message originator and com
munications personnel must prepare messages 
in the prescribed format. If there is an error 
in format construction, it can cause a m•3ssage 
to be rejected by the NAVCOMPARS, or it 
may cause the NAVCOMPARS to reject one of 
the addressees. The format requirements out
lined in NTP 4 for NAVCOMPARS m11st be 
followed to effect proper delivery of message 
traffic. 
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Plain Language 
Address Directory (PLAD) 

The only authorized source of short titles 
and geographical locations in message ad
dressees is the Plain Language Address 
Directory (PLAD) . The PLAD is disseminated 
and controlled by COMNA VTELCOM as a supple
ment to NTP 3, The PLAD provides authorized 
listings of approved addresses and is intended 
for the use of messa�e drafters. Copies of NTP 3 
(with the PLAD Supplement) should be dissem-

. inated to all users who draft messages within the 
command, The PLAD normally contains plain 
language addresses for Navy, Marine Corps , 
and Coast Guard com:nands and is updated 
frequently by "ALCOM" general message cor
rections. 

-----Message Paging 
Via NAVCOMPARS 

The NAVCOMPARS system is configured to 
accept messages with up to 37 ,000 continuous 
characters. With this system, a fleet unit op
erating directly with a NA VCOMMST A equipped 
with NAVCOMPARS may transmit up to 550 
continuous lines of message headings and text 
without dividing the message into two sections. 
A fleet unit terminated with a NAVCOMMSTA 
not equipped with NA VCOMPARS may transmit 
up to 100 lines of continuous text, exclusive of 
heading lines. 

SATELLITE INFORMATION 
EXCHANGE SYSTE MS OX� 

The purpose of Satellite Information Exchange 
Systems (IXS) is to link subscribers together , en
abling them to exchange information via a specific 
satellite path. Included in the IXS are the Sub
marine Satellite Information Exchange Subsystem 
(SSIXS) and the Common User Digital Information 
Exchange Subsystem (CUDIXS) , 
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Submarine Satellite 
Information Exchange 
Subsystem (SSIXS) 

The SSIXS has been designed and is being 
installed in SSN/SSBN submarines to complement 
the existing communications capabilities on board 
submarines. It is designed as an extra com
mlmications function and does not replace any 
existing facilities. The SSIXS has two modes 
of operation. One is the broadcast mode , enabling 
the shore term;.nal to send selected portions 
of the submarine broadcast files. The other 
mode is the query/response (or calling and 
answering) operation, where the underway unit 
has the option to transmit and receive traffic 
from the shore terminal. Submarine subscribers 
will normally utilize the modified ACP 126 
format procedures via this system. Each SSIXS 
network can support a community of up to 
60 subscribers.  

Common User Digital 
Information Exchange 
Subsystem (CUDIXS) 

CUDIXS is the link control or automated 
information subsystem developed to enable rapid 
exchange of information between fleet mobile 
subscribers and activities ashore. ShipS will 
be assigned to the CUDIXS network by the Fleet 
Commander in Chief (FLTCINC) and normally 
will only be active mem�rs during operations 
at sea. Active network participation during in-port 
periods will be authorized only where there are 
no local message distribution services or when 
specifically directed by the FLTCINC, C UDIXS 
is designed to process message traffic in modified 
ACP 126 format. Since the shore terminal will 
automatically convert the traffic to JANAP 128 
format, caution should be exercised by the ship
board operators to follow rigidly correct format 
procedures and to utilize correct Plain Language 
Addresses from the PLAD supplement to NTP 3. 
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FLEET COMMUN ICATIONS 

A commanding officer mi1St be able to com
municate whenever necessary with both ships 
and shore stations to maintain effective command 
and control of the situation at hand. Communi
cations is still and always will be the "Voice 
of Command. " In this age of nuclear weapons , 
guided missiles , supersonic aircraft, and high 
speed submarines,  top performance is required 
of our fleet communicators. Therefore, they 
must always remain in a condition of constant 
preparedness. 

The Navy has phased out m�ny of its older 
ships during the last decade and has commissioned 
many new ones. Along with the modern ships,  
many up-dated computerized communications 
systems have been im;>lemented. 

The information in this chapter m�y seem 
of most use to the " sea--going" Radioman, but 
all personnel in the communications community 
should be familiar with the information for 
preparation for sea duty. 

FLEET MULTICHANNEL 
BROADCAST SYSTEM 

("N" SYSTEM) 

The Fleet Multichannel Broadcast (M ULCAST) 
System is now the primary means of delivering 
message traffic to ships. It has replaced the 
single channel radioteletype system. The M UL
CAST is keyed by the automated Naval Communi
c a t  i o n s  Processing and Routing System 
(NAVCO:viPARS) and is transmitted via satellite , 
low (LF) , medium (M F) , and high (HF) fre
quencies. The HF component of the M ULCAST 
is transmitted via several frequencies at the 
same time to enable the ships to pick the best 
reception for their location. Through the use 
of multiplex equipment, the M ULCAST provides 
the opportunity for the delivery of large quantities 
of traffic with a small number of transml.tting 
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stations. The M ULCAST provides a linking net
work to support communications coverage to 
all ocean areas of the world. 

The ocean areas mentioned are divided into 
four Naval Communications Areas (NAVCOMM
AREA) , as shown in figure 15-1. E ach NAV
COMMAREA has a Naval Comm11nication Area 
Master Station (NAVCAMS) tasked with the 
responsibility of coordinating fleet broadcasts 
as well as other communications circuits within 
their areas. There are NAVCAMS at Norfolk, 
Naples, Honolulu , and Guam. acting as NAV
CAMSLANT , NAVCAMSMED, NAVCAMSEAST
PAC, and NAVCAMSWESTPAC , respectively. 

BROADCAST CONTROL 

The Broadcast Control Authority (BCA) is 
the controller of a specific broadcast. Normally, 
the authority is under the cognizance of the Fleet 
Comra.ander in Chief or a Force Commander. 
The BCA directs the implementation of the 
broadcast and provides direction and guidance 
toward its configuration and content. The B CA 
may control the broadcast completely , or it may 
assign some responsibility to a subordinate 
command. 

The Broadcast Control Station (BCS) is  the 
activity that engineers the broadcast and delivers 
the keying to the transmitting stations. The NA V
CAMS usually assemoles the keystreams for all 
channels of a broadcast and delivers keying 
to the transmitter station. 

The Broadcast Keying Station (BKS) is the 
activity responsible for placing the message 
traffic directly into the broadcast. Different 
stations ma.y operate as BKSs on the same 
broadcast, but on separate channels. 

A Broadcast Radiating Station (BRS) is a 
station responsible for radiating a signal from 
a broadcast supplied by the BCS and may or may 
not be a NAVCO:vi MSTA. 
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Figure 15-1. - Communications area master stations. 

BROADCAST IDENTIFICATION 

Multichannel broadcasts are assigned des
ignators for identification. The first letter of the 
designator identifies the naval communication 
area, and additional �c3tters let us know the type 
of broadcast it is. For example , a broadcast 
beginning with a "K" originates from the Medi
terranean Com:nunication Area (Naples) , and an 
"N" means the broadcast is from the Atlantic 
(Norfolk) Communication Area. So, a broadcast 
with the designator NM UL is a multichannel 
broadcast (M UL) in the Atlantic COMMAREA , 
and one with a designator KSUB is a submarine 
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broadcast (SUB) in the Mediterranean COMM
AREA. A complete list and description of broad
cast designators can be found in NTP 4. 

A typical multichannel broadcast (N) system 
consists of receiving antennas , the antenna m'..l.lti
coupler, two receivers (if diversity reception 
is employed) , AN/UCC-1 multiplex Gquipment, 
the TSEC/KWR-37 and TSEC/KG-14 crypto 
equipments , and a teletype machine for each 
channel copied. The receivers are patched to 
the AN/UCC-1 via the receiver audio switch
board. The output of the AN/UCC-1 is patched 
via the black DC patch panel to the crypto equip
ments , and the output of the crypto equipments 
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are patched to the teletype machines via the red 
DC patch panels. An illustration of how the 
equipment is connected through the patch panels 
and switchboards to develop the com.'Tiuni.cation 
system is shown in figure 15-2. 

Reception of the multichannel broadcast via 
satellite will be discussed later in this chapter. 

The multichannel broadcast is divided into 
sixteen channels. Ships copying the broadcast 
are matched to broadcast channels by class 
according to sim:.larities of mission, task, and 
equipment capabilities. Each ship is assigned a 
primary channel to copy for traffic and a 
secondary channel to copy for reruns or over
load traffic. The secondary chalUlel transmits the 
same traffic as the primary channel one hour 
later. This enables a ship to pick up mi.ssing 
numbers on the broadcast within one hour by 
copying the secondary channel. Ships are not 
required to copy the secondary channel unless 
they miss a broadcast number or unless the 
channel is activated as an "overload" channel 
for "first run''  traffic. If the secondary channel 
is activated for "first run" traffic,  the noti
fication message informing operators is sent 

AN T 
CPL R 

R C V R  

R C V R  

F O R  O F F I C I A L  USE O N LY I 

AN UCC- 1 

AU DI O J---..-l 
X F E R  

SWBD 

giVmg sufficient notice via the primary chalUlel. 
Broadcast channel alignment is outlined in NTP 4 ,  
Section 2. 

BROADCAST OPERATION 

The Fleet Multichannel Broadcast (M UL CAST) 
is operated continuously and requires restart 
at the begiliDing of each new crypto day and also 
each time the synchronization is lost. The TSEC/ 
KWR-37 crypto device is used for the decryption 
of message traffic on specific broadcast chan
nels. It also provides timing for the TSE C/KG-14 
on other channels. 

A spare TSEC/KWR-37 , if available , should 
be prepared for the new radio day by inserting 
the new day's key card in the holder approximately 
45 minutes prior to daily restart time. The actual 
patching of the new TSEC/KWP,-:� 7 should not 
take place until about one minute prior to restart 
time so that reception of high precedence traffic 
is available up to the last minute. 

Every Radioman on board should be thoroughly 
familiar with the operation of the TSEC/KWR-37. 
The operating instructions for this equipment 

B L ACK 
DC 

P A  TG-i 
PNL 

R E D  
DC 

P A TCH 
PNL 

50.198 
Figure 15-2. - Fleet Multichannel Broadcast ("N" System) .  
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are contained in the publication KA0-34 (s-eries) 
and will provide all operating personnel with 
helpful hints to keep your broadcast file up to 
date with the least amount of ' 'missing numbers".  

BROADCAST SHIFTS 

There will be times occasionally when a 
ship has the requirement to shift from one 
broadcast to another. If a ship transits the 
Atlantic ,  for instance , it is not feasible that 
the Radioman will be able to copy the Norfolk 
(Atlantic) broadcast during the entire trip without 
reception problems. Normally, there should be a 
broadcast shift to the Mediterranean (Naples) 

· broadcast at about the half-way point during 
the transit. 

The shift from one broadcast to another or 
a shift off the broadcast should be accomplished 
at 000 1 Z. The broadcast shift message should 
be sent early enough so that it reaches the 
common source file authorities at NA V
CAMSLANT Norfolk, VA and NA VCAMSEASTPAC 
Honolulu , HI by 1600 Z on the day before the 
radio day of the shift. In the case of an emer
gency broadcast shift , the ship should commence 
copying the new broadcast immediately. It should 
continue to copy the original broadcast for as 
long as possible, or until the originally scheduled 
time of the shift occurs. The notification of an 
emergency shift message should be sent with a 
PRIORITY or IMMEDIATE precedence. A format 
example for broadcast shift messages can be 
found in NTP 4, and updated information may be 
promulgated by the NAVCAMS Communication 
Information Bulletins (CIBs) . 

BROADCAST FILE 

The broadcast file contains a copy or filler 
for each message transmitted or received on 
the broadcast. The file is stored in accordance 
with the highest classification of the information 
contained in the file. Segregated stowage by 
classification is not required. Broadcast copies , 
carbons , and tapes are safeguarded in accordance 
with OPNAVINST 5510.1  (series) and must be 
retained for a period of ten days. Top Secret 
messages received but not addressed to an 
afloat command should be removed from the 
broadcast copies ,  and ticklers should be entered 
in the broadcast file ip lieu of the Top Secret 
message. The Top Secret message should be 
destroyed immediately by authorized methods. 
The destruction should be certified by two wit
nessing officials who place their initials next 

to the appropriate broadcast serial number on the 
check-off sheet. These check-off sheets are 
exempted from the regulation requiring that 
certificates of destruction be retained for two 
years but, instead , are destroyed with the broad
cast files after ten days. Top Secret traffic 
handled by NAVCOMMSTAs for relay or broad
cast delivery need not be controlled as described 
in OPNAVINST 5510 .1  (series) and DODINST 
5200. 1 ,  providing all copies (except the monitor 
roll and monitor reel) are destroyed immediately 
after they have served their purpose. Monitor 
copies must be marked Top Secret and afforded 
appropriate security and storage. These monitor 
copies may be destroyed after the mandatory 
retention period , with proper documentation. 

Missed Broadcast 
Messages 

If a ship misses broadcast messages,  the 
Radiomen should make all attempts to obtain 
the missing messages from ships in company 
or other fleet units via local circuits , visual 
means , or messenger. If the messages are not 
available locally , then the ship must ask for a 
retransmission of the messages from the broad
cast station. The retransmission request sent 
by the ship is called a Broadcast Screen Request. 
The screen request is sent " action" to the BKS 
and "information" to the appropriate NAVCAMS. 
Any unit requesting a retransmission of more 

· than 25 missing broadcast numbers must include 
their numbered Fleet Commander (e.g. , COMSEV
ENTHFLT, COMSECONDFLT) as an information 
addressee. 

A complete copy of missed messages not 
addressed to the ship's guardlist need not be 
obtained. Heading fillers of heading recaps can be 
substituted in place of the complete message. 
Once an hour, a message summary heading recap 
is sent on each first-run broadcast channel. This 
recap supplies the headings of the previous 
hour's traffic. This is an excellent means of 
recovering messages that may have been missed 
during the previous hour via the broadcast. 

Broadcast 
Check-Off Sheets 

The form utilized as the broadcast circuit 
log and destruction sheet (check-off list) lists 
the number of messages received/transmitted 
via the broadcast and the classification of each 
message. The form also serves as the record 
of destruction for the classified messages in the 
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file. An example of this form is shown in figure 
15-3. The form is not available through the Navy 
Supply System, but it may be reproduced locally 
for use. 

OTHER BROADCASTS 

As previously stated, the most popular means 
of message traffic delivery to the fleet is via 
the multichannel broadcast. There are ships in 
the Navy , however, that do not have the capability 
or the need to copy a multichannel broadcast. 
The ship may not have the multiplex equipment 
installed, or the assigmnents___or mission of the 
ship may require it to copy one or m:lre of the 
following broadcasts. 

SINGLE CHANNEL 
BROADCAST 

If a ship is not equipped to copy the multi
channel broadcast, then it must be a subscriber 
to a single channel broadcast. The single channel 
broadcasts are identified by " RTT" or "SPG" 
preceded by the COM MARE A designator letter. 
For example, the LANTSOAM (Norfolk) single 
channel broadcast has the designator NRTT. 

The single channel broadcasts are keyed 
continuously and require cryptographic restarts 
at the beginning of each new crypto day or when
ever synchronization is lost. Frequencies in the 
LF /MF /HF ranges are assigned to the broad
casts by the area CAMS in Communications 
Information Bulletins (CIBs) . The cryptographic 
equipments used on a single channel broadcast 
can be either the TSE C/KW-37 or the 
TSEC/KW-7 CR. A frequency shift converter 
(usually an AN/URA-8 or AN/URA- 17) is used 
on the single channel broadcast in lieu of the 
AN/UCC-1 that is required for the multichannel 
broadcasts. 

The guidelines concerning service messages,  
missing number procedures, stowage and re
tention of files ,  and message format are the 
same as outlined previously for the m'.lltichannel 
broadcasts. 

Submarine Broadcasts 

Several frequency shift keying (FSK) single 
channel submarine broadcasts have been es
tablished to provide a means of communica
tions from force commanders to their operational 
units. These broadcasts are the primary means 
of telecommunications to submarines underway. 
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Broadcast operations and traffic content are 
carefully controlled by the BCA to accommodate 
various submarine operations. CrYPtographic 
start times are staggered to avoid m:lre than 
one broadcast from being off the air at the 
same time for cryptographic restarts. Each 
schedule begins on a prescribed hour. The first 
message is a traffic list (ZBO) to let each 
submarine determine the need for further copy. 
Messages are repeated three, four,  six, or 
twelve times,  depending on the operational re
quirements. 

A new m11ltichannel submarine broadcast sys
tem called VERDIN using minim:1m shift keying 
(MSK) has been dmreloped to replace the existing 
single channel FSK broadcast. Some VERDIN 
shore terminals have already been constructed, 
and more will be completed in the near future. 
VERDIN installations on u.s. submarines should 
be completed during 1979. 

Composite Fleet/ 
General Broadcast 

The Composite Fleet/General Broadcast 
(CMP) is a CW broadcast used by those fleet 
units unable to copy a covered broadcast (either 
the MUL or RTT) . The broadcast is keyed on 
a scheduled basis for u. s. Fleet units , pro
viding narrative message traffic , weather,  and 
hydrographic messages. This broadcast also 
serves Allied ships and other authorized users 
on a preset schedule. The fleet schedule is 
maintained only for the use of U. s. and friendly 
foreign warships. 

Transmissions of fleet schedules consist of 
a call-up transmitted five minutes prior to com
mencement of the schedule. This call-up will 
consist of the called station call sign sent three 
times ,  the prosign " DE "  followed by the call 
sign of the calling station sent three times, and 
the word "FLEET." An example is as follows : 
NERK NERK NERK DE NAB NAB NAB FLEET. 

When it is time for the schedule to com
mence, the same procedures as set forth above 
are used, except this call will be preceded 
by a series of eight " Es" and will include 
the appropriate operating signal for the number 
of messages to be transmitted (ZBO) . An ex
ample is as follows : EE EEEEEE NERK NERK 
NERK DE NAB NAB NAB ZBO 04. After this 
is sent, the transmitting station can commence 
sending traffic. 

If a message is received for relay at the 
transmission station after the schedule has 
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B R O A D C A ST C I R C U I T  N U M B E R  LOG a n d  R E C O R D  O F  D ES T R U C T I O N  

Retain traffic for a period o f  1 0  days in accordance with 

SECNAV I N ST P52 1 2.5B SubPara 2 1 00(3). Destruction 

in accordance with NTP 4 0 1 .03. 0326 and 02.0 1 . 1 400 

BCST No. CLASS BCST N o .  C LASS BCST No. CLASS BCST N o .  CLASS 

01 U E C S T  26 U E C S T  51 U E C S T 76 U E C S T  

02 u E c s·r 27 U E C S T  52 U E C S T  77 U E C S T  

03 U E C S T  28 U E C S T  53 U E C S T  78 U E C S T  

04 U E C S T  29 U E C S T  54 U E C S T  79 U E C S T  

05 U E C S T  30 U E C S T  55 U E C S T  80 U E C S T  

06 U E C S T  31 U E C S T  56 U E C S T  81 U E C S T  

07 U E ·c S T 32 U E C S T  57 U E C S T  82 U E C S T  

08 U E C S T  33 U E C S T  58 U E C S T  83 U E C S T  

09 U E C S T  34 U E C S T  59 U E C S T  84 U E C S T  

10 U E C S T  35 U E C S T  60 U E C S T  85 U E C S T  

1 1  U E C S T  36 U E C S T  61 U E C S T  86 U E C S T  

12 U E C S T  37 U E C S T  62 U E C S T  87 U E C S T  

13 U E C S T  38 U E C S T  63 U E C S T  88 U E C S T  

14 U E C S T  39 U E C S T  84 U E C S T  89 U E C S T  

15 U E C S T  40 U E C S T  65 U E C S T  90 U E C S T  

1 6  U E C S T  41 U E C S T  66 U E C S T  91 U E C S T  

1 7  U E C S T  42 U E C S T  67 U E C S T  92 U E C S T  

18  U E C S T  43 U E C S T  68 U E C S T  93 U E C S T  

19  U E C S T  44 U E C S T  69 U E C S T  94 U E C S T  

20 U E C S T  45 U E C S T  70 U E C S T  95 U E C S T  

21 U E C S T  46 U E C S T  71 U E C S T  96 U E C S T  

22 U E C S T  47 U E C S T  72 U E C S T  97 U E C S T  

23 U E C S T  48 U E C S T  73 U E C S T  98 U E C S T  

24 U E C S T  49 U E C S T  74 U E C S T 99 U E C S T  

25 U E C S T  50 U E C S T  75 U E C S T  00 U E C S T  

Signature of individual authorizing destruction F i l e  or Service N o .  

Signature of Witnessing Official Signature of Witnessing Official 

LEGEND: 

U = U n c l a s s i fi e d  E = U n c l o s s i fi ed / E F T O  C = Confi denti a l  S = S ecret T = Top Secret 

Date of Destruction:---------------

NOTE: This form is not stocked 
in the Naval Supply System but 
may be reproduced locally. 

Figure 15-3. -- Broadcast circuit log and record of destruction. 
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commenced , the operator should put the mes
sage into proper format, assign it the next 
open broadcast number,  and send it out on the 
schedule already in progress. If the new message 
is of a higher precedence than those on the 
schedule to be transmitted , the new message 
of higher precedence should be inserted out 
of sequential order into the schedule. The broad
cast number of that m•:Jssage should be sent, 
preceded by the operating signal " ZIA. " 

After all fleet traffic has been transmitted, 
a "QRU" tape should be transm1tted once. 
A fleet QR U tape consists of the call sign of 
the called station transmitted three times, the 

---------.p""r"'O"'s,r,I"'g"'n.-----<'TfJE�oliowed- -by - the call s1gn of the 
calling station sent three times , the last broad
cast number sent, the operating signal "QR U," 
followed by the pro sign ' '  AR. " An example 
follows : NERK NERK NERK DE NAB NAB NAB 
NR 004 QR U AR. 

If, at the time of the next schedule the 
transmitting station has no new traffic for the 
broadcast, the operator should use the "QRU" 
tape from above, except the tape should be pre
ceded by a series of eight "Es".  As an example: 
EEEEEEEE NERK NERK NERK DE NAB NAB 
NAB NR 004 QRU AR, 

The Merchant Ship Broadcast (MERCAST) 
is used to deliver u. s. Government originated 
message traffic to MSC ships and Navy con
trolled merchant ships in accordance with NTP 10. 
The schedules on the MERCAST are a portion 
of the Composite Fleet/General Broadcast and 
are keyed by a COMMST A in each designated area 
for ships copying the MERCAST. Detailed in
formation concerning MERCAST systems during 
peacetime is found in publication H. 0. 117 ,  
where a listing of stations , schedules , fre
quencies,  hydrographic data, ice reports , and 
time signals are available. ACP 149 contains 
the wartime schedules and frequencies of each 
Allied MERCAST area. 

The MERCAST is primarily a CW broadcast 
with a normal operating speed of 25 words per 
minute. Speed may be increased up to a maximum 
of 29 words per minute after subscribers have 
been notified of the increasing transmission 
speed. 

Another component of the Composite Fleet/ 
General Broadcast is the Hydrographic Schedule. 
It consists of messages providing hydrographic 
information, Coast Guard Notices to Mariners 
(navigational aids) , and Notices to Airmen 
(NOTAMS) . Normally, they are addressed to 
"HYDROLANT" or " HYDROPAC ," depending 
on the area affected. The call up is sent five 
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minutes prior to the transm'_ssion of the hydro
graphic schedule to enable the receiving station 
to prepare to copy. 

Weather Schedules are storm warnings , fore
casts , fallout reports , etc. Forecast and weather 
warnings provide information such as air ob
servations required for flight operations. The 
schedule and frequencies for these broadcasts 
are contained in the COMMAREA Communications 
Information Bulletins (CIBs) . The publication 
H. 0. 118 also provides frequencies and area 
coverage of non-Navy weather broadcasts. Ships 
and bases with a weather unit on board are 
required to copy at least the synoptic schedules 
of the Navy weather----m:·oadcast for their re
spective areas of operation. Ships and bases with
out weather units on board do not have 
a requirement to copy a weather broadcast, but 
this is at the discretion of the commanding 
officer or other competent authority. 

All messages sent or received on the Com
posite Fleet/General Broadcast schedules must 
be filed in the comm•mications center in date-tim·9 
group order. 

If any of the Composite Fleet/General Broad
cast schedules are guarded, covered , or copied, 
the operators m'.lst maintain a radio log. This 
log is used to record each transm1ssion heard 
on the circuit, whether it is addressed to his 
station or not. Commands may utilize OPNAV 
Form 2810-1 (Radio Log) or a locally repro
duced form as shown in figure 15-4. If a mes
sage is addressed to or relayed by the receiving 
station, the message may be typed on a m·3ssage 
form instead of in the log, and only the essential 
accounting information (time-of-receipt, origi
nator, date-time group) , need be entered in the 
log. The radio log should also record operating 
conditions of the circuit, opening and closing 
down of the net, causes for traffic delays , 
frequency changes,  and any unusual circum
stances noted by the operators. As the watch 
changes and the operator is relieved, he must 
sign the log in ink. This is also a requirem'=lnt 
when a net or circuit is closed down. An entry 
m•1st be made in each radio log at least every 
five minutes. If the operator on watch is too 
busy to comply every five minutes, he may enter 
the essential information later, indicating the 
times. 

Facsimile Broadcast 

The facsimile broadcast is normally used to 
receive weather maps transmitted by designated 
shore facilities. The system consists of the 
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Figure 15-4, - Radio log, 

receiving antenna system, an HF receiver, a 
facsimi.le converter,  and the facsimile recorder. 
Keying for the transmission of facsimile broad
casts is controlled by the local communications 
activity. Facsimile terminal equipment is pro
vided to those naval meteorological offices that 
prepare weather maps for transmission on the 
broadcast and is not physically located near 
the controlling communications facility, 

The material transmitted on a facsimile 
broadcast is assigned serial numbers running 
consecutively for each calendar month, For 
continuity, the transmitting station should provide 
a daily recapitulation containing a list of that 
day's transmissions, showing the time of each 
transmission and the associated serial num"ber. 

It is imperative that facsimile transmitting 
stations com:nence their schedules on time, 
Prior to commencing a schedule , each station 
normally should make a preliminary test call 
for approximately five minutes before the 
schedule is to begin, After the test call, the 
synchronous signal is transmitted at least two 
minutes before the schedule tim•:l to enable 
the receiving stations to synchronize their equip
ment for usable reception, 
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SHIP /SHORE AND 
SHIP/SHIP CIRCUITS 

E arlier we discussed the principal of the 
fleet broadcast and how it is used to deliver the 
largest percentage of message traffic to operating 
ships, Now we will discuss the means by which 
an operating ship can transmit its message 
traffic ashore or to other ships for delivery or 
relay, 

Until the early 1960s ,  the primary means of 
com.'Tlunications for a ship was via CW, CW 
transmissions were stable and had a great 
capacity for long-range transmission. However, 
the slowness  of transmission, necessity for 
repetitions , the cum�ersome security measures ,  
and the increasing volume of message traffic 
greatly detracted from the usefulness of CW, 
This led to the radioteletype (RATT) circuits , 
which are the primary means of ship/ shore 
communications today, 

SHIP/SHORE NETWORK 

Ship/shore circuits are established by desig
nated NA VCOMMST As and NA VCOMMUs to ac
cept and relay traffic from afloat commands. 
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There are enough of these ship/ shore circuits 
in existence to allow a ship while at sea world
wide coverage for transmitting its traffic. The 
send and receive frequencies for each COMMST A 
or COMM U are promulgated by the NA VCAMS 
of the particular NAVCOMM AREA by the Com
munications Information Bulletins (CIBs) . The 
normal speed of operation on U. S. ship/shore 
circuits is 100 words per minute. For operations 
with NATO or other Allied stations , the operating 
speed may differ due to limitations of equipm•�nt. 
Normally, detailed operating procedures for 
Allied circuits can be found in fleet commander's 
operation orders or in ACP 176. Primary fleet 
ship/ shore circuits are cryptographically pro
tected (on-line) single channel radioteletype cir
cuits permitting random access for a fleet unit 
to transmit traffic.  These c� improve the 
capacity, speed , and security of ship/shore com
munications. These cryptographically protected 
circuits are norm'3.1ly referred to as ORESTES 
circuits (covered by a TSEC/KW-7 CR equipment) . 

03.ESTES circuits can be operated in the 
duplex, semiduplex, or simplex mode of operation, 
depending mainly upon the am0unt of equipment 
available. In full duplex operation, each station 
transmits on a different frequency , and both 
can transmit at the same time. (A station sends 
on one frequency and receives on another.) Semi
duplex is an operation which is duplex at one end 
of the circuit and simplex at the other. Semi
duplex operation still requires two frequencies,  
except one of the stations cannot transmit and 
receive at the same time. An examnle of this 
situation could be a ship having only one TSEC/ 
KW-7CR equipment available. The TSEC/ 
KW-7CR would be used for both transmit and 
receive purposes on the ship/shore circuit so 
the operator could not transmit and receive 
traffic at the same time. Sim?lex is an operation 
providing one channel (one frequency) on which 
traffic can be exchanged. All stations on the 
net can both transmit and receive but not at 
the same time. The operator must wait to 
transmit until the receive function is completed. 
This simplex operation is normally reserved 
for UHF and for those ships that do not possess 
sufficient equipment for duplex or semiduplex 
operation. 

Net Control Authority 

The NAVCOMMSTA is the net control station 
on all ship/shore circuits unless the senior sta
tion or higher authority directs otherwise. The 
net control station will ensure the assignment 
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of fullv qualified operators to perform duties 
as net control on the specified circuits. Positive 
and continuous circuit discipline is mandatory 
to prevent circuit inefficiency, confusion, or 
traffic delay. Idle chatter,  profanity, and spurious 
transmissions are absolutely forbidden. It is 
the responsibility of the net control station to 
take corrective action during occurrences of 
violations. 

Besides the responsibility for maintaining 
circuit discipline , the net control station is 
also charged with expediting the flow of traffic 
and limiting transmission to the essential mini
mum. The net control station must assumr� the 
responsibility of resolving disputes during the 
process of message handling and determ'ning 
corrective action if a procedural discrepancy 
occurs. The autho:ftty---ef the net control station 
extends only to net operations within its scope 
of authority, and , in this regard , all decisions 
of the net control station are final. The net 
control station does not have jurisdiction over 
the administration of individual stations within 
the net. 

Unauthorized Transmissions 

Unauthorized transmi_ssions , especially those 
of an obscene , indecent, or profane nature, 
project a lack of order and discipline in any 
net. Such transmissions will not be tolerated 
on any Navy circuits. The Federal Com::nuni
cation Act of 1934 states:  

"Whoever utters any obscene , indecent, 
or profane language by means of radio 
co,m::nunications shall be fined not more 
than $10 ,000 or imprisoned not more 
than two years , or both. " 

As unauthorized and obscene transmissions 
are not usually accompanied by a call sign 
identification or personal identifying information, 
extra effort is utilized to identify the offending 
station. Part of this effort includes the use of 
tape recorders , accurate logs , notes of operator 
characteristics ,  exact frequency me3.surements, 
and direction finders (DF) to aid in proper 
identification. The monitoring is performed in 
accordance with the applicable OPNAV and SEC
NAY instructions governing unauthorized trans
mi ssions via Navy circuits. 

Violation Reports 

Any afloat unit or shore station noting a 
deviation from prescribed procedures should 
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bring the violation to the attention of the vio
lator by the use of Communications lm;.>rove
ment Memorandum;3 (CIMs) . In the event of 
continuing or flagrant violations , a speed letter 
report should be submitted to the fleet 
comm'lnder-in-chief, with copies to COMNA V
TELCOM , the type commander, and the offending 
station. The report should include a description 
of the violation, publication reference, and the 
correct date/time of the violation. 

FULL DUPLEX FSK 
SHIP/SHORE/SHIP (RFCS) 

A full duplex FSK ship/ shore/ ship radio 
frequency carrier shift system (RFCS) covered 
by a TSEC/KW-7 CR provides a ship with single 
channel full-period traffic capability. (FSK means 
frequency shift keying.) This ship/shore/ship 
system can be cleared to handle message traffic 
through the classification of Top Secret. Sm 'ill 
ships traveling in company normally employ 
this system in a Task Group Common net in 
which they terminate with a larger ship (serving 
as net control) that, in turn, provides the ship/ 
shore relay services. Ships traveling in
dependently could use thi s  system, or a m')di
fication of it, for an on-call ship/ shore 
termination to transmit their outgoing traffic. 

\7 RCV R 

-
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T 

Figure 1 5-5 is a block diagram of the full 
duplex FSK ship/shore/ship system covered 
by a TSEC/KW-7CR. The diagram shows 
basically how the equipments should be con
nected to develop the system, but the block 
diagram for your ship may differ ,  depending 
on equipment or the way your equipment is 
wired into the patch panels. 

Equipment Theory 

The operator's section of each equipment 
technical manual is the local source you may 
consult to learn the operation of each equipm•:mt 
used in the primuy ship/shore system. Here 
we will discuss basic information which can 
assist a Radioman in obtaining the best per
form'lnce of the entire system . 

TRANSMITT ERS. - Some of the transmitters 
presently in use in the fleet which are com
patible with this system are the AN/WRT-2, 
AN/URC-32, and the AN/URT-23. If the 
AN/WRT-2 is used , the operator should ensure 
the transmitter is in the FSK mode of operation 
and tuned to the exact center frequency (carrier 
frequency) . When the AN/URC-32 transceiver 
is used as the transmitter for this system, the 
operator must adjust the transceiver dial fre
quency (suppressed carrier) to 2 kHz below the 
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Figure 15-5. - Full Duplex FSK Ship/Shore/Ship RFCS. 
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assigned frequency. To use the AN/URT- 23, 
the dial frequency m11st be set to the carrier 
frequency. Inside the equipment is a center 
frequency (CTR FREQ) switch which must be in 
the 2 kHz position. This switch is located on top 
of the FSK tone generator module. 

RECEIVERS. - In this ship/ shore/ ship sys
tem it is possible to use any receiver capable 
of demodulating an FSK signal. The R-1051/URR 
is a versatile superheterodyne receiver capable 
of receiving radio signals in the 2 to 30 MHz 
frequency range. It  can be used as an independent 
receiver, or in conjunction with a transmitter, 
and is basically crystal controlled. The R-1051 
uses a digital tuning scheme, but an additional 
fine tuning control provides continuous tuning 
between 100 kHz increments. This receiver 
utilizes printed circuit boards and is completely 
transistorized , except for the RF amplifier tubes. 
The R-10 51 is designated as standard equipment 
for ship/ shore ORESTES and is the primary 
receiver now used for ship/shore communi
cations. 

CON VERTERS. - The AN/URA-17 frequency 
carrier shift converter-comparator group is 
used for diversity reception of RA TT and FAX 
signals. The equipment consists of two frequency 
shift converters (a top and bottom ·mit) . For 
either space diversity or frequency diversity 
reception, two standard Navy receivers are used 
in conjunction with the converter-comparator 
group. In space diversity operation, the two 
receivers are tuned to the same carrier fre
quency, but their receiving antennas are spaced 
some distance apart. Because of the required 
spacing between antennas , space diversity usually 
is limited to shore station use. In frequency 
diversity operation, the two receivers are tuned 
to different carrier frequencies that are carrying 
identical intelligence. Frequency diversity re
ception commonly is used aboard ship for copying 
the fleet broadcast which is keyed simultaneously 
on several frequencies. In diversity reception, the 
audio output of each receiver is connected to 
its associated frequency shift converter which 
converts the frequency shift into DC pulses. 
The DC (mark and space) pulses from each con
verter are fed to the comparator. In the com-
1,_ .. ·ator, an automatic circuit compares the 
pulses and selects the stronger of the two 
signals. The output of the comparator is patched 
to the teletype or the required crypto equipment. 
The converter units also can be used individually 
with separate teletypes to copy two different 
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FSK signals. The AN/URA-17 is completely 
transistorized equipment and consists of two 
identical converter units. Each converter has 
its own comparator circuitry; therefore, a 
separate comparator unit is not required. 

T E L E T Y P E  EQUIPMENT. - There are 
several different teletypewriters that may be 
used with this system. The equipment used 
generally is a matter of choice for the individual 
setting up the circuit. The teletype equipm·:mt 
that is selected should have its range finder 
set for optimum operation. The normal operating 
speed of Navy operated teletype equipment is 
60 , 75, or 100 words per minute. Gears located 
on the base of the equipment determine its 
speed. 

CRYPTO EQUIPMENT. - ln full duplex ship/ 
shore operation, a separate TSEC/KW-7 CR is 
needed for each com:nunication channel. The 
TSE C/KW-7CR is a simplex device which can 
operate either send or receive , but not both 
simultaneously. ORESTES is the mythological 
designator for the TSEC/KW-7CR crypto system. 
Operating instructions are contained in KAO 83. 
The ORESTES system may be used to pass 
traffic up to and including Top Secret and is 
used by all u. s. Forces and some Allied 
Navies. It is the primary means used by the 
Navy to pass ship/ shore message traffic and 
may be used for FSK or tone modulated (TONE 
MOD) operation. The TSEC/KW-7 CR is now 
equipped with a card reader mounted on the 
front of the gear (the ' '  CR" portion of its 
designator means "card reader" ) .  The card 
reader that was installed in Navy TSEC/KW-7CR 
equipments in the 1976/1977 time frame now 
enables operators to conduct daily restarts at the 
new crypto day in a matter of seconds by 
simply taking out the old card and replacing 
it with a new card in the card reader. 

KEYLISTS. - Ship/shore keylists are issued 
in card booklet form , thirty-four cards to a book. 
There is one card numbered for each day of 
the month. The extra numbered cards each month 
are designated for emergency use , implemented 
by the controlling authority of the keylist. The 
complete book of key cards may be issued to 
operating personnel to be listed on the watch
to-watch inventory. E ach superseded card must 
be destroyed within 72 hours of its supersession. 
Covers ,  instructional sheets , and extra emer
gency cards should be destroyed with the last 
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operational card in accordance with the guide
lines set forth in CMS 4 (series) . 

for delivery to either a NAVCOMPARS or AUTO
DIN interfacing system. Figure 15-6 shows traffic 
flow for a non-NAVCOMPARS equipped station, 
while figure 15-7 shows the traffic flow for a 
NAVCOMPARS equipped station. 

Traffic Flow 

Figures 1 5-6  and 15-7 illustrate traffic flow 
from time-of-receipt (TOR) of messages re
ceived on fleet primary ship/ shore circuits 

NAVCOMPARS and AUTODIN have become 
the primary and often the only means by which 
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Figure 1 5-6. - Fleet primary ship/shore traffic flow for non-NAVCOMPARS equipped stations. 
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messages received on ship/ shore circuits can 
be delivered to addressees and/or relayed to 
other NAVCOMMSTA for delivery by broadcast 
and ship/ shore circuits. The reliability and 
speed-of-service of AUTODIN have been proven, 
and the automated message handling capabilities 
of NAVCOMPARS are further decreasing writer
to-reader times and m':lnual message processing 
requirements. 

Messages transmitted on fleet primary ship/ 
shore circuits are in modified ACP 126 format. 
Due to propagation factors, afloat units may 
be required to make milltiple transmi.ssions to 
enable the N A VCOMMST A to obtain a complete 
message. Therefore , messages may require 
further processing (or fixing) by the fleet primary 
ship/ shore operators at the shore stati·:>n to 
permit introduction of the messages into NAV
COMPARS/ AUTODIN. 

Messages (both tapes and page copy) trans
mitted on electronic courier circuits from re
ceiver site buildings must be in correct and 
proper format, ready for introduction into AUTO
DIN or NA VCOMPARS without further processing. 
At non-NAVCOMPARS equipped stations, errors 
in the critical format line cause the Automatic 
Switching Centers to reject the messages or to 
generate service messages informing the AUTO
DIN subscribers of errors. At this point, manual 
processing, such as tape fixing or service action, 
will be required. Other common errors , such 
as security mismatches and errors in end-of
message or start-of-message functions , also 
cause messages to be rejected. At NAVCOM
PARS equipped stations ,  errors in critical format 
lines or security mismatches require manual 
intervention and service action at the NAVCOM
PARS Visual Display Terminal (VDT) , which 
unnecessarily delay message traffic. 

SE CONDARY SHIP/ 
SHORE CIRCUITS 

Secondary ship/ shore is a CW, unclassified 
circuit, terminating with U. S. Navy or other 
underway ships on assigned frequencies. Ampli
fying procedures on the use of CW and its 
elements are located in ACP 124, ACP 121 , 
ACP 131,  ACP 100 , and ACP 113. Familiarization 
with these publications is important for all 
prospective CW operators. 

As an unclassified circuit, secondary ship/ 
shore can only pass classified messages after 
they have been off-line encrypted. Otherwise, 
circuit operating procedures are very similar 
to those of the primary ship/ shore circuits. 
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The N A VCOMMST A on the circuit is  the net 
control station and should impose strict circuit 
discipline upon all circuit users. All coordination 
transmissions should be brief and to the point, 
using prosigns from ACP 124 and operating 
sigrials from ACP 131 to the maximum extent 
possible. 

Although the advent of radioteletype circuits 
has made the delivery of message traffic more 
efficient, the requirement for CW circuits has 
not been completely eliminated. CW communi
cations is the only way some smaller naval 
vessels have available to enter messages into 
the naval communications system, Additionally, 
many foreign vessels have only CW communi
cations available for · ship/shore and ship/ship 
use. Also, CW circuits exist as emergency 
and contingency means of communications to be 
utilized as the backup to ORESTES circuits. 

The lack of CW use in the fleet has caused a 
continuing degradation of training CW operators. 
Whenever possible, advantage should be taken 
of in-port training circuits and formal CW 
training to expose new personnel to these circuits. 

AUTOCAT AND 
MIDDLEMAN OPERATION 

At times,  certain emission control (EMCON) 
restrictions prohibit the transmission of radio 
frequency energy below the 30 MHz range. There
fore, there is a need for a technique to provide 
uninterrupted traffic flow without violating the 
restrictions of EMCON. AUTOCAT and MIDDLE
MAN techniques were developed whereby the 
range of tactical UHF circuits may be extended 
by relay of the UHF circuit via HF. In MIDDLE
MAN operation, an operator in an aircraft copies 
the transmissions from the ship on a UHF 
circuit and manually retransmits them via an 
HF circuit. In AUTOCAT operation, an aircraft 
is  also used , but the communications equipment 
on board the aircraft receives the transmissions 
via UHF and automatically relays them via HF. 

AUTOCAT and MIDDLEMAN can utilize three 
different types of circuit configurations for re
ception and relay of UHF transmissions. One 
is a voice circuit where some units send and 
receive on one frequency, and other units send 
and receive on any other frequency. Another 
is a voice circuit where all units transmit on 
one frequency and receive on another frequency. 
The third way is a RA TT circuit where all 
units transmit on one frequency and receive on 
another frequency. 
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UHF /HF RELAY 

The UHF /HF relay method has been developed 
to permit long range uninterrupted communi
cations during periods of hazardous electro
magnetic radiation (HERO) , Typically, when an 
aircraft carrier is arming aircraft on board, 
HF transmitters must be shut down to prevent 
possible detonation of the ordnance. In order to 
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maintain its ship/shore communications, the 
carrier transmits to a relay ship via a UHF 
circuit, The relaying ship then retransmits the 
signal on an HF frequency circuit to a terminated 
NAVCOM:viSTA, An example by block diagram 
of a simple UHF /HF voice relay circuit is 
shown in figure 15-8, On-line radioteletype may 
be relayed as well as voice utilizing this system. 
Specific instructions for technical procedures in 
this system can be found in NTP 4, 
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Figure 15-8. - UHF /HF voice relay. 
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PIGEON POST 

Another means of transmitting or recelVmg 
message traffic during a period of EMCON is 
called Pigeon Post. This is a term heard often 
throughout the Navy, but the procedure is seldom 
used. Pigeon Post involves physical trans
portation of m•3Ssages via aircraft. In this 
operation, the messages are prepared in the 
form of precut teletypewriter tapes. The tapes 
are cut and placed in bags with an inventory 
listing each message tape, The bags are flown 
ashore to a message center (COM MSTA, NTCC) 
via aircraft, providing an efficient and reliable 
means of point-to-point transmission, The time 
of arrival at the message center is the time of 

-----adeelHi:vv:se>!'rv-y--1-'(TOD) of - the messag€ traffic from 
the originator. 

-------T±--ahlliS5----tpwr� requires �ion 
to the COMMCENTER because of the re
quirements to arrange aircraft flights and set-up 
time at the shore based message center. The 
comm mications center should arrange for a 
messenger to meet the aircraft and pick up the 
traffic from the ship. After the communications 
center has received the messages,  the center 
should send the ship a message acknowledging 
the messages. This message should provide 
the ship a time of delivery (TOD) , 

FLEET FLASH 
NET (F FN) 

The Fleet Flash Net is a duplex TSEC/KW-7CR 
covered Top Secret teletype net. It operates 
at 100 words per minute. The net is composed 
of Fleet Commanders in Chief, numbered Fleet 
C o m m a n d e r s  (COMSEVENTHFLT , COM
FIRST FL T ,  etc) , and Task Force Com:n anders. 
Other commands may be designated to subscribe 
to the net as controlled by the Fleet Commander 
in Chief. 

A command may be accessed to the Fleet 
Flash Net via landline, cable , or ship/shore 
circuit with a NAVCOMMSTA. The circuit may 
be extended to the Fleet Flash Net technical 
control console where it is connected to the 
other net members. The console is configured 
so that the technical control console operator 
can switch net members into the net after he 
receives a signal from the net member. The 
circuit is normally configured so that all stations 
on the net receive all traffic sent by all sub
scribers, although transmissions may be on 
a selective basis , depending on the needs of the 
calling station, 
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The main purpose of the Fleet Flash Net is to 
provide communications between operational 
command subscribers. Normally, all messages 

- transmitted on the Fleet Flash Net are of FLASH 
or IMMEDIATE precedence, However ,  a 
PRIORITY message of extreme importance may 
be sent if circuit conditions permit. Messages 
on the Fleet Flash Net should contain no more 
than fifteen addressees and should be limited 
to no more than 150 groups. All transmissions 
on the net are preceded by a TSE C/KW-7CR 
phasing signal, which is the signal to the technical 
control console operator to switch the calling 
station to all other stations on the net. 

The signal of the calling station will be routed 
through all subscribers of the net and back to 
the calling station. ThiS route-back procedure 
is known as ' 'hubbing. " When the calling station 
receives its own Signal back on Its ''receive'' 
TSE C/KW-7CR, it is an indication that the 
proper connection has been made. Then, the 
calling station may proceed with its traffic. 
NTP 4 contains m.:>re information concerning 
the Fleet Flash Net, Detailed information may 
be found in NAVTELCOMINST C2303,6 (series).  

INTERIM COMMAND 
SWITCHBOARD (ICSB) 

The Interim Command Switchboard (ICSB) 
is a manually operated interface between voice 
radio circuits and telephone systems ashore. 
ICSB (formerly called NORATS) can utilize HF 
or UHF frequencies. Because these frequencies 
are open to exploitation or enemy interception, 
ICSB is restricted to unclassified comm1mications 
of an official nature. Its main purpose is to provide 
voice com.cnunications between naval com:nanders 
and their subordinates by ship/ shore or 
air/ground radio facilities. The switchboards 
are government owned overseas and commercially 
leased within CON US. 

Interim Command Switchboards are installed 
at selected NAVCOMMSTAs,  where a call re
ceived from forces afloat and airborne forces 
can be manually switched to local commercial 
lines , AUTOVON, or other voice radio facilities. 
If a call is  interfaced to commercial lines 
involving tolls,  the NAVCOM MSTA transferring 
the call pays the cost, using available operations 
funds. Only official calls from fleet or airborne 
forces received by an ICSB may be transferred 
to comm·ercial lines involving tolls .  Personal 
calls involving tolls are not handled through 
ICSB. 
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Ship to Shore ICSB 

A call on the ICSB is processed according to 
the precedence assigned by the originating party. 
A ship should initiate a call in the following man
ner:  

" ICSB THIS IS (SHIP NAM �) OVER" 

After the ICSB operator replies , the ship then 
provides the ICSB operator with the precedence of 
the call , the phone number (if known) , and the name 
and activity of the party being called. The ICSB 
operator m':ly complete the call on the same fre
quency as the call-up was made or may inform the 
ship to switch to a m::>re suitable working fre
quency. 

Shore to Ship ICSB 

If a shore activity desires to communicate 
with a ship via the ICSB , the shore activity 
should call the ICSB and inform them of what 
ship they desire to communicate with. The 
ICSB should then send a message to the ship 
via the appropriate broadcast informing the ship 
to comcllilnicate with the ICSB for a call. The 
ship then should attempt to comm·1nicate via 
any assigned ICSB frequency for the completion 
of the call. 

ICSB Frequencies 

Frequencies for use in the ICSB network 
are assigned by the cognizant Fleet Commander 
in Chief and promulgated by the COMMAREA 
NAVCAMS in Communications Information Bul
letins (CIBs) . If the frequencies are not provided 
or not held , they may be obtained via the Navy 
High Command World-Wide Voice Network (HI
COM) , primary ship/ shore, or a full period 
termination. If the frequencies available are 
overloaded or not clear enough for traffic quality, 
additional frequencies can be made available 
through coordination with the NA VCAMS con
cerned, 

ICSB Security 

It is reasonable to assume that the ICSB 
frequencies are monitored occasionally. There 
is no voice security equipment provided in the 
ICSB system. It should be stressed to all users 
of the ICSB , therefore , that conversations con
ducted via this network should be limited to 
UNCLASSIFIED information. 

NAVY HIGH COMMAND WORLD-
WIDE VOICE NETWORK (HICOM) 

The HI COM is an HF , single sideband network 
consisting of three separate voice nets on an 
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area basis for world-wide coverage. The Chief 
of Naval Operations (CNO) has direct control 
over the HICOM network. As Fleet Commanders 
in Chief, CiNCLANT FLT ,  CINCPACFLT, and 
CINC USNAVEUR maintain positive control over 
the three individually assigned nets. The Area 
Control Station is operated by the appropriate 
Fleet Commander-in-Chief, or the communica
tions station serving his headquarters may be 
assigned the responsibility. In either case, the 
operational control remains with the Fleet 
Commander-in-Chief. 

HICOM Net Membership 

The membership of the net can be controlled 
by CNO or the Fleet Commander-in-Chief. Num
bered fleet commanders, designated subordinate 
commanders , aircraft carriers, cruisers ,  and 
command ships are required to maintain a 
continuous guard on H!COM. In addition, naval 
aircraft with VIPs eml1arked and ships operating 
independently under special circumr3tances main
tain a guard on the net. Any ship , station, or 
activity may be designated to become a member 
of the net at the discretion of the CNO or the 
Fleet Commander-in-Chief. 

Temporary Mem'Jership 
of HICOM 

Units desiring to enter the net temporarily 
must obtain permission from the appropriate 
control station, specifying the length of time 
and purpose for entering the net. All ships,  
stations , and aircraft m:.tst be prepared for 
the requirement to communicate via HICOM, 
if directed, If equipment is  available , it  is  a 
good idea for a ship to reserve one transmitter 
and receiver in a " standby" status set on the 
appropriate HICOM frequency to avoid time 
delays when the requirement exists. 

HICOM Net Operation 

Transmi.tter tuning is not permitted on the 
HICOM net, The transmitters should be pretuned 
and calibrated in a dummy load. Final tuning 
can be completed during live transmissions. Logs 
should be maintained if a continuous guard or 
listening watch is kept. The net may be utilized 
for unclassified FLASH or IM:viEDIATE prec
edence operational voice traffic. This may 
include ship/ shore/ ship communications coordi
nation information in an emergency but only 
after other means to effect restoration of the 
circuit path concerned have been exhausted. 
ACP 125 voice procedures should be employed 
on the net. Under normal conditions , the net 
should be notified by the control station at least 
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five minutes prior to any impending frequency 
shifts. Am,Jlifying rules of a particular net 
should be prescribed by the appropriate Fleet 
Commander-in-Chief. 

HICOM Security 

Due to the long period of the existence and 
long usage of HlC0\1: the frequencies must be 
considered to be general knowledge available 

2, For promulgation (by the SOPA) of urgent 
warnings of natural disasters. 

3. To pass any em,�rgency traffic. 
4 .  To pass operational traffic when no com

mon communications capabilities exist. 

Guard and 
Operation of Net 

to foreign intelligence. Because the frequencies Norm 'illy , the circuit is guarded on the bridge 
are assumed to be so well known, references of a ship, either as a loudspeaker watch or with 
to HJ C0\1: frequencies are always transmitted full transmit capability. Remote positions con-
in plain language (in the clear) . Encrypting nected in CIC or m'lin communications may be 
these well known frequencies would tend to activated as ordered. The Fleet Warning/Tactical 

. .. . . . com?romise the code used, . ---- - Net should be guarded by alLsubm'lrines. thaLare .. . 
Authentication should be used to preclude surfaced and in visual range of other fleet units. 

deception. Maximum use should be m<tde of secure The net is reserved for operational or emergency 
voice ci rcuits instead of HI COM when these voice voice traffic. Administrative traffic is not 
circuits are available, Control stations should authorized on the Fleet Warning/Tactical Net. 
enforce strict circuit discipline over all trans
missions. The established Fleet Commander's 
BEADWINDOW procedures must be utilized to 
ensure correct circuit operating procedures. 

Call Signs 

Shore stations should utilize their JANAP 119  
call signs on the HICOM net. Ships should 
utilize their daily changing call signs , except 
when White Pinnacle Emergency Action Mes
s�ges (EAMs) are submitted. Aircraft should 
use their bureau number (B UNO) . 

FLE ET WARNING/ 
TACTICAL UHF NET 

The Fleet Warning/Tactical Net (277 .8  MHz) 
is guarded continuously by all U. S. Navy ships, 
except submarines when underway independently. 
If ships are traveling in a group , the net must 
be guarded by at least one of the units. Coast 
Guard cutters may use this net to communicate 
with Navy ships when required. The frequency 
has proven to be useful in communicating with 
other Navy ships for navigational purposes during 
periods of reduced visibility, particularly on 
entering or leaving port. The Navy also uses the 
frequency for local ship/shore harbor communi
cations when required, 

Uses of Fleet 
Warning/Tactical Net 

The Fleet Warning/Tactical Net may be used 
in any of the following situations : 

1. To establish communications between 
surface units or between surface units and air
craft. 
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FULL PERIOD 
TERMINATIONS 

A "termination" , as used in the communi
cations community , is the connection of a circuit 
between two com:nands. A full period termination 
is one that is dedicated and keyed full-time between 
two commands on designated frequencies. 

Senior operational commanders normally have 
a requirement to maintain a full period term:.na
tion, Usually, criteria for maintaining a full 
period termination are based on the fact that 
traffic may exceed the speed and capability 
of a primary ship/shore circuit, These full 
period terminations may also be requested and 
maintained by other operational commanders and 
individual units during special deployments , exer
cises ,  or for training purposes. 

Types of 
Terminations 

There are basically two types of terminations. 
One is the single channel radioteletype (FSK) 
termination, The other is the m·11tichannel radio
teletype (VFCT) termination. Both of these 
terminations may utilize radio path transmission 
or, if the ship is in port, landline. 

Termination Requests 

Under normal conditions , the request to 
establish a full period termination should be 
sent to the appropriate NAVCAMS at least 48 hours 
prior to the desired activation time. If an 
emergency commitment exists , the request should 
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be sent expeditiously to allow maximum 
preparation and coordination at the terminating 
NAVCOMMSTA. The m::Jssage format for a termt
nation request is outlined in NTP 4, and milst 
be used as a guideline for the preparation of 
full period termination requests. When the request 
is received at the NAVCAMS, the ship normally 
is assigned to a specific N A V C;fvrt:I:ST A by the 
NA VCAMS. The NA VCAMS also communicates 
with the ship to resolve any potential problems 
that m':l.y be encountered and coordinate the 
frequencies to be used on the termination. 

Procedure s 

After local quality checks have been com
pleted , the full period termination transm:'tters 

---------oao::n=a receivers should be activated for a test 
between terminated activities. This test should 
take place approximately 30 minutes prior to 
the planned activation time. The receiving station 
controls the frequency shifts of the transmitting 
station at both ends. Therefore, if we have a 
ship and a NAVCOMMSTA terminated , the ship 
can instruct the NAVCOMMSTA to shift its 
transmttters from one frequency to another. 
The NAVCOMMSTA can also instruct the ship 
to change its transmitting frequency if the receive 
signal at the NA VCOMMSTA is not at traffic 
quality. The frequencies available for shift are 
provided in a list from the NA VCAMS (normally 
via Communications Information Bulletins) .  The 
circuit operating procedures for a full period 
termination are essentially similar to those of 
a primary ship/ shore net. The exception in the 
case of full period terminations is that an operator 
does not have to wait his turn to transmit out
going traffic with other stations on the net. The 
termination is between the ship and a NAVCOM
MSTA with no one else on the frequency. The 
majority of the incoming traffic of the ship will 
also be received via the termination instead of 
the fleet broadcast. The ship will be assigned 
a seven-letter routing indicator: The first four 
letters derived from the NAVCOMMSTA termi
nated, the last three consisting of the last three 
letters of the international call sign of the ship. 
Hence , if the USS TRENTON (LPD14) (NEDG) 
is terminated with NAVCOMMSTA PONCE PR 
(R ULGSAA) , the routing indicator of the ship is 
"RULGEDG." 

Single Channel 
(FSK) Terminations 

A single channel, full period termination on 
board ship should be set up as shown previously 
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in figure 15-5. The circuit is 'Jryptographically 
covered by TSEC/KW-7CR equipment. Two tele
typewriter m'lchines are dedicated to the circuit: 
One for transmit and one for receive. The 
crypto gear mtlSt be tested back-to-back prior 
to circuit activation. The shore station must 
test its channels going to and from the trans
mitter and receiver sites and check the complete 
circuit back-to-back off the air with a test 
from the fleet center. The shore station should use 
directional antennas whenever possible, and the 
technical control facility of the shore station 
must keep the transmttter and receiver sites 
informed of the position of the ship to provide 
proper antenna patterns. 

VFCT Term1nationl:j_. ------

The number of com!lnnications networks in 
operation throughout any given communications 
area is increasing constantly. Until recently, 
each network was required to operate on a 
different frequency. As a result, the radio fre
quency spectrum became highly congested. 

MULTIPLEXING. - The multiplex system is 
used to increase the message handling capacity 
of radio or teletypewriter channels and the 
transmitters and receivers associated with them. 
This increase in capacity is accomplished by 
the simultaneous transmission of several mes
sages over a common channel. The frequency 
division multiplexing teletype terminal em:;:>loys 
a number of tone channels , each slightly dis
placed in frequency. 

TERMINAL EQUIPM ENT. - The variable fre
quency carrier telegraph (VFCT) terminal 
normally used afloat on a multichannel ship/ shore 
full period termination is the AN/UCC-1 shown in 
figure 15-9. At the transmitting station, the 
signals from the individual teletypewriters , known 
as channels , are multiplexed into one composite 
signal for transmission. The transmission with 
the multiplexed channels is known as a ' ' tone 
package." At the receiving station, the composite 
signal (tone package) is demultiplexed (separated) 
into individual signals and distributed to separate 
teletypewriters,  as required. The multichannel 
ship/ shore configuration utilizing the AN/UCC- 1 
is known as the " P" system (VFCT) . The basic 
number of channels is 16 in the u.s. Navy 
frequency division tone multichannel system , but 
separate systems may be set up with fewer 
channels , depending on the requirements of the 
volume of message traffic. A multichannel VFCT 
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120 .26 
Figure 15-9. - Telegraph Multiplex Terminal 

AN/UCC- l(V) .  

"P" system with three transmit and three 
receive channels is shown in figure 15-10. 
Many other illustrations of ship/ shore systems 
are provided in NTP 4. 

There are numerous types of VFCTs that can 
be employed on a full period termination, all 
of which are capable of transmitting and receiving 
from 1 to 16 channels. Among these are the 
A N / F G C - 6 0 , A N / F C C - 6 7 ,  AN/FCC-56 , 
AN/FCC-37 , and the A�/FCC-38. These VFCTs 
provide the means of mi.nimizing the saturation 
of the frequency spectrum .. Therefore, ships 
with the capabilities and requirements of a 
VFCT full period termination should utilize one 
whenever possible. 

Circuit Outages 
and Restoration 

There will always be occasions (especially 
in high frequency operation) when the messages 
on a circuit will be unreadable due to propagation 
factors. When the messages from a ship , for 
example, become unreadable or badly garbled,  
the shore station should log the circuit out 
and notify the ship to stop sending (QRT) . The 
ship should then commence sending a test tape. 
At the shore station, the technical control takes 
over the circuit when it is logged out and has 
the responsibility of restoring the circuit to traf
fic quality. After the circuit has been restored, 
(by frequency shifts, tuning, etc.) , the circuit 
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is patched back to the traffic personnel who 
will notify the ship to resume sending traffic. 
Also, the technical control will notify the traffic 
section and the ship of the time the circuit 
was logged out, the tim� it was logged back in, 
the reason for outage (RFO) , and any other 
pertinent information concerning the outage. If 
the circuit is logged out for more than one hour, 
a COMMSPOT report is submitted. 

COMMSTAT/COMMSPOT 
Reports 

Ships maintaining a full period termination 
are to submit COMMST AT reports by priority 
message at 000 1 Z  daily, unless otherwise 
directed by the Fleet Commander in Chief or 
the NA VCAMS. COMMST AT reports are ad
dressed for action to the appropriate NAVCAMS 
and information to the N A VCOMMST A on the 
termination. The message provides information 
concerning outages on circuits during the previous 
radio day. The message also includes any broad
cast outage of more than fifteen minutes , pro
viding the frequencies copied during each six 
hour period of the day and the position of the 
ship at the time of the report. 

COMMSPOT reports are submitted by all 
ships when any unusual communications diffi
culties are encountered. The COMMSPOT 
normally supplements information contained in 
the COMMST AT report. Any ship may submit a 
COMMSPOT report if a special communications 
problem exists. For instance, a ship experiencing 
difficulty in copying all broadcast frequencies 
would send a COM MSPOT report to the area 
NA VCAMS reporting the problem and possible 
solutions. Examples of COMMSTAT and COMM
SPOT reports are found in NTP 4. 

RADIO EMISSION 
DESIGNATORS 

Radio emissions are classified and symbol
ized to identify the bandwidth occupied, the 
type of modulation used , the type of transmission 
used, and supplementary information. An 
emission designator tells what type of trans
mission is authorized on a specific frequency. 
The designator is always used in the frequency 
usage report which is submitted by all operating 
forces of the Navy, Marine Corps,  and all Navy 
shore activities transmitting on radio frequencies. 
OPNAVINST 2400. 7  provides detailed information 
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Figure 15-10. - Multichannel Ship/Shore "P" System. 

concerning the submission of the frequency usage 
report. 

Below, we use the designator "3A3J" as an 
example and break it down into parts: 

3 - Necessary bandwidth (3kHz) 
A - Type of modulation (Amplitude Modulation) 
3 - Type of transmission (Telephony) 
J- Supplementary information (Single side

band suppressed carrier) 

The parts of the emission designator are ex
plained more in detail below. 

BANDWIDTH 

For a given class of emission, necessary 
bandwidth is the minimum bandwidth sufficient 
to ensure the transmission of information at 
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the rate and with the quality required for the 
system employed. The required bandwidth is 
expressed as the first part of the designator 
in kilohertz (kHz) . Formulas for finding band
widths are very detailed and may be found in 
Annex A to NTP 6 ,  the Navy Spectrum Manage
ment Manual. 

TYPES OF MODULATION 
OF THE MAIN CARRIER 

The following is a list of types of modulation 
of the main carrier and the symbol used in 
the emission designation: 

Type 

a. Amplitude 
b. Frequency (or phase) 
c. Pulse 

Symbol 

A 
F 
p 
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TYPES OF 
TRANSMISSION 

Here is a list of the types of transmission 
that may be utilized and their corresponding 
symbols: 

Symbol 

a. Absence of any modulation intended 
to carry information. 0 

b. Telegraphy without the use of a 
modulating audio frequency 1 

Some of the bandwidth calculations are now under 
study by the International Radio Consultative 
Committee (CCIR) of the International Telecom
munications Union (IT U) and will probably be 
revised at a future conference. 

More detailed information concerning fre
quencies and their emission designators may 
be found in NTP 4 and Annex A to NTP 6 .  

TRANSMITTER AND 
RECEIVER TUNING 

c. Telegraphy by the on-off keying of All transmitters and receivers should be 
------ a modulating audio frequency or audio J- calibrated to the fiequencies called for in the u m • u -- - · · · u  frequencies, or by the on-off keying 

of the modulated emission (Special appropriate frequency plans. During the calibra-

case: an unkeyecrmodulatect-enn"s:nsrtinonn--1.)-_,2�--"'ti""o""n._,_,__,th""'e"----'ante:pnas should be grounded and the 

d. Telephony (including sound broadcast- transmitter should be tuned through all stages 
preceding the antenna stage. When the final i!lgL _ - - - -- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - 3 - - tuning -- is  completed using the- antenna - stage e. Facsimile (with modulation of main (on the air) ' the lowest possible power should carrier either directly or by fre- be utilized. Usually' it is a good idea that quency modulated subcarrier) 4 

f. Television (vision only) 5 antenna tuning below 15  MHz be done around 
midday, and antennas for frequencies between g. Four-frequency diplex telegraphy 6 15 and 30 MHz be tuned after darkness. VHF h. - Multichannel voice-frequency tele-' and UHF transmitters may be tuned during graphy 7 daylight hours. The operator should remember i. Cases not covered by the above 9 to monitor the frequency desired prior to tuning 

SUPPLEMENTARY on it, due to the possibility of interfering with 
CHARACTERISTICS communications in progress on that frequency. 

Supplemental characteristics are added as 
the last item of the emission designator. A 
list of the supplemental characteristics and 
their symbols is shown below: 

Characteristic 

a. Double sideband 
b. Single sideband 

Reduced carrier 
Full carrier 
Suppressed carrier 

c. Two independent sidebands 
d. Vestigial sideband 
e. Pulse -

Amplitude modulated 
Width (or duration) modulated 
Phase (or position) modulated 
Code modulated 

Representative 
Emission Designators 

Symbol 

(none} 

A 
H 
J 
B 
c 

D 
E 
F 
G 

The emission designators listed in Table 15- 1  
are examples of those used by the U.S. Navy. 
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The frequency of radio receivers (except 
crystal controlled receivers) on circuits with 
no or few transmissions must be checked with 
a frequency meter at least every four hours. 
After calibration, the frequency of shipboard 
transmitters that are not utilizing crystal con
trolled or stabilized master oscillators and that 
are being used frequently should be checked every 
four hours. A transmitter not in frequent use 
should be checked each time prior to trans
mitting. The frequency meters themselves should 
be checked at least once a week against the 
standard frequency broadcast, and a log must 
be maintained for the checks conducted. 

TRANSMITTER TESTING 

Transmitter testing aboard ship should not 
take place until due consideration has been 
given to the radiation characteristics of the 
frequencies being used. Also to be considered 
is the power being used and the fact that radio 
silence may be in effect. The senior officer 
present should control any transmissions made 
in port for test purposes. 



DES I G NATOR 

0 . 1A1  
0 .  28Fl  
0 .  3Fl  
0 . 6 F 1  
1 .  08Fl 

1 . 24Fl  

1 .  24A7J 
1 .  7A7J 
1 . 7 F l  
2 . 04A2 
2 .  85 F 1  
2 . 8A3J 
3A3J 
3A7J 
3A9J 

4F4 
6A3 
6A3B 
6A7B 
6A9B 

9A9B 

1 0A3 
1 2A9B 

1 6 F3 
30F3 
36F3 
80F9 
120F9  

Note ( 1 )  

Note ( 2 ) 

Note ( 3 )  

Note ( 4 )  
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Table 1 5-1. - Representative Emission Designators 

TYPE  OF EM I SS I ON PROPER USAGE 
AND REMARKS 

CW Manual Morse  Tel egraphy Note ( 1 )  
60 WPM S i ng l e Channel RATT Note ( 2 )  
100 WPM S i ng l e Channel RATT Note ( 2 )  
60 WPM S i ng l e  Channel  RATT Note ( 3 )  
60 WPM S i ng l e Channel  RATT Note ( 4 )  

and ( 5 ) 
1 00 WPM S i ng l e Channel RATT Note ( 4 )  

and ( 5 )  
1 00 WPM 4 Channel s SSB RATT Note ( 6 )  
1 00 WPM 8 Channel s SSB  RATT Note ( 7 )  
6 0  WPM 4 Chnl  Time D i v  RATT Note ( 1 1 )  
1020  Hz Homer Beacon Note ( 1 1 )  
1 00 WPM 4 Chnl  T ime Di v RATT Note ( 1 1 )  
Tel ephony ( SSB ) Note ( 8 )  
Te l ephony ( SSB ) Note ( 8 )  
100 WPM 1 6  Cha nn el s SSB RATT Note ( 8 )  
S imul taneous  Tel ephony & RATT , Note ( 8 )  
S i mu l taneous  Tel ephony & Data , al l SSB 
Facs i m i l e  Note ( 9 )  
Tel ephone ( DSB AM ) Note  ( 1 )  
Tel ephone ( DSB AM ) Note ( 1 0 )  
Dual SSB Mu l t i c ha nnel Tel egraphy Note ( 10 )  
S i mu l taneous operati ons  as  i ndi cated Note ( 10 )  
for 3A9J emi s s i on 
Three 3 kHz I ntel l i gence Channel s for Note ( 8 )  
SSB vo i ce ,  Tel egra phy or  Compo s i te Transmi s s i ons  
Tel ephony ( DSB  AM ) Broadcast Qual i ty Note ( 1 1 )  
Four 3 kHz I ntel l i gence Channel s for Note ( 1 0 )  
S S B  Vo i ce ,  Tel egraphy and Compos i te Tran smi s s i on s  
Tel ephony ( FM Narrow Band ) Note ( 1 )  
Tel ephony ( FM )  Note ( 1 )  
Tel ephony ( FM )  Note ( 1 )  
Mul t i pl exed Tel ephony ( FM )  Note ( 1 )  
Mul t i pl exed Te l ephony ( FM )  Note ( 1 )  

Actual a s s i gned frequency ut i l i zed for tun i ng tran smi tters ; offsett i ng 
and round i ng  off procedures not empl oyed . 

The AN/SGC- 1 produces 700 Hz and 500 Hz mark/ space tones . 

Th i s  des i gnator i nd i cates a rad i o  frequency carri er sh i ft of ± 85 Hz 
( total 1 70 Hz s h i ft )  for mark/ s pace s i gnal s .  Equ i pment l i mi tat ions  may 
requ i re VLF  shore stati ons  to pl ace  the mark  s i gnal  on the a s s i gned 
frequency and the space s i gnal  50 Hz above the mark s i gnal . When CW 
keyi ng i s  ut i l i z ed ,  the mark  s i gnal  ( as s i gned frequency ) i s  keyed . 

The AN/WRT-2 type equ i pment produces 425  Hz tones i n  the LSB and USB to 
i nd i cate a mark  or a space s i gnal . Therefore , the em i s s i on i s  centered on 
the suppressed carri er ( d i a l ) frequency wi t h  a +42 5 Hz s h i ft for ma rk/ 
s pace s i gna l s .  Note that the suppre s s ed carr i er-frequency i s  the same a s  
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Note ( 5 )  

Note ( 6 )  

Note ( 7 )  

Note ( 8 )  
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Table 15-1. - Representative Emission Designators - Continued 

the a s s i gned frequency . The AN/WRT-2  wi l l  be u sed o n l y  when frequenc i es 
end i ng i n  whol e kHz are empl oyed due to the i nab i l i ty to tune the 
transmi tter i n  other than whol e kHz i n  the synthes i zed mode . 

The AN/URC-32 , AN/ARC-94 , AN/URT- 2 3 ,  AN/ URT-24 , AN/WRC - 1  and the 
AN/SRC-23 type equ i pment produce 1 575  Hz and 2425 Hz mark/ space tones 
wh i c h  are used to ampl i tude modu l ate the carr i er before su ppres s i o n . 
Subsequent  su ppress i on of the carr i e r ,  a nd el i mi na t i on of the l ower 
s i d eband , prov i des an emi s s i on wh i c h  i s  centered on the ass i gned 
frequency , 2 kHz above the su ppressed carri er ( d i al ) frequency , wi th a 
± 425 Hz sh i ft for mark/ s pace s i gnal s .  Note that the su ppressed carri er 
( d i al ) frequency s hou l d  be 2 kHz bel ow the a s s i gned frequency . 

( 1 . 24A7J ) Thi s des i gnator i s  a s s i gned for s i ngl e s i deband , su ppressed 
carr i er ,  ampl 1tude modu lated em 1 ssiori with  1 . 24 kHz bandwidth and i s  
a uthori zed for mul ti channel opera t i on for channel s one (425  Hz ) through 
f ive  ( 1 1 05 Hz ) o f  the Navy Tact i ca l  Mul t i -Cha nnel VFCT systems . However , 
t he fi fth channel  ( channel  5 )  wi l l  appear extremel y  c l ose to t he u pper 
l i mi t of the band cl earance. For most  termi nat i ons , four  channel s 
shou l d  suffi ce , wi th  the fi fth channel  i d l ed out but a vai l a bl e for use  
if  requ i red .  The  s uppressed carr i er for proper rad i at i on of th i s  
emi s s i on i s  a s  fo l l ows : For a s s i gned frequenc i es end i ng i n  who l e kHz , 
the carr i er i s  off- set 1 kHz bel ow the a s s i g ned frequency ; for a s s i gned 
frequenc i es end i ng i n  . 5 kHz , the carri er i s  off- set . 5 kHz bel ow the 
a s s i gned frequency . The tran smi tter i s  modul ated uti l i z i ng USB operati o n .  

( 1 . 7A7J ) Thi s des i gnator i s  des i gned for s i ng l e s ideba nd , s uppressed 
carr i e r ,  ampl i tude modu l ated emi s s i on wi th 1 . 7  kHz ba ndwidth and i s  
author i zed for mul t i c hannel  opera t i o n  for channel s one (425  Hz ) through 
e i g ht ( 16 1 5  Hz ) of  t he Navy Tact i ca l  Mu l t i -Channel VFCT systems . The 
suppressed carri er for proper rad i at i on of  th i s emi s s i o n  i s  obta i n ed by 
subtract i ng . 85 kHz from the a s s i gned frequency and rou nd i ng off the 
resu l tant frequency ( . 01 through . 05 kHz to the next l ower tenth kHz 
and . 06 t hrough . 09 kHz to the next h i gher tenth kHz ) .  The transmi tter 
i s  tuned to the resul tant frequency obta i n ed and USB operat i on i s  
ut i l i zed . 

( 3A3J , 3A7J , 3A9J , 9A9B , 2 . 8A3J ) A s i ng l e s i deband , s uppressed carr i e r ,  
ampl i tude modul ated emi s s i on occupy i ng 3 or 9 kHz o f  t h e  spectrum . 3A3J 
emi s s i on i s  author ized o n l y  for SSB tel ephony . 3A7J emi ss i on i s  
authori z ed o n l y  for mul t i channel  RATT . 3A9J emi s s i on i s  authori zed o n l y  
for s i mu l taneous transmi s s i o n  of vo i ce a n d  data o r  data a n d  tel egraphy . 
(Al ternate use  of  3A3J or 3A7J emi s s i ons i s  not aut hori z ed for 3A9J 
transmi s s i o ns . ) Frequenc i es a s s i gned 9A9B emi s s i on a re authori zed for 
transmi s s i on of  three i ndependent 3 kHz i ntel l i gence channel s 
conta i n i ng vo i ce ,  mul t i c hannel  tel egraphy , and compo s i te vo i c e  and data 
or data a nd tel egraphy emi s s i ons . If  a l l channel s wi th i n a part i c u l ar 
compo s i te mul t i c hannel  RATT s i gnal  are not keyed , the necessary 
bandwidth actua l l y  occ u p i ed by the mu l t i channel  s i gnal  wi l l  be 
dependent upon how many and wh i c h  spec i f i c  c hannel s are used .  Onl y  the 
3A7J desi gnator shou l d be u s ed to i nd i cate mul t i channel  HF SSB emi s s i on . 
The s uppressed carri er for proper rad i at i on of  3A3J , 3A7J , 3A9J , and 
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9A9B emi s s i ons  i s  obta i ned by subtract i ng 1 . 5  kHz from the a s s i gned 
frequency and rou n d i n g  off the resul tant frequ ency ( 0 . 1 t hrou g h  0 . 5 to 
the next l ower whol e kHz and 0 . 6 through  0 . 9 to the next h i g her whol e 
kHz ) . The transmi tter i s  t hen tuned to the frequency obta i ned and USB 
operat i on ut i l i zed for 3A3J , 3A7J , and 3A9J em i s s i ons . Both  u pper and 
l ower s i debands  are ut i l i z ed for 9A9B emi s s i ons . 2 . 8A3J i s  
autho r i zed on ly  for SSB tel ephony , occupy i ng a bandwi dth  of 2 . 8  kHz . 
I t  i s  i dent i c a l  to the 3A3J emi s s i on except fo r transmi tter tun i ng 
procedures . The suppressed carri er for proper 2 . 8A3J emi s s i on i s  
obta i ned by s u btracti ng 1 . 4  kHz from the  a s s i gned frequency and 
round i ng  off the resul tant frequency as descri bed a bove .  The 
tran smi tter i s  tuned to the frequency obta i ned and USB operat1 on  i s  
ut i l i  zed . 

A 4 kHz frequency or phase modu l ated fac s im i l e  emi s s i on . The transmi tter 
must be tuned 2 kHz bel ow the a s s i gned frequency for author i z ed 
transmi s s i on o f  a 4F4 em i ss i o n .  

( 6A3B , 6A7B , 6A9B , 1 2A9B ) Dua l  s i deband , suppres sed carri er ,  ampl i tude 
modu l ated emi s s i on s  occupyi ng 6 or 1 2  kHz of spectrum . 6A3B emi s s i o n  
i s  authori z ed for two i ndependent 3 kHz vo i ce c hannel s .  6A7B i s  
autho r i z ed o n l y  for two i nd ependent 3 kHz c hannel s rad i at i ng mul t i c hannel  
tel egra p hy transm i s s i o n .  6A9B emi s s i on i s  author i zed only for two 
3 kHz c hannel s rad i a t i ng compo s i te transmi s s i on s  a s  ex pl a i ned i n  the 
case of the 3A9J em i s s i on . 1 2A9B em i ss i on i s  autho r i z ed o n l y  for four 
i ndependent 3 kHz c ha nnel s rad iat i ng vo i c e ,  mul t i c ha nnel  tel egra p hy ,  
or compo s i te transm i s s i on s .  The su ppressed carri er for proper 
tran smi s s i on of 6A3B , 6A7B , 6A9B , a nd 1 2A9B i s  the same as the a s s i g ned 
frequency . 

To ensure proper procedures are fol l owed when transmi tters are tuned 
for variou s emi s s i ons , operators must refer to appropri ate techn i ca l  
or operator manua l s for the  equ i pment bei n g  u t i l i zed . Al l emi ss ions  
mu st  be  centered on  t he a s s i gned frequency .  Those emi s s ions  wh i c h  
ca nnot b e  c entered exa c t l y  o n  t h e  a s s i g ned frequ ency d u e  t o  equ i pment 
tun i ng l imi tat i ons  s hou l d be centered as c l os e l y  as po ss i bl e .  

ashore should be checked as 
necessary to ensure correct 
authorized frequencies and 

FLEET SATELLITE 
COM\1 UNICATIONS 

shore-to-ship , and broadcast transm.' ssion sys
tems. Navy tactical and strategic comm•mica
tions operate in the UHF and SHF frequency 
bands. The Navy also operates ground terminals 
in support of the Defense Satellite Communi
cations System (DSCS.) 

Satellite com?nunications will not replace all 
existing means of radio communications; however, 
it is a major step in modernizing Navy com
munications and will relieve the Navy of its 
total dependence on HF radio transmissions. 

Satellite Communications has given the Navy 
an expanded capability to meet increasing re
quirements of command, control ,  and the support 
of its operating forces. Comm: . .mications satellites 
have become the primary over-the-horizon, 
p o i n t-to-point, ship-to-ship, ship-to-shore, 

The Navy satellite systems are employed 
to the maximum extent possible within the life
spans of the spacecraft. Usage of frequencies, 
bandwidths , and power is established on a priority 
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basis. The Naval Telecommnnications Command 
has published specific operational procedures 
for the various satellites in NTP 2. 

UHF SATCOM 
" N" SYSTEM 

The UHF shipboard SATCOM "N" system 
is sim:lar to the description of the Fleet Multi
channel "N" System for L F /MF /HF previously 
discussed, except for the type of reception and 
the receiver (AN/SSR- 1) used. The function of 
the AN/SSR-1 is to receive fleet m'lltichannel 
teletypewriter broadcasts which are transmitted 
from a ground station and relayed to naval 

AMPLIFIER -CGNVER�E R At.I- 6534/SSR - 1  UNIT 1 

vessels by satellite. The receiving system con
sists of four antennas and amplifier-converter 
units , a com�iner-demodulator unit, and a de
multiplexer unit. The antenna and am�:Jlifier
converter units are mounted above deck, and the 
com oiner-demodulator and dem:.1ltiplexer are 
m:)unted in equipment racks in the radio spaces 
below deck. 

Receive System 
Signal Flow 

Refer to figure 15- 1 1. In this system the 
transmitted carrier may be frequency modu
lation (FM) or phase-shift keyed (PSK) modu
lation. Selection of the applicable demodulation 

76.150 
Figure 15-ll. - Receiving Set, Satellite Signal AN/SSR- 1 - relationship of units. 
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mode is accomplished manually by the operator 
at the AN/SSR-1 receiver. The receiving an
tennas for this system are positioned about 
the ship in such a manner (normally one in each 
quadrant of the ship) that at no time is the 
ltne-·of ·si.ght blocked between the relay satellite 
and one or more of the antennas. Each amplifier
converter is located within 10 cable-feet of 
its associated antenna. The IF signal from 
each amplifier-converter is routed below deck 
to the combiner-demodulator. The operating 
power and local-oscillator signal are coupled 
f r o m  the combiner-demodulator to each 
amplifier-converter via the same twin-axial cable 
used for the IF signal. Because of signal path 
variations, shading, and reflections, the four 
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IF signals are subject to random phase and 
amplitude variations. The combiner operation 
performed within the combiner-demodulator re
m(.'Ves the phase variations from each input signal, 
weighs the amplitudes of the signals for optim•1m 
combining, and then sum,;; the signals. After being 
combined, the signal is dem::>dulated and coupled 
to demultiplexing equipment. When the equipment 
is operating in the FM mode, the output of the 
combiner-dem::>dulator is coupled via the receiver 
transfer switchboard to the AN/UC C - 1. The re
maining portion of the system is the sam·'3 as 
that described for the LF/MF/HF "N" system. 

For more information on Satellite com:nuni
cations , refer to NTP 2, Navy Satellite Operations. 
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DISTRESS COMMU NICATIONS 

To promote safety at sea and i n  the air, 
methods of com�unication have been developed 
for use in times of distress. Distress message 
traffic is best described as all communications 
relating to the immediate assistance required by 
a mobile station in distress. Distress traffic has 
priority over all other traffic. All Navy com
municators should be familiar with distress 
signals in order to properly evaluate their 
meanings and . take appropriate action when 
necessary. 

If ships sailing independently become involved 
in a distress situation, the Radiomen onboard 
should send distress messages on normal 
operating encrypted circuits that are maintained 
while underway. If the need for assistance out
weighs security considerations , the Navy ship 
may send an unclassified distress message on 
one of the national or international distress 
frequencies. When it is traveling in company 
with other ships,  the ship in distress should 
transmit the distress message to the Officer 
in Tactical Command (OTC) who will take ap
propriate action. 

Naval aircraft use normal tactical or air
route military/civilian circuits for distress com
munications. If difficulty exists while these 
circuits are being used for communications , 
the aircraft in distress should shift to one of 
the aircraft distress  frequencies listed in the 
following section of this chapter. 

DISTRESS FREQUENCIES 

Several frequencies in different bands are 
designated for the transmission of distress,  
urgency , safety , or search and rescue (SAR) 
messages. All Radiomen must know the specific 
frequencies and understand their use. 

The following frequencies have been designated 
for use during distress or emergency: 

500 kHz - International CW /M CW distress 
and calling. 
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2182 kHz - International voice distress ,  safety 
and calling. 

8364 kHz - International CW/MCW lifeboat, 
liferaft, and survival craft. 

121.5  MHz - International voice aeronautical 
emergency, 

156.8 MHz - FMlJnited States voice distress 
and international voice safety and calling, 

243.0 MHz - Joint/Combined mi.litary voice 
aeronautical emergency and international survival 
craft. 

During search and rescue (SAR) mj ssions , 
the following frequencies are authorized for use: 

3023. 5 kHz and 5680 kHz - International 
search and rescue frequencies for the use of 
all mobile units at the scene of a search and 
also for use of shore stations to ccnnm unicate 
with aircraft proceeding to or from the scene of 
search. CW or voice emission is authorized. 

123. 1 MHz - International worldwide voice 
search and rescue use. 

138.78 MHz - U. S, military voice search and 
rescue on-the-scene use. This frequency is also 
used for direction finding (DF) .  

172. 75  MHz - U. S .  Navy emergency sonobuoy 
communications and homing use. This frequency 
is monitored by all u. S, Navy ASW aircraft 
while assigned to a SAR mission. 

282,8 MHz - Joint / Combined on-the-scene 
voice and direction finding (DF) frequency used 
throughout NATO. 

Note that 500 kHz is used in times of distress , 
and it also is the international calling frequency. 
In routine radiotelegraph communications,  mer
chant ships contact each other on 500 kHz and 
then shift to a "working" frequency. To make 
sure that other uses of 500 kHz will not interfere 
with distress traffic ,  two silent periods are 
designated, These periods are for 3 minutes 
each, beginning 15 minutes after each hour and 
15  minutes before each hour (X: 15 and X:45.) 
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Ship clocks in radio spaces usually have these 
3-minute segments of the clock face painted 
red to remi.nd operators of silent periods to 
be observed. Except for actualdistress messages,  
all traffic ceases at these times on frequencies 
between 480 kHz and 520 kHz. This procedure 
is applicable in all International Telecomm11ni
cations Union (ITU) regions of the world. (See 
figure 16-1.) 

The control of distress message traffic on 
any of the designated frequencies is the responsi
bility of the station in distress, but this station 
may delegate its responsibility to another station 
on the frequency. In distress cases involving 
civil aviation, the control of the distress traffic 
is the responsibility of the station addressed in 
the distress message. 

The station in control of the distress traffic 
on a distress frequency may impose silence on 
all stations using the frequency or on any station 
interfering with the distress traffic. The form 
of the signal sent via CW is "QRT SOS," 

and the voice signal is ' ' STOP TRANSMITTING 
MAYDAY." 

DISTRESS 
WATCHES AFLOAT 

Navy units at sea have always practiced the 
tradition of maintainif!g listeni_ng watches on 
distress frequencies. At a minimum . a listening 
watch should be kept on 500 kHz during working 
hours. For ships copying one-operator periods 
on a Fleet Composite Broadcast, working hours 
are considered to be the same times of the day 
the broa,dcast is copied. For ships with two or 
more broadcast operators , working hours are 
considered to be continuous. Whenever pers:):r.mel 
and equipment conditions permit, a continuous 
guard or cover should be maintained on 121.5 
MHz and 243.0 MHz,  with a listening watch 
kept on 8364 kHz. The commanding officer 
of a ship traveling independently or the officer 
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in tactical command (OTC) of ships in company 
should ensure these watches are kept, providing 
that transmitting and receiving equipments are 
available. If the comm'inding officer or the OTC 
believes that maintaining these watches will 
interfere with the military effectiveness of the 
ship(s) , he may exempt the watches. The OTC 
of ships in company m'iy also divide the distress 
frequencies among the ships in his group so that 
all frequencies are covered and no single ship 
is tasked with the entire distress frequency 
guard. 

METHODS OF 
TRANSMISSION 

The components of distress message traffic 
include the alarm signal, the distress signal , 
the distress call , and the distress message. 
Figure 16-2 describes the composition of each 
component. 

Any station that hears a distress call must 
immediately cease all transmissions capable of 
interfering and continue to listen on the fre
quency on which the distress call was heard. 
The call-up in distress traffic is normally a 
general call and is not addressed to any par
ticular station. The distress message must be 
repeated at intervals ,  especially during the 
periods of silence. The alarm signal also may 
be repeated, if necessary. There must be an 
interval of time between the transmission of 
the alarm signal and the distress message to 
allow stations preparing to reply to operate 
their transmitters. 

If a ship or aircraft in distress receives 
no answer to its distress message on a distress 
frequency , the message may be repeated on any 
other available frequency on which attention 
may be attracted. Immediately prior to the 
total abandonment of a ship/ aircraft and before 
a crash landing of an aircraft, the radio equip
ment on board should be set for continuous 
emission. 

ACKNOWLEDGING 
RECEIPT 

A mobile station (a ship underway) which 
learns that another mobile station is in distress 
may transmit a distress  message if  the station 
in distress is not in a position to transmit the 
message. Also, a station that is not in distress  
and is  not i n  a position to lend assistance may 
transmit the distress message. This. may be done 
when this station has heard a distress message 

that has not been acknowlerl�red or when the unit 
that intervenes believes more help is necessary. 

Stations that receive a distress message from 
a mobile station which is definitely in their 
vicinity must immediately acknowledge receipt. 
This rule is flexible, depending on the capability 
of the transmitter at the receiving station and 
whether or not radio silence periods are in 
effect. Care must be taken to avoid interfering 
with the acknowledgement transmissions that 
are being sent by other stations. 

Stations of the m·.:>bile service which receive 
a distres s  message from a mobile station that 
is definitely not in their vicinity must allow 
a short interval of time before acknowledging 
receipt of the message. This is to permit the 
possibility of a station nearer to the distressed 
station to answer and acknowledge receipt with
out undue interference. 

The message format for acknowledging receipt 
of a distress message is shown in figure 16-3. 

FOLLOW-UP 
MESSAGES 

Every mobile station which acknowledges 
receipt of a distres s  message must, on the 
order of the commanding officer, transmit as 
soon as possible the following information in 
the order shown: 

1. Its own identification. 
2. Its own position. 
3. The speed at which it is proceeding 

towards the mobile station in distress ,  and 
the approximate time it will take to arrive at 
the position of the distressed station. 

4. The true bearing of the unit in distress , 
if available, when the position appears doubtful. 

When the follow-up message is sent, caution 
must be exercised to ensure that the trans
mission of this message does not interfere with 
other stations that are better situated to com
municate with, and lend assistance to , the statior. 
in distress. 

CESSATION OF 
DISTRESS TRAFFIC 

When the distress traffic has been completed 
or when silence on the frequency used for 
distress  traffic is no longer required, the 
station which has the control of the distress 
traffic should transmit a message addressed to 
all stations ,  indicating that normal traffic may 
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COMPONENTS OF DISTRESS TRAFFIC 

Description 

Precedes the distress call to operate automatic alerting 
equipment. In radio telegraphy the alarm signal is 
followed in order by the distress call, an interval of 
two minutes, the distress call again and the distress 
message . In radio telephony the alarm signal (when
ever possible) is followed in order by the distress 
call and the distress message . 

Indicates that the unit sending the signal is 
threatened by gr-ave-er imminent danger and re
quests immediate assistance. It must be sent before 
the call and at the beginning of the preamble of any 
distress message. 

Combines the DISTRESS SIGNAL with the call 
sign of the calling station. It is sent only on the 
authority of the person in command of the unit 
carrying the mobile station. Has absolute priority 
over all other transmissions. It must not be ad
dressed to a particular station nor is acknowledge
ment or receipt to be given before the distress 
message which follows it is sent. All stations 
hearing the DISTRESS CALL must immediately 
cease any transmission capable of interfering with 
the distress traffic. They shall continue to listen 
on the frequency used for emission of the 
DISTRESS CALL. 

Gives the details of the distress situation. Must 
follow the DISTRESS CALL as soon as possible. 

Composition 

CW: 
A series of 1 2  dashes sent in one min
ute. Each dash is 4 seconds long with 
a 1 second interval in between. 

Voice : 
Two sinusoidal audio-frequency tones, 
one of 2200 Hz and the other 1 300 Hz 
transmitted alternately. Each tone is 
250 milliseconds long. 

CW: 
sos --

Voice : 
"MAYDAY" 

CW: 
1 .  DISTRESS SIGNAL SOS transmitted 

three times. 
2. Pro sign DE. 
3.  The call sign of the mobile station in 

distress, sent 3 times. 

Voice : 
I .  DISTRESS SIGNAL "MAYDAY" 

spoken three times. 
2. Proword "THIS IS" (in case of 

language difficulty DE, spoken 
DELTA ECHO, may be used). 

3. Call sign or other identification of 
the mobile station in distress spoken 
three times. 

1 .  The distress signal "SOS" or "MAYDAY" 
2. Name or other identification of the ship, 

aircraft or unit in distress. 
3 .  Particulars of its position*, the nature of 

the distress, and the kind of assistance 
required. 

4. Any other information which might 
facilitate the rescue. 

*NOTE : As a general rule, a ship signals its position in latitude and longitude using degrees and 
minutes suffixed by north, south, east, or west. In CW, the signal AAA is used to 
separate the degrees from the minutes. If possible, the true bearing and the distance (in 
nautical miles) from a known geographic point should be given. 

A transmission sent immediately after the DISTRESS 
MESSAGE. This permits DF (direction-finding) 

· stations to fix the position. This transmission will 
be repeated as frequently as required. In radio
telephone procedure the DF transmission is made 
only on request . 

CW: 
Two dashes of approximately I 0 seconds 
each followed by the stations call sign. 

Voice : 
Suitable signals as requested followed by 
the station's call sign or other identifica
tion. 

Figure 16-2. - Components of Distress Traffic. 
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Acknowl edg i n g  Recei pt of  a Di stress Message 

cw 

1 .  Cal l s i gn of the stat i on sendi ng the 
d i stress message sent three t i mes . 

2 .  Pro s i gn DE . 

3 .  Ca l l  s i gn of the stat ion acknowl edg i ng 
recei pt sent three t i mes . 

4 .  Grou p RRR . 

5 .  Di stress  s i gn a l  SOS . 

6 .  Pro s i  gn AR .  

VO I C E  

1 .  Ca l l  s i gn or  other ident i ficat ion  o f  
the stat ion  send i ng the d i s tress mes
sage spo ken three t i mes . 

2 .  Proword TH IS  I S  ( or  DE spo ken a s  
DELTA ECHO i n  case of l anguage d i ffi 
cul ty ) . 

3 .  Cal l s i gn o r  other i dent i fi cati on of  
the stat ion  ac knowl edgi ng rece i pt 
spoke n three t i mes . 

4 .  The proword REC E I VED  ( or  RRR spo ken  a s  
ROMEO ROMEO ROMEO i n  case of l anguage 
d i ffi cu l ty ) . 

5 .  Di stress  s i gnal . 

6 .  Proword OUT . 

Figure 16-3. - Acknowledging Receipt of a Distress Message. 

resume. If, for some reason, control of the 
distress traffic has been delegated to a station 
other than the station in distress ,  the unit in 
distres s  should notify the controlling station 
when silence is  no longer needed. The station 
in control of the traffic should then notify all 
other stations that normal traffic may be re
sumed, The message format for cessation of 
distress traffic is shown in figure 16-4, 

URGENCY SIGNAL 

The urgency signal is used as an indication 
that the transmitting station has a very urgent 
message to transmit concerning the safety of 
a ship , aircraft, or personnel. With the ex
ception of actual distress signals,  the urgency 
signal has priority over all other . comm1mi
cations. All stations that hear an urgency signal 
must not interfere with the transmission of the 
message that will normally follow. 

The urgency signal can be transmitted only 
on the authority of the person in c-:>mmand of 
the ship , aircraft, or other unit that is in 
danger. The signal can be sent to all stations 
or. to a specific unit. As a general rule, the 
message following an urgency signal is in plain 
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language. The CW urgency signal is composed 
of the group XXX sent three times before the 
call. The voice equivalent for the urgency signal 
is the word "PAN" sent three times before 
the call. 

URGENCY SIGNAL 
PROCEDURES 

A mobile station on hearing the urgency 
signal must continue to listen on the same 
frequency for at least 3 minutes. If nothing 
further is heard during this period, a shore 
station should be contacted and advised of the 
receipt of an urgency signal. After this noti
fication, normal com "llimications may be resumed 
on other frequencies. 

When an urgency signal has been sent prior 
to a message addressed "To All Stations' '  
(CQ) calling for action to be taken by the 
receiving stations , a cancellation message must 
be sent to all stations when the required action 
has been taken. 

SAFETY SIGNAL 

A safety signal is sent as notification that 
the transmitting station is about to send a 
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Message Format for Cessat i on o f  D i stress  Traffi c 

cw 

1 .  DI STRESS S I GNAL SOS . 

2 .  Cal l CQ ( " to a l l stat i ons " ) three 
t imes .  

3 .  Pros i gn DE . 

4 .  Cal l s i gn of the stat i on s end i ng the 
message ( s ent once ) .  

5 .  Time of  hand i ng- i n  o f  t he message .  

6 .  Identi f i cat ion  a nd call s i gn of the  
mobi l e  stat i on whi ch was i n  d i stress . 

7 .  Operati ng s i gna l QUM ( " Normal worki ng 
may be resumed " ) .  

8 .  Pro s i gn AR .  

VOICE 

1 .  The word " MAYDAY " 

2 .  The cal l " HELLO ALL STAT I ONS"  o r  CQ 
( spoken a s  CHARL I E  QUEBEC ) spo ken 3 
t i mes . 

3 .  The proword "TH I S  I S "  (or  DE spo ken as  
DELTA ECHO in  case of l anguage 
d i ffi cu l t i es ) . 

4 .  I dent i fi ca t i on o f  t h e  sta t i on trans
mi tt i ng the  message ( sent once ) .  

5 .  T h e  t ime of  hand i ng - i n  of  the messa g e .  

6 .  The i dent i fi cati on of  the mobi l e  sta 
t i on wh i c h wa s i n  d i stress . 

7 .  The words " DI STRESS TRAFF I C  ENDED" 
( I n the  mar i t i me mob i l e  serv i c e  u s e  
t h e  words " SE ELONCE FEENEE"  ( " S I L ENCE 
ENDED" ) i nstead ) .  

8 .  The proword OUT . 

Figure 16-4. - Message Format for Cessation of Distress Traffic. 

message concerning the safety of navigation 
or providing important meteorological W;:trnings. 
If operators hear a safety signal, they must 
continue to listen on that frequency until they 
are sure that the information is of no interest 
to them. They must also refrain from any 
transmissions that may interfere with the safety 
signal. 

The CW safety signal consists of the group 
TTT sent three tim<�s before the call. The voice 
safety signal is the word SE CURITE (say-cur
i-tay) sent three times before the call. 

MERCHANT 
SHIP DISTRESS 

Merchant ships use SOSprocedures in distress 
messages to summon assistance during normal 
mP.rine disasters such as fire, collision, or storm 
but not as a warning of enemy action. 

In wartime , five signals are used by merchant 
ships to indicate distress due to enemy action. 
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The distress 
list: 

Class of 
Distress 

Warship 
raider 

Armed 
merchant 
ship raids 

Subm arine 

Aircraft 

Mine 

signals are shown in the following 

Distress 
Signal When U sed 

W W' ..V W'  O n  sighting or when 
attacked by enemy 
warship. 

QQQQ On sighting or when 
attacked by armed 
merchant ship 
raider. 

ssss On sighting or when 
attacked by enemy 
subm arine . 

AAAA On sighting or when 
attacked by enemy 
aircraft. 

MMMM On striking a mine. 
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DISTRESS WATCHES 
ASHORE 

A NAVCOMMSTA is known to be "open to 
public correspondence" when it is authorized to 
operate ship-to-shore circuits to handle com
mercial message traffic with mr:Jrchant ships. 
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These NAVCOM VISTAs must maintain (as a 
minimum) a continuous receiver watch on 500 kHz , 
being particularly alert during the silent periods. 

All naval air activities that have a VHF /UHF 
tower comm;mications capability m1 1st guard 
121.5 MHz and 243.0 MHz. 
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COMMERC IAL TRAFFIC 

Naval communications does not compete with 
privately owned and operated commercial com
munications companies. By terms of the Com
munication Act of 1934 , however, the Navy is 
authorized to use its radio stations for reception 
and transmission of press messages and private 
commercial messages between ships,  between 
ship and shore , and between shore stations 
and privately operated ships whenever privately 
owned stations are incapable of m8eting com
m·lnications requirements. 

Instructions contained in NTP 9 cover the 
handling by U.S. naval communications of all 
commercial comm'mications , including official 
government traffic involving tolls,  and unofficial 
traffic involving or not involving tolls. These 
instructions are based upon the International 
Telecommunications Convention, Geneva, 1959 
and the Telegraph Regulations , Geneva, 1958. 
The Communication Act of 1934, the Western 
Union rate and rule books , rules and regulations 
of the Federal Communications Commission, 
and applicable Department of Defense (DOD) 
publications and instructions are other basic 
documents used in preparing NTP 9. 

The policy of the Department of the Navy 
in the handling of commercial traffic is that: 

' ' Every effort will be made to provide 
timely delivery of commercial traffic on 
an 'as soon as practicable' basis. How
ever, it shall not take precedence over 
official Government traffic. Neither will 
guaranteed delivery nor specific delivery 
times be assured or implied." 

The above statement should be brought to the 
attention of all senders prior to the acceptance 
of commercial traffic. 

COMMERCIAL 
TRAFFIC CLERK 

Each Navy ship , station, or activity authorized 
to handle commercial traffic or to receive 
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personal messages for transmission via naval 
communications should designate a commercial 
traffic clerk. The commercial traffic clerk is 
designated in writing by the commanding officer. 
Usually, the commercial traffic clerk is an 
experienced Radioman but is not necessarily 
the senior Radioman aboard. 

The commercial traffic clerk handles all 
the commercial traffic funds and prepares all 
reports concerning the traffic. He is not required 
to be bonded unless it is required by the Com
mander,  Naval Telecommunications Command. 
A short summary of duties performed by the 
commercial traffic clerk follows: 

1 .  To maintain a complete file of all com
mercial messages accepted for transmission. 

2. To keep a complete file of all incoming 
commercial messages and all official Govern
ment messages , received from sources other 
than naval communications , for abstracting pur
poses. 

3. To maintain and understand all in
structions and materials concerned with handling 
commercial traffic, including rate sheets , bul
letins ,  publications , and forms. 

4. To collect proper charges and safeguard 
funds collected and in his custody. 

5. To prepare prescribed reports correctly 
and on time, forwarding them to the communi
cation officer for review. 

The duties of the commercial traffic clerk 
are performed under the supervision of the com
munication officer. The communication officer 
reviews all reports and correspondence prepared 
by the commercial traffic clerk, forwarding 
them to the commanding officer for signature. 
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COMMERCIAL 
TRAFFIC F UNDS 

Naval commercial traffic funds should be 
kept separate from all other funds. The records 
of these funds should be inspected monthly,  
and upon relief of the commercial traffic clerk, 
by a board consisting of two officers or senior 
enlisted personnel. One of the inspecting person
nel should be from the supply department, if 
the personnel are available. This inspection 
should include an audit of all accounts and a 
verification of the cash balance and rates used. 
If there is an irregularity in the accounts , the 
report of the inspection should be forwarded 
to the Commanding Officer, Navy Regional 
F inance Center, Washington, DC, via official 
channels. The report should include endorse
ments showing what action has been taken or 
recommendations ,  if any. 

Reports showing no irregularities are re
tained for at least one year. The original copies 
of records may be called for by COMNAV
TELCOM or Commanding Officer, U.S. Navy 
Regional Finance Center. 

The commandant of a naval district or the 
commanding officer of a ship , station, or activity 
establishes the maximum amount of naval com
mercial traffic funds permitted to accumulate in 
the possession of the commercial traffic clerk. 
Unless approved by COMNAVTELCOM , however ,  
this sum may not exceed $100. Accumulated 
funds must be depositied at least weekly with 
the supply officer or the disbursing officer. 
Only such amount is retained as is needed to 
make change. 

When required for remittance,  funds so de
posited must be made available to the com
mercial traffic clerk by U.S. Treasury check, 
payable to the order of the Navy Regional Finance 
Center,  Code FR-FC,  Washington,  DC,  20371 
or Western Union Telegraph Company, as appro
priate. As explained in more detail later, checks 
for Class D messages and Class D messages 
entitled to Class E privilege are made payable 
to the Navy Regional Finance Center. Checks 
for Class E messages are made payable to 
Western Union. 

If the commercial traffic clerk is relieved 
and no replacement is immediately nominated, 
the commercial traffic funds should be retained 
in the custody of the supply officer or the 
disbursing officer of the command. The communi
cations officer or a naval postal clerk should not 
handle naval commercial traffic funds.  
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USE S OF COMMERCIAL 
TRAFFIC FUNDS 

Expenditures from naval commercial traffic 
funds for the following purposes are authorized: 

1. 
2. 

sary) . 

Money order fees 
Postage for mailing reports (if neces-

3. Registration fees where the commanding 
officer has determined that registered mail is 
necessary to protect the reports. 

These uses for commercial traffic funds 
should be documented on the " Statement of 
Account" (NA VCOMPT Form 2065) , which will 
be discussed later in this chapter. 

REF UNDS 

A refund may be made to the person sending 
a non-Government message when the ship , station, 
or activity sending the message is unable to get 
the message through to its destination for reasons 
such as circuit breakdown, cable break, landline 
down, or ship out of range. A refund is not due 
on a message not delivered because of reasons 
such as " addressee deceased" ,  " addressee un
known'' ,  "addressee has moved" , or similar 
causes. Under these conditions the carrier's 
obligation is considered to be fulfilled. 

Copies of messages involving a refund should 
be sent to the Nayy Regional Finance Center, 
Washington, DC, with an explanation on the 
message form showing the reason for the refund. 

COMMERCIAL 
TRAFFIC REPORTS 

Three abstracting forms are utilized in re
porting commercial traffic. Each one is illus
trated here and discussed more completely later 
in this chapter. The following are the form 
numbers, their titles ,  and a brief description 
of the classes of traffic reported on each form: 

1. NA VCOMPT 2065,  Statement of Account 
(fig. 17 -1) : This form is required when re-
mittances are forwarded for Class D private 
commercial messages ,  press messages , radio
photos , and Class D messages entitled to Class 
E privilege. 

2. N A VCOMPT 2067 ,  Abstract of Class E 
Messages (fig. 17-2) : This form is used by ships 
and shore stations originating Class E messages 
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STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT NAVCOMPT 72 10- 1  
(NAVAL C-U N I CAT I ON S )  
UVCOHPT FORM 2065 (REV. 8-6•} 

HE MOo'f H OF' 

T O , COMMAND I N G O F F I C E R .  U . S .  N A V Y  F I N AN C E  C E N T E �  ( C O D E  F C } . W A S H I N G T O N , D . C .  2 0 3 9 0  
REPORT I NG .ACT l V I  T V  ( SH I P  O R  STAT I O N )  O A l (  FORII'AA0£0 

U S S .  A r'\ E R ICA ( C..Vbi,) I SE P. 7 7  
I N STRUCT I O N S  

1 .  Forward in dup l i c a t e  w i t h  remi t t an c e  to N a v y 
Finance Cente r ,  Washington, D . C .  20390 for 
Class "D" a n d  Class "0" e n t i t l e d  t o  "E"  p r i v i lege 
t r a f f i c .  

R E C E I V E D  

CHARGES O N  MESSAGES F I L ED 

OUR! NG THE CURRENT MONTH 

COLLECT 

R E P O R T  

TOTAL AMOUNT RECE I VED 

AMOUNT 

2 4  

2 .  N a v a l  Comm e r c i a l  Tra f f i c Funds s h a l l  be forwa r d e d  by 
e x c ha n g e - fo r - c a s h  U . S .  Treasury check when pos s i b l e .  

3 .  F o r  fu r t h e r  i n s t r u c t i o n s  r e fe r  t o  DNC- 2 6 .  

P A I D  OUT 

REFUNDS 

R E M I TTANCE HEREW I TH ;  

ERROR NOT I CE 

RHERENCE NUMBER 

OUT 

AMOUNT 

TOTAL AMOUNT RECE I VED MUST EQUAL TOTAL AMOUNT PA I D  OUT 

FOR USE BY REG I ON AL ACCOUNTS O F F I C E  0'-II.Y 

I c e r t i fy t h i s  i s  a t rue s t atement o f  • l l  moneys r e c e i v e d  and 
disbursed by me t h i s  m o n t h  for the Naval Comm e r c i a l  T r a f f i c  fund 
of t. h i s  command, C l a s s  "D" Tra f f i c .  There i s  forwarded h e rewi t h  
& rem i t t a n c e  i n  t h e  s u m  r e c o r d e d  o n  t h i s  form . 

REVI E •E O · (Coaaun i c a r i oru 0{/ i c t r )  

tf1. -IJ. �  

CER T i f i CAT I � :  (Co .. a e i a l  Trafli� C l H . )  

g. )t. �  
G . H .  l sa ly  RM I 

FORWAROEO · (Co .. andinl Of{i � � ,. )  

f).e.. ;P� 
USN 

• USN A . B .  COO K L T ____________ D_. E  __ . _F�a�i r_l�y_C_A�P_T_u __ s_N __________ . usN 

(S it�nllfllrt  (Si  n11 tuu;  

Figure 17-1. - Statement of Account, N A VCOMPT Form 206 5. 
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U. S. NAVAL . COMMUNICATION SERVICE IAVCOMPT 2 10 1- 1  
IAVCOMPT FORM 2067 (REV. 1 -70) 
S/N 01 04-LF-702·4102 

To : Co�mand i n g O f f i ce r ,  Navy Reg i o n a l F i n an ce 

N.WE OF AC-TIVITY 
USS AMERICA (CV66 )  

SRS N O .  I DATE I 

A b s t r a c t  of Cl6ss ' ' E  .. m � s s a g e s  

Ce n t e r  ( Cod� FRLFC l
_.
!Jtsh i n g t o n , D. C. 20390 

C�IC.AJ[.eii{S O .... l��"attar�l 
A .  B .  DIRK , LT , USN 

/, I_,..,,., .. G O  

S!<([T NO . ONE 
DuRING MONTH OF 

NOVEMBER 1977  
A 

H .  E .  FLUNK , CAPT , USN 

DO NOT 
CRED I T  

D R . 
STAT I ON I I N O . I I ADDRE S S E E  DEST I NAT I ON SENT TO 

U S E  I CAS H  (Ca l l  L e t ters )  WDRDS 
TOLLS TAX 

DOlE 04 DICKESON NORFOLK , VA NSS I I so I 4 . 00 I 14 . 00 
OOZE 10 . JONES RICHMOND , VA I NSS I 1 40  I 4 . 00 I 14 . 00 
003E 20 BIRCH MADISON , WI I NSS I I 15 I 4 . 75 I 14 . 75 

CEIUIFICATHJI (Commer c i a l  Traffic Cl e rk )  II I I I I certify thi s i s  a true stateMent o f  a l l  t�oney!i> received and disbursed. by TOTALS 12 • 75 ---- 12 • 75 
Die this month for the Naval CoiiUIIe r c i a l  Tr a ffi c Fund o f  this Command, CLASS "E" 
Tra ffi c .  There i s  forwarded herewith a rem i t tance o f  S _ _,l .. 2..__,7c.5.L... ____ _ P//l. .J� 

TOTALS BROUGHT FORWARD FROM SHEET N O .  

S IGNATURE : D .  M. SEAMAN DATE: 2 DEC 7 7  GRAND TOTAL 12 . 75 
.... , 1017 

50.20 

Figure 17-2. - Class E Message Abstract, NA VCOMPT Form 206 7. 

� 
E; 
0 
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involving tolls and Class D messages entitled 
to Class E privilege. 

3. NAVCOMPT 2132, U.S. Naval Comm•mi
cation Se:::vlce Abstract (fig. 17 -3) : This form is 
used for: 

a. All Class D messages originated by 
a naval ship. 

b. All Class D messages received and 
delivered on board or relayed by a naval ship. 

c. All Class D messages originated, 
received, forwarded, or delivered by a naval 
station or activity. 

d. All Class A and B messages (in
cluding official radiotelephone messages) trans
mitted by a naval ship directly to a domestic 
or foreign commercial shore radio station. 

e. All Class A and B messages re
ceived by a naval ship directly from a com
mercial shore radio station. 

The above mentioned forms are available 
as cognizant symbol " I" material from the 
Naval Supply Centers in Norfolk and Oakland. 

Copies of the commercial traffic reports, 
as submitted, should be retained in the ship 
or station file at least 12 months. 

RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR REPORTS 

Commercial traffic reports are required 
whenever commercial messages involving tolls 
are handled by a ship or station during any 
calendar month. The reports are prepared by 
the commercial traffic clerk and signed by the 
communications officer and the commanding of
ficer. In the case of submarines (except when on 
detached duty) , the reports are submitted by the 
tender or submarine base to which the sub
marine is attached. In the case of service craft 
attached to a naval district, the reports are 
submitted by the district commandant. Reports 
submitted for submarines and service craft in 
accordance with the above are arranged and 
labeled for each submarine or service craft 
originating the traffic. 

Monthly commercial traffic reports should be 
mailed under one cover to the Commanding 
Officer, Navy Regional F inance Center, Code 
FR_.FC,  Washington, DC , 20371.  Reports from 
naval ships should be mailed by the 5th of the 
month following handling and from naval stations 
and activities by the lOth of the month. Reports 
of Class D messages and Class D messages 
entitled to Class E privilege should consist 

of an abstract form , one copy of each message 
reported , a remittance, and a Statement of 
Account. Class E messages involving toll should 
be reported with the use of an abstract form, one 
copy of each message, and the remittance. 

Negative commercial traffic reports are not 
required when Class D and Class E traffic 
has not been handled during the calendar month. 
However,  the following statement should be in
serted on the first line of the next Class D or 
Class E abstract submitted: " No Class D (or 
E as appropriate) traffic handled during the 
month(s) of " 

SERIAL NUMBERS 

All commercial traffic handled by naval 
communications is assigned serial numbers 
for accounting and identification purposes. 
These numbers are known as SRS num
bers. Every commercial message handled 
is assigned an SRS number by each ship, 
station, or activity involved in the hand
ling. 
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Naval communications stations assign SRS 
numbers consecutively up to 10 ,000.  All other 
Navy activities and ships assign SRS numbers 
consecutively up to 1 ,000 on an annual basis,  
commencing with number 1 on 1 January of each 
year. When service messages are sent on a com
mercial message, such service messages are 
given the SRS number of the message to which 
they refer , followed by "A" for the first service 
message, "B" for the second service, and so 
on. Paid service messages are not affected 
by this provision. The following capital letters 
are suffixed to the regularly assigned SRS num
bers depending on the class of commercial 
traffic being reported: 

Class of Traffic Suffix Letter 

"A" 
" B "  
' 'D" (radiogram) 
"D" (press) 
"D" (radiophoto) 
"D" (entitled to 

" E "  

the Class E 
privilege) 

Service message 

A 
B 
D 
p 
R 

c 
E 

Example 

SRS IA 
SRS 2B 
SRS 3D 
SRS 4P 
SRS 5R 

SRS 6 C  
SRS 7 E  
SRS 7EA 
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MUCOMPT FORH 2132 (8-n) 0 

JOUIUI.-,L YO'IICHEM /110 .  l 
NAME Or 5 1'i i , I ST AT I OM I ACT I V I 1'Y 

u s  s A ME R. I C A.  (C I.Ifolo) 
DATE 

SRS OFF I CE OF 
ADDRESSEE 

NO. OR I G I N  
SENT REC ' D  

I l l  1 2 )  ( 3 ,  1 4 )  1 5 )  

ID 2. U.SS OVERSEAS A M  CON 
Z. D  4 CHRISTCHURCH N.Z .. cooK 
3 D  7 AUCI<LA ND, N .:Z.. W I T T I G  
<fD / 0  U.S.S.OYERSE.A\i A M  CON 

U . S. NAVAL COMMUNICATIONS SE RVICE AB'STRACT NAYCOJWT 2.\01 ·2 0 
NOTE: Repot"t al.l me s s .- g e s  s e n e, and r e -.:: e i v ed i n c l:di n g  :those to and 

0 I 
I 

f r om fore1gn s t a t  i o n s .  Submit t.he o r i g i n a l  repo r t �  two message I 
c o p i e s ,  o r i g i n a l  a nd one c o p y  o f  " S t a te m e n t  o;f A. c c o\ln t , "  I (NAVCOMPT fORM 2 06 5 )  f o r  p e r s o n a l  m e s s a g e s  a n d  r e m i t t a n c e  
payable t o  Comma nding Of f i ce r ,  b y  the fi fth o f  ead:1 mon t h .  For PAGE __ / __ OF __ / __ PAGES: d e ta i l ed i n s t r uc t  ions r e f e r  to ONC 26 (A ) .  

lOR M0Nflf or COO.IIIUHICATIO�
.
�: ·t�'I"•CIH�J 

S E PTE.M B E.R A . B .  COO K ,  L T,  U SN 
TRANSMITTING DATA COASTAL 

(Uu ca l l  !tt t u-s DO NUMBER OR 

DEST I N AT I ON 
only) NOT OF S H I P  

EC£ t VED SENT USE WORDS STAT I ON 

FROM TO CHARGE 

1 6 )  IT) 1 8 )  ( 9 )  ( 1 0 )  ( I  I )  ( 1 2 )  

CAIRO , EGYP T SUK /0 /. 33 
l/.S .S. OVERSEAS N PM 1 4- /. 83 
us.s OVE.RSEAS Z L P  2. 2.  2. . 8 7  
AUCKLAND , N .Z. . Z L P  / 2.  / .bO 

TOTAl. I 7- t,J 

CO-AI'if lhG OJJ�'i!." ��at•) . D . E.  FA I R LY , CA PT,  U SN 
TOLLS DUE CONNECT I N G  CARR I ER TOTAL I AMOUNT DUE 

OR 

CASH 

REM I TTEO 
( 1 3 )  ( 1 4 )  , ( I  5 )  ( l ') i  ( 1 7 )  ( 1 8 )  ( I  9 )  ( 2 0 1  

i 

, . . 

I 
I 
l 

REMARKS I 
OR I 

EXT ENS I ON 
I 

( 2 1 }  I 
: 
I 

l 

: 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

: 
I 

: I 
I 
I : 

50.134 
Figure 17-3. - U.S. Naval Communication Service Abstract, NAVCdM PT Form 2132. 
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As is apparent from the above instructions , 
one message may bear different SRS numbers 
at the various stations handling it. 

REPORT SYM BOLS 

The Comptroller of the Navy has assigned 
NA VCOM PT report symbols to commercial com-· 
munications reports to aid in handling, auditing, 

COMMERCIAL ABSTRACTING 

This section is devoted to a more detailed 
discussion of message classes and methods of 
abstracting commercial messages. 

Of the five classes of messages,  Class C 
messages are not involved in commercial ab
stra::lting; therefore, they are not discussed 
here. 

and accounting for these reports. Report symhols CLASS A AND 
consist of the word NAVCOMPT followed by a CLASS B MESSAGES 
number. For example, NAVCOMPT 7210-1 is the Class A and Class B messages are official Statement of Account report. Other report sym-
bols are given in separate discussions of each U.S. Government messages. Class A messages 

consist of official messages of the Department of 

��=:a�: ;11�:d !h�h�P��������
e 

o�
e
��:�:Y:�� ������;e';��!n� ����r::;�t��!�i:�e��i��

a;:�e�i commercial traffic reports are forwarded, It 
should also appear on the abstract form itself. for Department of Defense messages. Both 

classes are treated together in this section beMore than one report symbol may be used on 
----------.0�1.,..1e-at+b�<srl-'ti'�"'<>-ac'*t form.- _ _ __________ .:::c�au. se of the similarities in handling, abstracting, 

and accounting. 

WORD COUNT 
SYSTEMS 

As a means of collecting fees for expense 
incurred when commercial communications are 
handled, the Navy uses two systems of word 
count. Domestic word count applies to domestic 
messages and is based on domestic rules and 
regulations. International word count is used for 
radiotelegrams and international telegrams and 
is based on international rules and regulations. 

Domestic telegrams are messages originated 
at and addressed to points on shore within the 
continental United States,  Canada,  Mexico, Alaska, 
or Saint Pierre-Miquelon Islands, and trans
mitted in domestic form by wire or radio over 
all ,or part of its route. 

A radiotelegram is a message originating 
in or intended for a mobile station and trans
mitted over all or part of its route by radio 
communication channels of the mobile service. 
International telegrams are messages originating 
at or destined to points outside the con
tinental United States ,  Canada, Mexico, Alaska, 
or Saint Pierre-Miquelon Islands. Both radio
telegrams and international telegrams are drafted 
in international form. 

A detailed explanation of both word count 
systems is given in NTP 9; hence, it is not 
repeated here. Many examples in NTP 9 illus
trate the rules effectively, showing how repre
sentative words and groups are counted dif
ferently according to their location in a message 
address,  text, or signature. 
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Both Class A and Class B messages are pre
pared in joint form for transmission over military 
circuits. Detailed coverage of procedures for 
handling messages over military circuits is pro
vided in NTP 4. 

Class B messages requiring commercial 
refile mast always carry an accounting symbol 
to denote the Government department or agency 
responsible for payment of commercial charges. 
When the m;�ssage is filed with a domestic 
communication company, the accounting symbol 
is preceded by the Government indicator GOVT. 
This indicator appears as the first word in the 
address. In messages sent to or via foreign 
communication companies, the Government in
dicator is changed to US GOVT. 

Handling Over Commercial 
Communication Systems 

When it is necessary to file or refile a Class 
A or Class B message with a commercial com
munication company, the following rules apply: 

1. When filed directly with a commercial 
communication company by an originator outside 
the continental United States or destined to an 
addressee outside the u.s. , messages are sent 
via the nearest U.S. military communication 
facility serving the area in which they originated. 

2. Provided either originator or addressee is 
not served by military communications , messages 
may be filed directly or refiled with Western 
Union without further transmission on military 
circuits. This rule applies when charges for 
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delivery to an addressee are the same as (or 
less than) such charges for delivery from a 
designated commercial refile point. 

3. When a message is refiled by a shore 
station within the continental U.S. and addressed 
to a point in the United States ,  Canada, Mexico , 
Alaska, or Saint Pierre-Miquelon Islands ,  
dom�stic form with domestic word count is used. 
The point of actual origin is added to the sig
nature. 

4, When a message is refiled by a shore 
station in t.he continental U.S. and addressed 
to points outside the United States ,  Alaska, 
Canada, or Mexico, or Saint Pierre-Miquelon 
Islands,  international form and word count are 
used. The point of refile is treated as the point 
of origin; point of a·:::tual origin is added to the 
Signature. 

5, When a message is filed or refiled by a 
shore station outside the continental U.S, , inter
national form and word count are used. The 
point of file serves as the Point of origin, 
or the point of refile is the point of origin, 
and the point of actual origin is added to the 
signature. 

6 .  When a message in joint form must be 
sent through a commercial communication sys
tem for further transmission by a military 
system, the message in joint form - complete 
with heading- is embodied in the text of the 
commercial message. 

7 .  When a message is transmitted directly 
by a Navy ship to a commercial shore radio 
station, international form and word count are 
used. 

The following is an example of the form for 
a GOVT NAVY message as transmitted by a 
ship to a shore station for refile with a com
mercial company: 

RTTUZYUW RULYED01470 2921400-UUUU-
RUWDSAA. 

ZNR UUUUU 
R 19 1400 Z OCT 77 
FM USS AUSTIN 
TO JOHN N DOE 

BT 
UNCLAS 

FOUR TWO TWO QUEENS COURT 
ERIE PA 

YOUR LEAVE EXPIRES ON BOARD AT NOR-
FOLK VA 

0730 25 OCT 77  
BT 
Jf1470 

The preceding message would be com
mercially refiled in the following form (under
lined words chargeable) : 

CK 12 WASHINGTON DC 19 OCTOBER 1977 
424PME 

GOVT NAVY 
JOHN N DOE 
FOUR TWO TWO QUEENS COURT 
ERIE PA 
YOUR LEAVE EXPIRES ON BOARD AT NOR

FOLK VA 0730 25 OCT 77 
COMMANDING OF FICER 
USS AUSTIN 

Abstracting Class A 
and B Messages 

Class A, B and official radiotelephone mes
sages transmitted directly to a commercial 
shore radio station by a Navy ship must be 
reported on NAVCOMPT Form 2132, (See fig. 
17 -3.) This monthly report, symbol NA VCOMPT 
2102,2,  must be forwarded to the Navy Regional 
Finance Center,  Washington, DC 20371, Two 
copies of all messages are required with each 
report. No remittance is made; settlement of 
accounts is the responsibility of COMNA VTEL
COM, Reports from ships must be mailed by the 
5th of the month after handling. 

Incoming Class A and B messages received 
by Navy ships directly from commercial shore 
radio stations are reported on NAVCOMPT Form 
2132. Other requirements are the same as for 
outgoing messages explained earlier. 

Naval shore stations designated commercial 
refile activities in ACP 117 ,  u.s. Supp-1 are 
required to submit monthly reports of all Class 
B messages refiled with commercial communi
cation companies. A speedletter report is made, 
but it does not utilize any of the NAVCOMPT 
forms mentioned previously. 

Reports are mailed directly to the Com
mander , Naval Telecommunications Command 
within 10 days after receipt and verification 
of the traffic billing of the commercial com
munication company. A speedletter report must 
contain the following information in the order 
indicated: 
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1. Report of Class B messages. 
2. Calendar month and year of the report. 
3, Inclusive Class B message serial num-

bers reported. 
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The speedletter report must be accompanied 
by two copies of each message reported. 

One copy must be in the military form in 
which received, arranged in SRS number order, 
on metal file fasteners , between cardboard covers ,  
and in groups of 100 o r  fewer messages. These 
covers must be labeled to indicate the type of 
traffic , the name of reporting station, and the 
month and year of commercial refile. 

The second copy of each message must be in 
the commercial form in which it was refiled, 
segregated into packets according to accounting 
syml:Jols. 

Both message copies must bear complete 
transmi.ssion data and include the following 
information in the lower right corner: 

1. SRS number (e.g. , SRS 23B) . 

2. Accounting symbol (e.g. , INT) . 

3. Commercial company and city where re-
filed (as Western Union, WASHDC) . 

4. Commercial service indicator (e.g. , NL) . 

5. Commercial charges (e.g. , $1. 25) . 

6. Date and time of refile (as 0 11300 Z 
A UG 77) . 

Copies of service messages relating to com
mercially refiled Class A and B messages must 
be forwarded with copies of the messages to 
which they pertain. 

Responsibility for Payment 

A reporting activity does not collect toll 
charges or send remittances when it forwards 
Class A and B message reports. In brief, pay
ment for Class A and B messages refiled with 
commercial communication companies is effected 
according to the ensuing explanation. For Class 
A and B messages transmitted by Navy ships 
to commercial shore stations , CNO is responsible 
for the settlement of accounts. Because bills 

' submitted by commercial companies often con
tain amounts for other classes of messages, how

' ever, initial payment is made by NAVREGFINCEN ,  
Washington. 

Charges for Class B traffic are then billed 
to COMNAVTELCOM by NA VREGFINCEN, Wash
ington. In turn, COMNA VTEL COM bills other 
Government agencies responsible for originating 
their Class A and B messages involving toll 
charges. Thus,  naval communications is reim
bursed for the non-Navy messages handled. 

Payment is handled differently for Class A 
and B messages refiled with commercial com
panies by shore stations. Commercial com
munication companies bill a refile activity di
rectly. The refile station verifies the monthly 
billing, certifies it as official U.S. Government 
traffic , and forwards the certified billing (with 
supporting message copies) , for payment, to 
the local disbursing office of the NA VFINCEN 
serving the area in which the refiling activity 
is located. 

CLASS D MESSAGES 

Class D messages are non-Government 
(private-commercial) messages handled by naval 
communications that were received or sent via 
commercial communication companies. Class D 
messages include -

1. Commercial (private) messages 

2. Commercial (private) messages entitled to 
Class E privilege. 

3. Press and related service messages. 

4. Radiophotos/Facsimile. 

Class D messages are always in commercial 
form. Handling of Clas s D traffic by Navy ships 
and stations usually is suspended or curtailed 
in wartime. 

Class D messages are not accepted, trans
mitted, or relayed by military communications 
when or where it is possible for the messages 
to be handled by commercial means, unless 
specific exceptions are made. 

A Class D message is used when the sender 
does not qualify for,  or the message destination 
does not meet, the restrictions imposed for 
Class E messages, e.g. , a message from or to 
an addressee in Manila, Republic of the Phili
pines,  would be a Class D message. 

Commercial (Private) 
Messages 

Class D commercial (private) messages may 
be filed during peacetime by any person, whether 
in the naval service or not, at any of the following 
ships , stations , and activities :  

1.  All naval ships at sea or i n  a port having 
no adequate and reliable commercial facilities 
available. 
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2. All overseas naval stations and activities 
at locations where adequate and reliable com
mercial communication facilities are not avail
able. 

3. The naval communication stations open to 
public correspondence and authorized to handle 
commercial ship-to-shore and shore-to-ship 
traffic. 

In naval ships,  the requirements for filing 
commercial messages are as follows: 

1. Approved by the commanding officer, or 
officer designated by him, and duly released. 

2. Filed with the commercial traffic clerk 
who determines word count and collects the 

After the call and station serial number in 
this example appears the international abbrevia
tion INTL. Next is the office of origin, USS 
AMERICA, followed by her call sign. The check 
(CK26) consists of the number of chargeable 
words in the address , text, and signature. (Re
member that chargeable words are underscored 
in this example.) In a commercial message 
such as this one, the date and local time of 
filing are always given in two numeral groups, 
with the date separated by a space from the 
four-digit hours and minutes group. 

The message address contains the paid ser-
vice indicator MP in addition to the name and 
address of the addressee. This particular paid 
service indicator (MP) means that the sender 

charges. _________ J._r_cey.q'u;'ecsc;Jtw:S>--'delivery of his message--te-----tfle-----aEl

Following transmission, the original and one 
____ __..,c"'o""py�--Uof the message \vith - proper servicing 

data entered thereon are returned to the com
mercial traffic clerk for filing and abstracting 
purposes. 

In the event there is doubt as to the proper 
charges to be collected and such charges can
not be determined by the appropriate operating 
signal, the maximum charge is collected and the 
name and address of the sender entered on the 
message form in order that proper reimburse
ment may be made when the account is audited. 

International Form 

A commercial message originating at or 
relayed by a naval ship or a NAVCOMMSTA 
open to commercial traffic is handled in the 
international form. 

In the following example of Class D com
mercial messages in international form, charge
able words or groups are underscored. An 
explanation of component parts is given at the 
conclusion of this message example. 

PCH DE NMIB NR1 INTL USS AMERICA/ 
NMIB CK26 

12 1430 
BT MP BT 
LOUIS COLEUS 
69  EASTTHIRTYSIXST 
NEWYORKCITY 
BT 
SELL TEN SHARES COMPTOMETER AND 

TWENTY SHARES PULLMAN B UY SIXTY 
SHARES MAGNA vox ALL A TMARKET 
ADVISE TRANSACTION DATE BT FORD 
COX AR NMIB K 

-- --
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dressee in person- not by mail or telephone. 
More than a dozen different service indicators 
are -authorized; - NTP 9 carries the complete 
list. As shown in this message example, the 
paid service indicator is the first word of the 
address; it is counted as a chargeable word and 
is included in the CK. 

After the text is the sender's name, called 
the signature. Although it is not obligatory to 
transmit the signature, when transmitted it is 
chargeable and is separated from the text by 
the prosign BT. The prosign BT in this message 
appears several times. This prosign separates 
the preamble from the paid service indicator, 
paid service indicator from the rest of address, 
address from text, and text from signature. 
Prosign BT is never counted or charged in the 
CK. 

Domestic Form 

The following is an example of the domestic 
form of Class D message, with the chargeable 
words or groups underscored: 

NR1 CKll NL NAVSTA ADAK 16 AUG 77 
1030 AMP 

RABER KIEF , INC. 
SEATTLE WASHINGTON 

THIS COMMAND WILL NEED YOUR ASSIST
ANCE IN OBTAINING SUPPLIES PRE
VIOUSLY DISCUSSED. H. FLICK 

The example above reflects that a single 
address and signature are not charged for in a 
domestic telegram. Therefore, the check (CK) 
will consist of the total number of words in the 
text plus any extra matter that may be added 
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in the address or signature. The service indicator 
provides supplementary instructions requested by 
the originator , such as DL (day letter) or NL 
(night letter) , etc. The commercial communi
cations companies show the city or town where 
the message was filed (originated) . The domestic 
form has the month and year transmitted in 
addition to the date and time. The hour is 
followed by " AM" or " PM "  and the civil zone 
time indicator (E for Eastern time, P for Pacific 
time, etc.) . The normal address of a domestic 
telegram is transmitted free . of charge. A com
plete address cannot be over-emphasized. The 
text of the message and any extra matter added 
to the address or signature is counted and charged 
for. One plain language signature is transmitted 
free. Coded signatures are charged for. An extra 
passing instruction added to the address would 
also be charged for. 

Charges and Accounting 

All messages involving tolls should be prepaid. 
Charges for messages comprise the following: 

1. The charges which accrue to land radio 
stations. 

2. The charges which accrue to the mobile 
(ship) radio station. 

3. The relay charges of the intermediate 
land or mobile radio station. 

4. The charges for service over landlines ,  
cable, and special service required by the sender ,  
if any. 

After the rate-per-word for transmission 
over the entire distance involved has been com
puted, the charges for the message are determined 
by multiplying the rate-per-word by the number 
of chargeable words. Special service charges 
and taxes, if applicable, are applied and added to 
determine the total charge. 

All charges due on commercial (private) 
messages should be collected from the sender 
in advance of the transmission. The specific 
rates for commercial messages change from 
time to time and are included in NTP 9. 

Rate Requests 

The International Telecommunications and 
Radio Conferences held at Geneva in 1959 author
ized shipboard stations to make inquiry without 
cost to coastal stations concerning proper rates 
for messages for which they do not have necessary 
information. Because Navy ships are not issued 
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commercial tariff books used for computing 
charges for Class D messages , it is necessary 
to send a rate request (QSJ or service message) 
to determine charges on each message. Operating 
signal QSJ (preceded by INT for military usage, 
or followed by IMI for operations with commercial 
stations) means "What is the charge to be 
collected per word to including 
your internal telegraph charge?" As a reply 
QSJ means ' 'The charge to be collected per word 
to including my internal telegraph 
charge is francs." 

Francs should be used to express the charges 
in international communications. When the re
quest is handled on u.s. military circuits , be
tween NAVSTA GUANTANAMO BAY C UBA and 
NAVCOMMU WASHINGTON, for example,  the 
total charges in the QSJ answer should be ex
pressed in United States dollars. A copy of 
the rate request and the reply concerning the 
charges on all commercial messages should be 
attached to the applicable commercial message 
that is submitted to the Navy Regional F inance 
Center, Washington, DC. 

Abstracting 
Class D Messages 

Clas s D messages are reported on NAV
COMPT Form 2132. Whenever Class D messages 
originate in your ship or station, the money paid 1 
by senders must be forwarded with the abstract. 
The Treasury check or money order used for 
a remittance must be made payable to the Navy 
Regional Finance Center ,  Washington DC. Actual 
transfer of funds between naval communications 
and commercial communication companies is 
made by the Navy Regional Finance Center. 

A complete Class D message report consists 
of the following: 

1. Abstract (NAVCOMPT Form 2132) .  
2. Copy of each Class D message. 
3.  Statement of Account, NA VCOMPT Form 

2065 (original and one copy) . 
4. Remittance. 

Special attention is directed to the necessity 
of reporting all Class D messages handled 
(whether charges are involved or not) , together 
with any QSJ or service message exchanges. 
Ships sometimes mistakenly fail to report Class 
D messages received over Navy circuits. F ailure 
to make these reports often results in financial 
loss to the Government. Such failure to make 
the required report of either sent or received 
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messages usually causes needless correspond
ence and delay in settlement of accounts. 

Message copies forwarded with an abstract 
must be legible and complete, including full 
transmission or receiving data. Duplicates must 
be retained in ship or station files for at least 
12 months. Message copies forwarded and dupli
cates retained in files must show any discrepan
cies in counting chargeable words; an explanation 
of delays exceeding I hour between receipt and 
transmission in relaying, or between filing time 
and transmission time; charges collected, if 
any; and other pertinent information deemed 
appropriate. 

In abstracting Class D messages,  the name 
of the point of origin should be shown on the 
abstract (Form 2132) . In the case of communi
cations with ships (naval or merchant) , the 
call sign is shown on both the abstract and the 
message copy immediately following the name of 
the ship. The ship name and call sign are 
separated by a fraction bar. The report symbol 
for Class D message reports i s  NA VCOMPT 
2101. 2. 

Safety of Life 
Messages 

There are several special types of authorized 
commercial (private) messages listed in Chapter 
3 of NTP 9. One of the special types worthy 
of note here is  the " s afety of life" message. 

Safety of life messages are accorded abso
lute priority of transmission. Every office re
ceiving a message presented as one relating 
to the safety of life at sea or in the air should 
forward it as such. A safety of life message is 
identified by the indicator "SVH" both at the 
beginning and at the end of the preamble. Tele
graph offices should exercise no control over 
safety of life messages. They must be trans
mitted and delivered at once. 

Rates 

The charges for commercial (private) mes
sages are subject to change as promulgated 
by message corrections to NTP 9. To compute 
rates ,  it is always advisable to consult NTP 9 
or obtain the charges via a " QSJ" rate request, 
if needed. At some commands where a large 
volume of commercial traffic is handled, it 
is advisable to make a chart listing the type 
of message, the number of words chargeable, 
and the rate to charge the sender. This is used 
for the convenience of both the commercial 

traffic clerk and the sender in the interest 
of saving time. The chart, naturally, must be 
updated each time the charges are changed 
in NTP 9. This may happen once a year, at 
the most. 

CLASS D MESSAGE S 
ENTITLED TO 
CLASS E PRIVILEGE 

Occasionally, because of the location of ad
dressees,  naval personnel are unable to send 
a message in Class E form, even though message 
contents comply in all respects with provisions 
for Class E messages. In other words, the 
addressee is  at a geographical location other 
than the continental United States; for example, 
Hawaii ,  :Puerto Rico , Panama, Japan, or Europe •. 

---

A category of message known as "Private1 
commercial message (Class D) entitled to Class 
E privilege" has been established with the view 
of making available to such personnel a modified 
version of Class E message. Particular care 
must be taken in handling this category of 
message and accounting for it to ensure that 
it is not combined and reported with regular 
Class E traffic. 

Class D messages entitled to Class E privi
lege are handled in international form as shown 
in the message example at the conclusion of 
this explanation. For identification purposes, 
each message carries the symbol COMLE as 
the first word of the text; COMLE is counted and 
charged for as one word. Therefore , this type of 
message is at times referred to as a Class D 
COMLE .  Following is an example of a Class D 
message entitled to Class E privilege. 

RTTUZYUW RUHGMIB0410 3002000-UUUU-
RUHGSUU. 

ZNR UUUUU 
R 272000 Z OCT 7 7  
F M  USS AMERICA 
TO NAVCOMMSTA HONOLULU HI 
BT 
UNCLAS I INOOOOOI I 
USS AMERICA CKI8 27 1800 BT LT BT 
MRS H. E .  FLICK 
HOTEL HILTON HONOL ULU ill 
BT 
COMLE MEET ME IN KANUI RESTAURANT 

AT SIX. 
HARLEY 
BT 
.JI, 0410 
NNNN 
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Charges 

The charges for Class D messages entitled to 
the Class E privilege are collected from :he sender 
in advance of transmission and include com
mercial shore station receiving charges and 
tolls involved in the landline or cable trans
mission to effect final delivery, 

In computing the charges,  the handling to 
be performed by naval communications is with
out charge, The charges collected from the 
sender are those charges involved in the handling 
and delivery by a commercial communication 
company. International word count applies, 

When the message is transmitted to a com
mercial shore radio station, the coast station 
charge and the internal telegraph charge are 
collected, When the message is transmitted 
to a naval station or activity, only the com
mercial refile charge is collected, In many 
cases, the correct charges for the handling 
and delivery by the commercial communication 
company can be obtained by use of the operating 
signal QSJ or by service message. 

Abstracting 

Ships and stations originating Class D mes
sages entitled to Class E privilege are required 
to submit monthly reports under report symbol 
NAVCOMPT 2101-1 covering all such messages 
originated. For this report, NA VCOMPT Form 
2067 is used, 

Reports of Class D messages entitled to 
Class E privilege are comprised of the fol
lowing forms : 

1, The abstract, NA VCOMPT Form 2067,  
2,  One copy of each message, showing com

plete transmission data. A related rate request 
(QSJ or service message) must be attached 
to the m-essage, 

3, The statement of account, NAVCOMPT 
Form 2065,  in duplicate, 

4. The remittance, made payable to Navy 
Regional Finance Center, Washington, DC, 

An additional monthly report is required of 
shore stations effecting commercial refile of 
Class D messages entitled to Clas s E privilege. 
For this report, NA VCOMPT Form 2132 is the 
proper form, If the shore station also handled 
" regular" Class D traffic during the month, 
the two reports can be combined, 

Commercial traffic clerks must exercise 
extreme caution to ensure that this category 
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of message is not reported with the regular 
Class E message (to be discussed later) and 
that the check or money order (remittance) 
is not made payable to the Western Union Tele
graph Company. As we shall see later in this 
chapter, the check made out to Western Union 
is for Class E messages only. 

PRESS MESSAGES 

In peacetime, the Navy frequently grants 
permission for duly accredited news reporters 
to go to sea in Navy ships for the purpose of 
reporting naval operations and activities, In 
such cases reporters usually are authorized 
to file press messages on board. The same 
privilege may be extended at isolated overseas 
bases where commercial communication facili
ties are not available. 

When correspondents are embarked , equitable 
treatment should be extended to all. The command 
should ensure that the press messages do not 
overload the facilities available, Consideration 
must be given to official traffic, Normally , press 
messages take precedence immediately after 
operational traffic. As a category, press mes
sages should be handled on a "first-come, 
first-served" basis. 

PRESSE and 
DPR Indicators 

Particular care should be exercised by ships 
and stations when they use the indicators PRESSE 
and DPR. The paid service indicator "PRESSE " 
is used on all press messages either trans
mitted to or refiled with an international com
munication carrier by naval communications. 
The domestic service indicator DPR (day press 
rate) , followed by the word " COLL E CT" or 
" PAID" as appropriate, should be used on press 
messages transmitted directly to or from a 
continental United States naval station or activity 
and handled commercially by the Western Union 
Telegraph Company only. The indicators PRESSE 
and DPR cannot be used together in the same 
message. 

Charges for 
Press Messages 

It is preferable that correspondents not pay 
for press messages when filed, but payment may 
be accepted if a United States correspondent 
desires to do so, In the case of payment, the 
principle of "tolls follow the traffic" is applied 
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and the full charges are collected from the 
sender. The commercial charges could be ascer
tained by QSJ or service message. When the 
correspondent elects not to pay for the press 
message, settlement should be effected by the 
Navy Regional Finance Center ,  Washington, DC,  
based on the abstracts subm:i.tted by the originating 
or refiling station. In international communi
cations , press messages cannot be sent collect. 
However,  the correspondent should have the 
charges billed to the newspaper or news associa
tion to which he is accredited, A United States 
correspondent may pay the charges involved in 
advance of the transmission. 

Press messages transmitted by naval ships 
and naval stations overseas to a continental United 
States naval station or activity for commercial 
refile by the Western Union Telegraph Company 
to a point in the United States may be trans
mitted "DPR PAID" or " DPR COLLECT," 
depending on the correspondent's wishes. This 
would mean the correspondent can pay the charges 
in advance or have the charges billed to his 
newspaper or news association. When the charges 
are to be billed to his newspaper or news 
association, the amount of the bill prepared 
by the Navy Regional Finance Center covers Navy 
handling only; the commercial carriers involved 
are responsible for the collection of theirportion 
of the tolls. On the other hand, if the charges 
are paid in advance ,  the tolls involved in the total 
transmission are collected from the sender, Sub
sequently, the Navy Regional Finance Center ,  
Washington, DC will effect settlement with the 
Western Union Telegraph Company. 

The international system of word count is 
used on all press messages handled by naval 
communications. The paid service indicator 
PRESSE , when applicable, is written as the 
first word of the address and charged for as 
one word. The indicator DPR, when applicable, 
is written in two places: first, in the preamble 
following the CK, and second, in the address 
as the first word of the address. DPR is not 
counted or charged for in the preamNe, but is 
counted and charged for as one word in the 
address. 

There is a standard rate for press messages 
handled by naval comm:1nications. As this rate 
changes from time to time, it is best to consult 
NTP 9 for the appropriate charges. 

Abstracting Press Messages 

Ships and stations handling press messages 
are required to submit monthly reports, Press 
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messages are reported on NAVCOMPT Form 
2132. 

The SRS serial numbers assigned to press 
m1:Jssages use the suffix letter P after the 
number;  for example, SRS 116P, Remember 
that SRS num'Jers are used for message identifi
cation in abstracting and accounting only. They 
are never transmitted, 

Press message abstracts , accompanied by 
message copies and remittances ,  are forwarded 
to the Navy Regional Finance Center ,  Washington. 
Remittances are by Treasury check or money 
order, made payable to the Navy Regional Finance 
Center,  Washington,  DC 20371, Reports from 
ships are due in the mail by the 5th of the month 
after handling; from shore stations , by the lOth. 

Examples 

The following is an example of an inter
national commercial form press message for 
transmi ssion to any commercial shore station. 
It must be noted that international commercial 
form press messages are never sent with a 
COLL E CT indicator, 

RTTUZYUW R UL YMNOOOOl 3001200-UUUU-
RULYSUU, 

ZNR UUUUU 
R 271200 Z OCT 77 
FM USS JOHN PAUL JONES 
TO NAVCOMMSTA HONOLULU HI 
BT 
UNCLAS I IN02373I I 
INTL USS JOHN PAUL JONES NRliCK95 16 

1430 BT 
PAGE 1150 BT 
PRESSE BT 
TOKYO DAILY NEWS TOKYO ,JAPAN BT 
(FIRST 46 WORDS OF PRESS TEXT , AND 4 

WORDS OF SERVICE INDICATOR AND AD
DRESS) BT 

NRl USS JOHN PAUL JONES 1430 PRESS PAGE 
2145 BT 

(REMAINING 44 WORDS OF TEXT PLUS ONE 
WORD OF SIGNATURE) BT TARAWA 

BT 
# 0001 
NNNN 

The following is an example of a domestic 
form press message with naval heading for trans
mi ssion to any Navy shore station in the continen
tal United States for delivery by the Western Union 
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Telegraph Company to an address in the conti
nental U.S. 

RTTUZYUW RULYMN0000 1 300 1201- UUUU -
R ULYSUU. 

ZNR UUUUU 
R 27120 1 Z  OCT 77 
FM USS JOHN PAUL JONES 
TO NAVCOMMSTA NORFOLK VA 
BT 
UNCLAS 
CK 95 DPR COLLECT USS JOHN PAUL JONES 

27 OCT 77 
115PME VIA WESTERN UNION BT 
DPR COLL E C T  
NEW YORK TIMES 
220 SOUTH STRE ET NEW YORK BT 
(PRESS MESSAGE TEXT DIVIDED INTO TRANS

MISSION SE CTIONS IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
APPROPRIATE INSTR UCTIONS FOR LONG 
M ESSAGES OF OVER 90 LINES OF TYPE
WRITTEN TEXT) BT TARAWA 

BT 
cH 0001 
NNNN 

RADIOPHOTOS 

Radiophoto transmission is between Navy 
facsimile units only. E xceptions to this rule 
must be authorized by COMNAVTELCOM. 

In addition to official Navy pictures and 
graphic material , including those for general 
distribution to news associations, Navy radio
photo services may be authorized for trans
mission of commercial pictures. Commercial 
pictures are of two classes: (1) those for general 
distribution to newspapers and news associations , 
and (2) exclusive commercial pictures filed 
by correspondents and addressed specifically 
to newspapers or news associations to which 
they are accredited. 

Exclusive commercial pictures are the only 
ones for which the Navy charges for handling. 
Thus, they are the only ones requiring abstracting 
and accounting. 

Exclusive commercial pictures are abstracted 
in the same manner as press messages. They 
also are reported on the same N A VCOMPT 
form. Abstracts forwarded to NAVREGFINCEN, 
Washington should be mailed by the 5th of the 
month from ships, by the lOth from shore 
stations, and must be accompanied by a copy 
of each exclusive commercial picture trans
mitted and received. 
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For exclusive commercial pictures ,  SRS num
bers are followed by the letter R; for example, 
SRS 24R. 

Normally, charges for exclusive commercial 
picture transmi ssions are not collected at the 
time of transmi ssion. Accounting necessary for 
settlement of Navy charges due is performed 
by NAVREGFINCEN, Washington. If the sender 
desires, however,  charges may be collected 
in advance of transmission. In such an instance, 
the rem:ttance and statement of account are 
included in the report. The flat rate charge for 
a 7- by 9-inch glossy picture is $30.00.  

CLASS E MESSAGES 

Class E messages are personal messages. 
Part of a Radioman' s job is to restrict the 
routing of such messages to keep them personal. 
All communications personnel should be in
structed that under no circumstances are they 
allowed to devulge the contents of Class E 
messages to any unauthorized personnel. 

Privileges of Class E messages are re
stricted to the Naval Establishment. There is 
not a comparable service available to the Armed 
Forces as a whole. The Class E privilege exists 
primarily as a morale factor to afford naval 
personnel at sea or at overseas duty stations 
a means of rapid communications for personal 
matters. All overseas naval stations and activi
ties and all naval ships are authorized to handle 
Class E messages. Continental United States 
stations are extended Class E privileges where 
com::nercial communications are unavailable. In 
time of war or emergency, the Class E privilege 
may be suspended at the discretion of COM
NAVTELCOM. 

Non-naval personnel aboard naval ships or 
isolated overseas areas served by naval com
munications may be extended Class E privilege 
by the commanding officer when commercial com
munications facilities are unavailable or in
adequate. The personnel afforded the Class E 
privilege should be in one of the following cate
gories: 

1. u.s. military personnel of other services. 
2. Members of Congress or other important 

U.S. Government, state , and municipal officials 
and their dependents. 

3. Dependents of u.s. military personnel. 
4. Retired U.S. military personnel and their 

dependents. 
5. Civil Service employees of the u.s. 

Government. 
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6. U.S. Navy technicians. 
7. u.s. media representatives while em

barked in U. s. Navy ships. 

Refile of 
Class E Messages 

NA VCOMiviST A Stockton, California and NA V
COM:viU Washington, DC are the authorized 
Navy refile points for Class E messages from 
<:�.nd addressed to authorized personnel on board 
ships and overseas duty stations. There is no 
charge for processing these messages via the 
naval comm;Jnications circuits. Therefore, the 
only charge incurred by the sender is that 
amount charged by the commercial carrier for 
the delivery from the Navy refile point to the 
addres see. When transmitted over U.S. Navy 
circuits ,  Clas s E messages should not be given 
a precedence higher than RO UTINE , except in 
the most unusual circumstances as determined by 
the commanding officer. Class E messages con
cerning death or serious illness should be refiled 
and delivered prom:;>tly, ensuring that messages 
in this category are not unduly delayed. 

Non-Toll Clas s E 
Messages 

There are several instances where a Class E 
message that does not involve tolls may be trans
mitted. In general, these are personal mes
sages handled between ships ,  and from ship to 
shore, shore to ship , and shore to shore, when 
both the originator and addressee are outside 
the continental United States and in the same 
ocean area. Ocean area, as used here, should 
be interpreted as follows: naval ships ,  stations, 
and activities in the Atlantic ,  Mediterranean, 
Caribbean, and Middle E ast areas are con
sidered to be in the same ocean area. Ships ,  
stations, and activities i n  the Pacific,  Far East, 
and Alaskan areas are considered to be in the 
same ocean area. 

A toll free Class E message can be sent 
from a ship or overseas station to a continental 
u.s. addressee as long as the ship or over
seas activity is in direct (point-to-point) com
munications with the shore station, and the 
final delivery can be made without the use of 
commercial communications. As long as a com
mercial company is not involved in the delivery, 
there is no charge for the Navy circuit routing. 

The following is  an example of a non-toll 
Class E message from a naval ship to a naval 
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ac:tivity. This example could also apply to non
toll Class E messages from ship to ship , station 
to ship , or station to station: 

RTTUZYUW R ULYM1B0001 3001230-UU UU -
R ULYSUU. 

ZNR UUUUU 
R 27 1230 Z OCT 77 
FM USS A:viERICA 
TO NAVSTA GUANTANAMO BAY CUBA 
BT 
UNCLAS I INOOOOOI I 
MSG RMC LARRY HOLLINGSWORTH 
RE CEIVED PICT URES FROM LAST TRIP. 

LYNDA AND CHILDRE N  APPRECIATE THE 
HELP. SEE YOU SOON. 

HARLEY 
BT 
-If 0001 
NNNN 

It is also possible to send a collect Class E 
message to the Navy Federal Credit Union, 
Washington, DC and the Navy Federal Credit 
Union, San Diego. The command sending the 
collect Class E message must be a ship or naval 
activity overseas , as outlined above. NTP 9 
provides examples of collect Class E messages. 

Personnel on board ships and overseas 
activities may also receive telegrams from a 
person outside the Naval E stablishment at no cost 
to · the m.:litary person. The originator of such 
a message usually sends a Western Union tele
gram to either NA VCOM:viU Washington, DC or 
NAVCOMMSTA Stockton, CA (depending on the 
location of the addressee) for refile with the 
correct telegraphic address of the military 
person. The correct telegraphic address should 
be comprised of the individual' s  name and rank 
or rating, ship or station, in care of the appro
priate communication station or communication 
unit mentioned above. When the message arrives 
at the refile station, the sender has already paid 
Western Union for the transmission from the 
point of origin to the refile station. The refile 
station then routes the message to the fleet 
broadcast or overseas circuit, for which there 
is no charge. No accounting or abstracting is 
necessary by the commercial traffic clerk be
cause the Navy has handled no money. 

Toll Class E Messages 

A toll Class E message is one handled 
partially by a commercial carrier. This type 
of message is subject to toll because the refile 
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station must transfer the message to Western 
Union for delivery to the addressee. The two 
naval communications activities authorized to 
receive and refile Class E messages com
mercially with Western Union are NAVCOMMU 
Washington, DC and NA VCOMMST A Stockton, CA. 
If the originator is in the Pacific Oeean, Far East, 
or Alaska area,  Class E messages should be 
addressed to " NAVCOMMSTA CLASS E REFILE 
STOCKTON CA" for relay to We stern Union. If 
the originator is in the Atlantic ,  Mediten:anean, 
Middle E ast, or Caribbean area, the Class E 
messages should be sent to " NAVCOM MU CLASS 
E REFILE WASHINGTON DC." 

Class E messages may be sent as  "telegrams" 
or " overnight telegrams. "  Telegrams are full 
rate messages and are accepted for immediate 
transmission with a minimum charge rate of 15  
words. Overnight telegrams are usually accepted 
anytime during the day but are held for trans
mission until message traffic conditions are slow 
enough so that they may be transmitted. Usually, 
they will be sent by the following morning. 
Overnight telegrams carry the service indicator 
" NL' '  for distinction as a message to be handled 
at the end of the working day. Full rate telegrams 
carry no service indicator. 

The following is an example of a Class E 
message from a ship to a Navy Class E refile 
point for Western Union delivery: 

RTTUZYUW R UL YM1B0002 3001300-UUUU -
RULYSUU. 

ZNR UUUUU 
R 271300 Z OCT 77 
FM USS AMERICA 
TO NAVCOMMU CLASS E REFILE WASHINGTON 

DC 
BT 
UNCLAS I INOOOOOI I 
MSG CK14 NL COMLE 
JACK KENT 
144 OAK STREET 
WISCONSIN RAPIDS, WI 54494 
DAD. NEED TWO H UNDRED DOLLAR LOAN 

FOR CHRISTMAS EXPENSES. PLEASE SEND 
SOON. 

JOHN KENT USS AMERICA 
BT 
# 0002 

The indicator MSG is always transmitted as the 
first group after the classification line to indicate 
that this is a Class E message intra Navy or 
refiled with Western Union. The commercial 
check (CK) followed by the chargeable word 
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count is transmitted after the indicator MSG. 
Only the text and any additional material added 
to the signature are counted as chargeable words 
in commercially refiled Class E messages. In 
the example above , the service indicator "NL" 
designates it as an overnight telegram. The com
mercial designator " COMLE" is transmitted 
on all Class E messages to be refiled with the 
Western Union Telegraph Company. The text 
follows with the name of the ship or activity 
of origin as the last words. The name of the 
ship or activity at the end is chargeable, but 
the signature is not, as long as no additions 
are made to the signature. A service number 
added to the signature, for example , would in
crease the number of chargeable words. 

Class E Rates 

Rates for Class E messages filed with one 
of the authorized Navy transfer points are nor
mally set up on a ' 'flat rate" schedule as 
determined by agreement between Western Union 
and COMNA VTELCOM. The rate tables are 
provided in NTP 9 and are subject to change 
as promulgated by COMNAVTELCOM. The mini
mum charge for an overnight telegram is for 
100 words of text, and the words in excess 
of that minimum are charged for on a ' 'per 
word" basis. The minimum charge for a full 
rate telegram is for 15  words or less,  with 
extra charges for additional words. 

Personnel aboard ships and overseas stations 
should be kept aware of the availability of 
Class E message service and the current rates 
applicable. Personnel should also be encouraged 
to send the information concerning their tele
graphic address to their families. This may ease 
the burden in contacting them, if the need should 
arise. 

Abstracting 
Class E Messages 

All naval ships , stations , and activities ori
ginating Class E messages involving tolls should 
submit monthly reports under report symbol 
NAVCOMPT 210 1-1 listing all toll messages 
handled. All reports should be mailed to the Navy 
Regional Finance Center,  Washington, DC 20371, 
Reports from ships should be mailed by the 5th 
of each month following handling, and naval 
stations and activities should mail the reports 
by the lOth of each month. 
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The Class E message report should comprise 
the following: 

1, The Class E message abstract form 
(NAVCOMPT Form 2067) , 

2, One copy of each Class E message handled , 
showing complete transmission data. 

3, The remittance. 

The remittance should be in the form of an 
exchange-for-cash U.S; Treasury check, U.S. 
postal money order,  or an American Express 
money order made payable to "The Western 
Union . Telegraph Company, Washington, DC 
20005." The check or money order should ac
company the report sent to the Navy Regional 
Finance Center, 

Caution must be exercised here by commercial 
traffic clerks to ensure the check is made payable 
to Western Union for Class E messages , even 
though the report (and the check) is mailed 
to the Navy Regional Finance Center, Washington, 
DC. 

COASTAL HARBOR 
RADIOTELEPHONE SERVICE 

Coastal harbor radiotelephone service is a 
t w o - w a y  telephone communication service 
through a commercial land radiotelephone station 
between a naval vessel and any telephone on 
land. This service is provided to meet the 
needs of ships operating within a few hundred 
miles of the shore and is known commercially 
as the coastal harbor service. Except for USNS 
contract operated vessels , naval vessels using 
this service are limited to calls originating on 
the ship, Calls normally are made collect in 
order to keep shipboard abstracting to a minimum. 
Incoming calls to the ship (except those necessary 
to complete shore-ship connections that involve 
some delay) are not accepted, 

The coastal harbor radiotelephone service is  
authorized for passing official messages when 
appropriate, Any official message passed via 
this circuit requires release by an authorized 
releasing officer, 

All u.s. Navy ships are authorized to use 
this service in peacetime unless otherwise di
rected by appropriate authority, 

ARRANGEMENTS WITH 
TELE PHONE COMPANY 
FOR INITIATION OF SERVICE 

No prior arrangements are necessary to use 
this service for collect calls,  toll credit card 
calls,  or for calls "billed to third numl)er," 
(i.e, , other than the calling or called party.) 
If the service is to be used for calls paid aboard 
ship (as may be the case of USNS contract 
vessels) , the ship or aircraft squadron com
mander must establish an account with the tele
phone company representative nearest the home 
teleport assigned to the unit, The form letter 
(as shown in fig. 17 -4) , when filled out, contains 
all the necessary data to establish a coastal 
harbor service billing account, Ships desiring 
to use the Hawaiian coastal ship-to-shore service 
must first make local arrangements with the 
Commercial Manager, Hawaiian Telephone Com
pany, Honolulu , Hawaii, 

After the account is established (except those 
established in the Hawaiian area) it covers 
service through all the coastal harbor stations 
in the continental United States, 

In the event the ship is assigned to a new 
home port, a new form letter is sent to the 
telephone company representative nearest the 
new home port, A copy also is forwarded to 
the former representative handling the billing 
account; one letter to establish an account and 
one to discontinue the old account, 

Shipboard Arrangements 

Shipboard arrangements for use of telephone 
service are handled by the communication officer, 
The communication officer or a person designated 
by him serves as the shipboard technical operator. 
He is responsible for all technical details incident 
to shipboard operation of equipment. 

Rates for Service 

The charge for service depends upon the 
location of the ship as well as the land tele
phone, The coastal waters are divided into rate 
areas, which are defined by latitude and longi
tude,  as shown in NTP 9, Calls normally are 
made collect. Charges (toll plus tax) on all 
calls must be collected when it i s  impractical 
to make the call collect. The marine operator 
will furnish the charges upon request. 
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( da t e )  

From : Comma nd i ng Off i c er , U S S  ______________________________________ __ 

To : 

S u bj : Coa s ta l  Harbor ( a nd/o r )  H i g h  Sea s Rad i o te l ephone Serv i c e ;  r eq u e s t  for 
e s t a b l i s hment o r  d i s c o n t i n u a n c e  of a c c o u n t  

1 .  Type a c c o u nt : Coa s ta l  Harbor 
H i g h  Seas  
Other 

2 .  Ac t i o n :  E s ta b l i s h 
D i s co n t i n u e  

3 .  T h e  fo l l owi ng da ta i s  s u bm i t t ed : 

Name o f  V e s s e l  
I n terna t i o n a l  C a l l S i g n 
As s i g n ed Home Port : 
B i l l i n g Addres s : 

uss ________________ __ 

Commu n i ca t i o n s  Off i c e r  
uss ________________ __ 

( C/ 0  F . P . O .  o r  o t h e r  a s  a pprop r i a t e )  

4 .  The a c c o u n t  wi th representa t i v e fo r Coa s ta l  Ha rbo r a nd / o r  H i g h  Seas  
Accounts  at  to be term i na ted effec t i v e 
1 9___ 

---------

5 .  T h i s  v e s s e l  wi l l / w i l l  n o t  a c c ept i nc om i ng tra ffi c a nd therefo re w i l l /wi l l  n o t  
moni tor Coa s t  S ta t i o n  Rol l C a l l s .  

Copy to : 
( Type Comma n d e r ) 

T h e  l etter wi 1 1  be s i gned by 
the Comma n d i n g Off i c e r  o r  h i s  
d u l y  a u thori zed repres e n ta t i v e 
by d i rec t i o n . )  

76.155 

Figure 17 -4. - F orm Letter for Requesting Establishment of Coastal Harbor and High Seas Radiotele
phone Service Account. 

Equipment 

Transmitters : All standard Navy MF/HF 
transmitters designed for A3 (voice) emission 
are, if properly tuned and adjusted, adaptable 
to this service. 

Receivers : All standard Navy MF/HF re
ceivers designed for A3 reception are suitable 

for this service. Accurate tuning to the correct 
frequency is essential to ensure good service. 

Push-to-talk, release-to-listen operation: 
This method is considered to be the most 
practical and satisfactory type of operation. 
However, this method offers difficulties to un
practiced users. It is anticipated that some 
instruction will be necessary. 
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Frequencies ,  station locations , and call signs 
are listed in the current edition of NTP 9.  

How to Place a Call 

If you assume that the person desiring to 
place a call has made necessary arrangements 
with the communication officer and that trans
mitting and receiving equipment have been prop
erly adjusted and tuned to the desired shore 
station frequency , the following procedure is 
observed for placing and completing a call. The 
ship's technical operator will -

1. Listen to make certain that the circuit 
is not in use. 

2. If the circuit is clear , call the marine 
operator by voice. If there is no immediate 
response, repeat the call after a short interval. 
Excessive testing, calling, and transmission of 
signals without identification are forbidden. 

Example: 

" Norfolk Marine Operator, this is the USS 
America." 

3. When the telephone company marine op
erator responds, give the name of the ship , 
coastal rate area in which the ship is located , 
and the city and land telephone number desired. 
The marine operator should be requested to pro
vide the time and charges when non-collect 
calls are made. Example: 

" This is USS America, rate area 2A, 
calling Minneapolis ,  Minnesota 336-1095 
collect. " 

4. When the telephone company marine op
erator has recorded call details and made neces
sary connections , the circuit is ready for the 
person making the call. For best results , speak 
naturally and not too loudly. Also, wait until 
the other party has finished speaking before 
starting to talk. 

5. Upon completion of the conversation, im
mediately advise the telephone company marine 
operator that the call is completed. Example: 

" This is USS America. Call completed."  

HIGH SEAS RADIO
TELEPHONE SERVICE 

Ship radiotelephone service through high seas 
radiotelephone stations provides communication 
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between a ship and a land telephone. Service is 
furnished through land radiotelephone stations 
WOO , New York, NY; KMI, Oakland, CA; WOM, 
Miami , FL;  and KQM ,  Kahuku, Oahu, HI. 

Authorization and availability of this service 
remain the same as for coastal harbor radio
telephone service. Because of the distance in
volved, however ,  the provision of service through 
these stations is subject to transmission, atmos
pheric , and other limitations. 

Ordinarily, service to ships operating near 
the coast of the United States is furnished 
through coastal harbor radiotelephone stations 
established to provide radio communications over 
relatively short distances. It is contemplated 
that, in general, ship radiotelephone service 
through high seas radiotelephone stations will 
be used by ships operating beyond the normal 
range of these coastal harbor stations. 

CONDITIONS UNDER 
WHICH SERVICE 
IS F URNISHED 

The conditions under which high seas radio
telephone service is furnished are essentially 
the same as for coastal harbor stations. An 
exception is furnishing the station with a general 
approximation of the bearing of the ship on the 
shore station in order to assist with selection of 
the antenna. 

Service Charge 

Determination of service charge depends upon 
location of both the ship and the land telephone. 
The United States is divided into land rate areas 
by groups of states;  the oceans are divided into 
ocean rate areas defined by latitude and longi
tude. Land and ocean rate areas are illustrated 
in NTP 9. 

Billing of Service Charges 

Normally, all calls are made collect. If it 
is impossible for all calls to be made collect, 
then the charges are billed against the coastal 
harbor telephone service account of the ship. 

Difference in 
Operating Procedures 

The traffic procedures to be followed by 
ships in handling calls through high seas radio
telephone stations differ but slightly from handling 
calls through a coastal harbor station. The 
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essential differences in dealing with calls are 
as follows : 

1. After the radio circuit is established 
between the ship and the shore traffic operators, 
the details of all calls on hand are passed, 
together with any reports pertaining to calls 
carried forward from a previous contact period. 

2, In dealing with a number of active calls , 
a definite order of precedence of one call over 
another should be followed. The basic order in 
the use of the circuits is that a call on Which 
both parties are immediately available is com
pleted before proceeding with new calls; other
wise, calls are dealt with in the order in which 
they are booked. 

3, To facilitate identification of a particular 
call where more than one call is active at the 
same time, the shore traffic operator assigns a 
serial number to each call. 

4. In passing to the ship operator a call, re
port, or order that necessitates mention of a time 
of day, the shore traffic operator gives the 
time in terms of the shore station in all instances. 
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F requencies 

Operating frequencies for high seas radio
telephone stations are contained in NTP 9. 
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GLOSSARY O F  TERMS 

ACP - Allied Communications Publication, 
Provides communications instructions and pro
cedures essential to conducting combined military 
operations and com 'llunications in which two or 
more Allied nations are involved. 

ATTENUATION - A reduction or loss in 
energy. Attenuation occurs naturally during wave 
travel through lines , waveguides ,  spaces , or 
a medium such as water. Attenuation may be 
produced intentionally by inserting an attenuator 
in a circuit or placing an absorbing device in 

=--------::-----,,-----+he path of the radiation. AF - Audio Frequency. A frequency which can 
be detected as a sound by the human ear. The 
range of audio frequency extends from approxi
ms.tely 20 to 20 ,000 Hz, 

AFTS - Audio Frequency Tone Shift. Keeping 
the radio carrier constant and shifting back 
and forth between two discrete audio frequency 
tones to produce the MARK/SPACE signals of 
a teletype channel. 

AMPERE - The practical unit of electrical 
current. 

AMPLITUDE - The m9.Xim-lm periodically 
varying quantity (such as an alternating voltage) 
as measured from its average or zero values. 

AMPLITUDE MODULATION - The process by 
which the amplitude of the rf carrier wave is 
varied in accordance with the electrical form 
of the message. In amplitude m::>dulation, the 
frequency of the rf carrier remains constant. 

ANTENNA - A device used to radiate or inter
cept radio waves. 

ANTENNA LOADING - The process of adding/ 
removing inductance or capacitance of an antenna 
to make its electrical length adaptable to the 
radiated or received signal. 

ASC - Automatic Switching Center. 

ATMOSPHERE - The mixture of gases ,  chiefly 
oxygen and nitrogen, that surrounds the earth. 
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AUTODIN - Automatic Digital Network. A 
world-wide automatic comm;mication system that 
provides automatic data service. It is  a general 
purpose network of the defense communications 
system. 

AUTOVON - Automatic Voice Network. An 
automatic circuit switching network that pro
vides voice interconnection between m �litary 
and other installations. Navy afloat and aircraft 
units are provided access to AUTOVON. 

A UTOSEVOCOM - Automatic Secure Voice 
Communication Network. 

BAUD - A unit of telegraph signaling speed, 
The speed in bauds is the number of code ele
ments (marks and spaces) per second. 

BIDIRECTIONAL - Response in two opposite 
directions. 

BOOK MESSAGE - A message destined for two 
or more addressees but is of such a nature that 
the drafter considers that no addressee need or 
should be informed of any other addressee . 

CALIBRATING - To determine , by measure
ment or comparison with a standard, the correct 
value of each scale reading on a meter or 
other device or to determine the settings of a 
control that correspond to particular values of 
voltage, current, frequency , or some other quan
tity, 
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CARRIER - The unmodulated radio wave pro
duced by a transmitter. 

CIC - Meaning #1 : Combat Information Center. 
Meaning #2: Content Indicator Code. The intended 
mr:laning will be readily apparent to the reader 
by the contents of the subject m'itter. 

CODRESS - Message type where the origina
tor and all addressees are included in the 
encrypted text. 

COM?ROMISE - The known or suspected ex
posure of classified information or m':l.terial 
to an unauthorized person. 

COMSE C MATERIAL - All material , including 
publications , devices,  equipment, or apparatus 
essential to the encryption, decryption, or authen
tication of telecommunications. 

CONDUCTIVITY- The ability of a material to 
conduct electric current. 

CONFIDENTIAL - A classification assigned to 
information or material. The unauthorized dis
closure of Confidential information could reason
ably be expected to cause damage to the national 
security. 

CONTROLL ED AREA - An area within which 
uncontrolled movement does not permlt access 
to classified inform'.l.tion, and is designed for 
the principal purpose of providing administrative 
control ,  safety, or a "buffer" area for lim:. ted 
or exclusion areas. 

CRITICAL FREQUENCY - The maximum fre
quency below which a radio wave will be refracted 
by an ionospheric layer at vertical incidence 
at a given time. Higher frequencies will penetrate 
the layer. Also called penetration frequency. 

C URRENT - A  m:lvement of electrons or 
charges along a conductor. 

DE CIBEL - A unit used to relate the ratio of 
two power levels. Each three decibels (dB) is 
equivalent to a 2-to-1 power ratio. 

DIFFRACTION - The apparent bending of a 
wave around the edges of an object. It is caused 
by interference between wave components scat
tered by the boundaries of the object. 
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DIRECT WAVE - A radio wave that is propa
gated in a straight line from the transmitter to 
the receiver. 

DISTORTION - An undesired change in wave
forms. 

DUCTING- A phenomenon in which radio 
waves are trapped in a layer or duct of warm 
air. The duct acts as a wave guide and m'ly cause 
the wave to be received over abnormally long 
distances. 

EHF - Extremely High Frequency (30-300 
G Hz) 

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY - Energy as
sociated with radio waves ,  heat waves ,  and other 
types of electromagnetic radiation. 

EM CON- E lectromagnetic Em lssion Control. 
Effective management of emissions to obtain the 
maxim,lm tactical advantage. 

ENCRYPTION - The process of converting 
intelligible information to an unintelligible form 
for transmission. 

EXCLUSION AREA - An area containing clas
sified information of a nature that access to the 
space would constitute access to the information 
contained in the space. 

EXEMPT - An elem .. �nt of a collective call 
sign who is not an intended addressee of the 
m'3ssage. Designated by the prosign XMT. 

FACSIMILE (FAX) - A  system of communi
cation in which a photograph, map , or other 
fixed graphic material is scanned and the in
formation converted into signals for transm i.ssion 
by wire or radio to a facsimile receiver at 
a remote point. 

FADING - Variations , usually gradual, in the 
field strength of a radio signal that are caused 
by changes in the transmission path or medium. 

FEEDBACK - The return of a portion of the 
output of a circuit to its input. 

FIELD STRENGTH - The strength of an elec
tric , magnetic , or electromagnetic field at a 
given point. 
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FRE(�UENCY- The number of complete 
cycles per unit of time for periodic phenomena, 
such as alternating current, sound waves,  or 
vibrating systems. 

FREQUENCY DIVERSITY - Diversity recep
tion which involves the use of two or more 
caTrier frequencies, each having the same modu
lation, to take advantage of the fact that fading 
does not occur simultaneously on different fre
quencies. 

FREQUENCY MODULATION - Modulation in 
which the instantaneous frequency of the carrier 
is caused to change by an amount proportional 
to the instantaneous amplitude of the modulating 
wave. 

FREQUENCY OF O:?TIM UM TRAFFIC 
(FOT) - The frequency which is capable of pro
viding the communications between two specific 
points for a given hour,  depending upon the con
dition of the ionosphere. 

FSK - Frequency Shift Keying. A variation of 
frequency modulation. The rf carrier frequency 
is shifted above and below the carrier frequency 
of the transmitter corresponding to the marks 
and spaces of a teletype signal. 

FREQUENCY SPECTRUM - The entire range 
of frequencies from sound waves up through the 
various degrees of light waves. 

GIGAHERTZ - Kilomegahertz. Giga is a prefix 
representing 10 9 •  

GROUNDWAVE - Refers to those types of 
radio transmissions that do not make use of 
refractions from the ionosphere. Direct waves , 
ground-reflected waves , surface waves,  and trop
ospheric waves are all components of the ground 
wave. 

GROUND REFLE CTED WAVE - The com
ponent of the ground wave that reaches the re
ceiving antenna after being reflected from the 
ground or the sea. 

HERT Z - Term used to indicate cycles per 
second. Example: Hz, KHz, M Hz,  etc. 

HI COM - Navy High Command world-wide 
voice network. 
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ICSB - Interim Command Switchboard. A sys
tem providing an interface between voice radio 
circuits and shore telephone systemi3. 

INCIDE NT WAVE - A  wave that impinges on 
a discontinuity or on a medium having unlike 
propagation characteristics. Also, a current or 
voltage wave that is traveling through a trans
mission line in a direction from 3ource to 
load. 

INFRARED - Electromagnetic radiation that 
lies in the frequency range just below that of 
visible red light. 

IONOSPHERE - The outer region of the 
earth's atmosphere where ions and electrons 
are present in quantities sufficient to affect 
the propagation of radio waves. It begins about 
30 miles up and extends to about 250 m:Ues. 

ISB - Independent Side Band. Independent side
band is radiation of a reduced rf carrier on 
which one intelligence is used to modulate the 
upperside and another intelligence is used to 
modulate the lowerside. 

ISOTROPIC ANTENNA - A  hypothetical an
tenna that radiates or receives signals equally 
well in all directions. 

JANAP - Joint Army-Navy-Air Force Publi
cation. 

kHz - Kilo Hertz (1000 Hertz) . 

LDMX - Local Digital Message Exchange. 

LIMITED ARE A - An area containing classi
fied information in which uncontrolled m:JVement 
would permit access to such classified in
formation. 

LOBE - The ' 'tear drop" shape radiation 
pattern of a directional antenna. The direction 
of maximum radiation coincides with the axis 
of the m<:tjor lobe. All other lobes in the pattern 
are called minor lobes. 

LOWEST USABLE FREQUENCY (L UF) - The 
lowest high frequency which is dependent upon 
equipment characteristics that is effective at 
a specified time for ionospheric propagation 
of radio waves between two specified points. 
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LSB - Lower sideband. The band of fre
quencies in an amplitude modulated rf wave 
which extends from the rf carrier frequency to 
3 kHz below the rf carrier frequency. 

MAXIMUM USABLE FREQUENCY (M UF) 
The highest operating frequency that is re
flected from the ionosphere for a point-to-point 
path for 50% of the days in a given month. 

MICROWAVE - Wavelengths in the micro
wave spectrum from about 30 em to 0.3 em. 

MINIMIZE - The condition necessary to re
duce voice and record traffic so that essential 
traffic may be efficiently handled. 

MHz- Mega Hertz. (1 ,000 ,000 Hertz) 

MPDS - Message Processing and Distribution 
System. 

NAVCAMS - Naval Com m;mications Area 
Master Station, control coordination of all naval 
communications within a NA VCOM\1AREA. 

NAVCOMVISTA - Naval Communications Sta
tion. An activity which operates and maintains 
those facilities ,  systems , equipments , and 
devices necessary to provide requisite fleet 
support and fixed communications services for 
a specific area. 

NA VCOMMU - Naval Com�unications Unit. 
An activity smaller in personnel, resources , 
and facilities than a NA VCOM \1ST A and which 
is assigned a more limited or specialized func
tional m:tssion. 

NA VCOMPARS - Naval Communications Pro
cessing and Routing System. 

NAVRADSTA - Naval Radio Station. A NAV
RADSTA may be either transmitter or receiver 
and provides the NAVCOMVISTA/NAVCOM M U  
With transmitting and receiving facilities. 

NOISE - An undesired electric disturbance 
that tends to interfere with the normal reception 
or processing of a desired signal. 

NWPL - Naval Warfare Publications Library. 

OFF-LINE - The term used to describe the 
process of encrypting messages for transmission 
using manual procedures and having the message 
in an encrypted form when handled by the oper
ator. 

OHM - The unit of electric resistance. A cur
rent of 1 ampere will flow through a resistance 
of 1 ohm when a voltage of 1 volt is applied. 

OMNIDIRECTIONAL - Radiating or receiving 
evenly in all directions. 

ON-LINE - The term 11sed to describe the 
method of automatically encrypting a m•�ssage 
as it is transmjtted through a classified crypto 
system. 

OSCILLATOR - A circuit that generates al
ternating current at a frequency determined by 
the values of its electrical components. 

PARABOLIC ANTENNA - A  directional mi.
crowave antenna using some form of parabolic 
reflector to give improved sensitivity and di
rectivity. 

PEAK ENVELOPE POWER (PEP) - The av
erage power supplied to an antenna by a single 
sideband transmitter. 

PHASE - The position of a point on the wave
form of an alternating or other periodic quantity 
with respect to the beginning of the cycle. 

PHASE MODULATION - Modulation in which 
instantaneous phase of the carrier wave is 
caused to shift from its norm'll position by an 
amount proportional to the instantaneous am
plitude of the modulating wave. 

POWER - The rate at which electrical energy 
is supplied to or taken from a device , measured 
in watts. 

PRO FORMA MESSAGE - A message with 
strictly formatted textual elements. Information 
in these messages always appears in the same 
location, as in MOVREPS and CASREPS. 

PROPAGATION - The method by which elec
tromagnetic or sound waves travel through a 
conducting medium. 

" Q" MESSAGE - The classified portions of 
the navigational warning system of Allied nations. 

RADIO FREQUENCY (rf) - A frequency at 
which coherent electromagnetic energy is use.,.

· 

ful for comm'.mications purposes. 
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REFLE CTOR - A  system of m·:ltallic rods , 
screens, or surfaces used with an antenna to 
give it a directional effect. 

REFRAC T - The bending of heat, light, radar, 
radio , or sound waves as they pass obliquely 
from one m•:ldium to another in which the velocity 
of propagation is different. 

RELATIONSHIP OF VOLTAGE , C URRENT, 
RESISTANCE , AND POWER - Voltage is the 
force that moves electrons , creating current 
flow. Current flow is directly proportional to 
the amount of applied voltage. Resistance is 
the opposition a circuit offers to the flow of 
current. In a circuit containing only resistance , 
power is equal to the product of the current 
and the voltage. 

RELEASING OFFICER - The commanding of
ficer or officers designated by the comm'3.nding 
officer with the authority to release outgoing 
messages for the comm'3.nd. 

RESISTANCE - The opposition that a device 
or material offers to the flow of electrical 
current. Resistance is measured in ohms. 

RESONANCE - The condition existing in a 
circuit when the frequency of an applied voltage 
or current equals the natural or resonant fre
quency of the circuit. 

RFCS - Radio Frequency Carrier Shift. See 
the definition for FSK. 

RHOMBIC ANTENNA - A  horizontal antenna 
having the shape of a diamond or rhombus. 
Usually fed at one apex and terminated with 
a resistance or impedance at the opposite apex. 

SE CRET - A classification referring to 
national security information. The unauthorized 
disclosure of Secret material could reasonably 
be expected to cause serious damage to the 
national security. 

SELE CTIVITY - A merit figure that expresses 
the ability of a circuit or device to respond 
to an input quantity. 

SENSITIVITY - The minimum input signal re
quired in a radio receiver to produce a specified 
output signal having a specified signal-to-noise 
ratio. 

SHF - Super High Frequency (3-30 GHz) . 
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SKIP DISTANCE - The shortest distance from 
the transmitter at which a given sky wave will 
be returned to the earth after reflection from 
the ionosphere. 

SKIP ZONE - An area beyond the ground
wave reception region, within which no radio 
signals are received. Beyond the skip zone, 
sky-wave signals may be received. 

SKY WAVE - A  radio wave that travels up
ward and away from the earth. It may be re
turned to the earth by refraction from the 
ionosphere. 

SPACE DIVERSITY - Radio reception in
volving the use of two or more antennas located 
several wavelengths apart. These antennas feed 
individual receivers whose outputs are com
bined, 

SPACE WAVE - The component of a radio 
wave that travels through space from the trans
mitting antenna to the receiving antenna. One part 
of the space wave travels directly to the re
ceiving antenna while the other part is reflected 
off the earth. 

STANDING WAVES - A stationary wave which 
builds up on a transmission line when some of 
the energy being fed by the source is reflected 
back from the load. The incident and reflected 
energy reinforce at fixed points and build up 
a standing wave. 

STRATOSPHERE - A layer of the earth's 
atmosphere above the troposphere extending 
from about 7 miles to about 50 miles above 
the earth. The temperature is essentially con
stant in the stratosphere. 

SUNSPOT - A dark spot observed on the sun. 
Such observations are usually followed by mag
netic storms near the earth. These storms 
affect radio communications at the lower fre
quencies. 

SURF ACE WAVE - A wave that travels along 
the surface of the earth. The distance the sur
face wave travels from the transmitting antenna 
is governed by the power generated from the 
transmitter. 
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TOP SE CRET - A classification referring to 
national security information. The unauthorized 
disclosure of Top Secret material could reason
ably be expected to cause exceptionally grave 
damage to the national security. 

TROPOSPHERE - The portion of the earth's 
atmosphere extending upward from the surface 
of the earth up to about 6 miles in which tem
perature generally decreases with altitude, clouds 
form, and convection exists. 

TUNING - Adjusting circuits for best per
formance at a desired frequency. 

USB - Upper Side Band. The band of fre
quencies in an amplitude modulated rf wave which 
extends from the rf carrier to 3 kHz above the 
rf carrier. 

VHF - Very High F requency. (30-300 MHz) 

VLF - Very Low Frequency. (below 30 kHz) 

VOL T - The unit of voltage, potential differ
ence, and electromotive force. One volt will 
cause a current of one ampere to flow through 
a resistance of one ohm. 

VOLTAGE - The term used to designate a 
TWX - A commercial teletypewriter ex- difference in electrical pressure between two 

change. points in a circuit which is capable of pro
ducing a flow of current. 

UHF - Ultra-High Frequency. (300-3000 MHz) 

UNIDIRE CTIONAL - Flowing in only one di
rection, such as d.c. current. Radiating in only 
one direction. 
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WATT - The unit of eleG-tx-ical power. In a 
d.c. circuit, the power (in watts) is equal to 
the voltage (in volts) multiplied by the current 
(in amperes) . 



AMP L I F I E R  (2) ' 
G E N E RA L  

W I T H  T W O  I N PU T S  

W I T H  T W O  O U T P U T S  

WI TH A DJ U ST A B L E  G A I N  

WI T H  ASSOC I A T E D  P O W E R  
SU P P LY 

WI TH ASSOCI A T [ D  A T T EN U A
TO R  

WI TH E X T E R N A L  F E E D B A C K  
P A T H  

A M P L I FI E R  L E T T E R  COM B I NA 
T I ONS  ( a m p l i fi er·u s e  i dent i fi ca
t ion i n  s y m b o l  i f  r e q u i red) 

BDG B R I DG I N G  
BS T BOOS T E R  
C M P  COM P R E S SION 
DC Dl R ECT CU R R ENT 
E XP E X P A N SI O N  
L I M  L I M I T I N G  
MO N M O N I T O R I N G  
P G M  P R O G R A M  
P R E  P R E L I M I N A R Y  
PWR P O W E R  
T RQ T O R QU E  

A P P E N D I X  1 1 .  
ELECTRONICS SYM BO LS 

A N T E N N A  (3) 

G E N E RA L  

D l  P O L E 

l l  
L O O P  

COUN T E R PO I SE 

A R R EST E R, L I G H T N I N G  (4) 

G E N E R A L  

-- -

C A R BON B L O C K  

-i]Q-
E L  E C T R O L  Y T l  C O R  A LU M I N U M  
C E L L  

�>>-
H O R N  G A P  

P RO T E C T !  V E  G A P  

SPH E R E  G A P  

VA L V E  O R  F I L M E L EM E N T  

-ill-
M U L  T I G A r  

--o o o-
A T T E N U A T O R, F I X E D  

( s e e  P A D I  ( 5 7 )  
l so m e  sy m b o l  as var i ab l e  
ottenuotor,  wi thout -..o r i 
o b i  l i  t y )  

A T T E NUATOR,  VA R I A B L E  (5) 

B A L A N C E D  

U N B A L A N C E D  

A U D I B L E  S I G N A L I N G  
D E V I C E  (6) 

B E L L, E L E C T RI CA L ;  R I N G E R,. 
T E L E P H O N E  

BU Z Z E R  

H O RN ,  E L E C T RI CA L ;  L O U D 
S P EAK E R ,  SI R E N ;  U N D E R 
WA T E R  SOU N D  H Y D RO PHON E, 
P ROJ E CT O R  OR T RANSDU C E R  

H O R N ,  L E T T E R  COM B I N A T I O N S  
( i f  r e q u i red) 

' H N  
' H W  
' L S  
' SN 
t EM 

t EMN 

t M G  
t PM 

H O R N ,  E L E CT R I C A L  
H O WL E R  
L O U D S P E A K E R  
SI R EN 
E L E C T ROM AGN E T I C  
WI T H  M O V I N G  C O I L  
E L ECT ROMAGN E T I C  
W I T H  M O V I N G  C O I L  
A N D  N e U T R A L I Z I N G  
WI N D I N G  
M A GN E T I C  A RM A T U R E  
P E RM A N E N T  M A G N ET 
WI T H  M O V I N G  COIL 

r t de n t i f i c o t t o:n rep l o c t> s  r ' l  
a st e r i s k  a n d  ( t ' dagger\  

SOU N D E R ,  T E L E G R A P H  

B A T T ERY ( 7 1  
G E N E R A L I Z E D D I R E C T C U R 
R E N T  SOU R C E ,  ON E C E L L  

�� 
' NUMB E R  I N  P A R E N T H E S E S  I N D I CA T E S  L O C A T IO N  O F  SYMBOL IN M I L - S T D  P U B L I C A T I O N  
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M U L  TIC ELL 

CAPACITOR (8)  

G EN E RA L  

P O L A R I Z E D_l:t 
'I' 

A DJ U ST A B L E  OR VA R I A B L E  

CON T I N O U S LY A DJ U S T A B L E  
O R  V A R I A B L E  DI F F E R EN T I A L  

P H A S E-SHI F T E R  

.1 

-i� rT 
S P L I T - S T A T O R  

--1�� 
r E ED-TH R O U GH 

Q..._g 
"(' 

C E L L ,  P H O T O S E N SI T I V E  
( S em i conductor)  (9)  

A SYMM E T RI CAL P H O T O C O N .  
D U C T I V E  T RANSDU C E R  

\\ 8 
SYMM E T R I C A L  P H OT OCON
DUCTI V E  T R AN S DU C E R  
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P H O T O VO L  T Al C  T RAN SDU C E R ;  
SOLA R C E L L  

C I R C U I T  B R EA K E R  ( 1 1 )  

G EN E R A L  

W I T H  MAGN E T I C  O V E R LO A D  

D R A W O U T  TY P E  

C I R C U I T  E L E M E NT ( 1 2) 

G E N E R A L  

CI R CU I T  E L E M ENT L E TT E R  
COM B I N A TI O N S  (,ep loces (* ) 
osteri sk) 

E G  
F A X  
F L  
F L - B E  

F L - B P  
F L - H P  
F L - L P  
P S  
R G  
RU 
D I A L  
T EL 
T P R  
T T Y  

EQU A L I Z E R  
F A CSIMI L E  S E T  
F I L T E R  
F I L T E R ,  B A N D  
E L I M I N A T I ON 
F I LT E R, B A N D  P A S S  
F I LT E R ,  HIGH P A S S  
F I L T E R ,  L O W  PASS 
P O W E R  SU P P L Y  
R E C O R D I N G  U N I T  
R E P R O DU CI N G  U N I T  
T E L E P HON E D I AL 
T E L E PH O N E  S T A T I ON 
T E L E P R I N T E R  
T E L E T Y P E W R I T E R  

A D D I T I O N A L  L ET T E R  COM B I N A
T I O N S  (symbo l s preferred) 

AR A M P L I FI E R  
A T  A T T E N U A T O R  
C C A P A C I T O R  
C B  C I R C U I T  B R E A K E R 
HS H A N D S E T  
I I N D I C A T I N G  O R  SWI T C H  

B O A R D  L AM P  
L I N D U CTO R 
J J A CK 
L S  L O U D S P E A K E R · 
M I C  M I C R O PH O N E  
OSC OSCI L L A T O R  
P A D  P A D  
P P L U G 
H T  R E C E I V E R, H EA D S E T  
K R E L A Y  
R R ESI S T O R  
S SWI T CH OR K E Y SWI TCH 
T T RA N S F O R M E R  
W R  W A LL R E C E P T A C L E  

C L U T CH; B RA K E  ( 1 4) 

D I S E N G A G E D  WH E N  O P E RA T I N G  
M E A N S  I S  D E - E N E R G I Z E D  

- - j } - - O R  _ _  'TL:' _ _  

ENGA G E D  WH E N  O P E R A T I N G  
M EANS I S  D E - E N E R GI Z E D  

- - t} - - O R  -_r::t-t:o _ -

C O I L ,  R E PLAY ond 
O P E R A T I N G  ( 1 6) 

-iJ-- o R  Q= 

W A V E GU I D E  F L A N G E  

P L A I N ,  R E CT A N G U L A R  

CH O K E ,  R EC T A N GU L A R  

ENGA G E D  4 - CO N DU CT O R ;  T H E  
P LU G  H A S  1 M A L E  A N D  3 F E ·  
M A L E  C O N T A C T S ,  I N D I V I DU A L  
CONT ACT D E S  I G N A T  I O N S  SHOWN 

�,�if�:T�'""' - 3Jl§ '" §1fE-
CON N E C T O R  ( 1 8 )  

ASSEM B L Y ,  MOV A B L E  O R  STA-
T IO N A R Y  P O R T ION ; J A C K ,  P L U G, 
OR R E C E PT A C L F 

� O R --< 
J A CK OR R EC E P T A C L E  

--< O R  0 
P L U G  

---7 O R  0 
S E P A R A B L E  CON N E C T O R S  

-7>- O R  (] 
TWO-CON D U C TO R S W I T CH B O A R D  
JACK 

TWO-CON D U C T O R  SWI T C H B OA R D  
P L U G  

J AC K S  N O R M A L  L ED TH ROUGH 
ONE WAY 

J A C K S  N O RM A L L E D TH ROUGH 
BOTH WAYS 

2-CO N D U C T O R  N ON POL A R I Z E D, 
F EM A L E CON T A CTS 

2-CON D U C T O R  P O LA R I Z E D, M A L E  
CON T A C T S  

COA X I A L .  OU T S I D E  CON DU C T O R  
S H O W N  C A R R I E D  TH ROUGH 

C O A X I A L ,  C E N T E R  C O N D U CT O R  
S H O W N  C A R RI E D  T H R O U G H ;  OUT
SIDE CON D U C T O R  N O T  C A R R I E D  
TH R OU GH 

M A T E D  CH O CK F LA N G E S  IN R E C ·  
T A N GU L A R  W A V E GU I D E  

-8-< >-B-
COU N T E R, E L E C T ROMA G N E T I C; 

M E SSAGE R E G I S T E R  (26) 

G EN E RA L  

W I T H  A M A K E CONTACT 

COUPL E R ,  D I R E CT I O N A L  (27) 

(common co axial /wavegu i d e  u s a g e) 

X 
(common coo x i o l /wovegu i d e  u sage) 

E - P LAN E A P E R TU R E-COU P L I N G, 
30- D E CI B E L  T RAN SMI SSI O N  LOSS 
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X 0 30 D B  

COUPL l N G  (28) 

BY LOOP F ROM COA X I A L  TO 
CI R C U L A R  WA V E GU I D E ,  DI R E CT 
C U R R E N T  G R O U N D S  C ON N E C T E D  

C RY S T A L ,  P I E ZO
E L E C T RI C  (62) 

_ _  D ELAY L I N E_ (3!) ___ _ 

G E N E RAL 

TA P P E D  D E LA Y  

B I F I L A R  S L OW-W A V E  ST R U CTU R E  
(com m o n l y  u s ed i n  travel i ng-wove 
tubes) 

( \e n g th o f  delay i n d i ca t i o n  replaces 
( * )  o steri  sk ) 

D E T E C T O R ,  P R IMARY; 
MEASU R I N G  TRANSDU C E R  (30) (see HALL G EN E R A T O R  ond 

T H ERMAL CON V E R T E R) 

9---
DISCON T I N U I T Y  (33) 

(common coo )( i o l  /waveguide usage) 

E Q U I V A L E N T  S E  R l  E S  E L E M E N T ,  
G E N E R A L  

C A P AC I T I V E  R EA C T A N C E  

I N D U C T I V E  R E A C TA N C E  

I N DU CTAN C E -C A P A CI TAN C E  CI R 
CU I T ,  I N F I NI T E  R EA CTAN C E  A T  
R E SONA N C E  
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I N D U C T A N C E-CA P A C I T A N C E  
C I R CU I T, Z E RO R EA C T AN C E  A T  
R E S O N AN C E  

R E S I S T A N C E  

EQUI VA L EN T  SHUN T E L E M E N T ,  
G E N E RA L  

CAPACI T I V E  SUSC E P T A N C E  

CONDUCTA N C E  

I N DU C T I V E  SUSC E P TAN C E  

I N DU CT A N C E -CA P A CI T A N C E  
CI R CU I T ,  I N F I N I T E  SUSC E PT 
AN C E  A T  R ES ON A N C E  

I NDU C TA N C E - CA P A C I T A N C E  
CI R CU I T ,  Z E R O  S U SC E P T A N C E  
A T  R E SO N A N C E  

E L E CT RON T U B E  (34) 

T R I O D E  

P EN TO D E, E N V E LO P E  CON N E C T 
ED T O  B A S E  T E RMI N A L  

-·--
- - -

'· 
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T W I N  T R I O D E ,  E QU!  POT E N T I A L  
CATHO D E  

R E F L E X  K L Y ST RO N ,  I N T E G R A L  
C A V I T Y ,  A P E R T U R E  C OU P L E D  

-� �h � ww 
T Y P I C A L  W I R I N G  F I G U R E  T O  
SH OW T U B E  S Y M B O L S  P L A C E D  
I N  A N Y  C ON V EN I E N T  POSI T I ON 

I IC 
R E C TI FI E R; V O L T A G E  R E G U ·  
L A  T O R  
( s e e  LAM P ,  G L OW) 

PHOTO T U B E ,  SI N G L E  AND MUL T l ·  
P L I E R  

C A TH O D E - RA Y  TUB E, F L E C T RO
STATI C A N D  M A G N E T I C  D E ·  
F L E CT I ON 

� �  w w  
M E R CU RY - P O O L  TU B E ,  I G N I T O R  
AND CON T R O L  G R I D  ( . ee R E C T I .  
F l  E R )  

R E SO N A N T  M A G N E T R O N ,  CO
A X I A L  O U T P U T  AND P E RM A ·  
N E N T  MAGN E T  

T RM� SM I T - R E C E I V E  ( T R) 
TU B E  G A S  F I L L E D ,  T U N A BL E 
I N T EG R A L CA V I T Y ,  A P E R TU R E  
COU P L E D ,  W I T H  STA R T E R  

T RA V E L I N G-WA V E  T U B E  (typ; c a l )  

F O R WA RD-WA V E  T RA V E LI N G
WA V E-TU B E  A M P L I F I E R  SHOWN 
W I T H  F O U R  G R I D S ,  H A V I N G  
SLOW-WA V E  S T RU C TU R E  WITH 
A T T E N U A T I ON ,  M A GN E T I C  
FOCUSI N G  BY E X T E R N A L  
P E RM A N E N T  M A GN E T ,  d IN 
P U T  AND d OU T PU T  COU
P LI N G  E A CH E - P L A N E  A P E R 
T U R E  TO E X T E RN A L  R E C· 
T A N G U L A R  

F E R RI T E  D E V I C E S  ( 1 00) 

FI E L D P O L A R I Z A T I O N  R O T A T O R  

F I E LD P O L A RI Z A T I O N  A M P L f .  
T U D E  MODU L A T O R  

F U S E  (36) 

--E3-o R -1L:J)-- 0 R---'\..r-

386 

HI G H -V O L T A G E  P RI M A RY C U T 
O U T ,  D R Y  

-
� O R

-
� 

H I GH - V O L T A G E  P R I M A RY CU T ·  
O U T ,  O I L 

o R -§-
GOY E RNO R (contoct-mak i ng )  

( 3 7 )  

C O N T A C T S  SHOWN H E R E  A S  
C LO S E D 

H A L L  G E N E RA T O R  (39) 

HANDSET (40) 

G E N E RA4 
O P E RA TO R' S  S E T  WI T H  PUSH·  
T O ·T A L K  SWI T C H  

H Y B R I D  ( 4 1 )  

G EN E RA L  

JUN CT I ON 
(common c:ooxio l/wovegui de  usage) 

-t 
CI R CU L A R  

( E ,  H o r  H E  tran sverse f i e l d  i n 
di cators replac e ( � )  a ster i sk )  

R E C T ANGU L A R  W A V E GU I D E  A N D  
C O A X I A L  COU P L I N G  

I N DU C T O R  (42) 

G E N E RA L  

O R  '""GW 
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Appendix II - MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS 

MAG N E T I C  CO R E  

TA P P ED 

1T 
A D J U ST A B L E, CON T I NUOU SLY 
A DJUST A BL E  

T 
K EY,  TELEGRAPH (43) 

LAMP (44) 
B A L L A S T  L AM P ;  B A L LAST TU B E  

L A M P ,  F LUO R E SCEN T ,  2 A N D  4 
T E R M I N A L  

L AM P ,  G L O W ;  N E ON LAM P 

A-C 

-e--
D-C 

-e-
LAMP,  I N C A N D E S C E N T  

I N D I CA T I N G  LAM P ;  S WI T CH B O A R D  
L A M P  
( s e e  V I SU A L  S I GN A L I N G  D E V I C E )  

LOGI C ( see 8 0 6 8  on d Y 32 - 1 41  
( i n cl ud i n g  some du p l i cate sym bol s ;  
l eft and right-hand s y m b o l s  ore not 
m i xed) 

A N D  function 

*[J O R  · o  
O R  function 

*LJ O R  * D 
E X CL U S I V E -O R  fun ct i on 

( ( '" ) i n put s i d e  of l o g i c  s y m b o l s i n  
general)  

CON D I T I ON I N D I C A T O RS 

S T A T E  ( log i c  negat ion) 

0 
A LOG I C  N E GA TI O N  O U T PUT B E 
COM ES 1 -ST A T E  I F  AN D O N L Y  I F  
TH E I N P U T  I S  N O T  ! -S TA T E  

A N  A N D  F U N C .  WH E R E  O U T PUT 
I S  LOW I F  AND ONLY IF  A LL 
I N P U T S  A R E  H I GH 

E L E C T R I C  I N V E R T E R  

O R  0 
( e l ec .  i n vtr. output b ecomes 1 -stote 
i f  and on l y  i f  t h e  i nput is  1 - state) 
(elec. i n vt r .  output i s  more pas. i f  
and only  i f  i n pu t  i s  l es s  p o s . )  

L E V E L  {relative} 

! - S T A T E  I S  
L E SS + 

1 - ST A T E  I S  
M O R E  + 

( s y m bol i s  a r!. tri a ng l e  pointing i n  
d i r eclion o f  f low)  

AN AND •UNC.  WI TH I N PU T  
! -S T A T E S  A T  M O R E  POS.  L E V E L  
AN D OU T P U T  1 - ST A T E  A T  L E SS 
P O S .  L E V E L  

S I N G L E  SHOT 'one o u tput}  

(waveform doto  replaces i n si de 'ou t ·  
s i de I '  H 

SCHM I T T  T R I GG E R, WAV E F O RM 
A N D  TWO OU T P U T S  

F L I P- F LO P ,  L A T CH 

R EG I ST E R  

I I I I I s s s s 
RG(4) C 

10 10 1 0  1 0  

II II !I ll  
( b i nary reg i s ter denoti�g foo.;r f l i p 
f l o p s  a n d  b i t s )  

AM P L I F I E R  ( s e e  AMPL I F I E R )  

O R  C> 
C H A N N E L  P A T H ( , )  ( see P A T H ,  
T RANSM I SS I ON !  

MAGN E T I C  H E A D S  I • • •  P I C K ·  
U P  �EAD) 

OSC I L L A T O R  l.ee OSCI L L A TO R )  

O R  

R E LAY,  C O N T A C T S  l s ee CON 
T A C T ,  E L E CT R I CA L) R E LAY,  
E L E CT ROMAGN E T I C  ! s ee R E LA Y  
CO I L  R E COGN I T I O N  

SI GN A L  F L OW i •ee DI R E C T I ON D F  
F L O W) 

T I M E  D E L A Y  (see D E LA Y  LI N E '  

OR au 
T I M E  D E LAY W I T H  T Y P I CA L  D E 
L A Y  T A P S  

' 5  M S  

-D= 
� - - + 1 3v � 

--J . S jLSEC L- - -O v � 
F L I P - F LO P ,  COM P L E M E N T A R Y 

387 

F U N C T I ONS N O T  OTH E RWISE SYM
BO L I Z E D  

* 
(idenli fication re-places (•p 

LOGI C L E T T E R  COMBI N A T I O N S  

S S E T  
C C L E A R  (•eset) 
T TOGGL E (tr igger)  
( N )  NUM B E R  O F  BI T S  
BO B L O C K I N G  OSCI L L A T O R  
C F  C A T H O D E  F O L LOW E R  
E F  EMI T T E R  F O L L O W E R  
F F  F LI P- F LO P  
S S  S I N G L E SHOT 
ST SCHMI T T  T RI G G E R  

R G ( N )  R EG I S T E R  ( N  sta g e s )  
S R  SHI F T  R E GI S T E R  

MACHINE,  ROTATING (46) 
G E N E R A T O R  

MOTO R 

8 
METER,  INSTRUMENT (48) 

0 
( i d enti fi ca t i o n  rep l ac e s ( ' )  o s ter i s k )  

M E T E R L E T T E R  COM B I N A T I O N S  

A 
AH 
CMA 

CMC 

CMV 

C R O  

D B  
DBM 

OM 
D T R  

F 
G 
G O  
I 
I N T  
/LA o r  ·
u A  
M A  
NM 
OHM 
OP 

AMM E T E R  
A M P E R E-HOU R 
C O N T A C T -M A K I N G  ( o ,  
breaki ng )  AMM E T E R  
CON T A C T -M A K I N G  ( o •  
break i n g )  C L O C K  
CON T A CT-MA K I N G  ( o •  
break i n g )  V O L TM E T E R  
OSCI L LOSCO P E  O R  
CA T H O D E - R A Y  OSC I L · 
LOGRA PH 
DB ( d e c: i b e n  M E T E R  
DBM { de c i be l s  referred t a  
1 m i l l i wat t )  M E T E R  
D E M A N D  M E T E R 
D E MAND- TOT A L l  Zl NG 
RE LAY 
F R EQU E N C Y  M E T E R  
GALVANOM E T E R  
G ROUND D E T E CT O R  
I N DI C AT I N G  
I N T E G R A T I N G  

MI CROAMM E T E R  
M l  L L l  AMM E T E R  
N O I S E  M E T E R  
OHMM E T E R 
O I L  P R E S SU R E  
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M O DE T RANS D UCER (53) 

(common coaxial/waveguide usage) 

T R A N SD U C E R  F R OM R E C TANGU· 
LAR W A V E G U I D E  TO COA X I A L  
WI T H  M O D E  S U P P R E SS ION,  D l ·  
R E C T·CU R R E N T  G ROUNDS CON· 
N E C T ED 

MOTION,  M E C H A N I C A L  (54) 
R O T A TI O N  A P P LI E D  TO A R E· 
SI S T O R  

-� OR � evil � 
( identif ication rep!oces (*) asteri sk)  

N U C L E A R- RA DI A T I ON D E T ECTO R, 
GAS F I L L E D ;  I ON I Z A T I O N  CHAM· 
B E R ;  P R O P O R T I ONA L COU N T E R  
T U B E ;  
G E I G E R·M U L L E R  CO U N T E R  
T U B E  (50) ( •ee RADI A T I ON· 
S EN S I TI V I T Y  I N D I CA T O R )  

P A T H ,  T RANSMISSION (58) 

C A B L E ;  2·CONDU CTOR,  SH I E LD 
G R OU N D E D  AND S·CON DUCTOR 
SH I E L D E D  

-.+:+-
I I  

-r 
--A---++-
--tt-
----ti""-
---.:;r--

P I C K U P  H E A D  ( 6 1 )  

G E N E R A L  

- - -c=>  
W R I T I N G; R E C O RDI N G  

- - �  
R EA DI N G; P L A Y B A C K  

- - -E::::> 
E RA S I N G  

- - �  
W RI T I NG,  R EA D I N G ,  A N D  ERAS· 
l N G  

- - 1- ·> 

RADIOMAN 3 & 2 

S T E R E O  

- - -c:=>  - - -c=> 
R E C T I F I E R  (65) 

S EM I CO N DU C TOR DI O D E ;  M E TA L· 
L I C  R E CTI F I E R ;  E L EC T R O L Y T I C  
R E C T I F I E R ;  ASYM M E T RI CAL 
VARI S T O R  

M E R C U RY - POOL T U B E  POW E R  
R E CT I F I E R  

F U L L W A V E  B R I D G E-TY P E  

R E SISTOR (68) 

G E N E R A L  

0 R ---c:LJ--

TA P P E D  

H EA TI N G  

--'W'v-- 0 R --c:!:J--
SYMM E T R I C A L  VA RI STOR R E SIST
OR, VOLTA G E  SENSI T l V E  (s i l i co n  
carbi d e, etc.) 

�O R� O R � v v 

( i d enti f i cat ion  marks rep l ace ( * )  
asteri s k )  

W I T H  A DJ U S TA B L E  CON T A CT 

--r- O R  

A DJ U ST A B L E  O R  CONTI NUOUSLY 
A DJ U STA B L E  (vari a b l e) 

( i d enti fi c a t i on rep l a ces ( * }  a s ter i s k )  
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R E SONATOR,  T U N E D  
C A V I T Y  (7 1 )  

(common cooxio l /wovegui de  usage)  

R E SON A T O R  WI TH MODE SU P· 
P R E SSION COU P L E D  BY AN E· 
PLAN E A P E R TU R E  TO A G U I D E D  
T RA N S M I SSION P A T H  AN D BY A 
LOOP TO A COA X I A L  P ATH 

TUNA B L E  R E SON A T O R  W I T H  D l ·  
R ECT·CU R R EN T  GROUND CON· 
N E C T E D  TO AN E L E C T RON D E· 
V I C E  AN D ADJUST A B LY COU P L E D  
B Y  A N  E·PLAN E A P E R T U R E  TO 
A R E C TA N G U L A R  WAV EGUI D E  

R O T A RY JOINT, R F  
( C O U P L E R )  (72) 

G EN E R A L ;  WI TH R E CTAN G U L A R  
WA V E G U I D E  

(transm i s si on path recognition sym· 
hoi  rep lace s ( " )  a steri sk) 

COAX I A L  T Y P E  I N  R E CTANGU
L.A R W A Y  EGUI  D E  

� (g) t}-
C I R CU L A R  W A V E GUI D E  T Y P E  
I N  R E C TAN G U L A R  WA V E GU I D E 

SEMICONDUCTOR D E V I C E  (73) 
(Two Term i n a l ,  d io de) 

S EM I C O N D U C T O R  D I OD E; R E CT I ·  
F l  E R  

CAPACI T I V E  D I O D E  (a l so Voricop, 
V a roctor, reactance di ode, parametr ic  
diode)  

----.!- o R � 
-H- � 

B R E A K DOWN, D I O D E ,  U N I D I  RfC 
T I ON A L  (o! so backward  d io de, 
avalanche diode, voltage regu l a to r  
di ode, Zener diode, volt'lge refer· 
d iode)  

-� O R 

J 
B R E A K DOWN DI O D E ,  BI DI R E CT I O N ·  
A L A N D  BACK WARD DI O D E  (o l > o  
b i p o l ar vol tage l i m i ter) 

-..j4- OR � 
J w 

T U N N E L  D I O D E  (a l >a boki di ode) 

T EM P E R A  T U R E ·D E P EN D EN T  
DI O D E  

lloi� to OR w 
P H O T O D I O D  E (a I so sola r  c e l l )  

'' 
O R  

S EM I CO N D U C T O R  D I O D E ,  P N P N  
SWI T CH ( a l so Shock l ey d i o d e, four• 
l ayer  diode and S C R ) .  e O R  Z9 
-* O R  I 

(Multi .. Terminol, transi stor, etc.) 

P N P  T RA N S I S T O R  

N PN T R ANSI STOR 

U N  [JUNCTI ON T RA N S I S T O R ,  N 
TY P E  B A S E  
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Appendix II - MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL SYMBOLS 

U N I J U N C T I ON T R A N S I S T O R ,  p. 
T Y P E  BA S E  

F l  E L D- E F F E CT T RA N S I S T O R ,  N 
T Y P E  BA S E  

F I E LD - E F F E CT T RA N S I S T O R ,  P 
T Y P E  B A S E  

S EM I CO N DU C T O R  T R I O D E ,  P N P N 
T Y P E  SWITCH 

S EM I CO N D U C T O R  T R I O D E ,  N P N P
T Y  P E SWI TCH 

NPN T RA N SI S T O R ,  T R A N S V E R S E 
B I A S E D  B A S E  

P N I P  T R A N S I STO R ,  OHM I C  CON 
N EC T I ON T O  TH E I N T R I N S I C  
R E G I ON 

N P I N  T RA N S I S TO R ,  OHM I C  CON 
N EC T I O N  TO TH E I N T R I N S I C  
R E GION 

PNIN T R ANSI S T O R ,  OHMIC CON
N E C T I ON T O  T H E I N T R I N SI C 
R E G I ON 

N P I P  T R A N S I S T O R ,  OHMIC CON
N E C T I ON T O  THE I N T R I N SI C  
R E GI ON 

SQU I B  (75) 

E X P L O S I V E  

I GN I T E R  

S EN S I N G  L I N K ;  F U SI B L E  L I N K  
O P E RA T E D  

SWITCH (76) 

P U SH BU T T ON ,  C l  RCU I T  CLOS
ING (make) 

.1. 
a a 

P U SH B U T T O N ,  C I R CU I T  O P fN
ING (b,eak ) 

NON LOCK I N G ;  M O M E N T A RY CI R ·  
C U I  T C LOSI N G  (make) 

� O R  /.L_ 
t 

N O N L OC K I N G; MOM E N T A R Y  CI R 
CU I T  O P E N I N G  (b•eak) 

J OR C>....r 
T RA N S F E R  

J O R  /.L 4 
LOCK I N G ,  C I R CU I T  CLOSI N G  
(ma k e )  

LOCK I N G ,  CI RCU I T  O P E N I N G (b•eok) 
OR 

T R AN S F E R ,  3 - P O SI T I ON 

WAF E R  

0 
o-- O F F  

0 

( e xam p l e  sho wn : 3-po l e  3-c i r c u i t  
w i th 2 nonshort i n g  a n d  1 short ing  
moving contacts} 

SA F E T Y  I N T E R L O C K ,  C I R C U I T  
O P EN I NG A N D  C L O S I N G 

2- P O L E  Fl E L D-DI S CH A R G E  
K N I F E ,  W I TH T E RM I N A L S  A N D  
D I SCH A R G E  R ES I S T O R  

0 0 

u 
(i dent i f i cotion rep l a c e s  ( * )  osteri  sk)  

S Y N C H R O  (78) 

S Y N C H R O  L ET T E R  COMBI N A TI O N S  

C O X  CON T RO L - DI F F E R EN T I A L  
T R A N SM I T T E R  

C T  CON T R O L  T R A N S F O RM E R  
C X  CON T RO L  T RA N SM I T T E R  
T O R  T O RQ U E -D I F F E R EN T I A L  

R E C E I V E R  
T D X  T O R Q U E -D I F F E R EN T I A L  

T RA N SMI T T E R  
T R  T O R QU E R E C E I V E R  
T X  T O RQU E T RA N SMI T T E R  
R S  R E SO L V E R  
B O U T E R  WI N D I N G ROTAT A B L E 

IN B E A R I N GS 

T H E RMAL E L E M E N T  (83)  

ACTUATING D EV I C E  

____lL__ O R  --"J:j
TH E RM A L  C U T O U T ;  F L A SH E R  

T H E RM A L  R E LAY 

T H E RMOSTAT (operates on r i s i n g  
temperature), CON T A CT 

T H E RMOSTAT, M A K E C O N T A CT 

� O R � 
TH E RMOSTAT, I N T E G R A L  H EA T E R  
A N D  T RAN S F E R  CONTACTS 
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T H E R MISTOR;  T H E RMAL 
R E SI S T O R  (84) 

WITH I N T E G R A L  H EAT E R  

T H E R MOCOU P L E  (85) 

T EM P E  RATU R E-M E A SU R l  N G  

u 
CU R R EN T -M E ASU R I N G ,  I N T E ·  
G R A L  H EA T E R  C ON N E C T E D  

CU R R E N T -M EA SU R I N G, I N T E ·  
G RA L  H E A T E R  I N S U L A T E D  

T EM P E  RATU R E -M E ASU R I N G ,  
S EM I CO N D U C T O R  

CU R R EN T -M E ASU R I N G, S EM I 
CON DU CT O R  

T R A N S F O R M E R  (86) 

G E N E R A L  

I� 
O R  

n 
MAGN E T I C-CO R E  

� I I �  
O N E  W I N D I N G  W I T H  ADJUSTA B L E  
I N D UC T A N C E  

S E PA RA T E L Y  A D J U S TA B L E  I N
D U C T A N C E  

A D J U ST A B L E  M U T U A L  I N  DU C· 
TOR, CONSTAN T -CU R R E N T  
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RADIOMAN 3 & 2 

A U T O T RANS F O RM E R ,  1 -P H A S E  W I T H  DI R EC T -CU R R E N T  C O N - V I B R A T O R; I N T E R RU PT E R  (87) I N D I C A T I N G, P I LO T , SIGNA L I N G, 
ADJUS T A B L E  N E CT I O N S  A N D  M O D E  S U P  P R ES- OR SWI TCHBOARD LIGHT (see 

SION B E T W E EN TWO R E CT A N - LAM P} 
G U L A R  W A V E GU I D E S  T Y P I C A L  S H U N T  D R I V E  

=L (term i na l s  shown) D o R B O R G_) 
(common eooxi o l /waveg u i d e  u sage) t i  

iit1 g ( i denti fication replaces (*}  aster isk)  

CU R R E N T ,  W I T H  P O L A R I T Y  M A R K -
l N G  

I N DI CA T I N G  L I GH T  L E T T E R  

-A COM B I N A  T I D N S  

Jl"ll T Y P I CA L  S E P A R A T E  D R I V E  A A M B E R  
(term i n a l s  shown) B B L U E  

c C L E A R  
S H I E L D E D ,  WI TH M A GN E T I C  CO R E  

J:s-::ill. 
G G R E EN 
N E  N EO N  
0 O RA N G E 

n�� O P  O P A L E SC E N T  11 p P U R P L E  
PO T E N T I A L, WI TH P O L A R I T Y  M A R K  R R E D  

L _ _  j w WH I T E  
y Y E L L  OW 

� � O R � t2:: V I SUAL SIGNALING D E V I C E  (88) 
WITH A SH I E L D  B ET W E EN W I N D -
I N GS, CON N EC T ED TO TH E F R AME J E W E L ED S I G N A L  L I GH T  

COMMU N I C AT I ON SWI T CH BOA R D-
TY P E  LAM P ® � �m --@ 
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APPEN DIX I l l  

BASIC ELECTRICAL FORMULAS 
Ohm's Law for D-C C i rcuits 

I = � =� =vf 
E P E2 R = -y = -p =p 

E = IR =f=yPR 
P =  E l  = £.:_= 1 2 R R 

Resistors in Series 

RT = R I + R 2 + .  

Resistors i n  Para l lel 

Two resistors 

More than two 

1 1 1 1 
- = - + - + - +  
RT R 1  R 2  R 3 

R L C i rcuit Time Constant 

L ( i n  henrys) . 
= t (m seconds) ,  or 

R ( in ohms) 

L ( in microhenrys) = t ( i n  m icroseconds) 
R ( i n  ohms) 

RC Circuit Time Constant 

R (ohms) x C (farads) = t (seconds) 

R (megohms) x C ( m icrofarads) = t (seconds) 

R (ohms) x C ( m icrofarads) = t ( microseconds) 

R ( megohms ) x C ( micromicrofarads) = t ( m icroseconds) 
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Capacitors i n  Series 

Two capacitors 

More than two 

Capacitors i n  Paral lel : CT = C 1  + C2 + .  

Capacitive R eactance: Xc = 2�C 

I m pedance in an RC Circuit (Series) 

I nductors i n  Series 

LT = L1 + L2 + . . .  ( N o  coupl ing between coi ls )  

I nductors i n  Para l lel 

Two i nductors 

L = T 

More than two 

I nductive Reactance 

XL = 27Tfl 
Q o f  a Coil 

X 0 =---'=
R 

(No coupl ing between coils) 

. (No cou pl ing between 
coils)  
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A 

Abstracting, commercial, 363-374 

A. C. generator , basic , 40- 50 

Advancement and training, 1-13 

Alternating current, introduction to , 40-59 

Amplitude-modulated (AM) transmitter, 64-71 
AM spectrum and bandwidth, 67 
modulation, 64-67 
percent of modulation, 69-71 
spectrum for multiple-modulation, 68 

Antenna field strength measurements, 172 
Antenna theory, basic, 88-99 

antenna characteristics , 90-96 
antenna feed point, 91 
antenna tuning, 90 
characteristic impedance, 91 
directivity, 94 
field intensity, 95 
frequency and impedance, 92  
incident and reflected waves,  96 
radiation resistance, 96 
wavelength, 92  
wave polarization, 93  

basic antenna circuit, 89 
half-wave theory, 96-98 
quarter-wave theory, 98-99 
terms and definitions , 88 

Automated systems , 293-322 
AUTODIN, 293-313 

AUTODIN data pattern messages, 306-311 
AUTODIN security, 313 
AUTODIN switching centers, 293-295 
AUTODIN teletypewriter,  300-306 
digital subscriber terminal equipment, 

295-300 
magnetic tape messages, 311-313 

Al.ITOSEVOCOM , 316-319 
definitions, 317 
general operating procedures,  317 
security requirements , 319 

392 

Automated systems-Continued 
AUTOVON , 313-316 

classes of telephone service, 314 
general user information, 316 
precedence of calls,  314 
term definitions , 313 
types of service,  315 

other systems, 319-322 
local digital message exchange , 319 
message processing and distribution 

system, 319 
naval communications processing and 

routing system , 321 
satellite information exchange system , 

322 

B 

Basic communication center files, 195 
Basic electricity, 14-59 
Basic message format, 215-247 
Basic transmitter theory, 60-77 

c 

Capacitance, 54-58 
Circuit discipline and security, 248-249 
Circuit procedures ,  258-270 
Circuit, simple electric ,  19-23 
Clerk, commercial traffic,  357 
Code and cipher messages , 272 
Commercial traffic ,  357-377 

coastal harbor radiotelephone service, 
374-376 

arrangements with telephone company for 
initiation of service,  374 

commercial abstracting, 363-374 
Class A and Class B messages, 363-365 
Class D messages,  365-368 
Class D messages entitled to Class E 
privilege , 368 

Class E messages,  371-374 



INDEX 

Commercial traffic-Continued 
commercial abstracting-Continued 
press messages ,  36 9-371 
radiophotos ,  371 

commercial traffic clerk, 357 
commercial traffic funds , 358 

refunds,  358 
uses of, 358 

commercial traffic reports , 358-363 
report symbols , 363 
responsibility for reports , 361 
serial numbers, 361 
word count systems , 363 

high seas radiotelephone service, 376-377 
conditions under which service is 
furnished , 376-377 

Communications distress, 350-356 
Communications , fleet, 323-349 
Communications organization, 182-197 

basic communication center files, 195 
command ship communications , 189 
com:nunications materiel support, 189 
communication training requirem·ents , 

196-197 
DCA control complex, 184 
defense communications system, 183 
disposal of files and logs , 196 
maintenance data collection system, 190 
naval communication areas , 184 
naval telecommunications system, 182-183 
Naval Warfare Publications Library, 191-195 
operation orders, 189 
repair part support, 190 
shipboard comm1mication organization, 187 
shipboard operational organization, 188 
shore communications departments , 184-178 

Communications security, 198-214 
authentication, 212 
communication center visitor's log, 213 
COMSEC destruction, 210 
CRYPTO, 209 
custodians of classified material , 204-206 
danger of espionage, 198 
declassification schedule, general , 201-202 
destruction of classified material ,  206 
EFTO and FOUO,  200 
em:ssion control, 211 
handling and stowage of classified material , 

204 
LTMDIS , 200 
meaconing, interference, jamming, and in-

trusion, 211 
national security agency, 213 
naval security groups ,  212 
NOFORN, 200 
personal security censorship , 213-214 
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Comm·1nications security-Continued 
security areas , 203 
security classification categories , 199-200 

Confidential, 200 
Secret, 200 
Top Secret, 199 

security control and responsibility, 199 
security versus speed, 212 
SPECAT, 201 
special markings , 200 

Communications transmitter testing, 159-162 
Com:-n:mication system, basic , 60 
Computer equipment testing, 176 
Com::lUter quality assurance techniques, 177- 180 
ConducJ:auce, 22 
Conductors and insulators, 16-17 
Continuous-wave (CW) transmitter , 6 1-64 

buffer, 63 
oscillator, 62  
power-amplifier , 63 
power supply, 63-64 

Current, 20-21 

D 

DCA control complex, 184 
Declassification schedule , general, 201 
D-efense com"!lunications system, 183 
Diagnosis and assurance logic , 180-181  
Direct current, introduction to , 23-40 
Distress communications , 350-356 

· distress frequencies, 350 
distress watches afloat, 351-354 

acknowledging receipt, 352 
cessation of distress traffic , 352 
follow-up messages, 352 
methods of transmission, 352 

distress watches ashore, 356 
merchant ship distress, 355 
safety signal, 354 
urgency signal, 354 

procedures,  3 54 

E 

Electrical Form11las , Basic , Appendix III , 391 
Electrical safety precautions , 140-145 
Electricity, basic ,  14-59 

introduction to alternating current (a. c.) , 
40-59 

basic a. c.  generator ,  40-50 
capacitance, 54-58 
inductance, 50-53 
inductive and capacitive reactance,  58-59 
inductive voltage and current, 53 
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E lectricity, basic-Continued 
introduction to direct current, 23-40 

commonly used electronic terms ,  29-32 
parallel d,c, circuits , 32-38 
series d,c, circuits , 24- 29 
series-parallel combinations , 38-40 

simple electric circuit, 18-23 
conductance,  22 
current, 20-21 
power, 22 
resistance, 22 
voltage , 19 

what is electricity, 14-17 
basic particles of matter,  14-16 
conductors and insulators , 16-17 

Em�ssion control, 211 
Enemy contact reporting, 272 
E spionage , danger of, 198 
Examination procedures, 10- 13 

taking the exam , 10-13 
profile analysis form, 12-13 
Subject-Matter Identification Sheet, 12 

F 
Fading, 112 
Fleet communications , 323-349 

fleet multichannel broadcast system ("N" 
System) , 323-327 

broadcast control , 323 
broadcast file, 326 
broadcast identification, 324 
broadcast operation, 325 
broadcast shifts , 326 

fleet satellite communications , 347-349 
other broadcasts , 327-330 

single channel broadcast, 327-330 
ship/shore and ship/ship circuits , 330 -342 

autocat and middleman operation, 336 
Fleet Flash Net, 338 
Fleet Warning/Tactical UHF Net, 340 
full duplex FSK ship/ shore/ ship (RFCS) , 

332-336 
full period terminations , 340-342 
Interim Command Switchboard, 338 
Navy High Command World-Wide Voice 

Network, 339 
Pigeon Post, 338 
secondary ship/shore circuits , 336 
ship/shore network, 330-332 
UHF /HF relay, 337 

radio emission designators , 342-344 
bandwidth, 343 
modulation of the main carrier, types 

of, 343 
supplementary characteristics , 344 
transmission, types of, 344 
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Fleet communications-Continued 
transmitter and receiver tuning, 344-347 

transmitter testing, 344 
Frequency bands and characteristics ,  113-115 
Frequency generators, 132-135 
Frequency measurement, 129 
Frequency modulation, 74-77 

F M  bandwidth, 75-76 
F�\1 :3ideband , 75 
m•)dulation index , 76 
percent of modulation , 77 

Frequency standards , 130-132 
Funds, commercial traffic , 358 

G 

Glossary of terms , Appendix I ,  378-383 

I 

Inductance ,  50-53 
Ionospheric propagation, basic , 1 10-112 

M 

Machine functions , 274-275 
Maintenance data collection system, 190 
Ma.nuals , training, 9-10 
Manual teletypewriter procedures, 274-292 
Matter ,  basic particles of, 14-16 

atom , 15 
·ionization, 16 
molecule, 15 

Mechanical and electrical symbols, 384-390 
Merchant ship distress , 355 
Message alignment, 275 
Message format, basic , 215-247 , 250-258 

addressees, 223-225 
address groups,  226 
call signs , 225 
cancelling messages ,  229 
classes of messages, 223 
ending, 221 
heading, 215-218 

address component, 217 
beginning procedure, 215-217 
preamble component, 217 
prefix component, 218 
separation, 218 

message categories,  231-237 
message user responsibilities ,  221 
operating signals , 230 
optical character reader, Message Form 

DD 173 ,  237-247 
constructing the address , 242 
constructing the text, 242-245 
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Message format, basic-Continued Radiotelephone procedures-Continued 
optical character reader, Message Form circuit discipline and security, 248-249 

DD 173-Continued importance of radiotelephone , 249 
general instructions , 237-239 radiotelephone security, 248 
headerlines,  239-242 circuit procedures , 258-270 
message readdressals, 245-247 acknowledgement of R/T messages ,  269 

plain language address directory, 227 break-in procedure, 2G9 
prosigns , 229 cancelling messages , 268 
readdressing a message, 228 code and cipher messages, 272 
text, 218-220 corrections , 267 

classification line, 218 decimals,  dates ,  and abbreviations , 263 
indenting, 220 emergency silence , 270 

--------�P=a=s=s=i"'ng,._ instructions , _..2-=2,__0___________ establishing communic�tior1s , 264-267 
punctuation, 220 local harbor circuits , 258 

_________ r_e_f
--o
e_r

c
-e--
o
n-'-ce line(s) , 220_

�
--

��
-

��
---- opening the net, 259 

restricted data paragraph markings , 220 phonetic alp'h--:a'b
:'c:
e-,-t-, "2"'6""1 

_________ _ 

special handling markings, 219 nronunciation of numerals, 262 
subject line, 220 punctuation, 263 

Message form9.t, teletype, 276 radiotelephone call signs , 264 
Message punctuation, 276 receipt of a message, 268 
Meters , types of, 119  repetitions , 267-268 

R/T circuit logs , 261 
types of nets , 259 N 

Naval Warfare Publications Library, 191-195 

0 

Operator maintenance, types of, 146 
Optical character reader,  Message Form DD 173,  

237-247 
Oscilloscopes ,  135-137 

p 

Parallel d.c. circuits, 32-38 
Power, 22 
Propagation, radio wave, 100-1 1 5  

Q 

Quality assurance and system diagnosis ,  146-181 

R 

Radio emission designators , 342-344 

Radioman rating, 1-9 

Radiotelephone procedures ,  248-273 
authentication, 271 
basic message format, 250-258 

format lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 ,  250 
format line 5 ,  256 
format lines 6, 7 ,  8, and 9 ,  256 
format line 10 , 256 
format lines 11 through 1 6 ,  256-258 

use of operating signals , 263 
use of prowords , 264 
verifying an R/T message , 269 
voice communication requirements , 258 

enemy contact reporting, 272 
executive method for R/T ,  270 

delayed executive method, 271 
immediate executive method, 271 

·operational brevity code , 272 
security consciousness,  272 

Radiotelephone _ service,  coastal harbor, 37 4-376 

Radiotelephone service , high seas , 376-377 

Radio wave propagation, 100-115 
basic ionospheric propagation, 110-112 

absorption in the ionosphere, 112 
effect of ionosphere on the sky wave , 111  
periodic variations , 112  
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variations in the ionosphere, 112  
basic tropospheric propagation, 107-110 

forward propagation tropospheric scatter 
communications , 107-110 

tropospheric wave, 107 
composition of the earth's atmosphere, 104 
differaction, reflection and refraction, 101-104 
fading, 112 
frequency bands and characteristics ,  113-115 
terms and definitions , 100-101 
types of radio wave propagation,  105-107 

sky wave , 106 
space wave, 106 
surface wave, 105 

Receiver quality assurance, 154-159 
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Receiver theory, basic, 78-87 
receiver functions , 78 
receiver input, origin of, 78  
superheterodyne receiver, 79-·8 i 

receiver control circuits , 84 
Receiver tuning and transmitter,  344-347 
Repair part support, 190 
Reports , commercial traffic, 358-363 
Resistance, 22 

s 

Safety signal, 354 
Security, communications , 198-214 
Shipboard communication organization, 187 
Shipboard operational organization, 188 
Ship/shore and ship/shore circuits , 330-342 
Shore communications departments , 184- 187 
Single-sideband (SSE) transmitter ,  71-74 

functional SSB transmitter,  72 
single-sideband, 72 
SSE receivers , 73-74 

Spectrum analysis ,  137-140 
Superheterodyne receiver, 79-87 

AF am::?lifier, 84 
antenna section, 80 
automatic frequency control, 87 
automatic gain control, 85 
beat-frequency (EFO) , 86 
delayed automatic gain control, 86 
detector ,  84 
IF amplifier, 83 
manual gain control (MGC) , 84 
mixer and local oscillator, 83 
receiver control circuits , 84 
RF amplifier, 81-83 
silencer, 87 

System diagnosis and quality assurance , 146-181 
antenna field strength measurements, 172 
basic measurements, 147-149 

oscilloscope measurements , 148 
resistive measurements , 148 
voltage measurements , 148 

communications transmitter testing, 159-162 
frequency m·-easurements, 160 
output power measurements , 160 
transmitter neutralization, 16 1 

computer equipment testing, 176-177 
analog computers, 176 
arithmetic, 177 
computer types , 176 
control ,  177 
digital computers , 177 
input, 177 
memory, 177 
output, 177 
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System diagnosis and quality assurance
Continued 

computer quality assurance techniques , 
177-180 

add instruction, 179 
basic programs, 178 
clear and add instruction, 179 
diagnostic programs, 179 
full store instruction, 180 
halt instructions , 179 
maintenance programs, 178 
reliability programs, 178 

diagnosis and assurance logic ,  180-1 81  
evaluation of equipment performance, 180 
recording data, 181 
use of functional block diagrams,  181  
use of operating controls , 180 

mutual interference problems ,  170-172 
antenna location, 170 
cross modulation, 171 
receiver-to-receiver interference, 171  
reduction to transmitter radiation, 172  
spurious transmitter radiation, 171  
transmitter-to-receiver interference, 170 

operator maintenance ,  types of, 146 
performance testing measurements , 149-154 

electron tube testing, 1 53 
frequency spectrum measurements , 152 
impedance testing of antennas and trans-

mission lines ,  1 53 
power output measurements , 152 
receiver gain measurements , 151 
receiver noise measurements , 149 
receiver sensitivity measurements , 151  

receiver quality assurance, 154-1 59 
assurance diagnosis and the decibel, 1 54 
cross-modulation test, 1 57 
CW and facsimile sensitivity checks , 1 55 
FSK sensitivity determi.nation, 1 56 
receiver response curves, 156 
receiver selectivity and bandwidth 
measurements , 1 57 

reserve gain determination, 1 56 
single sideband sensitivity measurements , 

155  
squelch (silencer) circuit measurements, 

158 
tuning dial calibration, 1 59 
voice modulated sensitivity checks, 1 56 
warm-up frequency drift, 1 59 

single sideband testing, 173-176 
balanced modulator adjustments , 17 3 
peak envelope power measurement, 175  
RF carrier oscillator, 173 
sideband filters , 174 
SSB receiver maintenance techniques,  176 
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System diagnosis and quality assurance
Continued 

single sideband testing-Continued 
SSB signal-to-noise measurements , 175 
SSE transmitter monitoring, 176 
two-tone testing in SSE , 17  4 

systems test, types of, 146 
teletype systems testing, 162- 165 

basic keyboard and tape transmitter tests , 
165 

range selection, 165 
teletypewriter operational speeds , 163 
teletypewriter signals , 163 
types of transmissions , 163-165 

teletypewriter distortion, 165-170 
causes and effects of bias distortion, 166 
causes and effects of characteristic dis

tortion, 168 
causes and effects of fortuitous distortion, 

168 
causes and effects of speed problems, 169 
mtiltiplex and crypto distortion, 169 

Systems ,  automated, 293-322 

T 

Telecommunications system, naval, 182-183 

Teletype systems testing, 16 2-165 

Teletypewriter distortion, 165-170 

Teletypewriter procedures ,  manual ,  274-292 
basic operating instructions , 279-292 

cancellations , 284 
corrections , 282 
counting and checking groups , 284-286 
manual switching systems , 291-292 
manual TTY calling and answering, 

279-282 
transmission of messages,  286-287 
use of common prosigns , 288-291 

machine functions , 274-275 
bell signal , 27 5 
blank, 275 
carriage return, 27 5 
line feed, 275 
margin bell, 275 
shift, 274 
space, 274 
warning light, 275 

message alignment, 275 
message punctuation, 276 
teletype message format, 276 
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Test equipment, basic , 116-145 
basic requirements of test equipment, 118 
calibration of test equipment, 118 
care , use, and handling of test equipment, 116 
commonly used test equipment, 120-129 

ammeters ,  120- 123 
megohmmeter (megger) , 126-129 
ohmmeters, 124-126 
voltmeters , 123 

electrical safety precautions , 140-145 
cathode-ray tubes,  143 
fire precautions , 143-145 
general safety practices, 140 
rescue of shock victims, 142 
RF-energy burns , 143 
safety shorting probe, 141 
sym3Jtoms of electrical shock, 141 

electron tube testers, 137-140 
emission testers , 138- 140 
transconductance testers , 140 

frequency generators , 132-135 
audio, 132-134 
radio, 134 

frequency measurement, 129 
heterodyne frequency meters , 129 

frequency standards ,  130-132 
audio frequencies and musical pitch, 131 
radio frequencies,  131 
radio propagation forecasts , 131 
secondary standards ,  132 
silent periods, 132 
time intervals and signals , 131 
U.S. National Bureau of Standards, 131 

oscilloscopes, 135- 137 
graticules,  137 · 

personnel safety precautions , 137 
power supplies,  136 
screen, 135 

selection of test equipment, 117-118 
amplitude , 118  
frequency, 117  
im?edance matching, 117 
polarity, 118 

spectrum analysis , 137 
types of meters, 119  

Testing measurements , performance , 149-154 
Traffic , commercial , 357-377 
Training and advancement, 1-13 

examination procedures,  10-13 
Radioman rating, 1-9 

factors which affect advancement, 3 
how to prepare for advancement, 6-9 
how to qualify for advancement, 2 
military duties , 1 
Navy advancement system, 2 
taking the exam, 10-13 
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Training and advancement-Continued 
training manuals, 9-10 

basic Navy training manuals , 9 
nonresident career courses , 10 
rate training manuals , 9 

Transmitter theory , basic, 60-77 
basic comm;mication system , 60 
types of transmitters , 6 1-77 

amplitude-modulated (AM) transmitter, 
64-7 1 

continuous-wave (CW) transmitter, 6 1-64 
frequency modulation, 74-77 
single-sideband (SSE) transm1tter, 71-74 
transmitter troubleshooting, 77 

Tropospheric propagation, basic, 107-110 

u 

Urgency signal, 354 

v 

Voltage , 19 

w 

Watch afloat, distress, 351-354 
Watches ashore, distress , 3 56 
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